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Voorwoord

Voilà, hier is het. Het meest gelezen stuk van een doctoraatstekst. Een be-
knopte beschrijving van een tranche de vie van een doctoraatsstudent, waarin
een tip wordt opgelicht van de sluier achter de doctoraatstekst.

Het onderzoeksonderwerp van dit doctoraat is voortgevloeid uit een pro-
ject dat als doelstelling had technieken uit de mobiele robotica ten dienste
te stellen van rolstoelgebruikers. Dit onderzoek kadert ook meer algemeen
in een zoektocht naar hoe mens en machine optimaal kunnen samenwerken.
Vermits dit vele kennisdomeinen omvat, vond ik dit onderzoeksonderwerp niet
alleen maatschappelijk relevant, maar ook wetenschappelijk en technisch erg
boeiend. Voor mij was het dan ook een privilege om hierop te mogen werken.

Voor de geboden onderzoekskansen wil ik in de eerste plaats mijn twee
promotoren bedanken. Het is voor mij altijd een hele eer geweest om onder
professor Van Brussel te dienen. Uit het gekregen vertrouwen kon ik veel ener-
gie putten. Op sommige momenten heeft hij zich verontschuldigd voor zijn
legendarische directheid. Die directheid is net wat ik sterk heb geapprecieerd.
Met hem weet je waar je staat en gesprekken zijn doelgericht en probleem-
oplossend. Ook technische vragen over het onderzoek waren ter zake, met
de blik op de toekomst. Dit werk is er zeker ook gekomen dankzij Marnix.
Samen met professor Van Brussel was hij de drijvende kracht achter het IWT
project dat aan de basis lag van dit onderzoek. Na dat project vloeiden trou-
wens verschillende andere interessante projecten uit zijn toetsenbord. Verder
heeft Marnix ook veel bijgedragen aan de PR voor het rolstoelonderzoek hier
op PMA. Aan de vooravond van zijn trouwdag geef ik hem mijn beste wen-
sen. Beide promotoren en professor Joris De Schutter bedank ik ook voor de
financiële steun.

Verder bedank ik alle leden van de jury. Professoren Joris De Schutter en
Marc Moonen voor de flexibiliteit die zij aan de dag legden om op korte termijn
de thesis te lezen en bovendien nuttige opmerkingen over de tekst en aanpak
te geven. Professor Jos Vander Sloten die al meerdere malen zijn interesse
voor dit onderzoek heeft betuigd. Professor Desiré Bollé om in de jury te
zetelen ondanks zijn drukke agenda. J’aimerais remercier le professeur Raja
Chatila pour son intérêt dans la recherche sur les fauteuils roulants robotiques
à PMA. Etant donné sa compétence et ses réalisations remarquables dans la
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Preface

robotique, sa présence dans le jury est un grand honneur pour moi. Professor
Jean Berlamont bedank ik voor het voorzitten van de jury.

Van de collega’s moet ik in de eerste plaats de twee andere musketiers be-
danken waarmee ik van in het begin heb samengewerkt, Dirk en René. Dirk
is zelfs een studiegenoot van een nog vroeger uur. Het solidaire gejammer en
gelach bij het werken aan de rolstoel maakten de praktische onderzoekspijnen
veel draaglijker. Heel wat gesprekken met René over software en de onder-
zoeksaanpak in het algemeen waren verhelderend. Erg ontspannend waren
ook de tijden met Dirk en René buiten de universiteitsgebouwen, zoals de ter-
rasjes, de bioscoopbezoeken, de etentjes en de conferenties. Van de collega’s
die zich later bij de mobiele-robotgroep hebben gevoegd bedank ik Alexan-
der die de fakkel ontstoken in dit doctoraat overneemt. Le agradezco mucho a
Alex, fotógrafo de defensas de doctorado y lector de la mayor parte de esa tesis
doctoral. Gracias por las charlas interesantes en el trabajo pero también en
el tiempo libro. Ook de andere sympathieke leden van de mobiele-robotgroep
bedank ik, Gerolf, Johan, Alexandra, Xavier, Davy, Erwin, Michael, Brecht,
Guy en Wouter. Gerolf en Johan bedank ik ook voor hun nuttige feedback
op grote delen van de tekst en voor de interessante discussies. Ook bedank
ik alle andere collega’s van het eerste en het latere uur voor de gezellige tijd
op PMA en daarbuiten: Tine, Benny, Wim, Bram, Vincent, Walter, Klaas,
Gudrun, Manu, Christophe, Joris, Peter, Takis, Johan, Wim, Roćıo, Nerea
en de velen anderen die ik hier vergeet.

Zonder de uitgebreide praktische en administratieve ondersteuning was
dit doctoraat er nooit gekomen. We konden altijd rekenen op de ervaring
van Dirk, Eddy en Viggo voor het maken van mechanische onderdelen. Ray-
mond, Fernand, Polleke en Paul hebben onontbeerlijke hulp geboden bij de
elektronische beslommeringen. Jan en Ronny bedank ik voor de efficiënte
computerondersteuning en Jean-Pierre voor de hulp bij het fotograferen en
het maken van video-opnamen. Voor de administratieve ondersteuning zijn
Lieve, Karin, Carine, An en Luc een grote dankbetuiging verschuldigd. Be-
dankt!

Ik heb het geluk gehad om bij verschillende interessante projecten te zijn
betrokken geweest. Voor het IWT rolstoelproject was het altijd prettig samen-
werken met Victor Claes, Peter Feys, Pascal Vander Beeten, Lieve Nuyens en
Ilse Jonkers. Ook Pierre Ketelaer, Arthur Spaepen, Kenneth, Hans Fraeyman,
Carlotte Kiekens, Steven Ranson hebben vele bijdragen geleverd. Voor het
Ambience project, heb ik veel gehad aan de samenwerking met Dennis Taap-
ken, Ko Crucq, Josep Porta, Albert van Breemen en Ben Kröse. In het kader
van het IAP project, was het aangenaam samenwerken met Toon Goedemé,
Geert Decubber, Thomas Geerinck, Sid Ahmed Berrabah, Kenny Cauwerts
en Valentin Enescu. Chris Decubber bewonder ik voor zijn organisatietalent
en databankkennis in het EumechaPro project.

Verder bedank ik alle thesisstudenten die ik heb mogen begeleiden, Yanru,
Alexander, Jan, Bert, Yajie, Gert, Thomas en Sebastian. I’m very grateful
to Yanru for the many nice chats and her programming assistance even after
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her thesis was finished.
Het leven is niet om te werken alleen, ook al lijkt het er daar soms op. Ik

bedank alle kameraden voor de fantastische tijd hier in Leuven. Om me eraan
te herinneren dat het werk er is om te leven en niet andersom. Bedankt, Roos
en René, Dirk en Nele, Rosalie, Ellen, Kurt, Lieven, Filip, Hilde, Kristien,
Albert en Lieske, Frederico, Jokkes, Peggy en Peter, Leen en Jos, Kristien,
Heidi en Wim, Pietro, Andrea, Marlies en Sim, Katrien en Tom, Anneleen,
Daniela en Geert, Maarten, Caroline, Peter en de anderen uit de tekenles,
de basketbalploeg of beter de hele basketclub uit Halle-Zoersel, Karel kat en
natuurlijk ook los estudiantes en gli studenti uit de taallessen of ja uit de
cafébezoeken na de overgeslagen taalles. Ook hier ben ik vast weer mensen
vergeten die ik evenzeer wil bedanken!

Wat écht telt in het leven is vriendschap en liefde. Dat heb ik in overvloed
gekregen van mijn familie, de neven en nichten, de nonkels en tantes. Ik
kan iedereen zo’n uitgebreide en samenhangende familie toewensen. Bedankt
iedereen! Je remercie aussi Jérôme, Sylvie et Nelly pour tous les moments
agréables ensemble! Thalia wil ik in het bijzonder bedanken. Met zijn tweeën
aan een doctoraat werken, het is niet evident, maar we hebben dat met de
nodige humor en ontspanning opgelost. Ik ben haar heel dankbaar voor de
heel toffe momenten samen, de vele reizen naar heinde en verre maar ook naar
dichtbij, de ontelbare etentjes bij ‘de Italiaan’, de steun en bemoedigende
woorden die echt wel hielpen ook al is Thalia daar zelf niet van overtuigd,
het gidsen in Zuid-Afrika, haar vele verhaaltjes elke dag en veel meer. Baie
dankie!

Tot slot kom ik bij de ultieme conditio sine qua non van dit doctoraat:
mijn grootouders, ouders en zus. Bij mijn grootouders kan ik altijd tot rust
komen. Sterke, wijze, lieve mensen zijn het die me veel raad en vriendschap
hebben gegeven. Ook zus Kristien waardeer ik enorm. Aan haar kan ik altijd
alles vertellen. Een echte vriendin! Zeker ook moet ik mijn ouders van harte
bedanken voor de onvoorwaardelijke steun, voor de vrijheid die ik gekregen
heb in mijn studiekeuzes, voor de financiële steun, voor de goede raad die ik
soms (ok, vaak) onterecht in de wind sloeg, voor de vriendschap en de be-
moedigingen en voor zoveel meer. Dankuwel!! René, Stephanie, Alöıs, Maria,
Christian, Celine en Kristien verdienen eigenlijk niets anders dan dat deze
thesis aan hen wordt opgedragen. En dat doe ik bij deze!

Eric Demeester
Mei 2007
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Abstract

Elderly and physically impaired people constitute a continuously growing sec-
tion of the world’s population. A considerable part of this population group
experiences mobility problems, even when using existing assistive devices such
as powered wheelchairs and walkers. This reduces their quality of life substan-
tially. Consequently, several research groups have decided to equip existing
mobility devices with additional sensing and computing power in order to
ease navigation and to reduce the number of accidents. This thesis focuses on
the control and estimation algorithms behind such assistive robots. Powered
wheelchairs are adopted as a test case.

In order to assist wheelchair drivers, the wheelchair computer should know
which manoeuvre the user desires to execute. However, with traditional
wheelchair interfaces it is difficult to accurately specify complete navigation
tasks. Consequently, the user’s navigation plans are uncertain and should be
recognised. Based on the estimated plans, the computer decides to which de-
gree users should be assisted. This way, user and computer share control over
the assistive robot. Furthermore, each wheelchair driver controls a wheelchair
in a different manner, and user signals are not completely predictable and re-
peatable. Therefore, it is important for the control and estimation algorithms
to take uncertainty on user signals into account, as well as individual driving
characteristics.

This work presents an approach to user-adapted plan recognition and user-
adapted shared control that is different from previous approaches in three
distinct ways. First, user plans are represented as trajectories from the cur-
rent robot location to a goal location. This representation allows to estimate
and model any complex driving manoeuvre. Second, uncertainty regarding
user plans, user signals, and sensor signals is explicitly dealt with both during
plan recognition and during shared control. A Bayesian approach is adopted
to merge past and present information regarding the uncertain user plans.
The probability distribution that results from merging past and present infor-
mation regarding user plans may be multi-modal. Despite this multi-modal
distribution, it should be decided continuously which robot actions are most
appropriate. Three approaches were proposed and validated to make assistive
decisions under uncertainty, a Maximum Likelihood approach, a Maximum A
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Posteriori approach, and a greedy Partially Observable Markov Decision Pro-
cess. Third, a key element in the approach is a user model that determines
how probable the user’s steering signals are under the assumption that the
user wants to track a given mental trajectory. This user model can incorpo-
rate user-specific characteristics. Experiments with a joystick interface and
button interfaces were performed, both in simulation and on a real wheelchair
platform.
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Beknopte samenvatting

Ouderen en mindervaliden vertegenwoordigen een voortdurend groeiend seg-
ment van de wereldbevolking. Een aanzienlijk deel van deze bevolkingsgroep
ondervindt mobiliteitsproblemen, zelfs bij het gebruik van bestaande hulp-
middelen zoals rolstoelen en looprekken. Om deze hulpmiddelen gebruiks-
vriendelijker en veiliger te maken, hebben verscheidene onderzoeksgroepen de
hulpmiddelen uitgerust met sensoren en computerkracht. Deze thesis richt
zich op de besturings- en schattingsalgoritmen die nodig zijn voor zulke intel-
ligente mobiliteitshulpmiddelen. Meer bepaald werden de algoritmen getest
op een intelligente elektrische rolstoel.

Om navigatiehulp te verlenen aan gebruikers bij het besturen van een
rolstoel, is op elk moment kennis vereist over het manoeuvre dat de gebrui-
ker wil uitvoeren, d.i. de gebruikersintentie. Met bestaande rolstoelinterfaces
kunnen gebruikers echter moeilijk duidelijk maken aan een computer wat het
gewenste manoeuvre is. Bijgevolg zijn de gebruikersintenties verborgen voor
de computer en moeten deze geschat worden op basis van onzekere informatie
uit sensoren en de gebruikersinterface. Dit schatten van de gebruikersintentie
wordt planherkenning genoemd. De geschatte gebruikersintentie stelt de com-
puter in staat om de gepaste navigatiehulp aan te bieden aan de gebruiker.
Aangezien zowel de gebruiker als de computer op hetzelfde moment de machi-
ne besturen, delen zij de controle. Elke gebruiker bestuurt een rolstoel op een
eigen manier. Bovendien zijn gebruikerssignalen niet volledig voorspelbaar.
Daarom moeten de besturings- en schattingsalgoritmen zowel rekening houden
met onzekerheid in gebruikerssignalen als met de individuele karakteristieken
van gebruikers.

Deze thesis stelt een aanpak voor die zich op voornamelijk drie gebieden
onderscheidt van bestaande aanpakken voor navigatiehulp aan rolstoelgebrui-
kers. Ten eerste worden gebruikersintenties gemodelleerd als geometrische
paden van de huidige rolstoelpositie naar een doelpositie. Deze voorstelling
van gebruikersintenties laat toe om ook complexe gebruikersintenties te mo-
delleren en te schatten, zoals manoeuvres in nauwe omgevingen. Ten tweede
wordt expliciet rekening gehouden met onzekerheden op sensorsignalen en
gebruikerssignalen. Dit gebeurt met behulp van Bayesiaanse waarschijnlijk-
heidstheorie. Uit het algoritme voor het schatten van de gebruikersintentie
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volgt een waarschijnlijkheidsverdeling over mogelijke gebruikersintenties. On-
danks het feit dat deze waarschijnlijkheidsverdeling verschillende maxima kan
vertonen en de gebruikersintentie dus niet eenduidig gekend is, moet de ro-
bot continu beslissingen nemen aangaande navigatiehulp voor de gebruiker.
Hiervoor zijn drie algoritmen voorgesteld en geëvalueerd: een Maximum Li-
kelihood aanpak, een Maximum A Posteriori aanpak, en een greedy Partially
Observable Markov Decision Process. Ten derde staat in deze aanpak een
gebruikersmodel centraal dat toelaat om gebruikersspecifiek rijgedrag in re-
kening te brengen, zowel voor het schatten van intenties als voor het nemen
van corrigerende stuuracties. De intentieschatting en navigatiehulp werden
gevalideerd met experimenten in simulatie en op een reële rolstoel, zowel met
een joystickinterface als met knoppeninterfaces.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The White Rabbit put on his spectacles.
‘Where shall I begin, please your Majesty?’ he asked.

‘Begin at the beginning,’ the King said gravely,
‘and go on till you come to the end: then stop.’

Lewis Carroll, ◦1832 – †1898.

This introductory chapter situates the research on human-machine co-
operation for wheelchair control in the larger field of robotics, and provides
motivation for this research. Furthermore, challenges and requirements related
to combined human-machine wheelchair control are explicitly stated, which al-
lows for a thorough evaluation of different existing approaches. It furthermore
allows to evaluate more clearly the contributions and assumptions of this work,
which will be briefly discussed. Lastly, an overview of the work is presented
that clarifies the interdependence of the chapters.

1.1 Introduction

Prior to beginning at the beginning, a paragraph of intent to be politically
correct towards both gender types is appropriate. In order to avoid tiresome
reading due to an extensive use of s/he or (s)he, and his or her, the gender
of all anonymous individuals in a single chapter is kept fixed, but alternates
between successive chapters. This first chapter has been chosen to contain
only female drivers, female designers, and other female characters. Chapters
with an even number will be populated with male roles.
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1 Introduction

One of the major distinctions between humans and most animals lies in
the human’s construction and usage of tools. The advent of computers and
powerful algorithms during the twentieth century allowed for the development
of advanced tools such as nuclear power plants, complex airplanes, satellites,
and many other tools for manufacturing, transport, healing, or farming, to
name a few. Simultaneously, robots1 were developed as tools to assist hu-
mans in dangerous, heavy-duty or repetitive tasks. Though many science
fiction stories depict robots as exceeding the level of being mere automated
servants by endowing them with human-like or even superior intelligence and
behaviour, this futuristic picture is far from nowadays reality.

Autonomous robots

Robots appear in many shapes, but most of them are electro-mechanical sys-
tems capable of motion that can perform physical tasks. They can be gen-
erally classified as mobile robots, manipulator robots and self-reconfigurable
robots, but hybrid forms also exist. When initially introduced around the
1950s, robots were mainly used in industrial environments, which are struc-
tured and characterised by the absence of humans in the robot’s work space.
These features eliminate to a large extent the need for sensory feedback. Typ-
ical examples are manipulators that blindly paint, weld, and assemble cars,
or Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) that transport goods in warehouses
along fixed trajectories or that are used for safety and security patrols. Be-
sides performing dull tasks with high precision for mass production, robots
are adopted in dangerous environments, such as for cleaning and for handling
toxic or nuclear waste, or for gathering samples in volcanic, underwater or
space environments.

Over the last decades, robots have moved more and more into public, do-
mestic, and military environments, which are populated with humans and are
unstructured, changing, and unknown or only partially known. To survive
in these environments, sensory feedback is imperative. Examples of these
robots invading our everyday life are legion. For example, by the end of 2004,
over one million autonomous vacuum cleaner units had been sold (UNECE
2005). Also grass-mowing, cloth-ironing, surveillance, floor cleaning, win-
dow cleaning, and swimming-pool cleaning robots are commercially available
nowadays. Besides for doing household chores, robots have a large poten-
tial as entertainment or social interaction tools. Examples of toy robots are
Sony’s humanoid robot Qrio and robotic dog Aibo (Sony 2006), Honda’s hu-
manoid robot Asimo (Honda 2006), and the robotic seal Paro (Shibata 2006).
Some of these service and toy robots offer more functionality than just play-
ing games. They can additionally serve as an interface to web applications

1The word robot first appeared in the science fiction play R.U.R. (Rossum’s Universal

Robots), written by the Czech writer Karel C̆apek in 1920. The word robota, meaning
drudgery or forced labour in literary Czech, and work or labour in literary Slovak has been
used since the 10th century already.
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1.1 Introduction

and electronic equipment, such as the personal robot Papero (NEC 2006)
or robotic waiters (Elinas et al. 2002). Another example of such personal
assistants is Lino, which is presented in Section A.3. Furthermore, various
commercial robot kits are available, such as Lego’s Mindstorms robots or
robots from Fischertechnik. Cars are being equipped with an increasing num-
ber of sensors that provide passive navigation aid, such as visual or auditory
feedback during parking manoeuvres. In the near future, they may actively
take safety actions themselves as well. As an extreme example of this, five
vehicles were able to travel 132.2 miles in the Mojave desert from California
to Nevada without human intervention, during the DARPA Grand Challenge
in 2005 (DARPA 2005). Military applications abound with robots, such as
robots for bomb-disposal, demining robots, robots to carry heavy weights in
battle fields, or unmanned aerial vehicles. Research on service robots also
focuses on museum tour-guide robots such as Rhino (Buhmann et al. 1995)
or Minerva (Thrun et al. 2000), or on exhibition robots (Arras et al. 2003).
Various competitions are yearly organised for soccer playing robots (RoboCup
2006). Furthermore, research has been performed on autonomous robots that
perform delivery tasks of coffee or mail, such as Xavier (Koenig and Simmons
1998) and Dervish (Nourbakhsh et al. 1995). Many other potential applica-
tions exist where service robots may prove to be useful such as underground
mining, agriculture, rescue operations and fire fighting.

Currently, many service robots are mobile robots, but research on walking
robots such as humanoids is abundant as these are believed to appear more
natural, thereby increasing acceptance by humans. For the same reason, the
robot’s looks should be aesthetic and the interaction with humans natural and
intuitive. Furthermore, walking robots are favoured above wheeled robots in
difficult-to-access terrains and human-made environments.

Many of these robots are directly controlled by humans, others are prepro-
grammed by determining a priori the sequence of low-level actions the robot
should execute. By contrast, truly autonomous robots just receive some high-
level task description and decide themselves how to execute the requested task
and how to adapt the task solution as a function of observations. The task this
thesis is mainly concerned with is navigation. Leonard and Durrant-Whyte
(1991) summarise the general problem of autonomous robotic navigation with
the following three questions2:

Where am I? Answering this question requires a solution to the problem
of self-localisation in a map, unless the robot’s target position is given
relative to the robot’s current position. It may furthermore require the
robot to autonomously explore and build a map of the environment first,
commonly referred to as Simultaneous Localisation And Mapping or

2Remark that these questions denote just one possible approach to structure autonomous
robot control, which may be referred to as the model-based, probabilistic approach. Other
approaches exist, such as fully reactive approaches that disregard any model of the envi-
ronment, and behaviour-based approaches that lie in between these two extremes.
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1 Introduction

SLAM. These topics and contributions will be discussed in Appendices B
and C.

Where am I going? In many cases, this is a target position that is either
directly obtained from the human user such as through a command drive
to the kitchen, or it is a subgoal position in a plan that was computed
by the robot to solve the high-level task commanded by the human.

How do I get there? This is the problem of path or trajectory planning,
which is discussed in Appendix D.

Despite the wealth of research already performed in this area, efficient3 mo-
bile robot navigation is still difficult because of the inaccurate information
stemming from currently adopted sensors. This leads to uncertain feature
extraction out of sensor data, and uncertain association of features with pre-
viously observed features. Another reason for mobile robot navigation to be
difficult is that decision-making or planning is a resource-intensive problem,
especially in the presence of uncertain information and optimisation objec-
tives. Other possible reasons include the robot’s large size compared to its
environment, and its kinematics and dynamics.

Semi-autonomous robots

This thesis focuses on a specific subset of the service robots that invade hu-
man environments at an increasing rate, namely on assistive robots and more
specifically on electric wheelchairs. Among assistive robots are automated
wheelchairs, walking assistants, guide dogs for the blind, manipulators, and
automated desks. These robots differ from other service robots in their tight
collaboration with humans, not only providing informative but also powered
assistance. This imposes specific requirements on these robots’ behaviour,
their interface and their physical embodiment. In contrast to some other
service robots, most of these assistive robots have not exceeded the level of
research yet. One of the main reasons is probably their ability to directly
affect the safety of their human partners. Safety regulations are, fortunately,
very strict thereby restricting introduction of these robots on the market. An-
other reason is the complexity of human-machine co-operation, and the lack
of sustained reliable operation under a variety of complex tasks and tricky
environments.

Similarly to other service robots, assistive robots may be directly con-
trolled by users or may be fully autonomous. In some cases however, it seems
useful to let computer and human share control over the robot. Since neither
human nor machine have full control over the robot, these robots will be called
shared-control or semi-autonomous robots in this thesis. Research on semi-
autonomous robots basically has to deal with the same questions as research

3Efficient navigation as opposed to randomly wandering around, which is easier to
implement but undesirable in many applications.
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1.2 Motivation and objectives of assistive robotics

on autonomous robots, but due to the interaction with humans, other research
problems emerge. For semi-autonomous mobile robot navigation for example,
the research questions of Leonard and Durrant-Whyte (1991) become:4

Where am I? Solving this question requires the same techniques as for au-
tonomous robots. However, robots may rely on the human’s knowledge
of the robot’s surroundings, thereby eliminating the need to maintain
a large map and to have an ‘exact’ estimate of the robot’s position in
that map. Instead, maps of the robot’s local surroundings may suffice.

Where am I going? This thesis explores the feasibility of letting wheelchair
drivers adopt the interface they are used to, in order to provide for a
natural and intuitive interface. This way, users are not required to ex-
plicitly communicate the tasks they want the system to execute, nor to
become acquainted with a novel interface that is possibly cognitively
and physically complex. One possible approach to assist users in such
cases is to explicitly estimate the unknown or hidden task the user de-
sires to execute. This task estimation is based on uncertain information
contained in the user’s signals, in past robot behaviour, and in obser-
vation of the robot’s surroundings. In research areas such as language
understanding, this problem is referred to as plan recognition, the main
topic of Chapter 3.

How do I get there? Even if it is known which task the user wishes to exe-
cute, it remains unclear how the task or manoeuvre should be executed
jointly by human and robot. The computer’s degree of participation in
controlling the robot depends on its control accuracy, the user’s con-
trol accuracy, the user’s wishes and expectations, and the uncertainty
regarding the task that should be executed. This decision making prob-
lem will be referred to as shared control in this thesis, and is the topic
of Chapter 4.

The next sections will discuss some of these issues in greater detail. Although
the text has been written from the viewpoint of semi-autonomous wheelchairs,
a considerable part of the motivation, challenges, and requirements stated
below is valid for various types of assistive robots.

1.2 Motivation and objectives of assistive
robotics

Two important driving forces behind robotics in general are the quest for au-
tonomy on the one hand, which stems from the long-term dream of creating

4Here as well, it should be noted that these questions summarise just one possible
viewpoint on semi-autonomous navigation, though most existing approaches address several
of these issues. Other options will be discussed in Chapter 3.
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intelligent and moving autonomous artifacts, and useful applications on the
other hand, which stem from the human’s ability to invent tools for perform-
ing dull or dangerous jobs. Assistive robotics or semi-autonomous robotics
in general are motivated by two similar quests, which also constitute the mo-
tivation and objectives of this thesis. From a utility or application point of
view, research in these fields is often more concretely motivated by a social
and an economic driving force, both related to:

the ageing of society occurring in most countries with a high standard of
living. The United Nations (2006) expect the percentage of people
aged 65 and over to increase in the more developed regions from 15.3%
in the year 2005 to 25.9% by 2050, and a qualitatively similar evolution
towards an inverse population pyramid is expected to occur in the less
and least developed countries. The less and least developed regions as
a whole will achieve by 2050 an age structure similar to that of today’s
more developed regions. Globally, the number of persons aged 80 years
or over is expected to increase from 86 million in 2005 to almost 394
million in 2050. Not only does the number of aged people increase, the
human’s longevity is growing as well.

the presence of physical impairment in general. Cognitive and physi-
cal impairments not necessarily related to ageing may be caused by
accidents, diseases, or warfare. Despite many advances in medicine and
safety of cars and other machinery, and despite some peace-making and
peace-keeping efforts, these causes of physical impairment have not de-
creased substantially over the last decades, and are unlikely to decrease
in the near future. For example, land mines are still today the most
important cause of physical impairment (Cooper and Cooper 2003).
Furthermore, reduced infant mortality has caused an increase in con-
genital disabilities such as cerebral palsy5. More generally stated, sur-
vival chances of people with disorders such as trauma or spinal cord
injury increase, but the incidence6 rate of these disorders has not de-
creased (Cooper and Cooper 2003). This has i.a. led to a growing num-
ber of wheelchair users. Obesity is another important cause of physical
impairment, especially in the more developed countries.

Many elderly and disabled people suffer from visual and auditory impairments.
Besides sensory impairments, members of these growing sections of our society
typically suffer from a reduced mobility. For elderly people, this may be

5Chapter 2 will explain several disorders typically occurring among wheelchair drivers.
Cerebral palsy is one of them.

6Incidence is defined as the number of new cases of disease occurring in a population
during a defined time interval, typically a year. It is a measure of the risk of a disease.
Prevalence on the other hand is defined as the number of individuals with a certain disease
in a population at a specified time divided by the number of individuals in the population
at that time. In contrast to incidence, prevalence does not convey information about risk.
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caused by arthritis, hip fractures, stroke, and diabetes mellitus. For disabled
people, several causes of reduced mobility will be discussed in Chapter 2. A
loss of mobility is often accompanied by a severe decrease of social activity
and social contact, an increased dependence on others and a restriction of
one’s self-determination. This may considerably affect a person’s self-esteem,
dignity and happiness in general. Cooper and Cooper (2003) provide several
pointers to research with experimental evidence of the negative influence of
reduced mobility on a person’s quality of life. Various tools have already been
developed for increasing the mobility of the elderly and physically impaired,
such as canes (i.e. walking-sticks), walkers (i.e. walking frames), and manual
and powered wheelchairs. In order to account for arm motion impairment,
several types of manipulators have been devised as well such as the Manus
arm.

Unfortunately, many everyday activities with existing mobility aids are
experienced as difficult, time-consuming and annoying. For many wheelchair
users, even seemingly easy manoeuvres such as following a corridor, driving
through a doorway or docking at certain objects require much concentration
and time, eventually resulting in fatigue or frustration. Severe accidents such
as getting blocked in corridors or lifts, collisions with a doorpost or a passerby,
and falling down stairs or ramps regularly occur. In fact, safety is stated to
be one of the main features for current wheelchairs to be improved in the
future (Cooper and Cooper 2003). Furthermore, many wheelchair drivers
suffer from pain in the back and from pressure ulcers due to a bad or fixed
posture over prolonged periods of time. This, combined with fatigue that is
characteristic of certain disorders such as Multiple Sclerosis, makes wheelchair
manoeuvring even more frustrating. One of the causes for wheelchair naviga-
tion being tedious are the wheelchair’s characteristics, such as its relatively
big size and its kinematic and dynamic constraints. A possible solution would
be to structurally adapt buildings, but this is not possible everywhere and is
expensive. A second cause for driving to be tedious is the fact that many el-
derly and disabled people lack the dexterity and strength required to control
a wheelchair properly. Due to these difficulties and dangers, elderly people
are often reluctant and afraid to learn to drive a wheelchair. Children on the
other hand do not always realise the harm they can cause with their heavy
wheelchair. Even experienced drivers often exhibit careless driving behaviour.
Although they are aware of collisions they provoke, they use these collisions to
position themselves relative to the environment and to manoeuvre. Because
of their unsafe driving behaviour and damaging of furniture and other objects
in people’s homes, a considerable group of elderly and disabled who need pow-
ered wheelchairs have been convicted to manual wheelchairs and dependence
on others for their transport, leading again to a decrease in their quality of
life.
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Social driving force. The first driving force for assistive robotics is there-
fore a social one. By equipping commercially available mobility tools with
sensors and a computerised controller to aid the elderly and physically im-
paired with everyday manoeuvring, assistive robotics research aims at re-
lieving the lack of mobility. This increases the ease of driving, the user’s
autonomy, her social participation and quality of life. Furthermore, assistive
robotics aims at reducing the number of accidents, at augmenting the travel
efficiency, at protecting coexisting people and surrounding objects, and at in-
creasing the driver’s confidence in the system. Besides providing assistance for
current powered-wheelchair drivers who drive or feel unsafe, assistive robotics
research may provide safe powered-wheelchair control for a new group of users
that were not allowed access to powered wheelchairs before. Various estimates
of the size of these user groups have been made. Based on different studies,
Yanco (2000) estimates that on a total population of 1.5 to 2.0 million (man-
ual and powered) wheelchair drivers in the United States (US) there are at
least 15 000 to 20 000 people who are unable to drive powered wheelchairs,
and who must rely on a care-giver to move them around. Some of these
never had a powered wheelchair, others could no longer use their wheelchair.
In comparison, there were around 13 million wheelchair users in Europe in
1999. Borgolte et al. (1998) state that over 2 million people within the
European Community could benefit from an individually reconfigurable in-
telligent wheelchair according to conservative estimates. A survey conducted
among clinicians in the US by Fehr et al. (2000) has revealed that 27% of the
clinicians see each year at least as many patients who cannot use a powered
wheelchair with the currently available control interfaces as who can, due to a
lack of the required motor skills, strength or visual acuity. According to these
clinicians, nearly half of the patients unable to control a conventional powered
wheelchair would benefit from an automated navigation system. Lastly, it has
been estimated (Cooper and Cooper 2003) that the current population of peo-
ple who use powered wheelchairs only represents about half of the prospective
user population. The number would increase if technology were available to
provide reliable and safe control of a powered wheelchair for individuals who
cannot operate a joystick or switch array.

Economic driving force. By increasing the independence of the elderly
and disabled, it is hoped that less people need to be sent prematurely to
nursing homes, and that the costs for individual health care decrease. Next
to reduction of social security expenditures, there is a true market demand for
powered assistive devices. World-wide, an estimated 100 to 130 million people
with disabilities need wheelchairs, though less than 10% own or have access to
one (Cooper and Cooper 2003). This number is expected to increase over the
next 7 years by 22%. Of the 2.2 million wheelchair drivers in the US in 2003,
320 000 use powered wheelchairs, scooters not included. The total reported
income of the 170 US wheelchair manufacturers amounts to $1.33 billion. In
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2000, sales of powered wheelchairs, scooters not included, reached $290 million
in the US. The cost of a wheelchair varies from 250 Euroto 23 000 Euro,
and wheelchair drivers typically receive a new wheelchair every three to five
years. Cooper and Cooper furthermore observe the trend that the elderly
and disabled have a greater desire to integrate into society and to lead active
lives in public places such as at school and at work. Many wheelchair users
also have access to greater financial resources than previously. Given these
figures and trends, the growth of companies such as Invacare, and the advent
of large companies on the wheelchair market such as Johnson & Johnson and
Yamaha, Cooper and Cooper find it likely that wheelchair manufacturing will
begin to mirror the automotive and computer industries.

Scientific driving force. Besides useful applications, a similar quest as
that for autonomous robots motivates research in the field of semi-autonomous
robots, namely the quest for natural human-robot co-operation. Can robots
interact reliably and naturally with humans, and if so, how? This leads to
the aforementioned research problems of plan recognition and shared control.
It requires a multi-disciplinary team consisting of user groups, specialists in
ergonomics, engineers, and physicians to gather all competence for finding
a satisfactory solution. Semi-autonomous wheelchairs provide an interesting
case-study to examine and evaluate this human-machine co-operation, be-
cause these are rather well-defined, experimentally manageable systems that
allow to address scientific questions about human sensing, inference, and deci-
sion making. However, possible applications of semi-autonomous robots may
exceed by far the field of semi-autonomous wheelchairs. Answers to these re-
search questions may for example be of interest for mass-product applications
such as safer car navigation or joint human-robot co-operation to carry heavy
objects to specific places and accurately position them, leading to higher pro-
ductivity and improved ergonomics (Colgate et al. 2003).

1.3 Challenges and requirements of assistive
robotics

Due to the focus of the work, this section describes the characteristics and
challenges from the viewpoint of semi-autonomous wheelchair control and es-
timation, rather than from the viewpoint of electro-mechanical robot design
or human-machine interfacing. These challenges may also be considered re-
quirements or constraints for human-robot co-operation. They will be used to
evaluate which subproblems of semi-autonomous control current approaches
consider, how they tackle these subproblems, and which assumptions they
make. The presented challenges and requirements regarding environment, sen-
sors, and robotic platform are more or less applicable to autonomous robots
as well. However, challenges and requirements regarding users, interfaces,
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evaluation of performance, and partly also control and estimation algorithms,
are specific to robots that interact with humans. Though the presented ma-
terial in the following sections might not be exhaustive, it summarises which
characteristics are considered important in this thesis.

1.3.1 Environment-related challenges

Assistive robots move in environments that were built by and for humans.
This gives rise to many navigational difficulties and conflicts.

E1. Small, cluttered spaces. Due to its required functionality, a robot
that co-operates with or transports a human is larger than its human
partner would be if she were by herself. Small spaces such as lifts, doors,
corridors, bathrooms and cluttered spaces therefore impose almost in-
dustrial requirements regarding navigational accuracy. For example,
driving through a door may be compared to a peg-into-hole problem as
occurring in industrial assembly.

E2. Three-dimensional environments. In human environments, objects
and obstacles are positioned at various heights. Examples are tables,
cupboards at a certain height, slopes, stairs, light switches, water taps,
paintings, or television. This may require accurate three-dimensional
(3D) sensing.

E3. Moving obstacles. Besides walking or crawling humans and pets, other
actively moving obstacles such as wheelchairs, bikes, or cars may popu-
late the assistive robot’s world. These obstacles may be intelligent, and
for that reason the assistive robot should not necessarily avoid them.
For example, people may be waiting for the wheelchair to pass or may
avoid the wheelchair themselves. By contrast, other persons such as
children or shopping people are not always co-operative, and pets may
even seek explicit contact with the person in the chair.

E4. Changing and partially (un)known environments. Slight changes
in the environment may occur due to doors being opened or closed, or
chairs or other furniture being moved. Faster changes may also occur,
such as glass doors that automatically open when the chair is standing
in front of them, and close again afterwards. People may be temporar-
ily standing still to talk to each other, after which they will move on.
Besides moving objects, moveable objects may be present as well, such
as doors or boxes that can be pushed aside to free a passageway. An en-
vironment can also be unknown because it had not been visited before,
for example a supermarket or a museum.

E5. Irregularly shaped objects. Certain human environments may be
rather structured. Hospitals or office-like environments for example
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contain many orthogonal and rectilinear walls. On the one hand, these
can substantially ease robotic localisation and map building. On the
other hand, structured environments can cause ambiguity regarding
the robot’s position due to existing symmetries in these environments.
Other human environments are characterised by the presence of irregu-
larly shaped objects, such as curved walls, plants, or special furniture.

E6. Objects that are difficult to observe. Currently adopted sensors on
robots such as ultrasound or infrared sensors may hardly observe cer-
tain objects in the robot’s surroundings. Examples include the afore-
mentioned three-dimensional objects such as door steps or stairs, glass
doors, puddles on the floor, posters or paintings on walls, light switches,
and strong reflectors such as mirrors or metal objects.

E7. Soft tissues and moveable objects. Soft tissues like couches, plants,
pets, and people are omnipresent in human environments. These may
be hard to sense by contact sensors and can be easily damaged. In some
cases however, contact with objects is required, such as for pushing
doors open.

1.3.2 User-related challenges

This thesis originated from and was partly funded by the STWW project7

entitled Sensor-assisted wheel chair control featuring shared autonomy issued
by the Institute for the Promotion of Innovation by Science and Technology
in Flanders (IWT). In this project, four partners co-operated on the devel-
opment of a semi-autonomous wheelchair under the co-ordination of the divi-
sion of Production engineering, Machine design and Automation (PMA) that
is part of the University of Leuven’s Department of Mechanical Engineering.
PMA was furthermore responsible for the development of algorithms for semi-
autonomous wheelchair control, mechanical and electronic integration of all
sensors, sensor processing, and interfacing to the wheelchair platform. The
Centre of Technology for Disabled People (CTG) associated with the Univer-
sity of Antwerp (UA) was responsible for the development of a custom-made
ultrasound and lidar sensor to be mounted on the chair. The University of
Leuven’s laboratory of Ergonomy (ERGO) was mainly involved in an eval-
uation of the usability of the developed chair, such as by measuring fatigue
changes over time. Moreover, they developed a selection procedure to assist
physiotherapists when choosing the optimal interface for a certain patient.
The National Centre for Multiple Sclerosis (NMSC) selected and assisted pa-
tients, and evaluated their performance during tests. Furthermore, they made
an analysis of the user requirements with co-operation of ERGO, HMC, and
two hospitals. Four independent user groups that were completely separated

7STWW is a Dutch acronym for Strategische Technologieën voor Welvaart en Welzijn,
i.e. Strategic Technologies for Prosperity and Welfare.
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from the technological developments evaluated the wheelchair. Among the
user groups were the company HMC8 that provides technical aids for dis-
abled people, and two hospitals, Hospital De Bijtjes and University Hospital
Pellenberg.

The main purpose of the STWW project consisted in applying state-of-
the-art mobile robot techniques to wheelchairs, such that elderly and disabled
powered-wheelchair drivers would also benefit from these developments. More
specifically, the project proposed at the onset behaviour-based techniques as
the means to structure the semi-autonomous control. In contrast to existing
wheelchair projects, many of which are behaviour-based as well, the STWW
project desired to focus on user-centred designs instead of on robot-centred
designs, and with an eye for practical usability such as low-cost sensors that
do not hinder users in the chair. These efforts have currently resulted in
three approaches, a behaviour-based reactive approach (Vanhooydonck 2007),
a black-box approach that directly reconstructs intended user signals from a
history of handicapped signals and sensor observations (Vanacker et al. 2006),
and a deliberative, probabilistic approach, which is detailed in this thesis.

Functional needs for wheelchair driving

In the STWW project, an extensive user study was performed by a multi-
disciplinary rehabilitation team consisting of patients, physiotherapists, and
physicians to identify the functional needs of current and future wheelchair
users, the user group, and clinical demands towards the technical mate-
rial (Ketelaer et al. 2000).

The set of tasks that wheelchair drivers commonly have to perform include:

U1. Narrow-space manoeuvres, such as driving through doorways, en-
tering lifts, parking or docking in various ways at a washbasin, a table
or a bed, or turning in narrow corridors, bathrooms, and the like. These
manoeuvres also involve checking if a passage is possible and stopping
the wheelchair if a safe passage is impossible.

U2. Wide-space manoeuvres, such as following long corridors with ob-
stacles, driving around an obstacle, or avoiding collisions.

U3. 3D manoeuvres, such as negotiating pavements or driving on or off
slopes.

Sudden changes in control behaviour such as sudden accelerations are disliked
because they frighten the driver or cause confusion. For this reason, the
maximum speed and acceleration of powered wheelchairs are limited and user-
dependent.

8HMC is a Dutch acronym for HulpMiddelenCentrale, i.e. Centre for Technical Aids (for
physically impaired people).
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Tasks with which powered-wheelchair drivers especially have problems
include steering and manoeuvring tasks in confined spaces, such as narrow
doorways, lifts, and other places in cluttered residential, institutional, or of-
fice settings. Therefore, wheelchair drivers often go through a training phase
in which they learn how to manoeuvre a wheelchair in these spaces, such as
how to perform parking manoeuvres that require backward driving or how to
approach furniture. This is an extensive training period both for the driver
and for the teacher. Even after training periods of months or for some even
years, many drivers have difficulties with these narrow-space manoeuvres.
From a survey among clinicians, Fehr et al. (2000) reported that 9 to 10%
of powered-wheelchair drivers having received training experienced extreme
difficulties for activities of daily living, and up to 40% of their population of
regular wheelchair drivers found fine-steering manoeuvres difficult (35%) or
even impossible (5%), thereby requiring assistance from others. Based on their
survey, Fehr et al. (2000) believe that developing new interfaces alone might
not be sufficient for a considerable group of people. Instead, autonomous
navigation is required.

Besides autonomous navigation, this thesis also explores an approach to
semi-autonomous navigation assistance for this user group.

The specific needs and the optimal degree of assistance during manoeu-
vres for the individual patient depend on her abilities, her wishes, and the
information content in the adopted interface.

User’s abilities

Users in the co-operating hospitals of the STWW project who are considered
to be candidates for semi-autonomous wheelchairs may suffer from various dis-
orders. Examples include amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), cerebral palsy,
Friedreich’s ataxia, Guillain-Barré, myopathy, Multiple Sclerosis (MS), head
injury, spinal cord injury, or stroke. Various symptoms may result from the
different disorders that can influence the driving performance, such as tremor,
(spastic) paresis in the upper limbs, ataxia, paralysis, visual impairments (for
example neglect), cramps, limited ability to give a signal for a prolonged pe-
riod of time, and slow selection of driving commands. These increase the
chance of dangerous situations such as collisions, or they increase the driving
time considerably. The symptoms may be accompanied by neuropsycholog-
ical impairments such as attention difficulties and fatigue. Also distraction
and indifference (I don’t care if I collide) strongly influence the driving perfor-
mance. These disorders and their symptoms will be discussed in more detail
in Section 2.3.3. In many cases, a combination of symptoms is present. Also
the survey conducted by Fehr et al. (2000) indicates that persons with spinal
cord injury, MS, ALS, and Parkinson’s disease are most frequently cited by
clinicians as likely to benefit from autonomous wheelchair assistance. Fur-
thermore, 91% of the clinicians believed that the ability of a wheelchair to
transport persons with cognitive disabilities autonomously to specified loca-
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tions would be useful for at least a few patients, and 23% believed it would
be useful for many.

As a consequence of the uniqueness of each disorder and set of symptoms,
semi-autonomous wheelchair control and estimation should take into account:

U4. Uncertainty. In this thesis, it is assumed that users do not have to
be able to explicitly communicate to the wheelchair which manoeuvre
they wish to execute. As a consequence, uncertainty regarding the user’s
plans is present. Furthermore, the limited information content in certain
user interfaces, especially discrete interfaces such as switches, decreases
the accuracy with which user signals can be given. Inherent variability
in user signals, and variability due to difficult-to-observe factors such as
fatigue and motivation, increase the uncertainty of user signals. Finally,
semi-autonomous control should be robust against unpredictable events
such as cramps.

U5. User-specific characteristics. Even people with the same disorder
may experience different symptoms. This may result in a distinct driving
behaviour, though no classification and quantification of various driving
behaviours and a connection to disorders and symptoms seems currently
available in literature. An important aspect of user-adaptability is a
user-specific interface.

U6. Changes in user characteristics over time. Users may learn to
drive better, or their situation may decline due to fatigue, due to their
disorder, or even due to a small change in sitting position. This may
cause the user’s driving behaviour to change over time, both in short
and long term.

User’s wishes

The level of assistance provided to users does not only depend on the user’s
and the robot’s abilities, but also on the user’s wishes (U7). Some users might
want to be in control as much as possible, even if they could be assisted by
a robot. Others do not mind if the machine takes over tasks that they can
perform themselves, but which would induce much effort, concentration, and
time. This is a typical characteristic of the human as a tool maker and user,
i.e. if inexpensive, reliable technology is available to perform tasks easier,
humans will use it. Examples of this human behaviour are abundant even
for able-bodied users. In car driving for example, examples include cruise
control, servo steering and GPS. Even if users would want to prove from time
to time to themselves or to others that they are still able to drive through
a door without external help, they may want to activate assistance for these
tasks on other moments, such as when they are tired or in a hurry.

The argument that machines may be desired to assist users even if users
do not need it because they are physically capable of performing the task
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themselves, can be stated even stronger. In order for the robot control to be
intuitive and natural, the robot may have to take assistive actions in some
cases even though the user would in principle be able to take these actions
herself. This is required by the nature of human-robot interaction, which will
be more thoroughly discussed in the next section. A classical example of such
situations is mode confusion: humans expect a desired (automatic) action of
the robot, but the robot executes another action, after which the human is
confused. The existence of these mode confusion effects proves experimentally
that the user may want the system to perform tasks she could in principle
perform as well. As an example, assisting users with avoiding obstacles to one
side but not to the other may cause confusion, since users may assume that
a system that provides assistance for obstacle avoidance to one side, will also
provide obstacle avoidance assistance to the other side. This confusion might
not be present if the user somehow knows the system, because she updated
her mental model of the system after several occurrences of mode confusion,
or because someone told her how the robot behaves or functions internally.

Moreover, providing assistance only for those manoeuvres that users can-
not physically perform themselves, would imply a continuous mental load on
the users while driving. It would probably require the same amount of concen-
tration while driving as before, except that users may now perform additional
manoeuvres. However, even able-bodied drivers would benefit from assistance
for wheelchair driving to reduce the mental load and consequently fatigue or
frustration, although they are perfectly able to perform all manoeuvres them-
selves. Hence, rather than the requirement of the human being in control as
much as possible, it is important for intuitive human-machine co-operation
that the machine is reliable and that the user trusts the system to execute
certain functions. If the system is not reliable, humans typically prefer to be
in control themselves.

Human-machine co-operation

Different types of human-machine co-operation exist. For some types of tele-
operation and for wheelchairs, humans are considered to desire to actively
control the robot, regarding the robot as a tool rather than as a full-fledged
partner as may be the case when carrying objects together with a robot.
Wheelchair control is also different from supervisory co-ordination where the
robot basically executes tasks autonomously with possible interruption by
the human, and it is different from applications where robots or computers
only exchange information and no energy. Joint human-wheelchair navigation
corresponds to the human closing the loop, as shown in Figure 1.1.

This control behaviour involves typical properties valid for both able-
bodied and disabled humans. For example, in order to control a system,
humans are believed to build mental models of the system. Especially more
complex systems such as airplanes and possibly also computerised wheelchairs,
consist of a large set of discrete modes in which the system behaves according
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Figure 1.1: Wheelchair drivers issue signals u to control their vehicle. These
signals together with sensor signals z and possibly a priori information regard-
ing user and environment are interpreted by the robotic assistant in some
manner, which produces the actual assistive actions a. Through her senses,
the user observes the robot behaviour y caused by the actions a, and reacts
to this by issuing new commands u. This way, humans in effect close the loop.
Wheelchair drivers will be depicted in this work as the shown Michelin-man
like character.

to a specific pattern. If the system is in another mode than the user estimates
it to be, confusion may arise because the system reacts differently than the
user expects. This is referred to as mode confusion, and has been assumed
to be the cause of several airplane crashes (Sheridan 1992). One of the con-
ditions to avoid mode confusion is that the system’s behaviour is predictable
and consistent. This can be obtained by making the system deterministic.
However, this is in contradiction with the requirement to make the system
(on-line) adaptable to different users. Furthermore, deterministic behaviour
may be difficult to achieve in the presence of inherent uncertainty regarding
user plans.

Intuitive and easy driving behaviour can only be obtained by taking
human-in-the-loop characteristics into account and adapting to user-specific
driving properties both during plan recognition and shared control. This will
be referred to as requirement U8.
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1.3.3 Sensor-related challenges

When designing any automated machine that requires sensory feedback, a
decision should be made about which sensors to adopt and where to position
them. The choice of sensor type is dependent on which information is required,
and how the sensory signals will be interpreted and processed. It has to be
decided as well in which order to fire and process sensors, and how to fuse
information from various sensors. Determining a sensing or acting strategy
that optimises model building is referred to as active sensing. In general, the
sensor choice also depends on the sensor’s suitability for the tasks to execute,
its cost, size, bandwidth, accuracy, power consumption, ease of mechanical
mounting and electronic interfacing, reliability and resistance against harsh
physical conditions such as bumps, water, dust, vibrations, and temperature
changes.

The previous requirements are all important for sensors on assistive robots
as well, and especially low cost, small size, extensive 3D monitoring around
the robot and resistance against hostile conditions may determine the final
sensor choice. Furthermore, sensors should be positioned so that they do not
interfere with the user’s activities, that the user’s activities do not interfere
with the sensor, that damage due to collisions is avoided, and that many of
the environmental features mentioned in Section 1.3.1 are detected, such as
objects at a certain height or gaps in the floor. Furthermore, sensors should
not enlarge the robot’s size and should be positioned on parts of the chair
that cannot be moved while driving, such as foot rests or seats on certain
wheelchair platforms. Sensors should also be positioned at discreet places
around the wheelchair in order to preserve the aesthetic character of the chair.
This may pose considerable constraints on the sensor size. Also the sensors’
characteristics should be considered when positioning them on the robot, such
as their opening angle or possible blind zones.

These sensor requirements will be referred to as S1.

1.3.4 Robot-related challenges

Several wheelchair characteristics make wheelchair driving a hard task, even
for able-bodied users. Some of these are illustrated with the wheelchair plat-
form adopted in this work.

R1. Robot size. Assistive robots are often large compared to the environ-
ment they populate. Furthermore, the robot’s size may vary due to the
user’s limbs hanging out of the chair, or due to adjustable seat angles
and seat heights. Tilting or reclining wheelchair seats is required to
avoid fatigue, back pain and pressure ulcers, and to increase driving
comfort in general (Cooper and Cooper 2003). Lowering seats may be
useful in order to get under tables and desks, or to pick up objects from
the floor. Raising seats may be helpful to easily reach objects on high
shelves or to view people at eye level. Stand-up wheelchairs offer an
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even increased set of advantages. Hence, frequent robot reconfigura-
tions are likely to happen on certain wheelchair platforms. Morris et al.
(2003) report that their robot with a 0.61 m diameter cannot navigate
through narrow doorways, for which reason their experiments were con-
fined to hallways and larger doorways. In comparison, the width of the
wheelchair test platform of this work is 0.64 m. Levine et al. (1999)
report that semi-autonomous control of their wheelchair with a high de-
gree of control assigned to the robot resulted in a lower chance to drive
through narrow doors as compared to semi-autonomous control where
the user is assigned a large part of the control. Capable drivers were
able to steer the chair through much smaller doorways if they were in
full control, as compared to situations in which robotic assistance was
activated. Ideally, the navigation assistance should be able to manoeu-
vre at least as well as fully capable drivers do. Figure 1.2 shows the
wheelchair test platform adopted in this work in a door opening and
its contact area between the driven wheels and the floor. Its seat, arm
rests and foot rests can only be adjusted manually, and are unlikely to
change while driving.

Figure 1.2: Figure (a) shows the wheelchair platform Sharioto relative to a
door opening in PMA’s robotics lab. Figure (b) shows the contact between
Sharioto’s right driven tyre and the floor after having driven over a sheet of
paper.
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R2. Wheel slippage. The test platform Sharioto is subject to considerable
wheel slippage, which may limit the use of encoders attached to these
wheels.

R3. Front castor wheels. Front castor wheels have an influence on the ma-
noeuvrability of the chair on various surfaces. Outdoor wheelchairs
typically have larger front castor wheels to increase manoeuvrability on
gravel-like surfaces for example. Unfortunately, this reduces the ease of
control of these chairs indoors. Ding et al. (2004) present a kinematic
and dynamic model of the influence of castor wheels on wheelchair be-
haviour. Section B.5 discusses the use of gyroscope feedback to reduce
this influence considerably.

R4. Tyre pressure. Figure 1.2 (b) shows that the wheel-floor contact point
is not well-defined, as the tyre width is rather large. The wheel-floor
contact in general may change very locally, for example when the chair
enters or leaves a carpet floor. Furthermore, the contact point may be
influenced by centrifugal forces during turns for example. This may
make it difficult to estimate robot twist based on encoder readings that
measure the wheels’ rotation. The robot’s pose p(x, y, θ) refers to its
Cartesian position (x, y) and orientation θ, and its twist t(v, ω) refers
to its linear velocity v and rotational velocity ω.

R5. Robot kinematics. Most commercially available wheelchairs are non-
holonomic, i.e. they cannot move sideways instantaneously. Neverthe-
less, as wheelchairs can achieve any position and orientation in open
space, they have three degrees of freedom (DOF). Due to limits on
achievable acceleration, all robots that have a certain mass and lim-
ited actuator power are in a sense non-holonomic. Some wheelchair
types can turn on the spot, whereas others have kinematics compara-
ble to cars, which can only turn with a strictly positive turning radius
ρ > 0. Powered wheelchair bases can be classified as rear wheel drive,
mid wheel drive, or front wheel drive (Cooper and Cooper 2003). The
drive wheel location w.r.t. the system’s centre of gravity determines the
basic handling characteristics, such as ease to negotiate obstacles, turn-
ing radius and therefore manoeuvrability in tight spaces, and stability
on slopes, fast turns and sudden stops. These mechanical designs can
be combined with differential drives, tricycle drive or Ackerman steer-
ing (Borenstein et al. 1996). Besides wheelchairs, elderly and disabled
may move around with scooters, which are designed for people with
limited walking ability and substantial body control. Scooters often
have three wheels, and their direction is usually controlled mechanically
whereas speed is controlled electrically, resulting in car-like kinematics.
Taking robot kinematics into account is essential when manoeuvring in
confined spaces. For example, Levine et al. (1999) report that their
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robotic assistance typically fails if the chair approaches the door at an
angle rather than from directly in front.

R6. Robot dynamics and time delays. In order to prevent sudden accel-
erations and decelerations, the joystick signals are not directly sent to
the motors. Instead, a low-pass filter is usually applied to these signals
in order to guarantee comfortable driving behaviour. However, this may
also make it difficult for drivers to predict the distance the robot needs
to slow down. Furthermore, the robot’s inertia depends on the person
sitting in the chair. Navigation assistance algorithms should take these
robot dynamics explicitly into account, unless the user is obliged to drive
at small speeds only.

R7. Plug-and-play. There exists a myriad of commercially available
wheelchairs, at least 700 different types in 1999 (Transwheel 1999). Ide-
ally, wheelchair drivers should not be required to familiarise themselves
with a new platform, and users should be permitted to use the platform
that suits them best. Consequently, algorithms developed for one plat-
form should be easily adapted and transferrable to other platforms that
have a different size, kinematics and dynamics, i.e. without extensive
calibration. Furthermore, all additional hardware such as computerised
controller and sensors should be easily added on.

R8. Reliability. This challenge is not only applicable to the robot’s mechan-
ical hardware, but also to its sensors, its interface, and its algorithms.
In order for users to accept a product, it should not only be aesthetic
and easy-to-use, it should also reach a near 100% reliability, with a very
large mean time between failure.

1.3.5 Interface-related challenges

Due to the large variety among wheelchair users, all developments for these
people should be very modular and flexible. Interfaces should therefore also
have the possibility to be individualised to optimally utilise the remaining
user’s motor capabilities. The number of possible interfaces is limited only by
the imagination of the interface designers. Figure 1.3 shows several commer-
cially available interfaces. Generally speaking, interfaces may be subdivided
into continuous and discrete interfaces:

I1. Continuous interfaces are able to output a large set of different user
signals, and are usually sampled at a constant rate. Typically, these
user signals consist of two values, one corresponding to a desired linear
velocity and one corresponding to a desired rotational velocity. Exam-
ples include (proportional)9 hand joysticks and chin joysticks. Besides

9Proportional joysticks output a signal that is proportional to the deflection of the stick,
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Figure 1.3: Various commercially available continuous interfaces (top row)
and discrete interfaces (bottom row).

a finger joystick that measures the position of the finger without requir-
ing any contact (Dynamic Controls 2006), CTG also developed a head
control using ultrasound sensors to avoid neck strains, and an interface
controlled by the movement of the tongue.

I2. Discrete interfaces output a limited set of different signals. Often,
these signals are asynchronous events, i.e. the time instants of occur-
rence are not necessarily regular but determined by the user. Examples
of discrete interfaces include scanning interfaces and switch-based inter-
faces. Scanning interfaces allow users to control assistive devices with
just one binary signal, by highlighting various commands successively
for a certain amount of time. When the desired command is highlighted,
the user pushes a button to communicate her intention. Sometimes, a
small screen is added to the interface that allows for an augmented
set of control commands using a menu. An example of this is HMC’s
easy-rider system. Besides hand-controlled buttons, sip-and-puff sys-
tems exist with which the user can activate a command.

whereas joysticks that are not proportional basically only output the direction of the stick
independently of the stick’s deflection in that direction.
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An extensive set of interface parameters is usually available to adjust the
interface further to the user, such as maximum speed, switch delay or sensi-
tivity. Other, less frequently adopted interfaces exist as well, such as tongue
touch pads, voice control, or eye gaze systems. More recently, research is
being performed on how brain or EEG (electroencephalogram) signals and
muscle electrical or EMG (electromyography) signals can be used to control
robots or prostheses. The Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) is an attempt to
connect directly a brain with a computer (Millán et al. 2004).

The survey by Fehr et al. (2000) revealed that about 80% of a represen-
tative group of powered-wheelchair drivers adopt a hand joystick, 9% adopt
head or chin control, 6 to 9% adopt sip-and-puff systems, and 1 to 4% adopt
eye gaze, tongue pad or switch controls. These interfaces are not always
adequate for providing true independent mobility, even after training of the
driver. When developing new, more sophisticated interfaces, acceptance by
users should be taken into account, which depends i.a. on how difficult the
sophisticated interface is to use or how aesthetic it is. The information origi-
nating from the interface also influences the degree of control assigned to the
robot.

1.3.6 Challenges related to evaluation of performance

In order to evaluate and compare the performance of various approaches to
semi-autonomous robots in a standardised and objective manner, performance
criteria, competitions, or benchmark tests are required that are agreed upon.
Due to the huge heterogeneity regarding wheelchair drivers, wheelchairs, and
interfaces, competitions and benchmark tests may be hard to establish in
a reliable and fair way. ‘Reference’ users cannot travel around the world
to perform tests at different locations. Furthermore, humans are not very
repetitive, and human behaviour changes over time. Another option could
be to implement in software a virtual, physically impaired user that imitates
behaviour of real wheelchair drivers. Currently, performance evaluation is
typically obtained by evaluating wheelchair drivers on a test track without
and with semi-autonomous assistance.

Designing a test-setup such as a test track is challenging in itself. The
setup should contain nearly all typically required tasks that users want to
perform, and this for a representative set of situations in which a task can be
executed. Furthermore, the test-setup should be realistic. During visits to re-
habilitation institutes in the STWW project for example, it was observed that
wheelchair drivers tend to drive very well when they are aware they are being
observed. Other users are easily distracted by events in their neighbourhood,
but continue to drive in the meantime, often resulting in collisions. Artificial
test-setups may therefore result in users driving better than normally due to
increased motivation and attention. Ideally, prolonged tests should be per-
formed over several days, in order to investigate the robustness of the robot
in various real-life situations, to cover many navigation tasks, and to evaluate
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combined user-machine performance for various physical and mental states of
the driver.

Performance criteria may either be objective or subjective. Quantifiable,
objective performance criteria may include the mean time between failure of
the robot, the number of collisions or accidents in general during benchmark
tests, the closeness to obstacles, the time required to execute a manoeuvre,
the number of times of correction and the amount of correction performed by
the assisting system, or the energy content in user signals that may indicate
how easy it is to control the chair. In the STWW project, EMG signals
were measured to evaluate the user’s fatigue while driving with and without
robotic assistance. Subjective performance criteria may be obtained from a
questionnaire that probes the user’s experience, such as to find out how safe
or comfortable the user felt while driving the chair, her trust in the system,
or how easy and intuitive she finds it to control the chair.

These challenges related to evaluation of performance will be grouped and
referred to as requirement P1.

1.3.7 Algorithm-related challenges

Several requirements exist for control and estimation algorithms in semi-
autonomous robots:

A1. Real-time reaction. Fast response to user signals is imperative for ob-
taining intuitive human-machine interaction. This prohibits the use of
computationally very expensive algorithms. With processor speed and
available memory increasing continuously, and with the advent of novel
algorithms for complex problems, computational cost may decrease over
time.

A2. Safety. In order to guarantee graceful degradation in the presence of
errors such as sensor failure, algorithms should know when they are
applicable and should continuously check the information they adopt. In
order to be always able to override machine actions in case of emergency,
it is suggested to adopt a separate emergency button that deactivates
shared control and activates full user control. This has been referred to
as the escape-from-fire scenario in (Lankenau 2001).

A3. Calibration. Algorithms often contain a set of parameters that deter-
mine their behaviour. Ideally, the numeric value of these parameters
should either directly follow from the robot’s and user’s physical prop-
erties, or be estimated by the algorithms themselves. The robot should
work out-of-the-box, without requiring tuning by specialists. This holds
both for robot-related and for user-related parameters.

A4. Structure of the semi-autonomous control algorithms. One prac-
tical challenge is how to structure and combine the algorithms that will
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determine the robot’s behaviour in co-operation with the human. As
long as the robot adheres to all previous challenges, it does not really
matter if it is completely black box, if it consists of several modes, or if
it consists of one mode that performs all co-operation tasks. In practice,
the structure may however influence how easily the robot’s behaviour
can be improved, debugged, or analysed, and how easily it can be ex-
tended with additional capabilities. One key challenge is how to obtain
a generic structure that is easily adaptable to different interfaces, users,
and robot platforms.

1.4 State of the art in assistive robotics

Elderly and disabled users may be helped in three fundamentally different
ways. Firstly, the causes of the physical or cognitive mobility problems can
be tackled by finding cures for the disorders. Secondly, augmented personal
care can be provided by able-bodied persons who execute the tasks that elderly
and disabled would like to execute. Thirdly, technology of assistive devices
can be improved to increase their functionality or their ease of use. This thesis
fits in the third approach.

In order to place this work into context, various state-of-the-art approaches
to assistive robotics will be briefly presented in this section. Relevant details
of these approaches will be discussed at appropriate places in further chap-
ters. Research on assistive robots can be categorised in many ways. One
possibility is to classify approaches based on the type of assistive robot, such
as manipulators, robotic guide dogs for the visually impaired, walking assis-
tants, or wheelchairs. This section classifies assistive robotic projects based
on the research topics on which they focus, because many research topics are
similar across assistive robot types. A concrete classification follows from Fig-
ure 1.1, which depicts that, in contrast to autonomous service robots, assistive
robots co-operate more thoroughly with humans. Therefore, technological im-
provement of assistive devices may occur through an improved embodiment
adapted to human environments, a specialised interface between the robot
and the user, or a specialised set of control and estimation algorithms that
endow the robot with human-robot interaction techniques. Several assistive
robot projects focus simultaneously on several of these three key elements of
assistive robotic design.

New electro-mechanical robot designs

A redesign of the electro-mechanical structure of assistive robots is meant to
make these devices easier to control, more comfortable, or safer for the driver
and coexisting people. Tahboub and Asada (1999) and Borgolte et al. (1995)
developed each an omnidirectional wheelchair that is able to move sideways in
order to relieve the manoeuvring difficulties due to the non-holonomic char-
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acter of classical wheelchairs. Omnidirectionality is usually obtained either
through the use of specially designed wheels such as Mecanum wheels (Ilon
1972) shown in Figure 1.4 (a), or through the use of synchro drives (Borenstein
et al. 1996) that first turn all wheels simultaneously around a vertical axis
and then translate in the desired direction. Mayer et al. (2007) describe the
development under the MOVEMENT project of a modular platform that can
physically connect to seats, tables, or robotic manipulators in order to enhance
the user’s control over her environment from within a chair. Besides a better
manoeuvrability in narrow spaces, electro-mechanical innovations include a
higher comfort and a better mobility both indoor and outdoor. Examples
are bariatric wheelchairs for obese people that can handle heavy weights and
are usually substantially larger in width (Cooper and Cooper 2003), push-
rim activated power assisted wheelchairs (PAPAW) as a hybrid form between
manual and powered wheelchairs, stand-up wheelchairs, and wheelchairs such
as the Independence 3000 IBOT shown in Figures 1.4 (c) and (d), which are
able to climb stairs, to negotiate uneven terrains, and to balance on two wheels
to raise the chair’s height. Cooper et al. (2006) present an evaluation of this
wheelchair. Wellman et al. (1995) combine robotic legs with a wheelchair to
provide assistance when climbing curbs and uneven terrain.

In order to safely adopt manipulators in the neighbourhood of humans, in-
trinsically safe, back-driveable robot arms are being designed. Since transmis-
sions between motor and effector may hinder back-driveability, often direct-
drive designs are chosen for. Another option is to use traditional industrial
designs for the robot but to extend them with force sensors and admittance
control to make them behave in a compliant way when in direct physical con-
tact with humans or environment structures (De Schutter and Van Brussel
1988; Waarsing 2004; Corteville et al. 2007). Furthermore, exoskeletons or
orthoses (Fleischer et al. 2005; Ferris et al. 2005) and robotic arm and leg
prostheses (Speich and Rosen 2004) are being developed.

The additional functionality of new-generation assistive robots is often
accompanied by research on adapted and extended interfaces.

Interfaces

New interfaces are being developed in order to address the user’s remaining
motor functions optimally. Examples include invasive (Chapin et al. 1999;
Taylor et al. 2002; Serruya et al. 2002; Wessberg et al. 2000) and non-invasive
brain-computer or brain-machine (BMI) interfaces (Millán et al. 2004; Wol-
paw et al. 2000; Wolpaw et al. 2002; Lebedev and Nicolelis 2006), eye-gaze
systems (Gips 1998), the use of EMG signals (Fukuda et al. 1999; Tsuji-
uchi et al. 2004), graphical and vision-based interfaces (Rao et al. 2002),
auditory feedback (Lacey and Dawson-Howe 1998; Aigner and McCarragher
1999), haptic interfaces such as force-feedback joysticks (Yu et al. 2003; De
Gersem 2005), and other natural interfaces (Tang 2006).

Another purpose of interfaces is to grant the user control of the emerging
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Figure 1.4: Figure (a) shows a Mecanum wheel for omnidirectional robots.
The rollers placed at an angle around the periphery of the wheel transform a
portion of the rotational force to a force normal to the wheel direction. The re-
sulting force vector of four separately driven wheels can make the robot rotate
and translate in any direction. Figure (b) shows part of a Killough platform,
an alternative technique to build omnidirectional vehicles. The wheel unit has
two spherical freewheeling wheels sitting in a frame that can be turned by a
motor. One of the two wheels always touches the ground, such that traction
in one direction is achieved and freewheeling in the orthogonal direction. By
combining a number of these wheel units, traction in any direction can be
achieved. Figures (c) and (d) show the Independence 3000 Ibot robot that is
able to balance on two wheels as a Segway, and that can climb stairs.

more complex robot designs, or to grant the user access to the higher set
of functions that the robot is able to execute. Examples include systems to
easily go through menu trees, based on graphical user interfaces (HMC nv
2006; Yanco 2000; Crisman and Cleary 1998; Montesano et al. 2006; Mayer
et al. 2007) or voice commands (Simpson and Levine 2002; Kröse et al. 2003;
Pires and Nunes 2002; Borenstein and Ulrich 1997).

Furthermore, research has been performed on low-pass filtering of signals
from classical interfaces such as hand joysticks, in order to reduce for example
undeliberate high-frequency tremor components in the signal (González et al.
1995; van der Zwaag et al. 1999; Feys et al. 2001; Nho 2005).
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Estimation and control

The estimation and control functionality of existing assistive robots is often
organised as a multi-layer structure, such as the one depicted in Figure 1.5.
Examples of such an organisation can be found in (Pires et al. 1998; Borgolte
et al. 1998; Nuttin et al. 2002), though the levels of functionality are some-
times distributed differently. The user control mode corresponds to the origi-

Figure 1.5: Typical levels of functionality defined in assistive wheelchairs
and robotic guide dogs for the visually impaired.

nal powered wheelchair without any navigational assistance. The autonomous
control mode represents the other extreme of the shared control spectrum,
and typically adopts navigation techniques developed for autonomous mobile
robots but incorporates human-robot communication with explicit informa-
tion exchange regarding the task to execute. Between these extremes, several
semi-autonomous modes are defined with a varying level of control-sharing
between user and machine. For example, in avoid-collision mode an assistive
controller may only slow down the vehicle in the direction it is travelling,
such that collisions are avoided. In avoid-obstacle mode on the contrary, the
robot direction may additionally be changed in order to avoid obstacles. The
semi-autonomous modes involve genuine human-machine co-operation with
exchange of information and possibly energy where the task to be executed is
not necessarily explicitly stated. Some argue that the presence of various lev-
els with a different degree of shared control in each level increases adaptivity
to the user’s abilities.

Even if no hierarchy is considered in the set of control and estimation algo-
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rithms, existing assistive robotic algorithms are often composed of a discrete
set of modes. The division between user control, autonomous control, and
semi-autonomous control seems natural. However, it may be questioned why
subdividing also semi-autonomous control into a discrete set of modes is so
popular. One reason may be that these modes are typically derived from an
a priori specification of tasks for which humans expect assistance from the
robot, such as those discussed in Section 1.3.2. In most projects, user require-
ments are specified in a general form similar to the wheelchair should be able to
avoid obstacles, but not as specific as for example the wheelchair should be able
to dock under 45◦ at the table in the living room. Consequently, implemented
modes often correspond to a verbal expression of tasks instead of a geometric
expression, and most of them do not convey more detailed information about
how the task is to be executed. Secondly, many assistive robot projects were
started in a time where behaviour-based robotics was gaining importance and
popularity. Behaviours such as obstacle avoidance were already implemented
for autonomous robots, and the task specifications derived from user require-
ments resemble these behavioural specifications considerably. Therefore, easy
reuse of behaviours from autonomous robots seemed feasible and the natural
way to go. A third reason may have been that the behaviour-based approach
advocates fast reaction to sensor signals and higher robustness in unknown
and dynamic environments by abandoning all or part of the world modelling
required for exact path planners. Since fast reaction to user signals is impor-
tant for natural human-machine co-operation, this is an attractive feature of
these approaches.

The following sections mainly focus on navigation issues. The techniques
discussed are typically applied in semi-autonomous electronic guide dogs for
the visually impaired, powered wheelchairs, and walking frames. Besides nav-
igation or manipulation, an important research topic is design for safety of
both hardware and software (Pires et al. 1998; Röfer and Lankenau 2000).

Autonomous robot techniques. Autonomous wheelchairs, walking
frames, and electronic guide dogs for the visually impaired are typically used
to guide a user to a specific place thereby acting similarly as a GPS sys-
tem that provides instructions to reach a desired location (Dubowsky et al.
2000; Morris et al. 2003), to autonomously transport the user to a desired
location (Katevas et al. 1997; Bourhis et al. 2001; Strobel 1999; Parikh
et al. 2004), or to let the user navigate with continuous activation of obstacle
avoidance (Borenstein and Ulrich 1997; Lacey and Dawson-Howe 1998).

Autonomous assistive control and estimation techniques are typically ap-
plied for work stations, care-for-elderly robots, autonomous guiding systems
for powered wheelchairs, for walking frames, or for electronic guide dogs for
the visually impaired. These applications may differ from autonomous ser-
vice robots in the sense that safety, comfort, and smooth driving behaviour
are imperative. Besides navigation tasks, autonomous care-for-elderly robots
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can perform tasks like doing household chores such as changing the bed
sheets (Dario et al. 1996), reminding users to take medicine, or performing
fetch-and-carry tasks (Graf et al. 2004). These robots often have a human-
like and user-friendly interface, which are believed to increase acceptance by
humans.

Semi-autonomous robot techniques. The semi-autonomous modes de-
picted in Figure 1.5 can be considered to be representations of user intentions
or user plans.

The presence of different discrete modes requires a selection of one of
the modes at each time instant. Since distinct modes may calculate motion
commands that are incompatible10 and that are hence difficult to merge, in
most cases one single mode mi is selected or activated to compute the final
command ai for the motors. Only in some cases, motion commands from
various modes are merged (Aigner and McCarragher 2000).

Some systems require the user to select the correct mode manually, after
which the robot executes the task either autonomously or jointly with the user.
Examples include tracking and avoidance of moving obstacles (Prassler et al.
1999), path planning and path execution (Strobel 1999; Bourhis et al. 2001;
Röfer and Lankenau 2000), automatic corridor centring and following (Yanco
1998), or play-back functionality that can be used after an initial learning-
from-demonstration phase (Borgolte et al. 1998). Other systems require
the user to manually disable automatically activated modes (Katevas et al.
1997). These approaches can be classified better as autonomous systems, with
explicit mode selection by the user.

This thesis focuses on algorithms where modes are activated automatically,
as these are expected to be less tiring than manual mode selection procedures.
A generic scheme of these automatic mode selection approaches is depicted in
Figure 1.6. Plan recognition in these automatic mode selection approaches can
be considered as determining for each discrete mode the appropriateness or
probability of that mode, although no formalism for dealing with uncertainty
is usually adopted. Decision making or shared control can then be modelled
as selecting or activating the most probable mode, and calculating an output
for the motor commands with that mode. In most approaches, the assistance
mode that is selected obtains full decision power about the motion commands
a that will be sent to the robot. Only Aigner and McCarragher (2000) adopt
a strategy that merges in effect outputs of different modes. All mode selection
approaches the author is aware of perform plan recognition from scratch at
each time instant, i.e. no fusion with past estimates is performed. Instead, the
mode that has the highest instantaneous likelihood is selected. In Bayesian
approaches, this corresponds to taking a uniform a priori distribution at each
time instant or to maximising the likelihood function. Therefore, these ap-

10For example, combining avoid-obstacle commands with docking commands may result
in commands that satisfy neither of these purposes.
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Figure 1.6: This scheme is a specification of the robotic assistance block
in Figure 1.1. It captures the predominant characteristics of many existing
automatic mode selection approaches for semi-autonomous wheelchair driving.
However, many of these approaches only contain a limited set of the elements
in this scheme.

proaches will be classified as Maximum Likelihood approaches in this thesis.
Due to the rather broad definition of most assistance modes in current ap-
proaches, a more accurate estimation of the user plans has to be performed
by these shared control modes once they are activated. This is why the left
block in Figure 1.6 is entitled shared control and plan recognition. For exam-
ple, activating the obstacle-avoidance mode does not yet specify whether to
avoid an obstacle to the left or to the right, and to which extent the obstacle
should be avoided to the left or to the right, or even which obstacle to avoid
in the presence of many obstacles. It is the responsibility of the assistance
modes to infer these more concrete user plans. Plan recognition seems to be
split over various algorithms.

From the existing automatic mode selection algorithms, some are based
purely on sensor information z (Simpson and Levine 1999; Yanco 2000). Since
user signals are completely disregarded, assistance modes may be activated
that do not correspond to the user’s true plans. Most other automatic mode
selection techniques base their decisions both upon environmental perception
z and upon user signals u (Lacey and Dawson-Howe 1998; Yu et al. 2003;
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Morris et al. 2003; Parikh et al. 2004; Bell et al. 1993; Lankenau and
Röfer 2001). Calculation of the probability or appropriateness of a mode
is usually based on a (black, white, or grey) model of how the user drives.
This user model is often hard-coded and is assumed to be valid for all users.
To the author’s knowledge, only Bell et al. (1993), Vanacker et al. (2006),
and Vanhooydonck (2007) estimate or learn a user-adapted user model. This
may be denominated user-adapted plan recognition. Two approaches adopt
additionally the mode’s output ai to estimate the likelihood of a mode (Aigner
and McCarragher 2000; Parikh et al. 2004). Both approaches are based on a
manual design of how the system should react for each set of combinations of
ai, z, and u. Other approaches assume the user’s plan to be roughly known,
but allow some local deviation by the user around the known user plan. For
example, Yu et al. (2003) model the user’s plan as a fixed trajectory in
a building. The user is assumed to track this trajectory, but based on an
evaluation of her driving performance, the user may deviate more or less from
this fixed trajectory. This may be denominated user-adapted shared control.

Chapter 3 will analyse the topics and references of this section in detail,
and will discuss some alternative existing techniques.

Discussion and conclusions

The purpose of this work is to devise a hardware and software system that
can be easily added onto a commercially available wheelchair, where the
wheelchair driver is permitted to adopt her original interface. Therefore, this
work does not consider new hardware designs or new interfaces, but instead
focuses on estimation and control.

When comparing existing estimation and control algorithms for semi-
autonomous navigation with the requirements specified in Section 1.3, this
thesis notes the following strong points and drawbacks of automatic mode
selection techniques:

Environment-related evaluation. Most approaches were designed for in-
door use. One exception is Yanco (2000), who adopts vision to keep
the wheelchair autonomously centred on a pavement. Most approaches
adopt a 2D cross-section of the environment, except for Strobel (1999),
who plans a path in a 3D workspace off-line and executes the path using
on-line path tracking. Little work seems to have been done on open-
ing doors. Moving objects are usually regarded as instantaneous static
obstacles, except for Prassler et al. (1999) who additionally estimate
these objects’ speeds and adopt the speed estimates in the avoidance
algorithm. Because most approaches are reactive, adopting only the
latest sensor information, no world models are required for navigation.
This is often regarded as increasing the flexibility of the platform.

User-related evaluation. Plan recognition and shared control in most pre-
vious assistance platforms have used a general model of human be-
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haviour, disregarding individual qualities and needs. Therefore, decision
rules for activating certain modes and for calculating machine actions
are hard-coded, and manually tuned once for all users. This may result
in undesired corrective actions, as shown in Figure 1.7, which depicts
a thought experiment in which a disabled user desires to avoid an ob-
stacle to the left.11 Due to her handicap, she is only able to point
very slightly to the left. Applying a general user model valid for able-
bodied users would typically activate either collision avoidance or ob-
stacle avoidance depending on the exact direction of the forward user
signal, resulting in either docking to the obstacle or avoiding the obsta-
cle to the right, as shown in Figure 1.7 (a). Adopting a user-specific
model during plan recognition as shown in Figure 1.7 (b) may estimate
the driver’s true plan, but due to the fact that the resulting obstacle
avoidance behaviour is called with the noisy user signal as input, the
wheelchair will nevertheless avoid the obstacle to the right. Only if also
shared control adopts the user-adapted user model, the wheelchair may
be able to avoid the obstacle to the left, as desired by the user. This
is shown in Figure 1.7 (c). Though user-adapted plan recognition (Bell
et al. 1993; Vanhooydonck 2007) and user-adapted shared-control (Yu
et al. 2003) have been treated separately, they have not been integrated
into a single framework.
The user may also point forward in Figure 1.7 (a) whereas she wants
to avoid the obstacle to the left, even if she is not disabled at all. This
may occur when she expects the system to avoid the obstacle. These
mental models have usually not been considered in assistive robotics,
though they can lead to mode confusion as discussed in Section 1.3.2.
Only Lankenau (2001) and Bredereke and Lankenau (2005) performed
work on predicting when mode confusion occurs based on mental mod-
els, and subsequently modified their control algorithm to avoid mode
confusion.
Current approaches choose the most likely assistance mode, thereby
disregarding the inherent uncertainty regarding the desired assistance
mode or user plan and ignoring past decisions and past estimates of
user plans. This may lead to frequent switching between modes. Such
switching, combined with the fact that the discrete modes realise dis-
crete levels of shared control, may cause selected output signals ai to
change rapidly and cause unstable or uncomfortable behaviour.
The set of covered manoeuvres implemented by most behaviours is

11Thought experiments as these are useful during the analysis of approaches, to investi-
gate in which situations approaches may fail. However, thought experiments where users
are assumed to give specific signals will be avoided as much as possible during the synthesis
of the approach of this work, because it is hard to imagine all possible contexts beforehand
or to predict user signals in these human-in-the-loop applications. A design based purely
on these imagined experiments is likely to overlook certain situations or to make wrong
assumptions regarding the user signals.
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Figure 1.7: A thought experiment with a user who desires to avoid an ob-
stacle to the left, but who is unable to give commands to the left. Figure (a)
shows the wheelchair’s behaviour if neither plan recognition nor shared control
adopt a user-adapted user model. Figure (b) shows the wheelchair’s behaviour
if plan recognition adopts a user-adapted user model, but shared control does
not. Obstacle avoidance is activated correctly, but avoids to the wrong side
because the corrupted user signals are used as input to the algorithm. Fig-
ure (c) shows the wheelchair’s behaviour if both plan recognition and shared
control adopt a user-adapted user model.

rather common to all approaches, and typically includes obstacle avoid-
ance, collision avoidance, wall centring or wall following, door passage,
or docking at a table. Although these are definitely useful for elderly
and disabled, manoeuvres that are not covered and that are experienced
as very difficult include parallel parking, turning in narrow corridors,
and docking at various configurations near objects. The less commonly
implemented manoeuvres include trajectory reversal and playback, tar-
get and line tracking, turning on the spot and three-point turns, and
bump-and-backup (Simpson 2005). These are almost all executed au-
tonomously and not jointly with the user.

Sensor-related evaluation. Simpson (2005) provides an overview of
adopted sensors on many existing wheelchairs. These include ultra-
sound, infrared, laser scanner, vision, bumper, gyroscope, compass,
GPS, and encoders.

Robot-related challenges. The navigation algorithms used in most current
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shared wheelchair control frameworks model the wheelchair’s geometry,
kinematics, and dynamics only approximately. As a consequence, these
algorithms contain a considerable amount of heuristics and parameters
to generate safe behaviour on the desired platform. This requires much
manual parameter tuning, but the parameters do not always have a
comprehensive, physical meaning. This in turn limits these algorithms’
portability to other wheelchair platforms. Since the kinematic con-
straints of most wheelchairs are often not taken into account, these
algorithms furthermore are not successful in every situation.
It can be argued that trajectory planning techniques can be used for
implementing the behaviours, such that geometry, kinematics, and dy-
namics are more accurately taken into account, and that the above prop-
erties are not a fundamental drawback of these approaches. Besides the
question in how far these behaviour-based techniques differ then from
classical model-based, hierarchical approaches, it should be noted that
the application of planning techniques requires the specification of some
target states to which a path or trajectory should be planned. This re-
quires in its turn a conversion from a general, verbal definition of modes
such as obstacle avoidance to one or more target poses, depending on
whether there is ambiguity in the obstacle avoidance task. This spec-
ification corresponds to the additional plan recognition task that the
shared control algorithms in the left block of Figure 1.6 should per-
form, and may be rather uncertain and difficult as various contradicting
options may exist. Therefore, a logical further design decision when
adopting planners for implementing behaviours would be to completely
avoid the user plan description in natural language, and to use the tar-
get states as alternative representations for the user’s plans. This user
plan representation may be extended with the trajectory to the target
states. This way, uncertainty on all user plans can be dealt with prior to
selecting one for execution. It was in fact this sequence of design deci-
sions that eventually lead to the approach and user plan representation
adopted in this work.
The use of path or trajectory planning algorithms in assistive robots is
not new (Yoder et al. 1996; Strobel 1999; Yu et al. 2003; Parikh et al.
2004). However, to the author’s knowledge, they have not been used
to on-line generate complex user plans that take the non-holonomic de-
grees of freedom of the robot into account in order to estimate unknown
user plans. Instead, the goal pose for these planners was determined a
priori or indicated by the user, i.e. the user’s plan in these approaches
was assumed to be approximately known.

Algorithmic evaluation. The presence of different assistance modes is
sometimes claimed to make the architecture modular and easily ex-
tendable. However, adding new assistance modes requires designing a
shared controller and activation function for each mode. Furthermore,
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new assistance modes may influence the behaviour of the existing set
of modes either directly or indirectly via the mode selection procedure.
For example, it may happen that new modes may be approximately
equally appropriate in similar situations as other modes, but with a
different output. Another undesirable effect may be that new modes
are more appropriate than existing ones for similar situations, thereby
making these existing modes superfluous. This may raise considerable
(re-)design and tuning efforts, and may require alternative selection or
merging schemes.
Furthermore, current approaches dealing with automatic mode selection
have always limited the number of semi-autonomous assistance modes
to less than five (Simpson 2005). It appears that it still has to be
investigated how easily these systems can be extended and what the
consequences are of a large number of modes.

The points mentioned above are also possible future research topics. This
thesis will take just an initial step in some of the discussed subjects.

1.5 A Bayesian approach to semi-autonomous
robot control

This work considers the robot’s electro-mechanical structure and the human-
robot interface as given, and focuses on the estimation and control algorithms
that dictate the behaviour of the robot.

Based on the challenges of assistive robot applications described in Sec-
tion 1.3, key features for robust and intuitive co-operation between assistive
robots and elderly and disabled are believed to be the ability to deal with the
inherent uncertainty in human-machine interaction and the ability to adapt
to individual users’ needs and qualities. The analysis of the strong points and
shortcomings in prevailing approaches to wheelchair driving assistance, pre-
sented in the previous section, led to the design of a novel framework for pro-
viding user-adapted assistance under uncertainty. Unlike previous approaches,
this framework explicitly deals with uncertainty present in user signals and
user plans, it merges past beliefs regarding user plans with new evidence from
user signals, and it offers personalised assistance. Dealing with uncertainty
and user-adaptation is performed both in the plan recognition component and
the shared control component. Bayesian theory is chosen to model and deal
with uncertainty on information sources. In previous approaches, decisions re-
garding techniques to apply or regarding the structure of the algorithms may
have been based upon limited computing power. However, in the last decades
computing power and memory have increased enormously. Considerable ef-
forts and results have been obtained both in the fields of world modelling and
trajectory planning as well.
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1.5.1 Key features of the proposed approach

The main ideas behind the approach are depicted in Figure 1.8. One key
feature is the representation of user plans i as geometric paths to desired
destinations, where the paths may additionally include robot twist informa-
tion. Another important element of this and any other approach to semi-
autonomous robots is the user model, which predicts the signals u the user
will give if she has a certain trajectory i in mind and if she observes robot
behaviour y in the given environment. Following Bayesian theory, the user
model is expressed as a likelihood function p(u|i,y). Estimating the user’s
plans, i.e. performing plan recognition, boils down to applying Bayes rule with
this user model, thereby combining current and previous information on user
plans. Decision making or shared control is then based on an analysis of the
reward r of the possible robot actions a, weighted with the probability of the
user’s plan and user’s signals. The state x adopted by the decision making
algorithm includes both robot state [p t]T and user plan i.

Figure 1.8: Scheme of the approach followed in this work. User plans i
are modelled as trajectories starting at the current robot pose p and twist t
and extending to some desired location in the robot’s neighbourhood. Sensor
signals z, used e.g. to estimate pose p and twist t, are not shown in this
scheme.

In order to avoid the influence of additional assistance modes on exist-
ing ones, and the extensive redesign and tuning this may bring about, the
proposed framework adopts a single shared controller, i.e. a single assistance
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mode and a single plan recognition module. Furthermore, given the chosen
user plan representation, the framework allows to infer and execute even com-
plex manoeuvres such as those required for moving in cluttered environments.
Several concepts of the framework will be illustrated with an example in the
next section.

1.5.2 Example of user-adapted plan recognition under
uncertainty

Suppose the user’s interface consists of three buttons. Button left corre-
sponds to turning counterclockwise over 0.5 rad (28.6◦), button right makes
the wheelchair turn over 0.5 rad in clockwise direction, and button straight
ahead makes the wheelchair move 1 m forward. The user is initially located
as shown in Figure 1.9 (a), and wishes to drive to position 19, by turning
first over about 180◦, and then driving forward. The user is in full control of
the wheelchair. Only after execution of a manoeuvre corresponding to a user
signal, a new user signal is taken into account.

User plans are modelled as straight paths to end positions to which the user
wishes to drive. These end positions are marked with crosses in Figure 1.9 (a).
In this concrete example, the number and location of end positions has been
fixed beforehand, and no obstacles are present. This is not a prerequisite of
the framework and is only meant to keep the example simple. All possible
plans are shown as lines from the current robot position to the different end
positions.

The likelihoods of the three possible user signals given by the user model
puser are shown in Figure 1.9 (b) for two different goal positions, position
1 and position 19. The adopted user model in this experiment is based on
the idea that users are rational drivers who choose to follow a near-optimal
path. In this case, optimality is defined as the minimisation of the number
of user actions to reach a goal position. For example, suppose the desired
end position is positioned at three o’clock from the user’s point of view, i.e.
θrel equals -90◦ (position 1 for the situation depicted in Figure 1.9 (a)). A
rational driver would turn over 90◦ to the right, rather than turning over 270◦

to the left. As can be seen in Figure 1.9 (b), the likelihood for turning to the
left for a θrel that equals -90◦ is low, the likelihood for turning to the right
at that angle is high, and the likelihood for driving straight forward is also
low. The user is modelled to push straight ahead only if the robot is more
or less aligned with the goal, i.e. if the goal’s relative angle θrel is near zero.
Similarly, if the desired goal is positioned at an angle near 180◦ relative to the
current wheelchair pose, it is equally likely that the user pushes left or right,
as shown in Figure 1.9 (b). Even though the likelihood puser is approximated
with a simple model that is only dependent on the angle to the goal position
that the user is pursuing, its predictive power and the obtained performance
are considerable. Figure 1.10 shows the evolution of the probabilities of each
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Figure 1.9: This example is meant to illustrate several concepts of the pro-
posed framework. The left figure shows a wheelchair driver who wants to turn
over θrel = 180◦ and then move straight ahead to position 19. In order to de-
tect this user plan, a key element of any approach is a user model puser, which
predicts which signals a driver gives if she has a certain intention. The right
figure shows the likelihoods of user signals left, right, and straight ahead, for
the depicted robot pose and if the user’s intention equals driving to position
1 (top) or to position 19 (bottom).

intention, if previous probabilities are discarded (top row), and if previous
probabilities are taken into account (bottom row). Probabilities are shown as
bars aligned with the plans, where the bar length corresponds to the prob-
ability of the intention.12 In the first case, the belief distribution over all
plans merely shifts as the robot turns. In the second case, the robot seems to
remember from which pose the user started to turn in order to intelligently
prune several user plan hypotheses.

This example shows the importance of taking belief history into account.
After having turned over about 180◦, the approach that does not take history
into account but only reacts to the latest user signals still does not accurately
know where the user would like to drive to, as shown in the last snapshot of
the top row in Figure 1.10. By contrast, the approach that takes the user’s
signal history into account has a much more accurate estimate about the user’s
desired direction. An additional advantage of this approach is the fact that it

12In fact, in order to make results visually interpretable, all probabilities have been re-
scaled as follows: p′i ← 0.05 + 3.95 · pi.
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Figure 1.10: The top row shows the evolution of the probabilities in the
different directions the user may want to take, if previous probability infor-
mation is discarded. The bottom row shows the evolution of probabilities if
previous probability information is considered. The user is giving signal left
till she has turned more or less 180◦.

explicitly maintains estimates of uncertainty on the user’s plans. For example,
after the first user signal, many different directions are still equally probable.
Just taking the most likely direction as the user intention may correspond
to making a completely wrong estimate of the user’s desired direction. A
prerequisite to avoid taking premature corrective actions, is an awareness of
the uncertainty on the available information. Previous approaches to assistive
robots have exactly tended to discard this uncertainty and history of user
signals. Instead, they put full confidence in the user model puser. In various
cases however, especially if the information content in the user signals is low,
the user model does not convey sufficient information to guarantee a single,
clearly defined maximum in the likelihood function over the different plans. If
the evolution of user plans is a slowly varying process, taking belief history into
account is beneficial. This is usually the case for wheelchair driving, because
the driver’s intention to perform a certain manoeuvre does not change until
the manoeuvre is finished. In general, this takes some time.

This example has only illustrated the concepts of user modelling and plan
recognition under uncertainty. Information from plan recognition should be
adopted to actively take corrective actions as well. This shared control under
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uncertainty will be discussed in Chapter 4, which will also show how to adapt
the proposed approach to brain-computer interfaces, where even the input
signals left, right, and straight ahead are uncertain.

The above example may serve as a good benchmark test for comparing var-
ious semi-autonomous control approaches. The test setup and experimental
results are easily repeatable, since no complicated software is required. This
example is also a good metaphor of the proposed approach, where goals in
Figure 1.9 may represent subgoals the user is trying to track, and the straight
line paths are in general obtained with a path planner, thereby automatically
dealing with possible obstacles. The example shows that many user plans (24
in total) can be easily generated, that any user plan can be easily modelled,
and that plan recognition and shared control can be provided even in the
absence of obstacles. Robotic assistance may be useful in this example, as
otherwise, the action step size is fixed and either high to quickly arrive at
an end position, or low to accurately position. By deriving the user’s plans,
assistance can be such that action resolution is optimally adapted in order to
quickly and accurately reach the desired location.

1.5.3 Assumptions adopted in this work

Environment. This work makes the following assumptions and prioritises
the following requirements:

Two-dimensional environment. The user’s environment is modelled as a
two-dimensional (2D) horizontal cross-section of the three-dimensional
environment. However, while designing algorithms for human-robot co-
operation it was taken into account that some environmental elements
are not observable in this two-dimensional slice, and that users may
for example want to stand still in what appears to be open space, for
example because they want to watch television from a distance.

No engineering of the environment. In contrast to industrial environ-
ments that allow installation of guidance systems, this work does not
rely on an engineering of the environment. The author believes that due
to the severe constraints on navigation in cluttered spaces and for several
additional reasons explained in Appendices C and D, purely topological
navigation or purely reactive navigation alone may be insufficient for
accurate and safe navigation. Instead, a metric mapping of at least the
local robot’s surroundings is required. Especially if previously gathered
information extracted for example from previous user signals is to be
merged with currently observed information, some form of mapping of
the environment may be required. For the purposes in this work, this
was achieved by autonomously building a map of the robot’s surround-
ings off-line, and performing on-line local localisation. The estimated
map currently consists of segments, as this allows for fast and accu-
rate positioning. However, none of the algorithms on autonomous and
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semi-autonomous navigation in this work relies explicitly upon these
rectilinear a priori maps, and they are believed to be easily extendable
to non-rectilinear environments that may furthermore be incrementally
estimated on-line rather than estimated a priori off-line.

Indoor. For safety reasons and due to the type of sensors used, all exper-
iments were performed indoor. Outdoor navigation most probably re-
quires the additional use of high-bandwidth, far-distance sensors. Vision
sensors for example have proven their potential in outdoor environments.

Moving objects. Moving objects are considered to be obstacles in this work,
and they are integrated in a model of the robot’s local surroundings.
However, the objects’ movement is not actively tracked, and no intelli-
gence is assigned to the objects, i.e. the wheelchair does not assume for
example that objects are able to avoid obstacles themselves.

Users. The focus of Chapters 2 to 4 is on users with good cognitive ca-
pabilities, who are able to perform high-level control of the wheelchair such
as route planning to a desired destination, but who are unable to control
their vehicle accurately due to sensory or motor impairments. Research on
autonomous robots performed in Appendices B to D also has potential to aid
elderly and disabled (Fehr et al. 2000), as it provides the navigational capa-
bilities to assist users with limited cognitive capabilities. This may require
a specialised higher-level interface that enables the user or an able-bodied
physician or nurse to specify navigational missions. Although the design of
such interfaces is beyond the scope of this work, all technologies are available
to build in the short term such interfaces for the wheelchair platform. Ex-
amples include voice commands such as go to the dining room, or graphical
displays that allow users to indicate desired locations in an estimated map of
the building.

Sensors. Although the wheelchair platform in this work is a research plat-
form constructed from a commercially available wheelchair, attention was
paid from the beginning to add only hardware and sensors that allow for
easy conversion to commercially available platforms. This required the use
of easy-to-add-on sensors such as laser-scanners and gyroscopes. Due to the
possibly extensive mechanical modifications required to install encoders on
the wheels, these were avoided. Furthermore, expensive SICK laser scanners
were not used. Instead, small and inexpensive custom-made ultrasound and
laser scanner sensors were devised by CTG. Due to the requirement of low
cost, most sensors used on assistive robots are inherently uncertain. This
work deals with this uncertainty explicitly in order to obtain robust driving
behaviour.
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Interface. Only information from the user’s original interface is adopted,
and no additional functionality is added to the interface, which might other-
wise impose insurmountable requirements on the user’s part. The proposed
semi-autonomous control and estimation algorithms should be easily adapt-
able to different types of interfaces and interface information through the use
of a user model that is dependent on both user and interface.

1.6 Contributions of this work

Sections 1.6.1 to 1.6.4 describe contributions to the state of the art in assis-
tive mobile robotics, by comparing the requirements of Section 1.3 and the
achievements of current approaches in Section 1.4 with the approach pre-
sented in Section 1.5. Though the developed algorithms have currently only
been evaluated on powered wheelchairs, it is hoped that the structure of the
proposed robotic assistance under uncertainty can be adopted as well in ap-
plications other than robotic wheelchairs. Sections 1.6.1 to 1.6.3 have been
touched already in Section 1.5. Section 1.6.5 describes contributions to the
state of the art of mobile robot navigation at PMA. All theoretical results
and algorithms were validated both in simulation and on the real wheelchair
test platform.

1.6.1 Plan recognition under uncertainty (Chapter 3)

Modelling user plans as uncertain geometric paths possibly augmented with
twist information allows to model and estimate even complex manoeuvres
that the user desires to execute, such as parallel parking. Furthermore, plans
of other users may be estimated in a similar fashion from observation of their
actions, which may prove important to react intelligently to their actions.
Taking uncertainty and history on user signals and user plans into account
may increase the accuracy and robustness of the system considerably, as shown
in several experiments.

1.6.2 Shared control under uncertainty (Chapter 4)

The probability function over the various user plan hypotheses can be used
in different ways to make decisions about how to assist users. Three different
approaches have been evaluated and compared, namely Maximum Likelihood
(ML), Maximum A Posteriori (MAP), and Partially Observable Markov De-
cision Processes (POMDP). The last approach is the most flexible one and
can be tuned to obtain various types of navigation assistance. It requires the
implementation or learning of a user-specific reward function, which encodes
the user’s personal wishes regarding navigation assistance and makes use of
the user’s capabilities when computing navigation actions.
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One mission of the STWW project was to apply behaviour-based tech-
niques to semi-autonomous robot control. As a minor contribution, an im-
proved version of the MVFH obstacle avoidance algorithm (Levine et al. 1999)
was designed, implemented and tested. This algorithm served in several ex-
periments (Vanhooydonck 2007) and public exhibitions. However, the func-
tionality of the algorithm being limited to obstacle avoidance only, and the
somewhat tedious tuning of its various parameters led to the abandoning
of behaviour-based techniques in this work, and to the exploration of more
versatile and general path and trajectory planning techniques together with
a probabilistic framework to incorporate these paths into semi-autonomous
robot control, with the trade-off of being computationally more expensive.

1.6.3 User models for wheelchair driving (Chapter 2)

Identifying user models as a separate element in the framework allows to adopt
the same model both for estimation and decision making, thereby resulting in
user-adapted plan recognition and user-adapted shared control. This allows
to adapt the framework easily to various kinds of interfaces, both discrete and
continuous, just by adapting or learning the user model.

1.6.4 Motion Planning (Appendix D)

In order to estimate even complex user plans, and in order to be able to
plan and execute complex manoeuvres in narrow spaces, effort was put in
a motion planning algorithm that explicitly deals with the robot’s size, its
kinematics, and its dynamics as accurately as possible. In order to do so, an
extension of state-of-the-art global dynamic window approaches was proposed
and implemented for non-holonomic robots with arbitrary cross section.

1.6.5 Sensor processing, localisation and map building
(Appendices B and C)

Several algorithms were implemented and tested for sensor processing, local-
isation, and map building. Special care was given to estimating and dealing
with sensing, actuation, computation and communication delays, to robust
segment extraction, to reduce the influence of motion during sensing, and to
self-calibration of the robot’s motion model.

1.7 Overview of this work

The description of this work has been divided into two main parts. The part
described in the appendices is rather general and contains information that
is useful to both autonomous and semi-autonomous mobile robot navigation,
whereas the main text focuses specifically on human-machine interaction and
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semi-autonomous robot navigation. The material in the appendices is basi-
cally regarded as a set of tools that serve the purpose of plan recognition and
shared control in the main text. Therefore, the main contributions of this
work are considered to be situated in Chapters 2 to 4. Literature reviews are
distributed over the relevant chapters.

Figure 1.11: Relationship between chapters of this work.

The main text and the appendices exhibit the same pattern consisting of
two major topics, state estimation and decision making, as shown on the left-
hand side in Figure 1.11. For autonomous robots, state estimation boils down
to estimating the robot’s pose and twist, possibly combined with an estimate
of the robot’s surroundings and of additional parameters in its motion and
sensor models. This is the topic of Appendix C. For semi-autonomous robots,
the state is augmented with a path to a desired goal in order to estimate
the user’s plans, as explained in Chapter 3. Decision making for autonomous
robots is often referred to as control or planning, and will be discussed in
Appendix D. The counterpart for semi-autonomous robots is referred to in
this work as shared control and is the subject of Chapter 4. Recognition of
these analogies allows literature surveys on localisation and map building, and
on path or trajectory planning in Appendices C and D respectively to serve
as a main source of inspiration for tackling the plan recognition and shared
control problems of Chapters 3 and 4.

Both state estimation and decision making require statistical models. For
autonomous robots, observation models describe how sensors observe the en-
vironment, and system models describe how the robot acts upon certain input
signals. These models and low-level sensor processing algorithms are described
in Appendix B. In order to build reliable models, some insights in the physics
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of the adopted sensors and robots are described in Appendix A. The equiva-
lent to sensor models for shared control are user models, which describe how
users control a semi-autonomous wheelchair. This is the topic of Chapter 2.
The equivalent to system models for shared control will be called plan process
models, which are described in Chapter 3. Since these plan process func-
tions may be user-dependent, Figure 1.11 situates Chapter 3 in between user
modelling and state estimation.
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Chapter 2

User modelling

My hand trembles, but my heart does not.

Stephen Hopkins, ◦1707 – †1785.

User models for human-machine interaction encapsulate knowledge of how
humans sense, think, and act or react when interacting with machines. The
aim of user modelling in the context of this work is to yield the likelihood
of interface signals that powered-wheelchair users give in order to follow a
trajectory they have in mind. The chapter presents past research on human-
machine interaction, and discusses the concrete user models and experiments
that were adopted for predicting human behaviour on the powered wheelchair
test platform of this work, using discrete or continuous interfaces.

2.1 Introduction

Demands for higher performance and autonomy of assistive robots often result
in these robots becoming more complex. However, this complexity should not
result in its turn in a higher performance demand of the operator1. On the
contrary, the inverse should preferably hold. Therefore, the design of assistive
robots should be based on an understanding of how people behave in the tasks
that are executed jointly with the robot.

In order to create engineering systems that are compatible with human
characteristics and limitations, both human and machine need to be described

1Operator will be used interchangeably with person, user or driver.
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in comparable terms such that they can be quantitatively analysed. Quan-
titative models of human performance2 or user models provide the tool for
designing such human-machine systems. User models have also been required
to evaluate total human-machine performance during machine design, which
cannot be predicted from knowledge of the machine components alone. For
these synthesis and analysis purposes, equations of human performance are
required such that inputs and outputs of various components in the human-
machine system can be related. Furthermore, user models are required to test
machines in situations that are dangerous to the human, for example during
crash tests of cars or for driving at high speeds through narrow bends.

Sheridan and Ferrell (1981) discern three basic categories of human per-
formance, namely control, information processing, and decision making. The
control part refers to the low-level, high-bandwidth control performed by hu-
mans to make machines follow a certain trajectory. The information process-
ing part refers to the planning of a trajectory to a certain goal, and possibly
also to the setting of control law parameters with which the trajectory should
be tracked, such as by setting the muscle stiffness. The decision making part
refers to long-term lower-bandwidth functions such as deciding where to go
next after a goal pose has been reached or certain learning activities. Chap-
ter 3 focused on part of the information processing capabilities of humans,
namely on the modelling of user’s plans. This chapter focuses on the tracking
behaviour of users, and the control law parameters with which they desire to
track the path.

Role of user modelling in this work

Plan recognition. A reliable and accurate user model is required for
the Bayesian plan recognition approach presented in Chapter 3. In order
to merge past beliefs in user plans with new data, a likelihood function
puser (ûk|ik−m+1:k, ûk−m+1:k−1, ẑk−m:k−1, âk−m:k−1, bk−m:k−1) is required,3

which provides the likelihood of the user giving the interface signal ûk at time
k, given that he wants to follow a certain trajectory ik at time k, and given
all past trajectories ik−m+1:k−1 over a time window m he had in mind, all
past user signals ûk−m+1:k−1 he has given, all past robot sensor observations
ẑk−m:k−1, all past robot actions âk−m:k−1, and remaining factors bk−m:k−1

that influence the user signals. These user models are comparable to sensor
models that return the likelihood of sensor observations for a given robot pose
in a given map. The sensor observations now correspond to the user signals.
Similarly, the user model also dictates the pace at which plan recognition is
performed.

2Performance will be used interchangeably with behaviour.
3A specific value for a variable a will be referred to as â. For example, p (a = â)

abbreviated here as p (â) refers to the probability that variable a equals â, whereas p (a)
refers to the probability distribution of a.
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In this model, user actions û may include all types of user signals, both
continuous commands and discrete commands, continuously sampled signals
or asynchronous signals. Furthermore, this user action û is a specific signal,
and not a probability distribution over user signals. Section 3.4.1 will describe
how to deal with inputs that consist of probability distributions over user
signals rather than of the intended user signal itself. Robot actions â include
both interactions with the environment such as sending twist commands to
the motors or actions for actively sensing specific parts of the environment,
and interactions with the user such as visual, tactile, or auditory feedback.
Usually, the user is not aware of the part of â that corresponds to sensor
and motor control, nor of the robot’s sensor signals ẑ. Instead, users only
observe the behaviour of the robot y, as depicted in Figure 3.4, which may be
different than what can be extracted from the robot’s sensors. Furthermore,
this chapter tries to shed some light on which other factors bk−m:k−1 have been
identified in literature to influence the user’s interface signals, such as training
or possible a priori explanations to the user about the internal working of the
robot. These factors should be taken into account in experimental tests.

The user signals may be preprocessed prior to be used as input to the user
model. For example, it is not the purpose of the user model to predict also
the higher-frequency contents in signals of drivers suffering from tremor. In
these cases, low-pass filtering may be used to get rid of the high-frequency
components prior to applying the user model to the signals. This work does
not focus on signal preprocessing, but useful references include (González et al.
1995; van der Zwaag et al. 1999; Feys et al. 2001; Nho 2005).

Shared control. Knowledge of the human’s control behaviour allows to
predict how human drivers will react to future robot behaviour, which in
turn can be used to choose actions that minimise the load on the driver, that
maximise the information gain, or that optimise any other useful criterion.
Hence, the purpose of user models is also to analyse and synthesise assistive
devices that are intuitive, stable, and easy to use. This understanding of
human control behaviour allows to relieve humans from those tasks that they
consider tedious. Therefore, an accurate user model is required for the shared
control framework presented in Chapter 4.

The user model for shared control purposes is the same as the one adopted
for plan recognition. Taking this user model into account when making deci-
sions regarding robotic actions will provide for the requested user-adaptivity
of robotic assistance, such that both user-adapted plan recognition and user-
adapted shared control result.

Research questions

A solution to several research questions should be found both from a practical
point of view in order to actually create an assistive robot, and from a scien-
tific point of view in order to understand human behaviour when interacting
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with machines. These research questions boil down to an investigation of how
humans reason about and control assistive robots’ behaviour, and how the
human’s signals can be predicted. The first question may mainly be of scien-
tific interest, because from a practical point of view it might not be relevant
how humans internally control robots, as long as it is possible to predict their
signals.

The practical question regarding how to predict user signals can be further
split into the following related questions:

1. What type of model should be used to estimate the likelihood distri-
bution over possible user signals? If a white box model is used, what
should be the model’s structure and its parameters? Parameters may
have a physical interpretation or not, such as a parameter corresponding
to the human’s reaction time delay. The use of physical parameters may
ease the understanding of underlying physical phenomena, and therefore
may be interesting from a scientific point of view. If a black box tech-
nique is used such as a neural network, how many layers and neurons
per layer should be included, or which other black box structure should
be used? How to obtain likelihood estimates of user signals for use in a
probabilistic framework?

2. How to calibrate (or identify, train, estimate) the model parameters?
Can these be calibrated on-line? How to identify the structure of the
model?

3. What are the assumptions underlying the model? Can these assump-
tions be verified on-line to check if the user model is applicable? For
example, if the user model assumes that the user is attentive in order
for him to observe some obstacles or in order to predict the robot’s next
pose accurately, are there any means to test the human’s attention? If
the user model assumes that the user believes he is in control, are there
any means to test this?

4. In how far do parameters differ among able-bodied and among physically
impaired individuals? How repeatable is a human operator’s response
to repeated inputs? What is the variability among responses of different
human operators for the same task?

5. How fast and to which extent do parameters in a model evolve over
time for a single individual, and what are the factors that influence this
evolution?

The scientific question regarding how humans control machines, may be fur-
ther split into the following related questions:

1. What are the inputs to humans on which they base their decisions? For
example, what are perceptual cues when driving vehicles, and how are
they related to cognitive cues?
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2. What are the physical limits of humans when controlling a system? El-
derly and handicapped people will probably have a lower control band-
width than able-bodied persons. These limitations may provide intervals
in which parameters of the user model should lie. These limits also pro-
vide restrictions to the sampling frequency at which to interpret user
signals.

3. Is the human’s control behaviour mainly similar to feedback control, or
is there also some feed forward component involved?

4. How does a human control a machine if he expects the machine to assist
him? Should his signals be interpreted differently than in the case of
‘dumb’ machines where the user is in full control and does not expect
any help from the machine? If the system exactly does what the user
has in mind, even if the user does not give appropriate signals, what
will the user’s reaction be?

5. If robots take unanticipated assistive actions, the user’s mental model
of how the system behaves changes, and therefore, the system’s model
of how the user behaves should also change. Consequently, this is a dy-
namic situation in which two learning systems interact. If both systems
are adapting to each other, will a stable behaviour of the entire system
result?

6. Besides the robot’s behaviour and the environmental configuration,
what are additional factors that influence the human’s driving be-
haviour? Which of these factors can be measured or estimated? Can we
estimate the user’s model of the system? Can we actively influence the
user’s mental model of the system? Can we avoid the human to have a
too simple model of the machine, should this too simple model lead to
dangerous situations?

The scientific questions may be related more to the search of a theory than
to the search of a model. Theories are structural models that postulate a
causal mechanism and therefore have explanatory power, whereas functional
models merely mimic certain behaviour with the main purpose of being useful.
Most, if not all, existing control models may be classified as functional models
rather than theories, due to the complexity of human information processing
and control, and the limited insight in this functioning.

Overview of this chapter

Section 2.2 briefly recapitulates relevant requirements from Chapter 1. Sec-
tion 2.3 describes various models that were adopted in the past to model
humans’ behaviour when controlling a machine. Section 2.4 describes the
user models adopted in this work for discrete and continuous interfaces. A
summarising discussion and contributions conclude this chapter in Section 2.5.
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2.2 Requirements and challenges

This section briefly reviews the general requirements stated in Section 1.3,
applied specifically to user modelling for semi-autonomous wheelchair control:

Human-in-the-loop characteristics. The upper limits to the human’s
perception, information processing, and control bandwidths should be
considered when predicting user interface signals. Furthermore, addi-
tional characteristics should be taken into account that emerge when
humans control machines, such as mental models of the controlled sys-
tem.

User-specific driver characteristics. If possible, not only general driver
characteristics should be considered, but also driving properties of
individuals who have difficulties with accurate control of powered
wheelchairs.

Accuracy. The performance of semi-autonomous robot control is to a large
extent dependent on the predictive power of the user model. The user
model should be as accurate as possible but should not overestimate
its certainty. Furthermore, the model must predict the operator’s be-
haviour over a wide set of circumstances.

Model validation and model selection. Ideally, before adopting the like-
lihood of a user interface signal based on the user model puser, it should
be checked if the underlying assumptions of the user model are fulfilled.
If required, more appropriate user models should be selected.

Low computational complexity. The user model may have to be com-
puted for many different user plans, especially if the user model is
adopted to predict user signals several time steps ahead in order to
choose an optimal robot action. This requires fast calculation.

Incremental, automatic adaptability. Ideally, the user model should to
some degree be easily adapted to a variety of wheelchair drivers with
a specific type of interface. Furthermore, the user model should al-
ready provide acceptable predictions of user behaviour initially, and
should adapt to specific user behaviour autonomously through on-line
self-calibration.

User plan representation as uncertain trajectories. One general con-
straint stemming from the application of user models in Bayesian plan
recognition and shared control is that the user model should not just
output a prediction of the user signals, but a likelihood function over
the possible user signals. A second constraint specific to the adopted
representation of user plans, is that the user model should be able to
deal with trajectories as its input for user plans, where these trajectories
are possibly uncertain.
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2.3 Literature survey

Historically, the majority of human modelling effort has been on pilot mod-
elling for the aerospace community. Recently the haptics community has
become interested as well in the use of human models for designing and eval-
uating haptic controllers. The same holds for the automotive industry. So
far, interest from the assistive robotics community has been moderate or low,
though user modelling and human factors (or ergonomics) in general are an
indispensable element in the design of assistive robots.

Section 2.3.1 first describes some properties of neuromuscular control and
information processing in humans. Section 2.3.2 then presents several mathe-
matical user models that describe the behaviour of humans when controlling
machines. Section 2.3.3 discusses some disorders and symptoms typical for
powered-wheelchair drivers. The main conclusions are summarised in Sec-
tion 2.3.4.

2.3.1 Characteristics of the human control system

The physiological description of the human nervous system in the first section
yields some insights in causes of disorders that may for example force peo-
ple into powered wheelchairs. Next, the human sensory and neuromuscular
systems are characterised by quantitative measures such as reaction times or
sampling frequencies of the senses, which cause the bandwidth of humans to
be limited when controlling machines. A last section presents key variables
that influence human performance during human-machine control, and that
are important to consider during experiments.

The human nervous system

The symptoms of most disorders forcing people towards assistive devices such
as powered wheelchairs are due to affected muscles or to an affected nervous
system.

The human nervous system is divided into the central nervous system
(CNS) and the peripheral nervous system (PNS), as shown in Figure 2.1.
The CNS consists of the brain and spinal cord, which is protected by the
vertebral column. Brain and spinal cord are joined at a lower part of the
brain called the brain stem. The PNS consists of all other nerves and neurons
that do not lie within the CNS. The PNS is subdivided into the somatic
nervous system and the autonomic nervous system. The somatic nervous
system is associated with the voluntary control of body movements through
the action of skeletal muscles4, and comprises afferent5 sensory neurons that

4Skeletal muscles are responsible for movement of bones at joints and maintenance of
posture. Two other muscle types exist, smooth muscles for the movement of hollow organs
and cardiac muscles for heart pumping.

5Afferent nerves convey sensory signals to the CNS, while efferent nerves conduct stim-
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Figure 2.1: The main components of the human nervous system are the
brain, the spinal cord, and the peripheral nervous system. The spinal cord’s
white matter contains bundles of axons coated with myelin. The nerve cell
bodies and dendrites are contained in the grey matter. The interneurons
in the grey matter are i.a. responsible for inhibition of antagonistic muscle
contraction upon activation of an agonistic muscle. Motor nerves exit in the
ventral (front) roots and sensory nerves enter in the dorsal (back) roots. The
sensory neurons’ body cells are situated in the dorsal root ganglion. The
ventral and dorsal roots join to form mixed spinal nerves, one on the left side
and one on the right side of the spinal cord.

convey sensory information from external stimuli to the CNS and efferent
motor neurons that carry motor instructions from the CNS to the muscles.
The autonomic nervous system on the other hand prepares the body either
for action or for rest. Though a strict separation with the somatic nervous
system is not possible, many of the activities of the autonomic nervous system
are involuntary.

The main function of the spinal cord is the transmission of neural inputs
from and to the brain. The brain stem routes information to the opposite side
of the brain, and also controls some autonomic functions such as respiration
and sound localisation. The brain is responsible for generating co-ordinated
motion. Some control loops are closed directly inside the spinal cord, outside
the brain. In order to do so, sensory neurons synapse to motor neurons either
directly or through one or more interneurons thereby forming a reflex arc,
which allows reflex actions to occur relatively quickly by avoiding the delay
of routing signals through the brain.

ulatory signals from the CNS to the muscles and glands. Afferent and efferent nerves are
often arranged together, forming mixed nerves.
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Prominent participants in a nervous system include neurons and nerves.
Neurons or nerve cells are electrically excitable cells in the nervous system
that process and transmit information. Neurons are typically composed of a
soma or cell body, a dendritic tree and an axon, as depicted in Figure 2.2 (b).
Neurons communicate by emitting nerve impulses or action potentials from
the cell body. An axon or nerve fiber is a long slender projection of a neu-
ron that conducts the electrical impulses away from the neuron’s cell body.
The signals cross from an axon tip to an adjacent neurotransmitter recep-
tor through a gap called synapse via chemical or electrical processes. These
synapses allow neurons to transmit signals to one another, and motor neurons
to transmit signals to muscle fibers for muscle contraction. In vertebrates, the
axons of many neurons are sheathed in myelin, an insular covering that en-
ables to conduct the electrical impulses. Nerves, which are called tracts if they
lie inside the CNS, are bundles of axons with their myelin sheath. All but the
cranial nerves of head and neck connect to the CNS through the spinal cord.
These bilaterally-paired spinal nerves are given letter-number combinations
according to the vertebra through which they connect to the spinal column,
as shown in Figure 2.2 (a).

The human sensory and neuromuscular system

For all human senses, the possible detectable stimulus range represents only a
narrow region of the total dynamic range of space, time, and energy variables
that can be measured with artificial instrumentation. Therefore, robot’s sen-
sors may observe other signals then humans do, which may complicate the
tasks of estimating the user’s plan even more. Nevertheless, human senses
have a wide dynamic range and sophisticated pattern-recognition and adap-
tivity capabilities due to parts of the brain being devoted specifically to infor-
mation processing of these senses. In most daily activities, information from
various sensors is integrated and provides redundancy.

Besides visual feedback, relevant human sensory modalities for mobile nav-
igation include auditory cues, which have experimentally been proven to be
adopted by automobile drivers to maintain vehicle speed. Furthermore, local-
isation of sound sources serves as a reference signal for head control especially
if the sound source is out of the visual field. The vestibular senses are used
to obtain motion cues about the vehicle. Perception of position occurs more
precisely than velocity, and velocity more precisely than acceleration (Sheri-
dan and Ferrell 1981). Furthermore, the position and velocity of muscles and
tendons for example when handling a control stick are measured by proprio-
ceptive and kinesthetic organs located inside the muscles.

Simple reaction-time experiments reveal a minimum time delay of about
0.15 seconds, comprising neural synaptic delays, nerve conduction time, cen-
tral processing time and the time necessary to make a just-measurable re-
sponse. Actual delay may be rather user-dependent and may vary with com-
plexity of the system being controlled or frequency of the signal being worked
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Figure 2.2: Figure (a) shows the vertebral column and the letter-number
combinations of places at which spinal nerves connect to the spinal column.
In adults, the spinal cord only extends to level L1-2. C1 to C4 contain many
nerves of the neck and the back of the head. C3 is vital to enable spontaneous
breathing. C5 to T1 nerves subserve the arm and upper back. Figure (b)
shows the typical structure of a neuron. For inter-neuron communication,
signals from one neuron typically pass from an axon terminal to a dendrite or
cell body of another neuron. Schwann cells provide the myelin sheathing for
neurons of the PNS. The nodes of Ranvier are regularly spaced gaps in the
myelin sheath that enable a rapid mode of electrical impulse propagation.

with. It has been reported that the human’s delay can range from 150 to
300 ms when controlling zero and first order systems and 400 to 500 ms when
controlling second order systems, both in case of random-appearing inputs.
The upper random-appearing input signal bandwidth that humans can track
lies around 1.6 Hz (Sheridan and Ferrell 1981). The increased decision making
complexity of controlling a second order system causes the longer delay (Wick-
ens 1992). When the human is attempting to track predictable signals it has
been shown that signals as high as 2 or 3 Hz can be tracked (Wickens 1992).
Other factors that may cause time delay variability between humans include
training, environment, and multitasking of several activities.

Once a muscle is commanded to move, the muscle’s inherent viscosity and
inertia combined with the asynchronous muscle fiber contraction results in an
exponential response with a time constant of 0.1 to 0.2 s.
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Key variables in human-machine control

Besides the neuromuscular, sensory and planning functions of users, various
other factors have an important influence on the performance of even simple
tasks. Not all these factors are well understood, and only a few of them can
already be incorporated in mathematical models. McRuer and Jex (1967) dis-
cern four variables that influence the operator’s characteristics as a controller,
and which should be taken into account, for example during shared-control
experiments:

environment variables such as temperature, noise, ambient illumination,
vibration, acceleration, radiation, or pressure which may all vary in
degree of stress.

operator-centred variables such as learning and training, which cannot
be avoided even if one tried, because it is essential to good performance.
Therefore, in experiments, subjects must be trained until their perfor-
mance stabilises. Untrained subjects typically generate much undesir-
able variability. Even badly designed systems may be controlled in a
stable manner by humans due to their adaptation to the system, but
this may result in higher cognitive or physical loads. Therefore, human-
machine experiments in which stable human-machine co-operation is
shown do not necessarily imply ergonomic designs. Another operator-
centred variable is motivation, i.e. the willingness and persistence to do
a task well, which is probably the most important single factor in hu-
man performance. It is not easy to measure or control. Virtually all
models assume a high and consistent level of motivation. Upper limits
of performance given high motivation are well defined, but low motiva-
tion can result in any level of performance short of that limit. Other
operator-centred variables are skill and fatigue.

task variables, which comprise all system inputs and control system ele-
ments external to the operator. These include reference trajectory, in-
terface such as display and control stick, and controlled element dynam-
ics.

procedural variables, such as instructions, practice, order of presentation
of trials, defined rewards and costs, and physical work performance,
which requires a pacing of work that is neither too fast nor too slow.

2.3.2 Models of human-in-the-loop behaviour

Accurately modelling humans who control a machine is not a simple task,
because ‘the human (...) is a multi-mode, adaptive, learning controller capa-
ble of exhibiting an enormous variety of behaviour ’ (McRuer and Jex 1967).
It can even be questioned whether or not it is possible at all to predict hu-
man performance sufficiently well for engineering design. Sheridan and Ferrell
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(1981) argue that for the tasks for which prediction is required, such as con-
trol of vehicles, machines or tools, the human is usually at least trying to act
rationally and skillfully in accordance with physical constraints. The reason
for this is that these tasks require consistent and predictable behaviour to be
executed efficiently, and the operator is rewarded for behaving in a rational
way by a good task outcome. Obviously, given the huge range of possible
behaviour by humans, models of this rational behaviour can only describe
humans in very specific applications. Even in these narrowly-defined appli-
cations, humans may exhibit creativity, feeling or imagination, and they are
subject to cultural, social and spiritual influences. These qualities are very
challenging to capture with models though.

It can furthermore be questioned if ‘simple’, parameterised models can
capture human behaviour sufficiently well for the specific tasks in which hu-
mans act rationally and skillfully. Obviously, improvement in accuracy always
needs to be balanced against increased complexity. Therefore, ‘simple’ models
seem the most logical first choice. In fact, several parameterised models have
already been successfully applied to characterise human-machine control and
to design complex systems such as aircraft. Moreover, Sheridan and Ferrell
(1981) remark that the more parameters are introduced in a model to ex-
plain more details of human behaviour, the more uncertain these parameters
will prove to become, in part because there are more possibilities in complex
performance for the interplay of details of a task and of user-specific proper-
ties. The purpose of this section is to get an idea about which types of user
models have been successful for which types of tasks, and how these models
have been identified experimentally. This chapter focuses on manual control
models. User control models for shared control applications will be discussed
in Chapter 4.

Characteristics of control tasks

Manual and shared control systems can be classified according to the nature
of the input to the human operator, as shown in Figure 2.3:

1. Compensatory mode consists of the human solely operating on the error
e between desired trajectory or forcing function r and actual trajectory
y without observing absolute values of r or y. This is often modelled
as a traditional one-dimensional servomechanism, i.e. a negative feed-
back system where the output is slaved to the reference. It is accepted
that with sufficient practice and ability, the human develops a stable
closed loop relationship that provides desired response characteristics,
suppresses disturbances, and compensates for variations in the control
loop (McRuer and Jex 1967). Compensatory models are more prevalent
in aerospace-based human models, and are often in the form of single
input - single output (SISO) systems.

2. A pursuit system is one in which the instantaneous reference input r
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Figure 2.3: Quasi-linear models of a human operator Yoperator controlling a
process Yprocess. Signals propagating in this loop are scalars. Additional noise
sources such as on the process are not shown. The remnant n in these models
is referred to the operator’s output (for an explanation of symbols such as n or
Φnn, see the main text). Figure (a) models human operators in compensatory
tasks where the operator only perceives the error e that should be nullified.
Figure (b) shows a model for pursuit tasks, where the operator observes or
infers the instantaneous reference signal r and output signal y. Figure (c)
shows a model for preview tasks, where the operator observes or infers the
instantaneous system output y and the time evolution of the reference signal
r over a certain time window n∆t in the future.

and controlled process output y are both observed or inferred by the
human operator separately and independently, so that he may distin-
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guish individual properties of these signals. One example of pursuit
reaction is the tracking of a pure sine wave. It has been found that
the human’s response will initially lag the desired wave, but will even-
tually lock on. This is a result of the human anticipating the desired
wave and adjusting the output accordingly thereby also correcting for
his own neuromuscular lags. Usually pursuit action is used to augment
compensatory action, requiring a human model that incorporates two
inputs and a single output. Experiments have shown that pursuit track-
ing is easier to learn and results in smaller errors than compensatory
tracking.

3. A preview system is similar to a pursuit system except that the human
operator has foreknowledge of ideal response r from the present time
until some time into the future. Preview control is more characteristic
of everyday tasks than pursuit or compensatory control.

4. A precognitive system is one in which the operator has foreknowledge
of input in terms other than a direct observation. Knowledge of input
refers to statistical properties of the input such as knowledge of certain
amplitude constraints or temporal constraints. This occurs when the
human is highly trained and familiar with the system and task. This
allows the human to react intuitively based on familiarity, often related
to muscle memory. Such examples may be driving a vehicle down a
well-known windy driveway, typing at a keyboard, or any highly trained
skill. Qualitatively, the operator can be thought of as possessing a map
of the road ahead, and a memory for what has occurred before.

Manual control models

Manual control refers to the situation in which a person receives through
his visual, vestibular, tactile, and other senses information about the ideal
states of some variables of a given system, as well as the output states of
those variables, and in which the user manipulates mechanical devices such
as handles, knobs, buttons, control sticks or pedals to minimise error or some
more complex function. Manual control theory has typically been applied to
complex devices that operate in well-defined ways over relatively few degrees
of freedom and a limited bandwidth, for which there is an accepted measure
of performance. Examples include airplanes, vehicles, and certain types of
production machines.

Quasi-linear models. McRuer (1980) and colleagues developed in the
early and mid 1960s a model of the human in compensatory mode for con-
tinuous closed-loop human-machine interaction. They relied on quasi-linear
models, where a non-linear system’s response to a specific input can be split
into a linear system Yoperator and a remnant n. The remnant is the difference
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between the linear model and the actual system response, often considered
as an additional noise element with a broadband power spectral density Φnn,
as shown in Figure 2.3 (a). For one-dimensional continuous closed-loop com-
pensatory tasks, the linear model is a constant-coefficient linear differential
equation. All parameters of the linear model and remnant are assumed to re-
main constant as long as the task variables do not change. Therefore, besides
the differential equation and the remnant generator, a quasi-linear model con-
tains a table that specifies the parameters of the linear equation for different
task variables, such as frequency spectrum of the input or description of the
controlled process.6 Typically, the impact of operator-centred, environmental
and procedural variables has been minimised in pilot modelling studies by
using highly trained and motivated subjects drawn from a narrowly limited
population with high grade skill, and by using carefully designed experiments.
McRuer and Jex (1967) give some pointers to research on the influence of en-
vironment variables.

McRuer found that the human adjusted his dynamics based on the system
being controlled so as to approach a desired open loop transfer function YOL =
Yoperator · Yprocess. He reported that the human strived to achieve an open
loop gain much greater than unity for low frequencies so as to minimise low-
frequency error, within the limits of stability. Furthermore, for a wide range
of controlled dynamics and forcing function bandwidths the human worked to
achieve a −20 db/decade gain versus frequency characteristic near the open
loop crossover frequency ωc, i.e. where |YOL| = 1. In addition to the 90◦

phase lag associated with the −20 db/decade, additional phase lag associated
with reaction time and neuromuscular dynamics can be modelled near the
crossover frequency as a pure time delay. Dependent on the author, it has
been suggested that humans adopt a phase margin at this crossover frequency
of 60 to 100 degrees, or of 40 to 80 degrees. McRuer used this information to
model the open loop transfer function as

YOL =
ωc · e−jωτe

jω
, (2.1)

which is referred to as the crossover model . The parameters ωc and τe were
empirically defined to be linearly dependent on input bandwidth ωi. Human
operators can then be generically modelled for compensatory tasks as follows:

Yoperator = Ko · TLjω + 1
TIjω + 1

· e−jωτe

TN jω + 1
, (2.2)

where Ko is the static operator gain, τe is an effective time delay including
transport delays and neuromuscular lags (between 0.12 and 0.2 seconds), TN is
a coefficient of the first-order lag inherent in the neuromuscular system (about

6The term quasi-linear exactly refers to the fact that Yoperator remains constant for a
fixed r and Yprocess combination, but has different parameters for other combinations.
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0.2 seconds for muscle displacement initiation), TL is the lead time constant
and TI the lag time constant. The operator adapts these parameters to the
characteristics of the controlled process and of the reference signal bandwidth
ωi, such that the crossover relationship in Equation 2.1 holds. The use of
the Fourier variable jω instead of the Laplace variable σ + jω stresses that
these models are valid only in the frequency domain with continuous random-
like inputs. Examples of controlled processes relevant to automobile control
and the corresponding operator describing functions are shown in Table 2.1.
McRuer used nine experienced pilots as test subjects and a spring-centred

Yprocess Yoperator Vehicle control situation
Kp

jω
Koe

−jωτe heading control by steering wheel for
small angle deflection

Kp

(jω)2
Ko (TLjω + 1) e−jωτe position control by steering wheel

for small angle deflection

Table 2.1: Relevant models of controlled processes Yprocess for automobile
control, and the corresponding operator describing functions Yoperator.

control stick as manipulator. Random-appearing forcing functions consisting
of sums of sines and of sufficiently high bandwidth (ωi of 1.5, 2.5 and 4.0 rad/s)
were chosen to explore the human’s limits. Controlled elements included Kp,
Kp/jω, Kp/(jω − 2), Kp/(jω)2, and Kp/jω(jω − 1/T ) each with various
gains Kp. Depending on the input bandwidth ωi and controlled process, the
crossover frequency varied between around 3 and 6.5 rad/s.

McRuer and Jex (1967) also discuss how quasi-linear models have been
applied for modelling multiple input - multiple output (MIMO) systems and
pursuit control tasks. Moreover, a refinement to the crossover model was
developed, the α-model or extended crossover model, which provides better
prediction of the phase data in the mid-frequency range. Furthermore, prelim-
inary results have been established of subjective ratings by the pilots of which
processes Yprocess are easy to control, which often carries at least as much
weight in the final evaluation of an aircraft configuration as for example anal-
yses for control stability (Sheridan and Ferrell 1981). Of the tested processes,
Kp/jω is the easiest to control, and Kp/jω(jω− 1/T ) is very difficult to con-
trol. Controlled process gain seems to affect pilot ratings substantially, with
a distinct optimum. Furthermore, pilots dislike having to adopt considerable
lead to compensate for lag in the system. When the pilots have to decrease
their time delays, such as by increasing neuromuscular tension, the controlled
process is disliked as well. For too high input bandwidth ωi, operators tend to
ignore high frequency components, and regress to a low gain strategy. Human
operators may be impracticable for input bandwidths higher than 10 rad/s,
and for sharply nonlinear controlled processes. Further research in the area
of subjective ratings versus controlled processes is required.
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Weir and McRuer (1970) modelled automobile driving as a combined
compensatory-pursuit task using quasi-linear models for the compensatory
part of the task. As the vehicle is assumed to travel at a constant speed, the
driver only controls the steering angle and observes both lateral error to the
path and angular error, which are functionally related errors though both are
observed separately. The path in these experiments is fixed and known, and
the vehicle dynamics are disturbed by wind gusts and roadway roughness.
The driver has been modelled as a cascaded controller as a means to incor-
porate some of the operator’s anticipatory behaviour, where the inner-loop
corrects for heading error, and the outer loop for lateral path errors. For alert
and experienced drivers, the crossover frequency of the heading control loop
was identified as 2.3 rad/s, where it was 0.9 rad/s for the position control
loop. However, for degraded driving situations or less experienced drivers,
model parameters varied widely.

The advantage of this model set is that one can approximately predict hu-
man response by knowing the input and dynamics of the controlled process,
and that the extensive set of analysis tools for linear systems can be adopted.
Sheridan and Ferrell (1981) discuss in how far human performance is repeat-
able and in how far linear models are applicable to human performance in
control systems. Certain human skills such as playing the piano definitely
require highly consistent and repeatable responses, and for these tasks, little
variability among humans is to be expected. For random-appearing inputs,
linearity is a fair assumption. However, for simple step functions or single
sine waves, humans deviate from linear responses, due to effects such as the
range effect (Sheridan and Ferrell 1981) and due to the operator’s ability to
predict the evolution of the input and to correct for his own neuromuscular
lag.

An important conclusion from this and similar work is that human and
machine cannot be decoupled to analyse the entire system’s performance and
to design the machine. One could think of trying to identify the human
operator once and for all, and then plugging this model into any desired
machine design that should be tested in order to verify handling and stability
issues. It has been found however that human behaviour strongly depends on
the machine’s behaviour, and that human’s behaviour is hard to capture in a
single model with fixed parameters for all combinations of key variables that
influence operator control behaviour. Another conclusion is that the human
operator in compensatory tasks does in average what a well-designed servo
controller would do, even though he may be ignorant of servo theory.

Optimal control models. McRuer (1980) and colleagues believed that
human operators naturally select ωc and τe to minimise RMS error e, and in
that sense approach optimality. Several researchers in the 1960s built on this
idea and used optimal (or modern) control to model the human, theorising
that the human behaves to minimise some particular, explicitly stated cost
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function. The cost function typically trades off error to the ideal response
against cost in terms of energy, time, and risk of failure. The controlled
process in these models is described with a set of coupled first-order ordinary
differential equations:

ẋ = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + v(t), (2.3)

where v(t) represents zero mean, white noise with Gaussian amplitude distri-
bution, and x(t) represents the state of the controlled system. Since this state
is often not directly observable, but only via the output y = Cx(t), an addi-
tional observer is required that estimates the state of the controlled process.
This is typically performed with a Kalman filter. The roots or dynamics of
the observer and of the closed-loop controller-process system can be designed
separately. The control law is specified as a function of the estimated state
x̂, u = −Lx̂. The user model contains the parameters of the controller gain
matrix L and of the observer. These parameters are determined such that a
cost functional is minimised of the form:

1
T

∫ T

0

(
xT Qx + uT Ru

)
dt, (2.4)

or an expected value hereof if x is not directly observed. The cost functional
may additionally include terms related to input rate u̇ and output y of the
process.

Baron, Kleinman, and Levison (1970) used sophisticated optimal control
models (Kleinman et al. 1970) for modelling user behaviour both in simple
tracking tasks and in Vertical Take-Off and Landing (VTOL) aircraft hovering
tasks (Baron et al. 1970), as shown in Figure 2.4. Instead of using u in the
cost functional, they adopted u̇ because this is presumably what the opera-
tor perceives and because it represents a subjective penalty on rapid control
movements, which are difficult to achieve due to significant neuromuscular lag
TN . The human operator is furthermore assumed to be subject to some delay
τ and to observe an instrument panel, accompanied with observational noise
vy. An additional predictor element has been included in the user model,
which models the human’s tendency to anticipate and compensate for his
own time delay. The same values for τ , TN , Vy and Vu were used for VTOL
hovering and for simple compensatory tracking.

One advantage of the optimal control model is their ability to handle
MIMO systems, as long as they are linear. Furthermore, they have potential
to be used for processes with time-varying parameters as well, and to be used
in other than compensatory tasks. For example, MacAdam (1981) adopted
this technique to model preview control in simulated closed-loop automobile
driving. Other advantages include the possibility to deal with inputs that are
not necessarily random-appearing, and to estimate transient regimes as well.
However, Sheridan and Ferrell (1981) argue that complexity and the increased
number of parameters in the optimal control models make them somewhat
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Figure 2.4: Optimal control user model as adopted by Baron et al. (1970).
The figure is taken from Sheridan and Ferrell (1981).

laborious to apply. Furthermore, the optimal solution to one set of cost func-
tion and model parameters such as time constants or noise parameters may
match the optimal solution to another set of parameters and cost function.
Therefore, it cannot be uniquely determined which subjective criterion is op-
timised. It should be noted here that these are models of human behaviour
with the purpose of predicting user output given certain input. They are not
meant to represent the inner workings of how humans actually produce these
outputs. Until now, relatively little application of optimal control to human
operator modelling has been performed.

Intermittent sampling and non-linear operator behaviour. There
are circumstances which make the assumptions of time continuity and linear-
ity too restrictive. Intermittent signal processing, where the nervous system
seems to show discrete sampling, has appeared to occur at low frequencies
around 1 Hz. Sheridan and Ferrell (1981) summarise evidence of various re-
searchers for this hypothesis. It is unclear however to what extent sampling
may be associated with the senses, the effectors, or the central processing.

Human nonlinear behaviour on the other hand is observed in several situ-
ations, such as when the controlled process contains nonlinear or predictable
characteristics, in which case the human will tend to adopt an inverse nonlin-
ear characteristic to cancel this effect. Nonlinear behaviour also stems from
the human’s tendency to continuously test nonlinearities in the system such
as friction or backlash and thereby calibrate his control movements. This is
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typically performed by bang-bang-off control followed by observation of the
result. Saturation nonlinearities occur in situations where the human reaches
limits of reachability or force.

Identification techniques. Sheridan and Ferrell (1981) present an
overview of parameter identification techniques of user models for compen-
satory tasks in both time and frequency domain. Time domain identification
is usually based on a minimisation of the mean-square deviation of model
output and actual response, averaged over time. Time-domain least-squares
identification has for example been applied to on-line model the open-loop
transfer function of bicycle riders, which adopt two control inputs, the han-
dlebar angle and the upper body rotation, to stabilise the bicycle. The bicy-
cle rider was modelled as a PID controller with a certain delay. Experiments
also suggested that parameters in the models varied over time, even for able-
bodied persons. Therefore, identification should occur with data of limited
time periods, say 5 minutes.

Frequency domain identification of human operators is based on describing
function analysis, which is a general technique to discover the frequency-
response characteristics of nonlinear systems which closely resemble linear
systems for certain classes of inputs. The crossover model was derived using
this technique.

The optimal control models can be tuned by choosing a cost function and
adjusting specific free model parameters to fit the human’s response. Another
approach is based upon the inverse optimal-control problem, where the cri-
terion that the user optimises is unknown or partially unknown. The cost
function is then adjusted to tune the model’s response to match the human’s.
A general solution to the second approach has been relatively unsuccessful.
Baron et al. (1970) chose Q and R for known process parameters A and B
and knowledge of w(t), as shown in Figure 2.4. Values for τ and TN were
placed at 0.15 s and 0.1 s respectively, and Vy and Vu noise ratios were es-
timated. Other parameters in the user model were derived from the optimal
regulator equations.

2.3.3 Characteristics of powered-wheelchair drivers

This section discusses some disorders and symptoms of wheelchair drivers
who may benefit from autonomous or semi-autonomous robotic assistance.
An analysis of the influence of these disorders and their symptoms on electric
wheelchair driving performance seems to be lacking in literature. Neverthe-
less, the symptoms resulting from these disorders give already a general idea
about expected losses of driving performance.
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Disorders and injuries

Users in the co-operating hospitals of the STWW project (cf. Section 1.3.2)
who were estimated by physicians and physiotherapists to benefit from robotic
assistance typically suffer from Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis, Cerebral palsy,
Friedreich’s ataxia, Guillain-Barré syndrome, head injury, Multiple Sclerosis,
myopathy, spinal cord injury or stroke. For some of these disorders, the prob-
able cause or the mechanism that causes the disorder, the course, statistics of
prevalence and incidence, and symptoms are discussed. The symptoms will
be further explained in the next section.

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS), also called Lou Gehrig’s disease7

or in French Maladie de Charcot8, is a chronic, progressive, invariably
fatal neurological disease. ALS is marked by gradual degeneration and
scarring (sclerosis) of the motor neurons in the (lateral part of the)
spinal cord and the brain stem. This removes (a) the nourishment (tro-
phy) of the muscles (myo), and combined with a lack of functioning, the
muscles gradually weaken and waste away. The cause of ALS is not yet
known. No cure has been found yet, but drug treatments exist as well
as methods to relieve symptoms.
Although this disease can strike anyone, it is extremely rare in children.
According to the ALS Association, most people who develop ALS are
adults between 40 and 70. The incidence is only 2 per 100 000 inhabi-
tants. The prevalence equals 4 to 6 people per 100 000 inhabitants.
The disorder causes progressive muscle weakness and muscle waste away
(atrophy) throughout the body, such that the body gradually becomes
paralysed. Limb movements, speech, swallowing and breathing grad-
ually become more difficult. The muscle groups that are affected and
the order of affection of muscle groups may vary. However, almost all
ALS patients are confronted at some stage with considerable communi-
cation problems. Since only motor neurons are believed to be affected,
mental (intelligence, memory, personality, etc.) and sensory capabilities
usually remain completely intact. Furthermore, stiff muscles, spasticity,
cramps, and exaggerated reflexes may be symptoms of ALS.

Cerebral palsy (CP) refers to a group of non-progressive neurological dis-
orders in the development of human movement and posture. CP arises
from disturbances in the developing fetal or infant brain, such as a lack
of oxygen or infections in the mother. CP can occur during pregnancy
(about 75%), at birth (about 5%) or after birth (about 15%). In only
20% of the cases the cause is known, and may include infections, mal-
nutrition, or significant head injury in very early childhood. There is
no known cure for CP. Medical intervention is limited to the treatment

7Henry Louis Gehrig (◦1903 - †1941) was a baseball player for the New York Yankees.
8Jean-Martin Charcot (◦1825 – †1893) was a French neurologist and professor of anatom-

ical pathology.
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and prevention of complications of CP. Overall, CP ranks among the
most monetarily costly congenital conditions in the world to manage
effectively.
The incidence in developed countries is approximately 2 per 1000 live
births, and incidence has not declined over the last 60 years despite
medical advances like electro-fetal monitoring.
Movement impairments depend on the area of the brain that is damaged,
and include ataxia (10%) possibly resulting in hypotonicity, athetoid
(20%), and spastic (70%). These motor disorders are sometimes accom-
panied by hearing or vision impairment, difficulties with judging dis-
tances, cognitive disabilities, communication disorders, or by epilepsy.
The patient’s capabilities vary widely depending on the severity of the
disability.

Multiple Sclerosis (MS), also known as disseminated sclerosis, is a
chronic, progressive, inflammatory disease that affects the central ner-
vous system. MS causes gradual destruction of myelin and damage to
neuron axons in patches throughout the brain and spinal cord. The
name multiple sclerosis refers to the multiple scars (or scleroses) on the
myelin sheaths. This scarring causes symptoms which vary widely de-
pending upon which signals are interrupted. Although much is known
about how MS causes damage, its exact cause remains unknown. MS
currently does not have a cure, though several treatments are available
which may slow down the appearance of new symptoms.
MS primarily affects adults, with an age of onset typically between 20
and 40 years. In Flanders, 6000 persons suffer from MS, 18% of which
are severely disabled.
MS can cause a variety of symptoms, including paresis, paralysis, spas-
ticity, changes in sensation, visual problems, muscle weakness, depres-
sion, difficulties with co-ordination and speech, and severe fatigue. Mul-
tiple sclerosis may take several different forms, with new symptoms oc-
curring either in discrete attacks or slowly increasing over time. Between
attacks, symptoms may resolve completely, but permanent neurologic
problems often persist.

Symptoms or consequences

Various symptoms may result from the different disorders:

Ataxia is unsteady and clumsy motion of the limbs or trunk due to a failure
of the gross co-ordination of muscle movements.

Athetosis is a continuous stream of slow, sinuous, writhing movements, typ-
ically of the hands and feet.

Fatigue may be both physical and mental (concentration).
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Hypotonia is a condition of abnormally low muscle tone, which is the
amount of tension or resistance to movement in a muscle. This of-
ten involves reduced muscle strength as well. By contrast, hypertonia is
a condition marked by an abnormal increase in the tightness of muscle
tone and a reduced ability of a muscle to stretch, i.e. an increased stiff-
ness. It is generally accompanied by spasticity of the particular muscles.

Locked-in syndrome is a condition in which a patient is aware and awake,
but cannot move or communicate due to complete paralysis of nearly
all voluntary muscles in the body. People with locked-in syndrome may
be able to communicate with others by coding messages by blinking or
moving their eyes, which are not affected by the paralysis.

Neglect refers to the condition where a person does not take into account a
part of its visual inputs.

Paresis denotes partial loss of movement or strength.

Paralysis is the complete loss of muscle function for one or more muscle
groups. Paralysis often includes loss of feeling in the affected area.
Depending on the area of the brain damaged, paralysis may be localised
(e.g. paraplegia, hemiplegia, quadriplegia) or generalised.

Quadriplegia, also known as tetraplegia, is a symptom in which a human
experiences paralysis of all four limbs, although not necessarily total
paralysis.

Spasticity is a disorder of the body’s motor system in which certain mus-
cles are continuously contracted. This contraction causes stiffness or
tightness of the muscles and may interfere with gait, movement, and
speech.

Other symptoms include decrease of touch and speech, decrease of vision, and
cognitive and mental changes. In many cases, a combination of symptoms is
present.

Besides these symptoms, driving performance is also influenced by the
driver’s spatial insights and previous driving experience with a wheelchair or
a car. These factors may be influenced by the driver’s age, the positioning in
the chair, fatigue, temperature, and humidity.

Conclusions

The diagnosis of a disorder does not automatically result in single or pre-
dictable symptoms. It is unclear however in how far the variety of symptoms
also results in a variety of wheelchair driving behaviour. Patients with com-
pletely different symptoms might still exhibit similar driving behaviour, due
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to the human’s feedback and feed forward capabilities. Further experimental
research is required in this field.

The variety of symptoms has lead to the development of a large number
of interfaces. The information from these interfaces may differ in range (con-
tinuous versus discrete, proportional versus not-proportional), in meaning or
interpretation, sampling type (continuously sampled versus asynchronous sig-
nals), and bandwidth. Therefore, user models should be largely tailored to
the type of interface. Furthermore, degenerative diseases such as MS or mus-
cular dystrophy often involve an evolution of the adopted interface over time,
such as from steering wheel over hand joystick to chin joystick.

People suffering from neglect may mentally construct incorrect paths to
be tracked, which do not take into account avoidance of obstacles at one side
of the field of view. This may also result in confusion if the robot does avoid
these obstacles, as they might not understand why the robot does not act as
they intended to.

From the fast changes in driving behaviour over time and the large in-
fluence of quickly growing fatigue that some patients exhibited during exper-
iments, it may be concluded that calibration of the user model parameters
should require as few calibration data or training examples as possible. Prefer-
ably, calibration should be performed on-line.

2.3.4 Discussion

Though this literature survey was rather elaborate, it barely scratched the
surface of what has been published on user modelling. An in-depth discussion
of some key contributions was preferred over a detailed list of publications.

Until now, the design of user models has been approached with the purpose
to mimic or predict human behaviour rather than to explain it. In that sense,
properties of the neuromuscular system have usually only been indirectly mod-
elled and adopted in these models. Furthermore, research has mainly focused
on able-bodied persons, and little information is available regarding powered
wheelchair driver models. Also, research has mainly focused on how deter-
ministic machines are controlled, i.e. machines that always behave in the same
way under the same conditions. Some extensions to user models for shared
control applications will be discussed in Chapter 4. Nevertheless, much can
be learned from these control applications, such as the maximum bandwidth
with which able-bodied persons can control deterministic machines, and on
which variables their performance depends.

Manual control models for pilots. Crossover models have been used to
predict human-machine performance for a given machine design and input
characteristics, especially for aircraft. Perhaps more importantly, they have
been used as an instrument to measure the effects of conditions that are not
explicit in the model, such as heat stress or training, and to analyse e.g.
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unwanted resonances due to the coupling between limbs and control sticks. It
remains obviously important to verify if all conditions are fulfilled for these
models to be valid.

Important differences between wheelchair driving and several manual con-
trol experiments in which pilot models were derived, are the following. In
pilot modelling experiments, only the visual input is usually adopted, and is
accurately known due to the use of a graphical user interface on which sig-
nals are displayed that are intended to be observed by the pilot. Perceptual
cues during wheelchair driving are much more uncertain. Compared to the
careful selection and high qualification of test subjects for pilot modelling,
the characteristics of users of assistive robots is considerably different. Nev-
ertheless, these pilot models can be considered to be an upper limit for the
performance of the co-operation between assistive robots and users. The as-
sumption behind optimal control models is that the human operator, when
sufficiently trained and motivated, is familiar with his own dynamics, with the
controlled process dynamics, with the statistical nature of his own variability
and that of external disturbances, and that he acts under these constraints in
a near-optimal manner with respect to a criterion describing the best control.
Therefore, this assumes that the user will attempt to behave optimally to
the best of his ability to perceive and remember signals and produce the best
control responses. One or more of these assumptions may be violated when
applied to handicapped people. Wheelchair drivers might not be motivated,
they might not be paying attention, they might not care about collisions, or
they might not know the size, kinematics and dynamics of the assistive robot
very well. Furthermore, many pilot models are based on the assumption that
the input is randomly-appearing. Though this may be a valid assumption for
many pilot tasks, it is not a realistic assumption for wheelchair control.

User models in assistive robotics. Most user models in existing semi-
autonomous wheelchairs discussed in Section 3.3.1 do not seem to incorporate
any form of feedback control by the human. Instead, wheelchair drivers are
modelled to instantaneously deflect the joystick in the direction they want to
travel at a desired speed level. No further rationale for these models is usually
given, and they seem to be based on intuitive modelling and manual tuning
by their designers. Given the considerable results and systematic analyses
performed in manual control, research regarding user models in many assis-
tive robot approaches and lack of references to this manual control literature
at least gives the impression that user modelling in assistive robots seems to
follow a rather ad hoc approach, disregarding previously obtained results. In
order to obtain a more systematic approach, able-bodied drivers may be used
to determine some limiting-case for the specific application of wheelchair driv-
ing, though it may be difficult to let them drive for days in the wheelchair.
When performing experiments with disabled drivers, the variability in perfor-
mance due to fatigue, lack of training, and lack of motivation should be taken
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into account.

Automobile driver models. Differences with automobile control include
the fact that indoor wheelchair tasks are characterised by more frequent ac-
celerations and decelerations, i.e. characterised by many transient regimes,
and navigation in narrow spaces. By contrast, car driving has often been
investigated from the viewpoint of tasks with constant linear speed and lat-
eral disturbances from wind gusts for example. Other car applications are
passing other cars or tracking the car in front. In these situations, the de-
sired paths are more or less known as compared to wheelchair driving, and
passing or tracking of other wheelchairs are much less frequent in wheelchair
applications. Classical wheelchair interfaces such as joysticks also differ con-
siderably from automobile interfaces that consist of a steering wheel and a
throttle control pedal.

2.4 User models for powered wheelchair driv-
ing

2.4.1 Characterisation of powered-wheelchair control

Automobile driving as well as wheelchair driving are essentially preview con-
trol tasks. Figure 2.5 shows a quasi-linear model of the assistive wheelchair
control problem, in which an appropriate robot behaviour y should be derived
from a given user signal u by the assistive robot Yprocess. The appropriate y
should resemble the unknown, desired trajectory r that the user has in mind.
This problem can be modelled as having to estimate p (r|u). This does not
allow to adopt existing user models such as those in Section 2.3.2, which are in
the form p (u|r), i.e. they predict user signals for a given reference trajectory.
However, application of Bayes rule and including the reference trajectories r
in the state that should be estimated as shown in Chapter 3, allows to adopt
user models similar to existing ones such as those shown in Figure 2.3. This
is basically because Bayes rule allows to tackle the problem ‘the other way
around’.

Consequently, it is assumed in this work that the wheelchair driving ap-
plication can be characterised as a preview and precognitive task, where the
driver has in mind some trajectory that he would like to track and for which
he somehow observes the tracking errors, and where the driver has acquired
some knowledge of the system’s behaviour. The human operator in general,
and the wheelchair driver in particular, epitomises the multi-purpose adap-
tive black box. The structure of this black box will be modelled in this work
as in Figure 2.5 or simplified versions thereof. The only directly observable
outputs are the interface signals. The only directly measurable inputs may
be the eye-muscle position. All other stimuli must be inferred either from
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Figure 2.5: Quasi-linear model of semi-autonomous wheelchair drivers for
which the user plans r and their evolution over time are unknown.

judicious use of experiment or from what people tell they see, hear, or decide.
In this work, estimates of the human’s perceptual cues are derived from what
state-feedback controllers would adopt in engineering systems. If the param-
eterised models are based on an assumption that observed tracking errors are
adopted by the user for control, these perceptual cues have to be estimated in
some manner in order to predict the user signals, since they are not explicitly
available. Besides visual inputs, auditory signals for example from releasing
brakes, and vestibular inputs to estimate velocity and acceleration may be
included in the user model as well. As explained in Chapter 3, the user is
supposed to instantaneously plan a path from the current pose. It is assumed
that the human directly observes the robot’s pose and twist.

Parameterised models are opted for, in order to analyse first the potential
of ‘simple’ models prior to experimenting with more complex models, in order
to make the presented results more easily verifiable and replicable by others,
and in the expectancy that in a later phase the parameters of this model
can be estimated incrementally on-line to adapt to specific, time-varying user
behaviour. Identification of all models has been performed in the time domain.

As made clear by the literature survey, human behaviour is not indepen-
dent from the machine’s behaviour. The wheelchair test platform’s kinematics
and dynamics were discussed in Section A.2. In shared-control situations, the
platform’s behaviour further depends on the control actions taken by the as-
sistive controller, which will be presented in Chapter 4. The wheelchair’s
behaviour under manual control may be modelled as yielding an exponential
response with a time constant τp, with a pure time delay τw and an open-loop
gain Kw, where the input to the system is a target twist u, and the output is a
wheelchair twist y, as shown in Figure 2.6. According to the control system’s
documentation, linear and rotational velocities are controlled independently,
though this has not been verified experimentally.
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Figure 2.6: Characterisation of the wheelchair platform for user modelling.
The wheelchair’s input is a target linear and rotational velocity u, and its
output y is a delayed, filtered linear and rotational velocity.

2.4.2 Sample frequency of user signals

The frequency at which plan recognition runs is determined by the frequency
at which the user model is evaluated. For the Bayesian plan recognition
approach presented in Chapter 3, the user signals should be sampled at a
frequency at which new information occurs in the user signals, i.e. a frequency
at which the user is able to react to changed or unexpected robot behaviour.
From an information-theoretic point of view, the user signal should be sampled
at least at a frequency of twice the highest frequency in the user’s signal in
order not to loose any information, following the Nyquist-Shannon sampling
theorem. From this point of view, it does not matter if the signal would be
sampled even at a much higher frequency. However, from a statistical point
of view, this would result in many user signals without novel information
intended by the user. This would make the probability distribution over user
plans converge quickly to a single, possibly incorrect user plan, based on the
same pieces of information that are adopted many times. In a sense, the user
signals should have travelled around the loop before new information in user
signals will be available.

A similar effect occurs if the user is not paying attention. For example,
if the user is distracted while he keeps driving, successive signals might not
change even though they should, and therefore they should not be sampled
at a constant frequency as if they are intended user signals. These situations
may be very difficult to detect, even with facial expression recognition algo-
rithms. In this work, a fixed sample frequency of 2 Hz will be adopted, which
is at twice the estimated control bandwidth of a generic wheelchair driver,
and the user will be assumed to be focused on the task. Safety checks should
make sure that dangerous situations are avoided in case the user is not paying
attention. In the future, other sampling schemes may be adopted that sample
the user signals at a much higher frequency, after which sub-sampling tech-
niques are used to generate user signals for the plan recognition algorithm at
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an appropriate rate.

2.4.3 Manual control mode

A distinction will be made between user models for applications where there
is an alternating interaction between user and machine, and user models for
continuous interaction where the machine stays in motion while the user is
giving inputs. The alternating interaction experiments have all been per-
formed with discrete interfaces, as this interaction type seems most likely to
occur with such interfaces.

2.4.3.1 Discrete interfaces

Experiments in two types of environments have been performed, a 2D grid
world environment that was meant to verify some concepts of the followed
approach in a simpler environment, and a regular wheelchair application. In
these applications, users are initially modelled to give interface signals that
are not influenced by some internal feedback control mechanism, hence the
time window m explained in Section 3.4.2 equals 1.

2D grid world

The user interface in this case consists of a set of nine buttons, shown in
Figure 3.17 (b).

Able-bodied user model. The user model puser (ûk|ik, ẑk−1, âk−1) re-
ceives as input at time k a path ik to a goal position and a map of the robot’s
local surroundings ẑk−1. The robot’s action âk−1 is not incorporated into
the adopted model. The path is specified as a set of 2D [x y]T co-ordinates.
The user model first extracts a subgoal or via point from this 2D path, i.e.
a position on the path that is still ‘visible’ from the current robot position.
This subgoal is assumed to be the perceptual cue for the user to issue certain
interface signals. The subgoal is found by stepping from the robot position
through the 2D path till a position where the straight line between the posi-
tion on the 2D path and the robot position intersects with some object. This
approach to find subgoals was also adopted for autonomous navigation of the
personal robot Lino, as described in Section D.4. Figure 2.7 (a) illustrates
the subgoal construction for user plan 7 in the initial situation depicted in
Figure 3.17 (a). The dashed line from the robot position to position po on
the user’s mental path is obstructed by an occupied grid cell, and therefore
the position prior to po is taken as the subgoal, which is indicated with a
star. Figure 2.7 (c) shows the subgoal positions for all modelled mental paths
as stars. Figure 2.7 (b) shows that there may be several equally rational or
optimal paths to the same subgoal. However, the path planner only returns
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Figure 2.7: Figure (a) shows the determination of a subgoal along a mental
2D path, by stepping through the 2D path till a position po that is no longer
visible from the current robot position. The position visited prior to po is
taken as the subgoal. Figure (b) shows that there may be several equally
optimal paths to the same subgoal. Figure (c) shows the subgoals for all
mental paths to determined global goal positions.

a single optimal path to this subgoal. The user model should deal with this
local path uncertainty.

Accurate user models should be calculated based on observed data, al-
though there is no objection to a manual specification of this likelihood func-
tion. Therefore, it should be decided how to generate a rich enough set of
data such that the user model captures all driver characteristics. One advan-
tage of using paths and subgoals as user plan representations, is that these
make abstraction of the surrounding environment.9 For example, users may
want to execute the very same manoeuvre turn on the spot in various dif-
ferent environments, with a different organisation of surrounding objects. If
a black box learning technique would be adopted to predict intended user
signals based on given user signals and environmental observation, many dif-
ferent environment settings may be required in which the same manoeuvre
should be executed to make the black box model aware of the irrelevance of
environmental conditions for that manoeuvre. Besides a presumed reduction
in required number of training data, the use of paths allows to explore the

9This argument should be tempered somewhat. User signals and user control behaviour
may also depend on the closeness of obstacles to the path they have in mind. In narrow
environments for example, joysticks may be controlled with a higher muscle stiffness than
in open areas.
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data space in a uniform and exhaustive fashion. This is illustrated with the
following approach. The subgoal is assumed to be a sufficient perceptual cue
to predict the user’s signal. This subgoal’s relative position is fully deter-
mined by its relative angle αi and distance di to the current robot position,
as shown in Figure 2.8 (a). Hence, all required training data can be gathered
by adopting a uniform distribution over these two variables, and recording the
user signals for these subgoals. Data to train the user model were generated
by letting the user drive around in a grid world without obstacles, and by
highlighting a subgoal that the user should pursue. An intuitive and natural
way to perform this, is to select at random a subgoal position near the current
robot position, and to keep this subgoal position fixed until the user reaches
the subgoal, after which another random subgoal position is chosen. In or-
der to obtain user signals for all possible subgoals (di, αi) with as few biases
as possible, di was always chosen to be equal to dmax = 8 m,10 and αi was
sampled from a uniform distribution over [0, 2π]. Figures 2.8 (b) and 2.8 (c)
show respectively a histogram for user signals 7 and 2 of Figure 3.17 (b), i.e.
the south-west button and the north button. Each discretised cell position in
this histogram corresponds to a di ∈ [0, dmax] and an αi ∈ [0, 2π], thereby
modelling a subgoal position. The height of a bin in Figure 3.17 (b) for ex-
ample corresponds to the number of times the user pushed south-west for the
subgoal position corresponding to that bin.

The area that is coloured dark in Figure 2.8 (b) and (c) corresponds to
subgoal positions for which optimal planners would give the south-west or
north signals as well, taking into account the fact that there may be many
optimal paths to a single goal position as explained in Figure 2.7 (b). Fig-
ure 2.9 (a) shows this set of subgoals for which an optimal planner would give
south-west or north signals. Transforming the highlighted (x, y) areas into
(α, d) areas yields the black-coloured bins in Figures 2.8 (b) and (c). As can
be seen from Figures 2.8 (b) and (c), a large part of the observed data is pre-
dicted by this optimal planner. Some of the data are not explained however,
because users make navigation errors, and this should be incorporated in the
user model. For this application, errors may correspond to clicking too fast
and thus too many times on an interface button. Errors may also be due to
badly estimated relative positions of the subgoal, especially if grid lines are
not shown. Remarkably enough, relative position estimation errors also occur
if the subgoal is quite close to the robot position.

One option to calibrate the user model is to construct a lookup table that
specifies for each (discretised) relative subgoal position the likelihoods of all
nine user signals. For the experiment shown, more data should be obtained,
because the subgoal data are rather sparse. In total about 1000 user signals
were gathered in 20 minutes time. Secondly, due to the current generation

10This value for dmax was chosen ad hoc. Its exact value is not really important, and
is determined by the farthest subgoal that can be present in an application or the farthest
subgoal that humans adopt in practice.
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Figure 2.8: Figure (a) shows the polar representation of the relative position
of subgoals. Figures (b) and (c) show the histogram of the frequency of user
signals south-west and north respectively. The black areas denote the relative
subgoal positions for which an optimal planner would yield these south-west
and north signals as well.

of calibration data, no data exist for staying at the current robot position.
However, the test-setup can be adapted by staying a random amount of time at
a subgoal once the subgoal is reached. Besides a table lookup, another option
is to fit a parameterised model through the data. In this work, it is chosen
to model the likelihood function based on the optimal planner prediction.
For example, user signal west is assigned the likelihood pA = 1 for all subgoal
positions in area A shown in Figure 2.9 (b). In order to model human mistakes,
a lower but still high likelihood pB = 0.1 is assigned to area B. Subgoals in this
area are not reached in an optimal way if the user issues signal west, but users
may make this mistake since the subgoals lie on the border of what optimal
planners would do. For subgoals lying in area C, user signal west is assigned
a likelihood pC = 0.01, and for subgoals in area D a likelihood pD = 0.001.
Obtaining better estimates for these likelihoods would require more data, and
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Figure 2.9: Figure (a) indicates two grey areas in which subgoals lie that can
still be reached optimally, given that the next user signal equals south-west for
one area or north for the other area. The bold arrows indicate that the grey
areas actually extend till infinity in the direction of the arrows. Figure (b)
discerns different areas in which subgoal positions may lie, where subgoals in
different areas receive a different likelihood. This concrete division of areas
determines the likelihood of user signal west. Dark areas correspond to subgoal
positions that are likely if a user signal west is given. For example, subgoal
positions in area D are the least likely if signal west is given. All subgoals in
this area receive the same low likelihood pD.

also depends on the physical and mental state of the user, such as fatigue
and concentration. A similar approach is followed for the eight other user
signals. Assigning the likelihood to a known user signal for a known subgoal
is then performed by assigning likelihoods to all user signals based on the area
in which that subgoal lies, normalising the likelihood function, and returning
the normalised likelihood of the known user signal.

The presented user model yields sufficiently good results for plan recog-
nition and shared control in a grid world, with a nine button interface. Fur-
thermore, some concepts developed for this application were also applied to
user modelling for the real wheelchair platform, as will be discussed in Sec-
tion 2.4.3.2. It was not the objective to tune the user model optimally based
on data. Therefore, it does not capture specific user properties neither, but
instead is modelled to be user-independent. Nevertheless, verification experi-
ments such as the ones in Figure 2.8 showed that the model is able to predict
the majority of user signals for a known subgoal. In practice, it was observed
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that user signals often are not independent of the previous user signal. For
example, if users accidentally yield suboptimal actions, they tend to correct
them in the next step already. Also, users tend to issue the same signal as
long as possible in order to reduce the number of interface button changes.
Other effects not included in the current user model are the fact that some
grid positions are blocked whereas the user may think they are free, and the
fact that the mental subgoal position may be uncertain as well. This 2D grid
world application may be used in the future to test more sophisticated user
modelling techniques on comprehensible navigation problems first.

Model of a handicapped user. For some experiments in the 2D grid
world explained in Section 3.5.1, a virtual handicap was imposed for which
user signals to the right are converted to user signals left of it. The calibration
of this user model is challenging, since the user is not capable to reach cer-
tain goal positions by himself. Therefore, shared control should be activated
while gathering data for user model calibration. However, in order to take
(optimal) decisions, the shared control algorithm needs the user model. This
chicken-and-egg problem may be complicated even further if the user’s plan
is unknown. If the user’s driving characteristics vary considerably over short
periods of time, the characteristics may have to be estimated continuously
on-line, under unknown user plans. Calibration of these user models was not
the main objective of this work. Some user modelling in the field of assistive
robotics is presented in (Bell et al. 1993; Vanhooydonck 2007; Vanacker et al.
2006), who calibrate user models once based on known user plans. None of
their models are stochastic however. The adopted user model for the hand-
icap in this work was constructed based on a priori knowledge of the actual
handicap, and starting from the able-bodied user model in Figure 2.9. The
likelihoods of the right buttons are calculated and then added to the buttons
left of it:

puser (ûhand,k|ik, ẑk−1) =
∑
uk

p (ûhand,k,uk|ik, ẑk−1)

=
∑
uk

p (ûhand,k|uk, ik, ẑk−1) · p (uk|ik, ẑk−1)

=
∑
uk

p (ûhand,k|uk) · p (uk|ik, ẑk−1) (2.5)

In this equation âk−1 has been omitted since it is not adopted in the user
model. For the specific handicap in this simulation, ûhand,k is completely
determined by the signal uk an able-bodied user would give, hence the sim-
plification in the last equation. Equation 2.5 also provides the rationale behind
a two-step approach of modelling handicaps, where the first step consists of
constructing the user model of an able-bodied user p (uk|ik, ẑk−1), and the
second step consists in modelling the physical handicap p (ûhand,k|uk).
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Simulated wheelchair with orientation

In comparison to the holonomic robot in the 2D grid world experiments, the
robot now additionally has an orientation. As a consequence, user signals
must be integrated over time in order to make the wheelchair rotate first
in the desired direction prior to start moving forward. This increases the
uncertainty regarding the actual user plan compared to the nine-button user
interface for holonomic robots, where users can directly indicate the desired
direction of motion.

The user model puser receives as input the plan to the goal position, i.e.
a straight path from the current pose to the goal position. The goal position
is not required to be reached perfectly, any position in a circle with radius
rgoal around the goal position will do. For the given experiments, rgoal ≡
0.5 m. Furthermore, the goal may be reached with any robot orientation.
Since no obstacles are present, the subgoals that the user is assumed to track
correspond to the goal positions. Another difference with the 2D grid world
experiments, is that the optimal path has little local uncertainty due to the
higher resolution of user control. In order to make simulations intuitive, the
view is fixed to the wheelchair, such that the user travels with the wheelchair
rather than being an observer fixed to the world. In such cases, the user’s
view of the surrounding world may be limited, and it may be difficult to
visually understand where the current goal to pursue lies exactly. Therefore,
the desired direction to travel is explicitly highlighted in most experiments.
However, this may have an impact on the user’s control behaviour. It may
for example bias the user’s behaviour towards the behaviour of an optimal
planner that minimises deviation from the straight path.

Able-bodied user model. The likelihood of user signals given a relative
goal position to track is probably influenced by the resolution of the robot’s
actions for each user action. For the experiments described, the wheelchair
turns over ∆α = 0.5 rad (28.6◦) and travels over ∆d = 1 m as a compromise
between accuracy and speed of travel.

Ideally, the likelihood model should be identified based on real data. Initial
experiments were performed with a user model based on intuitive navigation
rules. Such a user model is shown in Figure 2.10 (a). This user model is only
dependent on the angle θrel of a goal position relative to the current robot
pose, as shown in Figure 1.9 (a). The underlying idea is that a user gives signal
left if θrel ∈ [0, π], signal right if θrel ∈ [−π, 0], and signal forward if θrel ≈ 0.
Around θrel ≈ 0 and θrel ≈ π, more uncertainty exists regarding the signal the
user will give. These regions of increased uncertainty are modelled to depend
on the action resolution ∆α. The likelihood of a particular user signal for
a particular user plan is then determined by calculating θrel for the goal
position, computing the corresponding likelihoods for left, right and forward,
normalising this likelihood function, and taking the likelihood corresponding
to the given user signal.
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Figure 2.10: Figure (a) shows a user model that gives the likelihood of left,
right, and forward buttons depending only on the relative orientation θrel

of the goal position. Figure (b) shows an extended user model for left and
forward buttons. The likelihood function for left signals is modelled to be
a function of the previous tracking error θrel, k−1 as well, and the forward
likelihood function now also depends on the distance to the subgoal.

When testing this user model by letting a virtual driver track goal positions
based on the user model, it was found that the virtual driver oscillates around
the desired goal direction by issuing an infinite, deterministic sequence of
successive left and right signals without ever driving forward. In reality, this
does not occur because users remember the angular tracking error of the
previous time step. If the angular error changes sign around zero, a forward
driving signal will be issued. Therefore, in order to take this feedback control
into account, the user model was modified to be also a function of the previous
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tracking error θrel, k−1. If the angular error changes sign, the left or right
signal likelihoods are assigned a low likelihood. The forward likelihood is made
dependent on the distance to the subgoal as well, as shown in Figure 2.10 (b),
where its likelihood decreases as the distance to the goal decreases. Adopting
these modified user models for a virtual driver now makes the wheelchair reach
all goal positions in a smooth way. However, the user model might not yet
be fully natural, because the virtual driver tended to re-orient the wheelchair
more often than a real user would. It seems that somehow humans prefer to
limit the number of switches between interface buttons for this application.

In reality, user models will probably not be sharply edged as the ones
shown in Figure 2.10. Nevertheless, even these roughly approximated models
yield reasonable results, as will be shown in Section 3.5.1. Future work will
have to focus on appropriate model structures and parameter identification
techniques.

Brain-computer interface. Experiments with this wheelchair simulator
were performed both with a simulated and a real brain-computer interface
(BCI). During these experiments, the user was in full control. To realise this,
the interface class that has the maximum probability is chosen to correspond
to the real user signal at each time instant. For both interfaces, it is assumed
that successive BCI measurements are independent, and that the probabilities
over interface classes are only dependent on the instantaneous EEG signals
ĝk. Hence, p (ûk|ĝ1:k) ≡ p (ûk|ĝk).

For the real BCI, it was verified if uncertainty on the BCI class estimates
is accurate. In order for the estimated BCI class probabilities to be useful for
plan recognition, the BCI sensor should not be biased. For example, if the
BCI class with maximum probability does not correspond to the true class,
the entropy of the probability distribution should be high, reflecting the un-
certainty of the classification algorithm regarding its estimate. Unfortunately,
a comparison between class probability estimates of real BCI data and their
true target classes shows that during the performed experiments, incorrect
target classes are often assigned a very high probability. As an indication of
this strongly biased performance, about 25% of the classifications assigns the
true class a probability of less than 0.05. Figure 2.11 (a) shows an evolution
of the probabilities of the three different interface classes during one exper-
iment. In this particular period, interface class forward was the true target
class. It can be seen that many misclassifications occur for which the classi-
fication algorithm strongly believes these to be correct. Obviously, this will
cause ML approaches to make incorrect decisions in many cases. This led to
users having difficulties to reach target positions with ML shared control, as
shown in Section 3.5.1. Also MAP decisions will often be incorrect however,
because the BCI class probabilities may be strongly uni-modal and centred on
the wrong class, resulting in a fast convergence of the probability distribution
towards an incorrect user plan.
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A possible solution is to artificially increase the entropy in the BCI class
probability function. This will automatically assign more weight to the plan
process function pprocess than to the user model puser. Algorithm 2.1 shows
a possible approach to increase the entropy in a probability function. In
line 1, a probability pmean is determined that is the average of the mini-
mum and maximum probability in the probability function. Lines 2 and 3
adapt the probabilities pi by ‘moving’ them towards the average probability
pmean. The probability value that is added to (if pi < pmean) or subtracted
from (if pi ≥ pmean) probabilities pi is determined by a user-defined param-
eter αincr entr ∈ [0, 1]. Lines 4 to 6 normalise the distribution again. Fig-
ures 2.11 (b) and (c) show the performance of this algorithm on the data in
Figure 2.11 (a) respectively for αincr entr = 0.3 and αincr entr = 0.8. For the
plan recognition experiments with BCI in Section 3.5.1, αincr entr = 0.8 was
chosen. It was observed that the BCI user of the experiments tended to

Figure 2.11: Figure (a) shows an evolution of the probabilities of the three
interface classes left, right, and forward. For these time steps, the true target
class is forward. Figures (b) and (c) show the effect of artificially increasing the
entropy in the probability function evolution of Figure (a) using Algorithm 2.1,
respectively with αincr entr = 0.3 and αincr entr = 0.8.

follow paths that required the least number of interface changes, rather than
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Algorithm 2.1 Increase the entropy in a discrete probability function p over
n states.
1: pmean ← (min (p) + max (p)) /2
2: for i ← 1 to n do
3: p′i ← pi + αincr entr · (pmean − pi)

4: sum′
p ←

n∑

i=1

p′i

5: for i ← 1 to n do
6: pi ← p′i/sum′

p

a shortest path, because of the difficulty to change the user signal. Also, it
was observed that if giving a left signal appeared difficult, the user tried to
give a right signal after some time, even if this would require the robot to turn
over a larger angle. These effects were not yet considered in the user model.

2.4.3.2 Continuous interfaces

Able-bodied user model. Similarly to the user models adopted for the
discrete interfaces in simulation, it is hypothesised that the perceptual cues for
wheelchair drivers stem from subgoals that are lying on the mental path that
the user is tracking. More specifically, the subgoal in this model is put at a
position where a velocity switch occurs, i.e. a pose on the path where the linear
velocity changes sign. This is shown in Figure 2.12 (a). If no velocity switch
occurs in the trajectory, the point psubgoal on the trajectory is considered
to be the perceived subgoal, as shown in Figure 2.12 (b). For psubgoal, the
distance d of any point on the trajectory in between the current robot pose
and psubgoal to the straight line between the current robot pose and psubgoal

is smaller than a threshold ∆dmax. Hence, the subgoal is constructed in a
similar way as for the 2D grid world, by starting at the current robot pose
and stepping through the mental path until either a velocity switch occurs or
distance d exceeds the threshold ∆dmax.

Path tracking errors are specified in terms of differences between the cur-
rent robot pose or a predicted robot pose and these subgoals. The parameters
of the tracking controller are then estimated through least-squares regression.
More specifically, from the subgoals psubgoal, the regressors ∆θ and ∆lcor are
determined:

∆θ = θsubgoal − θr + ωr · T̂sys (2.6a)

∆lcor = ∆l ·
(

1 + cos (∆θ)
2

)α

+ vr · T̂sys. (2.6b)

where tr (vr, ωr) is the robot’s twist, T̂sys is an estimate of the system delay
computed as the peak of the correlation between user input and robot twists
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Figure 2.12: Figure (a) shows the chosen position of the subgoal on a mental
trajectory in which a velocity switch occurs. Figure (b) shows the position of
the subgoal on a mental trajectory in which no velocity switch occurs. This
subgoal is hypothesised to serve as the perceptual cue that determines the
human’s interface signals.

and ∆l is the distance to the subgoal. This distance ∆l is weighted with a
bell-shaped function in Equation 2.6b, which models the observed behaviour
that wheelchair drivers first tend to turn until they are more or less aligned
with the subgoal before they drive forward. These regressors are adopted
in turn to make a prediction up

k (vp
u, ωp

u) of the user’s observed linear and
rotational joystick signals ûk (v̂u, ω̂u) using the following regression model:

ωp
u = a1 ·∆θ + εω (2.7a)

vp
u = b1 ·∆lcor + εv (2.7b)

εω ∼ N (0, σω) , εv ∼ N (0, σv) (2.7c)

The likelihood of a given user signal ûk (v̂u, ω̂u) is then calculated from the
predicted user signal up

k (vp
u, ωp

u) as follows:

puser (ûk|ik, ûk−1, ẑk−1, âk−1)

∼ exp

(
− (v̂u − vp

u)2

2σ2
v

)
· exp

(
− (ω̂u − ωp

u)2

2σ2
ω

)
(2.8)

Both least-squares and robust regression were adopted to estimate a1, b1,
σω, and σv in Equations 2.7a and 2.7b. The user is asked to drive around in
a test environment, and to stop at goal poses wherever he desires. In order
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to record the followed trajectory, a map of the environment was built off-line
using the feature-based SLAM algorithm explained in Section C.6. Then, for
real-time experiments, on-line localisation in the estimated map is performed
with the algorithm discussed in Section C.5. Figure 2.13 shows the estimated
map and the followed trajectory.
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Figure 2.13: Shown is the map built using a feature-based SLAM algorithm,
of the test environment for performing user model calibration experiments.
The map is visualised as a set of laser scans plotted at their estimated poses.
Also shown is a typical test trajectory in this environment.

Different user-plan goal poses in the recorded trajectories are automat-
ically extracted based on the time during which users stand still at certain
places. For each robot pose along the segmented trajectories, the subgoals and
the corresponding regressors ∆θ and ∆lcor are calculated. Figures 2.14 (a)
and (b) show the data points and the regression. Though the variance on the
data seems considerable, the linear model appears to be a reasonable choice.
The negative slope for the (ωu, ∆θ) data stems from the fact that the angu-
lar joystick units adopted for calibration (i.e. NV ) are negative where the SI
units for rotational velocity (i.e. rad/s) are positive.
The adopted user model is based on the following assumptions:
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Figure 2.14: Figures (a) and (b) respectively represent the angular user
velocity ωu and linear user velocity vu as a function of the angle difference
∆θ and weighted distance ∆lcor to a subgoal. Joystick units in this figure
are expressed in the hardware-specific units (NV) explained in Appendix A,
which range from -127 to 127.

1. The driver is a rational agent, who tries to track a given trajectory in a
quasi-optimal way.

2. The user keeps his attention to the driving activity, and he is motivated
to achieve the goal.

3. The user can more or less control his actions, i.e. the user is able to
correct the wheelchair for bad manoeuvres. This also assumes that the
user can observe the robot’s actions to a sufficient degree, in order to
close the loop through his visual system.

4. The user’s intended path is known.

5. There are limitations to how far humans think ahead, as is observed even
in more abstract game situations such as playing chess. If something
goes wrong, only then will users act to solve the problem. Therefore,
the planner should not look ahead too far, and subgoals near the robot
may suffice to predict user signals.

Especially the second assumption may often be violated. In user trials with
real wheelchair drivers, it has been observed that some drivers are very quickly
distracted by events occurring around the chair, in which case they may keep
driving.

Though a proportional feedback mechanism seems to yield reasonable re-
sults for this type of experiments, an augmented feedback mechanism may be
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required for situations where the wheelchair twists are higher, or for situations
where the chair actively takes shared control actions. In those cases, extended
mental models or error-integrating components may have to be included in
the user’s path tracking mechanism. Another future topic to investigate is the
correlation between linear and rotational velocity signals issued by the user.

Model of a handicapped user. One option to model physically impaired
users is to directly estimate the parameters of a model that returns the likeli-
hood of user signals, given mental trajectories as input. A second option is to
model physically impaired users in a two-step approach, as in (Vanacker et al.
2006). The first step is a user model for able-bodied wheelchair drivers, which
can be estimated once, and which should already provide good driving assis-
tance and user signal prediction. In a second step, an individualised mapping
of these able-bodied user signals to the actual driver’s signals is performed.
This work has focused only on the modelling of able-bodied wheelchair drivers.

Typical wheelchair control errors or characteristics that were observed
during user trials include:

Slow reaction time. Similarly, a slow release of the joystick handle some-
times occurs.

Mental model errors. Typical errors are incorrect estimates of the robot’s
size, kinematics, and dynamics. These errors are also prevailing among
able-bodied drivers. Wheelchair drivers typically get training to make
sure they take bends wide enough to pass through doors for example.
In (Konolige 2000), preliminary experiments are shown that compare
human and robot performance for navigation of a robot to a specified
goal. If human and robot are provided with the same spatial informa-
tion, the experiments show that the robot performs better than expert
human controllers, though in reality humans derive more information
from their sensors and usually have more a priori information. The rea-
son for the humans crashing the platform more often is that the robot
has a complete path, and can look ahead and calculate exactly how fast
it can go at each point on the path, based on its dynamic characteristics.
Humans by contrast seem to have difficulties to control the robot’s tra-
jectory at a precise degree, and to estimate the exact velocity the robot
can have during difficult manoeuvring, such as going around a corner.
The choice is to slow down and play it safe, or move quickly and risk a
crash.
An additional type of error that also able-bodied persons were observed
to make occurs when driving backwards. Various guidelines exist for
designing control-handles (Sheridan and Ferrell 1981), but one of these
is that the direction of motion or force applied to the handle should
correspond with the direction or intensity of motion that is expected
by the human operator, for example in the direction of a reduction of
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error. Confusion and sometimes control reversal errors can be caused
by a lack of correspondence between directions of control and expecta-
tion. In such situations, common sense is often violated. As shown in
Figure 2.15, confusion may arise when wanting to drive backwards in
one direction, which requires to point the joystick in a direction that
differs about 90◦ from this direction. Confusion may also occur when in

Figure 2.15: In order for the wheelchair to drive backwards to the right,
the user should deflect the joystick backwards to the left. This may seem
counter-intuitive and may cause confusion.

simulation a wheelchair moves forward, but from the top of the screen
to the bottom of the screen, in which case pointing to the right will
make the wheelchair on the screen go to the left and vice versa.

Other observed control errors are due to the human adopting a limited look-
ahead, the occurrence of cramps, and the use of the restrictor plate for stabil-
isation of the signal. These human errors and characteristics should be taken
into account somehow in future user models.

2.5 Conclusions and future work

Conclusions

The design of assistive robots should not be robot-centred forcing humans
to meet increasingly strict predictability, repeatability, and fast reaction con-
straints as the assistive robots’ complexity evolves in those directions. Instead,
it should be user-centred. Therefore, insights in human-machine interaction
are indispensable for designing reliable assistive robots. The literature survey
in Section 2.3 showed that a substantial amount of work has been performed
on this research topic, though the section barely scratched the surface of user
modelling.
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Section 2.4 focused on control models of humans, which specify how hu-
mans behave in low-level, high-bandwidth trajectory tracking tasks, whereas
Chapter 3 focused more on information-processing models such as plan gen-
eration and plan adaptation. User modelling was not the main focus of this
work, but these models are essential to test plan recognition and shared control
approaches. Several parameterised user models, one for each of the adopted
interfaces, were defined and their parameters were either manually chosen or
estimated from data. In total, three user models were determined, two for
the two discrete interfaces in simulation and one for the continuous joystick
interface of the test platform Sharioto. The models were mainly meant to
predict user signals rather than to explain how humans control machines.

Due to the different characteristics of different tasks and assistive robots,
general conclusions regarding the proposed user models should be stated with
caution. Nevertheless, simple but useful and predictive user models were
obtained even if only manual calibration was performed. It is believed that the
representation of user plans as paths or trajectories lies at the basis of this ease
of user modelling, together with the fact that users behave as path trackers.
This allows to adopt feedback and feed forward like models as user models.
Obviously, more accurate results are obtained if the models’ parameters are
estimated from data. User modelling seems much more difficult if user plans
are modelled as assistance modes such as avoid-obstacle, since predicting user
signals in that case depends on where the obstacle is positioned and in which
manner the user wants to avoid the obstacle exactly.

This chapter explored the feasibility of using a parameterised user model,
though the framework explained in Chapters 3 and 4 is capable of incorpo-
rating other approaches to user modelling, such as black box models obtained
using learning techniques.

Contributions

This chapter has taken a first step towards user models for both holonomic
and non-holonomic robots, in which uncertainty is explicitly modelled and the
input to the user model is a path to track. User models for an asynchronously
sampled discrete interface and for a proportional hand joystick have been
proposed.

In comparison to the requirements of Section 2.2, the user models sat-
isfy the requirements of low computational complexity and the modelling of
uncertainty with paths as input.

Future work

Many of the research questions in Section 2.1 remain unsolved, such as in how
far parameters differ among able-bodied and physically impaired individuals,
how repeatable or variable human responses are over time, or which percep-
tual cues are mainly adopted for wheelchair driving. Furthermore, for each
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possible user interface separately, a single user model was assumed in this
chapter, independently of the control situation. Hence, though a different
user model was chosen for each different type of user interface, the user model
did not depend on whether the wheelchair was in full user control or in semi-
autonomous control. It is still a research question if a generic model exists, of
which the parameters can be adapted to accurately describe the user’s control
behaviour in different control situations, or if a set of user models is required,
among which the correct one should be selected at all time instants. This may
depend on the characteristics of the controlled process, for example whether
or not it exists of different discrete modes and whether or not the user is aware
of this. Furthermore, the proposed model for continuous interaction may be
invalid if the dynamics of the chair come into play for higher speeds, or if the
chair actively takes assistive actions itself.

Other future work is related to the requirements discussed in Section 2.2.
Future work needs to focus on how to obtain or estimate the user model online,
while the user is closing the loop, while the robot takes assistive actions, and
possibly under uncertain user plan estimates. Also the various sources of
uncertainty in user models need further investigation. Uncertainty may stem
from the user’s inherent control variability for identical tasks and inputs, from
the user’s handicap, or because the sensor of the interface signals is inaccurate
such as for brain-computer signal classifiers. Another part of uncertainty
stems from the fact that it is not exactly known which path the user intends
to follow. Most importantly, extensive testing with many different users and
user interfaces over prolonged periods of time is required.

Before feeding user signals to the user model, it may be required to pre-
process these signals. Existing signal filtering such as for suppressing tremor
effects may require additional investigation.
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Chapter 3

Plan recognition for
semi-autonomous
wheelchairs

If the human mind was simple enough to understand,
we’d be too simple to understand it.

Emerson M. Pugh, ◦1896 – †1981.

This chapter discusses the purpose of and several existing approaches to
plan recognition in general, and explores a Bayesian approach for recognising
plans of semi-autonomous-wheelchair drivers. These user plans are modelled
as trajectories to desired destinations. Therefore, both topics related to the
generation and managing of trajectories and topics regarding application of
Bayesian theory will be discussed. The approach has been evaluated for con-
tinuous and discrete interfaces, for holonomic and non-holonomic robots, and
in different environment types.

3.1 Introduction

Appendices B to D discuss the Where am I? and How should I get there? au-
tonomous mobile robot navigation questions of Leonard and Durrant-Whyte
(1991) mentioned in Chapter 1, for navigation of the wheelchair platform
Sharioto when it is adopted in autonomous mode. Full robot autonomy may
be very valuable for people with cognitive problems such as amnesia, who
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forgot how to reach a place or even which place to reach. In those cases, a
third person may communicate to the chair where the user should be driven
to. Full robot autonomy may even be useful for persons with good mental
and driving capabilities, if they prefer to be driven to a desired destination
rather than driving themselves, because that would allow them for example
to relax. The answer to Leonard and Durrant-Whyte’s third question Where
am I going? is obtained by explicit communication of the mission by the user.

Appendices B to D focus on other parts of the shared control spectrum,
where users either wish to be in full control or allow partial robotic assistance.
It is believed in this work that in order to obtain intuitive and easy control,
the user should not be required to explicitly communicate the manoeuvre she
intends to execute prior to executing the manoeuvre. Moreover, for many
wheelchair users that may benefit from assistance, specifying these tasks may
represent a heavy if not impossible cognitive or physical burden. Therefore,
the task or mission to be executed is unknown to the robot, and only par-
tially observable through observation of the user’s actions, self-perception and
perception of the environment. It is exactly the purpose of plan recognition
to find an answer to this where am I going? question, such that correct
navigation assistance can be provided and the user is assisted rather than
impeded. Figure 3.1 represents this work’s view on robotic assistance and the
role of plan recognition therein. It is a merging of Figures 1.1 and 1.8. Plan
recognition is here considered to be comparable to state estimation, where
the state to be estimated is the user plan. Therefore, many techniques from
Appendix C about SLAM and localisation can be borrowed.

More formally, the problem of plan recognition is defined as “taking (...)
as input a sequence of actions performed by an actor and to infer the goal
pursued by the actor and also to organise the actions in terms of a plan struc-
ture” (Schmidt et al. 1978). In this sense, plan recognition is broader than
solving the question Where am I going?, i.e. the goal or mission, since it addi-
tionally covers the question How should I get there?, i.e. the steps to achieve
the goal. Little dispute seems to exist in literature about this definition of
plan recognition, and similar definitions can be found in (Kautz 1987; Char-
niak and Goldman 1993; Carberry 2001). Some definitions are more general
and include that there may be more than one agent involved in plan recog-
nition or that not all actions may have been observed (Kautz 1987). Other
terms that are related to plan are intention, intent, goal, and task. The terms
plan, intention and intent will be used interchangeably in this work. Many
authors do not make a distinction between intention and plan, see e.g. (Car-
berry 2001). Intuitively, plan seems more specific than intention because it
more explicitly refers to a scheme or recipe consisting of a(n ordered) set of
logical steps that is meant to achieve a desired goal. Intention on the other
hand may refer more to a goal or subgoal, rather than to the steps required
to achieve the goal. In that regard, this work deals rather with user plans
than with user intentions. Also task seems to refer more to a goal than to the
steps for achieving the goal. Therefore, the problem of finding an answer to
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Figure 3.1: In comparison to Figure 1.1, this figure has added the structure
for robotic assistance as adopted in this work. Wheelchair driver signals u to-
gether with sensor signals z and past beliefs in user plans iprev are interpreted
by the plan recognition module, resulting in new user plan estimates i. For
this, the user models of Chapter 2 are required. The estimates i are in turn
adopted by the shared control module, which produces the actual assistive
actions a under uncertainty, as presented in Chapter 4.

Where am I going? may be denoted as task or goal recognition.
Section 3.2 briefly rephrases the relevant challenges and requirements of

Chapter 1 in terms of the plan recognition problem. Next, the state of the
art in plan recognition is discussed in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 introduces
the user plan representation adopted in this work and discusses a Bayesian
framework for estimating these plans. Experimental results and analyses of
this framework on simulation and real-world data are shown in Section 3.5.
Section 3.6 concludes the chapter and suggests future research directions.

3.2 Challenges for plan recognition of wheelchair
drivers

This section discusses and re-groups the challenges and requirements of Chap-
ter 1 as they apply to plan recognition for wheelchair driving. This will allow
to evaluate existing approaches to plan recognition for assistive robotics in
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Section 3.3. Furthermore, it is used to evaluate the approach of this work and
to detect optional research choices not covered in this work, as discussed in
Section 3.6. Recognising plans of wheelchair drivers is challenging for several
reasons, many of which are related to the fact that the agent whose plans are
being inferred is a human rather than a machine, who furthermore lacks fine
motor or sensor capabilities.

Estimation of complex manoeuvres. In order to estimate also complex
manoeuvres with which elderly and disabled typically have the most
problems, such as docking in narrow spaces (E1, U1)1 or parallel park-
ing, the robot size (R1), kinematics (R5), and dynamics (R6) may have
to be taken into account for plan recognition. These characteristics will
for example influence the shape of the mental plans for experienced and
trained drivers. In wide-space regions (U2) users may be given more
freedom, and this should be incorporated in the plan estimates.

Information sources. Accurate and robust plan recognition may have to
use information from as many information sources as possible. Besides
information obtained from robotic sensors and from user signals, this
may include the time of the day, the user’s habits, estimation and track-
ing of moving objects (E3), three-dimensional information about the
environment (E2) such as wash basins or table tops, the shape of ob-
jects (E5), and knowledge of functionality of objects, such as recognising
doors and being aware that they can be pushed open (E7). This also in-
cludes a priori knowledge about sensors, environment, user abilities and
habits, and the robot. Knowledge regarding sensor-related restrictions
(S1) allows to be aware of the fact that some objects may be difficult
to observe and that the user may appear to desire to standing still in
open spaces (E6), for example to watch television. Robots in general
observe the world substantially differently than humans.

Uncertainty in sensor and user signals (U4).

User-characteristics. Each driver controls a wheelchair in a unique manner
due to her disorder and symptoms, due to her driving experience, and
possibly due to her social, cultural, and educational background. This
requires plan recognition to adapt to user-specific qualities (U5), which
may change over time (U6). Prior to having obtained enough training
data to tune plan recognition to the user, plan recognition should already
yield reasonable results based on general human-in-the-loop character-
istics (U8).

Interfaces. Information from both continuous (I1) and discrete (I2) inter-
faces should be easily incorporated in plan recognition. The meaning of
user signals substantially depends on the interface type.

1The letter-number combinations refer to the requirements in Section 1.3.
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Algorithmic challenges. Dealing with a large number of plan hypotheses
simultaneously should be performed in real-time (A1) in order to obtain
satisfactory human-machine interaction, with automatic self-calibration
of model parameters (A3). An algorithm structure (A4) should be
chosen that allows easy analysis and extendability with new types of
user plans.

No specific priority is attached to the order in which these requirements are
specified. Some other challenges related to plan recognition in general will be
discussed in Section 3.3.2.

3.3 Literature survey

A clear-cut distinction between plan recognition, shared control, and possibly
user modelling as is possible for the structure in Figure 3.1 is not always
easy to find in existing approaches to assistive robotics, where these topics
are often intertwined. Therefore, Section 3.3.1 discusses these three research
fields jointly for assistive robots. However, plan recognition is also a research
field in its own right. Section 3.3.2 discusses this plan recognition field, and
evaluates its methods for use in assistive robotics. Literature specific to user
modelling and shared control not necessarily related to assistive robotics will
be discussed in Chapters 2 and 4 respectively.

3.3.1 Plan recognition in assistive robotics

Existing approaches that adopt manual selection of robot tasks by the user,
full user-control mode, and full machine-control mode were discussed in Sec-
tion 1.4. Plan recognition is not required in user-control mode, unless it is used
as a monitor that regularly suggests assistive actions or paths to goal states.
In autonomous mode, plan recognition amounts to an explicit indication by
the user of the goal state that she would like to reach.

This section focuses on human-machine co-operation in assistive robots
for which the human does not have to state explicitly which task should be
executed, and where there is a genuine collaboration between human and
robot. This requires estimation of the correct assistance mode. Such tech-
niques are meant to relieve some of the physical and cognitive burden asso-
ciated with manual mode selection. Furthermore, only robots are considered
for which some mechanical interaction with the human is required such as
through knobs, control handles, or switches. Speech, graphical interfacing, or
emotional interaction may provide additional information regarding the user’s
intent, but these are not the topic of this work.
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Differences between assistive robot types

Several essential differences exist between assistive robot types. These differ-
ences have strong repercussions on plan recognition. For robotic guide dogs
and robotic walking assistants, it is mainly the user who provides the dynam-
ics of the man-machine system, because in most cases she is responsible for
pushing the robot ahead. This furthermore results in a system that is unlikely
to move backwards. Also the shape of the man-machine system is to a large
extent determined by the human, and this may be rather variable and flexi-
ble. The inputs of users to walking assistants are usually forces and torques,
because walkers additionally provide physical support besides navigational
guidance. This is rather different from guide dogs or from wheelchairs, where
often joysticks are used. Users adopting robotic guide dogs are visually im-
paired by definition. This prohibits them to visually plan local manoeuvres,
especially if unforeseen obstacles are present. Therefore, their plans may be
much coarser than plans of users without visual impairments. Nevertheless,
the user may still have a global plan in mind if she is aware of where she is in
an environment that is known to her.

By contrast, wheelchair drivers are sitting in the wheelchair. The dy-
namics and the shape of the man-machine system are to a large extent de-
termined by the wheelchair. Wheelchair drivers are typically often forced to
drive backwards, due to the narrow places in which they have to move. Dur-
ing these manoeuvres, their field of view may be strongly limited, and hence
their knowledge of surrounding obstacles, which may affect their manoeuvring
plans.

Co-operation with robotic manipulators may require (subconscious) plan-
ning by the user in a 3D Cartesian space. Furthermore, the human may con-
sider the robot more as a full-fledged helper than as a machine that should
be tightly controlled. Consequently, the user may adapt her plans to a larger
extent to the robot behaviour compared to other assistive robots.

Semi-autonomous wheelchairs and robotic guide dogs

Various possibilities exist to organise the control and estimation algorithms
for robotic assistance. The organisation depicted in Figure 3.1 is a first op-
tion. Secondly, robotic assistance can be treated completely as a black box as
in Figure 1.1, for which both its structure and its parameters are learned from
training data. Until recently, this approach has not been pursued by many
people. Vanacker et al. (2006) implement such a black box by learning the di-
rect mapping from the latest user signals uk and sensor signals zk−1 to desired
machine actions ak at time k, ak = f (uk, zk−1), where the state of the map-
ping function f also depends on previous signals uk−w:k−1 and zk−w−1:k−2

for a certain time window with width w. The user signals of physically im-
paired persons are considered to be a summation of good intentional signals
and noisy signals originating from the handicap. The intentional signals are
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assumed to be identical for all users, and equal the signals a reference user
would give for a similar intention in a similar environment. A recurrent net-
work is first trained to predict the reference driver’s signals based only on a
time pattern of sensor data. Training data are obtained by an able-bodied
driver following a test track and demonstrating the task. The handicapped
person is then asked to follow the same trajectory, and a second recurrent net-
work is trained to map a set of past sensor data and noisy joystick data onto
intentional joystick data that the reference driver would give. With assistance
from this approach, driving performance was better than in manual control
mode for different virtually imposed handicaps, where performance measures
included the average total time required to traverse a test track, the average
joystick acceleration, and the average number of collisions. This approach is
able to adapt to specific handicaps, both during estimation of the user plans
and during actual decision making. Furthermore, it can provide driving as-
sistance even in the absence of nearby obstacles, for example to manoeuvre
in open space. A third advantage is the continuous mapping from inputs to
outputs, which is not subject to the possibly frequent switching between dis-
crete modes as may be present in the set of approaches discussed below. The
main future research topics for this approach include how to obtain sufficient
and sufficiently rich training data, automatic selection of the Artificial Neural
Network’s (ANN) structure, and how to guarantee satisfactory behaviour out-
side the set of training examples where the neural network has to extrapolate.
Furthermore, future research will focus on dealing with uncertainty in the
data and multi-modal distributions where an input sequence may be mapped
onto several possible intentional joystick data.

A third possible structure for robotic assistance is the one shown in Fig-
ure 1.6. In this structure, a discrete number of modes exist, which are some-
times called agents or behaviours. Each mode realises a specific task, which
can usually be summarised with a condensed verbal expression such as dock
at table. Others specify modes based on environmental characteristics, such
as outdoor versus indoor (Yanco 2000), cluttered and static versus open and
dynamic (Prassler et al. 2001). The overview by Simpson (2005) mentions
collision avoidance, wall following, and door passage as the semi-autonomous
operating modes that occur in existing projects with automatic mode se-
lection. In some cases, obstacle avoidance is included as well (Röfer and
Lankenau 2000). The basic idea behind plan recognition in these approaches
is summarised here in the following manner. The implemented modes mi

can be considered to represent different user intentions. Furthermore, these
approaches will be regarded from a Bayesian point of view. Plan recogni-
tion for these approaches will then be considered as assigning to each mode a
value that is related to the mode’s probability (or likelihood, appropriateness,
activation, suitability, belief ), whereas shared control will be concerned with
selection or fusion of modes, and with calculation of the output ai of each
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mode.2 Applying Bayes rule yields

p (mi|u1:k, z0:k−1,a0:k−1) = p (uk|mi, u1:k−1, z0:k−1, a0:k−1)
p (mi|u1:k−1, z0:k−1, a0:k−1) η,

(3.1)

where p (uk|mi, u1:k−1, z0:k−1, a0:k−1) will be called the user model in this
work, a0:k−1 represents the selected motor commands from time 0 to time
k − 1, and η is a normalisation factor. A first characteristic of existing auto-
matic mode selection techniques is that, to the author’s knowledge, all cur-
rent approaches disregard previous estimates of mode probability. Therefore,
p (mi|u1:k−1,z0:k−1, a0:k−1) can be modelled as a uniform distribution in each
time step k, and plan recognition corresponds to user modelling:

p (mi|u1:k, z0:k−1, a0:k−1) ∼ p (uk|mi, u1:k−1, z0:k−1, a0:k−1) . (3.2)

A second characteristic is that nearly all approaches base their probability
estimates on the latest information only:

p (mi|u1:k, z0:k−1,a0:k−1) = p (mi|uk,zk−1,ak−1) . (3.3)

One exception is (Bell et al. 1993), who estimate which manoeuvre a driver is
performing based on a time window of past disturbances and joystick actions.

The probability or likelihood for a mode pi = p (mi|uk, zk−1, ak−1) has
roughly been calculated in three ways:

Calculation using zk−1. Simpson et al. (1998) adopt a Bayesian network
that uses evidence from the latest sensor readings and from an estimate of
the latest robot location to calculate the probabilities of the assistance modes
follow corridor, drive through door, and avoid obstacle. The most probable
mode is then selected and executed in an autonomous fashion. Yanco (2000)
fuses with a trained classifier information from a light-to-voltage sensor, an
ultrasonic transducer pointing upwards, and a temperature sensor, in order
to detect whether the wheelchair is inside buildings or outside, and triggers
the corresponding indoor or outdoor assistance mode.
These approaches disregard the user signals completely, which may lead to
activation of wrong assistance modes. Consider for example a wheelchair user
standing near a door in a corridor. Intuitively, a decision to drive through the
door should stem from the user signals being more or less compatible with
driving through the door, and if not, the user may be assumed to want to

2In fact, most of these approaches do not use Bayesian theory or any other formalism for
dealing with uncertainty, and assumptions such as regarding uniform a priori distributions
over modes are not explicitly made. Several approaches do not even explicitly assign a
suitability or probability value to each mode. Other approaches do calculate some activation
or appropriateness value, which is similar in nature to this probability. Bayesian theory is
only used here to classify the approaches in some intuitive manner to gain insight in the
structure and possible lacks of existing approaches.
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follow the corridor. If only sensor signals are used however, the system would
e.g. always opt for driving through the door independently of the user signals,
strongly reducing the user’s freedom in this way. In fact, this corresponds to
a fully autonomous system.

Calculation using zk−1 and uk. Vanhooydonck (2007) trained an ANN
that outputs the probability poa of obstacle avoidance mode moa. In the
training phase, data are obtained by letting the driver follow a trajectory
in a test track for which all obstacles should be avoided. Places where the
driver fails to avoid obstacles and collides or nearly collides with the envi-
ronment, are used as positive examples where obstacle avoidance should be
activated. The neural network is also trained with negative examples such
as docking manoeuvres, where obstacle avoidance should not be activated.
After training, poa is calculated based on the latest sensor zk−1 and joystick
uk signals. If poa exceeds a manually set threshold, obstacle avoidance is
activated. Otherwise, the driver is in control, though collision avoidance is
always active for safety. Experiments have shown for two distinct virtually
imposed handicaps that the probability estimate poa can be adapted to the
specific handicap. Vanhooydonck (2007) also claims that an additional advan-
tage of this approach is that obstacle avoidance is only activated at moments
where the physical disability of the user requires it, thereby ensuring that the
user is as much in control as possible. Future work will focus on taking more
information into account than just the latest sensor and user signals, since
adaptation to one of the two virtual handicaps was difficult, and taking the
history of signals into account may alleviate this problem. Furthermore, it is
unclear what the structure of the ANN should be, and the type and number
of training examples required to make the approach reliable in a wide variety
of environment types and user signals. Also, the implementation of additional
modes and the learning of their probability may be required. Besides making
plan recognition user-adaptive, the decision making in the modes should be
made user-adaptive in the future as well.

Calculation using zk−1, uk and ai. Another option is to first determine
for each mode the action ai that the mode would output upon activation,
and consider this to be the intended user action under the assumption of the
user intent encapsulated in the mode mi, as shown in Figure 3.2 (a). For
example, the motor commands aco calculated for collision avoidance mode
based on zk−1 and possibly also on uk can be interpreted as the intended
signals by the user, given the assumption that the user wants to avoid colli-
sions. Comparison or similarity between the actual user signals uk and these
hypothetically intended user signals ai gives then a clue about the likelihood
of the modes.
Calculation of pi without adopting the motor command ai such as in (Van-
hooydonck 2007) is advantageous, especially if many modes are present, be-
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cause the calculation of ai can be computationally expensive. However, the
adoption of ai to calculate pi may be more robust to the concrete imple-
mentation of modes for the following reason. A mode’s output ai depends
on its inputs and its implementation. For example, depending on its imple-
mentation, activation of obstacle avoidance may result in trajectories that
are homotopically distinct (Latombe 1991), as shown in Figure 3.2 (b). Only
one of the two homotopically distinct paths is likely to correspond to the
user’s intended obstacle avoidance action. However, the obstacle avoidance
algorithm usually only outputs one action ai, even if several equally probable
alternatives exist, and no uncertainty on this action is provided. Therefore,
activation of a mode without knowing the mode’s output may result in un-
desired motion commands depending on the implementation of that mode.
Calculating these motion commands a priori and comparing them to the user
signals may make the system aware of the inappropriateness of the mode,
even if the general verbal specification of the mode may indicate otherwise.
The bottom reason for this lies in the inaccurate specification of some of these
modes. One solution may be that the mode has to perform further plan recog-
nition, e.g. by inferring which obstacles should be avoided in which direction
and in which manner. Another option is to split the modes in more accurate
submodes. For example, obstacle avoidance may be split in avoid left and
avoid right, which may help in some cases but might not suffice in other. In
both solutions, ambiguities regarding the user’s true plan as in Figure 3.2 (b)
may remain. In all approaches to semi-autonomous wheelchairs and guide
dogs the author is aware of, this uncertainty is not dealt with.
Aigner and McCarragher (1999) propose for their Robotic Cane a fusion mech-
anism of obstacle avoidance commands and human commands. The action
aoa for obstacle avoidance consists of the desired turning angle for the robotic
guide dog’s wheels, and is calculated from the latest binary obstacle/no-
obstacle signals zk−1 of three ultrasound sensors pointing forward. The user
gives five possible discrete commands with a thumb joystick, straight ahead,
left, right, no signal and stop. The degree of correspondence between obstacle
avoidance and the user input uk results in a degree of conflict (no, weak, or
strong conflict), a measure similar to poa, which can then be zero, low, or
high. This measure is calculated a priori for all 8 × 5 sensor and user sig-
nal combinations in table format. Based on this measure, the shared-control
output has also been determined a priori in a manual fashion. If no conflict
arises, the human gets control. If a weak conflict arises, obstacle avoidance is
given control, but with a slight break to warn the user, obtained by turning
the wheels over a slightly different angle. In case of a strong conflict, the user
gets full control but a warning is sounded. Therefore, this approach is not
based on a simple selection of the most likely mode (if poa is high, obstacle
avoidance is not chosen) but on a real fusion of outputs of the two modes.
A desired characteristic of the approach is that users can override the com-
mands suggested by obstacle avoidance in case of strong conflicts. Though
this approach uses a fixed user model, it may be a fair approximation for all
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Figure 3.2: Figure (a) shows calculation of intended user signals ai for vari-
ous modes. Based on a comparison between these signals and the actual user
signals uk, a probability measure pi of the modes can be calculated. Fig-
ure (b) shows that obstacle avoidance may result in homotopically distinct
paths, depending on its implementation and on the user signals. Though the
outcomes of modes are shown here as geometric paths, in practice a motor
command ai is usually calculated for the first time step only.

visually impaired people. However, the number of sensors and sensor values,
the number of user signal values, and the number of outputs by the system
are all discrete with a very coarse resolution. The approach has not been ex-
tended to include other modes or to increase the resolution of sensor signals,
user signals, and output commands.

Semi-autonomous walking assistants and manipulators

PAM-AID. Some semi-autonomous walking assistants have a similar soft-
ware architecture as the robotic wheelchairs and guide dogs described above.
The Personal Adaptive Mobility AID (PAM-AID) is a walker with wheels
(also called rollator) for the frail blind (Lacey and Dawson-Howe 1998). It is
equipped with wall following, collision avoidance, door passage, and auditory
or voice feedback modes. The interface consists of a set of direction switches
left, right, and forward. Initially, an arbitration system was devised that de-
termined which mode, manual control or automatic control, should be active
based on sensor and user inputs. However, it is unclear how exactly decisions
were taken by this arbitrator. This corresponds to traded control (Sheridan
1992), where either man or machine has full control over motor commands.
It was reported that users found it difficult to understand when to switch be-
tween manual and autonomous mode. In a later stage, shared control modes
were added to the system (Lacey and MacNamara 2000), such as obstacle
avoidance with the MVFH algorithm (Simpson and Levine 1999). Based on
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an assessment of the risk of collision, parameters of this obstacle avoidance
algorithm were adapted to vary the level of control assigned to the user. Fur-
thermore, a Bayesian decision network was adopted to activate a certain mode.
Segment features extracted from laser scan data and user signals are inputs to
the Bayesian network. User plans are modelled as goal directions such as turn
left or enter left door. The probability of these plans is influenced by both
the user signals and environment features. Furthermore, a degree of conflict
between user signals and environment information is estimated. The prior
and conditional probabilities required to estimate these user plan and conflict
probabilities were instantiated based on heuristics. To each of the actions
that correspond to a user plan, a utility is assigned, for example go forward
gets a high utility when the robot and user are aligned along a corridor. That
action is chosen that has the highest expected utility, which is obtained by
multiplying the utility of actions with their likelihood. However, actions can
be interrupted if the estimated degree of conflict between user signals and
environment features is high. Strong conflicts are interpreted as incorrectly
given user signals. In case of conflicts, either the user signals are executed
anyway, or the system stops and prompts the user for new input. Depending
on the user’s preferences, the system intervenes only for strong conflicts, or
intervenes even for small conflicts. The system also aids its users by speak-
ing out landmarks, which users can then use to plan paths in their mental
topological maps. Future work will focus on point-to-point and task-specific
manoeuvres such as docking at a bed or a table.

Morris et al. (2003). Other semi-autonomous walker projects have fo-
cused on navigation assistance using localisation and path planning capabil-
ities. Morris et al. (2003) developed a passive walker that provides global
localisation and navigation assistance for frail elderly people with cognitive
impairments, who are not aware or not capable of knowing their target loca-
tion. The goal is to maximise a person’s perceived freedom while still achieving
point-to-point navigation. The user plans are derived from a haptic interface
consisting of two handles equipped with force sensors. Measured forces are
filtered and transformed into robot commands using a user motion model. It
is unclear how this user model was exactly constructed. These user intentions
are then compared to a planned path to a known goal location. If the user
deviates more than a threshold angle from the planned path, the system slows
down and eventually stops until the user re-aligns with the path. Users are
aware of the robot’s intended actions via a graphical interface that depicts
arrows in the robot’s desired direction of motion. Future work will focus on
automatic switching between various modes. In this system, the user plan is
assumed to be known, since the global goal location is determined a priori.
Furthermore, only one single path to the goal location is taken into account,
which is the shortest-length path from the optimal planner. This disregards
possible alternative routes users may have in mind. Therefore, for people who
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know which goal they want to reach and how to reach it, this system may
require extensions to estimate these goals and ways to reach the goals as well.

Glover et al. (2004a) equipped a passive walker with localisation capa-
bilities and learned statistical models of people’s daily routines. The walker
passively monitors people’s walking activities, hence users are in full control.
Training data were obtained by manual labelling of all activities by a care
giver, such as dining or going to one’s room. Besides these labelled activity
data, the time of the day, the topological location, and the duration of an ac-
tivity were adopted to estimate the required conditional probability functions.
After the training phase, activities are inferred from changes in topological
locations, from changes in activities detected by engaging or disengaging in
walker-related motion, from the time of the day, and from the duration of
being in a certain topological location. The walker informs its users to which
topological place to go next for reaching a target destination. High predictive
accuracy was obtained with this user-related activity model, probably also
due to the highly deterministic behaviour of the elderly test users.

PAMM. The Personal Aids for Mobility and Monitorying (PAMMs) de-
scribed in (Dubowsky et al. 2000; Yu et al. 2003) may be walkers or robotic
guide canes, and are intended to provide both mobility aid and health monitor-
ing functions to cognitively and physically impaired elderly persons. Besides
an autonomous guidance mode and a user control mode with admittance con-
trol, a shared control mode was designed and tested in which the user can
deviate from a predetermined path. The user may deviate more from the
path if she is evaluated to be more skilled. The user’s skills are evaluated
based on how close she comes to obstacles, on the deviation to the ideal path,
and on errors between actual and ideal velocity and acceleration. The system
localises with a vision system that recognises signposts on the ceiling, and
uses an obstacle avoidance scheme similar to that of Aigner and McCarragher
(1998). Though user-adapted shared control is provided, at this stage of the
research the PAMM system assumes the user intent to be known. Further-
more, adopting the entire system’s behaviour in the measure for evaluating
the user’s performance may introduce a bias. For example, applying this mea-
sure to a human-robot system in which the user is not allowed to deviate from
a planned path, would assign the user a high autonomy, whereas in fact the
robot’s autonomy would be assessed in that case.

Corteville et al. (2007) present experimental results on the joint point-
to-point transportation of a slide by a human and a robot using a handle.
The slide’s motion is confined to an obstacle-free 1D trajectory, where the be-
gin and start point of the trajectory are fixed and known by both human and
robot. The user plan in this case corresponds to the velocity profile with which
the user desires to transport the handle along the 1D trajectory. This user
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plan is modelled with an analytical formula of a bell-shaped profile, and the
user plan is estimated by estimating the velocity profile’s single free parameter
∆t, the time to execute the transportation. This parameter is estimated using
an EKF, which presumes that the pdf over the single parameter is uni-modal.
This plan recognition is stated to be necessary to improve interaction between
man and machine, to enhance satisfaction, and to increase the bandwidth of
an otherwise passive robot. The user model corresponds to the likelihood of
the handle to be at a certain position yt along the 1D trajectory at time t,
given that the user has a certain velocity profile for the handle in mind, hence
puser = p (yt|∆t, t, θ) where θ refers to some fixed parameters of the velocity
profile. Assistive actions are based on a maximum a posteriori estimate of
∆t.
Several observations were extracted from these experiments. Firstly, not only
did the robot adapt to the operator, but the operator also adapted to the
robot, and this seemed to result in convergence of the human’s intended
movement and the estimated movement by the robot to some equilibrium
movement that was acceptable to the human. Secondly, due to the short-term
aspect of the experiments, operators seemed to learn in between experiments
rather than during the experiments. Thirdly, the level of assistance for each
operator should be gradually increased in order for the operator to learn or
understand how the robot will assist.

Evaluation with respect to requirements

Evaluating existing approaches with respect to requirements is difficult, since
ideally not only the current state of the art of each approach but also its
potential should be evaluated.

Estimation of complex manoeuvres. Intentions in most current assistive
robot architectures are modelled as modes or behaviours. In many cases,
these behaviours take the robot’s geometry, its kinematics, and its dy-
namics only approximately into account in order to obtain fast reaction
to user signals. Therefore, only relatively simple manoeuvres have been
modelled and predicted. More complex manoeuvres such as dock at
the right side of the table under an angle of about 45 degrees are more
difficult to express in natural language as well. Complex manoeuvres
can in principle be reduced to a combination of collision and obstacle
avoidance. However, stating that all you need is collision avoidance
and obstacle avoidance hides the complexity of possible manoeuvres. In
order to execute certain manoeuvres, collision and obstacle avoidance
should be sequenced in a specific order, and obstacle avoidance should
occur in a clearly-defined way.

Uncertainty. Most approaches do not explicitly deal with uncertainty on
user signals or on user plans. Implicitly, it is assumed that just one
behaviour is the most likely one at all time instants. Furthermore, no
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(weighted) merging of current suitability values with previous ones is
performed.

User-characteristics. Research on making the suitability values pi of modes
user-dependent has been limited. Most approaches use fixed, hard-coded
implementations that are assumed to be valid for all drivers. Possible
approaches were suggested by Bell et al. (1993), Vanacker et al. (2006)
and Vanhooydonck (2007).
Besides making the suitability of modes dependent on users, it seems
useful to make the action ai calculated by the modes user-dependent as
well. Yu et al. (2003) adapt the control behaviour of their walker’s ad-
mittance controller based on an evaluation of the user’s performance. To
the author’s knowledge, a combination of user-adapted plan recognition
and user-adapted shared control is still lacking. Since adaptability to
different users has already hardly been touched, time-dependent adapt-
ability has not been dealt with neither.
Almost all approaches link a mode’s probability to the latest user and
sensor signals, thereby ignoring the user’s reaction time or the user’s
modelling capability of the system’s behaviour. It is also often assumed
that the user perceives the same information as the robot sensors.

Algorithmic challenges. In a sense, the approaches depicted in Figure 1.6
correspond to a two-level hierarchical decomposition of plan recognition,
where plans are first recognised at a coarse level in order to select a spe-
cific mode, after which the user plans are further estimated at a finer
level by the selected mode. From a computational point of view, this
seems a good idea. However, the modes should themselves be aware of
a possible multi-modal distribution over various actions that they can
generate.
Though approaches consisting of separate modes or behaviours have
been claimed to be easily extendable and modular, the number of
adopted modes has been limited in practice to at most five (Simp-
son 2005), if full user control (sometimes called copy joystick) is not
considered as a separate mode. One reason for this may be the time-
consuming implementation of each mode, which has usually been done
manually. Both a suitability function should be implemented or learned
for each mode that is added, and a calculation of the mode’s output
a. Automatic learning of the functioning of the modes may provide
a viable alternative (Nuttin 1998), at least if the required amount of
training data is acceptable. Another possible reason is that the modes
completely cover the required set of tasks. This is unlikely though, and
various authors have expressed the intent to add additional modes in
the future (Levine et al. 1999; Vanhooydonck 2007).
Furthermore, future work will have to clarify what the influence of a
multitude of behaviours will be, how they will interact, and how they
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should be combined.
Frequent switching between modes may result in jerky robot behaviour
if actions ai of successively activated modes differ much. Possible fu-
ture research includes determining if the system remains stable under
this switching, which switch-frequency constraints exist for the system
to remain acceptable by the user, and how to avoid frequent switching.
An additional filter may have to be used after the selection procedure
in order to guarantee smooth driving behaviour, or measures that avoid
frequent switching between modes should be explicitly implemented as
in (Simpson and Levine 1997). Another option is to tune the discrete
modes very well onto each other such that actions ai do not differ much,
but this will probably compromise easy extendability.
Due to the presence of a discrete set of modes, it might not be possible
to vary the control assigned to user and robot in a continuous way.
The use of heuristic manoeuvring algorithms with parameters that
should be manually tuned and do not necessarily have a physical inter-
pretation, prohibits easy tunability of the behaviours to different user
interfaces or to different wheelchair platforms.

3.3.2 Plan recognition in other domains

Applications of plan recognition are not restricted to assistive robotics. In
fact, research on assistive robotics often does not even claim to perform plan
recognition, nor are references made to the plan recognition literature. From
a literature survey of both assistive robotics and plan recognition, the impres-
sion may arise that assistive roboticians have tackled plan recognition more
from an engineering point of view that may be ad hoc and heuristic, whereas
the plan recognition community has tackled the problem more from a theo-
retical and scientific point of view. One purpose of this work is to take a step
towards filling the gap between these areas.

Plan recognition has probably been posed first as a research field in its
own right by Schmidt et al. (1978), who were mainly interested in developing
a psychological theory for how humans process information. More specifically,
they conducted a number of experiments in which subjects were presented a
written sequence of action descriptions. Afterwards, subjects were asked to
recall the set of actions, to summarise them, or to predict next actions. From
the fact that subjects added logical connectives such as because between spe-
cific types of observed actions especially during the summarising experiments,
and from other similar facts, it was found that humans attempt to infer the
plans of others in order to understand their actions. Schmidt et al. further-
more concluded that humans attribute beliefs and desires to others. This can
be explained again by the assumption that humans attempt to ascribe plans
to others, because humans suppose that the plans are meant to achieve a
goal that the observed agent desires. For example, if an actor is observed to
take bread and butter, humans may belief the actor to be hungry because the
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actions of taking bread and butter fit into the plan of making a sandwich.
The field of action understanding was logically expanded to include story

understanding and natural language processing (Wilensky 1983; Zukerman
and Litman 2001), and response generation (Perrault and Allen 1980). Addi-
tional application fields soon recognised the importance of plan recognition,
such as software help systems (Mayfield 1992; Wilensky 1982), speech-to-
speech translation (Alexandersson 1995), recognition of intended messages of
information graphics for the visually impaired (Elzer et al. 2003), program
understanding (Quilici et al. 1998), and collaborative problem-solving (Lesh
et al. 1999). Many of these applications concern interactive computer sys-
tems. Therefore, besides plan recognition, these systems have to take decisions
about which actions to execute, such as which questions to ask or which in-
formation to give. The purpose of plan recognition in these fields amounts
to understanding the actions of subjects, to providing explanations of ob-
servations in terms of goals, and to provide user-tailored information. Plan
recognition has played an important role in several large-scale projects, such
as the speech-to-speech project VERBMOBIL (Alexandersson 1995) and the
interactive route planning system TRAINS (Ferguson et al. 1996). The latter
system evolved into TRIPS (Ferguson and Allen 1998). Carberry (2001) gives
an overview on plan recognition for these application fields.

As mentioned in Section 3.1, plan recognition is defined as inferring an
agent’s goals from observations of the agent’s actions, together with the plan
the agent bears in mind to achieve these goals. Cohen et al. (1982) subdivide
plan recognition further into keyhole recognition, which is plan recognition of
agents who do not try to impact the recognition process because they are un-
aware of or indifferent to the observer, and intended recognition, which is plan
recognition of agents that attempt to aid plan recognition. Efforts to thwart
plan recognition are prevalent as well, and characterise hostile environments
such as games or combat situations (Qin and Lee 2004). This is called ob-
structed plan recognition (Wærn and Stenborg 1995). Most published research
concerns keyhole and intended recognition.

General characteristics and techniques

The general plan recognition paradigm often boils down to determining how
desired goals can be achieved with a given set of actions, and to comparing the
observed actions with these predicted actions. In that regard, plan recognition
is very similar to planning, and many planning techniques from Appendix D
may be borrowed to recognise user plans. Given the computational complexity
of planning, plan recognition can be expected to be computationally complex
as well.

In order to infer user plans, plan recognition systems are usually equipped
with knowledge about possible domain goals and a set of actions that agents
may execute. Furthermore, knowledge is required about how actions con-
tribute to goals and which preconditions have to hold for actions to be
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executed. Though these knowledge sources are to a large extent domain-
dependent, the inference mechanism that adopts this knowledge is usually
domain-independent. This inference occurs as follows. Similar to planning
systems, actions are connected to subgoals, and subgoals are chained further
to other subgoals with additional actions. Figure 3.3 (a) illustrates this pro-
cess. This chaining of actions and (sub)goals allows to explain the observed
action (e.g. a1) in terms of a goal (e.g. gx) and a plan structure to achieve
the goal (e.g. a1 → ga → a4 → gb → a5 → gx).

Figure 3.3: The left scheme depicts the generic inference mechanism that
is the backbone of most plan recognition systems (after Carberry (2001)).
In order to explain action a1 in terms of a goal (e.g. gx), a plan structure
a1 → ga → a4 → gb → a5 → gx is constructed. The right scheme depicts
various ways to deal with the inherent complexity of plan recognition, such
as eliminating less plausible hypotheses, estimating explicitly the uncertainty
on the different hypotheses, or considering plans as templates that have to be
refined as observations are made.

The general plan recognition scheme of Figure 3.3 (a) also reveals several
possible problems that need to be solved for the basic plan inference prob-
lem. Firstly, multiple goals and subgoals may exist that can be linked more
or less plausibly to the same observed actions. This adds to the complexity
and uncertainty of plan recognition. Secondly, complexity is further increased
because there usually exist several inference paths from an observed set of
actions to a single goal. Thirdly, it should be determined how many observed
actions should be included in the plan structure to explain a certain goal.
Furthermore, several additional elements that do not directly follow from the
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figure make plan recognition challenging. For example, plans can be tempo-
rally suspended to execute other plans. Moreover, there is often noise present
on the user input, which increases uncertainty regarding the set of plausible
hypotheses. Finally, it has been suggested that plan recognition can be made
more accurate and efficient by adopting user-specific knowledge in the infer-
ence mechanism. This user-specific knowledge needs to be represented and
acquired in some robust way. Several of these plan recognition characteristics
will now be covered in more detail.

Dealing with complexity. Various approaches have been explored when
facing the inherent complexity of plan recognition, such as to escape complex-
ity by pruning the less plausible hypotheses, or to face complexity by explicitly
dealing with the uncertainty regarding the various hypotheses. A third option
is to adopt more generic plans where parts of the plan may wrap a number
of specific ways to achieve the subgoal that the partial plan is pursuing. For
example, the go part of the plan buy a bottle of whisky at Thalia’s store may
be specialised as crawl, walk, skate, ride a bike, drive a car, or fly, to name
a few. These alternative techniques for dealing with complexity are shown
in Figure 3.3 (b). Usually, some combination of these techniques is adopted.
The first two approaches are discussed in more detail below. An example of
the last approach is given in (Schmidt et al. 1978).

Elimination of less plausible hypotheses may occur in several ways. A pos-
sible approach is to consider humans as rational beings, and to eliminate plans
that are not rational or not coherent (Perrault and Allen 1980). Alternative
heuristics may exist as well. For example, Wilensky (1983) just selects the
shortest inference path to connect observations to expected goals. A second
approach to prune hypotheses is obtained by using constraints from the do-
main in which actions occur. For example, if part of a plan equals Birgit sits on
b, b is constrained to be some physical object like a chair or a table, it cannot
be a meeting or mathematics. A third method to prune hypotheses consists
in including user-specific knowledge in the selection procedure of viable hy-
potheses. Knowledge about users can be group-oriented or can be tailored
to the individual. An example of group-specific knowledge is the distinction
between students and experts (Gertner 1997). Experts are more likely to fol-
low optimal or suboptimal plans, whereas students are more likely to have
erroneous plans. Biases in the plan generation system can be introduced to
more accurately infer plans of users in a certain group. User knowledge can be
tailored even further to meet individual user-specific qualities (Ardissono and
Sestero 1995; Elzer 1995; Lesh et al. 1999; Bauer 1994; Bauer 1996). This
may be useful for example in personal computers, where users often have a
personalised way of computer usage. Carberry (2001) states that little evalua-
tion has been made about the effectiveness of the various heuristics to narrow
down the set of hypotheses. Furthermore, many proposed methods have not
been tested yet with real users, and if they have, they still have to be tested
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in large-scale applications.
Due to the selection of a limited set of hypotheses, the correct plan hy-

pothesis may be eliminated. For example, when a person is going to a fish
and chips stand, it is likely that she wants to buy French fries. All other ex-
planations for going to the fish and chips stand may be disregarded. However,
from the moment it is observed that the person puts her gun in the face of
the owner, the hypothesis of robbing the place should suddenly become more
likely. Robust plan recognition systems must firstly be able to detect that a
hypothesis revision is necessary in that case, by checking if observations are
still consistent with the current hypothesis. Secondly, if inconsistencies are
unveiled, one or more other hypotheses should be constructed that are consis-
tent with the available data. This is a challenging problem, and few systems
have actually addressed these issues (Carberry 2001).

As will be discussed in the next paragraph, another option would be to
maintain a set of hypotheses together with the probability on each hypothesis.
This way, all observations have been taken into account for the different hy-
potheses, and if one hypothesis becomes less probable, some other hypothesis
may be directly adopted that is more consistent with the data.

Inference mechanisms and approaches to deal with uncertainty.
Some approaches to plan recognition directly select a goal from a number
of top-level goals based on a single action of the agent (Perrault and Allen
1980). However, most others infer the plan incrementally as actions occur
by fusing new evidence with past hypotheses (Schmidt et al. 1978; Charniak
and Goldman 1993; Carberry 2001), because it is often not possible to in-
fer top-level goals from a single user action. Instead, partial plans have to
be constructed initially because only subgoals or intermediate goals may be
identifiable at certain time instants. Therefore, most plan inference mecha-
nisms have the following generic structure. At a certain instant in time, a
set of hypotheses has been constructed from past agent observations. A new
observation will yield a new group of plausible plan hypotheses. The inference
mechanism then tries to combine information from the new observation with
previously gathered information. During this process, noise or uncertainty is
typically present on each of the adopted information sources. More specifi-
cally, uncertainty may exist on the hypotheses that stem from previous user
actions, on the set of hypotheses derived from a new observation, and on the
system’s knowledge of the user’s knowledge regarding potential goals and ac-
tions to achieve the goals. Several inference mechanisms have been proposed,
some of which deal with this inherent uncertainty.

One of the earliest and most well-known works on methods for plan in-
ference is the one of Kautz (1987). Kautz constructs a hierarchy where root
nodes represent goals to achieve, and their nodes encode recipes or plans to
achieve these goals. A node’s children are either (ordered) components of the
node’s recipe or more specialised versions of the node. In order to infer plans
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from a hierarchy and a set of observations, Kautz constructs a minimal set of
covering models, i.e. he minimises the set of plans that cover or explain the
observations by discarding plans that satisfy many goals. This way, actions
get a gun and go to bank lead to the plan of robbing a bank, rather than to
the combined plan of cashing a check and go hunting.

Appelt and Pollack (1992) adopt weighted abduction3. To each premise
of a rule both a weight and a cost are assigned. The cost encodes whether
a premise was known to be true, proven from other rules, or just assumed.
In the last case, the cost is affected by the weight assigned to the premises.
Domain-dependent knowledge is required to determine the likelihood that a
premise is true. In this framework, constructing a plan hypothesis C boils
down to proving the conclusion C, where the cost of the proof corresponds to
the sum of the costs of its premises. That hypothesis is chosen that has the
lowest-cost proof.

Probabilistic reasoning approaches have been adopted as well. Bauer
(1994) used Dempster-Shafer to estimate the likelihood of user plans. Char-
niak and Goldman (1993) were the first to adopt Bayesian plan inference,
which was applied to understand a character’s actions in a story. Charniak
and Goldman construct a Bayesian belief network gradually as evidence comes
in. Random variables of the belief network correspond to propositions or ac-
tions, e.g. Celine goes for a walk. Root nodes in the network correspond to
plan hypotheses, e.g. Celine wants to buy a bottle of milk. Each time a new
action is observed, a node is added to one or several plan hypotheses pro-
vided the node was not yet present in the network, and causal links are added
that explain the role of the observed actions w.r.t. the plan hypothesis or root
node. The probability of neighbouring nodes is updated using an approximate
method called marker passing, which spreads probability until a probability
threshold is not exceeded anymore. In order to use a Bayesian belief net-
work, the network’s structure should be determined and the various prior and
conditional probabilities should be specified. Charniak and Goldman provide
several ad hoc rules to construct the network, due to a lack of data required to
instantiate the prior and conditional probabilities. Furthermore, as pointed
out by Carberry (2001), their technique does not seem to be sensitive to the
order in which actions are observed, which intuitively seems to be necessary
for correct plan recognition. An improvement to these two deficiencies is pro-
posed by Albrecht et al. (1997, 1998), who used dynamic belief networks to
estimate an agent’s plan during an adventure game. Temporal evolution of
certain nodes is modelled in these networks by using multiple nodes to repre-
sent the status of a variable at different time instants. Based on data collected
during actual games, prior and conditional probability functions could be reli-
ably assessed. The influence of four different network structures on the quality

3Consider the rule a → b, i.e. a entails b. Deduction consists in deriving consequence b
from knowledge of cause a and the rule. Abduction consists in determining the cause a from
knowledge of the consequence b and the rule. Induction denotes the process of inferring
the rule from knowledge about cause a and consequence b.
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of plan recognition was evaluated.
Uncertainty is often dependent on the agent whose plans are being inferred.

Therefore, adaptation to user-specific knowledge and properties is expected
to improve the accuracy and efficiency of plan recognition.

Adaptation to users. In order to infer plans of users, it should be known
which knowledge the user has, and how the user adopts her knowledge to con-
struct plans. This knowledge may be strongly dependent on the individual
agent, i.e. human cognition cannot be studied independently of knowledge.
Therefore, it seems logical that user-specific knowledge may increase the effi-
ciency and accuracy of plan recognition systems.

The plan recognition system should somehow obtain this user-specific
knowledge automatically, as it is impossible to let a plan recognition spe-
cialist adapt a plan recognition system by hand for each individual user. This
knowledge is extracted from data, i.e. from past user actions. One option is to
assume a number of possible parameterised user models and to use data to se-
lect the model and the parameters of the model. For example, Ardissono and
Sestero (1995) adopt stereotypes and previous user actions to identify user
knowledge. Bauer (1994, 1996) used the repeated patterns that users exhibit
when they pursue a goal multiple times, to model preferences, such as when
handling e-mail. Some preferences cannot be obtained from repeated patterns
of actions, as discussed by (Elzer 1995). Lesh (1995, 1999) discerned between
potential goals that users might pursue and background goals that users did
not tend to pursue. Learning the potential goals increased the efficiency of
the plan recognition system.

Plan acquisition. One of the key issues in plan recognition systems is how
to acquire or generate possible goals, actions to achieve the goals, and effects
and preconditions of actions. Especially in dialogue systems and collaborative
problem-solving, the set of possible goals and actions may be complex due to
the presence of non-domain goals and actions. For example, many utterances
in a collaborative planning dialogue do not refer to specific domain goals but
rather to how agents should solve the problem under consideration. These
are so-called metaplans, i.e. plans about plans (Elzer 1995; Wilensky 1983).
Furthermore, agents may express doubt about some proposition, instead of
just asking a question, such as the expression ‘isn’t that Kristien from the
block? ’ that may be uttered when someone doubts to have recognised Kristien
on the street. In order for plan recognition systems to reach their full potential
as a collaborative partner, they should be able to recognise these problem-
solving plans and communicative actions, as a large part of the agent’s time
in stories or in collaborative dialogues is spent on constructing such plans.

Acquisition of a plan library is furthermore complicated by two reasons,
which are related to the fact that plan recognition systems often assume that
the system’s knowledge about possible goals and actions is the same or a
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superset of the user’s knowledge. However, users may have misconceptions
about how to reach a certain goal. This is typical for novices to certain tasks,
such as students, who may have very original ways of making mistakes. For
this reason, Schmidt et al. (1978) suggest to ascribe beliefs to an agent,
which may differ from the observer’s beliefs. Pollack (1986) more specifically
modelled ill-formed plans as principled variations of the system’s recipes for
achieving goals. Though Pollack only adopted simple variations, this provided
a theoretically powerful approach, because erroneous plans were not directly
included in the system’s knowledge base, but were instead derived from it by
modifying existing plans in a principled way. The opposite case may exist as
well, in which users know more than the plan recognition system does. This
occurs if the plan library does not capture all possible goals or all possible
ways to achieve goals. Furthermore, users often observe the surrounding world
in a different way than a machine. Since it is unrealistic to expect that plan
libraries will always be complete, plan recognition systems must be able to
reason in a principled way about novel correct plans. Some systems have
updated the plan library with novel recipes, but no system seems to really infer
novel plans (Carberry 2001). This problem of users knowing more than the
plan recognition system may be typical for situations where users deliberately
attempt to thwart the plan inference process.

There are various fundamentally different ways to construct user plans.
Possible approaches include designing and implementing plan hypotheses by
hand, applying some automated planning techniques, or learning the plans.
Designs by hand represent a tremendous effort in most cases and are most
likely error-prone. Automated planning may be done in two ways. Usually,
plan recognition systems reason backwards from a possible goal using the
available set of actions. Unlike planning systems that construct optimal plans
for automated machines, backward reasoning for plan recognition should not
necessarily be optimal, and may even include erroneous actions to model
user misconceptions. It is also possible to reason forwards from the set of
observations. This approach corresponds to what Schmidt et al. (1978) call
a postdictive organisation of actions. Forward reasoning is especially useful
if the user’s goal is unknown, or to limit the number of possible goals based
on observations. This will be discussed further in Section 3.4.1. Several
approaches have been used to learn the plan library. There is a difference
between adapting an existing plan library to user habits or preferences (Lesh
et al. 1999) and learning the plan library from scratch. Some approaches
use case-based reasoning, where new plans can be added to a plan library
or existing plans can be efficiently retrieved from the library and adapted as
needed (Kerkez and Cox 2003; Fagan and Cunningham 2003). Bauer (1998)
proposed a method to learn plan decomposition from observations of goals
and action sequences to achieve the goal. Since often there are alternative
ways of achieving a goal, he used a similarity metric to identify which action
sequences represented the same basic plan. Unnecessary actions, temporal
orderings, and structural relationships were then eliminated, and common
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steps in similar plans were replaced with a more general action. If Bayesian
networks are used for plan recognition, their network structure has usually
been fixed by the system designers (Albrecht et al. 1997), or fixed rules are
specified a priori to construct a network as observations come in (Charniak
and Goldman 1993). Further research is required to learn the structure of the
network from data.

Human inference

Although it is not the purpose of this work to pursue a biologically-inspired
approach, some inspiration may be gained from how humans perform plan
recognition. Experiments by Schmidt et al. (1978) and Cohen et al. (1982)
show that humans attempt to recognise plans of others. Schmidt et al. fur-
thermore hypothesised how humans perform plan recognition. Their thesis
of the inner workings of human plan recognition strongly resembles Kalman
filtering, where a (S)NIS4 test is used to detect inconsistencies between obser-
vations and a running hypothesis. Inconsistencies may then cause alternative
hypotheses to be selected. Based on experimental evidence, Schmidt et al.
assume that humans maintain only one or at most a small set of hypothe-
ses regarding plans attributed to actors. The hypothesis is rather sketchy in
nature, and is elaborated further as more actions are observed. Given the
huge search space that would otherwise have to be maintained, this seems a
sensible strategy. Schmidt et al. call this successive refinement a Wait and
See strategy. The maintained hypothesis, as sketchy as it might be, allows to
predict next actions. When observed actions differ from expected or predicted
actions, revision processes are triggered. Though Schmidt et al. state that
humans attempt to retain the existing hypothesis as much as possible and pro-
pose some belief revision rules, it is unclear how humans are able to quickly
develop hypotheses that are radically different from hypotheses maintained
up to a certain moment.

More recently, two competing views have been proposed on how we at-
tribute mental states of others in our own mind. Simulation theory suggests
that we directly simulate others’ cognitive processes by adopting the same
cognitive processes we would use for solving a task. Theory theory suggests
that we use inferential and deductive processes for this, i.e. it is a theory about
humans constructing a theory. Experiments in neuroscience (Ramnani and
Miall 2004) seem to partially support the simulation theory hypothesis. How-
ever, the obtained results do not seem to be explainable purely by simulation
theory.

Challenges and future research

This section briefly reviews the most important research challenges for the
plan recognition research community.

4(Summed) Normalised Innovation Squared.
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Real-world, large-scale data. One of the major challenges is to scale plan
recognition to larger domains with thousands of goals and means of achieving
them. This requires efforts to make plan recognition approaches efficient, e.g.
by effectively discriminating between competing hypotheses in order to focus
on a limited set of hypotheses (Carberry 2001).

Robustness. Focusing on a limited number of hypotheses demands the abil-
ity to relax hypotheses if they result to be incoherent with newly observed
user actions. Incoherent hypotheses may stem from uncertainty in the various
adopted information sources. Probabilistic techniques may provide powerful
tools to deal with belief revision. Dealing with noise is especially important
in tutoring systems for students (Kay 2001).

User-adaptation. Besides being robust to user misconceptions, user-
adaptability will in general increase the efficiency and accuracy of plan recog-
nition. Though many mechanisms have been proposed to adapt to individual
users, evaluation studies are still needed to identify the true impact of this
user-adaptivity onto plan recognition in large scale real-world applications.

Decision-making. Most of the plan recognition literature has focused on
estimating user plans, not on how to adopt the inferred plans for making
decisions. Nevertheless, in most cases, plan recognition is adopted in inter-
active systems where decisions have to be actively taken. Giving feedback
to users changes their knowledge or behaviour, which should influence in its
turn the modelled knowledge regarding the user. Thorough analyses of this
mutual interaction are lacking in literature, as well as techniques to influence
or steer this interaction by returning specific information to the user. Wu
(1991) suggests the use of active sensing, by requesting specific information to
disambiguate between various competing hypotheses. His proposed decision-
theoretic approach selects the most effective query based on the utility of the
different hypotheses and of potential system queries. This proposal was later
implemented by van Beek and Cohen (1991), who included criteria for queries
such as coherence and minimisation of the length of each question, because
unnecessary questions may disrupt the dialogue and appear unintelligent.

Plan generation. Since it is unrealistic to expect that plan libraries will
always be complete, plan recognition systems must be able to reason in a
principled way about novel correct plans. Some systems have updated the
plan library with novel recipes, but no system seems to really infer novel
plans (Carberry 2001). For Bayesian networks, further research is required to
automatically learn the structure of the network from data.

Multi-agent plan recognition. The plan recognition process becomes
even more complicated when multiple agents are involved (Castelfranchi and
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Falcone 1995; Devaney and Ram 1998). In that case, some aspect of actor A’s
plan depends on the plans of another actor B, and the observer must attribute
a plan to both A and B. Furthermore, the plan attributed to A includes as-
sumptions about A’s attribution of a plan to B and A’s understanding of B’s
actions. In general, it should be determined which agents contribute to which
part of the plan and how their actions are tuned onto each other.

Higher-level motivations. In order to really understand the plans of ac-
tors in some domains and to predict their next actions, it may be required to
assign higher-level motivations to actors, as proposed by Schmidt et al. (1978).
For example, humans may go for a walk because they just feel like doing so.
In this case, walking does not appear to be a rational act. Instead, walking
is the higher-level goal itself that serves to relax or inspire the person. An-
other example may be an agent who is observed to prepare a meal. However,
suppose her plan fails because she cannot find all the required ingredients.
Predicting her next actions may require knowledge of possible higher-level
goals. For example, depending on her psychological and physical state, she
may try to reach an equivalent goal (eat something different because she is
really hungry), perform additional actions to complete the same goal in the
same way (buy the missing ingredients because she really feels like eating that
specific food), give up the plan (because she is not so hungry after all) and
possibly reverse the performed actions by putting back the taken ingredients.
These higher-level motivations are beyond the scope of most plan recognition
systems.

Evaluation for assistive robotics

The assistive robotics field and the plan recognition applications discussed
above have their own peculiarities and difficulties. Obtaining insight in these
characteristics is required to transfer technology from one field to the other.
The largest difference between assistive robots and the traditional applications
of plan recognition probably lies in the fact that assistive robotics concerns
physical interaction with robots, where geometric reasoning performed by the
user may play a considerable role, and where human-in-the-loop characteris-
tics determine the user’s actions considerably. Traditional plan recognition
fields focus more on language skills and verbal interaction. Though decisions
have to be taken regarding verbal feedback to users, this is different from
controlling the same variables that influence the behaviour of a robot. For
example, users do not have to think and react in real-time to pose or an-
swer questions. Time constraints are much more stringent in assistive robot
applications. Furthermore, there is more uncertainty regarding the type of
plan recognition. It is often uncertain whether the user considers the robot
as an intelligent actor to which she makes her intentions clear (intended plan
recognition), or as a brain-less machine that she tries to control (keyhole plan
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recognition). The user signals should probably be interpreted differently in
both situations.

Nevertheless, many challenges appear to be similar across both fields. For
example, plan recognition in assistive robots is complex due to the existence of
an enormous amount of possible goal states and ways to reach the goal states.
Furthermore, user misconceptions may exist about how to reach end states
due to a lack of driving experience or geometric insight. User-adaptivity in
general seems required to increase the performance of assistive robots. More-
over, uncertainty regarding the user’s true plan should be dealt with as well
both during plan recognition and when making decisions. Due to the many
similarities, cross-fertilisation may arise between the two fields in the future.
As a first step in this direction, the next section discusses a framework and
proposes techniques to deal with several of the above-mentioned challenges,
especially for adapting to users, for taking uncertainty into account, and for
dealing with the complexity regarding user plans.

3.4 Bayesian plan recognition for wheelchair
driving

Previous approaches to assistive robotics were mainly guided by practical
considerations, focusing on algorithms that are approximate or even heuristic
in order to obtain fast reaction to user signals. By contrast, this work has been
guided more by a search for an ideal approach, with the purpose of finding
a structure in plan recognition applications, inspired by the structure that
is present in SLAM problems for example. In order to find this structure,
unlimited memory and CPU speed are assumed. Based on found insights,
informed approximations can then be made if necessary. Evolution in both
computer hardware and algorithms for estimation and decision making will
gradually lift many practical constraints regarding computing power, thereby
allowing real-time reaction to user signals even if complex algorithms are
adopted. Experimental validation of this framework and its assumptions will
be discussed in Section 3.5.

The framework proposed in the following sections has been inspired by
the recent trend towards probabilistic methods in robotics. Moreover, as
mentioned in Section 3.3.2, experimental evidence exists that plan recognition
in itself is performed by humans. In that sense, this approach may be classified
as biologically-inspired, though this was not a key design motive.

3.4.1 General Bayesian framework

This section discusses a general application of Bayesian theory to plan recog-
nition, such that it may be applicable to other assistive robot types. Choices
of elements in the framework that are specific to assistive wheelchairs will be
discussed in Section 3.4.2.
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Notation

Consider the control-theoretic view on shared control and plan recognition
shown in Figure 3.4. Other views are possible, such as a geometric view and
a decision-tree view. The geometric view represents a snapshot of the robot
in its environment at a certain time instant, and shows the possible paths or
actions the user can follow at that instant of time. The decision-tree view
represents for a number of time steps in the future the set of actions that can
be taken in each time step, resulting in a decision tree. The geometric view
seems most appropriate for discussing plan recognition and will be adopted
in the remainder of this chapter. Chapter 2 on user modelling benefits more
from the control-theoretic point of view, and Chapter 4 on shared control from
the decision-tree view. All three views are to some extent complementary and
add to the understanding of the problem of assistive robotics. The control-
theoretic view clearly shows that the application is closed-loop, but does not
depict the possibly multi-modal distribution over different actions that can
be taken by the controller, it does not explicitly show any time aspects, and
it does not show the robot in relation to surrounding objects. The geometric
view clearly shows the different actions that are allowed given the objects in
the robot’s neighbourhood, but it does not show any time or feedback aspects
that are inherently present in the application. The decision-tree view shows
the time aspects and different actions that can be taken, but shows less clearly
the human-in-the-loop aspects and the relation between actions that can be
taken and surrounding objects.

Figure 3.4: This control-theoretic view on plan recognition and shared con-
trol introduces the adopted notation, and is similar to Figure 3.1. The basic
blocks in this scheme show a human operator who controls the assistive robot
through some interface Yinterface.

Arrows in Figure 3.4 may indicate the flow of both scalar-valued and
vector-valued variables. A human operator Yhuman gives user signals g to
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control the assistive robot Yrobot, where g represent the measured signals
such as potentiometer voltages in traditional joysticks. Interface signals u
can be either discrete or continuous, and can be sampled or occurring at
asynchronous time instants. In case the user signals g are directly observed,
as is the case for most current interfaces, u equals g or Yinterface ≡ 1. If user
signals are only partially observed however, as is the case for brain signals for
example, u represents a probability distribution over the actual user signals.
The operator has been simplified in this scheme as an element that reacts
upon an error signal e, which stems from the difference between the system’s
desired behaviour or reference signal i and the system’s actual behaviour y as
observed through the human’s senses Ysenses. Yfeed forward represents inter-
nal models the user has of the system.5 The human’s desired control signal
can possibly be corrupted by physical handicaps Yhand. Plan recognition in a
sense boils down to estimating the reference trajectory i the user has in mind.
The shared controller Yshared control receives signals z from all kinds of sensors
Ysensors, user signals u, and a probability function over possible states i from
the plan recognition module Yplan recognition in order to calculate a decision a
while dealing with uncertainty. Except when ground truth is known such as
in simulations, the shared controller observes the robot’s output or behaviour
y only through its sensors Ysensors. This means that y is not always avail-
able, but only indirectly observable as z. The sensor measurements z will
not always be directly adopted, but may be transformed into an estimation of
the robot’s surroundings, its pose probot in this map, and its twist trobot using
the techniques of Appendix C. The plan recognition module Yplan recognition

is similar to observers in state feedback systems, in that it estimates the state
i based upon the system’s output u and its input y, where system refers to
the user. It differs from classical observers in that it also estimates the state
of the controller Yhuman besides the state of the controlled element Yrobot.6

From the plan recognition and shared control modules’ point of view, user
signals u are considered to be observations. Without loss of generality, it is
assumed that the signals in the system occur in the following order:

a0 → y0 → z0 → i1 → u1 → . . . → ak−1 → yk−1 → zk−1 → ik → uk → . . .
(3.4)

All user signals up to discrete time index k are referred to as u1:k =
{u1, . . . , uk}, all sensor measurements as z0:k−1 = {z0, . . . , zk−1}, all shared
control actions as a0:k−1 = {a0, . . . , ak−1}, and all robot behaviour as
y0:k−1 = {y0, . . . , yk−1}. From this point on, user plans will be referred
to in this chapter as i, whereas x will refer to the robot state. The user plan
evolution till time k is referred to as i1:k = {i1, . . . , ik}.

5 Reality is probably much more complex. It is not the purpose of this scheme to present
a truthful model of a human operator though.

6The robot pose and possibly its twist are also required for plan recognition, since these
are part of the user’s mental plans. In that sense, the state of Yrobot is also estimated.
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Bayesian filtering for plan recognition

From the assumed order of appearance of signals shown in Equation 3.4,
it follows that at time k, û1:k, ẑ0:k−1 and â0:k−1 are known to the plan
recognition module. Furthermore, a priori information b0:k such as known
parameters in models or maps of the environment may be available. For
notational simplification, b0:k is omitted in the formulas below. Bayesian
plan recognition then proceeds as follows:

pk (i1:k|û1:k, ẑ0:k−1, â0:k−1)
Bayes rule

= puser (ûk|i1:k, û1:k−1, ẑ0:k−1, â0:k−1)
· pk−1 (i1:k|û1:k−1, ẑ0:k−1, â0:k−1) · η

product rule
= puser (ûk|i1:k, û1:k−1, ẑ0:k−1, â0:k−1)
· pprocess (ik|i1:k−1, û1:k−1, ẑ0:k−1, â0:k−1)
· pk−1 (i1:k−1|û1:k−1, ẑ0:k−1, â0:k−1) · η

causal system
= puser (ûk|i1:k, û1:k−1, ẑ0:k−1, â0:k−1)
· pprocess (ik|i1:k−1, û1:k−1, ẑ0:k−1, â0:k−1)
· pk−1 (i1:k−1|û1:k−1, ẑ0:k−2, â0:k−2) · η,

(3.5)

where η is a scalar normalisation factor to ensure that the probabilities over
all user plans sum up to 1.

The shared control framework presented in Chapter 4 only requires knowl-
edge of p (ik|û1:k, ẑ0:k−1, â0:k−1), which is obtained by marginalising over
i1:k−1:7

p (ik|û1:k, ẑ0:k−1, â0:k−1) =
∑

i1:k−1

p (i1:k|û1:k, ẑ0:k−1, â0:k−1) . (3.6)

Rather than using the general name observation function, function
puser (ûk|i1:k, û1:k−1, ẑ0:k−1, â0:k−1) will be called the user model, because
of its analogy with user models presented in Chapter 2, and because it
yields the likelihood that the user outputs signals ûk given that she has
had plan evolution i1:k, given all past user signals û1:k−1, and given all
past system behaviour encoded as â0:k−1 and environmental changes encoded
as ẑ0:k−1. In a way, the user model predicts the user signals. Function
pprocess (ik|i1:k−1, û1:k−1, ẑ0:k−1, â0:k−1) will be referred to as the plan tran-
sition or plan process model. It models the dynamics of user plans, i.e. how
user plans ik evolve over time given previous plans i1:k−1, past user signals
û1:k−1, environmental changes ẑ0:k−1 and system behaviour â0:k−1. Factor
pk−1 in Equation 3.5 equals the prior probability function, i.e. the probability

7A discrete version of Bayesian filtering for plan recognition is presented here, as a
discrete probability function will be used further on.
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function at time k − 1. Equation 3.6 as such is not recursive, i.e. it requires
to retain and adopt all previously gathered information to make new esti-
mates regarding user plans, which increases computational costs over time.
Section 3.4.2 will discuss adopted assumptions in this work that make the
updates recursive.

Applying Bayes rule to the SLAM problem of Appendix C results in a
similar formulation as Equation 3.6, but user signals u correspond to sensor
measurements z, and the state to estimate i corresponds to the robot pose and
the position of map features. For SLAM, two reasonable assumptions allow
to turn this equation into a recursive algorithm consisting of a prediction and
a correction step. For plan recognition, these assumptions would be phrased
as:

1. Measurements, i.e. user signals, are assumed to be statistically indepen-
dent conditioned on the user plan and user model parameters, and they
are assumed to result only from the current user plan and user input,
such that

puser (ûk|i1:k, û1:k−1, ẑ0:k−1, â0:k−1) = puser (ûk|ik, ẑk−1, âk−1) .

Since the human is modelled as a sensor in this approach, the sensor
input corresponds to the robot behaviour yk−1 as observed by the hu-
man. This behaviour yk−1 can be estimated from the signals ẑk−1 and
âk−1, if the robot is modelled as a Markov system and the sensor mea-
surements z are assumed to be statistically independent. Therefore,
the history of signals ẑ0:k−2 and â0:k−2 has been omitted in the above
equation.

2. The system is assumed to be Markov, i.e. the system’s state at time k
only depends on its state at time k−1 and the input at time k−1, such
that

pprocess (ik|i1:k−1, û1:k−1, ẑ0:k−1, â0:k−1) =
pprocess (ik|ik−1, ẑk−1, âk−1) .

Figures 3.5 and 3.6 illustrate the concepts of puser and pprocess for robotic
wheelchair applications, and give an intuitive explanation why the assump-
tions applied in SLAM do not necessarily hold for plan recognition if humans
control machines. User plans are in this example represented as geometric
paths to desired goal locations, but alternative plan representations are possi-
ble. Figure 3.5 shows a possible evolution in geometric shape of a single plan
hypothesis i at three successive time steps k − 2, k − 1 and k. For example,
the five shown plans ik−1 may be modelled to stem from a single ik−2, and
may result in two plans ik after wheelchair motion. The plan transition model
pprocess (ik|i1:k−1, û1:k−1, ẑ0:k−1, â0:k−1) specifies how plan ik−2 is geometri-
cally split into plans ik−1, and how plan probability p (ik−2) is redistributed
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Figure 3.5: The system model pprocess (ik|i1:k−1, û1:k−1, ẑ0:k−1, â0:k−1)
specifies how plan evolution i1:k−1 results geometrically speaking into plans
ik. This function also redistributes probability p (i1:k−1) over plans ik. The
snapshots in this figure just show a possible evolution of modelled user plans as
implemented by a possible pprocess in order to indicate that a single modelled
user plan may be split over various user plans in a next time step. Con-
versely, various modelled user plans may be merged into a smaller number
of user plans in a next step, due to the spatial configuration of obstacles for
example.

over plans ik−1, under the Markov assumption in order to make the figure
easier to understand. Figure 3.6 provides some intuition why statistical inde-
pendence of user signals might not necessarily hold for user plan recognition.
Suppose the user would like to drive to a position far away, say at infinity,

Figure 3.6: A user who wants to drive in a direction indicated by the dashed
line, will increase the joystick deflection to the left if the wheelchair does not
react (fast enough) to the given signals. Hence, although user plans ik−2,
ik−1, and ik expressed relatively to the driver are equal, user signals u do
not remain constant. The reason for this is that the user closes the loop, as
will be discussed in Chapter 2, which is a fundamental difference with robotic
sensors in SLAM applications. Counter-intuitive wheelchair behaviour like
this should be avoided as much as possible, since users expect the robot to
react to their user signal.

at an angle indicated by the dashed line at position k − 2. At this position,
the user may point slightly to the left to align the wheelchair with the in-
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tended direction. If the wheelchair does not react to these user signals and
continues to drive straight forward,8 the user will typically point more to the
left at time k − 1 as compared to time step k − 2. This corresponds to some
integrating element in the user’s controlling behaviour, i.e. the user signals
do not only depend on the current deviation from the path, but also on past
deviations integrated over time. It is an open question how many past data
humans typically use for wheelchair control. If the system still does not react
at time k, human drivers may try even completely different signals, if only to
figure out whether the system would react to any signal at all. This reveals
the possibly highly non-linear control behaviour that humans can exhibit.

Uncertain observation of user signals

The previous section assumed that user signals are directly observable. This
assumption is valid for most current interfaces, such as joysticks or switch-
based interfaces. However, some interfaces such as brain-computer interfaces
(BCI) only allow for partial observation of user signals. From the noisy,
sampled EEG signals, a limited set of discrete classes is estimated with a
certain probability. Hence, it is not perfectly clear which class the user thinks
of. This noise is furthermore highly dependent on the capabilities of individual
users to generate EEG signals.

Equations 3.5 and 3.6 can be extended to deal with partially observable
user signals as follows. At each time instant k, the BCI user thinks of one
specific class ûk from a set of discrete classes uk, and the algorithm that pro-
cesses the continuous brain wave signals ĝ1:k resulting from the user’s thoughts
yields a likelihood function over the classes uk, p (u1:k|ĝ1:k). Bayesian filter-
ing then proceeds as follows. For notational simplicity, ẑ0:k−1 and â0:k−1 are
left out of the equations:9

p (i1:k|ĝ1:k)
total probability

=
∑
u1:k

p (i1:k,u1:k|ĝ1:k)

product rule
=

∑
u1:k

p (i1:k|u1:k, ĝ1:k) p (u1:k|ĝ1:k)

see text=
∑
u1:k

p (i1:k|u1:k) p (u1:k|ĝ1:k) .

(3.7)

Simplification of p (i1:k|u1:k, ĝ1:k) to p (i1:k|u1:k) is possible because knowl-
edge of ground-truth information regarding the actual user signal u1:k makes
knowledge of the noisy data ĝ1:k superfluous. The factor p (i1:k|u1:k) equals

8This undesired wheelchair behaviour may stem for example from a poorly performing
shared control algorithm.

9The equations are again given for discrete user signals uk. Similar equations hold for
continuous user signals.
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the one derived in Equation 3.5. Consequently, the posterior probability func-
tion for partially observable user signals is obtained by calculating the pos-
terior probability function for each possible user signal û1:k as if the user
signals were fully observable, weighting the posteriors for a given û1:k with
the likelihood of that signal p (û1:k|ĝ1:k), and then summing all posteriors.

Ensuring a minimum probability

User plan hypotheses that are assigned zero probability at one point in time
will never obtain a non-zero probability afterwards in the Bayesian framework.
Furthermore, for plan hypotheses with a very small probability, it takes some
time to reach a certain probability level again. Therefore, some researchers
such as Larsen (1998) advise to avoid probabilities near 0 or 1 in Bayesian
statistics. Section 3.5 experimentally shows that ensuring a minimum prob-
ability is necessary to prevent singular behaviour for plan hypotheses with
probabilities around zero. The ensurance of a minimum probability can be
compared to the injection of noise in system models of Kalman filters, or to
the replacement of some samples by random samples in particle filters (Lenser
and Veloso 2000), prior to performing the observation update step.

For these reasons, a minimum probability αmin is ensured for all plan hy-
potheses. Various approaches to ensure this minimum probability exist. The
basic idea behind approaches implemented in this work is depicted in Fig-
ure 3.7 for discrete probability functions. The pseudo code of two possible

Figure 3.7: The basic idea behind approaches to ensure a minimum prob-
ability for each state x. The m states xm that have a probability below a
threshold αmin, are assigned αmin. The required probability mass for this orig-
inates from some or all states xo that have enough probability. These states
xo may or might not contribute equally to the requested probability mass.

variants is shown in Algorithms 3.1 and 3.2. Algorithm 3.1 assumes that
the probability function has been normalised prior to running the algorithm.
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Algorithm 3.1 Ensuring a minimum probability for a discrete probability
function over n states, using subtraction.
1: for i ← 1 to n do
2: hasMinBelief(i) ← false
3: m ← 0 {number of states with minimum probability}
4: repeat
5: sump ← 0
6: for i ← 1 to n do
7: if pi < αmin then
8: sump ← sump + αmin − pi

9: pi ← αmin

10: hasMinBelief(i) ← true
11: m ← m + 1
12: if sump 6= 0 then
13: for i ← 1 to n do
14: if hasMinBelief(i) ≡ false then
15: pi ← pi − sump

n−m
16: until sump ≡ 0

It first checks which states xm have a probability below the minimum αmin

(line 7). These states are assigned the minimum probability (line 9). Array
hasMinBelief keeps track of the m states that have been assigned αmin.
The probability mass sump that is required to guarantee a minimum probabil-
ity for these m states is obtained from all other states xo having a probability
p > αmin. These states contribute equally to sump, as the same probability
mass is subtracted from each xo (line 15). This subtraction may result in new
states having too low a probability. Therefore, the algorithm iterates until
no new states with too low a probability are found. Algorithm 3.2 on the
other hand does not assume the probability function to be normalised before
running the algorithm. It checks for each state xi whether its probability pi

would be below threshold αmin after normalisation of its current value vi (lines
10-11). Normalisation of a state’s value vi is done by multiplication of vi with
a scale factor a, which is obtained as follows. Suppose there are m states xm

with minimum probability αmin, and o = n − m other states xo with value
vo that have not been normalised yet. The normalised values po of states xo

should adhere to
m · αmin +

∑
o

po = 1. (3.8)

As po = a · vo, a equals
1−m · αmin∑

o vo
. (3.9)

If pi ≤ αmin, the state is assigned the minimum probability (line 13). If
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Algorithm 3.2 Ensuring a minimum probability for a discrete probability
function over n states, using multiplication.
1: sumv ← 0
2: for i ← 1 to n do
3: hasMinBelief(i) ← false
4: sumv ← sumv + vi

5: m ← 0 {number of states with minimum probability}
6: repeat
7: mnew ← 0 {number of new states with too low a probability mass}
8: for i ← 1 to n do
9: if hasMinBelief(i) ≡ false then

10: pi ← (1−m · αmin) · vi

sumv
11: if pi ≤ αmin then
12: sumv ← sumv − vi

13: pi ← αmin

14: hasMinBelief(i) ← true
15: m ← m + 1
16: mnew ← mnew + 1
17: until mnew ≡ 0
18: for i ← 1 to n do
19: if hasMinBelief(i) ≡ false then

20: pi ← (1−m · αmin) · vi

sumv

no states are found anymore with too low a probability mass, the remaining
(n−m) states that were not assigned the minimum probability are normalised
(lines 18-20).

Multiplication with a factor rather than subtraction of a term, results in
states with a large probability contributing more to states with a probability
below the minimum than states with a low probability. This increases the en-
tropy in the resulting distribution as compared to using subtraction, because
the probability function will resemble more a uniform distribution. The mul-
tiplication effect also decreases the chance of very low probabilities pi > αmin

to be assigned a value below the minimum probability αmin after which they
would be assigned αmin in a next iteration. This reduces the required num-
ber of iterations. Therefore, the second alternative is preferred in this work,
though the differences between both alternatives appeared small in practice.
Values that work well for αmin are 1 per cent of the uniform probability, i.e.
αmin = 0.01/n if there are n states.

A simple experiment shows that undesired effects indeed occur for proba-
bilities very close to zero. Figure 3.8 (a) shows a discrete a priori distribution
f and a discrete observation function g over a certain state space x. The a
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priori distribution is initialised by assigning to the n = 50 bins a probability
mass pn equal to

pn =
1

σf

√
2π

exp

(
− (xn − µf )2

2σ2
f

)
(3.10)

where µf and σf are respectively the mean and standard deviation of the
Gaussian that is used to initialise the a priori function f , and xn represents
the x−position of the centre of the nth bin. After this initialisation, the
discrete distribution is normalised. The domain of the probability function
equals x ∈ [0, 15]. For the observation function g, a similar initialisation with
a Gaussian is adopted, but with a mean µg and a standard deviation σg.
The observation function is adopted for k = 100 times to update distribution
f using Bayes rule. For k → ∞, this should result in a single peak at the
mean of the observation function. Figure 3.8 (b) shows the evolution of the
probability function f over time if no minimum probability is ensured. The
darker a cell, the more probable it is. Figure 3.8 (c) shows the evolution of the
probability function f over time if a very low minimum probability is ensured
of αmin = 10−10/n. As can be seen, ensuring that all probabilities are larger
than a threshold αmin avoids the singular behaviour for probabilities near zero
and allows f to converge much faster to a position around µg, even if αmin

is very low. Values of αmin as low as 10−30/n yield similar results, although
convergence is more delayed. However, as the mean of f approaches the mean
of g, the effect of ensuring a minimum probability is decreased, which is shown
in Figures 3.9 (a) and (b). Increasing the threshold further to αmin = 0.01/n
has a positive effect on convergence in these cases, and this threshold is not
considered to destroy much of the previously gathered information. Anyway,
states that are similar to the true state and that have higher probability than
the true state, can be expected to result in robot actions that are not very
different from robot actions based on the true state. Therefore, a slower
evolution towards the true state in situations as in Figures 3.9 (a) and (b)
might not present problems in practice.

Unknown user plans

Normalising the probability function in Equation 3.5 implicitly assumes that
one of the user plan hypotheses is correct. A similar assumption is made in
global robot localisation, where it is sometimes referred to as the closed world
assumption that says that the robot should be somewhere in the available
environment map. This assumption has been dealt with in different man-
ners. Grid-based Markov Localisation (Fox et al. 1998) discretises the state
space of robot poses with a uniform resolution. In order to focus computa-
tional resources more on the regions where it is needed, others have used a
mixture of Gaussians to model multiple robot pose hypotheses (Jensfelt and
Kristensen 2001; Arras et al. 2003), or sets of particles (Lenser and Veloso
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Figure 3.8: Figure (a) shows the initial discrete distribution of f and the
observation function g. Figure (b) shows the evolution of f when updating f
for k times using Bayes rule with g as the observation function. No minimum
probability αmin is adopted, and f converges very slowly to a position around
µg. Darker cells indicate states x that are more probable, dots indicate the
maximum of the probability function at each time step k. Figure (c) shows
that this convergence is much faster if a minimum probability threshold is
adopted. The probability threshold equals αmin = 10−10/n, which shows that
singular effects around zero probability only occur for very low probabilities.

2000; Fox 2003). After an initial phase where there is global pose uncer-
tainty, these approaches gradually focus on a limited set of hypotheses until
there is convergence to a single mode in the probability function. However,
the robot pose may be lost again afterwards, for example by kidnapping the
robot and putting it at a random pose. This situation corresponds to an
unknown robot pose that is not included in the current set of hypotheses.
For assistive robots, the kidnapped robot problem corresponds to a sudden
change in user plan when the plan recognition algorithm is strongly focused on
the previous user plan. After detection that localisation is lost, dealing with
unknown robot poses is either performed by localising again from scratch by
imposing a uniform distribution over the state space (Fox et al. 1998; Porta
et al. 2005), by adding additional samples or pose hypotheses to the existing
set (Jensfelt and Kristensen 2001; Fox 2003), or by replacing existing samples
with more likely samples (Lenser and Veloso 2000). Addition or replacement
of samples is typically performed by generating samples that explain observed
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environment features well.
In many current assistive robot approaches, no explicit closed state as-

sumption is made. These approaches can be modelled to compare all mode
likelihoods to some threshold. If the likelihood exceeds the threshold, the
mode is activated. If no mode exceeds the threshold, i.e. if the user intent is
unknown, a default mode is activated, typically the user-control mode.

In this work, it will be assumed that the set of user plan hypotheses is
complete. Therefore, user plan generation discussed in Section 3.4.2 should
be such that this assumption is valid. With respect to existing global locali-
sation approaches, plan recognition as performed in this work is most closely
related to Markov Localisation (Fox et al. 1998). Several algorithmic tricks
and approximations were applied in order to make Markov localisation com-
putationally more efficient (Fox 1998). For the plan recognition approach
of this work, not only the number of user plans but also the generation of
the user plans is in itself already a difficult and computationally expensive
problem. Therefore, future work may focus attention on a limited set of the
most probable user plan hypotheses, in order to speed up the plan recognition
process. In that case, dealing with user plan hypotheses that were not mod-
elled may be performed in ways similar to the approaches discussed for global
localisation, for example by adding user plan hypotheses based on the user
signals. Prior to applying these techniques, it should first be detected that the
current set of user plans is not sufficient. For this, various consistency tests
have been developed.

Consistency tests

Consistency tests are adopted to check if a running hypothesis is still consis-
tent with new observations. Inconsistent hypotheses typically originate from
an incorrect state estimate, an incorrect observation model, or an incorrect
system model. Since a discrete probability distribution will be adopted in this
work, all states are continuously updated and no single state or set of states
is chosen as representing the true state. Furthermore, only one system and
observation model with fixed parameters will be adopted for a given human-
machine interaction experiment, which is characterised e.g. by a given user
interface and a given robot. The construction of a set of observation models
that are valid in different contexts and therefore have to be selected for a
specific context, or the on-line adaptation of system and observation models,
is left as future work. In that sense, hypothesis checking may be considered
superfluous. Nevertheless, consistency checking is important to detect for ex-
ample sudden changes in user plans when plan recognition has already largely
converged to another user plan. This is similar to the importance of detecting
a kidnapped robot situation during robot localisation. Just continuing to use
Bayes rule to update the robot position may result in a very slow recovery
from such dramatic localisation failures or changes.

Various consistency tests have been used for global localisation. Jensfelt
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Figure 3.9: Figure (a) and (b) depict the same situation as in Figures 3.8 (a)
and (c), but with as means for f respectively µf = 7 and µf = 8. Figure (c)
depicts the same situation as in Figures 3.8 (a) and (c), but with application
of a consistency test with threshold αKLD = 8.

and Kristensen (2001) adopt a NIS test for checking if new sensor observa-
tions match with one of the robot pose hypotheses in their multi-hypothesis
localisation algorithm. Lenser and Veloso (2000) compare the average likeli-
hood of all samples given the observations to a user-defined threshold. Porta
et al. (2005) check if the sum of the likelihood of the particles exceeds a
user-defined threshold for a user-defined number of consecutive times. Lefeb-
vre (2003) provides a general overview on hypothesis testing. Since in this
work no user plan estimate will be chosen as the true hypothesis, the compat-
ibility of the complete probability function needs to be compared somehow
to new measurements, i.e. a single state or weighted mean of a set of states
cannot be simply adopted to predict measurements and to compare them to
the actual measurements as is performed in (S)NIS tests for Kalman filtering.
Instead, the Kullback-Leibler distance (KLD) will be adopted to compare the
probability function ppredicted

ppredicted = pprocess (ik|i1:k−1, û1:k−1, ẑ0:k−1, â0:k−1)
·pk−1 (i1:k−1|û1:k−1, ẑ0:k−2, â0:k−2)

with the likelihood function puser of the latest observation:

D (ppredicted||puser) =
∑

i1:k−1

ppredicted · log
ppredicted

puser
(3.11)

If this measure exceeds a threshold αKLD, an inconsistency is assumed to be
present. In that case, the a priori distribution pk−1 is re-initialised to a
uniform distribution, and user plans are estimated from scratch again. The
Kullback-Leibler distance is not symmetric with respect to its arguments and
depends on the number of states, which may vary over time during plan recog-
nition, and the distances between modes of both distributions ppredicted and
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puser. These distances may be difficult to calculate for user plans. Therefore,
threshold αKLD is chosen manually using the following heuristic. Threshold
αKLD is chosen to be higher than the Kullback-Leibler distance for a distribu-
tion p′predicted with the same number of bins as the actual ppredicted but with
all probability mass concentrated on a single random user plan, and a uniform
observation function p′user, i.e.

αKLD ≥ D
(
p′predicted||p′user

) ≡ αKLD, min. (3.12)

The rationale behind this is that it is not desired that this predicted proba-
bility function p′predicted and observation function p′user yield a false alarm.

Figure 3.9 (c) shows the use of this approach for the same parameters for
f and g as in Figure 3.8 (a). The Kullback-Leibler distance threshold was set
to 8, whereas the minimum Kullback-Leibler distance threshold for prevent-
ing false alarms equals αKLD ≥ 5.63 for 50 bins and a minimum probability
of αmin = 10−10/n. The incorrectly estimated state is detected in the first
time step, the probability function is re-initialised with a uniform distribu-
tion, and convergence to the correct state is almost immediate. However, for
Figures 3.9 (a) and (b), no inconsistencies were detected using this threshold.

Concluding remarks

Several choices for elements in the framework have been left open. Firstly,
it should be decided how user plans will be represented, i.e. which elements
should be included in state i. Secondly, a representation for the probability
function over plans should be chosen. Thirdly, the user model puser should
be estimated. Fourthly, the plan transition function should be determined.
Finally, it should be determined when to update the probability function.

One possible choice for representing user intentions consists of assistance
modes or behaviours as adopted in existing approaches to assistive robotics.
These approaches may be imported into this framework, provided that the
remaining elements such as the plan transition function can also be designed
or estimated for this representation.

3.4.2 Concrete choices for Bayesian plan recognition

Section 3.4.1 did not make any assumptions regarding the specific robot type
with which the human interacts. The following sections discuss choices for
elements in the framework that are specific to wheelchair driving, or more
generally, to vehicle driving.

User plan representation

Consider the situation depicted in Figure 3.10 (a). In general, a wheelchair
driver desires to drive to some end pose pe = [xe ye θe]T with a certain end
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Figure 3.10: In general, a user wants to reach a certain end state xe consist-
ing of an end pose pe and an end twist te (a). Many possible end states exist,
some of which are shown in (b). To reach an end state, the user is assumed
to devise a motion plan. The plan recognition framework tries to infer this
motion plan. Both local uncertainty (c) and global uncertainty (d) may be
present on a motion plan hypothesis.

twist te = [ve ωe]T . The purpose of an assistive system is to help the user reach
this desired end state xe = [pe te]T . The end state in itself is not necessarily
a final destination, but may be a temporary via pose on the way to another
end state. Initially, only these end states were incorporated in the user plan
hypothesis (Demeester et al. 2003). However, consider the situation depicted
in Figure 3.10 (d). The user may have a specific trajectory in mind to reach
the desired end state from the robot’s current state x̂k, for example trajectory
x̂a

k:k+N = {x̂a
k = x̂k, x̂a

k+1, . . . x̂
a
k+N = x̂k+N}. If the assistive robot correctly

estimates the user’s desired end state x̂k+N , but assists the user by following
another trajectory x̂b

k:k+N , the user may nevertheless be confused due to a
discrepancy between her expectations and the robot behaviour, and she may
feel that the robot is not assisting her in the correct way. Therefore, a user
plan îk in this work is represented as a desired end state x̂e = x̂k+N , together
with the plan to reach this end state from the current robot state x̂k. This
plan is modelled as a set of successive states:

îk = {x̂k, x̂k+1, . . . , x̂k+N}. (3.13)
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As it is not required for the user to explicitly communicate the de-
sired end state, there is uncertainty regarding this end state, as shown in
Figure 3.10 (b). Furthermore, in many cases, there is uncertainty regarding
the way in which the user wishes to achieve this end state. Not only may
there be local uncertainty regarding the trajectory to the end state, there
may also be homotopically distinct ways to a single end state, as shown in
Figure 3.10 (c) and Figure 3.10 (d) respectively. The global uncertainty re-
garding the trajectory to follow corresponds to the homotopically distinct
paths discussed in Appendix D. It is assumed here that it is important to
deal with global uncertainty regarding trajectories in order to avoid confusion
when assisting the user, but that local uncertainty is less important because it
seems a reasonable assumption that users allow some deviation from the local
trajectory they have in mind. Furthermore, the user’s mental trajectory is
most probably not specified at a high degree of absolute geometric accuracy.

Generation of user plan hypotheses

This section discusses both the determination of the set of user plans over
which a probability function should be maintained, and the assignment and
representation of the probability function. In principle, a probability function
should be maintained over all possible end states and all possible trajectories
to these end states, such that the state space is closed and the probability
function in Equation 3.5 can be normalised. However, the relation between
robot states that make up a user plan in Equation 3.13 is not unconstrained.
The transition between successive robot states in the user plan should to
some degree, taking possible user misconceptions into account, be physically
executable in a limited time interval. Furthermore, it is not assumed here
that the user has an exact trajectory in mind. She may only have a rough
idea about the geometric path the robot should follow, and she may only
have an idea about the robot twists at the initial segments of the trajectory.
Generating a user plan hypothesis from the robot’s current state, and possibly
assigning a probability to this user plan hypothesis corresponds to determining

p
(
îk

)
Eq. 3.13

= p (x̂k, . . . , x̂k+N )

product rule
= p (x̂k) · p (x̂k+1|x̂k) · . . . · p (x̂k+N |x̂k, . . . , x̂k+N−1)

= p (x̂k) ·
∏

i=k+1:k+N

p (x̂i|x̂k, . . . , x̂i−1) (3.14)

where N denotes the user’s planning horizon. It is assumed in this work that
the user perceives the current robot state without uncertainty, i.e. p (x̂k) = 1.
The transition probabilities p (x̂i|x̂k, . . . , x̂i−1) represent the internal model
of the robot dynamics maintained by the user, and may be influenced by the
interface type. For example, a discrete interface consisting of three signals
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turn left, turn right and straight ahead may yield mental user plans that also
consist of these discrete actions, especially if the user is in full control.

Equation 3.14 directly indicates how to generate various user plan hypothe-
ses and their initial probability. The robot state transition p (x̂i|x̂k, . . . , x̂i−1)
stems from a mental signal ûi−1, of which the user believes it will bring the
robot in state x̂i from x̂i−1. It will be assumed here that the modelled robot
state transition is deterministic, i.e. that ûi−1 will bring the robot in exactly
one new state x̂i given all previous states x̂k, . . . , x̂i−1. The design choices
for generating user plans based on Equation 3.14 are then:

User signal resolution. Let ûi−1 ∈ U (x̂i−1) where U (x̂i−1) represents the
set of applicable user inputs at robot state x̂i−1, and suppose U contains
an equal number |U| of possible user inputs independent of the concrete
robot state. The number of user plans obtained by exhaustive applica-
tion of all user signals in all time steps along the horizon then equals
|U|N . For discrete interfaces with a limited number of options, the user’s
mental signals may correspond to the interface signals, especially if the
user is in full control. For continuous interfaces however, considering
all possible user signals will yield a huge number of user plans, many of
which will be positioned rather closely together. Choosing a limited user
signal resolution will yield paths that are accurate enough to model all
desired user plans, since the user is not trying to exactly track geomet-
ric paths. The five paths in Figure 3.11 (b) probably capture the local
uncertainty on the path from pa to pb to a large extent, in the sense
that users do not really care if they are not allowed to follow another
path that lies in between one of these five paths.

Independence assumptions. It should be determined in how far the user
will choose action ûi−1 to make the robot transit to state x̂i, if previous
robot states equal x̂k, . . . , x̂i−1. In this work, the user is assumed to be
a rational driver who is trying to achieve near-optimal performance. For
example, in order to drive from pose pa to pb in Figure 3.11 (a), the user
is assumed to follow one of the paths in Figure 3.11 (b). Paths similar
to those in Figure 3.11 (c) will not be considered. Consequently, the
Markov assumption is not valid for plan generation, i.e. the likelihood
of x̂i may depend on the whole robot state sequence x̂k, . . . , x̂i−1. If
the probability of x̂i only depended on x̂i−1, taking an action to go
from state x̂a to x̂b, and then performing the reverse action to go from
x̂b to x̂a would be included as parts of many user plans. However,
these are not rational user actions for local navigation,10 and therefore
these transitions should get a lower or even zero probability. Obviously,
if the robot takes actions itself, situations may occur in which the user
wants to reverse or undo an incorrect manoeuvre executed by the robot.
However, it will be assumed that the user does not take this possibility

10Unless an additional action is performed at x̂b.
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Figure 3.11: Users are assumed to be rational drivers, trying to achieve near-
optimal performance. In order to drive from pa to pb in (a), users are more
likely to follow one of the paths in (b). It is unlikely for them to follow one
of the paths in (c).

into account a priori. Nevertheless, it may be a future research topic to
investigate to which degree users adapt their mental plans for the robot
based on expected intelligent actions by the robot.
Furthermore, users are assumed not to try to thwart recognition of their
plans.

State transition function. The function p (x̂i|x̂k, . . . , x̂i−1) allows to
model incorrect user representations of the robot dynamics, such that
erroneous user plans can be generated in a principled way. Typical mod-
elling errors by users are misjudges regarding the robot’s deceleration
capabilities, or regarding the robot size and kinematics.

Planning horizon N . Keeping a probability function over plans in the
neighbourhood of the current pose suffices. Longer trajectories, or tra-
jectories to farther end states always have to pass through this local
neighbourhood anyway, as shown in Figure 3.12. Furthermore, the far-
ther away a possible end state, the more possibilities exist in general
to reach this end state, resulting in an exponential complexity of the
plan recognition problem. Also, trajectories that extend farther may
travel regions that are unknown or only partially known. On the other
hand, modelled mental trajectories should be long enough to accurately
predict user signals and to take corrective actions in time, for example
to pass through doors. Generating user plans by looking ahead for one
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time step only might not allow to predict the execution of complex ma-
noeuvres, in which case correct assistance cannot be provided neither.

Figure 3.12: All shown global user plans can be reduced to the set of local
user plans in the robot’s neighbourhood, shown as a dashed square. Paths to
farther away end states have to pass anyway through the via poses contained
in this local square.

This way of constructing user plan hypotheses may be called a forward gen-
eration of user plans. This terminology is analogous to forward and backward
search in discrete planning algorithms (LaValle 2006), where forward search
algorithms search a path from start to goal and backward search searches
from goal to start. Another possibility is to generate user plan hypotheses
backward by selecting a set of robot states as desired goal states and to plan
a path from the current state to all goal states. Various possibilities exist for
determining these goal states:

Manual indication on estimated maps. Likely end states may be man-
ually indicated in advance on an estimated a priori map. These may
be poses near objects such as doors or tables, which were also used
in previously developed assistance modes. However, the poses may be
set anywhere, for example in open space or at several (more unusual)
positions and orientations at objects such as doors or tables.

Object-based generation of goal states. Plan hypotheses can be gener-
ated based on the recognition of geometric entities in the robot’s en-
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vironment. For example if a door or a corridor is recognised, certain
logical end poses can be generated in the neighbourhood of these fea-
tures. More generally speaking, if an obstacle is detected, several default
states that can be related to any obstacle may be generated near the
detected obstacle, such as docking at the obstacle at several positions
and orientations, pushing the obstacle at several positions or orienta-
tions, or avoiding the obstacle via several possible via points. This is
illustrated in Figure 3.13.

Figure 3.13: Possible generation of a number of default plan hypotheses in
the neighbourhood of a detected obstacle.

Learning goal states. Consider a user who wants to switch on the light,
and the light switch is near the door. Unless a vision sensor is used, it
is a very hard and challenging task to detect the switch with the avail-
able set of sensors, and to derive from this observation that the user may
want to drive to that specific spot near the door to switch on the lights11

or to push an elevator button. This example illustrates that it is not
always possible to derive user plans from geometrical clues only. The
reason for this is that the robot moves in a complex environment which
is three-dimensional and contains moving objects. With the current sen-
sors and sensor-processing algorithms, many features may go unnoticed.
Therefore, some of the interesting locations in the environment must be
learned or remembered, unless they are indicated a priori. If a map of
the environment is available or estimated, learning plans simply corre-
sponds to remembering the places in the map where the driver stands

11For some of these tasks, it might be easier to remotely control (RC) light switches,
audiovisual equipment buttons, and the like. However, this RC functionality might not be
available in each environment the user visits.
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still for a certain amount of time, or by remembering through which
points the user often passes. Learned plans can even have a temporal
character. This corresponds to certain habits the user has. For exam-
ple, a high likelihood may exist for several end poses in the bathroom
between 7 and 10 in the morning.

Random generation of goal states. However, some of these tasks are not
repeatable and hence very difficult to learn. Consider for example a
user who wants to fetch a mug from a table. The presence of the mug
on the table and its position are likely to change and may be random-
like events. Other similar (almost) once-in-a-lifetime tasks are visits to
specific places such as musea. In order to include plans corresponding
to these random events, several options are available. Plan hypotheses
can be generated based on the signals users give. These can be entitled
sensor-based plans. Furthermore, plan hypotheses may be generated
by placing random goal states in the robot’s vicinity. Thirdly, plans
may be generated by integrating a certain set of velocities over time
independently of the given user signals, and using the resulting states
as parts of plan hypotheses. The last option corresponds to the forward
plan generation.

For the plan generation to the goal states, traditional path planning algo-
rithms may be adopted, such as the wave front propagation algorithm dis-
cussed in Appendix D. However, these algorithms usually only generate one
single, optimal path even if various equally optimal paths exist. The reason
for this is that these optimal planners only remember that sequence of ac-
tions to a goal state that is optimal by keeping for each robot state only one
possible successor state, whereas the forward generation above remembers all
plans to a future robot state, even if these plans are not all equally optimal.
Consequently, the proposed forward generation also consumes more memory.
Backward user plan generation in effect corresponds to a heavy pruning of
the set of all possible rational or irrational user plans. Therefore, care should
be taken not to prune away too many plans. It is important to recognise and
construct various alternative paths to the desired goal states, because the user
may have suboptimal paths in mind or because various equally optimal paths
exist. Beside the use of path planners to generate the paths to goal states,
paths may also be generated by manual indication on a map or by learning
thereby forming a road map.

The advantage of forward user plan generation is that all possible (ratio-
nal) user plans are generated for a chosen resolution, which makes the state
space automatically closed. The fact that all (rational) user plans are gen-
erated also automatically deals with global uncertainty, and the choice of a
limited resolution allows to take local uncertainty into account. If traditional
path planners are adopted for backward plan generation, care should be taken
that user plans are not accidentally removed from the state space. In those
cases, unknown user plans exist and the probability distribution cannot be
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normalised in principle. Several more concrete choices for plan generation
will be discussed in Section 3.5.

Given the generated, discretised user plan state space, a logical choice for
the probability function is a discrete distribution. This allows to model multi-
modal distributions. As explained above, the discretisation of the user plan
state space is based either on well-chosen user plans or on a uniform construc-
tion of the user plan space. Another option consists in sampling the user plan
state space in a more random and continuous way, and to represent the prob-
ability distribution for example as a Gaussian, a mixture of Gaussians, or a
set of samples where each sample represents a complete mental trajectory. At
startup, a uniform distribution is assigned to the generated set of user plans.
Future work may add different a priori distributions based on time, location,
and user habit information. Forward and backward user plan generation may
result in a different intuitive assignment of a priori distributions. Consider
the situation depicted in Figure 3.14. Using backward user plan generation,
an intuitive a priori probability assignment would result in all generated plans
to have equal probability. This actually corresponds to a uniform distribution
over goal states. However, this does not take into account that user plans are
actually a sequence of robot states, and that user plans to different goal states
may be partially overlapping. Some goal states may lie very close together.
Assigning equal probabilities to partially overlapping plans may result in a
bias on the user plan estimates. Favouring certain path directions at the cur-
rent robot state also requires knowledge about future decision points, which
is not possible if we can only look a limited time horizon ahead. On the other
hand, the use of forward plan generation where in each decision step each user
action is equally likely and independent of previous user actions, results in an
unequal probability assignment to each user plan: p (î1) = 0.5, p (î2) = 0.52,
p (î3) = 0.53, p (î4) = p (î5) = 0.54.

The two discussed options to assign and maintain probability distributions
over user plans may result in a robot that is harder to steer along one path than
along other paths, though this depends on the actually implemented shared
control. If a Maximum A Posteriori shared control scheme is adopted, the
robot will choose the action that corresponds to the most probable user plan.
Therefore, a probability assignment as in Figure 3.14 (b) will probably yield
better, i.e. unbiased, results. A probability assignment as in Figure 3.14 (c)
would bias the robot to move toward goal state x̂1. If a POMDP shared
control scheme is adopted, an expected reward is assigned to all robot actions
and the robot action with the maximum expected reward is chosen. For ex-
ample, the robot may choose the action that satisfies as many user plans as
possible, weighted with their probability. In that case, a probability assign-
ment as in Figure 3.14 (c) will yield better results, because using a probability
assignment as in Figure 3.14 (b) will bias the robot toward goal states x̂2 to
x̂5.
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Figure 3.14: Figure (a) depicts the backward generation of plans from a
set of goal states x1 to x5 in a hypothetical environment. Figure (b) shows
the corresponding decision tree to arrive at each goal state from the current
robot state. An intuitive a priori probability distribution choice would assign
each path an equal probability. Figure (c) shows the probability assignment
to paths using forward user plan generation by taking a uniform likelihood
among actions p (x̂i|x̂k, . . . , x̂i−1) in each time step and independence from
previous states p (x̂i|x̂k, . . . , x̂i−1) = p (x̂i|x̂i−1).

Plan process function

The plan process function pprocess (ik|i1:k−1, û1:k−1, ẑ0:k−1, â0:k−1) links user
plan hypotheses at time k with plan hypotheses at all previous times. It
seems a reasonable assumption that human plans depend only on a limited
time window m of previous plans such that the process function becomes
pprocess (ik|ik−m:k−1, û1:k−1, ẑ0:k−1, â0:k−1). It will also be assumed that only
user signals, sensor signals and machine actions in this time window matter
for the plan process function. The plan process function should both generate
the geometry of user plans at time k and assign a probability based on the
probability function over user plans at times k −m to k − 1.

Regarding the geometry of new user plans at time k, it will be assumed
that users replan such that their previous plan is adapted in a smooth way.
For example, if the robot does not execute the user’s action in the way the
user intended it to be, the user will in most cases not want to undo the action
first and then execute her originally planned trajectory, but instead she will
adapt her planned trajectory on the fly, as illustrated in Figure 3.15 (a).
Furthermore, new user plans are assumed to be homotopically equivalent with
previous user plans, as illustrated in Figure 3.15 (b). The user is assumed to
adapt plan îk to plan îk+1, not to plan î

′
k+1. If the user nevertheless adapts
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Figure 3.15: Figure (a) illustrates that if the robot does not execute a user’s
actions in the way the user intended it to be, the user will in most cases
instantaneously adapt the desired trajectory in a smooth way, rather than
desiring to undo the robot action and executing the originally planned trajec-
tory. Figure (b) clarifies the assumption that new user plans are homotopically
equivalent with previous user plans.

her plan from îk to î
′
k+1, this will be considered as a change in user plan.

Using these assumptions, there are two options to instantiate the user plans
at time k. One is to regenerate user plans from scratch at the new robot state
x̂k+1 and to find geometric correspondences between the new user plans and
the previous plans. Plans at time k that are geometrically alike with plans at
time k− 1 inherit their probability. Another option is to adapt plans at time
k − 1 to the robot state at time k.

Regarding the assignment of probability mass to new user plans at time k,
two options exist. If global user plan hypotheses are maintained at all times,
probability may be transferred from user plans at times k −m:k − 1 to user
plans at time k, possibly with a redistribution of probability among geometri-
cally very similar paths to the same goal states. If local user plan hypotheses
are adopted however, previous paths may be split or merged, and old paths
may be deleted or new paths may have to be instantiated. It remains to
be determined how probability mass should be redistributed in those cases.
Figure 3.16 illustrates the taken approach. The transfer of probabilities to
a new robot state at time k should be guided by the avoidance of creation
of information, whereas loss of information is permitted though it should be
limited as much as possible. Suppose there is a uniform distribution across
user plans at time step k− 1. In Figure 3.16, the two user plan hypotheses at
time k−1 are transformed into three user plan hypotheses at time k. Suppose
the motion from xk−1 to xk is caused by the robot only, and that the user has
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not given any signal. Therefore, the probability distribution at time k should
again be uniform. Intuitively, pc at time k− 1 is transferred completely to pc

at time k, and pa and pb at time k correspond to half of pab at time k − 1.
However, this splitting of probability does not result in a uniform distribution,
and would make user plan ic more probable, thereby creating information. By
contrast, assigning pab to both pa and pb and then normalising the distribution
would result in a uniform distribution. Similarly, merging should intuitively
be performed by summing the different probabilities, but this creates again
information. Therefore, it is chosen to merge different plans into a single plan
hypothesis by summing their probabilities, dividing by the number of merged
plans, and normalising the distribution. This way, going back from state xk

to xk−1 again results in a uniform distribution. Obviously, the entropy of the
uniform distribution at state xk decreases when going to state xk−1, due to
a decreased number of user plans at xk−1. This is not regarded as a creation
of information.

Figure 3.16: The full lines starting from xk−1 represent the local user plan
hypotheses at time k − 1. The dashed lines represent the local user plan
hypotheses at time k. There are three global user plan goal states xa, xb, and
xc.

Concrete implementations of the plan process function depend on the appli-
cation, and will therefore be delayed to Section 3.5.

User model

The user model puser (ûk|i1:k, û1:k−1, ẑ0:k−1, â0:k−1) yields the likelihood of
the interface signals ûk given by the user, under the assumption that the user
wants to track a mental trajectory ik and given the user has had trajectories
i1:k−1 in mind before. In order to track this trajectory, the user typically has
a mental model of the system that should be controlled. The user’s mental
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model of a system may be inexact, and humans have a limited reaction time.
Furthermore, elderly and physically impaired might not have the fine steer-
ing capabilities required to control a wheelchair. Therefore, the information
content contained in user signals may be limited. This in turn can result in
collisions. Consequently, an important characteristic of the user model puser

is its ability to predict also erroneous user signals, or at least to be aware of
uncertainty on the user’s intended signals.

The user model will also determine the pace at which plan hypotheses are
updated. If the user signals are not sampled, the probability function should
be updated at least every time the user gives a new signal. However, the
probability function may have to be updated even if the user does not give an
explicit signal, since not giving any signal may correspond to the user agreeing
with the current robot behaviour, which corresponds to an implicit ok signal.
On the other hand, if the user signal is sampled, the probability function
might not necessarily have to be updated at every sample, especially if the
user signal is sampled at a much higher frequency than the user’s physical
reaction time. Furthermore, it will be assumed that the mental generation
of new trajectories by the user occurs at the same rate as the decision to
generate new interface signals.

User modelling is the main topic of Chapter 2. For now, it will be assumed
that a user model is available. Furthermore, it is assumed that interface sig-
nals of wheelchair drivers depend only on a limited time window m of previous
plans, user signals, and wheelchair behaviour, such that the user model be-
comes puser (ûk|ik−m+1:k, ûk−m+1:k−1, ẑk−m:k−1, âk−m:k−1). Consequently,
if the robot pose and velocity are somehow linked to the representation of the
user plan, or if the user (subconsciously) adopts estimates of previous and
current robot poses and velocities, at least a local evolution in the robot state
should be estimated as well. This requires some (local) SLAM or localisation
in an estimated map.

Performing plan recognition

When combining the assumptions made for the plan process function and the
user model, the updating of probability distributions over user plans occurs
as follows. Only information in the most recent time window of size m is
adopted. Therefore, at time k − 1, a probability distribution over user plans
ik−m:k−1 is maintained. When a new user signal is available at time k, the
probability function is updated. At that time, the plan process function first
generates a number of new user plans ik, since we assume that the user
generates new mental paths at the same frequency as she decides to issue
new interface signals, and therefore the plan process function is calculated at
the same frequency as the user model. These user plans ik are added to the
state, such that the augmented state becomes ik−m:k. Based on the actual
interface signals ûk, and the robot behaviour encoded as âk−1 and ẑk−1, the
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probability function over ik−m:k is updated using Equation 3.5:

pk (ik−m:k|ûk−m:k, ẑk−m−1:k−1, âk−m−1:k−1)
= puser (ûk|ik−m:k, ûk−m:k−1, ẑk−m−1:k−1, âk−m−1:k−1)
· pprocess (ik|ik−m:k−1, ûk−m:k−1, ẑk−m−1:k−1, âk−m−1:k−1)
· pk−1 (ik−m:k−1|ûk−m:k−1, ẑk−m−1:k−2, âk−m−1:k−2) · η

= puser (ûk|ik−m+1:k, ûk−m+1:k−1, ẑk−m:k−1, âk−m:k−1)
· pprocess (ik|ik−m:k−1, ûk−m:k−1, ẑk−m−1:k−1, âk−m−1:k−1)
· pk−1 (ik−m:k−1|ûk−m:k−1, ẑk−m−1:k−2, âk−m−1:k−2) · η

(3.15)

Because of the assumption that only information in the limited time window
m is required, marginalising pk over ik−m allows to keep the state size fixed:

pk (ik−m+1:k|ûk−m+1:k, ẑk−m:k−1, âk−m:k−1)

=
∑

ik−m

pk (ik−m:k|ûk−m:k, ẑk−m−1:k−1, âk−m−1:k−1)

= η · puser (ûk|ik−m+1:k, ûk−m+1:k−1, ẑk−m:k−1, âk−m:k−1)

·
∑

ik−m

(
pprocess (ik|ik−m:k−1, ûk−m:k−1, ẑk−m−1:k−1, âk−m−1:k−1)

· pk−1 (ik−m:k−1|ûk−m:k−1, ẑk−m−1:k−2, âk−m−1:k−2)
)

(3.16)

This is also formulated and executed as a prediction and correction step.
The prediction or time update step corresponds to calculation of the sum in
Equation 3.16. This step predicts the user plans and their probability after
a robot action has been executed based on the plan process function. The
correction step takes the user signals into account based on the user model.

The new state becomes ik−m+1:k. Further marginalisation as in Equa-
tion 3.6 is required to obtain the probability distribution over ik only, should
this be required for decision making for example. Larger time window sizes
may mainly seem useful for continuous interfaces, because users can increase
the deflection of e.g. a joystick if the tracking error or an integration thereof
increases. This increasing of user signals in a certain direction is not possible
for discrete interfaces, or only in a limited manner.

3.5 Experimental results and evaluation

This chapter focuses on manual control situations only, where the user is in
full control. Plan recognition in shared control situations will be discussed
in Chapter 4. However, the plan recognition framework is not altered for
shared control situations in this work, although the user model may change.
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Therefore, the elements discussed below will also be applied in the shared
control experiments of Chapter 4.

The purpose of the experiments in Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 is to check
if plan recognition is feasible and accurate, and to analyse the influence of
various parameters in the framework. Furthermore, for some experiments a
comparison between ML and MAP estimates will be made, and it will be
shown how to deal with interfaces that return distributions over the set of
user signals rather than the actual user signals themselves. The latter is
important for performing plan recognition with brain-computer interfaces.
Plan representation, generation, and process function will be explained for
each application.

All experiments discussed in the following sections were performed with
real users. Section 3.5.1 discusses experiments with a discrete interface in
simulation, i.e. where a real user controls through a discrete set of buttons a
simulated wheelchair in a simulated environment. Section 3.5.2 describes ex-
periments with a continuous interface in reality, i.e. where a real user controls
through a proportional joystick the wheelchair platform Sharioto in PMA’s
robotics lab.

3.5.1 Discrete interfaces

2D grid world

In order to test whether the presented plan recognition framework and the
shared control framework of Chapter 4 are sound and robust, initial experi-
ments were performed in a simulated grid world in Matlab, such as the one
shown in Figure 3.17 (a). Geometric reasoning and verification of the perfor-
mance of plan recognition and shared control are easier in this environment.
Nevertheless, many of the design concepts and issues of plan recognition, user
modelling, and shared control are present in this simulation setup. Further-
more, this environment already indicates the potential of the approach to be
extendable to other applications. The 2D grid world can be considered to be
a metaphor for any physical world W in which human and robot co-operate,
such as a 2D plane for mobile robots, or a 3D Cartesian environment for
robotic manipulators. The robot in this 2D grid is omnidirectional, and is
represented as a circle without orientation. Orientation will be taken into
account in further experiments. Obstacles are approximated as a set of oc-
cupied grid cells. Figure 3.17 (b) shows the user interface consisting of nine
buttons, which allows the user to indicate to stay at the current position, to
go west, north west, north, etc. The robot actions correspond to these nine
user interface actions, which are interpreted with respect to the world frame.
Hence the robot will traverse one grid cell at a time in the direction indicated
by the user. User models adopted for these experiments were explained in
Section 2.4.3.
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Figure 3.17: Figure (a) shows a typical 2D grid world environment in which
initial tests of plan recognition and shared control were performed. The robot
position is depicted as a circle, whereas possible goal positions are indicated
as crosses. In this specific environment there is one obstacle, coloured grey,
which is approximated as a set of occupied cells. In order to know ground
truth regarding user plans, one of the goal positions is selected by the sim-
ulator program, for example goal 2. The user is asked to go to this goal
position. Figure (b) shows the discrete interface adopted by the user to move
the holonomic robot in this world. Figures (c) and (d) show path planning
results from the robot position to all goal positions. In Figure (c) distance to
obstacles is not taken into account while planning paths, resulting in short-
est paths. In Figure (d) paths are planned that keep a certain distance to
obstacles.

Experiments with an able-bodied user and global plans. In the first
set of experiments, it is assumed that the set of goal positions of all user plans
is known a priori. These are manually indicated on the map of the grid world,
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3.5 Experimental results and evaluation

and are spread over the closed grid world at different discrete locations. The
12 crosses in Figure 3.17 (a) correspond to these global goal positions. The
plan recognition algorithm is aware of the map, the robot position in the map,
and the goal locations. Due to the sometimes slow computation in Matlab, a
wave front is propagated from each global goal position separately as explained
in Section D.4 before starting the actual simulation, and the resulting wave
front values are stored in a table. This way, planning a path to a certain goal
position boils down to tracing the path using steepest descent on the wave
front function, the values of which are obtained through fast table lookup.
However, this plan generation approach only stores one action, the optimal
action, in each grid cell position. Therefore, as a consequence of using this
backward plan generation, just one optimal path is available from a certain
position to each global goal position. Homotopically distinct paths to the same
goal position are not calculated, which may in some cases result in too heavy
a pruning of the set of rational user plans. Plan recognition can nevertheless
be made rather insensitive to the absence of homotopically distinct paths,
by ensuring that enough goal positions exist, spread rather uniformly over
the entire grid world. In that case, goal positions can also act as subgoals for
farther away goals. In these experiments, the rather uniform spreading of goal
positions over the grid world was determined manually. In the future, this
uniform spreading may be determined automatically for example by sampling
the free configuration space, or part of the free configuration space near the
robot. Figures 3.17 (c) and (d) show the optimal paths obtained with this
wave propagation algorithm from a chosen free robot position, and this for two
different sets of parameters of the planner. The planner iin Figure 3.17 (c)
does not take obstacle clearance into account, whereas in Figure 3.17 (d)
paths are generated that keep a minimum distance to obstacles wherever
possible. It was observed experimentally that users tend to pass very close
to obstacles, thereby following a shortest-path approach rather than a safest-
path approach. This may be due to the fact that users have an overview over
the environment such that they can see whether other dynamic obstacles are
present or not. Moreover, users were prevented from colliding with obstacles
by the simulator software. If users were allowed to collide, and if this would
result in some additional cost, they might take safer paths with an increased
clearance to obstacles.

Since homotopically distinct paths to goal positions are not modelled as
separate user plans, the plan process function is implemented as follows. A
user plan represented as a path to the jth goal position pg

j from robot po-
sition pk−1 at time k − 1 is geometrically transformed in a path to the jth
goal position pg

j from robot position pk at time k by recalculating the optimal
path at position pk. All probability is transferred from the previous to the
new path. This may result in paths to the same goal position at times k − 1
and k that are homotopically distinct. This was mentioned to be considered
as a change in user plans in Section 3.4.2. Furthermore, when arriving at a
goal position pg

i , it is not explicitly taken into account that this may be a
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3 Plan recognition for semi-autonomous wheelchairs

subgoal, which would require the probability mass assigned to that plan to be
redistributed over other plans. Though these design choices ease implemen-
tation, they may compromise the accuracy of plan recognition. Nevertheless,
this approach yields satisfactory results, and possible optimisations are left as
future work.

Figure 3.18 shows the results obtained in a typical test run. During tests,
a global goal position is chosen at random, and is highlighted to indicate
that the user should pursue that goal position. The square in Figure 3.17 (a)
at goal position 2 depicts such a highlighted goal. This way, it is possible
to know ground truth information regarding the desired goal position. This
ground truth knowledge was not adopted at any time by the plan recognition
algorithm. Figure 3.18 (a) depicts the evolution over time of the probabilities
of all goal positions. The goal with the highest probability at time k cor-
responds to the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) user goal position estimate.
Probabilities that have a thicker line width correspond to the ground truth
goal positions. Hence, the thicker lines should ideally have the highest proba-
bility at all times. Figure 3.18 (b) depicts the same results as Figure 3.18 (a),
but shows the n goal positions in its y-axis instead of probabilities. The full
line in this figure refers to the goal position of the true user plan, whereas the
dots represent the MAP goal position estimates. The darker a cell, the more
probable that goal position. From this figure, it can be seen that convergence
to the true intent is rather fast and accurate in most cases. At various time
instants, several goal positions are equally probable. The decision making
algorithm should be aware of the uncertainty due to multiple modes in the
probability function, in order not to make premature decisions that may coun-
teract the actual user plans. In the performed experiments, at times where
the distribution is multi-modal, the ideal assistive actions were similar, be-
cause the initial segments of the paths to the equally probable goal positions
were typically very similar. The power of decision making algorithms that
deal with uncertainty is more obvious if user plans that are equally probable
involve conflicting decisions. These situations may arise if more variability
is present in the user signals, if the user model is more uncertain, or if the
interface signals inherently contain less information than in this experiment.

Additionally, the following elements were investigated during experiments:

Influence of parameters αmin and αKLD. For the experiments in Fig-
ure 3.18, the minimum probability was chosen to be αmin = 0.01/n
for n = 12 goal positions, and the Kullback-Leibler distance threshold
αKLD = 2 · αKLD, min, where the minimum KL distance threshold αKLD, min

is calculated as in Equation 3.12. For the chosen αmin and a probability
function with 12 bins, αKLD, min ≈ 3.5.
If no KL distance test was used to check consistency between current
belief in user plans and new user signals, αmin had to be decreased to
10−8/n to induce noticeable delays in convergence of MAP to the correct
user plan. If KL consistency tests were adopted for this αmin = 10−8/n,
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3 Plan recognition for semi-autonomous wheelchairs

convergence of MAP estimates to the correct user plan occurs fast again.

In order to test when correct detections of user plan changes are given
and when false alarms are given, changes in user plans are simulated by
allowing goal positions to change before being reached with a non-zero
probability. Therefore, changes in user plans occur either as random
events or whenever a goal position is reached. Plan recognition perfor-
mance can then be automatically analysed by comparing the presence
or absence of true user plan changes with the presence or absence of
estimated user plan changes. The KL consistency check proved to be
able to detect user plan changes in the majority of cases. Figures 3.19
and 3.20 show four cases in which either no alarm was given where it
should have been, or where an alarm was given where it should not have
been given. Only relevant goal positions are shown, and x− and y−axes
have been omitted for clarity.

From the four shown cases, Figure 3.19 (a) depicts the least desired situ-
ation. The robot and user travelled from a position below goal position
3 to the position at time step 8. Due to this manoeuvre and because no
homotopically distinct paths are modelled, goal 4 is assigned a low prob-
ability. The explanation for this is that a rational user would have gone
to 4 by avoiding the obstacle to the right, since this is the shortest path.
At time step 8, goals 1, 7, and 8 are equally probable. When reaching
position 1, the user gives interface signal north, because goal 4 is selected
by the simulator as the next goal. Consequently, position 1 becomes less
probable, and 7 and 8 increase in probability. While heading for goal 4,
goal 7 increases further in probability. No inconsistency with goal 7 is
detected along the followed trajectory using the KL distance check, and
the probability of 7 can only decrease by applying Bayes rule, which
takes some time. In order for the inconsistency to be detected, the
threshold should have been set to 1.2 ·αKLD, min. Figure 3.19 (b) shows a
situation that regularly occurred during experiments, but which has no
negative influence on plan recognition. In this situation, the simulator
chooses a next goal 10 after having reached the previous goal position
5, both of which had similar probabilities. In a sense, goal position 5
in this case is considered to be either a goal or a subgoal on the way to
goal 10. After having reached 5 and after having given signals to leave
goal 5, convergence of the MAP to goal 10 occurs immediately.

Figure 3.20 (a) is similar to Figure 3.19 (b), but the simulator changed
the goal from position 2 in time step 204 to position 8 in time step 205,
and then further to position 1 in time step 207 in order to simulate
user plan changes. This all occurred before the user reached position
2. However, the plan recognition algorithm maintains a high belief in
position 2 until the user reaches position 2, because the initial segments
of rational paths to goals 2, 8, and 1 are all equal and thus yielding
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3.5 Experimental results and evaluation

Figure 3.19: Figures (a) and (b) show situations in which no detection of
a user plan change occurs, though it should have been. In Figure (a), goal
position 4 is selected as the new user plan in time step 9, after having reached
position 1. However, goal 7 is considered to be the most probable goal position
till time step 17 as shown in the right hand side of Figure (a). In Figure (b),
goal 10 is selected as the new user plan after having reached goal 5 in time
step 53. Though the KL distance is below the chosen threshold, goal 10 is
almost immediately estimated to be the actual goal plan.

the same rational user signals. Therefore, there is no information avail-
able to presume that the user does not pursue goal position 2 anymore.
This most probably has no consequence on the decision making, since
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3 Plan recognition for semi-autonomous wheelchairs

Figure 3.20: Figure (a) depicts a situation in which the simulator changed
the goal position from goal 2 in time step 204 over goal 8 in time step 205
to goal 1 in time step 207. The plan recognition is unaware of this until the
user reaches position 2 and gives signals to leave that position. Figure (b)
depicts a situation in which plan recognition has a strong belief in goal 10 due
to previous actions, but correctly decides that this belief is in contradiction
with the user signals that drive the robot to goal 5.

assistive actions for position 2 would also be useful for positions 8 or
1. Finally, Figure 3.20 (b) depicts a situation in which plan recognition
has a high belief in goal 10 due to circumstances. However, based on
the user actions, it correctly detects a user plan change even though the
user had goal 5 in mind already before. In this case, the consistency
test is used to detect an incorrect state estimate, rather than a change
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3.5 Experimental results and evaluation

in state.

MAP versus ML. The performance of ML estimates mainly indicates the
accuracy of the user model puser, whereas the performance of MAP
additionally depends on the plan process function pprocess and on the
detection of user plan changes. It was checked in which situations the
ground truth goal position was not part of the set of ML and MAP
estimates. In the concrete experiment of Figure 3.18, ML was wrong
only once. This was due to the fact that the user did not give an
optimal signal that corresponds to the shortest path. This situation is
depicted in Figure 3.21 (c) for time step 222. By contrast, the true
goal was not among the set of MAP estimates in 5 situations. Four
of these are depicted in Figure 3.21. The fifth situation was shown
in Figure 3.20 (b), and has probably no impact on assistive actions.
Figure 3.21 (a) corresponds to Figure 3.19 (a), but is depicted again
for clarity. Figures 3.21 (a) and (b) are similar, and in these cases
MAP converges only slowly to true goal position 4, because goal 4 had
been assigned lower probability before, as explained above. The remedy
for this may be (1) to incorporate homotopically distinct paths as user
plans, (2) to be aware of the fact that goal position 1 might have been
a subgoal rather than an end goal and consequently to distribute the
probability assigned to goal 1 among further goal positions after reaching
1, or (3) to detect that a user plan change occurred after having reached
position 1 and desiring to leave goal 1. On a real wheelchair platform,
situations may be exceptional where an end goal (goal 1) is reached and
right afterwards another goal (goal 4) is selected, since wheelchair drivers
will stand still for some time at the first end goal (goal 1) before they
continue. During that time, the probability function converges quickly
to that user plan. When the user desires to start driving again, a user
plan change will be detected. One way to deal with goal positions such as
goal 1 that may be subgoals for other goals, is to inject additional noise
in the probability function after each application of pprocess, thereby
increasing the entropy of the probability function. This is a typical
method applied in Kalman filters to stabilise estimates in the presence
of non-linearities and modelling errors. If the system model is incorrect
or highly non-linear, noise may be injected into the prediction prior to
taking the observation into account. This automatically assigns more
weight to the observations. In order not to destroy much of the system
modelling effort however, this additional system model noise should be
as small as possible.
Figure 3.21 (c) depicts a situation in which the user accidently does not
give a shortest-path signal. Due to the fact that the shape of puser is
rather sharp, goal 10 will be assigned a large amount of probability mass.
This probability is only reduced slowly afterwards, resulting in a slower
convergence to true goal position 5 than with ML. The KL distance
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Figure 3.21: These figures show in which situations the true goal position
is not among the MAP estimates for the concrete experiment of Figure 3.18.
The complete trajectory during which this situation occurs is shown as a
gray path with dots at previous robot positions. The current robot position
is depicted as a circle, and the corresponding time step in the probability
function is shown as a vertical line.

threshold that would allow faster detection in this case corresponds to
1.5 · αKLD, min. In Figure 3.21 (d) the user went from goal position 11,
over goal position 1, to goal position 8. Though this corresponds to
the evolution of true goal positions as requested by the simulator, it
takes some time for MAP to realise that 8 is the next goal after having
reached position 1. The reason for this is that the algorithm believes
positions 1, 2, 7 and 12 to be probable when the user goes from 11 to 1,
but not position 8, since the user would have driven straight from 11 to
8 if 8 would have been a goal position. When wanting to leave position
1, this is not recognised as a user plan change, because the uncertainty
regarding the user plan is still distributed over positions 1, 2, 7, and
12. Therefore, no alarm is given and a delayed convergence to goal 8
results. Again, in practice, this may occur infrequently, since users tend
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to stand still long enough at desired goal positions for the probability
function to converge to the correct user plan, after which a correct user
plan change will be detected.
In summary, it cannot just be stated which of the two, ML or MAP,
is better. If the user model is accurate and sharply uni-modal, ML
will probably give superior results compared to MAP, especially if the
plan process function is partially incorrect but modelled to be rather
certain. In that case, it is better to assign more importance to the
data and to trust puser, rather then biasing state estimates by giving
much weight to pprocess. However, if puser is relatively inaccurate and
uncertain compared to pprocess, MAP will prove to be useful.

Experiments with a physically impaired user and global plans. In
order to illustrate the framework’s ability to take user-specific needs into
account both during plan recognition and during shared control, a virtual
handicap was imposed on the nine button interface as follows. Whenever
the user pushes one of the east buttons, the user signal is modified to the
signal corresponding to the button left of it. Hence, signal 3 is transformed
to signal 2, signal 6 to signal 5, and signal 9 to signal 8 in Figure 3.17 (b).
It is up to the plan recognition algorithm to infer the correct user plans,
and up to the shared control framework to use the inferred user plans to
compensate for the capabilities the user lacks. Handicaps similar to this
one may be present in continuous joysticks, and they also occur in brain-
computer interfaces, where classification is typically more difficult for one
of the classes, resulting in a lower probability of that class. Compared to
the previous experiments in the grid world with an able-bodied person, in
these experiments a virtual handicap is applied to the user signals and the
user model is aware of the user’s handicap. More specifically, the model of a
handicapped user in Section 2.4.3.1 is adopted. The goal positions, planner
parameters, plan process function, and parameters of the plan recognition
algorithm are the same as for the experiments with able-bodied drivers. Only
the user model was adapted.

Figure 3.22 (b) shows four snapshots of a test run. The user is still in
full control, and therefore test runs usually end at the left side, since the user
cannot drive to the right by herself. As can be seen from the evolution of the
probability function in Figure 3.22 (a), the user plans are estimated correctly,
and goal positions that are equally probable at some instants of time are
plausible, i.e. these goal positions might have been the true goal position as
well, given the trajectory followed by the user and given her signals. It may
be noticed in Figure 3.22 (a) that user plan 4 is not probable anymore from
time step 20 on. What if the user wanted to go to position 4 after having
left goal 8? The reason for this is the following. In order to leave position 8
and head for position 12 at time step 18, the user gives interface signal north-
east, i.e. button 3 in Figure 3.17 (b). Since this is converted by the virtual
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handicap to button 2, the robot moves to the north. The plan recognition
algorithm recognises a change in user plan, and estimates goals 4, 7, and 12
to be equally probable in time step 19. At that position, the user gives again
interface signal north-east, resulting in a robot going one step further north
in time step 20. Goal 4 becomes less probable, because if the user would
have pursued goal 4, she would have given interface signal 6 for heading east
in time step 19. This east signal is what the user model expects from an
‘optimal’ user. If the user happens to be less optimal or behaves differently,
the user model should be adapted better to her driving characteristics. Goals 2
and 9 do not become probable neither after having left position 8, because for
these goals, the user model would have expected a handicapped signal south
originating from a healthy signal south-east based on what an ideal, optimal
planner would do. Since the user gives signal north, these goals are less
probable. Due to the increased uncertainty regarding user signals, it can be
expected that MAP estimates may be more informative than ML estimates
at most instants in time. For this experiment, neither ML nor MAP excluded
the true goal position in their set of ML or MAP estimates. However, this
alone does not reveal everything about the performance of the approaches.
Therefore, in Figure 3.22 (c), the entropy of the posterior probability pk and
observation function puser is plotted at all time instants. This clearly shows
that the posterior probability function is much more informative, given its
lower entropy in general. Another evaluation criterion between MAP and
ML consists in analysing how far their assistive actions would differ from the
expected assistive actions by the user. It will be shown in Chapter 4 that
due to the increased uncertainty in puser, ML approaches may take incorrect
assistive actions resulting in oscillatory-like robot motion, whereas MAP will
yield more stable behaviour.

Simulated wheelchair with orientation

In addition to the 2D grid world experiments, experiments were performed
in Matlab that are more related to real wheelchair driving. The example in
Section 1.5 showed already some results with this simulator. Though the in-
terface is still discrete as shown in Figure 3.23 (a), it is different in nature than
the nine-button interface of Figure 3.17 (b). With the nine-button interface,
the direction of travel of the robot could directly be indicated, i.e. user signals
are interpreted w.r.t. the world’s co-ordinate frame. With the three-button
interface for a wheelchair with orientation, signals should be integrated over
time in order to make the chair move in the desired direction, i.e. user sig-
nals are interpreted w.r.t. the wheelchair’s co-ordinate frame. This induces
more uncertainty regarding the actual user plan. The buttons left, forward,
and right respectively correspond to turning 0.5 rad counterclockwise, moving
1 m forward, and turning 0.5 rad clockwise. The robot is non-holonomic but
can turn on the spot. As for the 2D grid world experiments, the simulator
selects a goal position at random, and indicates this to the user via a line from
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Figure 3.22: Figure (a) shows the probability function evolution over time
for a typical test run with a handicapped user that cannot give signals to
move the robot in eastern direction. Figure (b) shows four snapshots, when
heading for each of the four goal positions 3, 1, 8 and 12. Figure (c) shows
the evolution of the entropy in the posterior probability function pk and in
the observation function puser during the test run.

the robot pose to the goal position, as shown in Figure 3.23 (b). This way,
ground truth regarding user plans is known. Due to the discrete nature of
robot actions, arbitrary goal positions cannot be reached exactly. Therefore,
the simulator considers a goal position to be reached if the robot comes within
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Figure 3.23: Figure (a) shows the three-button interface adopted for experi-
ments with a wheelchair-like robot. Figure (b) shows the set of goal positions
and the indication of the goal position that the user should pursue.

a circle with radius rgoal = 0.5 m of the goal position, after which a new goal
position is immediately selected. Smaller action steps may be taken for each
interface signal in order to make positioning more accurate. This increases on
the other hand the time to execute manoeuvres.

In these experiments, no obstacles were adopted. Otherwise, a planner
in the 3D configuration space would have been necessary, which was not im-
plemented in Matlab since it would increase computation time considerably.
This would in turn make human-machine interaction less natural and more
tiresome. Without obstacles, user plans are simply generated as a straight line
from the current robot pose to a goal position. The user is assumed to first
turn over the shortest angle in the direction of the goal position, and then to
move forward to the goal position. The set of goal positions of all user plans
is again assumed to be known a priori. The 24 crosses in Figure 3.23 (b)
correspond to these global goal positions. The plan recognition algorithm is
aware of the map, the robot position in the map, and the goal locations. The
plan process function is implemented as follows. Each time the robot moves
from pose pk−1 to pose pk, the straight path between pk−1 and the j-th goal
is transformed into the straight path between pk and the j-th goal. The j-th
probability is completely transferred to this new path. User models adopted
for these experiments were explained in Section 2.4.3.

As a consequence of the absence of obstacles, no homotopically distinct
paths need to be constructed. Furthermore, due to the positioning of goals,
goals will not be interpreted as subgoals. In contrast to the 2D grid world
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experiments, there is also a more clearly defined single, optimal path to a
goal position. The absence of robot dynamics and obstacles, and the use of a
simple interface makes analysis of the experiments easier, while still providing
useful insights for more complex real-world robots. For example, in case there
are obstacles present in the robot’s environment, user plans are generated
with a path planner as discussed in Section 3.5.2. From the calculated paths,
subgoals are extracted that the user is assumed to pursue. These subgoals are
similar in nature to the goal positions in the simulation experiments discussed
in the following paragraphs.

Experiments with an able-bodied user. The results obtained regarding
plan recognition are very similar to the 2D grid world experiments. Figure 3.24
shows a typical evolution of the probability function over time, together with
some snapshots of the followed path to different goal positions. The minimum
probability is set to αmin = 0.01/n for n = 24 user plans, and the KL distance
threshold to αKLD = 2 · αKLD, min. Without additional modifications, user plan
changes are usually not detected. The reason for this is that the algorithm
does not take uncertainty on the goal position into account, but instead as-
sumes that the user is trying to reach the exact goal location, even though
in the meantime another goal was selected because the user had come close
enough to the goal position. In order to solve this, the actual goal position
is set to the robot pose whenever it enters a goal region with radius rgoal.
This way, if the probability function has converged substantially and if the
user gives signals that move the robot away from the adapted goal pose, an
inconsistency will be detected.

Brain interface. Experiments with a real brain-computer interface were
performed, during which the user was in full control of a simulated wheelchair.
These experiments were performed in co-operation with IDIAP (Dalle Molle
Institute for Perceptual Artificial Intelligence, Martigny, Switzerland) in the
MAIA project.12 The experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.25. Electrodes
of non-invasive brain-computer interfaces measure EEG signals ĝ, which may
for example originate from motor intentions like the preparation to move the
left hand. IDIAP’s algorithm classifies EEG signals in two or three discrete
classes. This classification occurs at a constant rate, and yields a probability
distribution p (u1:k|ĝ1:k) over the discrete set of output classes u.

Figure 3.26 shows several snapshots of trajectories executed by the user.
The interface class with the maximum probability is chosen at each time in-
stant and determines the robot command. In contrast to the able-bodied
experiments in this Matlab simulator, the robot turns over 0.1 rad (5.7◦) and

12The MAIA project is a European STREP IST project that aims at developing non-
invasive prostheses. IDIAP (José del R. Millán) co-ordinates the project. Project partners
are the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, the University Hospital of Geneva, the Fondazione
Santa Lucia-Rome, and the Helsinki University of Technology.
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Figure 3.24: Shown are several snapshots of trajectories to different goal po-
sitions, together with the probability function evolution during the trajectory.

drives forward over 0.2 m in order to make the robot more easily control-
lable at the control rate of 2 Hz. The user model is the same as the one for
plan recognition experiments with the able-bodied user, but now the class
probabilities p (u1:k|ĝ1:k) are taken into account as discussed in Section 3.4.1
and Equation 3.7. The entropy in these class probabilities had to be aug-
mented artificially, as explained in Section 2.4.3.1, since these probabilities
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Figure 3.25: The left figure shows the test person sitting in the wheelchair
Sharioto, wearing a cap with BCI electrodes. The right figure shows the
computer interface on which the simulated wheelchair is shown and controlled
by the user.

were frequently strongly biased. It can be concluded from Figure 3.26 that
the probability function is multi-modal in a more pronounced way than with
able-bodied drivers, due to the additional uncertainty regarding the given
user signals. The user’s driving behaviour is much worse than when button
interfaces are adopted, since in the latter case the given interface signals are
exactly known. For this reason, rgoal was increased to 1 m. The performance
of the plan recognition algorithm is acceptable in that the actual user plan is
estimated rather well when the robot is near the goal. If the robot is far from
the goal, either the true goal position or some goal positions in its neighbour-
hood are probable, and therefore decisions based on these probabilities can
be expected to yield correct assistive behaviour.

3.5.2 Continuous interfaces

Plan recognition experiments with a continuous, proportional hand joystick
were performed on the wheelchair test platform Sharioto. One of the purposes
of the experiments was to verify if even complex plans such as parallel parking
could be estimated. Due to the narrow manoeuvring space, the wheelchair’s
maximum velocity during experiments was low. Therefore, user plans were
modelled as geometric paths from the current robot pose to several possible
goal poses without incorporating velocity information in the modelled user
plans. Goal poses were obtained by letting the user drive around to any
pose she desired. Poses where the user stood still for a predefined amount
of time were considered to be possible goal poses. Furthermore, additional
goal poses were indicated manually on an estimated map of the environment.
Figure 3.27 (a) shows the estimated map and 21 goal poses that were adopted
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Figure 3.26: The figures show several snapshots of experiments with the
Matlab simulator and a real brain-computer interface. In order to more easily
interpret the probability function evolution, time steps are plotted along the
followed trajectory at regular intervals.

in the experiments. The plan recognition algorithm is aware of these goal
poses, the map, and the robot location in the map.

Each time the probability function over user plans has to be updated, a
geometric path consisting of sequences of robot poses is calculated to all global
goal poses. This is performed with the multi-resolution planning approach
proposed in Appendix D, where in a first stage a fast (x, y) wave front is
propagated to all global goal poses, and in a second stage a slower (x, y, θ)
wave front is propagated in a local 5 m × 5 m square around the robot pose.
Subgoals in this local square are obtained by computing the intersection of
the (x, y) paths with the local square. By recalculating the wave front each
time again, dynamic obstacles can be taken into account in the user plans.
Generating all plans is performed quickly once the wave function is computed,
by fast steepest-descent tracing from any goal pose to the robot pose. As in
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Figure 3.27: Figure (a) shows an estimated map of the environment ob-
tained with the SLAM algorithm explained in Section C.6. Furthermore, 21
possible goal poses are shown as robot co-ordinate frames. Figure (b) shows
a discretised Voronoi diagram constructed for the environment of Figure (a).
The darker a cell, the closer it lies to an obstacle. A priori map segments are
depicted as white lines, and so are the Voronoi lines. Dots on the Voronoi
lines denote nodes that are equidistant to three or more obstacles. Figure (c)
depicts two homotopically distinct paths from start s to goal g.

the 2D grid world experiments, the parameters of the planning algorithm were
set such that paths pass near obstacles, since this was also the observed driving
behaviour of users during experiments. This may be due to the fact that the
user could observe her surroundings very well, thereby knowing what to expect
behind a corner. In (Sisbot et al. 2006), the motion of robots in the human’s
neighbourhood is determined such that robots do not suddenly appear from
behind obstacles in the human’s neighbourhood, since this may cause surprise
and is undesired. Similarly, if a wheelchair driver cannot observe what is
behind a corner, she may follow a path that makes a larger turn around
corners rather than cutting corners. Hence, mental path generation may
also be different in such situations. The wave front propagation algorithm
only stores the optimal action in each grid cell. Homotopically distinct paths
cannot be found this way. For that reason, an algorithm to construct Voronoi
diagrams was implemented, as explained in Appendix D. A Voronoi graph
consists of the set of points that are equidistant to at least two obstacles.
Figure 3.27 (b) shows the Voronoi diagram constructed for the environment
in Figure 3.27 (a). Finding homotopically distinct (x, y) paths occurs in
this Voronoi diagram by exhaustively computing all possible paths between
two nodes, excluding cyclic paths. Figure 3.27 (c) shows two homotopically
distinct paths between two points s and g. During experiments, this global
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uncertainty was not yet taken into account however.
The user model puser was discussed in Section 2.4.3.2. Since homotopically

distinct paths are not yet taken into account, the plan process function pprocess

is implemented as follows. Each path to a goal pose pg
j from robot pose pk−1

at time k − 1 is geometrically transformed into a single path to goal pose
pg

j from robot pose pk at time k by recalculating the wave front. This is
very similar to what has been performed in the 2D grid world experiments.
Consequently, for the 21 goal poses, there are 21 user plans at each time
instant.

Figure 3.28 depicts two typical narrow-space manoeuvres executed by a
user. Ground truth in this case is only known afterwards, by verifying off-line
at which pose the user stood still for a certain amount of time. The figure
shows that the plan recognition algorithm is able to estimate even complex
manoeuvres, as long as the paths computed by the path planner correspond
to the user’s planned paths. Similarly to the 2D grid world experiments, at
some time instants several user plans are approximately equally probable, due
to their initial path segments being similar. It was also observed that some
user plans are not estimated well at all, because the paths planned by the
optimal planner differ considerably from the path followed by the user.

3.5.3 Discussion

Whether or not the use of probability history is required depends on the
predictive power of the user model, on the variability of the user plans, and
on the accuracy of the plan transition model. Unless the user is distracted,
encounters someone to talk to, or suddenly changes her mind, her plan to
perform a certain manoeuvre does not essentially change until the manoeuvre
is finished. In general, this takes some time. In these cases, taking probability
history into account is beneficial. If the user plans change rapidly or if the
plan transition model is incorrect and overestimates its accuracy, a substantial
amount of noise or entropy should be injected in the predicted probability
distribution in order to obtain and maintain convergence to the true user plan.
In those cases, approaches should rely more on the user model. However, in
cases where the user model is biased and overestimates its certainty, entropy
should be injected in the user model and more weight should be assigned to
the plan process function.

3.6 Conclusions and future work

Conclusions

This chapter focused on plan recognition for semi-autonomous robots. Func-
tionality for assistive robots in autonomous mode is discussed in Appendices B
to D. A key motivation behind this chapter is the demand that the user is
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Figure 3.28: The top figure shows a parallel parking manoeuvre where the
user starts from a pose that is more or less perpendicular to a wall, and ends
parallel to the wall. In order to do so, the user first turns over about 170◦

to the left, and then drives backward while turning over about 45◦ to the
right. The bottom figure shows a docking manoeuvre in a narrow aisle. The
probability function evolution is depicted at the left-hand side, with the true
user plan plotted in bold. For manoeuvres such as these, where the planned
path corresponds well to the mental path the user has in mind, the estimated
user plan converges very well to the true user plan.

not required to be able to explicitly communicate her plan, and therefore
this hidden plan should be estimated. Two main features are believed to dis-
cern the presented plan recognition approach from existing plan recognition
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approaches for powered wheelchairs, and several topics related to both key
features have been discussed:

Application of the Bayesian approach. The merging of both present
and past information has been shown to more accurately estimate user
plans, especially if little information is present in the user signals. How-
ever, merging may also have undesired side-effects. Firstly, it may in-
crease the reaction time of plan recognition if the user suddenly changes
her plans. To deal with this, the Kullback-Leibler distance is continu-
ously calculated to check the consistency between the predicted proba-
bility function Σ pprocess · pk−1 and the likelihood function puser. If this
distance exceeds a user-defined threshold, user plans are re-estimated
from scratch. Secondly, the fact that the probability function is nor-
malised may pose a problem if not all possible user plans are included
in the set. This has currently been dealt with by generating as many
rational user plans as possible, and assuming that this state space is
closed. In order to avoid singularities for probabilities near zero, a mini-
mum probability is ensured for all user plans at all times. Furthermore,
an approach has been proposed and tested to deal with probability dis-
tributions over user signals such as for brain-computer interfaces.

User plans represented as trajectories. This user plan representation is
based on the assumption that users have an idea about which destination
they want to reach, and that they have a rational but possibly rough
path in mind to reach this destination. In order to merge past and
present information, it has to be determined how trajectories to goal
poses at time k−1 transform into trajectories at time k. Section 3.4.2 has
suggested various approaches to perform these transforms. Experiments
have been performed with global trajectories, which were constructed
by planning paths to selected global goal states. Global goal states were
generated by learning at which goal poses users stand still for a minimum
amount of time and by manual indication of possible goal poses on an
estimated map.

The plan recognition approach has been tested both in simulation and on
the real wheelchair platform, for discrete and continuous interfaces, and for
alternating and continuous man-machine interaction. Simulation was mainly
adopted to test the influence of parameters such as minimum probability in
the probability function and pruning of user plans.

Evaluation and contributions

Contributions are treated by discussing how requirements in Section 3.2 were
dealt with in this work in comparison to the state of the art in assistive
robotics.
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Estimation of complex manoeuvres. The expressive power of the chosen
representation exceeds that of traditionally employed assistance modes
that are specified in natural language. For example, avoiding an ob-
stacle in general does not specify how the obstacle should exactly be
avoided. It may be avoided to the left or to the right. Similarly, docking
at a table does not specify where the robot should dock at the table, and
under which angle. Consequently, these approaches leave some of the
estimation effort to the decision-making algorithms. For example, it is
the responsibility of the avoid-obstacle algorithm to decide to which side
and how strongly to avoid the obstacle, once the algorithm is activated.
This work aims at a more decoupled approach between plan recognition
and shared control, which requires a more accurate representation of
user plans. The novel representation allows to accurately specify and
estimate also complex user plans, such as turning in a narrow corridor
or performing parallel parking. Even kinematically infeasible plans that
originate from less experienced users or driving to an arbitrary pose in
obstacle-free environments can be modelled this way. By contrast, ex-
isting approaches with reactive assistance modes require the detection
of some objects to derive user plans and to provide assistance. An addi-
tional advantage of this representation is that user plans or parts of them
can be easily learned, simply by remembering all states corresponding
to the executed plan, or just the end state for example. Furthermore,
the trajectories that are included in a user plan can serve as a reference
trajectory that the user is trying to track mentally. This may be useful
to predict user signals if users are modelled as path trackers, as dis-
cussed in Chapter 2. The representation using trajectories also provides
accurate information for assisting the user, as discussed in Chapter 4.
Trajectory generation techniques have been adopted in other assistive
robots, e.g. for planning and executing tasks autonomously (Strobel
1999). Fixed paths or trajectories, either determined a priori (Yu et al.
2003; Corteville et al. 2007) or by manual indication of a goal pose
and automated planning (Parikh et al. 2004) have been adopted to
guide the user along the trajectory with some freedom assigned to the
user. Bennewitz et al. (2005) learn user trajectories with an Expec-
tation Maximization (EM) algorithm, and use this to predict human
motion on a local, geometric scale. Glover et al. (2004a) learn and pre-
dict human activities with a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) on a more
global scale, such as to which room the user will move next. The last
two approaches seem most related to this work. However, they do not
incorporate user signals in their prediction and assume that the user
is capable of navigating autonomously.13 To the author’s knowledge,

13Incorporating user signals for recognising plans is important, because otherwise the
user plan for systems that completely disregard the user signal and autonomously drive to
the kitchen will be estimated as drive to the kitchen, even though the user may be trying
hard to show through her interface signals that this is not at all her plan.
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trajectory generation for representing user plans and incorporation of
user signals to estimate the user plans has not been performed before in
semi-autonomous wheelchairs and robots.
By taking robot characteristics such as geometry and kinematics into
account for generating the plans, adaptation to different wheelchair plat-
forms is taken into account. In the discussed experiments, the approach
was easily adapted to different robot control situations, such as non-
holonomic robot control in natural environments and holonomic robots
in 2D grid worlds. Given the general user plan representation and the
easy applicability of the approach in various different scenarios, the fol-
lowed approach is hoped to be extendable as well to other applications
that involve geometric reasoning by the user, such as car driving or
man-manipulator co-operation.

Information sources. The information sources that are currently adopted
on-line are the user signals, and the robot’s sensor signals. Obviously,
other information sources are adopted such as sensor and environment
models to estimate the robot pose and twist, assumptions and knowledge
about general human driving behaviour, and robot characteristics.

Uncertainty. Bayesian probability theory is used to explicitly take the in-
herent uncertainty regarding user signals and user plans into account.
This allows a weighted merging between previously gathered informa-
tion regarding user plans and new evidence from user signals. The use
of Bayesian theory has also allowed to classify current approaches. The
lion’s share of existing assistive robot approaches adopt discrete modes
or behaviours as user intentions, they only take information about the
most recent sensor and user data into account, and they disregard uncer-
tainty regarding user signals and user plans. Merging present and past
information increases the robustness to user signal noise and allows to
estimate user plans even for user signals with a very low information
content. The influence of some design parameters has been experimen-
tally verified.
Application of Bayesian theory has also resulted in the identification of
user models puser as separate entities in the framework. Bayesian the-
ory, and especially the inclusion of plans consisting of sequential steps
to solve a navigation problem, has clearly revealed the link between
assistive robotics and the research areas of plan recognition and user
modelling. These knowledge domains have often been disregarded for
the design of current assistive robot control techniques, except by some
researchers such as (Bell et al. 1993; Lacey and MacNamara 2000;
Lankenau 2001; Glover et al. 2004a; Corteville et al. 2007).

User-characteristics. Dealing with general human-in-the-loop characteris-
tics, adaptability to user-specific properties, and adaptability to differ-
ent user interfaces is localised in the framework in the form of a user
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model puser, which will be discussed in Chapter 2. The actual shapes
of the trajectories chosen as user intention representations may be user-
dependent as well. Unexperienced drivers probably have other mental
trajectories than experienced drivers. The user plan shapes may also be
dependent on the adopted interface, or more probably, on the observed
robot behaviour. If the robot actions consist for example only of rota-
tions over a certain angle followed by a translation forward over a certain
distance, the user plans may consist of similar action types. Besides in-
dividualising the actual shape of trajectories, adaptation of trajectories
to individual users boils down to choosing user-specific a priori distribu-
tions when generating all possible plans, and adopting a user-tuned plan
process function pprocess when managing the plan hypotheses. Though
the proposed plan recognition approach does not prohibit the plan hy-
potheses themselves to be user-dependent, the concrete implementation
of the plan generation and management in this work was chosen to be
user-independent. Instead, the user model is assumed to convert good
user plans into erroneous user plans for predicting user signals, if nec-
essary.

Interfaces. It has been shown that both continuous and discrete interfaces
can be dealt with in a uniform manner. Furthermore, the framework
can incorporate all information present in brain-computer interfaces,
which produce a probability distribution over the set of discrete interface
classes rather than selecting one interface class.

Algorithmic challenges. The followed approach to providing assistance de-
picted in Figure 3.1 represents a decoupled approach between plan recog-
nition and shared control, where plan recognition is only responsible for
estimating user plans, and shared control for taking assistive actions
based on the estimated plans. One advantage hereof is that plan recog-
nition can run independently of shared control, continuously monitoring
the user plans. This way, assistive actions can be suggested to the user
prior to actively taking the actions, such that the user has the choice if
and when to allow assistance. Consider for example a scanning interface,
where arrows are successively highlighted such that the user can indicate
with a binary yes/no signal which direction to execute. In addition to
showing the arrows, a path corresponding to the most likely user intent
may be plotted on a map of the chair’s local surroundings. If the path
corresponds to the user’s true intent, the user can select the path op-
tion, and manoeuvring will occur much more efficiently and accurately.
This way, the user stays in control and one additional interface option
is unlikely to bother the user in case it is faulty. An alternative option
would be to change the order of highlighted arrows based on estimated
user plans.
Secondly, decoupling plan recognition from shared control allows to es-
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timate user plans of an oncoming passer-by or wheelchair, and to make
informed decisions based on third persons’ plans.14 For example, a
wheelchair may decide not to avoid a moving object because the object
is recognised to plan to avoid the wheelchair. A requirement for achiev-
ing this strict decoupling is that user plans are modelled and estimated
in an accurate way, such that shared control has detailed enough infor-
mation to take assistive actions.
Furthermore, there is just one instance of a plan recognition module
and one instance of a shared controller in this framework. Rather than
providing a discrete set of assistance modules, the framework assumes
one module to offer all functionality at once, thereby avoiding the need
to add additional discrete modules afterwards. This probably makes it
more easy to vary the level of assistance in a continuous way, rather
than in a more discrete fashion as is mostly the case if a discrete set of
assistance modes is provided. Moreover, the presence of a single shared
controller and a single plan recognition module limits the design and
tuning efforts to these elements only.
During the design of the framework, computational efficiency was of
secondary importance. Our main concern was to develop a feasible
approach for accurate plan recognition, to increase our insights in the
problem, with the desire to find an optimal approach if one exists. Nev-
ertheless, due to careful construction and approximation of user plan
trajectories, a large amount of plan hypotheses can be dealt with simul-
taneously in real-time. Existing approaches for automatic mode selec-
tion have been limited to at most five distinct modes (Simpson 2005),
whereas the approach followed here has been experimentally shown to be
able to deal with more than 20 user plan hypotheses, though no explicit
tests were performed to discover the maximum number of hypotheses
that can be dealt with simultaneously.

The feasibility and accuracy of the proposed plan recognition approach have
been demonstrated, and an analysis of experimental results both in simulation
and on the real wheelchair platform Sharioto has been presented. User plans
can be modelled accurately with the adopted path planning algorithm and can
be estimated correctly, also in realistic environments. The main conditions
for this to happen are:

1. The path the user has in mind should be part of the set of user plan
hypotheses over which a probability function is maintained. In order to

14Obviously, the plan recognition algorithm has no access to user interface signals in that
case, but will have to adopt estimates of the object’s motion and possibly of its shape to
explain the object’s actions in terms of goals and plans. A distinction with the approaches
in (Bennewitz et al. 2005; Glover et al. 2004a) is that instead of learning trajectories
that have been demonstrated or observed before, the robot may actively reflect, through
planning, about new behaviour that has not been shown before. A combination of both
paradigms may prove even more powerful.
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achieve this, homotopically distinct paths to the same goal poses may
have to be included. Furthermore, the path shape may have to be tuned
to the user’s preferences. For example, some users prefer to make wide
turns around corners, whereas others may cut corners.
The current plan recognition implementation suffers from the following
limitations. These limitations are not fundamental to the proposed ap-
proach, but only to the current concrete implementation. Hence, it is
believed that the plan recognition approach can be made to work for
existing user interfaces, wheelchair platforms, and environments. Fur-
thermore, concrete methods have been proposed in this work to tackle
these limitations. Firstly, homotopically distinct paths are not taken
into account at the moment of writing. The use of Voronoi diagrams
has been proposed as one of the means to compute homotopically dis-
tinct paths. Secondly, a fixed set of path planning parameters has been
chosen to generate user plans. These parameters determine the shape
of the path. In the future, the parameters may be tuned to a specific
user. Thirdly, no erroneous user plans are taken into account yet. On
the one hand, these may be generated by adapting parameters of the
planner, such as by using an incorrectly estimated robot shape, and by
using incorrect wheelchair kinematics and dynamics while generating
the paths. On the other hand, erroneous user plans may be generated
by modifying the local map around the robot, such as by removing
objects from the map. This allows to model environment observation
errors by people with neglect for example. Fourthly, a geometric map
consisting of segments is assumed to be available for localisation and
path planning. In the future, a local SLAM algorithm may be adopted
that locally maps any type of environment without assuming geometric
features to be present. Fifthly, users may currently not be able to go
anywhere if their plan is not part of the set of user plans. Section 3.4.2
proposed methods to generate all local plans exhaustively at a chosen
resolution. The same section proposed how to manage the uncertainty
on these local paths, such as when splitting and merging local paths.

2. The user model puser should accurately estimate the likelihood of ob-
served user signals for a given mental user plan. As explained in Chap-
ter 2, the structure of the user model, the estimation of the model
parameters, and the on-line identification of parameters to deal with
changing user characteristics are topics that still require much further
investigation. The user models adopted in this work yielded reason-
able performance, but should be tested with many more users and with
higher wheelchair velocities.

3. The plan process function pprocess should be accurate. It may be difficult
to obtain data to calibrate this function, since the user plans are never
actually geometrically specified by the user. One could look at the
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motion of the robot to estimate the user plans. If the user is in full
control, the followed path will not show how the user changes her mental
paths in case the robot does not act as desired. If shared control is
activated, the followed path is a result of joint control between robot and
human, and therefore it cannot directly be adopted neither to estimate
how the user adapts her mental plans in the light of unexpected changes.
Given the convergence of estimated plans to the true user plans, the
adopted plan process functions in this chapter seem reasonably accurate.

Future work

The stated assumptions behind the proposed approach, the concrete choices
that were made, and a comparison with the requirements of Section 3.2, reveal
the following possible future research directions:

Estimation of complex manoeuvres. Erroneous plans or plans that are
tailored to the user may yield more accurate estimates of user plans.
In the presented framework, mental paths were modelled to be user-
independent.

Information sources. Additional information sources may be included to
gather information about the user’s true plans. This work bases its es-
timation of the user plans on a rather recent history of user and sensory
signals, where the sensors observe the environment. Additional informa-
tion may be gained from the time of the day, such as around 8 o’clock
the kitchen is a likely desired location or from the user’s habits, such
as after going to the toilet, the user normally goes to the bathroom, see
e.g. (Glover et al. 2004a). Obviously, the different places do not have
to be named for the robot, but some kind of map building and localisa-
tion will probably be required for room recognition and for learning the
succession of rooms that are visited. Another information source are
the user’s facial expressions, her body language, and possibly the user’s
utterances. This may require additional sensors that observe the user
rather than the environment. Path or trajectory planning in this work is
performed locally, since users are expected to require most help for local
fine-manoeuvring. However, planning may also be used on a larger scale
to infer to which rooms users may want to go over larger time scales.
In that case, less detailed map information is typically required and a
topological map and path seem appropriate.

Uncertainty. Instead of using Bayesian probability theory, other frameworks
for reasoning under uncertainty may be used for plan recognition. In
the past, Dempster-Shafer has been proposed, see e.g. (Bauer 1995;
Carberry 2001). Ideally, these frameworks should also offer ways to
make decisions under uncertainty. Comparison of these techniques to
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the Bayesian framework proposed in this work will augment our under-
standing of the advantages and disadvantages of these techniques when
applied to semi-autonomous robot applications.

User-characteristics. Future work may consider to adapt user models on-
line and over time. This requires to estimate user-specific parameters in
an unsupervised manner, i.e. without a test track for example. There-
fore, this is a problem of estimation under uncertain data association,
where it is unknown which user plans cause or should be associated
with the observed user signals. Besides the trajectories, parameters of
the user model will have to be included in the state representation, such
as parameters related to the user’s mental model of the system she con-
trols. These can for example be parameters that say to which degree
the user expects the system to correct her signals. By taking intelligent
actions, state variable estimates related to how the user models the sys-
tem may be used in the future to avoid mode confusion, by avoiding a
divergence between the system’s state and the user’s mental state.

Interfaces. A more extensive evaluation with various interfaces seems ap-
propriate. Design of new interfaces or adaptation of existing ones based
on the plan recognition results seems viable, especially higher-level in-
terfaces as discussed in the previous section.

Algorithmic challenges. The design of robotic assistance may be different
from the decoupled, centralised approach presented in Figure 3.1. Some
alternative designs were discussed in Section 3.3.1.

Extension of the proposed framework. Extensions of the framework
may include a more extensive generation of goal hypotheses such as
based on recognising tables and other geometric elements in the robot’s
surroundings, and other choices for the elements of the framework. An
alternative for maintaining a discrete probability function over a care-
fully chosen set of user plans may be to adopt particle filters, and to
sample somehow the continuous space of mental trajectories directly
rather than discretising this space.

Alternative applications. Besides wheelchair driving, other applications
and research areas may be confronted with similar plan recognition and
shared control problems. Examples include car driving or jointly trans-
porting objects with a manipulator. Though terms have been adopted
such as manoeuvre and driving, the framework proposed in this work is
believed to be useful for these alternative applications as well, especially
if some kind of geometric reasoning by the user is involved.
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Chapter 4

Shared wheelchair control

Divide et impera.

Gaius Julius Caesar, ◦100 B.C. – †44 B.C.

This chapter describes the decision making part of the proposed Bayesian
approach to assistive robotics. An assistive action should be taken even at
moments where the user’s plan might not be perfectly clear. Three differ-
ent approaches to decision making under uncertainty were implemented and
compared, a Maximum Likelihood approach, a Maximum A Posteriori ap-
proach, and a greedy Partially Observable Markov Decision Process. An ob-
stacle avoidance behaviour is discussed as well in order to compare the ap-
proaches proposed in this chapter with existing, behaviour-based approaches to
shared wheelchair control.

4.1 Introduction

As explained in Chapter 1, the question How should I get there? is one of the
three questions that robots should be able to answer according to Leonard
and Durrant-Whyte (1991) in order to be truly autonomous. However, this
question is also important for semi-autonomous navigation. It is the main
topic of this chapter. The decision making problem of answering How should
I get there? is referred to in this work as shared control, and is defined as
any situation in which the control over a(n assistive) device is shared between
one or more users and one or more computerised controllers of the device.
The purpose of shared control is to combine the strengths of both human and
machine and to reduce their weaknesses. Whereas humans excel in global
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planning and coarse control, fine motion planning is one of the tasks that is
performed better by robots.

Shared control in this work

The estimated probability function over user plans explained in Chapters 3
and 2 is adopted to make assistive decisions under uncertainty. Even when the
probability function contains multiple modes that would result in conflicting
assistive actions, decisions should be taken. Most of the previous approaches
to assistive wheelchairs choose the assistance mode that is most likely based
on the latest user data and sensor information only, resulting in Maximum
Likelihood (ML) decisions.1 The same approach can be followed for the user
plan representation of this work, which corresponds to tracking the most likely
path at each time instant. A logical extension of this idea is to track the user
plan that is most probable given previously obtained information as well,
resulting in Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) decisions. While tracking these
ML or MAP paths, the user may still be given a certain degree of freedom
depending on the situation, by allowing more or less deviation from these
paths.

However, just taking the intention that is most likely or most probable may
result in actions that thwart the user’s actual plans considerably, because var-
ious approximately equally probable intentions may have been estimated that
require different assistive actions. Therefore, a third shared control approach
may be considered that additionally accounts for effects of possible actions,
besides considering the posterior probabilities. In short, this approach chooses
those actions that maximise the expected reward. If wheelchair driving and
plan recognition can be modelled as a Markov process, this third decision
making approach is referred to in literature as a Partially Observable Markov
Decision Process (POMDP).

Research questions

The design of a shared-control navigation system corresponds to the design
of the controlled element in a closed-loop system, since the user is assumed to
desire to control the robot.2 By contrast, traditional control theory designs
the controller instead of the controlled element. The design of a shared control
system is furthermore complicated compared to that of classical controllers,
for the following reasons:

1. Much inherent, possibly multi-modal uncertainty is present regarding
the state of the system, where the state corresponds in this case to the

1This is if these approaches are considered from a Bayesian point of view. In many cases,
no formalism for estimation under uncertainty is adopted however.

2Remark that the computer on which plan recognition and shared control are imple-
mented controls a machine, for example a wheelchair. In that sense, the design of a shared
control system corresponds to the design of a controller.
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user’s mental model of the system and the user’s concrete manoeuvring
plans.

2. Due to the human’s strongly non-linear and adaptive behaviour, it might
not be sufficient to fit a model once through the human’s behaviour while
he is in full control of a system, and then use that same model to de-
sign the shared control system. Instead, models of human behaviour
depend heavily on the behaviour of the controlled element. In turn, the
semi-autonomous robot’s behaviour also depends on the user’s driving
behaviour and his plans. This chicken-and-egg design problem advo-
cates assigning adaptive properties to the controlled element. However,
one of the often stated requirements to avoid mode confusion for exam-
ple is that the system to be controlled should be deterministic. These
requirements are contradicting and it is unclear at this moment how
robots should learn and evolve such that stable and intuitive human-
machine interaction is obtained at all times. Deterministic behaviour
is furthermore difficult to obtain if significant uncertainty is present re-
garding the user’s plans.

3. It is not clear when users actually feel assisted. Which types of machine
behaviour allow for easy and intuitive control? When does a human
trust the system? Furthermore, if we would like to design an ‘optimal’
shared controller, which criterion should be optimised? Can this cri-
terion be learned? Experiments have been performed in which pilots
rated the ease of control of several systems (McRuer and Jex 1967), but
further analysis seems required.

4. The basic decisions that have to be made by shared control algorithms
may be summarised as who, human or computer, gets control over the
machine at which times, and to which extent? The degree of control
assigned to the machine may depend on various factors, such as on the
user’s physical abilities, on the robot’s abilities, on the user’s wishes,
and on the user’s mental model because the user may wish or subcon-
sciously expect the system to assist even if he can perfectly perform the
manoeuvre herself.

5. How to make this decision making user-adapted?

Overview

Section 4.2 briefly reviews the requirements of Section 1.3. Section 4.3 presents
a literature survey regarding shared control and POMDPs. In order to com-
pare the characteristics of decision making approaches in this chapter with
frequently adopted behaviour-based approaches, an obstacle avoidance algo-
rithm is discussed in Section 4.4. This algorithm was implemented for the
behaviour-based approach in the STWW project explained in Section 1.3.2.
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The three proposed approaches for shared control are discussed in Section 4.5,
together with an experimental evaluation in Section 4.6. Section 4.7 concludes
this chapter.

4.2 Requirements for shared wheelchair con-
trol

This section briefly reviews the requirements of Section 1.3 from the viewpoint
of decision making under uncertainty for assistive robots:

Environment-related challenges. The decision making algorithm should
be able to deal with the typical environments in which assistive robot
users live, as described in Section 1.3.1. Ideally, it should be checked if
the 3D robot’s motion is safe given a 3D observation of its surroundings.

Wheelchair driving tasks. Besides for wide-space manoeuvres, assistance
should be provided for manoeuvres for which the robot’s size, its kine-
matics and dynamics should be accurately taken into account. Elderly
and disabled experience severe difficulties with these manoeuvres, given
for example the frequent collisions and damage to both wheelchair and
environment during manoeuvres in cluttered spaces. Estimating the
wheelchair’s dynamics such as its deceleration capabilities may be dif-
ficult for many users as well. At all times, the wheelchair behaviour
should be smooth since the driver travels with the robot. In order to
realise these tasks, the robot’s size, its kinematics and dynamics should
be accurately taken into account when making decisions regarding assis-
tance. Furthermore, shared control algorithms for the wheelchair Shar-
ioto should be easily transferred and adapted to other robot platforms.

Uncertainty. Uncertainty is omnipresent in human-machine interaction ap-
plications in private and public homes. The shared control algorithm
should be able to make decisions in the presence of moving objects,
uncertain or unknown environments, unknown user plans and uncer-
tainty regarding user driving behaviour, unpredictable user signals such
as cramps, effects such as reduced motivation or attention, a limited
information content obtainable with certain user interfaces, uncertain
or inaccurate sensors, and uncertain action execution.

User-specific adaptivity over time. Each driver is different and the driv-
ing behaviour changes over time. Insofar as these user-specific driving
aspects can be reliably estimated over time, the shared-control decision
making algorithm should deal with the individual’s characteristics. For
example, if the left hand side of a driver’s body is paralysed, docking
at light switches should be such that the driver can easily reach the
switch with his right arm. With the chosen user plan representation of
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Chapter 3, this can be easily modelled as a reduced probability assigned
to goal poses that would require physically challenging user actions, or
even assigning zero probability to these undesired goal poses. Since
these user properties do not change over time, they can be modelled
a priori. Other driving characteristics may be more time-varying how-
ever. Dealing with user-specific characteristics also requires the shared
control algorithm to deal with various possible types of user interfaces,
both discrete and continuous.

Human-machine characteristics. When making decisions, typical human-
machine interaction effects should be taken into account, such as human-
in-the-loop characteristics or mode confusion caused by a divergence
between the user’s estimates of the system state and the actual sys-
tem state. Only if the human’s typical control behaviour is considered,
intuitive and easy robot control may result.

Evaluation of performance. The user plan recognition and user modelling
of Chapters 3 and 2 can be evaluated rather objectively, for example by
verifying if user plans are estimated correctly, by checking how fast
user plan changes are detected, or by checking the predictive power
of the user models. For evaluating shared control algorithms however,
subjective evaluation is involved as well. In the end, it is the user who
should be satisfied.

Real-time reaction to user signals.

Self-calibration. Parameters in the shared-control algorithm should either
directly follow from user-related or robot-related properties, or should
be estimated automatically by the algorithm itself.

4.3 Literature survey

Section 4.3.1 discusses terminology, user models for shared control systems in
general, and the mode confusion effect that occurs in shared control systems.
Section 4.3.2 will then specifically focus on tools for Bayesian decision mak-
ing under uncertainty, i.e. Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) and Partially
Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs).

4.3.1 Shared control

Terminology

In this work, shared control refers to the situation where one or more human
operators control the same input variables to a robot as one or more com-
puterised controllers. Hence, for the wheelchair platform Sharioto and for a
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continuous interface, shared control occurs if the continuous interface signals
issued by the user may be modified at a similar frequency by a computer.

Other types of shared human-machine control exist. Sheridan (1992) gives
an overview of the complete spectrum of control sharing. The two extremes of
the spectrum correspond to manual control in which the user is in full control
of the system, and automatic control, where the human can only monitor
or interrupt the task being executed by a computer. In between, Sheridan
defines supervisory control, which can be subdivided into traded control and
shared control. Traded control refers to the situation in which only one of the
control systems, human or machine, is in the loop at a time, but switching the
control between the systems may occur at any point in time. Sharing control
means that the operator and computer are in the loop simultaneously, but
are in control of different aspects of the control task. The definition of shared
control adopted in this work differs from Sheridan’s, and is more related to
the definition of shared control as in (Backes and Tso 1990), where operator
and computer are in the loop simultaneously and control the same aspects of
the control task.

User modelling for shared control systems

Research on user models for shared control applications seems much less anal-
ysed as for manual control. A discussion can be found in (Sheridan 1992).
The main extension to increase the predictive power of user models for shared
control applications seems to be the addition of a mental model to the user
model, which assumes that the user estimates the state of the controlled pro-
cess. These mental models have been used in turn to explain mode confusion,
where a divergence between the system’s true state or mode and the mode
as estimated by the user results in confusion on the user’s side. A second
important aspect in the presence of possibly changing machine behaviour, is
user adaptation to the machine.

Qualitative user models. Sheridan (1992) describes five supervisory func-
tions that humans perform in shared control operation. These functions are
nested in several control loops with different time scales, as depicted in Fig-
ure 4.1. The innermost loop is executed faster than the outermost control
loop. At the outermost control level occurs planning of what task to do
and how to do it, and learning from experience in order to improve future
performance. At an intermediate level occurs teaching or programming the
computer what was planned, and intervening in case a task was achieved or
a task was executed incorrectly. The innermost loop concerns monitoring the
action execution by the system. These functions are often pursued in the se-
quential time order depicted in Figure 4.1. For vehicle control, the innermost
loop is typically called control. The intermediate loop corresponds to guid-
ance, i.e. fine trajectory planning such as speed and lane changing. The outer
loop corresponds to navigation, i.e. to gross trajectory planning such as route
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Figure 4.1: Five generic supervisory functions of humans, performed in
nested loops at different time scales (after Sheridan (1992)).

planning. All functions may be under manual control or under supervisory
control, such as automatic gear shifting and cruise control for car driving.

Mental models. Mental models or internal models have been widely ap-
plied for describing human performance (Smallwood 1967). Human operators
are believed to have within themselves a reference model of the controlled pro-
cess to make predictions about present or future values of system behaviour y
and to select appropriate system inputs u. Sudden changes in the user’s con-
trol behaviour have been experimentally observed, and can be explained as a
detection of the user that the error between machine behaviour and estimated
behaviour exceeds some threshold.

Mental models have typically been used to model users for pursuit and
preview control tasks. One approach to pursuit modelling is to include an
operation that remembers the input pattern and locks on the signal after
some time, and a second operation that acts upon error to make secondary
corrections. In (McRuer and Krendel 1974), such models are described by
the successive organisation of perception hypothesis, which states that in any
tracking task, humans first act on the error alone, then add operations on the
input if the input can be separated from the error, and finally take advantage
of recurrent patterns in the input. This corresponds to humans evolving from
compensatory over pursuit or preview to precognitive control.

Another set of models for mental models of the user includes the Kalman
filter observer used in optimal control models, such as in (Baron et al. 1970),
where the user is modelled to have an estimate of the process to control (A, B,
and C) and where the user estimates the process state based on this model.
The user’s actions u then depend on this estimated state u = −Lx̂.

User adaptation. Despite limitations in bandwidth, force and displace-
ment, accuracy, duty cycle and despite long training requirements, the human
is superior to machines in adapting either at the start of a stationary control
task to the characteristics of input, controlled element and other task vari-
ables or to changing task parameters during a track run. The quickest initial
learning is obtained by forcing the limbs through the appropriate movements.
This can be done for wheelchair driving using a force feedback joystick for
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example. However, retention of such learning appears to be poor. Letting
the learner copy a demonstration by the teacher with positive and negative
reinforcement from the teacher is better for initial skill learning. However, the
best way of learning is to let the learner discover herself the correct response
by trial and error (Sheridan 1992). Both experience and common sense sug-
gest that some intellectual understanding of the controlled process improves
performance and accelerates learning.

When the control task parameters change slowly, adaptation by the user
may be regarded as a matter of continuous refinement of adaptation for a
quasi-stationary task. For sudden changes in a task, for example due to
the system suddenly switching from obstacle-avoidance mode to user-control
mode, the operator first has to detect the change. This may take some time
especially if the change was not anticipated. Secondly, the operator must
identify the change, which is easier if the set of new system dynamics is
small, discrete and known to him. Finally, the operator must modify his
own characteristics to compensate for the task change, and then optimise his
characteristics through small adjustments. Humans are observed to typically
inject some evaluation signals to test or determine ‘the feel’ of the control, such
as the steering or braking step responses commonly performed by automobile
drivers on ice or water. A number of aircraft accidents are believed to have
been caused by pilot inability to adapt properly to failure of control-system
components that caused radical changes in the behaviour of the process, even
though the process remained controllable.

Operator adaptation may be measured in different ways (Sheridan and
Ferrell 1981). Firstly, statistical decision analysis has been applied to model
when humans detect changes in process dynamics (Young et al. 1964; Miller
and Elkind 1967). Miller and Elkind (1967) assume the user adopts an inex-
act mental model of the controlled process and performed experiments for a
process Yprocess = K/s. The structure of the mental model is assumed cor-
rect, but the gain estimate is inexact. Miller and Elkind hypothesise that the
human decides that there has been a change in K once the difference between
observed error rate and expected error rate relative to the standard deviation
of expected differences exceeds some threshold. For this, it is assumed that
the human maintains running estimates of the standard deviations of model
parameters and input signals. The operator is assumed to immediately adapt
his mental model. Changes in Yprocess are made faster if humans are actively
involved in the control process as compared to them being passive observers.
Secondly, changes in user behaviour can be estimated by continuously identi-
fying his transfer function on-line. The longer the time window during which
user signals are measured, the more accurate the estimates of the average
parameter values, but at the cost of temporal resolution of the parameter
changes. However, user adaptation seems to occur faster than the times re-
quired for performing independent user model identifications (Sheridan and
Ferrell 1981). Experiments have shown that if damping and natural frequency
parameters of second-order systems Yprocess change sinusoidally over time, at
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frequencies higher than 0.05 Hz the magnitude of human adaptations is at-
tenuated considerably due to inherent time delays and first-order lag.

Jex et al. (1966) describe the critical task technique, which is a self-
adjusting test that forces the operator to adapt to the limit of his capability.
At the point where the performance score is not satisfactory anymore, the
human’s ability is defined. These tests have been used to rate operators on
their performance, and to measure workloads of primary tasks, where the
critical task is used as a secondary task that has to be performed in parallel.

Conclusion. Initial models have been proposed for the user’s mental mod-
els, and experiments have been performed to estimate and analyse the hu-
man’s adapting capabilities to changes in the controlled system behaviour.
Human adaptation furthermore occurs at different time scales.

However, further analysis is required to investigate how fast users can
adapt, which range and bandwidth of machine changes are allowed for the
entire human-machine system to remain stable, how to estimate and incorpo-
rate the user’s mental model, and which mechanisms influence the building
and change of mental models by the user. The performance of shared control
algorithms may be considerably influenced if the user is given some explana-
tion regarding the internal functioning of the shared control. It furthermore
depends on the amount of training the user has had with the robot.

Mode confusion

Mode confusion occurs when the system’s state or behaviour as estimated or
predicted by the user differs from the actual system’s state or behaviour. This
may lead to inappropriate user signals and is assumed to have caused severe
accidents such as airplane crashes (Sheridan 1992). Lankenau (2001) and
Bredereke and Lankenau (2005) explain that mode confusion occurred dur-
ing their wheelchair experiments i.a. for the situation depicted in Figure 4.2.
Lankenau (2001) furthermore describes several causes of mode confusion:

• interface interpretation errors: these stem from a bad interface design;

• inconsistent behaviour of the machine: the system should behave deter-
ministically for the same input in the same state;

• indirect mode changes, which happen if the system changes modes au-
tonomously without explicit instruction by the operator. In such cases,
the operator may loose track of the system’s actual mode.

• operator authority limit : if the machine can override operator com-
mands, this may possibly prohibit the user to be in control in dangerous
situations, such as fire scenarios.

• lack of appropriate feedback : important mode transitions should be indi-
cated such that the user’s mental model is updated correctly. However,
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Figure 4.2: This figure explains the occurrence of mode confusion after im-
plicit activation of a possible obstacle avoidance algorithm. Suppose the user
has path B in mind. At point pa the user is in control and is steering forward.
Suppose furthermore that at point pb the implemented shared control algo-
rithm implicitly starts an obstacle avoidance manoeuvre due to the presence
of an obstacle, without the user explicitly activating this manoeuvre. Conse-
quently, the user may keep pointing forward, this way indicating that he agrees
with the avoidance behaviour. At point pc the shared control algorithm may
decide to give control back to the user, due to the absence of detected obsta-
cles. At that point, the wheelchair will continue to drive straight ahead along
path A, which is not what the user intended, and is therefore undesired and
unexpected by the user.

indicating too many mode transitions may result in an operator who
ignores these mode transition messages after a while.

Automated tools for discovering possible mode confusion situations ex-
ist (Rushby 2002). These are based on formal specifications of both the system
to be controlled and the human. The user model is the most challenging part
to model, and should include typical errors made by humans. From this mode
confusion analysis, the system design can be optimised further. No approach
seems to exist currently that analyses on-line the potential of mode confusion.

4.3.2 Decision making under uncertainty

Robot actions are not completely reliable, especially in the case of mobile
robot navigation. The robot may overshoot its reference pose or may collide
with an obstacle. Similar problems exist for observation. The robot might not
be able to estimate its pose precisely due to noisy sensor measurements. This
uncertainty may have a global character when several pose hypotheses can
be derived from a single set of sensor measurements. For example, a corridor
may look like a corner, or laser scans taken from different poses in a map may
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be very similar, especially if the map contains many symmetries. In order to
maintain or improve an estimate of its pose, the robot will have to remember
part of its history of actions and observations together with knowledge about
the underlying dynamics of the world and robot. Despite these uncertainties,
the robot continuously has to take actions.

Two techniques for decision making under uncertainty have been devel-
oped, which use the Bayesian formalism for modelling and dealing with un-
certainty. Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) are adopted if observation un-
certainty is not present or ignored, though action uncertainty is taken into
account. Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) model
decision problems in which beside action uncertainty, additionally uncertainty
on the observation is present and taken into account, i.e. where states are not
fully observable. Both techniques are valid for Markov processes, cf. Sec-
tion 3.4.1.

Markov Decision Processes

The MDP and POMDP approaches are planning techniques that adopt
stochastic models of the world dynamics and a reward structure to deter-
mine the optimal way to behave. Due to the uncertainty sources present,
plans are not represented as sequences of actions as is traditionally performed
in planning research. Instead, plans are specified as mappings from situations
or states x ∈ X to actions a ∈ A. This mapping is called an action policy
π (x) : X → A. The state transition function p (xk+1|ak, xk) determines the
probability that the system’s state at time k+1 is xk+1 if action ak was taken
in xk at time k. Taking an action ak in a state xk results in an immediate
reward r (xk, ak) where r is the reward function. The Markov assumption in
this case boils down to the assumption that both state and reward at time
k + 1 are only dependent on the state and action at time k. For MDPs,
the transition from state xk to state xk+1 is uncertain, but once the robot
reaches a state xk+1 it can perfectly determine its state, i.e. observations are
completely certain.

The purpose of MDPs is to maximise some measure of the long-run re-
ward. One possible measure is the finite-horizon optimality, in which the
agent should act in order to maximise the expected sum of rewards it receives
on the next T steps:

RT = E

[
T∑

τ=1

rk+τ

]
. (4.1)

Since an appropriate T is often unknown, an infinite life-time is usually as-
sumed for the agent. In that case, the infinite-horizon discounted measure
is the most straightforward one, where future rewards are discounted with a
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geometric discount factor 0 < γ < 1:

R∞ = E

[ ∞∑
τ=1

γτrk+τ

]
. (4.2)

In this model, rewards received earlier in the agent’s lifetime have more value
to the agent. The discount factor is required to ensure that the sum remains
finite.

A policy can be evaluated based on the long-run value the agent expects to
gain from executing it. In the finite-horizon case, the value function Vπ, T (x)
denotes the expected sum of rewards when starting in state x and executing
policy π for T steps. Vπ, T (x) is defined recursively as

Vπ, T (x) = r (x, π(x)) + γ
∑

x′
p (x′|π(x), x) Vπ, T−1(x′). (4.3)

A similar definition of the value function Vπ (x) for the infinite-horizon mea-
sure can be defined. The value function Vπ for policy π is the unique simul-
taneous solution of this set of linear equations, one for each state x. In the
infinite-horizon discounted case, it makes also sense to derive a policy from
the value function, by greedily following the gradient of the value function:

πV (x) = arg max
a

[
r (x, a) + γ

∑

x′
p (x′|a, x) V (x′)

]
. (4.4)

This can in fact be performed for any value function V . The optimal policy
maximises V for all states x. Howard (1960) showed that in the infinite-
horizon case, an optimal policy π∗ exists for every starting state. The corre-
sponding value function V ∗

π or V ∗ is defined by the set of equations

V ∗(x) = max
a

[
r (x, a) + γ

∑

x′
p (x′|a, x) V ∗(x′)

]
, (4.5)

which has a unique solution. These are called Bellman’s equations. The
optimal policy π∗ is just a greedy policy with respect to V ∗. Every value
function satisfying Equation 4.5 is both necessary and sufficient for the in-
duced policy to be optimal. One way to solve this equation is by a dynamic
programming (Bellman 1957b; Howard 1960) technique called value itera-
tion (Kaelbling et al. 1998).

Literature describing applications of MDPs and dynamic programming is
extensive and covers many domains. In the field of assistive service robotics,
an exemplary application of MDP studies how to guide patients with dementia
through activities of daily living (Boger et al. 2006). The MDP planning
module in (Boger et al. 2006) decides when to issue guiding prompts based
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on the state of the activity a patient is performing. The state, as modelled in
this application, has a dimensionality of 22 million different values, making
an explicit enumeration of policy and actions unfeasible. Instead, Dynamic
Bayesian Networks (DBN) are used as a compact representation of the model
together with algebraic decision diagrams, which capture regularities in the
local distributions of the DBN. The MDP is solved via a special dynamic
programming technique called Stochastic Planning Using Decision Diagrams
(SPUDD) (Hoey et al. 1999).

Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes

In the presence of uncertainty on observations, it is necessary to use mem-
ory of previous actions and observations to aid in the disambiguation of the
states of the world. A possible solution would be to incorporate the complete
prior history of the robot in the decision making process. It can be shown
that reasoning about the state in terms of probability functions3 b(x) pro-
vides a sufficient representation for calculating an optimal action policy, i.e.
belief states are a sufficient statistic that incorporate all previous information.
Hence, instead of using x as states as in MDPs, the state will now be a belief
state b(x) that summarises all previous experience.

Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) generalise
MDPs to uncertain states, represented by probability functions. In addition
to the state transition probability p (xk+1|ak, xk), an observation function
p (zk|xk,ak−1) is used, accounting for the uncertain perception zk of the true
state. The agent’s goal remains to maximise expected discounted future re-
ward. The new degree of belief b′ in some state x′ after having taking action
a and observation z is calculated using Bayes rule:

b′(x′) =
p (z|x′,a)

∑
x p (x′|x, a) b(x)

p (z|a, b)
(4.6)

From this, the state transition function of belief states b is derived:

p (b′|a, b) =
∑

z

p (b′|a, b, z) p (z|a, b) (4.7)

where p (b′|a, b,z) = 1 if b′ is the belief predicted as in Equation 4.6, and zero
otherwise.

The policy of a POMDP agent must map belief states into actions. Since
the belief state is a sufficient statistic, the optimal policy is the solution of a
continuous-space MDP with value function:

VT (b) = r (b,a) + γ

∫

b′
VT−1(b′) p (b′|a, b) (4.8)

3An additional notation b is introduced for probability functions p, in order to avoid
notational confusion in Equations 4.7 and 4.8.
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where:
r (b, a) =

∑
x

r (x,a) b(x) (4.9)

Performing calculations in the probability state space is computationally
much more expensive than on the actual world state, as in MDPs. The sim-
plicity and similarity of Equation 4.8 to Equation 4.5 is misleading. The state
transition probability for the POMDP model corresponds to a probability
distribution over probability distributions. Integration has to be performed
in the belief space rather than in the state space, which is continuous even
for discrete states, or even an infinitely-dimensional continuum for continuous
state spaces (Thrun et al. 2005). Solving Equation 4.8 exactly is therefore
only possible for finite state, action and measurement spaces.

Exact and approximate techniques for solving POMDPs have been pro-
posed in (Kaelbling et al. 1998; Cassandra 1998; Hauskrecht 2000). Overviews
of existing POMDP solution strategies can be found in (Aberdeen 2003; Thrun
et al. 2005). Generally, available POMDP techniques discretise either the
action or the state space since finding exact solutions for continuous actions
and states is intractable. Recently though, some approximate techniques have
tried to cope with either continuous actions or continuous states (Spaan and
Vlassis 2005; Brooks et al. 2006; Thrun 2000). Both the approach of Spaan
and Vlassis (2005) and the approach of Brooks et al. (2006) are validated
in simulation for a robot navigation problem in an office environment with
symmetries. Thrun (2000) validates his Monte Carlo POMDP method on
a locate and grasp task with a real robot. Pineau et al. (2003) apply the
POMDP framework to a robotic assistant PEARL for nursing homes, which
is designed to issue reminders to patients and to accompany and guide them to
their appointments. PEARL’s high-level planning is performed with hierarchi-
cal POMDPs, an exact POMDP technique that copes with high-dimensional
state spaces or action spaces by grouping them hierarchically and combining
multiple POMDPs at each level.

4.4 Reactive semi-autonomous navigation

During the STWW project discussed in Section 1.3.2, several behaviours were
developed and implemented, such as a collision avoidance algorithm and a
dock-at-table algorithm as described in (Vanhooydonck 2007). These algo-
rithms fitted in the behaviour-based approach that was pursued in the project.
As a contribution to that framework, an obstacle avoidance algorithm was im-
plemented in this work. Though the behaviour-based paradigm was not fur-
ther pursued in this work, the obstacle avoidance algorithm is discussed here
because its evaluation with respect to the requirements in Section 4.2 revealed
possible improvements to the adopted behaviour-based implementation. This
led to an alternative, Bayesian approach with user plans represented as men-
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tal paths that users track, as was presented in Chapter 3. The evaluation of
the obstacle avoidance algorithm is given in Section 4.4.2.

4.4.1 Minimum Vector Field Histogram

In contrast to collision avoidance that only slows down the vehicle if collisions
are about to emerge, without changing the vehicle’s direction of travel, obsta-
cle avoidance may additionally change this travel direction in order to avoid
obstacles while maintaining the vehicle’s linear speed insofar as possible.

Various reactive obstacle avoidance methods exist for autonomous robots,
as explained in Section D.3.3. When adopting these algorithms in semi-
autonomous applications, care should be taken that the robot behaves in
a smooth way to optimise user comfort, rather than in a nervous way to op-
timise travel speed. Furthermore, the user’s signals should be considered by
the algorithm in order to assist the user in the way he desires it. The assistive
robot’s shape may also differ considerably from an autonomous mobile robot,
which can be typically approximated as being circular and limited in size. One
of the few obstacle avoidance algorithms that has been explicitly adapted for
use on assistive wheelchairs is the Minimum Vector Field Histogram (MVFH),
developed for the NavChair wheelchair (Bell et al. 1994; Levine et al. 1999).
This algorithm was chosen in this work in order to have a reference algorithm
that was successfully tested on other wheelchair platforms. The MVFH is an
adaptation of the Vector Field Histogram (VFH) algorithm that was devel-
oped for autonomous mobile robots by Borenstein and Koren (1991). The
VFH algorithm was improved to take robot kinematics and robot shape more
accurately into account (Ulrich and Borenstein 1998), resulting in the VFH+
algorithm. Moreover, it was improved to deal with dead-ends in a better man-
ner, by adding local planning to the algorithm (Ulrich and Borenstein 2000),
resulting in the VFH* algorithm.

Several changes were implemented to adopt MVFH on Sharioto, which will
be explained below. This improved MVFH computes an obstacle-avoidance
twist toa (v, ω) as follows:

1. The original VFH algorithm adopts as input a local certainty grid
around the robot, each cell of which contains a value that indicates
the certainty of an obstacle being present in that cell’s area. The cer-
tainty grid is continuously updated with sensor readings, and it was
chosen by Borenstein and Koren (1991) because it yields acceptable
world modelling results for the ultrasound sensors on their platform.
For obstacle avoidance on Sharioto, no such certainty grid is calculated,
since the adopted lidar provides much faster and more accurate results
as obtainable with the ultrasound sensors,4 and information would be

4Appendix A will discuss these sensors in more detail. In fact, ultrasound and lidar
sensors are complementary. However, the lidar sensor has a higher angular resolution and
is less subject to specular reflections. This makes it easier to interpret its data.
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lost if the scan would be converted to a grid first. Therefore, only the
observations of the latest lidar scan are adopted.

2. In order to account for the wheelchair’s large shape, each point in the
lidar scan is converted to a set of virtual obstacle points pi as shown
in Figure 4.3 (a). The wheelchair’s shape is approximated as a rectan-
gle. In order to determine the virtual obstacle points, the co-ordinate
frame of the robot is translated to the real scan point, and rotated over
180◦. The virtual obstacle points are then computed from the intersec-
tion between the rotated shape and the bisectrices of the sectors that
are covered by the shape, indicated as the grey area in Figure 4.3 (a).
This procedure corresponds to the calculation of a configuration space
for a robot that can only translate, as explained in Section D.3.2 and
Figure D.1. After this procedure, the robot is considered to be a point.

3. From the set of virtual obstacle points pi, a one-dimensional polar his-
togram is calculated. This polar histogram is obtained by dividing the
360◦ view around the robot into n sectors, and by assigning an obstacle
density hk to each sector k:

hk = max
pi

(a− b · di) , (4.10)

where a and b are constants and di is the distance from the origin to the
virtual scan point pi that lies in sector k, as shown in Figure 4.3 (a).
Hence, hk is low if the closest transformed scan point is located far from
the robot. Conversely, a high obstacle density hk corresponds to a sec-
tor k in which an obstacle lies very close to the robot. Hence, valleys
in the polar histogram correspond to obstacle-free travel directions. In
practice, n = 144 sectors were chosen, a = 5 and b = 1 for a lidar
with a maximum range of 4.5 m and a modelled robot width of 0.65 m.
Figure 4.3 (c) shows the polar histogram for a drive-through-door task
in Figure 4.3 (b). By contrast, Borenstein and Koren (1991) take all
certainty grid cells that lie in a certain sector into account to calculate
the obstacle density of that sector, not just the closest cell. This is due
to the modelling of uncertainty regarding the presence of obstacles in
the certainty grid, as opposed to the rather accurate lidar scan measure-
ments that allow a more binary occupied/not-occupied approach. If the
certainty value for cell i is represented as ci, their obstacle density for
sector k amounts to:

hk,V FH =
∑
pi

(ci)
2 (a− b · di) . (4.11)

In (Ulrich and Borenstein 1998), the obstacle density is calculated as
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Figure 4.3: Figure (a) shows the robot approximated as a rectangle, and
the conversion of a single scan point into a set of virtual obstacle points that
model the robot’s shape. Figure (b) shows a simulated environment for testing
a drive-through-door task. Figure (c) depicts the polar histogram constructed
for the environment of Figure (b).

follows:

hk,V FH+ =
∑
pi

(ci)
2 (

a− b · d2
i

)
. (4.12)

4. After having calculated the obstacle densities hk based on all lidar mea-
surements, the obtained polar histogram is smoothed. The smoothed
obstacle density h′k for sector k is influenced by 2 ·m + 1 neighbouring
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sectors:

h′k =
hk−m + 2hk−m+1 + . . . + (m + 1) hk + . . . + 2hk+m−1 + hk+m

(m + 1)2
.

(4.13)
For experiments on the real wheelchair, a value of m = 5 was chosen.
Borenstein and Koren (1991) adopt a different smoothing filter, which
changes the scale of the obstacle density for no specific reason.
The rationale why the polar histogram is smoothed, is that maxima of
this histogram will be adopted in further steps. Smoothing prevents
many local extrema from occurring. However, the smoothing does not
always remove all local maxima, as shown in Figure 4.4 (b). Therefore,
an additional heuristic had to be implemented that compares every max-
imum with the local minima to the left and to the right of it. If the
difference between the maximum and one of its neighbouring local min-
ima is smaller than a threshold αlocal max, the maximum is considered to
be a small local maximum and is not taken into account.

5. From the smoothed polar histogram, a binary polar histogram is cal-
culated. For this, a global threshold value αglobal is determined. All
sectors with a smoothed polar obstacle density above this threshold are
considered occupied. The global threshold is made dependent on the
linear velocity, as shown in Figure 4.4 (a). The reason for this is that
the robot should not look too far ahead when travelling at low speeds,
since otherwise it will unnecessarily react to obstacles far away. In ex-
periments, αglobal, max = 4.0, αglobal, min = 2.5, vmin = 0.2 m/s and
vmax = 1.5 m/s.
The use of just one global threshold may hide valleys that are actually
free. For example, Figure 4.4 (c) depicts the construction of the binary
polar histogram after application of a global threshold αglobal = 1.5 to
the smoothed polar histogram. This shows that the door opening would
not be recognised as a free travel direction, and the algorithm would
always try to avoid the door. In (Levine et al. 1999), this is dealt with
by adding a parabola-like cost function centred on the sector indicated
by the user. If the parabola is made sharp enough, the user is assigned
more control over the chair than the obstacle avoidance algorithm, and
the entire system is able to go through the door. However, in this work
it was preferred for the system to be able to drive through the door
even in the absence of user signals. Therefore, an adaptive threshold
was adopted that takes into account the relative difference in obstacle
density. This is realised as follows. First, a search for all clear local
maxima in the smoothed polar histogram is performed. All sectors k in
between two such maxima h′i and h′j are analysed. Sector k is free if it
has a polar obstacle density h′k below min

(
h′i, h′j

) − αlocal but above
αglobal. The result of this approach is shown in Figure 4.4 (c). During
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Figure 4.4: Figure (a) shows the dependency of the global threshold αglobal

on the robot’s linear velocity. Figure (b) shows the smoothed polar histogram
corresponding to the polar histogram in Figure 4.3 (c). Figure (c) shows the
construction of a binary polar histogram, based on a single global threshold
αglobal = 1.5. Figure (d) shows the use of an additional, adaptive, local
threshold αlocal to detect free passages that are masked by the single, global
threshold.

experiments with Sharioto, αlocal = 0.7.
Even with this adaptive threshold, the binary polar histogram some-
times denies access to passages that are obstacle-free in reality. There-
fore, additional heuristics had to be implemented to generate extra can-
didate travel directions, such as:

• If one of the 2 subsequent maxima is smaller than the other max-
imum minus αlocal, then use max

(
h′i, h′j

) − αlocal as a threshold
to determine if sectors are free or not.
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• If no free space is found between two subsequent maxima, then
use the local minimum between the two subsequent maxima as a
possible candidate. In fact, more than one local minimum may
exist between two maxima. This is so if a small local maximum
between the two maxima has been removed. In that case, not
only the local minima could be candidates, but also the small local
maximum.

6. Next, various possible obstacle-free candidate directions are determined.
Beside the candidate directions that are located in local minima as de-
termined in the previous step, the binary polar histogram is used to
generate other candidate directions that correspond to free space in the
environment. In order to do so, every valley in the binary polar his-
togram is investigated. If the number of sectors in a valley exceeds
nsmall, the valley is considered to be large. In that case, at least two
and possibly three candidate directions are generated: one to the left
border of the valley, one to the right border and if the direction pointed
to by the user lies in between these two candidates, this user direction
is also a candidate direction. If however the valley is evaluated to be
small, only one candidate direction is generated in the middle of the
valley. In practice, nsmall = 10 was chosen.

7. After generation of various candidates, the most appropriate candidate
direction is selected. For this, a cost ck, total is assigned to each candidate
sector:

ck, total = µtarget · ck, target + µhist · ck, hist + µobst. dens. · ck, obst. dens.

+µunknown · ck, unknown, (4.14)

where ck, target corresponds to the number of sectors between the candi-
date direction k and the target direction ktarget as indicated by the user,
ck, hist corresponds to the smoothed polar obstacle density h′k for that
sector, ck, obst. dens. corresponds to the average obstacle density between
the candidate direction and the orientation of the robot, and ck, unknown

represents the number of sectors that are not observed by the sensors
and that lie between the candidate direction and the orientation of the
robot. The target direction is derived directly from the user’s signals as
ktarget = arctan (vuser,NV /ωuser,NV )− π/2. The weights µtarget, µhist,
µobst. dens., and µunknown should be tuned to obtain satisfactory be-
haviour. Typical values are µtarget = 2, µhist = 5, µobst. dens. = 25, and
µunknown = 0.25.

8. In a last step, the robot twist toa (v, ω) is computed from the optimal
candidate direction. Three guidelines are adopted to determine the
linear and rotational velocities v and ω. If there are many close obstacles
in between the orientation of the robot and the chosen optimal direction
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to travel, the radius of curvature ρ = v/ω should be small. Secondly,
if many obstacles are present, the robot should drive slowly for safety
reasons. Thirdly, the chosen twist should be as close as possible to the
user’s twist.
If the optimal candidate direction corresponds to the direction indicated
by the user, no correction is applied. Otherwise, the maximum radius
of curvature ρmax is calculated first. In order to avoid obstacles safely,
the radius of curvature should be below this value. If h′opt = max (h′0:k)
represents the maximum obstacle density of the sectors between the
current robot orientation (sector 0) and the optimal candidate direction
(section k), ρmax = ∞ if h′opt = 0, meaning that any radius of curvature
suffices if no obstacles are present between the current robot orientation
and the target direction to travel. If h′opt = a, where a has been defined
in Equation 4.10, ρmax = 0, i.e. the robot should turn on the spot to
avoid obstacles very nearby the robot. All functions of the form

ρmax = c ·
(

1
(h′opt)γ

− 1
aγ

)
(4.15)

satisfy these conditions. During experiments with Sharioto, the param-
eters were chosen as follows: γ = 1 and c = 50. In a second stage, the
robot’s linear velocity v is determined:

v = vmax ·
(

1− (h′opt)4

a4

)
(4.16)

Constraints for the determination of v are that for h′opt = a, obstacles
are very close to the robot, and hence the robot can only avoid these
by turning on the spot, i.e. v = 0. If no obstacles are present, h′opt = 0,
the linear speed may be maximal. The rotational velocity can then be
computed from ω = ρmax/v. These velocities are further reduced to the
amplitude of the user’s signals, in case the user signals are smaller in
amplitude than the computed obstacle avoidance twists.

4.4.2 Discussion

Various experimental tests have been performed with obstacle avoidance run-
ning on the wheelchair platform Sharioto, in laboratory conditions but also in
the field such as during open-door days of the lab. Figure 4.5 depicts the algo-
rithm in action. In that experiment, no wheelchair driver is in the wheelchair
in order to show that results are not faked. Instead, a virtual wheelchair
driver was implemented that continuously gives a forward joystick signal.

With respect to the requirements stated in Section 4.2, the algorithm
performs as follows:
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Figure 4.5: These screen shots show the performance of the modified MVFH
for a virtual user that continuously gives forward signals. The wheelchair is
initially misaligned with the corridor, it correctly recovers from this and avoids
the seats in the corridor.

Wheelchair driving tasks. Obviously, this algorithm can only be evalu-
ated on how well it avoids obstacles. Several heuristics were required
to make the robot pass through narrow passages such as doors. One
cause for this may be the smoothing of the polar histogram. However,
this smoothing is required in certain parts of the algorithm and cannot
be simply omitted. It cannot be guaranteed that the algorithm passes
through other types of narrow passages though. Secondly, the algorithm
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was experimentally observed to be subject to local minima, i.e. environ-
mental situations in which the robot gets stuck and from which it is
difficult to escape unless the user changes his signals considerably, i.e.
just pointing ahead with the joystick and assuming that the wheelchairs
avoids the corner is not always possible. Typical local minima occur in
corners for example.
The robot’s size is only approximately taken into account, and its kine-
matics and dynamics are not at all considered.
Experiments also revealed that the wheelchair’s behaviour may be ner-
vous, possibly due to fast switching between optimal candidate direc-
tions in certain situations, and the corresponding fast changes in target
twists this brings about. The exact causes of this and their influence
when driving at higher speeds need to be investigated further.

Uncertainty. The algorithm does not take uncertainty into account regard-
ing sensor signals, action execution, and user signals.

User-specific adaptivity. The generated candidate directions that corre-
spond to obstacle-free passages can be considered to be hypotheses re-
garding the user’s intent. Hence, the obstacle avoidance algorithm has
to perform additional plan recognition to infer the user’s actual plans,
by choosing one of the candidate directions. For this, it adopts the hand-
icapped user signals, and not some reconstructed intended user signals.
Hence, this algorithm does not implement user-adapted shared control,
but relies upon a general user model. Furthermore, candidate direc-
tions may lie far apart resulting in obstacle-avoidance actions that are
quite different. Uncertainty regarding the desired direction is only dealt
with by choosing the candidate direction that is closest to the direction
indicated by the user, using the cost function of Equation 4.14 as the
distance metric. Problems can then occur if several candidate direc-
tions are equally close to the direction indicated by the user, but with
different robot actions. In that case, fast switching between candidate
directions can occur with considerable differences in motor actions.

Human-machine characteristics. The algorithm runs at the frequency of
the main sensor, a lidar scanner with an update frequency of 5 Hz. Fur-
thermore, the possible corrections applied to user signals may be large,
and are not related to corrections applied in the previous time step.
These elements may lead to nervous system behaviour that may be too
fast for the driver to control adequately. For low speeds and low-pass
filters applied to the target signals, these characteristics may have less
influence. Even at low robot speeds, frequent switching between can-
didate directions is experienced by the driver. For higher robot speeds
however, further experimental analysis of the algorithm is required.

(Self-)calibration. A rather extended set of parameters is present that may
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modify the obstacle-avoidance behaviour in some manner. Many of the
presented parameters were not present in the description of the original
VFH method, but were introduced to cure some observed failures. Not
all parameters have a physical interpretation, and many are related to
the concept of polar obstacle density. This is not always intuitive to
interpret, or it may be difficult to estimate good parameter values for
these obstacle densities. Tuning of the parameters requires insight in the
algorithm. Based on the extensive implementation efforts this algorithm
brought about, and the tedious tuning efforts afterwards, this algorithm
seems difficult to adapt or transfer to other platforms.

Real-time reaction to user signals. Real-time reaction is a strong point
of this algorithm, and posed no problems to the adopted laptops.

Structure of the robot software. This algorithm represents only part of
the decision making in behaviour-based robotics. Another part con-
sists in selecting the behaviour that should be activated, or to merge
various behaviour outputs. In various assistive wheelchair approaches,
a winner-takes-all strategy is adopted, where the behaviour with the
highest appropriateness is chosen. This appropriateness value is typi-
cally calculated based on the latest sensor and user signals only.
If for each task in a behaviour-based approach a similar task-specific
algorithm should be designed as this obstacle-avoidance algorithm, the
statement that behaviour-based approaches are easily extendable and
more robust in uncertain environments needs at least to be tempered
for this application and for this way of implementing behaviour-based
techniques. Besides the design of such task-specific behaviours, the mu-
tual influence of the behaviours onto each other should be analysed,
tested, and tuned. It is unclear if behaviours can just be added without
having to change the structure and parameters of existing behaviours.

Future work may improve the MVFH algorithm, for example by including
improvements made for VFH in VFH+ and VFH* (Ulrich and Borenstein
1998; Ulrich and Borenstein 2000). However, based on the comparison of the
algorithm with the requirements of Section 4.2, research on the behaviour-
based approach was traded in this work for research on probabilistic robotics
and a more accurate modelling of the robot’s kinematics and dynamics. Path
or trajectory planning algorithms provide tools for developing a single al-
gorithm that should be able to perform all required tasks accurately and
robustly, at the cost of being computationally more expensive. This decision
was made for this application, and for this manner of adopting the behaviour-
based approach. No statement whatsoever is made regarding the usefulness of
the behaviour-based approach in other applications or regarding alternative
implementations of the behaviour-based approach for this application.
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4.5 Deliberative semi-autonomous navigation

This section presents three shared-control approaches that are all based on
the representation of user plans as mental trajectories that the user tries to
track, rather than as behaviours.

4.5.1 General design remarks

One way to look at the problem of shared control would be to regard the
human as an opponent such as for playing chess, but in this case the human
should win the game as much and as easily as possible. This may result in
the application of techniques applied in games against computers, such as
mini-max algorithms.

In the three shared-control approaches discussed below however, the user
will be considered as an additional sensor, as in the approach to plan recog-
nition of Chapter 3. A key characteristic that should always be kept in mind,
is that the human cannot be considered as a passive sensor whose signals
only depend on the current robot state and the goal state. Instead, these
signals may be the result of a complex processing of past robot states, user
signals, and environmental perception, because in this application the user is
closing the loop. Many other factors can influence the human’s signals, such
as mental models, training, or fatigue.

Shared control requires a good two-way communication between human
and machine. In this work, communication from machine to human will only
happen through robot accelerations or decelerations.

4.5.2 Maximum Likelihood and Maximum A Posteriori

The ML and MAP approach implemented in this work only differ in the func-
tion they maximise to determine the optimal robot action. The ML chooses
the user plan iML that maximises the likelihood function or user model

iML = arg max
ik

puser (ûk|ik−m+1:k, ûk−m+1:k−1, ẑk−m:k−1, âk−m:k−1) ,

(4.17)
whereas MAP chooses the user plan iMAP that maximises the posterior prob-
ability

iMAP = arg max
ik

pk (ik|ûk−m+1:k, ẑk−m:k−1, âk−m:k−1) , (4.18)

where pk (ik|ûk−m+1:k, ẑk−m:k−1, âk−m:k−1) is obtained by marginalising
pk (ik−m+1:k|ûk−m+1:k, ẑk−m:k−1, âk−m:k−1) in Equation 3.16 over all user
plans ik−m+1:k−1 as in Equation 3.6.

After selection of the most likely or most probable user plan, it should
still be decided which specific target robot twist should be sent to the robot’s
motors. In order to take the robot’s size, its kinematics and its dynamics into
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account, the global dynamic window approach presented in Section D.5 will
be adopted. This approach selects a next target twist aj ∈ A from a window
around the current robot twist such that the robot’s kinematics and dynam-
ics are automatically respected. For each of these twists, it is checked if the
robot can come to a full stop without colliding after application of the chosen
twist, thereby also considering the robot’s shape. For this collision checking,
uncertainty on action execution is taken into account, and the twist aj in
the dynamic window is assigned a large cost costCollision (aj) if collisions at
high speed may occur when selecting that twist.
If an action’s collision cost is acceptable thereby guaranteeing safety, it can
be assigned additional costs or rewards using a function cost (aj). This cost
function determines how intuitive and easy the robot can be controlled, as-
suming the user’s plan was estimated correctly. Some concrete cost functions
will be discussed in Section 4.6.

The pseudo-code for the ML and MAP algorithms is shown in Algo-
rithm 4.1. The algorithm first determines the mental trajectory that is most
likely for ML or most probable for MAP (line 4). For all possible robot ac-
tions aj ∈ Ax, the safety of the action is checked by comparing its collision
cost costCollision (aj) to a user-defined threshold αcollision (lines 5 and 6).
The set Ax denotes the set of applicable actions in robot state x, thereby
dealing with robot geometry, kinematics and dynamics. If the action is safe,
additional costs for action aj are calculated in line 7, and are stored in cj .
The collision cost costCollision may be part of the function cost. If the action
is not safe, cj is assigned an infinite cost (line 9). The optimal action aopt is
the action aj with minimum cost cj (line 10).

Algorithm 4.1 ML or MAP shared control
1: Input: (a) p = probability function pk or likelihood function puser

2: (b) user signal uk

3: Output: robot command aopt at time k
4: iopt ← arg max

ik

p

5: for j = 1 to |Ax| do
6: if costCollision (aj) < αcollision then
7: cj ← cost (aj , iopt, uk)
8: else
9: cj ←∞

10: aopt ← arg min
aj

cj

The ML and MAP approaches do not take possible ambiguity over the set
of user plans into account. Therefore, they can be expected to yield good re-
sults if the probability function over user plans or over user signals is sharply
uni-modal. In case of multi-modal probability functions, their performance
may decrease if user plans corresponding to the multiple modes require differ-
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ent assistive actions. POMDP approaches explicitly deal with this ambiguity,
and are therefore expected to perform better in such cases.

4.5.3 Partially Observable Markov Decision Process

In order to apply POMDP techniques to shared wheelchair control, a mapping
between variables in both problem descriptions and an explicit statement of
assumptions are required:

1. The state xPOMDP in the POMDP description will be modelled to com-
prise the robot state x = [p t]T and the user plan i. For the performed
experiments in this work, only uncertainty on the user plans i is consid-
ered. The robot state will be considered to be fully observable and robot
actions will be assumed to be executed deterministically and modelled
perfectly. The state transition function is therefore deterministic for x,
but is uncertain for the user plans and corresponds to the plan process
function pprocess of Section 3.4.1.

2. As for the ML and MAP approaches, actions aj are chosen from a
dynamic window A around the current robot twist, such that the robot’s
kinematics and dynamics are taken into account.

3. Observations in the POMDP model correspond to user signals uk. The
observation function corresponds to the user model puser. This user
model leads to decisions that are tailored to the user’s specific needs,
resulting in user-adapted shared control.

4. In order to be reactive to changes in the environment, optimal actions
should be re-calculated in each time step based on an updated model
of the environment with the latest sensor measurements. Traditionally,
optimal solutions to POMDP problems, or approximations thereof, are
calculated off-line for the infinite-horizon reward measure and for all
possible initial belief states. This is not feasible for on-line calculations
in the high-dimensional state-space of this application. Therefore, ac-
tions are chosen for the current belief state only, and a finite-horizon
measure is adopted.

5. A concrete reward function should be designed, which depends on the
application. The reward functions used in this work are discussed in
Section 4.6.

The pseudo-code for a POMDP algorithm with a two-step finite horizon
is shown in Algorithm 4.2. Lines 1-5 and 22-24 correspond to the ML and
MAP approach of Algorithm 4.1, except that no most likely or most probable
user plan iopt is determined. In these steps, all actions that satisfy the robot’s
kinematic and dynamic constraints are checked for safe robot behaviour. The
assignment of a cost to each safe action in lines 6-21 is different however.
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When the assistive robot has one step remaining, all it can do is take a single
action. In contrast to the ML and MAP approaches, that action is now chosen
that minimises the expected cost, i.e. it takes the belief in the different user
plans into account. This is performed in the algorithm in line 9, where cost
cm for user plan im is weighted with belief bk (im) for that user plan. The set
of user plans at time k is denoted as Ik. In order to speed up the algorithm,
an additional threshold αmin, k is introduced in line 8, such that user plans
at time k with a probability below αmin, k are not adopted in the calculation
of costs. If the robot only looks one time step ahead, lines 10-20 should be
omitted.
With two steps to go, the assistive robot can take an action aj , make an
observation ut, and then take another action ao possibly depending on the
previous observation. This is described in lines 10 to 20. In line 11, bk+1 is
calculated for all user plans in ∈ Ik+1 at time k +1, based on the taken robot
action aj and the possible user signals ut ∈ Uk+1. In lines 12 to 19 the costs
of all collision-free second actions ao is calculated in a similar way as the cost
for the first action aj in lines 5 to 9. In line 20, the cost of the second action
ao with the smallest cost is added to the cost of the first action aj , multiplied
with the discount factor γ. As in line 8, line 16 checks on this probability
bk+1 to be above a threshold αmin, k+1 in order to speed up the calculation.

4.5.4 Comparison with reactive semi-autonomous navi-
gation

The ML, MAP and POMDP approaches compare as follows to the MVFH
algorithm that was evaluated in Section 4.4.2:

Wheelchair driving tasks. In contrast to MVFH, the ML, MAP and
POMDP algorithms deal with all possible manoeuvres, not just with
obstacle avoidance. Due to the generation of user plans with a path
planner as discussed in Section 3.4.2, navigation will not be subject to
local minima. Furthermore, the ML, MAP and POMDP schemes can
be completely embedded in the global dynamic window approach of Ap-
pendix D. This takes the robot’s size, its kinematics, and its dynamic
constraints more accurately into account as compared to the MVFH
approach, which takes the robot’s size only approximately into account
and which disregards its kinematic and dynamic constraints.

Uncertainty. The ML, MAP and POMDP approaches explicitly deal with
uncertainty regarding user signals and user plans. Uncertainty regarding
action execution is taken into account in the global dynamic window
approach explained in Section D.5.

User-specific adaptivity. The user plans that are adopted by ML, MAP,
and POMDP are modelled at a rather fine resolution, such that these
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Algorithm 4.2 POMDP shared control
1: Input: (a) probability bk = pk at time k
2: (b) user signal uk

3: Output: robot command aopt at time k
4: for j = 1 to |Ak| do
5: if costCollision (aj) < αcollision then
6: cj ← 0
7: for m = 1 to |Ik| do
8: if bk (im) > αmin, k then
9: cm ← bk (im) · cost (aj , im,uk)

10: for t = 1 to |Uk+1| do
11: calculate bk+1 (in|ut,aj) using Bayes rule
12: for o = 1 to |Ak+1| do
13: if costCollision (ao) < αcollision then
14: co ← 0
15: for n = 1 to |Ik+1| do
16: if bk+1 (in) > αmin, k+1 then
17: co ← co + bk+1(in) · cost (ao, in, ut)
18: else
19: co ←∞
20: cm ← cm + γ ·min

ao

(co)
21: cj ← cj + cm

22: else
23: cj ←∞
24: aopt ← arg min

aj

cj

decision making algorithms do not have to perform further plan recog-
nition, in contrast to MVFH. Some local deviations from estimated user
plans are still possible though. Since a user-adapted user model can
be used for the estimation of user plans, the chosen assistive actions
automatically take the driver’s characteristics into account.

(Self-)calibration. Since the global dynamic window approach models the
robot’s size, kinematics, and dynamics more accurately as compared
to MVFH, the parameters adopted in the navigation algorithm have a
physical meaning and are directly obtained from knowledge about the
platform.

Structure of the robot software. A single planning algorithm is adopted
for generating all possible manoeuvres, which are represented as geomet-
ric paths. Furthermore, the same decision-making algorithm is adopted
for all manoeuvres, i.e. manoeuvres are treated equally. This is because
the user model takes the geometric path as input to predict user signals.
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By contrast, MVFH alone does not suffice to provide all desired types
of wheelchair assistance. Other behaviours should be implemented as
well and an activation function may have to be devised or learned for
each behaviour. The mutual influence of various behaviours onto each
other has not yet been investigated in existing assistive wheelchairs.
This mutual influence is explicitly taken into account by the POMDP
approach, which weighs the utility of an action for each user plan with
the probability of that user plan.

4.6 Experiments and discussion

In order to make a fair comparison between ML, MAP, and POMDP ap-
proaches, the same cost function and user model are used for all three ap-
proaches.

4.6.1 2D grid world

The shared control actions that can be taken correspond to the nine interface
actions in Figure 3.17 (b). In order to show the potential of the shared-control
approaches, the virtual handicap explained in Section 2.4.3.1 is applied to the
interface such that the user is not able to drive to the right by herself. The
collision cost costCollision returns a strictly positive user-defined number b
if a chosen action a would make the robot move to an occupied grid cell,
for example b ≡ 1, and zero otherwise. Hence, αcollision is chosen to equal
b/2 in Algorithm 4.1. The reward or cost function cost in these experiments
only includes a term that determines how well an action a makes the robot
follow a user plan i. This cost term is calculated as follows. For each of
the nine possible relative subgoal positions s, the cost of each of the nine
machine actions aj is determined. Figure 4.6 shows the costs assigned to
machine actions for three different relative subgoal positions. Basically, if
the robot would move whereas the subgoal requires the robot not to move
or vice versa, a maximum cost cmax is assigned to that machine action. If
the machine action does not make the robot move and if this corresponds to
the relative subgoal position, the machine action gets a minimum cost cmin.
Otherwise, an interpolation between cmin and cmax is performed depending
on how well the machine action brings the robot towards the subgoal. In some
cases, path i can be tracked in different, equally optimal ways. Therefore, the
various subgoals s corresponding to the different equally optimal paths are
calculated, and the cost of an action is calculated as follows:

cost (a, i,uhand) =
∑

s

cost (a, s) · p (s|uhand) (4.19)

=
∑

s

cost (a, s) · p (uhand|s) · p (s)
p (uhand)

(4.20)
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Figure 4.6: This figure shows the assignment of costs (cmin ≡ 0 and
cmax ≡ 1) to the nine machine actions a that are adopted in the 2D grid
world experiments, for three different subgoal positions relative to the robot
position. Machine actions are depicted as arrows with costs, and the relative
subgoal position is shown as a grey circle.

where uhand is the handicapped user signal, p (s) is chosen to be a uniform
distribution, cost (a, s) is the cost function depicted in Figure 4.6, p (uhand|s)
is calculated as in Equation 2.5, and p (uhand) is a factor that normalises
distribution p (s|uhand).

The three approaches have been evaluated by letting a user track a set
of global positions while shared control is active, for example the sequence of
positions 1−8−10−12−9−5−12 depicted in Figure 4.7. For each approach
and for several user plans, the followed path is shown in grey. Full, thick lines
indicate places where shared control correctly assisted the user. Dotted, thick
lines indicate places where incorrect assistance actions are taken, i.e. assistive
actions that are different from the able-bodied user signal. Full, normal lines
indicate places where no corrections are performed.

The experiments show that for all three approaches, a user who cannot
go to the right is able to drive to the right and to arrive at all desired goal
positions. The main prerequisite for achieving this is that the user model puser

is aware of the user’s physical limitations. Furthermore, no corrections are
applied for manoeuvres that require actions that the user is able to execute
herself. The following paragraphs briefly discuss some specific characteristics
of each approach individually.

ML approach. The top row in Figure 4.7 shows the execution of some paths
with a ML shared control approach. The likelihood function is multi-modal at
many time instants, and also user plans that require different assistive actions
are frequently equally likely, due to the user’s handicap. Consequently, the
ML approach frequently takes an incorrect assistive action, which is shown
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Figure 4.7: This figure depicts the execution of a number of mental paths
while ML, MAP, or POMDP shared control are active. A complete path from
a goal position to a new goal position is shown as a grey path, where the
robot is shown at the last position of the path as a circle. Full, normal lines
indicate trajectory segments where no assistance was given. Dotted, thick
lines indicate trajectory segments where shared control corrected the hand-
icapped signal in a way different from the original, able-bodied user signal.
Full, thick lines indicate trajectory parts where shared control corrected the
handicapped signal in a way that was consistent with the original user signal.

as the somewhat oscillatory behaviour in Figures (a), (c) and (d). If various
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user plans are equally likely, the user plan with the smallest identity is chosen
from the set of user plans with the same, maximum likelihood. Hence, a
possible improvement would be to choose a user plan randomly from those
with a maximum likelihood. Ideally, the performance of shared control should
be independent of the order of specification of global goal positions.

MAP approach. The middle row in Figure 4.7 shows the execution of
some paths with a MAP shared control approach. As can be observed, much
less oscillatory behaviour is present. The reason is that the MAP approach
remembers which actions the user gave in the past to exclude less probable
user plans, whereas the ML approach forgets about the past and keeps making
the same user plan selection mistake over and over again. This smoothing
effect of the MAP may have a negative side-effect if changes in user plans
are not detected quickly. In that case, the user has to issue several times
the same user signal before the MAP shared control approach reacts, i.e.
before the belief in the previous user plan has decreased substantially and
convergence to the new user plan is possible. During the experiments, the
consistency checks performed very well, and no delay in reaction time of the
MAP approach was observed. At some time instants, several user plans may
still be equally probable, though this situation is much less frequent as in the
likelihood function. In those cases, the MAP may still take incorrect assistive
actions, as shown in Figure (d), where goals 4 and 12 are equally probable
and the algorithm chooses to track goal 4. The reason for these actions is that
the MAP is unaware of possible equally probable user plans in the probability
function.

POMDP approach. The previous two approaches yield reasonable be-
haviour, which is partly due to the accuracy of the user model. Partly it
is also due to the accurate description of user plans as trajectories, because
providing an intuitive assistance probably corresponds to providing the as-
sistance the user is expecting. If this expected behaviour can be accurately
inferred, executing the inferred manoeuvre yields intuitive behaviour.

The bottom row in Figure 4.7 shows the execution of some paths with
a POMDP shared control approach. This POMDP implementation looks
one time step ahead in time, i.e. it does not take future user actions into
account. Since the POMDP approach is aware of various user plans that are
equally probable, it can be expected to take more conservative actions. As
can be seen in the figures, the POMDP approach indeed takes less frequently
incorrect assistive actions.

4.6.2 Simulated wheelchair with orientation

Experiments with ML, MAP and POMDP shared control have also been per-
formed with the simulated wheelchair of Section 3.5.1. The adopted user
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model and plan recognition algorithm discussed in that section were not al-
tered for experiments with shared control. As for the 2D grid world, the cost
function and user model are the same for ML, MAP, and POMDP in order
to make a fair comparison.

The shared control actions that can be taken differ however from those
the user could take in full user-control mode in Section 3.5.1. In user-control
mode, actions had a limited rotation resolution of 0.5 rad and a translation
resolution of 1 m, as a trade-off between accuracy and speed of motion. Shared
control actions were chosen to be three times as accurate, and may result in
motions twice as far. Furthermore, shared control actions may exist of a
sequence of two control actions, a rotation followed by translation. Therefore,
the shared control algorithm can allow the user to move both faster and
more accurately. As for the shared control experiments in the 2D grid world,
the cost function cost (a, i,u) only includes a term that determines how well
action a brings the robot towards the goal position of user plan i.

Figures 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10 show results obtained with ML, MAP, and
POMDP shared control respectively. In this concrete experiment, the user
was asked to subsequently go to goal positions 10, 24, 16, 4, and then to re-
peat this sequence once again. All approaches allow the user to arrive faster

Figure 4.8: The figures show the path followed by a simulated wheelchair
jointly controlled by a real user and a ML shared control algorithm. The user
starts in the centre and is asked to subsequently go to goal positions 10, 24,
16, 4, and then to repeat this cycle 10, 24, 16, 4.

at its destination and in a more accurate way as compared to full user-control.
However, ML produces paths that are rather jagged, because its decisions are
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based on the latest user signals only and are therefore rather impulsive. MAP
decisions are much less impulsive, except at the start or after detection of a
user plan change, in which cases MAP shared control equals ML shared con-
trol. Though the difference with MAP is not very large in this experiment,
POMDP shared control decisions result in an even smoother behaviour as for
MAP. The POMDP algorithm is more cautious in taken actions prematurely
because it takes the probability of all user plans into account when evaluating
the effect of an action. Because various user plans are taken into account
simultaneously, the POMDP shared control actions do not always try to align
the wheelchair with one of the 24 goal positions, as is the case in ML and
MAP shared control.

Figure 4.9: The figures show the path followed by a simulated wheelchair
jointly controlled by a real user and a MAP shared control algorithm. As for
Figure 4.8, the user starts in the centre and is asked to subsequently go to
goal positions 10, 24, 16, 4, and then to repeat this cycle 10, 24, 16, 4.

4.7 Conclusions and future work

Conclusions

This chapter discussed the decision making part of the Bayesian approach
to assistive robots adopted in this work. Three approaches were presented,
a Maximum Likelihood approach, a Maximum A Posteriori approach, and a
Partially Observable Markov Decision Process. The approaches have been
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Figure 4.10: The figures show the path followed by a simulated wheelchair
jointly controlled by a real user and a POMDP shared control algorithm. The
user tracks the same sequence of goal positions as in Figures 4.8 and 4.9.

implemented and tested in a 2D grid world simulation environment, with a
virtual handicap that prohibits the user to execute some actions by herself.
All three approaches allowed the user to reach any desired goal position. The
experiments showed the importance of accurate user models. However, the
robot’s behaviour may be further improved if also previously inferred user
plans are considered when making decisions such as in the MAP approach,
and if the presence of multiple modes in the probability function is dealt
with, such as in the POMDP approach. As a comparison with these delib-
erative approaches to shared control, a reactive obstacle-avoidance approach
was presented, which was developed for a behaviour-based approach on the
wheelchair test platform.

Although this chapter mainly focused on dealing with uncertainty and
less on user modelling for shared control, some initial pointers were given to
literature on user adaptation, mental models and mode confusion, which are
important aspects of human-machine co-operation.

Contributions

Section 4.4 discussed an improved reactive obstacle-avoidance approach
(MVFH) that was devised and implemented for a behaviour-based approach
on the wheelchair test platform. Though this algorithm allows for real-time
reaction to user signals, several of its disadvantages led to the development of
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alternative approaches to decision making in this work. For the three alter-
native approaches, a generic scheme was proposed in Algorithms 4.1 and 4.2.
These schemes can be completely embedded in the global dynamic window
approach explained in Appendix D. Consequently, the robot’s size, its kine-
matics, and its dynamic constraints are taken into account, in contrast to the
MVFH approach that takes the robot’s size only approximately into account
and disregards its kinematic and dynamic constraints. An initial comparison
between the three deliberative approaches has been performed. Though all
three approaches take the user to the desired goal even if the user is unable
to perform the manoeuvres herself, it was observed that less oscillatory be-
haviour is present if also history regarding estimated user plans is taken into
account. Furthermore, explicitly dealing with possible multiple modes in the
user plan probability function results in more conservative and better shared
control actions.

Future work

This chapter has mainly focused on dealing with uncertainty and less on user
modelling for shared-control applications. A review of the requirements of
Section 4.2 reveals the following future work:

User-specific characteristics. The user model plays a key role in any robot
that is intended to be used for human-machine co-operation. When the
robot takes assistive actions itself, typical human characteristics such
as adaptation, loop-closure, mental models and mode confusion should
be considered. In the experiments described, the same user model was
adopted as for manual control. However, more extended experiments
will have to verify possible mode confusion situations. Also changes of
the user behaviour over time may have to be considered when making
decisions. More research regarding user models for shared control appli-
cations is required, such as regarding the estimation of mental models
or limits regarding the user’s bandwidth and adaptation mechanisms.

Decision making under uncertainty. In the experiments described, a
simple reward function was adopted, as well as a greedy POMDP al-
gorithm. Future work may focus on the design or learning of reward
functions that yield intuitive and easy robot control. Furthermore, the
possible advantages of looking various steps ahead in the future should
be analysed. Also actions for other types of feedback devices may have
to be calculated in the future, such as force-feedback actions or auditory
signals.

Evaluation of performance. The approaches should be evaluated more
thoroughly with real wheelchair drivers over prolonged periods of time.
For this, both objective and subjective relevant performance criteria
should be devised and adopted.
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Chapter 5

General conclusions

Je n’ai fait cette lettre-ci plus longue
que parce que je n’ai pas eu le loisir

de la faire plus courte.

Blaise Pascal, ◦1623 – †1662.

5.1 Overview

Three main driving forces behind this work can be discerned. From a social
point of view, robotic tools can augment the mobility of elderly and disabled
people, such that their self-determination, self-esteem, social contacts and
safety is increased. Furthermore, increased autonomy and quality of life of
the elderly and disabled may significantly reduce social security expenditures.
These expenditures are likely to increase given the ageing of the world pop-
ulation. Thirdly, semi-autonomous wheelchairs are suitable test platforms to
investigate human-machine interaction. This type of interaction is likely to
increase and may become commonplace for an even larger population section
than the elderly and disabled. For example, intelligent cars have the potential
to increase humans’ safety, and manipulators may reduce operators’ physical
and mental workload in industrial applications.

Human-machine interaction

Chapters 2 to 4 focused on human-machine interaction. The key assumption
in these chapters is that the user should not be required to be able to explic-
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itly communicate her intention in order for the robot to provide assistance, as
this may be less natural and may impose considerable physical and cognitive
strains on users. Instead, users should be allowed to use their original inter-
face. Consequently, user plans are hidden. Chapter 3 discussed a Bayesian
approach to estimate a probability distribution over user plans, where user
plans are represented as geometric paths possibly extended with robot ve-
locity information. This probabilistic approach requires a user model that
returns the likelihood of the observed user signals given that the user wants
to track a certain mental path. Chapter 2 presents the user models adopted
in this work.

Based on the estimated user plans, assistive actions should be taken by
the robot. Chapter 4 proposed and evaluated three methods for this. The
two most logical choices correspond to tracking the user plan estimate that
has either the maximum likelihood (ML) or that has the maximum a posteri-
ori (MAP) probability. A third option is to use partially observable Markov
decision processes (POMDP), in which a machine action is chosen based on
an evaluation of its expected utility. Since this requires reasoning about the
future, the POMDP approach makes a decision under uncertainty based on
past, present and future information, whereas the ML approach only considers
current user signal information, and the MAP only takes past and present in-
formation into account. The POMDP approach furthermore adopts a reward
function that can be shaped to obtain desired assistive behaviour. Depending
on the time horizon of future actions, the number of user plans, user sig-
nals and machine actions, this approach can be computationally expensive.
Furthermore, though the reward function increases the flexibility of obtain-
ing different robot behaviour, it has to be determined such that satisfactory
behaviour results.

Tools for mobile robot navigation

Appendices B to D focus on the development of autonomous mobile robot
techniques for the wheelchair test platform Sharioto. These techniques are
useful for assistive robots as well, for example in case the user has cognitive
impairments and does not remember how to reach a desired goal, or in case
the user desires to relax and let the robot perform the task. Furthermore,
localisation and navigation techniques are adopted for semi-autonomous robot
control in Chapters 3 and 4, and to visualise and evaluate the performance of
the entire human-machine system.

Inspired by behaviour-based techniques and given the task-oriented de-
scription of user requirements, many existing semi-autonomous wheelchair
approaches developed separate algorithms for typical tasks that wheelchair
drivers have to perform, such as obstacle avoidance, corridor following or
door passage. For these tasks, heuristic algorithms were adopted in order to
react quickly to user signals. As a consequence, the robot’s size, kinematics,
and dynamics were often only approximately taken into account, and several
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heuristic parameters have to be tuned for algorithms to be used on a spe-
cific platform at hand. Unfortunately, the parameters do not always have a
physical meaning. Furthermore, this approach requires the design or learning
of a new algorithm for each novel manoeuvring capability that is added to
the system. In contrast, this work has been motivated by the use of a single
algorithm for all manoeuvres, which takes the robot’s size, its kinematics and
dynamics more accurately into account. For this, a geometric path planner
was adopted in Appendix D, which calculates a discretised path by propa-
gating a wave in the robot’s 3D configuration space. The path respects the
robot’s size and its kinematics. In a second step, the robot’s size, kinematics
and dynamics are taken into account for the next time step using an improved
global dynamic window approach. This algorithm is fast enough to calculate
paths at the lidar sensor’s scanning frequency of 5 Hz, thereby taking new
sensor data into account and reacting to unexpected obstacles.

Furthermore, it was desired to obtain accurate estimates of executed tra-
jectories for visualisation purposes and in order to draw conclusions from
performed experiments. For this, the inexpensive sensors and the wheelchair
platform characteristics were analysed in Appendix A. Analysis and experi-
ments revealed that the adopted lidar scanner is subject to motion blur and to
phantom measurements, a phenomenon occurring also in commercially avail-
able scanners. The platform has a significant time delay, its dynamics cannot
be neglected for avoiding obstacles or collisions, and its castor wheels influence
its orientation considerably.

In order to account for these sensor characteristics, a synchronisation al-
gorithm between scanner and processor was developed in Appendix B, as
well as several sensor processing algorithms such as a motion-blur filter that
constructs an instantaneous laser scan snap-shot based on knowledge of the
scanner’s motion. A rotational velocity feedback controller was implemented
in order to reduce the influence of the castor wheels, based on gyroscope data.
Estimates of the robot’s pose are obtained from a scan matching algorithm
that matches laser scan points with segments of an a priori map, as explained
in Appendix C. Twist estimates are obtained from two successive robot poses.
In order to avoid a manual measurement of the environment map, a SLAM
algorithm was implemented based on a single-level relaxation algorithm. In
this work, a geometric map representation consisting of segments was cho-
sen, because of its accuracy and speed of localisation. A relaxation algorithm
was preferred even though it is not a recursive algorithm, because maps are
generated off-line, and because the relaxation algorithm provides an accurate
estimate of the map even for non-linear observation functions. Nevertheless,
the relaxation algorithm resulted to be fast in practice for the environments
tested.
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5.2 Contributions

Contributions of this work may be derived from a comparison of the require-
ments in Section 1.3 with the presented approach. This also reveals future
work. Contributions are discussed in the same order as the chapters, rather
than in the order of Section 1.3.

Contributions to assistive robotics research

The following contributions are considered to extend the state of the art of
assistive robotics:

User-adapted plan recognition under uncertainty. User plans in this
work are represented as geometric paths to desired goal poses, possibly
augmented with desired robot twist information. Advantages of this
representation have been discussed in Section 3.6, such as the ability to
model and estimate complex user plans such as parallel parking. Un-
certainty on user plans is dealt with using Bayesian theory. Several
elements of this formalism when applied to user plan recognition have
been discussed in Section 3.4. Especially if the user signals are noisy or
if the information content of the interface signals is low, merging of past
information and novel user signals is beneficial.
This approach for modelling uncertainty has also been used to classify
many existing semi-autonomous wheelchair approaches. Plan recogni-
tion in these approaches may be regarded as determining the likelihood
over a set of behaviours or agent based on the most recent sensor and
user data only. Shared control boils down to activating the agent that
has the highest likelihood (ML).

User modelling for wheelchair control. Though user modelling and adap-
tation to individual characteristics of humans was not the main focus
of this work, several user models for different user interfaces and robots
were described in Chapter 2, because the user models were required
for testing the user-adapted plan recognition and shared control. All
user models have been based on modelling humans as path trackers of
a mental trajectory.

User-adapted shared control under uncertainty. Being aware of possi-
ble uncertainty regarding the user’s plans is especially valuable when
making decisions. Besides the ML decision making of most current
approaches, a logical extension of the proposed Bayesian plan recog-
nition is to adopt maximum a posteriori (MAP) decision making. A
third option (POMDP) is to make decisions based on the expected util-
ity of actions while taking possible future rewards into account. The
POMDP incorporates the same user model as adopted for plan recog-
nition when reasoning about possible future rewards of certain machine
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actions. Therefore, this approach results in user-adapted shared con-
trol. Experiments with a simple reward function and a greedy POMDP
implementation show already the benefit of this approach compared to
ML and MAP approaches.

Contributions to state-of-the-art at PMA

Some contributions are mainly related to the advancement of wheelchair con-
trol at our department of Mechanical Engineering:

Wheelchair control (Appendix A). Joint work with Vanhooydonck (2007)
resulted in a set of C++ classes to read signals from and write signals
to the wheelchair’s CAN bus. Afterwards, the finite state machine ex-
plained in Section A.2 was implemented to make the wheelchair fully
controllable with a laptop only. Special care was given to make this FSM
as safe as possible, changing only the drive states of existing modules
and not their internal safety checks. Moreover, a hardware watchdog
was designed and built, and interfaced in series with a remotely con-
trolled emergency button and two latched emergency buttons.
Furthermore, some modifications to the open-source simulator package
SimRobot were implemented to obtain a more truthful simulation. Also
a simulator that models influence of motion during sensing and various
visual debugging tools were implemented in Matlab, and a C++ play-
back simulator was implemented to analyse off-line real-world data that
were recorded on-line in an asynchronous manner.

Sensor processing and wheelchair control (Appendix B). A commu-
nication protocol was designed and implemented to interface the central
processor with the lidar sensor developed by CTG. Based on this com-
munication protocol, an algorithm that synchronises the processor and
the lidar was designed. This way, the time stamps of lidar scans are
known, which is required to know at which times the robot is at an esti-
mated position, and consequently to estimate the robot’s twist, to fuse
information from different sensors that are sampled at different rates,
and to predict the robot’s pose at some future time instant.
Furthermore, an algorithm was implemented that removes motion blur
from lidar scans based on robot twist estimates. Several other scan fil-
ters were designed and implemented, such as an a priori map projection
filter that determines in an efficient manner which map segments are
visible from an estimated lidar pose, and a phantom measurement de-
tector.
A novel segment extraction algorithm was developed for extracting
segments from a laser scan. The algorithm is a hybrid between the
frequently adopted split-and-merge algorithm and the RANSAC algo-
rithm for fitting a model through noisy data. This algorithm compares
favourably to three other implemented segment extraction algorithms.
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In order to decrease the influence of castor wheels on the orientation
of the wheelchair, a PI feedback control loop was implemented using a
gyroscope.

Localisation and map building (Appendix C). An existing scan match-
ing algorithm was implemented, the extended Cox algorithm (Gutmann
2000). The Cox algorithm was further optimised for speed, and was
used to perform local localisation. From successive pose estimates, the
lidar’s twist is estimated. Geometric maps of the environment consisting
of segments are constructed automatically using a single-level relaxation
SLAM algorithm (Duckett et al. 2000; Frese et al. 2005).

Trajectory planning. A wave front propagation algorithm based on the
one presented in (Vandorpe 1997) was implemented. This algorithm
was extended to take obstacle clearance into account and to deal with
robots that can turn on the spot. Furthermore, a multi-resolution ver-
sion was implemented where the path resolution increases the closer the
path element is to the robot. A 2D (x, y) version of this algorithm was
implemented and tested on the personal robot Lino, and a 3D (x, y, θ)
version was implemented and tested on the wheelchair platform Shari-
oto.
This geometric path planner takes the robot’s size and kinematics into
account, but not its dynamics. Therefore, after a wave front is propa-
gated, an optimal robot action is chosen that furthermore respects the
robot’s size, kinematics and dynamics by looking one time step into
the future. The adopted algorithm is an extension of existing global
dynamic window approaches.

5.3 Review critics

The most frequently recurring relevant critics on the proposed approach by
peer reviewers of papers, by colleagues or from the audience during presenta-
tions, included:

1. The use of planners makes the approach (too) slow.
The complexity of exact motion planning is indeed very high, and
computation time increases substantially for higher-dimensional state
spaces. However, the computation power and memory size of comput-
ers continuously augments, and novel, powerful motion planning algo-
rithms have been developed that are probabilistic complete, thereby
trading completeness for speed. The planning algorithm adopted in this
work is resolution complete. For acceptable resolutions, on-line plan-
ning is possible while still taking the robot’s size and kinematics into
account. Direct, optimal planning in the complete state space is avoided
by adopting a two-stage approach, where the robot’s dynamics are dealt
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with in the second stage. Future work may focus on on-line planning in
higher-dimensional state spaces.

2. The use of planners requires a map of the environment. Since a map is
not available for each place that wheelchair drivers want to visit, this re-
duces the applicability of the approach. For example, wheelchair drivers
will not be able to benefit from assistance if they visit a friend’s home
that was not mapped.
Planning algorithms adopt whatever environmental information they
obtain. This information may be required to be represented in a spe-
cific format such as a grid representation or a solid model, but it is
perfectly possible for example to adopt planners on an environment
representation based on the latest laser scan data only. Furthermore,
depending on the planning algorithm used, uncertain environment in-
formation may be explicitly taken into account when constructing a
path. For some experiments in this work, a map is assumed to be avail-
able and user plan goal poses are assumed to be known in this map.
This approach was opted for to obtain research results faster and eas-
ier in a controlled laboratory setting. However, it is not considered to
be a fundamental assumption of the approach. Future work may focus
on building maps of the environment on-line, and on constructing user
plans in this map. A local map of the robot’s surroundings may suffice,
since in Chapters 2 to 4 the user is assumed to need assistance mainly
with local manoeuvring. Obviously, it is not possible to obtain the au-
tonomous mode assistance of Appendices B to D such as drive to the
kitchen in unmapped environments.

3. The use of internal models and hierarchical software organisation makes
the approach slow and prone to the use of old, incorrect representations
of the robot’s surroundings.
This corresponds mainly to the critic given by Brooks (1986) on the
traditional hierarchical robot architectures that first model the envi-
ronment and then plan a path in the map. Brooks stated that the
world is its own best model and that the robot’s intelligence stems from
its direct interaction with the environment. Later on, certain types of
world representations were added, resulting in behaviour-based architec-
tures (Arkin 1998). Though Brooks had a background in path planning
for manipulators at that time, for which it may still be challenging
nowadays to obtain 3D environment models, the field of environment
mapping for mobile robots has matured substantially since the seminal
paper by Smith et al. (1988), and accurate internal models are avail-
able.
Secondly, in dynamic environments, it is indeed likely that maps do not
represent the exact state of the environment, for example because the
position of furniture may change. Therefore, the internal representation
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should always be updated with new sensor data. However, robots usu-
ally cannot observe their complete environment, and consequently they
may be unaware of environment changes far away. Therefore, when cal-
culating robot actions based on environment information, either only
static environment information is adopted for places that are not di-
rectly observed, or uncertainty regarding the state of far away places is
explicitly taken into account. In this work, the robot bases its naviga-
tion decisions on an estimated map of the environment that is assumed
to remain unchanged, but it can incorporate the most recent sensor data
in its map as it replans the paths in each time step.
Thirdly, the localisation algorithm adopted in this work takes about 15
ms, which can be easily performed on-line at 5 Hz, and so does the
replanning. Therefore, the argument of the central processing being
slow seems to become gradually invalidated with time. Furthermore,
if behaviours are allowed to have internal representations and planning
capabilities, they may be subject to the same computation and mem-
ory constraints, or even worse in the case several behaviours have to be
calculated and combined.
The arguments given are meant for this application, which is for exam-
ple characterised by consisting of a single robot. Centralising all state
estimation and decision making for hundreds of robots may be a bad
design decision. In that case, splitting missions by decomposing them
in various behaviours distributed over robots may yield a much more
scalable design with better performance.

4. Humans are too complex to model with a simple, parameterised model.
It is clear that humans are very complex beings, and that it would be
bold to state that their behaviour can be captured in a model or a set
of models. However, in this application, it is not the purpose to predict
the user’s behaviour in general, such as her thoughts in every possible
context or which word she will utter next. Instead, the task is very
specific and confined to wheelchair driving. In such cases, human be-
haviour is much more predictable, and even linear, parameterised mod-
els are under certain conditions very well suited for modelling humans,
as indicated by the vast literature on user modelling. In this work, a
parameterised user model was adopted. If alternative models are avail-
able with a higher predictive power, there is no objection to incorporate
them in the proposed framework.

5. The Bayesian formalism uses an inadequate representation of uncer-
tainty.
This question may open up an extensive discussion, which is outside the
scope of this work. Whether or not Bayesian representation of prob-
ability is insufficient, it seemed a natural first choice, given its proven
potential in numerous applications and given the presence of a frame-
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work for both state estimation and decision making under uncertainty.
Good arguments have to be given why a more complex representation of
uncertainty is required. Nevertheless, for scientific reasons, it is interest-
ing to compare different formalisms for dealing with uncertainty on the
same problem, to see if there are fundamental differences between differ-
ent formalisms, and which differences exist. For example, Larsen (1998)
compares in detail Bayesian theory with Dempster-Shafer on a practi-
cal object identification example. For that specific application, Bayesian
theory yielded better results than Dempster-Shafer, despite the fact that
with Dempster-Shafer the sensors could be modelled more accurately.
Furthermore, Dempster-Shafer was computationally considerably more
expensive, and substantial practical modifications to the update rule
were required to make the approach numerically more stable. Larsen
furthermore argues that some comparisons in literature are unfair, since
different priors were used for different formalisms such as a uniform
prior for Bayesian theory and an informative prior for Dempster-Shafer.
Others have compared various formalisms for dealing with uncertainty
as well, see e.g. (Henkind and Harrison 1988).
For the application discussed in this work, Bayesian theory seemed to
yield reasonable results. Possible improvements may be obtained by
more accurately modelling the splitting and merging of probabilities for
local user plans discussed in Section 3.4.2.

6. What if the user has a plan in mind that is not part of the modelled set
of plans?
Section 3.4.1 elaborated this topic.

7. What if the user issues random signals? How will the robot react?
This question arose from the statement that for the adopted user mod-
els, users are assumed to be to some extent rational, optimal, and rather
repeatable drivers. It is difficult to predict how the system will exactly
react, because this depends on the user models, the history, and the re-
ward function. This situation should be tested in practice. The adopted
low-pass filtering of user signals will already reduce the otherwise jerky
behaviour that would result from these random signals. Furthermore,
the a posteriori probability distribution may remain or evolve to a uni-
form distribution due to the smoothing of Bayes rule. Both ML and
MAP may result in random behaviour if they track the ML or MAP
user plan. The POMDP approach on the other hand is aware of the un-
certainty regarding the user plan, and may therefore select either small
actions or a stop action in order to satisfy as many user plans as possible.

8. Users might not reason geometrically about the environment, but may
reason instead in terms of language concepts such as I should steer
slightly to the left or such as I should avoid the obstacle in front. Or:
Users do not maintain mental paths with the accuracy modelled by the
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proposed approach.
The approach followed in this work is not claimed to be bio-inspired.
The user model and the geometric paths serve to predict user signals,
without the purpose to explain the internal control mechanisms adopted
by humans. It seems plausible however that visual observation of track-
ing errors in a geometric fashion rather than in a language fashion is
adopted in some way for steering. The language concepts seem to be
used to describe one’s driving behaviour to another person. These topics
remain to be investigated in depth however. Secondly, it is not assumed
that users have exact geometric mental paths in mind. Some uncertainty
on these paths is allowed.

9. Eventually, the representation of user plans as geometric paths boils
down to the same representation as drive through door, avoid obstacle,
and other specifications of tasks in natural language, as currently used
in many assistive robots.
This is only true if the goal poses of user plans are chosen at poses that
correspond to behaviours such as dock-at-table or drive-through-door.
However, these natural language specifications do not specify how the
manoeuvre should be executed, and where exactly to dock at a table
for example. Currently implemented behaviours decide by themselves
where to drive to and how to reach that goal for a specific task, which
may be different from what the user has in mind. The geometric paths
are able to specify tasks at a much finer level, without even the need for
the obstacles to be present for example.

5.4 Future work

Each chapter was concluded with a section on contributions and future work
related to the topic of the chapter. Therefore, this section will only briefly
recapitulate the main future research topics. Future work may either focus on
fundamental, scientific questions regarding human-machine interaction during
shared control, or on applied research with the purpose to make the wheelchair
act robustly in everyday activities.

Basic research

Plan recognition. Additional information sources may be incorporated to
more accurately estimate the user’s plans, such as the motion of dynamic
objects, self-observation of the system such as the user’s emotions or the
robot’s dimensions, the robot’s location, or the time of the day.
Furthermore, alternative ways for dealing with uncertainty may be ex-
plored and compared to the Bayesian approach pursued in this work.
Alternative choices may also be made for the elements in the Bayesian
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framework, such as alternative representations of the probability func-
tion or alternative ways to generate and update user plans. Currently, a
planning-based paradigm was followed. In the future, a learning-based
paradigm may be incorporated as well, in which the system retains which
trajectories the user typically follows to arrive at different goal poses.

User modelling. This work’s focus was not on user modelling. Neverthe-
less, this is a very important, challenging, and interesting research topic.
One set of remaining research topics concerns the structure and param-
eters that should be contained in the model, its inputs such as which
perceptual and other sensory cues are adopted by users for wheelchair
control, and the modelling of mental models maintained by the user.
Related to this is the problem of mode confusion and how to avoid it.
Another research topic concerns the on-line, continuous calibration of
user models with unknown user plan association. User behaviour has
experimentally been observed to change over time periods as short as 10
to 15 minutes, even for able-bodied users (Sheridan and Ferrell 1981).
Therefore, fixed user models obtained from long and extensive training
in test tracks may be unsuited.

Shared control. Decision making under uncertainty for assistive robots is
another major research field that is still largely unexplored. The prob-
lem of calculating POMDPs has only recently begun to be studied in
depth. For application of this technique to the problem of assistive
robots, it should be decided what the time horizon is on which to look
ahead. Furthermore, the problem of shaping the reward function has
not been addressed thoroughly yet. It should be analysed which re-
ward function elements yield intuitive and easy to understand robot
behaviour. This is also related to the problem of active acting or active
sensing, where the robot may deliberately take certain actions to un-
derstand what the user’s true plans are.
An additional track for future work is the analysis of additional feed-
back to the user. In this work, the robot’s only way to communicate
with the user is through vestibular feedback by acceleration and deceler-
ation, and possibly through auditory feedback by activating or releasing
the brakes. Other options are force and tactile feedback using vibro-
tactile actuators or haptic joysticks, visual feedback through graphical
displays, or acoustic wave or voice feedback. Not all feedback methods
are equally ergonomic (Sheridan and Ferrell 1981) or safe. For example,
visual feedback may distract the user. Wheelchair drivers may have aes-
thetic objections against some feedback options such as auditory feed-
back. The most natural and less intrusive interface are probably haptic
and vibro-tactile interfaces, which can be integrated seamlessly in a con-
trol handle.
Another research topic related to shared control is motion in contact
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with obstacles, e.g. in order to push doors open or boxes aside.

Evaluation. The approach suggested in this work should be tested thor-
oughly by many wheelchair drivers and various interfaces over prolonged
periods of time.
The proposed approach may be adopted for human-machine interaction
in other applications as well, such as for car driving or for jointly car-
rying objects with a robotic manipulator for example. The adoption of
planning techniques and trajectories as models of user plans is hoped to
make the transfer to other applications easier.

Applied research

The wheelchair platform presented in this work is still in an experimental
stage. Future work to make the platform ready for testing in the field includes:

Safety. Additional sensors should be added and positioned optimally on the
chair to detect overhanging obstacles such as cupboards, to have a 360◦

view around the chair, and to detect stair cases or gaps in the floor.
Sensors with different properties should be fused in order to robustly
detect glass objects, mirrors or strongly reflecting metal objects, table
and chair legs, and other sound or light absorbing or reflecting objects.
Addition of hardware components also increases the chance of failure of
one of the added components. The system should degrade in an elegant
way. Correct functioning of sensors should be verified continuously, and
failure of sensing should be dealt with in graceful way. Self-diagnosis
and redundancy are key topics in this regard.

Logging functionality and remote access. For maintenance and debug-
ging issues, on-line continuous recording of the operation of the device is
an asset. Furthermore, remote access through internet seems interesting
for fault analysis, software updates and similar services at a distance.

Ease of use and cheaper components. Though the sensors adopted are
inexpensive, the developed algorithms should run on cheaper, embed-
ded computing hardware. Furthermore, the sensor and computer com-
ponents should either be easily add-on and quickly accessible, or really
integrated in the design of the chair from the beginning. The wheelchair
and embedded computers should be switched on or off with a single but-
ton.

Local SLAM and tracking of moving objects. In order to apply certain
parts of this work in arbitrary environments, a local SLAM algorithm
may have to be implemented. Tracking of moving objects may be im-
portant for more robust SLAM or localisation, and for an intelligent
interaction with these objects.
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Appendix A

Robotic platforms, sensors,
and simulators

I’m not crazy about reality,
but it’s still the only place to get a decent meal.

Groucho Marx, ◦1890 – †1977.

This appendix describes the hardware and low-level software components of
the two service robots to which this work contributed, the wheelchair Sharioto
and the personal robot Lino. Furthermore, several simulation tools are dis-
cussed, which were adopted for testing various algorithms prior to executing
them on the platforms. In order to obtain realistic simulations, the simulators
are based on accurate models of robot sensors and actuators. These models are
derived from an analysis of the characteristics of the sensors and actuators
adopted on the robotic platforms.

A.1 Introduction

This appendix contains a description of elements of the two worlds in
which both algorithms for autonomous navigation and algorithms for human-
machine co-operation were tested. In a first phase, these algorithms were anal-
ysed in one of several simulation environments. Especially decision-making
algorithms that required on-line interaction either with a user or with sen-
sors were tested in the simulation environment SimRobot. The input data
for most, if not all, other algorithms, such as for sensor processing, locali-
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sation and map building, plan recognition and some forms of shared control
were generated in a dedicated Matlab simulation environment. Furthermore,
a C++ playback simulator was implemented, which regenerates the data in
the same timely order as they were recorded on-line. These simulators are
discussed in Section A.5.

Once the algorithms yielded satisfactory results in simulation, they were
tested in a second phase on the real robots in real environments. Section A.2
and Section A.3 describe the hardware components and the low-level software
of the two mobile robot platforms Sharioto and Lino that were adopted in this
work. Figure A.1 shows the wheelchair prototype Sharioto that was developed
during the STWW project, and the personal robot Lino that was devised
at Philips Research in Eindhoven during the Ambience project. Information
regarding the STWW project was given in Section 1.3.2, the Ambience project
will be discussed in Section A.3.

Fewer adaptations are required when transferring algorithms from simu-
lation to the real platform if the simulation environment is closely related to
reality. Moreover, a realistic simulation allows to verify the validity of some
frequently made assumptions regarding sensor and actuator behaviour, such
as negligible effects of robot motion on sensing. Hence, the simulation en-
vironments were enhanced with sensor and actuator models that are based
on an analysis of the actual sensors’ and actuators’ behaviour. For this pur-
pose, the platforms’ sensors and their comparative advantages are described
in Section A.4.

A.2 The assistive wheelchair Sharioto

The wheelchair platform’s name Sharioto refers to shared intelligent
autonomy,1 though other explanations have been given as well. Section A.2.1
presents the wheelchair platform as it is commercially available, whereas Sec-
tion A.2.2 discusses the hardware and low-level software that were added to
this wheelchair platform in order to enable human-machine collaboration ex-
periments.

A.2.1 Original wheelchair platform

Relevant hardware characteristics

Sharioto’s wheelchair base is a commercially available powered wheelchair.
It is differentially driven, i.e. two independently controllable motors are con-
nected via gearboxes to the wheelchair’s back wheels, and its front castor
wheels are passive and freely rotating. Consequently, the wheelchair is non-
holonomic but can turn on the spot. Friction between the front castor wheels

1As shared autonomy in se is a contradiction in terms, the term shared control is pre-
ferred in this work.
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Figure A.1: The wheelchair test platform Sharioto (left) with an able-bodied
test person, and the personal robot Lino (right) together with some of its
developers in Philips’ homelab in Eindhoven.

and the floor may cause considerable disturbance of the robot’s desired twists.
Especially orientation changes are undesired, and can occur very suddenly.
Orientation changes of more than 30◦ can occur in less than 4 seconds. These
fast changes in combination with delayed reactions of the wheelchair towards
user signals prohibit even able-bodied drivers to avoid collisions in cluttered
spaces. Furthermore, on certain surfaces the driven back wheels slip consid-
erably, for example in PMA’s robot lab. The friction between the driven back
wheels and the floor depends on various factors, such as the floor type, the
geometry of the chair, the tyre pressure, and the weight of the chair and of
the wheelchair driver.

Flow of information through the system

Figure A.2 shows the different components of the wheelchair’s original con-
trol system, which is a product of Dynamic Controls (2006). The figure also
shows the relation between the flow diagram and the corresponding hardware
modules on the platform. The following paragraphs describe the flow of in-
formation through the system in more detail, starting from the user-interface
signals and ending at the motor signals, assuming that the user interface
contains a continuous joystick.

Restrictor plate. Movements of the joystick are restricted by a plate that
will be referred to as the joystick’s restrictor plate. This plate constrains the
maximum velocity that can be sent to the motors. The restrictor plate often
has a shape that prohibits the angular and linear velocity to be simultane-
ously large. This way, possibly unsafe velocities such as those that exert high
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Figure A.2: Diagram showing the flow of information between modules nec-
essary for control of the wheelchair platform (a), physical connections between
modules (b), and relation to the hardware platform (c).

centrifugal forces on the driver are avoided by hardware. The restrictor plate’s
exact shape depends on the chosen joystick. Therefore, a Matlab script was
written in order to easily identify this shape. While the user leads the joystick
stick around the border of the restrictor plate during calibration, joystick po-
sitions are written to a file. These data are then processed by calculating
missing data points on the restrictor plate border, by imposing symmetry
constraints if desired, and by imposing convexity constraints if desired. Fig-
ures A.3 (a) and (b) show the recorded data and estimated restrictor plates
for Sharioto’s joystick and for the SimRobot simulator’s joystick respectively,
if convexity constraints are imposed. Though restrictor plates may seem a
typical artefact of wheelchair platforms, similar limits on robot twists exist
for autonomous robots. Therefore, this restrictor plate will be incorporated
in the navigation algorithms that are presented in later appendices. Knowing
the restrictor plate’s shape is also important to be able to predict user signals
as discussed in Chapter 2.
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Figure A.3: These figures show the joystick signals (grey dots) recorded
during calibration of Sharioto’s (a) and the SimRobot simulator setup’s (b)
joystick restrictor plates, together with the resulting shape estimates of the
restrictor plates (black line).

The joystick signals utarget
NV are sampled about every 20 ms,2 and comprise

a target linear velocity vtarget
NV and a target rotational velocity ωtarget

NV expressed
in network variable (NV) units, which will be explained further. NV units are
integers in the range of -127 to 127. The conversion of NV units to m/s and
rad/s depends i.a. on the motor, the back wheels’ diameters, the gear boxes’
reduction ratio, and the distance between the back wheels. This conversion is
uncertain due to variable wheel-floor contact-point positions, a variable wheel
diameter depending on the tyre pressure and the pay load, the wheel-floor
contact type that may cause variable friction and possibly wheel slippage, the
batteries’ voltage level, and the castor wheels’ position. Note that units in
rad/s and units in NV are sign-reversed.

With the interface, the user can also choose a drive profile. For Sharioto,
this is a number between 1 and 5 that indicates which set of velocity and
acceleration parameters is active. Typically, profile 1 contains lower maximum
speeds and accelerations and allows drivers to control the wheelchair more
easily in cluttered spaces. Profile 5 allows higher speeds and accelerations,
and is useful for driving more time-efficiently in open spaces that have lower
risk of collision.

2Vectors and matrices will be expressed in bold, scalars in normal text style.
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Velocity profiles. Sending joystick signals utarget
NV directly to the

wheelchair’s motors results in jerky robot behaviour and large speeds. There-
fore, the manufacturer applies a velocity profile to every target twist utarget

NV .
Velocity profiles depend on a number of parameters, such as maximum for-
ward, backward, and turning speed, and maximum forward, backward, and
turning acceleration and deceleration. The values of these parameters are
specified for each of the five drive profiles. Physiotherapists are familiar with
these parameters and assign different sets of parameter values to different
patient types. It would be an asset if the navigation algorithms adopted
these parameters as well, because this would limit the number of parameters
that physiotherapists would have to learn for semi-autonomous wheelchairs.
These velocity profiles are furthermore important because they determine the
behaviour of the wheelchair, and thus possibly also the driver’s mental model
of the system.

Figure A.4 shows typical acceleration and deceleration profiles for step
target-velocity inputs. For the adopted Dynamic Controls’ control unit, ve-
locity profiles are independently applied to linear and rotational target ve-
locities. The target velocity utarget

NV is first scaled such that it lies between
the minimum u

min(i)
NV and maximum velocity u

max(i)
NV for a given drive profile

i. Next, a velocity profile f is applied. If new velocity commands are sent
to the motors every ∆t seconds, the motor twist umotor

NV, k+1 at time k + 1 can
be calculated based on the motor twist umotor

NV, k at time k, for example for a
positive target velocity:

umotor
NV, k+1 = f

(
utarget

NV, k

umax
NV

· umax(i)
NV , ∆t, umotor

NV, k

)
(A.1)

where u may be either a linear or rotational velocity, umax
NV is the utmost

maximum velocity independent of the profile number (i.e. 127 NV on this
platform), and u

max(i)
NV is the maximum velocity for drive profile i. These

motor twists umotor
NV, k+1 are sent to the Power Module.

User Control Module. The User Control Module (UCM) detects a joy-
stick deflection and converts the user’s target twists utarget

NV, k to motor twists
umotor

NV, k+1 by applying the appropriate velocity profile.

Power Module. The Power Module (PM) releases and applies the mo-
tor brakes, and converts the set points umotor

NV, k+1 received from the UCM to
currents for the left and right motor.

Finite State Machine communication. Communication between UCM
and PM occurs with a Controller Area Network (CAN) bus. Messages on
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Figure A.4: Figure (a) shows the evolution of the rotational motor veloc-
ities ωmotor

NV after application of a velocity profile to a stepwise target rota-
tional velocity input of 127 NV in a drive profile i for which ω

max(i)
NV equals

80% of ωmax
NV = 127 NV. Figure (b) shows the evolution of the linear mo-

tor velocities vmotor
NV after application of a velocity profile to a pulse-like

target linear velocity of -127 NV for a drive profile in which v
min(i)
NV equals

50% of vmin
NV = −127 NV.

this CAN-bus are also called network variables. The UCM is the bus mas-
ter. Besides the PM, other modules may be connected to this bus as well,
such as secondary joysticks. The communication between UCM and PM is
implemented as a Finite State Machine (FSM). Figure A.5 depicts a typical
example of these FSM transitions when starting and stopping a drive session.
Prior to sending any motor velocities to the PM, the UCM checks the status
of the PM and of the CAN-bus. Therefore, the FSM communication also
contains checks to guarantee safe operation of the various modules.

User interfaces

Most experiments performed in this work use a proportional hand joystick. A
proportional chin joystick can be mounted as well. The hand and chin joystick
are standard commercially available modules that contain a UCM, and are
connected to the CAN-bus. They are shown in Figure 1.3.
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Figure A.5: Example of typical UCM and PM Finite State Machine transi-
tions when starting and stopping a drive session.

A.2.2 Extended wheelchair platform

In order to perform human-machine interaction experiments, the user signals
broadcasted on the CAN-bus by the UCM have to be read by a computer,
modified if necessary, and sent back on the CAN-bus to the PM. Furthermore,
the estimation and control algorithms discussed in further appendices need a
perception of the robot’s environment. This required several hardware and
low-level software extensions to the original wheelchair platform.

Hardware extensions

Laptop. Various laptops have been adopted on Sharioto, from a Toshiba
Tecra 550CDT with Pentium 266 MHz processor and 47 MB RAM, over a
Toshiba Tecra 8200 with Pentium III 840 MHz processor and 256 MB RAM,
to a Dell Latitude D610 with a Pentium 2.13 GHz processor and 2 GB RAM.
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A PC-based architecture was chosen instead of microprocessor architectures
in order to allow flexible programming and experimenting.

Sensors. Figure A.6 depicts the positioning of Sharioto’s sensors. The sen-
sors’ characteristics will be discussed in Section A.4. Two potentiometers
were added to measure the position of the front castor wheels, a gyroscope to
measure the yaw angular velocity, two Polaroid ultrasound sensors under the
arm rests to detect table tops, six Polaroid ultrasound and one Sharp infrared
sensor behind the back wheels to guard the back of the wheelchair, one CTG
ultrasound and two Sharp infrared sensors in between the front and the back
wheel on each side of the wheelchair to observe the wheelchair’s sides, and
one lidar, six Polaroid ultrasound, four Sharp infrared and two CTG ultra-
sound sensors to guard the front of the wheelchair. Two Polaroid ultrasound
sensors on the foot rests point upward in order to detect tables and other
overhanging objects. Two other Polaroid ultrasound sensors on the foot rests
are pointed slightly backward at the left and right hand side to guard these
sides when making turns on the spot. Given the assumption adopted in this
work of modelling only a 2D horizontal slice of the environment as explained
in Section 1.5.3, sensor poses were chosen to observe a horizontal plane. The
two Polaroid ultrasound sensors under the arm rests were mounted as such
in order to perform docking-at-table experiments. This positioning of the
sensors also minimally invades the user’s workspace, the user has a limited
chance of blocking the sensor’s view, and the sensors are mounted at discreet
places around the chair.

All sensors can be read using two DAQ-700 PCMCIA cards from National
Instruments. The Dell D610 laptop adopted has only one PCMCIA slot.
Therefore, for the experiments in this work, only lidar data, gyroscope yaw
data, and potentiometer signals are adopted. A DC-DC convertor converts
the 24 V of the wheelchairs’ batteries to the required 5 V and 12 V for the
sensors.

Connection to the CAN-bus. In order to be able to read user-interface
signals and in order to send velocity signals to the motors, the laptop is
connected to the CAN-bus via a DX-Key, which is a CAN-bus driver provided
by the manufacturer of the wheelchair control system. The laptop is connected
to the DX-Key via the laptop’s parallel port. Figure A.7 shows these physical
connections.

Seat. An ergonomic seat manufactured by Ortec was added to the chair,
which allows to add or remove cushions inside the seat covering so that drivers
with different seating needs can feel comfortable in the chair.

Emergency buttons. Two latching emergency buttons were mounted on
the chair, one at the front for the driver and one at the back for a person
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Figure A.6: Configuration of all sensors on Sharioto as adopted in this work.

accompanying the driver. Furthermore, a remotely controlled emergency but-
ton was added. These three emergency buttons are serially connected with a
hardware watchdog that checks if the laptop has not crashed. The watchdog
requires an I-am-alive signal from the laptop about every 140 ms. The laptop
will only issue this signal if it did not crash and if the most vital software
running on the laptop is still functioning correctly. If the watchdog does not
receive a signal in time or if an emergency button is activated, the batteries are
decoupled from the remainder of the wheelchair system and the wheelchair’s
brakes are automatically activated. These emergency buttons proved to be a
useful safety measure both in laboratory and in field tests. Furthermore, a
separate switch has been added that allows users to deactivate shared-control
algorithms and to activate full manual control, in accordance with the safety
requirement of being able to deal with the escape-from-fire scenario discussed
in Section 1.3.7.

User interfaces. For testing semi-autonomous control algorithms with the
SimRobot simulator, a proportional joystick was interfaced with a desktop
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computer (Dewispelaere and Janssens 2000). Besides continuous interfaces,
several discrete interfaces have been added as well. An interface consisting
of a discrete number of switches was implemented by Vanacker et al. (2006).
Furthermore, a simulated brain interface was implemented, which converts
deterministic signals from a discrete interface to a distribution over the set
of possible discrete signals. Also tests with a real brain interface have been
performed. A voice control interface, a touch screen, and a force feedback
joystick are available as well as alternative user-interaction tools in the future.

Low-level software extensions

The wheelchair’s software has run on Windows 95, Windows 98, and Win-
dows XP. It is object-oriented and written in C++ (Stroustrup 2000). The
use of the ACE library (Schmidt and Huston 2002) allows the software to be
multi-threaded while making abstraction of the operating system. Therefore,
the software should be portable to other operating systems such as Linux,
though this has not yet been tested in practice.

Besides high-level software for estimation and decision-making, a substan-
tial amount of low-level software was added that is responsible for reading in
sensors and for wheelchair control with a laptop.

Low-level software structure. In order to easily adopt the same high-
level estimation and control algorithms on different platforms, such as when
switching from simulation to a real platform, the Factory software design
pattern (Gamma et al. 1994) was adopted. One of the key features of this
design pattern is that high-level software is decoupled from platform-specific
low-level software by adopting a set of general interface classes that make ab-
straction of the underlying hardware. Each platform has its own set of classes
that instantiate these general interface classes, such as classes for reading sen-
sors or for sending commands to the platform’s actuators. The software user
then only has to specify which platform is adopted, and the Factory creates
by itself the required family of interface classes belonging to the specified
platform. For example, if the user wishes to test his high-level software in
simulation, the Factory will create the sensor and actuator classes that fetch
information from and send information to the simulator. If the high-level
software is ready to be tested on the real platform, the user reconfigures the
parameter that indicates the platform type, so that the Factory can initialise
the classes that read the real wheelchair sensors and that communicate with
the real wheelchair platform and actuators. Specification of which platform-
specific classes should be instantiated and specification of various parameters
of algorithms and hardware components is performed in a property file, which
is a text file consulted by the program at startup to configure the software
modules as desired. This way, switching from one world to another or from
one platform to another only requires configuring parameter settings without
the need for time-consuming recompilation of the software.
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All mobile-robot related software developed at PMA has been grouped
into MoRE (Mobile Robot Environment), which uniformises and structures
mobile robot software into a set of C++ classes useful for the various mobile
robot platforms available at PMA.

Wheelchair control. The following platform-specific functionality was im-
plemented for Sharioto. Two loops with a cycle period of 80 ms were imple-
mented in separate threads, which read information from and write informa-
tion to the Key CAN-bus driver using the parallel port. The Key module
guarantees in its turn that information is read from and broadcasted on the
CAN-bus at the appropriate frequency of 50 Hz, independent of the commu-
nication frequency with the laptop. If the laptop does not update the Key’s
registers with new information, the Key will broadcast the latest received val-
ues, resulting in a wheelchair that keeps moving at a constant speed if the
latest velocity commands did not equal zero.

Furthermore, in order to control the wheelchair even if the user is not
giving any interface signals such as in autonomous mode, it is required to bring
the PM in its drive machine state. Therefore, the real PM was configured to
communicate with a virtual UCM implemented on the laptop, which can ask
the real PM to go to the appropriate machine states to allow or inhibit driving.
In order to prevent the real UCM from going into error state because it does
not see the PM going to a desired machine state, the real UCM is in turn
configured to communicate with a virtual PM that lets the real UCM believe
that the PM is in the desired machine state. The laptop only emulates the
drive machine states. Machine states related to safety such as detection of
module malfunctioning are just passed from real UCM to real PM and vice
versa, thereby maintaining the safety checks of the original platform. If CAN-
bus error messages emerge that cannot be handled, the program evolves to
an error FSM state and stops.

Besides detecting and handling interrupts and status errors of real PM
and real UCM, and besides emulating the drive FSM, the low-level software
is responsible for converting high-level actuator commands umodified target

NV, k

into smooth motor commands umotor
NV, k+1 by emulating the restrictor plate and

velocity profiles. Conversion of joystick and motor signals in NV units to m/s
and rad/s or vice versa is performed at low-level as well.

A.3 The personal robot Lino

The personal robot Lino was developed in the European ITEA (Information
Technology for European Advancement) project Ambience: Context Aware
Environments for Ambient Services. Ambience is a verbal contraction of am-
bient intelligence and refers to a new paradigm in information technology in
which people are empowered through a digital environment that is aware of
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Figure A.7: Diagram (a) shows the logical flow of information between mod-
ules necessary for controlling the wheelchair platform with a laptop. Fig-
ure (b) shows the physical connections between modules and hardware (com-
pare to Figure A.2). The communication between UCM and PM is now
redirected via the laptop, which may additionally change the driver’s signals
in order to assist the driver. The emulated PM is basically a dummy software
module that prevents the real UCM from going into error state.

their presence and context, and is sensitive, adaptive, and responsive to their
needs, habits, gestures and emotions. It merges the two trends of ubiquitous
or pervasive computing and social user interfaces into context-aware environ-
ments. Research on Lino mainly fits in the last trend, because it is a domestic
robot that provides a natural interface between human users and the hidden,
intelligent ambient environment. In the Ambience project, four partners co-
operated to build Lino. Philips Research Eindhoven co-ordinated all actions
and was responsible for building the platform and integrating the software.
The University of Amsterdam was responsible for global robot localisation.
The Dutch company Epictoid provided software to easily synthesise emotions.
PMA implemented the navigation software, comprising path planning, local
mapping and obstacle avoidance. Final integration of all modules was per-
formed successfully in Philips’ homelab. Figures A.8 (a) and (b) show the first
two Lino prototypes and their successor, the commercially available research
platform iCat. More information about Lino can be found in (van Breemen
et al. 2003; Kröse et al. 2003).
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Figure A.8: Figures (a) and (b) depict the first two prototypes of Lino, and
Figure (c) shows the commercially available product iCat that evolved from
research on Lino.

A.3.1 Original Lino platform

Lino is built on the commercially available mobile robot platform
Pioneer 2-DX from ActivMedia Robotics (2006), which is differentially driven.
In contrast to Sharioto, Lino’s two front wheels are actuated, and there is only
one freely rotating castor wheel at the back. On flat floor, the P2-DX can
move at speeds of 1.6 m/s. Its size, excluding optional components such as
laser scanners or cameras, amounts to 44 cm × 38 cm × 22 cm.

The original platform has eight Polaroid ultrasound sensors at the front,
and eight at the back. The two driven wheels contain 500-tick encoders. The
Pioneer 2-DX platform is equipped with the ARIA object oriented software,
which is an API (application programming interface) to all ActivMedia mobile
robots. ARIA (Advanced Robotics Interface for Applications) controls i.a.
velocity, heading, and relative heading.

A.3.2 Extended Lino platform

Lino must be some personification of the intelligent environment and should
show context awareness and natural interaction. This requires various ex-
tensions to the Pioneer platform, such as speech recognition and generation,
sound localisation for user awareness, navigation, emotional feedback, and the
higher-level reasoning that co-ordinates all these functions.
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Hardware extensions

In order to obtain natural interaction, an attractive appearance of the robot
and the possibility to express emotional states are imperative. Emotional
feedback is often given in human interaction through nonverbal facial expres-
sions and head or body motion. Therefore, Philips added a 25 cm diameter
movable head to the Pioneer platform, with controllable neck, eyebrows, eye-
lids, eyeballs and mouth shapes. Figures A.9 (a) and (c) respectively show
Lino’s head and some of the achievable emotions. In order to improve its
appearance further, the robot was covered with a blue-grey shell to hide the
sensors and the computational elements. Due to Lino’s torso, its size became
more or less circular and amounts to 49 cm diameter.

Figure A.9 (a) also depicts several sensors that were integrated in Lino’s
head, such as three perpendicularly mounted microphone pairs, an INCA-
plus camera, an infrared emitter to control peripheral devices, and a stereo
camera. The computation power is provided by two laptops and one external
Windows-XP computer that is connected to the robot via wireless ethernet.

A docking station shown in Figure A.9 (b) was devised such that Lino is
capable to autonomously reload its batteries when necessary.

Software extensions

Lino is aware of the position and identities of users both from auditory and
visual information. The robot is able to turn its head and body to a speaker
by determining the direction of the speaker in a 3D space. Sound analysis of
speech commands is also used to determine the user’s identity.

Furthermore, Lino is able to detect, recognise and track objects. For this,
it uses the INCA-plus camera in its forehead. By tracking recognised objects
with its eyes, visual feedback is given that is appreciated very much by users.

An emotion engine was developed that autonomously reasons about the
emotional state of the robot based on appraisal of consequences of events,
of actions, and of aspects of objects. Besides being able to give nonverbal
emotional feedback, Lino can recognise speech using software from Lernout &
Hauspie. Furthermore, an interactive command and control dialogue system
has been developed to easily give commands to Lino. Lino is also capable
to generate speech in order to interact with the user and to inform him of
relevant aspects such as the completion of a task. The text-to-speech engine
comes from AT&T. This engine is also used to synchronise lip movement
during speech output.

Execution of navigational tasks such as go to the kitchen requires ability to
localise in an environment, to plan a path from the current to the target pose,
and to execute the path while avoiding collisions with obstacles. Global local-
isation is achieved using an appearance-based localisation method that adopts
a particle filter. More details can be found in Sections C.5.1 and C.5.3, and
in (Vlassis et al. 2002). Target poses are specified in natural language such as
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Figure A.9: Figure (a) shows Lino’s head and the sensors integrated in it.
Figure (b) shows the docking station that allows Lino to autonomously reload
its batteries. Figure (c) shows various possible facial expressions.

kitchen, bedroom, etc. Driving to these target poses while avoiding collisions
with obstacles is performed using a hybrid deliberative-reactive architecture,
in which a global planner plans a geometric path to the target pose using an
a priori estimated map, and in which a behaviour-based module tracks the
path while avoiding obstacles. Avoiding obstacles is based only on Lino’s 16
ultrasound sensors. Lino’s planning and obstacle avoidance capabilities will
be discussed in Section D.4.
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The previously discussed software modules were developed by multiple de-
velopers. In order to integrate the developments written in different languages
(C, C++, Java) and running on computers with different operating systems
(Windows, Linux), Philips developed a dedicated module-based software tool
entitled Dynamic Module Library (DML) based on the Parallel Virtual Ma-
chine. This way, integrating different software components is a matter of
configuration rather than programming, and the interactivity of software de-
velopment is greatly enhanced. This software integration tool is robust against
stopping or crashing of modules, connections between modules are run-time
(re)configurable, and the robot application can be distributed over various
processors in order to increase computational resources.

The belief-desire-intention (BDI) framework (Bratman et al. 1988) is used
to reason about the information from different sources and modules, and to
realise high-level goals by co-ordinating all modules.

A.4 Sensors

Navigation in partially known and unstructured, dynamic environments re-
quires perception. The constraints of low cost and small size usually imply
noisy and ambiguous sensorial information. This work chooses to explicitly
deal with uncertainty and dynamics of sensors by adopting physical, proba-
bilistic models of the sensors.

Sensors for robotic wheelchairs and personal robots should fulfil several
contradictory requirements, as discussed in Section 1.3.3. The choice of sen-
sor position was described in Sections A.2 and A.3. This section focuses on the
choice of sensor type. The sensor choice for mobile robot navigation depends
on the environment the robot moves in, the tasks the robot has to perform,
the size and speed of the robot, and the chosen navigation algorithms. It is
for example easier to recognise a landmark using a camera as compared to
recognising a landmark with a laser. However, it is easier to determine a pose
shift by comparing two laser scans as compared to comparing two camera
images. Ideally, a sensor performance analysis should take place before the
design of any sensor, and the actual electronic and mechanical construction
should then be based upon the optimisation of the required information from
the sensor for the specific application and environment at hand. In practice
however, often commercially available sensors are adopted for time and eco-
nomic reasons. Even then, a thorough inside in the measurement principle
is imperative for appropriate sensor choice, sensor processing and successful
environment perception. For the wheelchair Sharioto, the requirements for an
ultrasound and a lidar sensor could be specified beforehand. Due to the short
development time available for Lino, commercially available components were
used as much as possible. The discussed sensor types are of common use on
mobile robotic platforms. Hence, the localisation and navigation algorithms
that are presented in the next appendices should be easily portable to similar
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mobile robots.
The following sections only describe those internal and external sensors

that were adopted on one of the platforms, and discuss the physics involved
in the sensing process, the measurement reliability, the sources and propaga-
tion of random and systematic errors, and their advantages and drawbacks.
An overview of frequently adopted sensors on mobile robots can be found
in (Borenstein et al. 1996).

A.4.1 Internal sensors

Internal or proprioceptive sensors observe the robot motion itself. For semi-
autonomous wheelchairs, internal sensors may also be used to determine the
configuration of the chair such as the seat’s configuration, or to detect if
someone is in the chair.

A common characteristic of many internal sensors is that pose estimates
based on these sensors are only reliable over short distances under normal
circumstances. In the long term, the error on the pose estimate can grow
without bound unless an independent reference is used to periodically reduce
the error. This is due to the incremental character of pose estimation using
these sensors, i.e. new pose estimates are based on previous, noisy pose esti-
mates and a noisy estimate of a pose change. Moreover, in order to reduce the
influence of systematic errors, accurate re-calibration may be required from
time to time. Advantages of pose estimates with internal sensors are their
simplicity, speed and low-cost.

A. Commanded motor twist

Platform. This method is one of the information sources for pose estimation
on Sharioto. It was not used on Lino due to the availability of encoders on
Lino.

Physics behind the sensing. Robot twist estimates can be obtained from
the commanded, open-loop motor twists umotor

NV shown in Figure A.7, and
robot pose estimates relative to a starting pose are then obtained by inte-
gration of the commanded motor twists over time. On Sharioto, twists are
commanded in NV units. In order to obtain twist and pose estimates in SI
units3, a calibration should be performed that maps commanded motor twists
to actual robot twists.

Reliability, error sources, and calibration. The mapping from NV to
SI units may be complex for several reasons. Firstly, the mapping may be non-
linear due to the presence of wheel slippage at higher speeds and the influence

3SI is since 1960 the abbreviation for Système International d’unités. It is the interna-
tionally recognised metric system, which is based on the metre, kilogram, second, ampere,
Kelvin, candela and mole.
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of castor wheels in certain configurations. Secondly, the mapping is uncertain
due to variable wheel diameters, due to changing wheel-floor contact points
and due to other phenomena discussed in Section 1.3.4. Thirdly, the map-
ping may change abruptly if the robot moves from one floor type to another.
Fourthly, time delays in the system may require calibration algorithms to use
time-shifted motor signals.

The motion model that calculates a probabilistic pose estimate pk+1 at
time k + 1 from an uncertain robot pose pk, a robot twist uk, and a sample
period ∆t at time k is presented in Appendix E.

Advantages and drawbacks. As commanded motor twists are available
on every platform, they represent a very common source of information. Due
to the large uncertainty on the twist estimates however and due to (possibly
varying) time delays in the system, pose estimates obtained this way may
quickly become highly uncertain.

B. Encoders

Platform. The personal robot Lino adopts two 500 tick encoders, one per
driven wheel, to obtain accurate estimates of its relative pose even at speeds
of 1.6 m/s. Currently, no encoders are used on the wheelchair Sharioto, as
the user group in the STWW project feared that the required mechanical
changes to the chair would make developed navigation solutions considerably
less portable to other wheelchairs.

Physics behind the sensing. Wheel encoders measure the rotation of
wheels attached to the robot platform. Absolute encoders measure at any
moment in time the absolute angle of the wheel, whereas relative encoders
only measure relative rotations with respect to a configuration at some point
in time, such as at start-up. Encoders are often called odometers4, and pose
estimation during wheeled vehicle navigation using encoders is referred to as
odometry . Odometry is a form of dead reckoning , a process of estimating a
global position of a navigating agent by advancing a known position using di-
rection, speed, time and distance of travel information without use of external
sensing.5 From knowledge of kinematic parameters such as the wheel diam-
eters and the position of the wheels with respect to the robot’s co-ordinate
frame, the robot pose relative to a starting pose can be estimated from the
wheel rotations.

4The word odometer is derived from the Greek words oδoς, meaning path or way, and
µετ%oν meaning measure, i.e. an odometer measures travelled distance.

5Dead reckoning is defined by the Oxford English Dictionary as: The estimation of a
ship’s position from the distance run by the log and the courses steered by the compass,
with corrections for current, leeway, etc., but without astronomical observations.
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Figure A.10: The inner workings of an absolute optical encoder (adapted
from (Borenstein et al. 1996)).

Reliability, error sources, and calibration. Various error sources
may contaminate encoder outputs. These can be divided into two cate-
gories (Borenstein and Feng 1996b):

systematic errors, which solely depend on the platform and which are inde-
pendent of the environment. Examples include errors on wheel diameter
estimates (diameters can be unequal and their average can differ from
the nominal), misalignment of the wheels, error on the estimate of the
effective wheelbase for example due to a non-point wheel-floor contact,
limited sampling rate and limited resolution of encoders.

non-systematic errors, such as due to travelling over uneven floors, due to
travelling over unexpected objects on the floor, due to collisions, and due
to wheel slippage because of a slippery floor, or due to fast manoeuvres
(inertia).

Especially in outdoor terrain wheel-encoder based odometry becomes unre-
liable, because the combined influence of rugged ground surface and vehicle
dynamics can invalidate the kinematic model assumptions of pure rolling mo-
tion on planar surfaces. Rapid and accurate data collection and processing
and accurate calibration are required to avoid a fast growth of errors over
time. Borenstein and Feng (1996b) present a procedure for accurate off-line
calibration. Lino’s kinematic parameters were calibrated by Philips.

Advantages and drawbacks. Similarly to commanded twists, dead reck-
oning has the advantage that it is totally self-contained for pose estimation. In
contrast to commanded twists as present on Sharioto, encoder measurements
in general do not suffer from time delays. A good design of the odometric
system may influence accuracy considerably. For example, mounting encoders
directly on Sharioto’s wheel shafts may result in considerable systematic and
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non-systematic errors due to considerable wheel slippage, variable tyre pres-
sure, payload variation, and a substantial tyre width. A better idea may
be to attach a separate trailer to the actual robotic platform with very thin
wheels that are not driven, as performed by Borenstein (1994). Especially
if also the robot is equipped with encoders, this design increased odometry
accuracy with one to two orders of magnitude, with the ability to correct for
both systematic and non-systematic errors.

C. Gyroscope

Platform. A gyroscope measures the angular rate of the object to which it
is attached. Gyroscopes are often part of inertial measurement units (IMU),
which typically also include accelerometers. Two gyroscopes of type Gyrostar
ENV-05S from muRata were mounted on the wheelchair, as shown in Fig-
ure A.11. One gyroscope currently serves to measure the robot’s yaw angular
velocity, the other may be adopted in the future to measure the robot’s pitch
angular velocity, for example to detect if the robot is moving on a slope. The
gyroscope sensor is combined with a low-pass filter that has a measured cut-off
frequency of 17.5 Hz. Both gyroscopes are interfaced with the laptop through
a Nidaq card. They are sampled at 50 Hz.

Physics behind the sensing. Inside the device is an equilateral triangular
metal prism as shown in Figure A.11 (b). The triangular prism is forced to
vibrate in x-direction. When the device is rotated at an angular rate ω, Cori-
olis forces act on the prism and piezoelectric ceramic elements. Subtraction
of the signals measured by left and right piezoelectric ceramic elements, and
subsequent signal processing yields an output voltage vω proportional to the
angular velocity, relative to a reference voltage vbias. The angular velocity in
rad/s then equals

ωgyro = s (T, ω) · (vω − vbias (T, ω)) (A.2)

where s is a scale factor to convert voltages to angular velocities expressed
in rad/s. This scale factor may depend on the ambient temperature T and
the gyro’s actual angular velocity ω. The bias voltage vbias may also depend
on both ambient temperature and the angular velocity ω. Integration of the
estimated angular velocity ωgyro over time yields an estimate of the object’s
angle θgyro.

Reliability, error sources, and calibration. For the Gyrostar gyroscope,
the scale factor s appeared highly independent of both temperature and actual
angular velocity. The bias voltage vbias on the contrary was visibly influenced
by the ambient temperature and by self-heating at startup. Other gyroscope
types exist as well, with substantially different characteristics (Borenstein
et al. 1996).
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Figure A.11: Figure (a) shows the two muRata Gyrostar ENV-05S gyro-
scopes mounted on Sharioto in a box, which has been opened to show the
gyroscopes. Both gyroscopes are currently mounted in vertical position. Fig-
ure (b) depicts the principle of operation for measuring angular rate.

Disregarding this drifting bias leads to a continuous angle drift when in-
tegrating the gyro signals over time. The effects of this bias drift may be
counteracted by measuring the temperature and calibrating the bias drift
w.r.t. temperature, by measuring the bias directly for example when standing
still, or by regulating the gyro’s temperature to a constant value. The sen-
sor’s output noise equals 10 mV rms on an output range of 4 V. On Sharioto,
the gyroscopes are housed in a shelter that may make them less sensitive to
ambient cooling temperature.

Both gyroscopes were calibrated using a turn table with two known ro-
tation speeds to determine the scale factor s. Estimation of the bias voltage
is performed on-line each time the motor brakes are applied. In that situa-
tion, the wheelchair is assumed to stand still and the voltage output of the
gyroscope equals the bias voltage. Experiments showed that the maximum
measurable rotation rate is about 98◦/s, which is below the rotation rate
achievable by the wheelchair platform.
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Advantages and drawbacks. The Gyrostar’s low price, its compact size
(24 mm × 24 mm × 58 mm) and low weight (41 g), low power consumption
(about 13 mW), and good linearity makes it a popular sensor in many robotic
applications. Though the manufacturer claims that no hysteresis is present in
the output, others claim to have measured hysteresis (Weiss 2000). The drift
of bias voltage is clearly present and should be taken into account in order to
prevent a fast divergence of robot orientation estimates.

Though gyroscopes only measure angular rate, their performance is in-
dependent of wheel slippage. Therefore, they are complementary to dead-
reckoning sensors such as encoders or commanded motor twists. Combination
of gyroscopes and odometers has also been called gyrodometry (Borenstein
and Feng 1996a). Since mainly orientation errors are detrimental for dead-
reckoning, gyroscopes prove very useful. Furthermore, wheelchair control and
especially orientation control is considerably hampered by disturbances caused
by castor wheels, and therefore angle and angular rate feedback based on gy-
roscope signals may improve wheelchair control substantially. This is also
useful to prevent the drifting away of wheelchairs in corridors or on slight
slopes.

D. Potentiometer

Platform. In order to investigate the influence of the front castor wheels
on Sharioto’s orientation, the castors’ orientation is measured by two Helipot
SJ 585 B precision potentiometers from Beckman Instruments as shown in
Figure A.12 (a). However, these potentiometers are not actively used during
navigation. Potentiometers are adopted instead of encoders, as these are more
easily interfaced with the DAQ cards on Sharioto’s laptop, using one single
analogue input channel per potentiometer.

Physics behind the sensing. Potentiometers are in essence voltage di-
viders with a variable voltage ratio. They consist of a three-terminal resistor
as shown in Figure A.12 (c), where the position of the sliding contact is ad-
justable. In theory, the ratio of the two resistors R1/R2 can change in a
continuous fashion, where the sum of both resistor values remains the same.
The name Helipot stems from the fact that it is a helical potentiometer, where
the resistive element inside the potentiometer has the form of a helix. This he-
lix allows to construct multi-turn potentiometers as shown in Figure A.12 (b)
that have higher linearity and resolution. The potentiometers on Sharioto
are single-turn with an electrical angle of about 357◦ and a 360◦ continuous
mechanical rotation. There is a small dead zone in which no angle can be
read because the wiper, i.e. the sliding electrical contact fixed to the rotating
shaft, has to go from the end to the beginning of the resistive element, as
explained in Figure A.12 (c). Each potentiometer consumes about 6 mW.
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Figure A.12: Figure (a) shows the single-turn Helipot potentiometer
mounted on the front left castor wheel, together with the mechanical coupling
that takes possible misalignments between potentiometer shaft and wheel
shaft into account. Figure (b) shows the design of a multi-turn potentiometer
with a helical resistive element, designed by Beckman. Figure (c) explains
the basic principle of operation behind potentiometers. Figure (d) depicts
the dead zones of the potentiometers on a schematic top view of Sharioto.

Reliability, error sources, and calibration. The internal resistance may
vary slightly with temperature. Calibration of the internal resistance was done
once for each potentiometer using a high-precision Hengstler encoder with 0.1◦

resolution. The potentiometers are highly linear and the maximum angular
error amounts to 1.5◦. Due to this high linearity, a linear conversion from
output voltage v to angle θpot is used rather than for example a calibration
table:

θpot = s · v + θinitial,

where θinitial denotes the castor wheel’s orientation when the output voltage
is zero. When mounting the potentiometers on the chair, their dead zones
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were chosen such that chances were minimised for both front castor wheels to
be in the dead zone at the same time, as shown in Figure A.12 (d).

Advantages and drawbacks. Both encoders and potentiometers measure
the orientation of their input shaft. Potentiometers directly give the absolute
orientation of the shaft, whereas only absolute encoders do the same. Further-
more, potentiometers have in principle a very high resolution, as the voltage
ratio changes in a continuous fashion. However, in comparison to encoders
the physical characteristics of the resistance elements in potentiometers may
be more subjective to external conditions, such as humidity and temperature.
Furthermore, potentiometers have a dead zone.

A.4.2 External sensors

External or exteroceptive sensors observe the environment. Humans extract
an enormous amount of information from their stereo vision system for navi-
gation. Therefore, nature seems to suggest that a viable and optimal approach
to external sensing for navigation is based on stereo vision, or at least vision.
Furthermore, humans do not seem to reason in a purely metrical way while
navigating. For example, when passing through a door, humans do not realise
that their distance to the left door post equals 27 cm, and to the right door
post 31 cm. Nevertheless, this work has focused only on range-estimating sen-
sors. Although joint work has been performed with ESAT6, ETRO7 and the
University of Amsterdam on navigation with vision sensors that do not nec-
essarily extract range information, a combined metrical-topological approach
seems the most appropriate for the wheelchair application, at least for the
current state-of-the-art in sensor processing and navigation. The reason for
this is that accurate local navigation and collision checking is required due to
the robot’s rigidity and large size while moving in possibly cluttered environ-
ments, and due to its kinematics and dynamics. These robot characteristics
are different from human characteristics, and they justify the use of metrical
information for local navigation. Also humans seem to adopt some kind of
distance estimates for local navigation.

In many mobile robot navigation applications, external sensors are re-
quired to correct for the unbounded drift in pose estimates that occur if pose
estimation is based solely on the dead-reckoning sensors of Section A.4.1. One
of the targets when building the wheelchair platform consisted in investigating
various sensor types for indoor range estimation. The three most important
tested external sensors will be discussed in the following sections.

6The Department of Electrical Engineering at the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven.
7The Department of Electronics and Informatics at the Vrije Universiteit Brussel (VUB).
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A. Infrared sensor

Platform. On the wheelchair platform, nine infrared sensors of type
Sharp GP2D12 from Acroname are adopted, one of which is shown in
Figure A.13 (a). Each infrared sensor is sampled using a single analog in-
put channel on one of the two DAQ cards.

Figure A.13: Figure (a) shows the Sharp GP2D12 infrared sensor mounted
on one of the sides of Sharioto. Figure (b) shows the principle behind active
triangulation. Figure (c) shows a typical calibration curve obtained for the
Sharp infrared sensor when sensing various types of materials.

Physics behind the sensing. The Sharp infrared sensors adopt triangu-
lation to estimate the distance to nearby objects. Figure A.13 (b) shows the
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principle behind triangulation. Suppose an infrared light beam is emitted
under an angle θ and is reflected by an object at point p (x, z). The reflected
light beam is captured by a position sensitive device (PSD), i.e. a photo-diode
that outputs a pair of currents from which the incidence distance u to the ori-
gin of the PSD can be derived. From this geometry and from θ and u, the
co-ordinates x and z can be determined:

x =
−bf

f cot θ − u
, z =

−bu

f cot θ − u
,

where f is the distance from the lens to the PSD, and b the distance between
transmitter and receiver. For the Sharp infrared sensors, θ is fixed and is
probably chosen to be around 90◦ by the manufacturer. Therefore, u equals
bf/x, i.e. the sensor’s output u is inversely proportional to the distance x to
the object. This can be seen in the calibration curve shown in Figure A.13 (c).
The ratio of image to range resolution equals

∂u

∂x
=
−bf

x2
.

Therefore, for a fixed resolution of the PSD, the accuracy of a range measure-
ment is strongly dependent on the range itself and is greatly reduced as the
range increases. A larger baseline length b will increase the range resolution,
but will also enlarge the sensor and will increase the chance that an illumi-
nated point is not visible at the receiver. Increasing f and the PSD length
may yield a larger field of view, an increased range resolution, or a combina-
tion of both. However, higher PSD lengths are detrimental for the sensor’s
bandwidth and noise characteristics (Adams 1999), and increase the sensor’s
size. As the light beam travels at the speed of light and the PSD outputs
incidence distances at a rate of 25 Hz, errors due to motion during sensing
can be safely ignored for the wheelchair and personal robot applications.

Reliability, error sources, and calibration. The sensor’s output noise
level is 20 mV containing high-frequency noise above 20 MHz. Its power con-
sumption amounts to at most 250 mW. Calibration curves such as the one in
Figure A.13 (c) were measured for various types of materials. This revealed
that dark objects may appear closer than they are, and light emitting objects
may appear farther than in reality. The sensor’s output is furthermore de-
pendent on the colour of the observed object, and black or light-absorbing
materials might not even be detected. When observing a mirror or other
strongly-reflective objects such as glass and metal objects, a large range of
outputs is possible depending on the relative angle of the reflector. Emitted
signals might not return to the receiver due to specular reflection, or the en-
ergy in the received signal may be so high that it blinds the receiver. Another
effect occurring with transparent objects is that the sensor in some cases sees
through the object, and in other cases detects the transparent object itself. In
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the latter case, the measured distance to the transparent object often seems to
depend on the presence of another non-transparent object behind the trans-
parent object. The standard deviation on the average calibration curve for
various materials fluctuates from about 0.4 V at 10 cm to 0.03 V at 70 cm.
Specular reflection8 was observed for strong reflectors such as mirrors or metal
objects. Consequently, these objects might not be detected by the sensor if
the incidence angle is high. Other materials can be detected even for high
incidence angles of the transmitted light beam on the object’s surface due to
diffuse reflection.

Advantages and drawbacks. In general, a sensor’s range and bandwidth
should probably be related to the robot’s size and maximum speed. When
relating the Sharp’s maximum range of 80 cm to the wheelchair’s size and
speed, the Sharp infrared sensor performs poorly. Furthermore, it has a dead
zone of 10 cm, it is strongly non-linear, and its accuracy is largely dependent
on the range. Therefore, it is only of limited use for wheelchair navigation
itself. Nevertheless, it may proof to be useful as a contact sensor, for detection
of someone being in the chair, or for detection of table tops and stairs. Its
small size and low cost allow to adopt several of these sensors and mount
them on the platform in a hidden way. A carefully chosen mounting position
may ensure that the sensor’s dead zone lies within the wheelchair’s geometry,
therefore annihilating the influence of the dead zone. Furthermore, the sensor
is cheap and has a smaller opening angle compared to the ultrasound sensors
discussed below. In this work, these sensors have been adopted while testing
the obstacle avoidance algorithm discussed in Section 4.4, for detection of
door posts at the sides of the wheelchair.

In contrast to stereo vision that has to solve problems of back-ground il-
lumination, featureless scenes, and correspondence of pixels in both images,
optical sensors actively control the illumination, i.e. they emit a collimated
light beam and their receiver is tuned to receive only the transmitted light
signal. Therefore, these optical sensors do not suffer from the correspondence
problem. This furthermore allows them to sense featureless scenes, and makes
them considerably less sensitive to changes in background illumination. Al-
ternatives to the Sharp optical sensing exist, such as using a laser instead of
a LED, projecting slits of light instead of a single light beam, using a camera
instead of a photo-diode as a receiver, using a geometry where the receiver
rotates in synchronisation with the transmitted light beam, or using opti-
cal radar instead of triangulation such as the lidar sensors discussed in the
following section.

8Specular reflection refers to a reflection of light or sound waves on a surface, in which
the wave from a single incoming direction is reflected into a single outgoing direction. This
is in contrast to diffuse reflection, where the incoming wave is reflected in a broad range of
directions. The incidence angle is defined as the angle between the incoming wave and the
surface normal.
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B. Lidar sensor

Platform. Lidar stands for LIght Detection And Ranging, and is also called
laser radar or ladar (LAser Detection And Ranging). The lidar that is used
on Sharioto was developed by CTG. Figure A.14 depicts several CTG lidar
prototypes together with the commercially available SICK laser scanner. As
can be seen, the SICK laser scanner is substantially larger than the lidar
prototypes. Moreover, it is a fairly expensive sensor, with a cost of about
4600 Euro anno 2004. This was the main reason for Philips Research not to
mount a laser scanner on Lino. For the same price and size reasons, a much
cheaper and smaller lidar sensor was developed for the wheelchair Sharioto.
After every obtained laser scan, CTG’s lidar sends sequences of voltages corre-

Figure A.14: Various prototypes of the lidar sensor developed by CTG and
the commercially available SICK laser scanner. In this work, CTG prototype
3 was adopted.

sponding to the measured ranges to the DAQ card. The laptop can efficiently
read in a new laser scan by starting a single-buffering operation, a function
of the DAQ card during which it autonomously reads in a stream of voltages.

Physics behind the sensing. In contrast to the Sharp infrared sensors,
both SICK scanner and CTG lidar are based on the time-of-flight (TOF) prin-
ciple, where a light beam is emitted, reflected on an object, and received by
the sensor. The time elapsed between transmission and reception of the beam
and the knowledge of the speed of light in the medium of interest are used to
measure the distance between scanner and object. The infrared light beam is
deflected by a rotating mirror, thereby effectively scanning the environment.
However, the SICK and CTG sensors measure the elapsed time differently.
The SICK scanner directly measures the travel time of a pulsed infrared laser
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beam. The lidar developed by CTG on the other hand is an Amplitude Modu-
lated Continuous Wave (AMCW) lidar. The AMCW method adopts a single
frequency-modulated light wave. Elapsed time is derived by measuring the
phase difference between emitted and received light signal. This method al-
lows a longer period during which elapsed time can be measured, which in
turn allows to adopt cheaper electronic components. Table A.1 compares the
characteristics of both the CTG lidar and the SICK LMS 200 scanner, a fre-
quently adopted sensor on mobile robots. Lidars based on triangulation have

CTG SICK LMS 200
maximum range [m] 4.5 80.0
scan frequency [Hz] 5 75
angular resolution [◦] 1.8 1.0, 0.5, or 0.25
beam opening angle [◦] 2 ≈ 0.43
distance resolution [mm] 20 10
systematic error [mm] 30 15
standard deviation [mm] 40 (0 m) - 80 (4.5 m) 5
size (l × w × h) 70× 70× 140 185× 156× 210
field of view [◦] 228.6 180
data transfer rate [kb/s] 370 9.6, 19.2, 38.4, or 500
power consumption [W] ≈ 1.5 20

Table A.1: Characteristics of the custom made CTG lidar (prototype 3),
and the commercially available SICK LMS 200 scanner. The values for the
SICK scanner are based on the data sheets provided by the manufacturer,
except for the beam’s opening angle, which is the beam angle estimate of the
SICK PLS scanner by Jensfelt and Christensen (2001). The angular resolution
between successive measurements for the SICK laser scanner equals 1◦ for each
individual scan. Using interlaced scanning, 2 or 4 scans can be combined to
obtain a resolution of 0.5◦ and 0.25◦ respectively.

been constructed as well (Taylor and Probert 1996). More information on the
design of lidars can be found in (Adams 1999). Hebert and Krotkov (1991)
provide a general evaluation of lidars.

Reliability, error sources, and calibration. As for the infrared sensor
discussed above, transparent objects, mirrors and other strong reflectors such
as metal objects, and materials that absorb infrared light may be difficult to
observe by lidars. Another effect that may also be present in infrared sensors
but that is typically more easily observed when making a complete sensor
scan, is the mixed pixels effect, also referred to as phantom measurements or
as the beam splitting or optical multiple path effect. This effect occurs when
the transmitted light beam is split between two surfaces of differing range or
reflectivity. The sensor’s output range reading is made up of both reflected
signals. The probability of having these measurements in a scan if range or
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reflectivity discontinuities are present depends on both the opening angle of
the beam and the angle between successive measurements. For example, due
to the existence of small blind zones in between measurements of the SICK
scanner as can be deduced from Table A.1, the probability of occurrence of
phantom measurements may be smaller for the SICK. Scan points denoted
with an a in Figure A.15 are phantom measurements generated by the CTG
lidar.

An error source that is typical for AMCW lidars are phase interpretation
errors, which lead to ambiguous distance measurements. Objects at distances
far from the scanner that nevertheless reflect a wave with enough intensity to
be detected may cause phase shifts between transmitted and received wave of
more than 360◦. Consequently, they are interpreted as objects much closer
to the scanner as they actually are. For the CTG lidar, the modulated wave
frequency equals 10 MHz. This results in a theoretical range of at most 15 m.
However, the adopted phase detector can only measure phase shifts up to 180◦,
thereby limiting the range to at most 7.5 m. Phase interpretation errors as
these have been observed on Sharioto in long corridors. For this reason and for
eye-safety reasons, the energy in the emitted signals was limited, and received
signals with a too low amplitude were discarded.

Figure A.15 compares a scan taken with the CTG lidar when standing
still with scans taken while rotating in both clockwise and counterclockwise
direction. This shows that scans are not necessarily perfect snapshots of the
environment, i.e. motion during sensing is not negligible for this platform
and this lidar. The reason for this is not the measurement principle itself
because the platform’s speed is negligible w.r.t. the speed of light, but the
cause is the relatively slow lidar mirror rotation speed of 5 Hz. A possible
approach to prevent this is to limit the robot’s maximum speed. However,
for wheelchair drivers this may be frustrating, or users might not understand
why the wheelchair drives slowly. Another option is to actively correct for
this motion blur, as will be discussed in Appendix B.

Additional errors may occur due to changes in electrical properties of com-
ponents with temperature or due to random electrical noise in receiver elec-
tronics. Furthermore, errors may be caused by a measurement of time of flight
or phase difference with finite resolution, or by mirror misalignment. The fi-
nite distance resolution causes small regions of constant depth which can be
identified where the beam hits a target perpendicularly. Radial variance must
take this into account. Some angular uncertainty is also caused by the finite
beam width. For lidar sensors, it is often assumed that the scan is taken in
a horizontal plane. Incorrect mounting of the lidar, damage after collisions,
or vibrations while driving or bumps and unequal floors may invalidate this
assumption. Also inaccurate estimation of the lidar’s frame relative to the
robot’s frame may result in collisions. Krotkov (1990) discusses a method to
calibrate the sensor’s pose. Effects of initial warming up, of properties of the
target surfaces, and of incidence angles were studied in (Ye and Borenstein
2002; Diosi and Kleeman 2003). Experiments with the CTG lidar showed that
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Figure A.15: Figure (a) shows a scan of a rectilinear environment taken
when standing still. Figure (b) shows a scan of the same environment taken
while rotating in clockwise direction, whereas Figure (c) shows a scan taken
while rotating in counterclockwise direction. The scan points denoted with a
are phantom measurements occurring at range discontinuities.

the first scans are not correct. The exact cause for this is not known. There-
fore, the n first scans are ignored, with n = 3. Furthermore, the CTG lidar
sends out an error signal instead of a range signal in case a signal with a too
low amplitude is received, or in case a range is measured above the sensor’s
maximum range. These will be entitled invalid measurements in Appendix B.

In (Adams 1999), a quantitative model is proposed that determines the
sources of noise within, and the propagation of noise through an optical
AMCW lidar. This model allows to predict the type of noise distribution
which can be expected under certain operating conditions. It is shown for
their design, which is similar in nature to CTG’s lidar design, that the mea-
surements follow a Gaussian distribution if the signal strength is above a
certain threshold. The relationship between the amplitude Vr of the received
light signal and the range variance σ2

r has been determined in (Adams and
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Probert 1996) based on the physics involved when the light is reflected from
a point in the environment and converted into a range voltage by the sensor’s
receiver:

σ2
r ≈

(
a

Vr

)2

+ b (A.3)

where a and b are two constants specific to the lidar, which depend on the
lidar’s signal modulation wave length and electronic noise sources. The ampli-
tude of the received signal depends on the distance to the detected object and
the reflectivity properties of the object. In (Arras 2003), rejection of readings
with a low amplitude removed 90% of their bad data.

For the adopted CTG lidar prototype in this work, the signal amplitude
for each range measurement is not available. Hence, estimates regarding range
variance can only be based upon the range itself. Range variance caused by
target surface properties such as incidence angle and reflectivity properties
are not taken into account. Based on the measured standard deviations at
several distances, the standard deviation σ (d) on a range measurement d of
the CTG lidar is modelled to equal

σ (d) = σmin +
σmax − σmin

dmax − dmin
· (d− dmin) (A.4)

where dmin and dmax are the lidar’s minimum and maximum range, and
σmin and σmax are the standard deviations measured for objects at dmin and
dmax respectively. Errors in angle are assumed to be independent of errors in
range, and are assumed to be Gaussian and constant. The angular standard
deviation was estimated to be 1◦.

Advantages and drawbacks. With respect to ultrasound sensors dis-
cussed in the following section, advantages of lidars are in general an in-
creased bearing accuracy, less specular reflections and no blind measurement
zone. With respect to vision sensors, lidars have the advantage of being less
affected by lighting conditions and the correspondence problem. With respect
to the Sharp infrared triangulation sensor, the CTG lidar has the advantage
to have a higher range without blind zone, and to be linear. The lidar also
provides many more data as single ultrasound or infrared sensors do, though
it is substantially larger. Nevertheless, the CTG lidar compares favourably to
the SICK scanner w.r.t. size, field of view, power consumption, and cost.

C. Ultrasound sensor

Platform. Both Sharioto and Lino adopt Polaroid 6500 ultrasound sensors.
For Lino, all 16 ultrasound sensors are fired in a fixed order at a rate of 10 Hz.
For Sharioto, these sensors are fired when requested by the laptop. They are
interfaced through the DAQ card’s digital inputs and outputs, and a timer
on the DAQ card measures the time between transmission and reception of a
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sound wave. Sharioto furthermore uses ultrasound sensors developed by CTG.
These sensors fire continuously and are read using an analog channel of the
DAQ card. Both ultrasound sensors are depicted in Figure A.16. Table A.2
summarises relevant characteristics for the sensors.

Figure A.16: A CTG and a Polaroid ultrasound sensor mounted under the
wheelchair’s footrests.

CTG Polaroid 6500
maximum range [m] 2.0 10.7
minimum range [m] 0 0.14
range resolution [m] 0.01 0.02
opening angle [◦] À 15 ≈ 15

Table A.2: Characteristics of the CTG and Polaroid 6500 ultrasound sensors.
The minimum range corresponds to the sonar’s dead zone. The opening angle
is the angle of the sensor’s main lobe.

Physics behind the sensing. Many ultrasound sensors, also called ultra-
sonic sensors or sonars, adopt the same time-of-flight principle as lidars to
determine the distance to nearest objects. A transducer emits an ultrasound
wave, the wave bounces of the nearest obstacle and a receiver detects the
returning wave. By measuring the time ∆tsound of the sound traversal, and
using knowledge of the speed of sound csound in the adopted medium such as
air or water, the distance to the obstacle is determined as csound ·∆tsound/2.
The wave frequency of the CTG sensor lies around 40 KHz, whereas the
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Polaroid can adopt wave frequencies between 50 KHz and 60 KHz. For the
Polaroid, the same plate fulfills the role of transducer and receiver. Therefore,
after having emitted a wave, the plate has to damp out before it can receive an
incoming wave. This causes a so-called dead or blind zone in which the sensor
cannot perceive anything. For wheelchair and personal robot applications,
the minimum detection range of objects lies around 0 m, as these robots can
drive very closely to objects. Therefore, the CTG sensor is equipped with a
separate transducer and emitter to avoid a dead zone.

Ultrasound sensors usually have a considerable opening angle. Outside
this lobe, there are usually several side lobes with increased object detection
sensitivity as well. Furthermore, given the rather large wave length of the
emitted waves compared to the surface roughness of most objects, many spec-
ular reflections occur. Consequently, a smooth wall can only be observed by
an ultrasound sensor if the incidence angle of the emitted wave is smaller than
half the sensor’s opening angle, as shown in Figure A.17 (a).9 Kuc and Siegel
(1986) first reported that in a specular environment, sonar data should take
the form of circular arcs in Cartesian co-ordinates. They furthermore showed
that it is impossible to discern walls, corners, or edges from a single sonar
measurement. Corners are more easily detected than edges. A typical sonar
scan by Leonard and Durrant-Whyte (1992) in an environment with walls,
corners and edges is shown in Figure A.17 (b). Leonard and Durrant-Whyte
called these features regions of constant depth (RCDs), and they showed that
real sonar data can be both predicted and explained in terms of these features.

Reliability, error sources, and calibration. In contrast to infrared sen-
sors whose measurements are based on electromagnetic waves, data acquisi-
tion with acoustic waves is in itself rather slow. The robot’s rotational velocity
may cause emitted waves not to be detected due to the time the reflected wave
requires to return to the moving receiver. When moving straight towards an
object, the object will appear farther away than it actually is, if the measure-
ment is interpreted at the time of arrival of the acoustic wave. This effect
is stronger for objects far away and for higher robot speeds. For a scenario
with a wall at a maximum sensor range of 10 m for the Polaroid ultrasound
sensor and a wheelchair speed of 15 km/h, the range estimation error equals
about 12 cm. Though this is not negligible w.r.t. to the accuracy of the sonar
sensor, errors due to delays in reading the sensor may be much higher. On
the robot Lino for example, all ultrasound measurements are available every
100 ms, without time stamp info. A robot with a speed of 15 km/h moves
over a distance of 40 cm in this time period. If sonars are fired together to
speed up the data acquisition, chances are likely that cross-talk between the

9For a wall, increasing the incidence angle from 0 to half the sensor’s opening angle will
result in a measurement equal to the perpendicular distance to the wall. Increasing the
incidence angle further will first result in a specular reflection without wall detection, after
which the wall will be detected again due to the side lobes of the sensor’s sensitivity cone.
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Figure A.17: Figure (a) depicts the experimental observation that ultra-
sound sensors detect smooth walls only if the incidence angle is smaller than
half the opening angle. Figure (b) shows a typical sonar scan by Leonard and
Durrant-Whyte (1992) in a rectilinear environment.

sensors invalidates the data. This occurs when acoustic waves emitted by one
sonar are incorrectly interpreted by another sonar as its own emitted wave
that was reflected. Furthermore, specular reflections make sonar data hard to
interpret.

Though experiments with more sophisticated sonar devices have been per-
formed as in (Peremans et al. 1993) to tackle some of the shortcomings of sin-
gle transmitter - single receiver TOF ultrasound sensors, several techniques
have been developed to deal with properties of commercially available TOF
ultrasound sensors. Borenstein and Koren (1995) propose a method to fire
multiple sonars simultaneously while reducing the influence of cross-talk. In
order to speed up data acquisition, Leonard and Durrant-Whyte (1992) and
Röfer and Lankenau (1999) apply directed sensing strategies with an appro-
priate choice the firing sequence. Various approaches have been proposed to
interpret ultrasound data. Due to the large opening angle and specular re-
flections, ultrasound sensors cannot be considered as line-of-sight sensors, in
contrast to infrared sensors for example. The type of reflection furthermore
depends heavily on the unknown surface roughness of the object being sensed.
For these reasons, various hypotheses regarding the interpretation of the sonar
measurements may have to be maintained, and concrete decisions are typi-
cally deferred until more information about the same object is obtained from
a different angle. Therefore, combining several ultrasound data over time in
a single world representation has been a popular way to process these sen-
sors, see e.g. (Elfes 1987; Crowley 1989; Leonard and Durrant-Whyte 1992;
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Başkent and Barshan 1999; Burgard et al. 1999; Wijk and Christensen 2000;
Jensfelt and Kristensen 2001; Tardós et al. 2002).

Other errors are caused by limited resolution of measured time, and pos-
sible variations of sound speed due to temperature, frequency, humidity and
pressure changes. These sound speed variations are mainly due to temper-
ature changes. Also, the beam angle, the frequency and modulation of the
ultrasonic burst can influence the reliability of the detection.

Advantages and drawbacks. One motivation for using sonar comes from
the impressive ultrasonic sensing capabilities of bats, who rely on echoloca-
tion to determine their position and to hunt their prey. However, bats use
frequency modulation, Doppler, and other ultrasonic ranging techniques that
are far more sophisticated than the simple time-of-flight ranging approach.

The different nature of sensing of ultrasound sensors and infrared or lidar
sensors makes them complementary in nature. Whereas infrared sensors may
have difficulties to observe transparent and light absorbing materials, sonar
sensors are more subject to sound absorbing and sound reflecting signals,
which are often different materials as the ones with which infrared sensors
have trouble. In comparison to the lidar, sonar sensors are smaller and there-
fore easier to mount and hide on a robot, and can be more easily oriented
to detect tables or other 3D objects. Sonar sensors are furthermore cheap.
However, their interpretation may be complicated due to their low angular
resolution, dead zone, specular reflection, cross-talk, and low measurement
speed. However, their high opening angle may be considered an advantage as
well in the sense of a more guaranteed detection of objects in the sensor’s
neighbourhood. Though the sampling of the Polaroid ultrasound sensors
is time-consuming, it has the flexibility of determining the fire sequence of
the sensors, thereby allowing to experiment with different schemes to reduce
crosstalk.

A.5 Simulation environments

Nearly all algorithms discussed in this work were tested first in simulation,
prior to perform tests on a real robot platform. For truly realistic simulations
of wheelchair navigation and human-wheelchair interaction a sophisticated
virtual reality (VR) simulator may be required, which also emulates chair
movements. Nevertheless, even ‘simple’ computer simulators are useful for
debugging purposes and for experimental assessment of the robustness of al-
gorithms to certain (unexpected) events or interrupts, to uncertainty on inputs
such as measurement noise, and to modelling errors such as wheel slippage or
unknown sensor noise distributions. Moreover, as ground truth is known in
simulation and due to perfect reproduction of inputs over time, comparison
and performance evaluation of various algorithms are easier. If algorithms
are not performing well in this simulation environment, it is very unlikely
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that they will work on a real platform in a real environment. Furthermore,
computer simulators are much cheaper and more mobile than VR simulators.

Section A.5.1 describes the simulation package SimRobot that was used
for testing algorithms that require real-time continuous interaction with the
simulator, because their decisions are based on sensor or user signals. Since
this package is written in C++, the simulation runs fast and allows for real-
time interaction. Section A.5.2 describes a Matlab navigation simulator. The
Matlab simulator is slower than the SimRobot simulator, and is mainly used
to test algorithms that do not need interactivity with sensors or a user, or
only a limited form thereof. Section A.5.3 describes C++ software that plays
back data recorded during experiments on a real or simulated platform.

A.5.1 SimRobot

Original SimRobot package

SimRobot is an open source, 3D-kinematics robot simulator software package,
developed at the university of Bremen (Röfer 1998). SimRobot is available
for a number of platforms, i.a. Linux and Windows. Figure A.18 gives an
impression of the simulator. A simulator based on SimRobot consists of three
parts:

Portable simulation kernel. The kernel of SimRobot models the environ-
ment, simulates sensor readings, and executes commands given by the
user-specified Controller object. SimRobot provides models of ultra-
sound sensors, infrared sensors, laser scanners, and cameras. All sensor
readings can be disturbed by a selectable amount of white noise. The
robot’s degrees of freedom can be set as desired. Both robot and envi-
ronment are modelled as sets of polyhedral elements.

Platform-specific graphical user interface. The user interface of Sim-
Robot includes an editor for generation of the scene and definition of the
robot, as shown in Figure A.18 (a). If such a file is compiled error-free,
the scene can be displayed as a tree of objects. This tree is the starting
point for opening further views.

User-provided Controller. The user-specified Controller should imple-
ment the sense-think-act cycle: it reads the available sensors, plans the
next action, and sets the actuators to the desired states.

Extensions to the SimRobot package

Interface to SimRobot. The original SimRobot software requires the sim-
ulator to be recompiled every time a new steering algorithm is to be tested.
Waarsing et al. (2003) programmed a more flexible solution for this. The
user-defined steering algorithm now communicates via sockets with the Con-
troller object required by SimRobot. The Controller is basically just a dummy
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Figure A.18: Figure (a) shows SimRobot’s scene editor, the compiled scene
tree, and a view on the scene, which is a model of Philips’ homelab. Fig-
ure (b) shows the model of Sharioto adopted in SimRobot, a non-holonomic
wheelchair with a laser scanner. The camera serves as a means to provide
views from within the wheelchair. Figure (c) shows a view on a scene from a
camera mounted in a ceiling corner.

object responsible for the communication between the actual steering program
and the simulator. This avoids the need to recompile the simulator software
for every new steering algorithm.

Furthermore, interface classes to sensors and actuators were written such
that switching between simulation and reality occurs quickly and intuitively,
using the Factory design pattern discussed in Section A.2.2. This allows to
adopt exactly the same code of higher-level algorithms such as shared control
or user signal processing for both simulation and reality, thereby reducing the
chance of implementation errors due to code duplication.

Robot dynamics. A velocity profile with the same characteristics as on the
real wheelchair platform was implemented in simulation. The implemented
robot motion model is similar to the Matlab simulator’s robot model of Sec-
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tion A.5.2.

Lidar model. In order to add any type of noise to sensor measurements,
the SimRobot kernel is configured not to add any white noise to the simulated
measurements. Instead, noise is added afterwards to the perfect measurements
from SimRobot’s kernel. Also outliers and invalid measurements may be
added at random places in lidar scans.

Generation of SimRobot scenes. In the original SimRobot package, a
scene has to be created by specifying the 3D Cartesian co-ordinates of all poly-
gons. This is an error-prone, time-consuming and difficult task. Moreover,
if a navigation algorithm needs an a priori map of the scene for localisation
purposes, an additional file has to be created with possibly a different file
format consisting of 2D Cartesian co-ordinates instead of 3D polyhedra and
with possibly another world co-ordinate frame. This augments the chance of
introducing additional errors and causes much extra work. In order to gen-
erate quickly new scenes for SimRobot, while at the same time generating a
priori maps for localisation and planning that are consistent with the simula-
tion scene, a Matlab script was written. Figure A.19 shows the Matlab GUI,
together with an example of a created SimRobot environment and a priori
map. The complete scene was created in less than 5 minutes. Since maps
for path planning and for localisation may be different, the program allows
to specify 2D horizontal slices at different heights. This way, only objects
that can be observed by sensors will be included in the map used for locali-
sation, and additional objects that are not visible for sensors but with which
the robot may collide, can be included in the planner’s map. The tool also
allows to create curved surfaces in order to test localisation and mapping in
environments that are not rectilinear. Moreover, maps extracted from real
wheelchair lidar data with a map building algorithm, can be easily converted
into SimRobot environments.

User interfaces. Both a proportional hand joystick of Penny & Giles (Dewis-
pelaere and Janssens 2000) and a discrete interface (Vanacker et al. 2006)
were implemented. Classes of the discrete interface denote different possible
directions to move, such as forward or left. This interface can be extended to
emulate brain-computer interface signals.

A.5.2 Matlab simulator

The Matlab simulator is adopted in this work to evaluate algorithms for which
real-time interaction with a user or with the simulator is not essential, such
as sensor processing, localisation, simultaneous localisation and map building,
plan recognition, and some forms of shared control.
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Figure A.19: Matlab GUI (a) for quick and easy generation of (even exotic)
SimRobot scenes (c) and corresponding consistent 2D a priori maps for use
in C++ localisation and planning algorithms (b).

The advantage of simulation in Matlab over SimRobot is its flexibility.
Various types of new user interfaces can be easily and quickly designed, vi-
sualised and tested. Any desired variables or signals can be easily visualised,
which proved to be imperative for visual debugging of localisation and path
planning algorithms. Furthermore, moving objects can be added to the robot’s
neighbourhood. Full control over the sensor models is available, which allows
for example to determine from which specific environment features observa-
tions stem to test feature extraction algorithms with ground-truth informa-
tion or to check if observations stemming from moving obstacles are used in
algorithms. It is also possible to generate phantom measurements and motion-
blurred scans. These sensor artifacts are more difficult to obtain in SimRobot.
Simulations may be performed in two modes, as shown in Figure A.20. In the
first mode, the user controls the robot on-line. Disturbances may be added
to the desired robot motion. In the second mode, a trajectory is available in
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a certain environment, and it is required to track this trajectory while being
subject to different robot motion noise, different sensor noise, or additional
objects in the robot’s environment. The input trajectory may be any available
trajectory, such as that followed by a user in the Matlab or SimRobot simula-
tor, or a trajectory followed in a real environment. The following paragraphs

Figure A.20: Figure (a) shows the Matlab simulator in a mode where the
user closes the loop on-line. Figure (b) depicts the Matlab simulator mode in
which a trajectory, i.e. a set of poses and twists, is the off-line input of the
simulator. In this case, a state feedback controller closes the loop in order to
track the reference trajectory in the presence of added actuator noise.

discuss various elements of the Matlab simulator.

Environment model. The Matlab navigation simulator adopts as a world
model a 2D slice that contains any combination of lines, circles and rectan-
gles. A 2D grid world model has also been adopted for testing shared-control
algorithms. This grid environment consists of a set of rectangular (usually
square) cells that are occupied, free or that contain any level of uncertainty in
between these two. Furthermore, moving objects may be defined that can be
either controlled by the user with a continuous user interface, or which move
according to some pre-defined control law, possibly at random.
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User interfaces. Both discrete and continuous interfaces were imple-
mented. One of the discrete interfaces consists of a set of arrows that indicate
the direction in which to move. The continuous interface displays the joy-
stick’s restrictor plate, and velocity commands are given by clicking with a
computer mouse somewhere in the restrictor plate’s area.

Robot motion simulation. The velocity signals obtained from the user
interface or from the feedback controller are converted into robot motion. In
order to test robustness of navigation algorithms towards incorrect velocity
command execution, noise can be added to a given set of commanded twists as
follows. First, commanded twists [vc

t ωc
t ]

T at time t are transformed to wheel
velocities [ωleft

t ωright
t ]T using the modelled kinematic parameters, such as

the estimated wheel base length and estimated wheel diameters. This model
assumes a perfect rolling of the wheels. Second, systematic and random noise
may be added to the relevant parameters. Transformation of robot twists
to wheel velocities makes the addition of noise to robot twists easier and
more physically grounded, since for example the amount of possible noise
or variation on wheel diameters is easier to estimate as compared to the
possible amount of noise or variation on angular velocities ωc. Other possible
noise sources that may be modelled are a wrongly estimated conversion from
commanded velocities to velocities sent to the motor, wheel slippage, and a
changing position of the wheel-contact point, which is modelled as noise on
the wheel base L. Finally, the noisy wheel velocities are converted to real
robot twists [vreal

t ωreal
t ]T .

Integration of robot twists. After integration of robot twists to yield
robot poses, additional pose noise can be added to the robot pose, to model
bumps for example. Pose noise is added in such a way that the robot does
not collide with the environment.

State feedback controller. For the state feedback controller, the robot’s
state contains the robot’s pose and twist. The difference between reference
state and actual state is adopted to calculate a twist input to the robot motion
simulator, as described in (Vandorpe 1997). The simulator is able to perform
a reference trajectory at different twists, for example in order to investigate
the influence of motion on sensing. When following a geometric trajectory at a
higher speed, the curvature 1/ρ = ωt/vt of the trajectory stays the same, but
both linear and angular velocities vt and ωt are multiplied with an acceleration
or deceleration factor α, and the sampling time ∆t is divided with this factor.

Sensor simulation. The Matlab navigation simulator can simulate a lidar
and an ultrasound sensor. Figure A.21 shows some screen shots of a non-
holonomic robot moving in an environment consisting of circles, segments,
and polygons, with two non-holonomic moving obstacles controlled by the
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user. The robot is equipped with one lidar at the front, 9 ultrasound sensors
at the front, and 9 ultrasound at the back. The environment was created with
the environment creation tool presented in Section A.5.1. Also shown are the
lidar and ultrasound measurements. For ease of interpretation, both lidar and
ultrasound sensors are fired simultaneously in this simulation, and they are
modelled to sense instantaneously, thereby taking a momentary snapshot of
the environment without any delays.

The Matlab lidar model generates observations in two phases. The first
phase generates lidar data as if the sensor has infinite range and the envi-
ronment is perceived perfectly. In this phase, phantom measurements and
influence of motion during sensing are already taken into account. Lidar ob-
servations are produced at a frequency that can be set by the user. Influence of
motion during sensing is determined by calculating for each lidar observation
the lidar’s pose at the time the observation is taken based on the actual robot
poses and twists. The perfect measurement at this pose is calculated taking
the light beam’s opening angle into account by approximating the light beam
with n rays that are equally divided over the beam’s opening angle. For each
of the n rays, the closest intersection with the environment model is calcu-
lated. The corresponding final observation is the average of the n calculated
distances, which results in phantom measurements at range discontinuities.
Phantom measurements are automatically labelled during simulation as those
measurements that stem from more than one environment object. In a sec-
ond phase, Gaussian or non-Gaussian noise is added to the perfect lidar data,
invalid measurements and outliers may be added and are modelled to occur
with a user-specified probability, minimum and maximum sensor ranges are
applied, as well as a delayed polling of the sensor. Furthermore, quantisation
errors may be simulated by choosing a certain discretisation level. Outliers
are modelled as valid ranges chosen at random between the sensor’s minimum
and maximum range, and they are labelled as outliers in order to evaluate
algorithms that try to detect and remove these measurements. Figure A.22
shows a gradually more realistic simulation obtained with this lidar simula-
tor. All sensor measurements are plotted at the robot poses where the scans
are read. The parameters used in Figures A.22 (c) and (d) are based on the
actual parameter values of the wheelchair’s lidar. In concreto, the simulator’s
lidar has a minimum and maximum range of 0 and 4.5 m respectively, a scan
frequency of 5 Hz, an angular resolution between observations of 1.8◦, a beam
opening angle of 2◦, a distance resolution of 2 cm, a standard deviation of
2 cm for the minimum range and 10 cm for the maximum range, and 128
measurements per scan. Furthermore, the probability of obtaining an invalid
measurement or an outlier equals 1/128 or 3/128 respectively, and the delay
when reading scans is fixed to 73 ms. Figure A.23 shows the simulated effect
of motion blur for a similar situation as in Figure A.15.

The Matlab sonar model takes the sonar’s minimum and maximum range
into account, its opening angle, and specular reflections. Figure A.24 (a)
shows how the sonar model perceives environmental objects. Line segments
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Figure A.21: Some snapshots of the Matlab navigation simulator. Figure (a)
shows the GUI to control the robot and the moving obstacles. Figures (b)
to (d) show snapshots of the robots at different positions.

are only perceived if the perpendicular to the segment lies within the sonar’s
main lob and if the point at which the perpendicular intersects the segment
lies in the main lob as well. The sonar’s main lob is shown as a grey partial
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Figure A.22: Figure (a) shows the situation where perfect scans are taken
at intervals corresponding to the lidar mirror’s rotation speed. Figure (b)
includes phantom measurements and motion during sensing in the lidar model.
Figure (c) adds Gaussian noise, a limited range, and invalid measurements to
the scans of (b). Figure (d) shows the same simulation as in Figure (c), but the
trajectory is executed at twice the speed of Figure (c). The robot’s maximum
velocities during the trajectory of Figure (d) equal 10.6 km/h and 90◦/s. Dots
denote valid measurements, crosses denote phantom measurements.

cone in Figure A.24. Circles are observed if their centre point lies within the
sonar’s opening angle and if the intersection between the circle and the line
from the sonar’s origin to the circle’s centre point lies within the sonar’s main
lob. Edges and corners are observed if they lie inside the sonar’s main lob and
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Figure A.23: Figure (a) shows motion blur when rotating in clockwise di-
rection, whereas Figure (b) shows motion blur for counterclockwise rotation.
The lidar’s mirror rotates in clockwise direction in this simulation.

if their bisecting line makes an angle of less than 45◦ with the line connecting
the edge or corner with the sonar’s origin. Figure (d) shows an ultrasound
scan taken by rotating a sonar over 360◦ in an environment similar to the
one presented in (Leonard and Durrant-Whyte 1992). The obtained sonar
readings are very similar to the real sonar measurements obtained in their
experiments.

The data generated using this Matlab simulator can be fed into sensor and
user-signal processing algorithms implemented in C++ using the playback
simulator discussed in the following section.

A.5.3 Playback simulator in C++

In order to analyse off-line experiments performed on the physical platform
or simply to perform off-line visualisation of the followed trajectory or to
perform off-line simultaneous localisation and map building, all sensor and
user-interface data and possibly intermediate calculation results are logged
on-line. By storing all data together with their time stamps, it is possible
to reconstruct the signals in the same timely order afterwards, even if the
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Figure A.24: Figures (a) to (c) show how the Matlab simulator’s sonar
model observes different environment features such as lines, circles, edges and
corners. Figure (d) shows an ultrasound scan taken by rotating a sonar over
360◦ in a rectilinear environment. Only valid sonar measurements without
noise are shown. Sonar readings are visualised as points in the middle of the
arc at the measured distance.

data are asynchronous, as is often the case. For this, a set of C++ classes
were devised using the Factory design pattern. These classes read the logged
information, and signal in the correct timely order to all interested classes that
new information is available. This playback simulator allows furthermore to
test alternative or new algorithms with previously gathered, real data in order
to compare their performance to existing algorithms or to check if they operate
as desired.
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A.6 Conclusions and future work

It was found from real and simulation experiments that the effect of delayed
sensor sampling and processing, and the effect of motion on sensing is not neg-
ligible for the twists Sharioto can achieve as compared to the adopted lidar
mirror’s positioning dynamics. Therefore, if the robot twists are considerable,
simulators should take these dynamic effects into account as well, and so do
sensor processing algorithms that adopt the sensor data. For this reason, Ap-
pendix B presents sensor synchronisation and processing algorithms that are
required before adopting sensor data in the state estimation and decision mak-
ing algorithms of Appendices C and D. Analysis of the ultrasound sensors and
comparison with the CTG lidar clearly put forward the desirable properties
of the CTG lidar, outperforming the ultrasound sensors in angular resolution,
ease of interpretation, and sensing speed. For this reason, only the lidar was
adopted as external sensor for experiments on Sharioto in this work. Given
the considerable wheel slippage and influence of castor wheels, the gyroscope
was adopted for both orientation estimation and angular velocity feedback.
For the ultrasound sensors adopted on Lino, an important conclusion is that
a correct interpretation of sonar readings may only be achieved by deferring
interpretation decisions to later poses. Nevertheless, navigation algorithms
have to take decisions based on the uncertain and ambiguous measurements
at their disposal.

As for most designs, sensor design is an iterative procedure. Future work
may therefore focus on further optimisation of the lidar prototype. Improve-
ments may consist in providing the received signal amplitudes, increasing the
lidar mirror’s rotation speed, and increasing its sensing range, which appeared
too small for the localisation and map building algorithms of Appendix C. The
current positioning of sensors mainly allows to observe a horizontal slice of
the environment, which serves the purposes of this work to a sufficient de-
gree. However, sensors may be added for augmented environment perception,
for more accurate pose estimation, for observation of the user’s movements
or emotions, or for additional safety, such as for detecting stairs and other
three-dimensional objects. Initial experiments have been performed with vi-
sion sensors and encoders. Also tactile sensors for pushing doors open or
for detecting collisions, accelerometers, or compasses may prove to be useful.
In an even farther-distance future, laptops may be replaced with embedded
computing, additional hardware and software safety features may be imple-
mented, and performance monitoring over the internet may be performed for
prolonged field tests at people’s homes. Moreover, the usefulness of alterna-
tive user interfaces may be explored. A touch screen and a force feedback
joystick are ready for short-term integration on Sharioto.
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Appendix B

Lidar sensor processing
and motion control

I can’t make bricks without clay.

Sherlock Holmes in ‘The Adventure
of the Copper Beeches’.

This appendix describes lidar sensor processing and low-level motion con-
trol of the wheelchair test platform. One of the requirements for robust and
safe motion control in the presence of computation and communication delays,
is knowledge about the times at which sensor measurements and motor com-
mands occur. Therefore, an approach to accurately synchronise the central
processor with sensors and motor is presented. Furthermore, algorithms for
segment extraction are discussed and compared, as segment extraction plays
a key role in the localisation and map building approach presented in Ap-
pendix C, and in several scan filters. Also, several existing and novel scan
filters are presented, which are meant to preprocess a scan for scan matching.
Low-level wheelchair control is achieved by adopting angle and angular veloc-
ity feedback from a gyroscope, which considerably decreases motion disturbance
caused by the front castor wheels.

B.1 Introduction

In order to assist elderly and disabled powered-wheelchair users during the
execution of any manoeuvre possible, a robotic intelligent controller should
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at least be able to perform the very same manoeuvres itself, preferably more
accurately and more reliably. This requires both accurate motion control
and correct observation of the environment. For this purpose, this appendix
describes the sensor preprocessing and low-level robot control necessary for
the localisation and navigation algorithms described in Appendices C and D
respectively. The purpose of all presented preprocessing algorithms in this
appendix is to reliably extract all required information from sensor data, and
this as accurately and as fast as possible.

Section B.2 presents an algorithm to correct scans for motion blur, which
allows to construct more accurate laser scan maps. Section B.3 discusses
segment extraction, which is of vital importance for some of the adopted
scan filters and scan matching algorithms. Several existing algorithms are
covered and compared, as well as a novel segmentation algorithm designed
to be more robust to outliers. Section B.4 describes several scan filters that
are adopted in the scan matching process of Appendix C. Besides several
existing scan filters, some novel filters are presented, whose main purpose
consists of speeding up the scan matching process and making it more robust
in polygonal environments. Section B.5 describes the feedback algorithm to
control the wheelchair’s orientation based on angular velocity information
from a gyroscope.

B.2 Synchronisation and correction for motion
during sensing

In order to achieve reliable robot control, it is important to deal with ob-
servation, actuation, computation, and communication delays. As shown in
Section A.4.2, the lidar on the wheelchair test platform does not produce
perfect snap shots of the environment when driving at speeds that are large
compared to the lidar mirror’s rotation speed. In order to correct lidar ob-
servations for this motion blur, the sensor’s pose should be known at instants
at which observations are performed. This requires accurate sensor-processor
synchronisation to estimate the observation instants and accurate estimation
of the lidar’s twist to estimate the lidar’s pose at the observation instants.1

Synchronisation is important for a second reason besides correction for motion
during sensing. Due to possibly lengthy calculations of algorithms that adopt
the robot’s pose as input, it is more robust and safer to provide these algo-
rithms with an accurate prediction of the robot’s pose and twist at the time
the algorithm will produce an output, rather than using the state estimate

1In principle, correction for motion blur is possible without knowledge of the time in-
stants at which scans are taken, if the lidar’s rotation frequency is approximately known
and if it is assumed that no successive lidar scans are missed. In that case, the time between
successive scans is known and lidar twists can be estimated from successive pose estimates
of the lidar.
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available at the start of the algorithm. In order to perform this state predic-
tion, the times at which measurements are taken need to be known. Thirdly,
observation times are necessary to relate lidar measurements to other sensor
measurements and user inputs. Synchronisation may be even more impor-
tant when several lidars are adopted, in order to optimise the scheduling for
sampling the lidars without losing data.

For these purposes, Section B.2.1 discusses how synchronisation between
the wheelchair’s lidar and its central processor is achieved. Section B.2.2
discusses the estimation of delays between motor commands and command
execution. Section B.2.3 presents the motion filter to deblur scans from motion
during sensing.

B.2.1 Lidar synchronisation

As explained in Appendix A, the wheelchair’s central processor directly sam-
ples the lidar using a DAQ card. More specifically, the lidar adopts an analog
channel to send its range data to the central processor, and a synchronous
clock of which the rising edge indicates the time at which the analog data are
stable and valid. Valid data range from 0 m to 4.5 m, which correspond to
a voltage between 0 V and 4.5 V on the analog data line. During the scan
period, i.e. the period in which the lidar scans the environment, the analog
channel is kept at 5 V and the clock signal is active for periods of 880 µs at
100 kHz with intermittent periods in which the signal stays low for 160 µs, as
shown in Figure B.1 (b). During the send period the lidar repeatedly sends
the scanned data to the central processor. Each scan2 consists of n voltages
corresponding to the n measured ranges, and one 5 V signal to indicate the
end and start of a sequence, as shown in Figure B.1 (a). The clock signal has
a period of 21.6 µs during the send period. The scan and send period equal:

∆tscan
k =

(n− 1) · αres

2π
·∆ttotal

k (B.1)

∆tsend
k = ∆ttotal

k −∆tscan
k (B.2)

where ∆ttotal
k is the period to make one mirror revolution at time k, and αres

denotes the angle between successive mirror positions. Therefore, reading a
valid scan corresponds to sampling the lidar data line during the send period.

The lidar’s clock and the central processor’s clock are likely not to be syn-
chronised. Even if they would be equipped with quartz crystals with infinite
precision and if they would be initialised to the same value at startup, they
are likely to diverge afterwards, due to changes in environmental conditions

2With scan, a collection of lidar observations in polar co-ordinates {zi = (ri, αi) | i =
0 . . . n − 1} is denoted. One measurement will also be referred to as a scan point. The
lidar measurements are characterised by the fact that they are taken in a fix (rising or
descending) order, with a possibly fixed angle between measurements.
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Figure B.1: Figure (a) shows an oscilloscope image of part of a send period,
and Figure (b) shows the transition from send to scan period.

and ageing of mechanical components (Koninckx 2003). Moreover, the clocks
can only be read with finite precision. For example, the ACE high resolution
timer for Windows that is used on the test platform has a resolution of only
1 ms. Also, as the synchronisation algorithm is part of multi-threaded pro-
gram execution, delays may occur on the desired sample times. Consequently,
time measurements of the start and end of the sampling of the lidar data line
may be inaccurate, and efforts are necessary to minimise synchronisation er-
rors between the clocks. Synchronisation will also avoid a frequent reading of
the analog data channel during the scan period, resulting in useless data that
do not contain range data.

The concrete task for the central computer boils down to deciding at which
instant to poll the lidar data line, and how many data to read. The DAQ card
then automatically takes care of reading this number of data from the lidar
line. Synchronisation between various clocks is usually tackled from a control
point of view, by adopting a phase locked loop (PLL), see e.g. (Koninckx
et al. 2001). However, Koninckx et al. assume that interrupts generate the
locking observations for their discrete state space locking controller, which was
difficult to realise on the operating system of the wheelchair’s computer, and
given the communication protocol between lidar and processor. Consequently,
rather than relying upon interrupts, the central processor on the wheelchair
platform has to actively poll the lidar line, and may often miss events that
allow for locking.

Initially, simulation experiments were performed with a ‘dummy’ polling
scheme that consists in sampling the data line at a fixed frequency correspond-
ing to the estimated lidar mirror’s period ∆t̂total. This results in a series of
successful readings of the lidar line followed by a series of unsuccessful readings
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of the lidar line and many lost lidar scans. This scheme can be easily modified
such that the lidar data line is sampled again within ∆t̂scan + 0.5 ·∆t̂send s
once an invalid sample has been obtained in case the lidar’s clock period is
overestimated, and within 0.5 ·∆t̂send s in case the lidar’s clock period is un-
derestimated. This will cause the lidar line to be sampled in the middle of the
next send period after an invalid reading. In practice, the polling algorithm
does not know whether or not it overestimates the lidar mirror’s rotation pe-
riod. Hence, it first samples 0.5 ·∆t̂send s after an invalid reading, and then
∆t̂scan s later if a second invalid reading is obtained. It can be calculated that
for the modified dummy polling scheme, invalid readings of the lidar data line
will occur every 15 s for a lidar period of 0.20285 s as on the wheelchair and
an estimation error |∆ttotal − ∆t̂total| of 0.5 ms. Even with this modified
scheme, data are lost from time to time in case of an overestimation of the
lidar mirror’s period. Hence, the optimal way to sample the lidar using this
scheme, is to slightly underestimate the lidar mirror’s period in order not to
lose any data. This will furthermore result in new sensor data to be obtained
near the beginning of a send period, i.e. as soon as they are available.

A modified dummy polling scheme that underestimates the lidar’s clock
period will not lose lidar data and will poll the lidar successfully in many cases,
but it does not truly synchronise the central processor to the lidar. True syn-
chronisation means both phase and frequency synchronisation. The modified
dummy scheme does not estimate the times at which the sensor’s scan pe-
riod starts, and manual calibration is necessary for every new lidar sensor
mounted on the chair. Repeated manual calibration may even be necessary
for the same sensor due to ageing of the clock’s mechanical components and a
corresponding change in clock frequency. Nevertheless, additional inferences
may be performed upon this modified dummy polling scheme, in order to ob-
tain a more accurate estimate of the lidar mirror’s rotation period ∆ttotal

k and
of the start time tscan

k of the scan period. For example, from the observation
whether valid readings are available ∆t̂scan + 0.5 · ∆t̂send s or 0.5 · ∆t̂send s
after an unsuccessful reading, the following can be determined:

1. the fact if the central processor overestimates or underestimates ∆ttotal
k ,

2. an estimate of the scan period’s kth start time tscan
k , as the first un-

successful reading tends to occur right near a rising or falling edge,
assuming that the estimate ∆t̂total is accurate,

3. an estimate of the lidar mirror’s period ∆ttotal
k . Suppose nval valid read-

ings were obtained between two invalid readings. When using the modi-
fied dummy polling scheme, the first valid reading after an unsuccessful
reading will lie in the middle of the send period. Equations B.3 then
show how to update the estimate ∆t̂total in the case of overestimation
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and underestimation respectively:

∆t̂total
k =

n

n + 0.5 · (1− α)
∆t̂total

k−1 if ∆t̂total ≥ ∆ttotal

∆t̂total
k =

n

n− 0.5 · (1− α)
∆t̂total

k−1 if ∆t̂total < ∆ttotal
(B.3)

where:

α =
∆tscan

∆ttotal
.

Though this scheme is to some extent adaptive and does not need manual
calibration, the problem remains that no true synchronisation is achieved.
After a while, only rarely an error will occur after which the phase and fre-
quency of the lidar’s clock may be estimated. Hence, the scheme provides for
a good estimation of the lidar mirror’s period (i.e. frequency locking) under
the assumption that the period does not change over time. However, there
will be long periods of large phase error in between two estimates of phase
and frequency.

An alternative that does not require hardware or communication protocol
changes, is to poll the lidar line at the transition from scan period to send
period or vice versa. Measurements of the transitions will be referred to
as locking observations. Ideally, this scheme allows to accurately determine
tscan
k and ∆ttotal

k , and to simultaneously obtain the latest lidar measurements.
Obviously, polling at the transition from scan to send period is inherently safer
than polling at the transition from send to scan period. This is because it
allows to sample the lidar again without losing data if a reading is obtained
with insufficient range data. Furthermore, it allows faster reaction to new
sensor data. The algorithm is implemented as a finite state machine (FSM)
with two states, locked and not-locked. Before being locked, it is likely to
obtain a number of observations that are either completely valid or completely
invalid, as it is not known at which time instants transitions from scan to send
period occur or vice versa. From these past observations, inferences are made
regarding maximum and minimum estimates of ∆ttotal

k (∆ttotal
max and ∆ttotal

min )
and tscan

k (tscan
max and tscan

min ), by checking if their values can still explain the
past observations and their time of occurrence. If an inconsistency is found,
the maximum and minimum estimates of ∆ttotal

k are updated such that the
hypothesis regarding ∆ttotal

k and tscan
k is narrowed down. Fast locking is

then obtained by choosing the next sample time such that it is likely not to
be explainable by either maximum or minimum estimate, after which these
estimates can be updated again. Once several locking observations have been
obtained, the FSM evolves to the locked state, and it is fairly easy to keep the
processor locked to the sensor, even if locking observations are missed from
time to time. This is because both phase and frequency can be estimated
in an accurate way with these locking observations. If nevertheless a fixed
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number of observations are obtained that do not contain locking information,
the FSM evolves to the not-locked state again.

Figures B.2 and B.3 show that the performance of the synchronisation
algorithm meets its objectives. Several test runs have been performed with
similar results. Figure B.2 (a) plots the time between valid observations.
No valid data are lost if the time between two valid range measurements is
below ∆tscan + 2 · ∆tsend. If this time is below ∆tsend, the same data are
read twice. Both thresholds are shown in the figures. Clearly, no valid lidar
data are lost, and except when synchronisation is lost or at startup, no valid
lidar data are read twice. Figures B.2 (b) and (c) respectively show the times
between subsequent locking observations that are also valid observations, and
locking observations that do not contain enough information to reconstruct a
whole range scan from it. Optimal synchronisation performance is obtained
if locking and valid observations coincide at the actual transition from scan
to send period, because this keeps the processor locked to the lidar without
requiring additional polling to get the actual range data. This means that
the observations in Figure B.2 (b) ideally lie in between the two thresholds
(cf. Figure B.2 (a)), and the observations in Figure B.2 (c) ideally lie far above
the maximum threshold. It appears that locking observations that are also
valid are not occurring at each lidar period, which may be partially attributed
to the non-real-time character of the operating system and the disturbance
due to other threads on the central processor, and partially to errors in esti-
mation of the lidar’s phase and frequency. Nevertheless, locking observations
occur at a largely sufficient rate to keep the processor locked to the lidar.
Locking observations without enough valid range data did not occur during
the test run. Figure B.2 (d) shows the times between successive unsuccessful
readings, i.e. readings that do not contain information regarding the actual
measurements, nor regarding locking. Obviously, these observations should
also lie far above the maximum threshold. The figure shows that unsuccess-
ful polling of the lidar line usually only occurs when synchronisation is lost.
Figure B.2 (e) shows a histogram of the time between successive polling (in-
dependent of whether they are valid, invalid, or locking observations). As
can be seen, the lidar line is almost only polled at the lidar mirror’s rotation
frequency. This proves that the DAQ card is occupied as short as possi-
ble. Figures B.3 (a) and (b) show that synchronisation is obtained quickly at
startup or when synchronisation is lost (usually within 5 s), and that syn-
chronisation is almost never lost afterwards. The figures also illustrate that
the algorithm is aware of the fact whether or not it is locked. This knowl-
edge is necessary when using the range data for motion filtering for example.
Figures B.3 (c) and (d) respectively indicate that variations on the estimates
of ∆ttotal stay well below 100 µs, and below 1 ms for estimates of tscan.

Synchronisation with all other sensors on the wheelchair platform (gyro-
scope, infrared, potentiometers, and ultrasound sensors) occurs with 1 ms
accuracy already, as most sensors output measurements at high frequencies,
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Figure B.2: Times between valid observations (a), locking observations with
(b) and without (c) enough valid data, and invalid observations (d); histogram
of the times between successive polling (e).

and sampling these sensors using the DAQ card is very fast.
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Figure B.3: Estimated (∆t̂total), minimal (∆ttotal
min ), and maximal (∆ttotal

max )
lidar period during locking (a) and in locked state (b); evolution of the differ-
ence ∆ttotal

max −∆ttotal
min (c) and tstart

max − tstart
min (d).

B.2.2 Motor synchronisation

Besides the time stamps of all sensor signals, synchronisation with two other
important signals is required, the user interface signals (currently mainly joy-
stick signals) and motor signals. Though the time stamps of the reading
and sensing of joystick and motor signals from and to the Key (explained
in Section A.2) are rather accurate (1 ms), there is an unknown and variable
communication delay on the CAN-bus between Key and UCM or PM, and due
to the dynamics of the motors and their controller, additional delays may be
introduced. The delay between motor command and actual execution of the
command can be measured by correlating estimated twists with commanded
twists, such as gyroscope signals and angular velocity commands. The delay
between actual joystick signals and the reading of these signals by the Key
cannot be measured currently, and will therefore be assumed to be equal to
the motor command delay.
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B.2.3 Motion deblurring

If the robot’s or lidar’s state is known during sensing, the sensor measure-
ments can be corrected for motion blur. Correction for motion blur in laser
scans is not extensively addressed in literature. Cox (1991) and Arras (2003)
adopt a correction technique for motion blur that consists in reading the
odometric position estimate when each range reading arrives and using this
information to convert the range value to the desired frame. By contrast, this
work pursues approaches that do not require encoder measurements. There-
fore, the lidar’s state during sensing is estimated from localisation, SLAM or
scan-based odometry. However, these algorithms need the corrected sensor
measurements as input. Therefore, an iterative procedure is proposed in Sec-
tion C.4 to perform scan matching while simultaneously correcting the scans
for motion blur. The next section determines the equations for the corrected
measurements and angles.

Algorithm

The input to the algorithm is a scan consisting of n observations zi and angles
αi, time ∆t̂total for the mirror to make one rotation, time ∆tread at which the
scan is read with respect to the start t̂start of the current scan, and estimates
of the robot velocities (vr, ωr) from the start t̂start of the scan till ∆tread s
later. A similar algorithm results if the lidar twists are directly estimated from
scan matching for example. The robot velocities are not necessarily constant
during the scan. t̂start and ∆t̂total are obtained from the lidar synchronisation
algorithm. Figure B.4 shows the various times that are used in the algorithm.
The output of the algorithm is a corrected scan {zc

i , αc
i}.

The algorithm expresses every measurement with respect to lidar frame
GpL

read at time t̂start + ∆tread (see Figure B.4). This co-ordinate frame is
chosen to be the origin GpL

read(0, 0, 0). Figure B.5 shows the general idea.
Firstly, the lidar poses are calculated backwards in time starting from the

lidar frame GpL
read. In order to do so, the robot pose GpR

read corresponding
to this lidar frame is calculated:

GθR
read = GθL

read −L θL (B.4)

GxR
read = GxL

read −L xL cos
(
GθR

read

)
+L yL sin

(
GθR

read

)
(B.5)

GyR
read = GyL

read −L xL sin
(
GθR

read

)−L yL cos
(
GθR

read

)
(B.6)

where (LxL, LyL, LθL) represents the lidar’s local co-ordinate frame with re-
spect to the robot’s co-ordinate frame.

Secondly, a motion model is applied backwards in time to calculate all
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Figure B.4: Explanation of the times used in the algorithm for correction of
a scan for moving.

robot poses at the times ti = i ·∆ti at which measurements zi are taken:

GθR
i = GθR

i+1 − ωi∆ti (B.7)

GxR
i = GxR

i+1 − vi∆ti cos
(
GθR

i

)
(B.8)

GyR
i = GyR

i+1 − vi∆ti sin
(
GθR

i

)
(B.9)

where vi and ωi are the robot’s linear and rotational velocities at time ti, and
∆ti is the time interval between two successive lidar measurements:

∆ti =
α ·∆t̂total

2π
.

Then, the lidar poses at times ti are calculated using a standard co-ordinate
frame transformation:

GxL
i = GxR

i +L xL cos
(
GθR

i

)−L yL sin
(
GθR

i

)
(B.10)

GyL
i = GyR

i +L xL sin
(
GθR

i

)
+L yL cos

(
GθR

i

)
(B.11)

GθL
i = GθR

i +L θL (B.12)
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Figure B.5: General idea behind correction of a scan for motion during
measuring.

The corrected measurements can now be calculated at each of the lidar poses
where a measurement was taken. Figure B.6 shows the lidar’s final frame
GpL

read and a frame GpL
i at which a measurement was taken on time instant

ti. The corrected range readings zc
i and their corrected bearing angles αc

i are
determined as follows:

zc
i =

√
d2

i + z2
i − 2dizi cosβi (B.13)

αc
i = atan

(
zi sin(αi +G θL

i )− di sin γi

zi cos(αi +G θL
i )− di cos γi

)
−G θL

read (B.14)

where:

di =
√

(GxL
read −G xL

i )2 + (GyL
read −G yL

i )2

βi = αi +G θL
i − γi

γi = atan
(

GyL
read −G yL

i

GxL
read −G xL

i

)

Equations B.13 and B.14 can be simplified since the lidar’s frame at time
t̂start + ∆tread was chosen to be [0 0 0]T . Hence, GxL

read, GyL
read, and GθL

read

equal zero.
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Figure B.6: Explanation of the variables used for correcting one lidar mea-
surement zi and the corresponding bearing angle αi taken at pose GpL

i .

Discussion

Since the algorithm does not require any features to be extracted from the
scan, it is generally applicable in both rectilinear and non-rectilinear environ-
ments. Figure B.7 shows two examples of a scan before and after application
of the motion filter. For this particular experiment, lidar velocities were used
as inputs to the motion filter instead of robot velocities, because these were di-
rectly estimated from successive lidar pose estimates. This has the advantage
of requiring less uncertain frame transformations.

Because of motion correction, the angle between the lidar’s measurements
is not constant anymore, as shown in the bottom row of Figure B.7. The order
of the scan points may even change. Due to corners, it may be possible that
generated scan points do not seem to be visible anymore from GpL

read. More-
over, the uncertainty on both range and angle increases due to uncertainty
regarding the true robot motion during sensing, and due to the uncertain local
sensor frame LpL. Due to uncertainty on robot motion, measurements will
also be correlated, and even range and angle of an individual measurement
will be coupled. In order to avoid the application of invalid motion correc-
tions to the scan due to bad robot state estimates, the algorithm will only
be applied if the robot’s state estimates during scanning are rather certain.
For example, if scan matching is adopted (see Appendix C), accurate robot
state estimates are obtained if all state parameters are fully observed between
successive scans.

Only after the scan data have been corrected for motion blur, scan filters
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Figure B.7: The left and right columns respectively show motion deblurring
for a scan taken when rotating in clockwise and in counterclockwise direction.
The coordinate frame denotes the lidar’s frame. The top figures show the
scan before motion deblurring, positioned on an estimated a priori map by
the localisation algorithm of Appendix C. The middle figures show the scans
after motion deblurring. The bottom figures show the corrections on the
ranges and the angles between successive scan points. For the CTG lidar, the
angle between successive measurements should equal 1.8◦ (shown as -1.8◦ in
the figure).
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can be applied to the scan and features can be extracted from the scan.

B.3 Feature extraction

In order for sensor data to be of use for autonomous and semi-autonomous
mobile robot navigation, it should first be determined what information a mo-
bile robot navigation algorithm should look for within sensor data or within
the environment. From a localisation and map building point of view, one
philosophy in mobile robotics states that the extraction of any reliable and
repeatable information from successive scans will suffice.3 This leads to the
definition of a feature (Adams 1999; Leonard and Durrant-Whyte 1992) as a
piece of information that can be extracted from external sensor data, which
is likely to be extracted from several different viewpoints. Features are some-
times called (natural) landmarks.

Features can replace raw range scan data to efficiently and accurately
represent a global map, while still allowing for obstacle avoidance, motion
planning, and localisation and map building. Consequently, the use of fea-
tures often also reduces the complexity of any relevant algorithm such as scan
matching, which scales to the order of number of features. Besides metric in-
formation, features also carry semantic information, namely the feature type.
This information can be adopted to extract high-level features such as doors
or corners, which may in turn be used to generate hypotheses regarding the
user’s intention, or to globally localise the robot.

Up till now, humans determined which information to look for in sensor
data. In typical indoor environments, features that often occur are line seg-
ments, corners, edges, and cylinders. Corners denote a concave part of the
environment, whereas edges constitute a convex part. In general, far less in-
formation is lost in sensor data compression when using only line features as
compared to using only corner or edge features. Segment features have the
additional advantage of being implicitly robust to a dynamic environment,
especially if large segments are adopted. Moreover, segments contain a large
amount of angular information, which is important as large angular errors
can lead to instability and filter divergence in localisation and mapping ap-
proaches based on the extended Kalman filter (Newman et al. 2002). Point
features on the other hand have the advantage of being available in outdoor
and cluttered environments as well. However, the abundance of possibly spu-
rious point features often makes data association of point features an even
more challenging problem.

In this work, feature extraction is mainly used for filtering of laser data
(Section B.4), for scan matching (Section C.4), and for localisation and map
building (Sections C.5 and C.6).

3Another philosophy states that all sensor information should be used, even sensor data
from which no features can be extracted. These so-called dense methods will be discussed
and compared to feature-based approaches in Appendix C.
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Section B.3.1 presents an overview of literature regarding segment extrac-
tion from laser scans. Practical comments on several of these techniques are
given in Section B.3.2. In Section B.3.3, two modified versions of existing
segment clustering algorithms are proposed.

Line and segment representation The most common line representation
is a normal parameterisation consisting of the line’s distance ρ to the origin
and the angle θ of its normal with respect to the x-axis. From Figure B.8,
the line equation is easily derived:

x cos θ + y sin θ − ρ = 0, (B.15)

where ρ ≥ 0 and −π < θ ≤ π. This equation expresses mathematically that
the group of points (x, y) belonging to the line should have an orthogonal
distance to the line equal to zero.

Figure B.8: The adopted representation of a line segment in this work.

Segments will be represented in this work by a line representation extended
with the distances d1 and d2, which denote the position of the end points as
shown in Figure B.8. Distance d1 is positive if the corresponding end point
lies to the left when looking from the origin to the line, whereas d2 is positive
if it lies to the right. Other, sometimes non-minimal segment representations
can be found in literature (Crowley 1989; Pfister et al. 2003; Taylor and
Probert 1996)). Castellanos et al. (1996) (Castellanos et al. 1999) present
the symmetries and perturbation model (SP model), which appears to gain
popularity in recent years, see e.g. (Arras 2003).

B.3.1 Literature survey

The choice of a specific algorithm for feature extraction heavily depends on
the type of sensor used. For ultrasound data for example, mainly uncertainty
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grids and the Hough transform have been adopted. For vision sensors, many
different types of edge and segment extraction algorithms have been devel-
oped, such as the Canny edge detector, the Sobel edge detector, the Harris
feature extractor, the SIFT feature extractor, or the Roberts Cross detector.
These techniques are often adopted prior to a final feature estimator, such
as the Hough transform, RANSAC, or least squares (LS) approaches. Some
of these algorithms have been used for feature extraction from laser scanner
data, but dedicated algorithms have been designed as well, probably due to
the specific characteristics of laser data, which are of high quality and con-
sist of a set of consecutive range data. Moreover, some scanners provide an
estimate of the uncertainty on the range measurements based on the received
signal amplitude.

This section will concentrate on frequently adopted segment extraction
algorithms from 2D range scans. Some feature types such as edges and corners
can either be extracted from a set of segments, or using similar techniques as
for segment extraction (Adams 1999; Castellanos et al. 1996; Gutmann 2000;
Lingemann et al. 2004; Weber et al. 2000). Lines will be referred to in this
work as infinite lines, whereas segments are finite, contiguous parts of a line.
Furthermore, a distinction must be made between the classification problem
(also called labelling, segmentation, grouping, or clustering), where it has to be
decided which points belong to a single feature, and the estimation problem
(also called fitting or identification), where the parameters of a feature have
to be estimated based on a set of data that are believed to belong to the
feature. In practice, these two problems are not independent. A solution to
the estimation problem is often required to solve the classification problem for
example. Feature extraction combines feature classification and estimation.

Line estimation

This section discusses several techniques that have been adopted to estimate
a segment’s parameters based upon a group of points that are believed to
contribute to the segment.

a. Total least squares. A large part of the mobile robotics research com-
munity has adopted Total Least Squares (TLS) to estimate the parameters
of a line through a set of noisy points that are supposed to lie on the line,
e.g. (Crowley 1985; Vandorpe 1997; Lu and Milios 1997b; Gutmann 2000;
Jensfelt and Christensen 2001). The TLS algorithm minimises the following
error function, which represents the sum of squared orthogonal distances from
the points to the line (cf. Figure B.8):

Efit =
n∑

i=1

(xi cos θ + yi sin θ − ρ)2 . (B.16)
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No noise models of the range data are incorporated in the calculation of
(ρ, θ), i.e. all points are uniformly weighted. Minimising error function B.16
is performed by setting the partial derivatives towards ρ and θ to zero, which
yields the following solution:

θ =
1
2

arctan
( −2Sxy

Sy2 − Sx2

)
, (B.17)

ρ = x cos θ + y sin θ, (B.18)

with:

x =
1
n

n∑

i=1

xi, y =
1
n

n∑

i=1

yi,

Sx2 =
n∑

i=1

(xi − x)2 , Sy2 =
n∑

i=1

(yi − y)2 ,

Sxy =
n∑

i=1

(xi − x) (yi − y) .

(B.19)

In order to determine the end points of the segment that is part of the infinite
line, the extremal points are typically projected orthogonally onto the infinite
line:

d1 = yb cos θ − xb sin θ, (B.20)
d2 = −ye cos θ + xe sin θ. (B.21)

Often, the uncertainty on the line’s parameters is also calculated, and is repre-
sented by the covariance matrix Cρθ. Two approaches are found in literature
for calculating this covariance matrix. The first one (Lu and Milios 1997b;
Gutmann 2000) only calculates σ2

ρ and adopts the minimised error Efit as an
estimate of the standard deviation on ρ:

σ2
ρ =

min(ρ,θ) Efit

n
,

=
1
2n

(
Sx2 + Sy2 −

√
4S2

xy +
(
Sy2 − Sx2

)2
)

. (B.22)

The second approach (Vandorpe 1997; Arras and Siegwart 1997) utilises the
covariances on the measurements and propagates them to the full covariance
matrix of the line segment. Assuming independence between individual mea-
surements in a scan, this yields:

Cline =
[

σ2
ρ σρθ

σρθ σ2
θ

]

=
n∑

i=1

J i
xyCi

xyJ i
xy

T
, (B.23)
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where Ci
xy is the covariance matrix of the ith point pi expressed in Carte-

sian co-ordinates (xi, yi) and J i
xy is the Jacobian of ρ and θ to pi (x, y).

Some authors (Arras and Siegwart 1997; Jensfelt and Christensen 2001) have
claimed that it is more accurate to directly adopt the polar representation
of the scan points’ covariance matrix to calculate the line covariance matrix.
The complexity of TLS equals O(n).

From Equation B.20, the uncertainty σ2
d1

on d1 can be calculated, for
example using the polar covariance matrix Crα:

σ2
d1

= Db
rαCb

rαDb
rα

T
+ DρθCρθDρθ

T , (B.24)

where:

Db
rα =

[
∂d1

∂rb

∂d1

∂αb

]

=
[

sin(αb − θ) rb cos(αb − θ)
]
,

Dρθ =
[

0 −rb cos(αb + θ)
]
.

This assumes independence between the end co-ordinates and the line’s pa-
rameters, which is not completely correct. A similar approach should be
followed for σ2

d2
.

Other least squares approaches have been adopted as well. In (Diosi and
Kleeman 2003), an iterative least squares approach is adopted to minimise
the errors between actual and predicted measurements. All measurements in
iteration j are predicted based on an estimate of ρj and θj . An initial estimate
(ρ0, θ0) is available from principal component analysis. No covariance on the
angle measurements is considered, and all range measurements are assumed
to be subject to the same range noise.

b. RANSAC. A fundamental and well-known problem of the TLS tech-
nique is its sensitivity to outliers. For this reason, some researchers such as
Taylor and Probert (1996) have applied the RANSAC algorithm to remove
outliers from the laser data, prior to running the TLS algorithm. RANSAC
(RANdom SAmple Consensus) was developed by (Fischler and Bolles 1981),
and follows a strategy that is opposite to that of conventional smoothing
techniques such as least squares. Rather than using as much of the data as
possible to obtain an initial solution and then attempting to eliminate outliers,
RANSAC starts with an initial data set chosen at random, which is as small
as feasible to instantiate a model. This set is then enlarged with consistent
data if possible, thus yielding the consensus set. If insufficient data support
the model, another minimal set of data points is chosen at random, until a
stopping criterium is met. This allows RANSAC to fit a model to experi-
mental data that contain a significant percentage of gross errors. If RANSAC
identifies a set of mutually consistent points, the final step typically consists
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of applying a smoothing technique to compute an improved estimate for the
parameters of the model. A variety of other robust techniques have been de-
veloped to deal with the sensitivity of TLS to outliers, such as Least Median of
Squares (LMS), Least Trimmed Squares (LTS), or Re-weighted Least Squares
(RLS) (Rousseeuw and Leroy 2003).

c. Weighted line fitting. Another disadvantage of TLS is that all recorded
range data have equal influence on the error function of the line, since no
measurement variance is used when estimating the line parameters. Therefore,
weighted line fitting approaches have been suggested that take the uncertainty
on the measurements explicitly into account (Arras and Siegwart 1997).

d. Extended Kalman filtering. In (Taylor and Probert 1996), an ex-
tended Kalman filter is adopted to estimate the line’s slope and intercept
from laser range data. In (Ayache and Faugeras 1990), an EKF has been
used to estimate the line parameters (ρ, θ) based on noisy pixels from a cam-
era sensor. Crowley (1989) employs a Kalman filter to estimate lines through
sonar measurements.

The EKF is an appealing approach to estimate line parameters. First of
all, it is recursive and able to weight all measurements according to the uncer-
tainty on both range and angle. Secondly, it has a validation gate mechanism
that allows to automatically reject outliers or to decide to start a new line
segment. However, due to the non-linear characteristics of the observation
function, a good initialisation of the parameters is required, which may be
hard to obtain. For an introduction to the Kalman filter and a comparison
between Kalman filter variants, see for example (De Schutter et al. 1999;
Lefebvre et al. 2004).

e. Line and segment fusion. The goal of line fusion (also called merging
or joining) of sufficiently collinear lines, is to improve the accuracy of the line
estimate, and to compact a map of segments that represent the environment.
Segment fusion then boils down to fuse the lines on which the segments lie,
to project the end points onto the new line, and, if the segments overlap, to
additionally adapt the end points of the segments such that one single segment
is obtained.

The merging of two features generally consists of three steps. Firstly, the
lines have to be expressed in the same co-ordinate frame. The frame transfor-
mations may be uncertain themselves. Secondly, prior to merging two lines,
it is first checked if the lines correspond, i.e. if they are sufficiently collinear.
The correspondence problem is also called the matching or data association
problem. This is often performed by calculating a statistical distance be-
tween the lines, called the squared Mahalanobis distance, and by comparing
this distance with a statistical threshold. If the uncertainty on the estimates
is represented by a Gaussian distribution, the Mahalanobis distance has a χ2
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distribution (Bar-Shalom and Li 1993). Sometimes, other non-probabilistic
tests are performed as well as an additional verification that features match,
or in order to make a first selection of correspondence candidates prior to per-
forming the more expensive statistical tests. For example, it may be checked
if segments are overlapping prior to merging them, or it may be checked
whether the sensor can observe the feature (Vandorpe 1997; Newman et al.
2002; Crowley 1985). Thirdly, if the Mahalanobis distance is below the χ2

threshold, the merged line is typically obtained using a static Kalman filter.
The above procedure is generic and can be applied to other feature types as
well. This approach is quite common in feature-based approaches to locali-
sation and mapping, and many examples can be found in literature (Ayache
and Faugeras 1990; Vandorpe 1997; Arras and Siegwart 1997; Pfister et al.
2003).

f. Hough transform. The Hough transform (HT) (Hough 1962; Duda and
Hart 1972) maps the observation space to parameter space by voting. The
parameter space, also called Hough space, is defined by the parameters of the
feature that should be detected, for example radius and centre co-ordinates for
a circle. In a HT, each point in observation space votes for that part of the
parameter space that describes features that pass through the observation
point. In order to limit the number of possible votes, the HT requires the
parameter space to be discretised, though the observation space does not
have to be discretised. A part of parameter space receiving a large number
of votes corresponds to a possible fit. Hence, detecting features boils down
to detecting local maxima in Hough space. Uncertainty on the observations
can be taken into account by allowing points to vote with varying weight,
corresponding e.g. to the measurement uncertainty.

The Hough transform is not based on the property of data points being
consecutive in laser scans, hence, it is more general and can be applied to
other sensor types as well. However, the simplest implementation of the HT
algorithm does not contain any information regarding the lengths of lines,
nor regarding the contiguity of points. This may result in distortion of the
best fit line due to the presence of unrelated data points in another part, or
it may result in meaningless groups of collinear points being detected due to
coincidental intersections in the parameter space because of noise or a local
high density of data points. On the other hand, this may be considered as
advantageous, in the sense that the technique is tolerant to gaps in feature
boundaries due to occlusions for example. Another possible disadvantage of
the HT, is its sensitivity to the chosen quantisation level of both ρ and θ.

Two typical uses of the HT can be found in mobile robotics. The first one
is to directly convert raw sensor data into a curve in Hough space, in order to
obtain initial estimates of the line parameters, to detect outliers, or to cluster
observations into segments (Forsberg et al. 1995; Jensfelt and Christensen
2001; Tardós et al. 2002; Pfister et al. 2003). A second typical use of the HT
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is to convert cells from an uncertainty grid into a representation in Hough
space (Schiele and Crowley 1994).

g. Adopting a priori information. Besides detecting collinearity be-
tween segments for merging purposes, other geometric relationships can be
searched for, such as orthogonality or parallelism (Ayache and Faugeras 1990;
Newman et al. 2002). This implicitly involves a priori knowledge in the
estimation process. The discovered relationships are useful to reduce the
uncertainty on certain feature parameters, to reduce the global number of
parameters that are to be estimated, or to discover semantic entities such as
doors and corridors.

Classification

Prior to estimating a segment in a cloud of points, it should be determined
which points of a scan belong to a single segment feature. Various classifica-
tion approaches are discussed below. After or during classification, additional
checks such as a minimum segment length may be performed in order to reject
unreliable segment estimates.

a. Divide-and-conquer. Several researchers (Gutmann 2000; Lu 1995;
Castellanos et al. 1996; Newman et al. 2002; Crowley 1985) have adopted a
split-and-merge algorithm to split a scan into point groups corresponding to
a segment. The algorithm is explained in Figure B.9 and in Algorithms B.1
and B.2. In these algorithms, pi denotes the ith scan point in a scan consisting
of n points. Function SplitAndMerge() checks whether consecutive points are
lying closer to each other than a threshold αPP. If not, the cluster is split
at these points and function Split() is called. If the number of points in a
cluster does not exceed αmin, PS, the cluster is not investigated further (line 4
in Algorithm B.2). Otherwise, the segment through the cluster is estimated
by MakeLine() at line 5, which typically implements TLS line estimation. If
the standard deviation σρ on ρ is below ασ, the cluster is assumed to belong
to a single line feature (line 7). Otherwise, the cluster is split at the point
that has the maximum distance to the segment through the cluster’s start
and end point (lines 9 to 12).

b. Region-growing. Region-growing approaches start with a minimal
group of points, so-called seeds, that are assumed to belong to a feature. It
is then tried to extend the cluster with nearby points. Similar to divide-and-
conquer approaches, the characteristics of lidar data production is exploited
to obtain an efficient algorithm, because only observations with indices in the
scan close to the cluster are investigated, rather than checking all other ob-
servations outside the cluster. A rule-based version of the approach similar to
the one presented in (Vandorpe 1997) is presented in Algorithm B.3. A new
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Figure B.9: The split-and-merge algorithm recursively splits up the data.
Stage 1 is shown in Figure (a), where the dashed line shows the connection
from the first to the last point in the cluster, and the full line shows the TLS
estimation. It is decided to split the cluster in two parts at point h, and the
lower cluster is not split anymore. In Figure (b), the line estimates through
the upper cluster are shown, and this cluster is split again. Figure (c) shows
the final results.

Algorithm B.1 SplitAndMerge (s)
1: Input: scan s
2: Output: set of segments L
3: L ← ∅
4: start ← 1
5: for i = 2 to n do
6: if distance (pi, pi−1) > αPP then
7: L ← L ∪ Split (s, start, i− 1)
8: start ← i
9: L ← L ∪ Split (s, start, n)
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Algorithm B.2 Split (s, start, end)
1: Input: scan s, index start, index end
2: Output: set of segments Ltemp

3: Ltemp ← ∅
4: if NumPoints (scan, start, end) ≥ αmin, PS then
5: line ← MakeLine (scan, start, end)
6: if σρ(line) < ασ then
7: Ltemp ← Ltemp ∪ line
8: else
9: calculate line lines,e through pstart and pend

10: find index isplit of point h with the largest distance to lines,e

11: Ltemp ← Ltemp ∪ Split (s, start, isplit)
12: Ltemp ← Ltemp ∪ Split (s, isplit, end)

point pi is added to a current set of points, if the distance of the new point
to the previously added point is smaller than a a threshold αPP (line 9), and if
the distance of the new point to the line through the existing cluster is smaller
than a maximum value αPL (line 7). After the addition of a new point to a
cluster, a segment through the cluster is calculated using TLS (lines 15-16).
A similar approach can be found in (Crowley 1989), where an EKF instead

Algorithm B.3 RuleBasedBatchRegionGrowing (s, start, end)
1: Input: scan s
2: Output: set of segments L
3: L ← ∅, cluster ← ∅, line ← ∅
4: i ← 1
5: while i ≤ n do
6: while i ≤ n do
7: if (NumPoints (cluster) ≥ αmin,PL and (dist (pi, line) > αPL) then
8: quit inner while-loop
9: if (NumPoints (cluster) ≥ 1) and (dist (pi, pi−1) > αPP) then

10: quit inner while-loop
11: add pi to cluster
12: if (NumPoints (cluster) ≥ αmin, PL) then
13: line ← MakeLine (cluster)
14: i ← i + 1
15: if NumPoints (cluster) ≥ αmin, PS then
16: L ← L ∪ MakeLine (cluster)
17: cluster ← ∅

of TLS is adopted to estimate the line parameters.
Variants of this algorithm exist that adopt a model of the feature and the

laser-scanning principle to predict the next measurement. For probabilistic
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variants of this type, a validation gate rather than a set of heuristic rules
usually decides upon acceptance or rejection of a new point. In (Adams and
Kerstens 1998; Roumeliotis and Bekey 2000b; Taylor and Probert 1996), an
EKF is adopted to detect edges or segments in laser range data. Arras and
Siegwart (1997) on the other hand adopt a sliding window and a batch esti-
mation procedure to extract a segment from the points in the window (Arras
and Siegwart 1997). Non-probabilistic variants have been tested as well. For
example, Surmann et al. (2001) simply check if the sum of distances between
successive points equals the straight-line distance from the first to the last
point in the cluster.

c. Evidence accumulation or voting. If information is kept about which
data points vote for which bins in Hough space, it can automatically be de-
termined which parts of the observations match up with which lines. Hence,
the Hough transform can also be adopted for grouping of collinear points.
Several researchers have adopted the HT as a segmentation technique prior
to estimating the line parameters, e.g. (Pfister et al. 2003; Jensfelt and Chris-
tensen 2001; Howell and Donald 2000; Iocchi et al. 2001). In order to obtain
votes that are proportional to the visible length of segments, Forsberg et al.
(1995) weight observations by their range. This suppresses the influence of
small objects close to the laser.

d. Adopting a priori information. Jensfelt and Christensen (2001)
adopt an estimate of the robot’s pose and an a priori environment model
to classify scan points. Lines in the a priori map are converted to the robot’s
local frame, after which it is checked which points of the scan belong to the
line using a validation gate. In (Forsberg et al. 1995), groups of four peaks
at 90◦ intervals are searched for in a Hough histogram, rather than looking
for single peaks. Increased scores are thus given to walls that are orthogonal
or parallel to other walls. This allows for faster and more reliable feature
extraction, at least if the underlying assumptions are valid.

e. Reliability measures. Segment extraction is reliable if it has a high
discriminative power, i.e. if segments are extracted from laser scan parts that
correspond to true segments in reality. Correct segment extraction should
occur even in the presence of sensor noise and outliers such as caused by mixed
pixels phenomena. Reliable segment extraction and reliability measures are
important for several reasons. First, incorrect data association may be avoided
if segments are removed that were not extracted in a reliable manner. Second,
reliability measures are required during the segmentation process to decide
if segments were extracted accurately. Third, segments can be prioritised
according to their reliability in order to process more reliable segments first.
Fourth, scan points may be assigned to reliable segments only during certain
scan matching approaches as discussed in Section C.4.2.
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Reliability of extracted segments has been estimated in various ways in
literature. Often, a cluster is required to contain a minimum number of points
to reliably extract lines and segments from it (Gutmann 2000; Taylor and
Probert 1996). Others employ a minimum length constraint (Vandorpe 1997;
Jensfelt and Christensen 2001; Castellanos et al. 1999; Gutmann et al. 2001).
This heuristic seems to be a useful measure in the presence of moving objects,
since large segments are likely to be static. In (Lu and Milios 1995), two useful
indicators are adopted to recognise non-smooth regions in a scan. A high
incidence angle indicates that either the sensing direction is nearly parallel
to the surface so that the range measurements are unreliable, or that there
is a depth discontinuity. Another value is the least squares’ fitting error Efit

which indicates the collinearity of the points. This is high at high-curvature
points or highly noisy regions.

B.3.2 Segment estimation

The next sections present some remarks and experiments regarding line ex-
traction and line manipulation.

Line subtraction

Care should be taken in the case where a mathematical operation between
lines or a co-ordinate transform results in a line (ρres, θres) for which ρres < 0.
In order to stay consistent with the representation in Equation B.15, ρres has
to change sign, and θres has to be augmented with π rad. In that case, it
should not be forgotten that the cross-variance σρθ also changes sign.

Furthermore, care should be taken when calculating the difference between
line parameters ∆ρ = ρ2 − ρ1 and ∆θ = θ2 − θ1. These subtractions are
necessary when checking whether or not two uncertain lines match or when
merging two lines with a Kalman filter. Consider two lines going almost
through the origin, which are moreover almost parallel to each other with
distances ρ1 ≈ ρ2 = ερ > 0, and with angles θ1 and θ2 = θ1−π +εθ, where ερ

and εθ are small. In that case, ∆ρ will approximate zero, but |∆θ| = |εθ − π|
is large. Hence, the distance between the lines is considered to be large,
while in reality these lines may be lying very close to each other. The correct
distance is calculated by changing the sign of one of the distances ρ, and by
adding π to one of the angles such that |∆θ| ≤ π/2. As mentioned above, the
cross-variance should also change sign in that case.

Comparison between TLS and weighted TLS

Experiments to estimate the parameters (ρ, θ) of the line’s normal parame-
terisation using a static EKF showed that the performance is very dependent
on a good initialisation, due to the non-linear characteristics of the implicit
observation function. An initialisation based upon two successive range data
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appeared not to suffice in practice to guarantee fast convergence of the esti-
mate to the actual parameters. Taylor and Probert (1996) adopt 5 successive
points to initialise their EKF, which appeared to be sufficient for their scan-
ner. Once a scan is segmented, an EKF may be more accurately initialised
using the extremal points of a cluster, rather than using a set of consecutive
points. In order to reduce the probability of using outliers during initialisation
of the filter, different pairs of extremal cluster points may be tried to initialise
the EKF. In this work, it was decided to adopt a batch procedure to estimate
the line parameters.

Simulation experiments were performed with the Matlab simulator of Sec-
tion A.5 to compare the performance of TLS and weighted TLS for a lidar
with the same characteristics as the lidar of the wheelchair platform. If all
measurements are normally distributed with the range variances of this li-
dar, both TLS and weighted TLS approximate the true parameters of the
line accurately. However, if range measurements are present with a large but
known variance, weighted TLS performs much better, since it automatically
down-weighs these ‘outliers’. The currently adopted lidar sensor only allows
to estimate range errors based on the measurement range, as no received am-
plitude is available for the measurements. Hence, the gain obtained by using
weighted TLS is small for our lidar, and weighted TLS is computationally
more expensive. Therefore, it is chosen to adopt a TLS approach. In that
case, outliers will have to be removed from the scan prior to applying TLS.
This may be performed by the segmentation algorithm itself, by applying a
dedicated outlier detection algorithm such as the median filter or the ghost
measurement detector presented in Section B.4, or by applying robust esti-
mation techniques such as RANSAC or the Hough transform.

Line merging

In principle, merging of collinear lines allows for compression of large maps,
without sacrificing map precision or knowledge about map uncertainty. If
error propagation is perfect, fusion with the static Kalman filter leads to
identical results as a line fit through the combined set of measured points.
But as first-order error propagation is only approximative, there is a differ-
ence. Furthermore, the normal representation of lines as in Equation B.15
does not allow for physically meaningful line addition and subtraction, which
probably adds to this problem. This is illustrated in Figure B.10 (a), which
shows a single scan that is split in three parts. The final line parameters are
estimated both by using all points at once, and by merging the estimates of
the three segments. Figures B.10 (b) and (c) show two typical merge results
for two different simulated scans. The obtained estimates are not identical,
and the estimate obtained using line merging has a smaller covariance esti-
mate. This may cause the KF to become overconfident if many segments are
fused. Furthermore, Figures B.10 (b) and (c) show that the order in which
segments are merged has an influence on the final result. Therefore, when
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Figure B.10: Figure (a) shows a set of data points belonging to one line that
is split into three subsets. The order of merging each of the subsets results in
a different line estimate, as shown in Figures (b) and (c). These figures also
show that the uncertainty of the estimate obtained by merging three subsets
is smaller than the uncertainty of the estimate obtained with the set of all
points.

merging several segments for the SLAM algorithm in Appendix C, a segment
fit through the set of raw data points is performed, rather than fusing the
corresponding line estimates. Obviously, this is only possible if these points
are still available, which occurs for example when examining one scan or if
the raw range data of different scans are kept in memory. In the latter case,
the disadvantage of map compression is lost however.
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Conclusion

The TLS algorithm will be adopted in this work for estimating lines. Further-
more, it will be assumed that the segmentation algorithm removes all outliers.
For combining segments of different lidar scans in SLAM algorithms, the sets
of raw range data belonging to the clusters to be merged will be used to esti-
mate the line, rather than directly fusing the segments using a static Kalman
filter.

B.3.3 Segment classification

When extracting features, measurement errors and classification errors may
occur. Measurement errors are in general reasonably well approximated by
a normal distribution. Usually, laser scans are not dramatically affected by
genuine gross errors. Exceptions are mixed pixels measurements, measure-
ments caused by phase interpretation errors, and measurements of specular
objects for which the received amplitude is very low for high incidence angles
or very high for low incidence angles. Clutter in the environment such as
table legs in front of a wall can be regarded as outliers for some features as
well.4 Classification errors also cause outliers to be present in a data set that
is believed to belong to a single feature. Given the sensitivity of least squares
estimation approaches to outliers, the segmentation algorithm should label
outliers as such, and it should not generate outliers itself. Besides the logi-
cal requirements of low computational complexity and memory, classification
algorithms should also be able to accurately discern segments from other fea-
tures, as well as segments from each other, even if the segments’ lines are lying
close to each other with slightly different ρ or θ. Furthermore, passageways
through which the robot can pass should not be blocked by incorrectly fitting
a feature through this passageway, in case the features are used for navigation
purposes. Therefore, the distance between two consecutive points in a cluster
belonging to a single feature is required to be smaller than a certain threshold
αPP in practice. This threshold is typically of the same order of magnitude as
the robot’s width.

The following sections describe two extended versions of existing segment
classification algorithms for laser range scans, in order to make them more
suited to the wheelchair’s lidar.

EKF segment classification

The following algorithm is an extension of the model-based, EKF region-
growing edge detection algorithm as proposed by (Adams and Kerstens 1998).
Adams and Kerstens search for edges in a range scan without explicitly ex-
tracting segments first, by detecting range discontinuities based upon a model

4It may however be important to include such outliers in a map for use in path planning
algorithms for example.
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of the lidar range measurement principle and an EKF. This allows to take the
range variance on each measurement into account, and the approach is fast.
Three extensions to this algorithm were introduced. Firstly, the constraint
that angles between successive measurements should be identical is relieved.
Secondly, these angles are not assumed to be noiseless. Thirdly, additional
measures were taken to deal with outliers and lidar error codes. Adams and
Kerstens used this algorithm to detect range discontinuities only, therefore
corners and edges between two visible line segments are not detected by their
algorithm. This section investigates if this algorithm can be used to detect
lines as well.

This EKF segment classification algorithm iteratively predicts the next
measurement based on previous data, assuming that the data lie on the same
planar surface. The contribution of each range measurement to the next
range prediction is weighted according to its variance. A validation gate
equation is then used to decide whether or not the next observed data point
is a close enough match to the predicted data point. If the observed point
lies outside the validation region, a new line has been detected and the filter
is re-initialised. The following paragraphs discuss the algorithm into more
detail.

System model. Figure B.11 shows a top view of the measurement pro-
cess. From this figure, the following geometrical relationship is found between
recorded range readings that are geometrically constrained to originate from
the same planar surface:

zi+2 =
zizi+1 sin β

zi sin (β + γ)− zi+1 sin γ
(B.25)

Adams and Kerstens (1998) only consider the special case where the angle in
bearing between successive samples of the sensor is a constant equal to β.

If the states xk = [xk,1 xk,2]T are set to the last two measurements zk and
zk−1 respectively, and the input uk to [β γ]T , Equation B.25 can be written
as a non-linear state space equation:

[
xk+1|k,1

xk+1|k,2

]
=




xk|k,1xk|k,2 sin β

xk|k,2 sin (β + γ)− xk|k,1 sin γ
xk|k,1


 , (B.26)

or in vector form:
xk+1|k = f (xk|k, uk), (B.27)

where xk|k is the system state estimate at time k using all information at
time k and xk+1|k is the state prediction at time k + 1 using all information
available at time k. The true state xk+1 is obtained as follows:

xk+1 = f (xk|k,uk) + ρp
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Figure B.11: The relationship between successive range readings when scan-
ning a planner surface.

where ρp is the process model uncertainty with covariance matrix Q. The
process noise ρp depends on the roughness of the surface being sensed. Q
may have to be increased artificially to deal with system model linearisation
errors (Lefebvre et al. 2004). Adams and Kerstens (1998) do not consider
any input uk, but instead consider angle β to be a given, perfectly known
parameter. The extension towards two different angles β and γ is important
for two reasons. Firstly, angles between measurements might not be constant,
because the algorithm in Section B.2.3 for correcting the scan for motion blur
may change the angle between successive measurements. Secondly, should
invalid measurements occur, Adams and Kerstens (1998) replace the invalid
measurement with its prediction, whereas this is not necessary if two separate
angles are specified. Predicting states without updating them increases the
uncertainty on the states, and may make the algorithm less discriminative,
as observations that should normally have fallen outside the validation region
could be accepted.

In order to predict the state covariance matrix, the Jacobian F k of f is
used (Bar-Shalom and Li 1993):

F k =
∂f

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=xk|k,u=uk

=




∂xk+1|k,1

∂x1

∂xk+1|k,1

∂x2
∂xk+1|k,2

∂x1

∂xk+1|k,2

∂x2




x=xk|k,u=uk

,(B.28)
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where
∂xk+1|k,1

∂x1
=

bxk|k,2 sin β + xk|k,1xk|k,2 sin β sin γ

b2
,

∂xk+1|k,1

∂x2
=

bxk|k,1 sin β − xk|k,1xk|k,2 sin β sin (β + γ)
b2

,

∂xk+1|k,2

∂x1
= 1,

∂xk+1|k,2

∂x2
= 0,

with b the denominator of Equation B.26:

b = xk|k,2 sin (β + γ)− xk|k,1 sin γ.

This Jacobian F k is re-evaluated at every new time step k. If inputs β and γ
are not noiseless, a noise input matrix Gk, the Jacobian of the system model
towards the input, is calculated:

Gk =
∂f

∂u

∣∣∣∣
x=xk|k,u=uk

=




∂xk+1|k,1

∂u1

∂xk+1|k,1

∂u2
∂xk+1|k,2

∂u1

∂xk+1|k,2

∂u2




x=xk|k,u=uk

,(B.29)

where

∂xk+1|k,1

∂u1
= xk|k,2xk|k,1

b cosβ − xk|k,2 sin β cos (β + γ)
b2

,

∂xk+1|k,1

∂u2
=

xk|k,1xk|k,2

(
xk|k,1 cos γ − xk|k,2 cos (β + γ)

)

b2
,

∂xk+1|k,2

∂u1
= 0,

∂xk+1|k,2

∂u2
= 0.

The state covariance matrix P k+1|k is then predicted as follows:

P k+1|k = F kP k|kF T
k + GkQuk

GT
k + Q (B.30)

where Quk
represents the covariance on the input uk.

Observation model. Since the states represent the value of the latest two
observations, the measurement space coincides with the state space. The
observation model then reduces to the following linear equation:

zk+1 = Hxk+1|k + ρm,k =
[

1 0
] [

xk+1|k,1

xk+1|k,2

]
+ ρm, k+1 (B.31)
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where ρm, k+1 is the measurement model uncertainty at time instant k + 1
with a known variance σ2

k+1, and H the observation matrix.

Filter (re-)initialisation. Suppose the state xj+1|j+1 and its covariance
matrix P j+1|j+1 should be (re-)initialised at time j + 1, where j equals 1 at
the beginning of the filter cycle. The filter is initialised with two successive
valid range measurements zj and zj+1: xj+1|j+1 = [zj+1 zj ]T . Assuming
that individual noise samples are uncorrelated, the covariance matrix can be
initialised as:

P j+1|j+1 =
[

σ2
j+1 0
0 σ2

j

]

EKF segment classification. The complete algorithm is described in Al-
gorithm B.4. The part of the algorithm that implements the Kalman esti-
mator is located in line 10 where the state and covariance are initialised as
explained above, line 20 where a state and covariance prediction are made
using the system model, and lines 21 to 23 where the state and covariance are
updated using the Kalman gain Kk+1:

Kk+1 = P k+1|kHT s−1
k+1 (B.32)

xk+1|k+1 = xk+1|k + Kk+1νk+1 (B.33)
P k+1|k+1 = (I −Kk+1H)P k+1|k (B.34)

In these update rules, the innovation νk+1 and its variance sk+1 are calculated.
The innovation is determined as the difference between the observation and
the predicted observation Hxk+1|k:

νk+1 = zk+1 −Hxk+1|k

sk+1 = σ2
k+1 + HP k+1|kHT

The state and covariance are only updated if the observation can be explained
or predicted by the system model. For this, the innovation νk+1 and its
variance sk+1 are combined into the Normalised Innovation Squared (NIS)
ν2

k+1/sk+1, which is χ2-distributed. If the NIS value is below a user-specified
confidence value αNIS, observation zk+1 is believed to be part of the planar
surface modelled by the state x, and the state and covariance are updated.

The remainder of Algorithm B.4 involves checks to detect and label outliers
and to deal with invalid measurements by the lidar. More specifically, invalid
lidar measurements are not taken into account, as shown in lines 8, 11, and 38.
Furthermore, if there are more successive invalid lidar measurements than
allowed by threshold αinvalid, no more points are added to the cluster under
investigation, and a segment is fitted through the cluster (lines 13-19). If the
NIS test fails (lines 28-37), an inconsistency between observation and model is
detected, and the observation may be an accidental outlier, it may be a point
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belonging to another planar surface or another feature, or a point that belongs
to the current planar surface that happens to lie outside the validation region.
Therefore, the cluster is not directly closed. This is only performed if more
than αmismatches successive inconsistencies are detected. If the cluster is closed,
a segment is fitted through the cluster if it contains enough points. Otherwise,
a new track is initiated starting from the second point in the current cluster
(line 32). This measure is adopted to be more robust against initialisation of
the Kalman filter with one or two outliers. For the CTG lidar used in this
work, Table B.1 provides the parameter values for the algorithm.

parameter value
αNIS 3
αinvalid 2
αmismatches 2
αmin, PS 6

Table B.1: Values for parameters adopted in the model-based EKF region-
growing segmentation algorithm, for the wheelchair’s CTG lidar.

Robust split-and-merge classification

Split-and-merge algorithms are chosen frequently as a mean to segment a laser
range scan prior to applying (robust) statistical estimation techniques for the
estimation of the segments’ actual parameters, see e.g. (Newman et al. 2002).
However, if split-and-merge is implemented in a similar way as described
in (Gutmann 2000), the algorithm is vulnerable to outliers at two points.
The first point is where the algorithm checks whether the distance between
successive scan points is smaller than a threshold αPP (line 5 in Algorithm B.1).
The second point is where a line is extracted from a cluster using TLS (line 5
in Algorithm B.2).

Algorithm B.5 is designed to solve these problems. In the algorithm,
dist (pi, pj) calculates the distance between points pi and pj , and dist (pk, Ln)
calculates the distance between point pk and line Ln. Firstly, a line is fit
through the cluster (line 4). In order to be robust against outliers, m line
estimates are calculated by selecting ninit initial points from the cluster and
connecting them to nend points of the cluster (m = ninit · nend). Testing
several pairs of extremal cluster points for initial segment estimation increases
the chance that one of the pairs is unaffected by outliers. In order to run the
algorithm in a reasonable time, extremal points are chosen from the cluster
rather than points from inside the cluster, because these are expected to yield
more accurate line estimates. In theory however, point pairs from within the
cluster may be adopted as well to obtain line estimates. Secondly, for each of
the m lines, the median distance of all points to the line is calculated (lines 5-
7). A binary heap data structure is adopted to calculate the median. The line
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Algorithm B.4 EKF (s)
1: Input: scan s
2: Output: set of segments L
3: L ← ∅
4: indexNewTrack ← 1
5: repeat
6: nrMismatches ← 0
7: track ← ∅
8: find 2 successive, valid points pi1 and pi2 starting from indexNewTrack
9: track ← track ∪ {pi1, pi2}

10: initialise the EKF’s state xk and covariance P k

11: find next valid observation zk+1 with index i3 and variance σ2
k+1

12: while i3 ≤ n do
13: nrInvalidPointsInBetween ← i3− i2− 1
14: if nrInvalidPointsInBetween > αinvalid then
15: if numPoints (track) ≥ αmin, PS then
16: L ← L ∪ makeLine (track)
17: indexNewTrack ← i3
18: quit inner while-loop
19: else
20: predict next state xk+1|k and covariance P k+1|k
21: calculate innovation νk+1 = zk+1 − Hxk+1|k and its variance

sk+1 = σ2
k+1 + HP k+1|kHT

22: if ν2
k+1/sk+1 < αNIS then

23: calculate xk+1|k+1 and P k+1|k+1 using EKF equations
24: track ← track ∪ zk+1

25: i1 ← i2, i2 ← i3
26: label previous mismatches as outliers, if any
27: nrMismatches ← 0
28: else
29: nrMismatches ← nrMismatches + 1
30: if nrMismatches ≥ αmismatches then
31: if numPoints (track) < αmin, PS then
32: indexNewTrack ← track (2)
33: unlabel points in track for use in other tracks
34: else
35: L ← L ∪ makeLine (track)
36: indexNewTrack ← track(end) + 1
37: quit inner while-loop
38: find next valid observation zk+1 with index i3
39: until all scan points are given a label
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with the smallest median distance is chosen (lines 8-9). Because the median
distance is minimised, this line estimate is inherently more robust to outliers
as compared to TLS (Rousseeuw and Leroy 2003). Thirdly, only clusters
that contain at least αmin, PS points are adopted. For this, numValidPoints()
(line 10) calculates the number of valid observations in the cluster, i.e. points
that are not affected by lidar error codes or labelled as invalid measurements.
If the cluster contains enough points, the largest distance dmax is calculated
from the line to all points that are valid and not outliers. This is a crucial
step, as it can easily be influenced by outliers, and as this will determine the
point where the cluster will be split if necessary. Point pk is estimated not to
be an outlier, if two neighbouring points to the left or to the right of pk exist
that form a valid line with pk. The validity of the line is checked using the
EKF validation gate explained above. In order to further limit the likelihood
that point pk is an outlier, the angle α between the line through pk and its
second neighbour pk+2 (or pk−2), and the sensor frame should be larger than
θmin rad and smaller than π − θmin rad, as shown in Figure B.12.

Figure B.12: Check to determine whether a point pk is an outlier: angle α
should be larger than θmin rad and smaller than π − θmin rad.

If dmax is smaller than a threshold αmax, PS (line 12), it is checked if the
set of valid points, outliers excluded, is contiguous (lines 13-18). If the set is
not contiguous, robustSplitAndMerge() is called recursively for the two parts
of the cluster. If the set of points is contiguous, all points with a distance
larger than a threshold σρ are labelled as outliers,5 and a final line is fit
through the cluster using makeLine(), which adopts TLS on the points that
are not outliers. However, if dmax is larger than threshold αmax, PS, the cluster
is split at the point corresponding to dmax, and robustSplitAndMerge() is
called recursively for the two clusters. For the CTG lidar used in this work,
Table B.2 provides the adopted parameter values for the algorithm.

5Alternatively, a statistical threshold such as a NIS value may be used that takes the
uncertainty on the observation into account. The observation prediction may in that case
be based on the intersection of the light ray and the line Lopt.
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parameter value
m 4
αmin, PS 6
σρ [m] 0.1
αPS [m] 0.2
αPP [m] 0.6
αNIS 1
θmin [◦] 15

Table B.2: Typical values for parameters adopted in Algorithm B.5.

Algorithm B.5 robustSplitAndMerge (s, start, end)
1: Input: scan s, index start, index end
2: Output: set of segments L
3: L ← ∅
4: Construct m lines Li through the cluster based on two points
5: for i = 1 to m do
6: calculate the distances from all cluster points to Li

7: calculate the median distance dmedian,i

8: select line Li with the smallest dmedian,i

9: Lopt ← Li

10: if numValidPoints (Lopt) ≥ αmin, PS then
11: calculate dmax as the largest distance of Lopt to all points that are valid

and not outliers
12: if dmax ≤ αmax, PS then
13: contiguousSetOfPoints ← true
14: for i = start + 1 to end do
15: if (dist (pi, pi−1) > αmax, PP) and

(dist (pi, Lopt) ≤ σρ) and (dist (pi−1, Lopt) ≤ σρ) then
16: isplit ← i
17: contiguousSetOfPoints ← false
18: quit for-loop
19: if contiguousSetOfPoints ≡ false then
20: L ← L ∪ robustSplitAndMerge (s, start, isplit − 1)
21: L ← L ∪ robustSplitAndMerge (s, isplit, end)
22: else
23: label all points pi with dist (pi,Lopt) > σρ as outliers
24: L ← L ∪ makeLine (s, start, end)
25: else
26: isplit ← index of point with distance dmax

27: L ← L ∪ robustSplitAndMerge (s, start, isplit)
28: L ← L ∪ robustSplitAndMerge (s, isplit + 1, end)
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Evaluation of segment labelling algorithms

This section briefly compares the performance of split-and-merge with and
without median filtering, robust split-and-merge, TLS rule-based region-
growing, and EKF model-based region-growing. The split-and-merge (Algo-
rithm B.1) and TLS region-growing (Algorithm B.3) algorithms were adapted
to deal with outliers and lidar error codes as well. A more robust version of
split-and-merge has been included that filters the scan using a median filter
discussed in Section B.4 prior to applying the segmentation algorithm. This
is an alternative approach to dealing with outliers as compared to the robust
split-and-merge approach. Table B.3 contains the adopted parameter values
that are common to Algorithms B.1-B.2, B.3, B.4 and B.5. For all algo-
rithms, an additional check was implemented to remove segments that were
not estimated in a reliable way, by removing segments with a length below
αsegment length.

parameter value
αmin, PS [number] 4
αinvalid [number] 2
αmismatches [number] 2
αPP [m] 0.6
αsegment length [m] 0.1

Table B.3: Values of parameters that are common to Algorithms B.1-B.2,
B.3, B.4 and B.5.

The ideal segment extraction algorithm operates quickly, removes all out-
liers, classifies the data perfectly in the correct set of clusters, and estimates
the segments’ parameters perfectly.

Figure B.13 compares the performance of the implemented segment ex-
traction algorithms on some CTG lidar scans taken in PMA’s robotics lab.
Several effects can be noticed that occur frequently. The effects are indicated
with an ellipse in the figures. The top row compares the three split-and-merge
(SAM) alternatives. If a median filter is applied to the scan prior to segmen-
tation as in the left figure, certain outliers are removed (effect a). However,
segments stemming from two objects that are parallel and almost collinear
are estimated to stem from one segment (effect b), also for the SAM approach
with median filter. The concrete objects in this figure are the lab’s wall and
a radiator against the wall. The robust split-and-merge algorithm deals with
both the outlier and correctly separates the two objects. The middle row
compares TLS region growing, split-and-merge, and robust split-and-merge.
Both the TLS segmentation algorithm and split-and-merge are sensitive to
outliers (effects c and d respectively), and split-and-merge estimates segments
that stem from different objects (effect e). These incorrect segment estimates
may eventually yield inconsistent map building results. The robust split-and-
merge algorithm estimates under certain conditions a segment through a set
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Figure B.13: Application of the implemented segment extraction algorithms
on CTG lidar scans taken in and around PMA’s robotics lab. The top row
compares the three split-and-merge (SAM) alternatives. The middle row com-
pares TLS region-growing with two SAM versions. The bottom row compares
EKF region-growing and two SAM alternatives. The co-ordinate frame de-
notes the lidar’s origin.
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of points that are not all lying on the same physical object. This is pos-
sibly combined with an incorrect labelling of points on the physical object
as outliers (effect f). The bottom row compares EKF region growing with
split-and-merge combined with a median filter, and robust split-and-merge.
Both the EKF and the SAM median algorithm extract one single segment
from two physical objects (effects h and i respectively). Furthermore, the
EKF extracts in some cases a segment from a group of points lying on dif-
ferent objects due to the possible uncertain initialisation of the filter and the
accidental alignment of points on different objects (effect g). An initialisa-
tion of the EKF with two successive scan points sometimes also causes two
sides of an edge or corner to be merged into a single segment estimate. The
robust split-and-merge algorithm does not detect certain segments in some
cases (effect i).

Evaluation of the algorithms shows that it is difficult to completely avoid
the extraction of segments through a set of points that are accidentally
aligned. This accidental alignment may be caused by noise on the mea-
surements or by typical lidar effects such as the mixed pixel effect. Though
interpretation of a single lidar scan is less ambiguous than the interpreta-
tion of a single sonar scan, scans may have to be reinterpreted afterwards
based on scans taken at other poses. The experiments showed that EKF and
robust SAM compared favourably to the other implemented segmentation al-
gorithms. Of these two, robust SAM is more accurate, but is computationally
less efficient. Depending on the concrete scan, robust SAM takes about 1
to 3 ms for a complete extraction, whereas EKF takes about 1 ms. Robust
split-and-merge is adopted in the remainder of this work, and is combined
with TLS for segment estimation.

B.4 Scan filtering

This section presents several scan filters that are meant to preprocess laser
scans prior to use them in the scan matching, localisation and map building
algorithms of Appendix C. Their purpose can be to reduce the number of
scan points without losing essential environment information, to improve the
quality of the measurements, or to detect and remove points that are not
visible from another viewpoint. Scan filtering is also adopted to reject outliers,
which is important because various scan matching algorithms are basically
(iterated) least squares procedures, and hence susceptible to outliers.

This section briefly describes several existing scan filters (Gutmann 2000;
Adams 1999; Lingemann et al. 2004; Tuley et al. 2005), with some adapta-
tions to the CTG lidar characteristics and some minor improvements. The
pseudo code of several scan filters can be found in (Gutmann 2000). Further-
more, several novel scan filters have been designed and implemented, such
as a phantom measurement detector and an efficient a priori map projection
filter. Also the motion-deblur algorithm of Section B.2.3 is implemented as
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a scan filter. All implemented scan filters explicitly perform checks on error
codes from the adopted lidar. Moreover, measurements that are out of range
are removed from the scan, because they do not contain information regard-
ing features and only slow down the extraction process. All examples shown
in this section are real lidar data taken at various places in PMA’s mobile
robotics lab and its surrounding corridors.

B.4.1 Median filter

The purpose of a median filter is to detect outliers, and to remove them or
to replace them with an appropriate value. Median filters also reduce noise.
In order to do this, Gutmann (2000) replaces every range measurement with
the median value of the ranges in a window around the measurement. If the
window width m is large, a strong smoothing will occur, i.e. large range vari-
ations between successive measurements in the original scan will disappear.
A small value of m allows larger distance variations, but will recognise fewer
outliers. Gutmann chooses a window width m of 5 observations for a scanner
with a scan angle resolution of 0.5 ◦. The disadvantage of this filter is that
corners and edges are also smoothed. Therefore, the algorithm was modified
in this work to only replace an observation by the median of ranges in the
window, if the difference between the observation and the median exceeds a
threshold αmedian. In that case, the point is also labelled to be an outlier.

B.4.2 Reduction filters

A reduction filter groups scan points into clouds. The first point pinit in a
scan starts the first cloud. All successive points in the scan with a distance
smaller than 2r to pinit are added to the cloud, where r is the chosen cloud
radius. The first point that has a distance larger than 2r closes the previous
cloud and starts a new cloud. Each cloud is replaced by its centre of gravity.
This makes the distribution of points over the scan smoother and greatly
reduces the number of scan points without losing much information. This
in turn results in faster execution of algorithms that adopt the filtered scan.
However, feature extraction may be more difficult, since too many points may
have been removed. Therefore, feature extraction should occur before the
reduction filter. A variant of this filter is the angle reduction filter. This filter
groups all measurements with a similar scan angle and replaces them with the
median distance.

B.4.3 Line filter

A line filter eliminates points that are not lying on a line segment. This filter
is mainly useful when algorithms that require polygonal worlds are applied. A
line filter assures that no or at least less false associations are made between
lines in a model and points in the scan that are assumed to lie on a line.
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This approach will work well in polygonal environments, but it may yield less
representative maps in unstructured environments, since many unexplained
data will be thrown away, such as observations caused by plants, people, pets,
and other curved objects.

B.4.4 Projection filters

The purpose of a projection filter is to remove from a scan all scan points or
features that are not visible from a certain viewpoint. Typically, the projec-
tion filter is applied to two scans taken at different poses to determine the set
of scan points that are visible from both scan poses. This reduces the chance
of incorrect matching between points of the two scans, or between points of
one scan and features of the other scan.

Two projection filter algorithms were implemented, a point projection filter
and an a priori map projection filter. The point projection filter operates on
scan points only, and is similar to the one presented in (Lu and Milios 1997b).
Pseudo code of the algorithm is given in (Gutmann 2000). Several criteria
may be used to determine the points that are not visible from the second scan
pose. Points that are out of the lidar’s range from the second scan pose are
removed. Furthermore, Gutmann (2000) detects invisible points by checking
if the order in which scan points are seen is the same in both scans. If the order
is reversed, that part of the environment is observed from different sides, and
the corresponding scan points are removed. These scan points will often also
hide other points that are not visible from the second scan pose. Therefore,
these points should also be removed. Röfer (2002) additionally checks if scan
points are outside the lidar’s field of view from the second view pose, since
he uses a scanner that does not have an omnidirectional view. The same
criteria were adopted in the implementation for the point projection filter of
this work.

The a priori map projection filter on the other hand determines which
segments in an a priori map are visible from an estimated scan pose. This way,
the local localisation algorithm of Appendix C is speeded up, because less map
segments have to be considered. Also, false assignments of scan points to a
priori map features are avoided as much as possible. For this type of projection
filter, Gutmann (2000) proposes to make a virtual scan in the a priori map at
the given pose, and then to extract lines from this virtual scan. A faster and
more accurate algorithm has been implemented in this work. Figure B.14 (b)
to (d) show the three steps in this projection filter. The algorithm starts
with a copy of all segments of a given a priori map. Then, segments that lie
outside the sensor’s maximum range are removed from the a priori map, as
shown in Figure B.14 (b). From the map segments that intersect this circle,
only that part is kept that lies within the circle. Next, those lines are removed
that do not lie within the sensor’s view, as shown in Figure B.14 (c) (a view
of 270◦ in this example). Lastly, hidden lines are removed using a sweep-line
algorithm (Bentley and Ottmann 1979; Latombe 1991), which was designed to
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efficiently determine the intersections between n segments. The implemented
algorithm differs from the originally proposed one in that a rotating sweep-
line is adopted and in that the visible segments are determined and not only
the intersections between segments. Furthermore, additional bookkeeping
had to be implemented to deal with segments of which end points coincide,
and to deal with segments that are aligned with the sensor’s origin. Since
the estimated scan pose may be uncertain, several probable scan poses are
determined, and the lines that are visible from these scan poses are merged
into a local map.

Figure B.14: A priori map projection filtering for a single scan pose. Fig-
ures (a) to (c) indicate the three stages in the projection filter. Grey segments
indicate a priori map segments, whereas bold black segments denote the re-
maining segments in each stage.
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B.4.5 Phantom measurement filter

In order to eliminate incorrect measurements due to the mixed pixels effect
described in Section A.4.2, Adams and Probert (1996) have developed a de-
tector that removes such points. Their algorithm assumes the availability of
intensity data however, as well as an angular resolution that is much smaller
than the optical beam width. These are not available for the CTG lidar.
Therefore, a simpler phantom measurement detector was designed based on
the idea that reliable measurements can only be obtained for low enough inci-
dence angles. For example, Ye and Borenstein (2002) found that for a SICK
LMS scanner no reliable measurements were obtained for incidence angles
larger than 70◦. The algorithm calculates for each observation zi the angles
αprev and αnext as shown in Figure B.15 (a). If both angles exceed αthreshold,
observation zi is considered to be a phantom measurement. In practice, a
threshold αthreshold of 150◦+ γ gives good results for the CTG lidar, where γ
is a correction angle that takes the maximum noise level on the neighbouring
range measurement into account, as shown in Figure B.15 (b).

Figure B.15: Figure (a) shows the principle behind the phantom measure-
ment detector. If both angles αprev and αnext exceed αthreshold, observation
zi is labelled to be a phantom measurement. Figure (b) shows how threshold
αthreshold for angle αnext is calculated. It equals at least 150◦ and is aug-
mented with angle γ, which is determined by the maximum noise level on
range zi+1.

B.5 Low-level motion control

One of the main difficulties when controlling the wheelchair Sharioto in tight
spaces are the orientation disturbances caused by the front castor wheels.
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Therefore, low-level orientation control was considered important, whereas
linear speed control comes at a second place. Furthermore, orientation control
can be achieved with a gyroscope that can be easily added to the wheelchair.

Figure B.16 depicts the adopted feedback scheme. This is in essence a
PI feedback controller with an integrator anti-windup (Franklin et al. 1994)
threshold f . Scale factor a converts rotational velocity expressed in NVs to SI
units. The error between desired rotational velocity ωr and measured velocity
ωm by the gyroscope, and the integration of this error over time, are adopted
to construct the feedback signal. If the feedback signal exceeds a threshold,
the error signal is not integrated anymore. Large feedback signals may be due
to motor saturation, wheel slippage, being blocked in the direction of rotation,
and delays in the system. The gyroscope’s bias is measured on-line whenever

Figure B.16: Implementation of the PI controller for orientation control
of the wheelchair Sharioto, using rotational velocity information from the
gyroscope.

the wheelchair is standing still. The estimated bias is then subtracted during
wheelchair motion. The gyroscope’s signals are integrated at 50 Hz, whereas
the corrections to the rotational speed occurs at 12.5 Hz. Feedback constants
Kp and Ki were tuned manually.

B.6 Conclusions and future work

This appendix presented the lidar sensor preprocessing techniques that are
applied prior to adopting the localisation and map building algorithms of
Appendix C. Special care was given to sensor-computer synchronisation and
to motion deblurring of lidar scans. Furthermore, several segment extraction
algorithms were evaluated, since these play an important role in Appendix C
as well. Several scan filters were implemented, which are intended to remove
outliers in a scan, to reduce the number of points such that algorithms that
adopt the scans are speeded up, and to avoid false correspondences between
observations in distinct scans.

Future work may focus on finding additional geometric relations between
features such as orthogonality or parallelism, in order to detect typical en-
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vironment configurations such as doors or corridors (Ayache and Faugeras
1990; Forsberg et al. 1995; Roumeliotis and Bekey 2000b; Arras 2003). This
can in turn be used to trigger certain robot behaviour, and to generate user
plan hypotheses related to the detected environment type. Also the use of
point-like features and other general features seems a promising and comple-
mentary approach to using segments. These features may be used for fusion
with ultrasound or vision sensors for example.
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Appendix C

Localisation and map
building

Ad usum navigantium.

Gerardus Mercator, ◦1512 – †1594.

This appendix discusses the algorithms for localisation and mapping as im-
plemented on Sharioto and Lino. Furthermore, a condensed view on the vast
literature regarding localisation and simultaneous localisation and mapping is
presented to explain the design choices that were made.

C.1 Introduction

Simultaneous localisation and map building (SLAM), also called concurrent
mapping and localisation (CML), is the process of building a representation
of the environment, i.e. a map, while simultaneously localising the robot in
this map. This is in essence a chicken-and-egg problem, since a map of the
environment is required in order to determine the robot’s pose in the envi-
ronment, and conversely, the robot’s pose should be known in order to build
a map of the environment. Hence, it is important that these processes occur
simultaneously if uncertainty is present on both the robot’s pose and the map.
This insight dates back to the late eighties (Smith et al. 1988). Building a
map based on known robot poses will be referred to in this work as mapping
or map building, whereas determining the robot pose based on a known map
will be referred to as localisation.
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The role of SLAM for semi-autonomous robots

The origin of mobile robot localisation extends back to the 1950s with the
installation of wire guided mobile robots in industrial factories. By the 1970s,
AGVs could navigate by following lines on the ground, either through mag-
netic inductance with buried wires, or using painted stripes on the floor.
Besides installation and maintenance efforts, the basic limitation of path fol-
lowing is its restriction of navigation to fixed trajectories. This precipitated
the need for more flexible navigation strategies, which were first introduced
through the use of artificial beacons, either active beacons such as infrared
or ultrasound transducers or passive beacons such as retro-reflective markers.
This allowed for easier redefinition of navigation paths without any change
to the physical environment and enabled obstacle avoidance. The following
step consisted in employing natural environment structures to localise the
robot, yielding the current state-of-the-art approaches to SLAM. Approaches
were first focusing on localisation of the robot in an a priori map that was
often measured by hand or obtained from CAD plans. Later on, research
concentrated on approaches that build their own maps.

The ability of a mobile robot to determine its location and the location of
other objects has already for a long time been recognised as a fundamental
competence of autonomous mobile robots, which allows for high-level naviga-
tion operations. It may be argued that SLAM and localisation are mainly of
interest for fully autonomous robots. Semi-autonomous robots can rely on the
human operator to perform the global planning. Hence, no large-scale maps
need to be built autonomously. Local and recent sensor information may be
sufficient to assist the user. Nevertheless, the benefit of performing SLAM
or localisation is not restricted to autonomous vehicles only. The purpose of
using a map in this work is multiple:

Safe navigation. A map can be adopted to navigate safely amongst obsta-
cles. One reason for this is that maps can be augmented with informa-
tion that is hardly visible with the robot’s sensors, such as table legs,
glass objects, stairs, light switches, metal railings that indicate the bor-
der of walking areas, or cupboards at heights that can be dangerous
for the driver. In (Arras et al. 2002), invisible objects were reported
to be the major cause of collisions. For museum robots, these colli-
sions are intolerable, hence sensor information is usually combined with
map information in these robots (Fox et al. 1998). This proved to
be necessary, as precious museum pieces are often encapsulated with
glass walls for safety. Maps also allow to combine sensor information
taken at various places, thereby providing a full 360◦ view around the
robot. This problem especially occurs on the wheelchair test platform
Sharioto, which has a limited view towards the back and the sides. If
only the latest sensor data are used, the robot may cut corners, which
may lead to collisions for example when driving through doors. Car
drivers can look back to see until where they can drive backwards, but
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a wheelchair driver is often not capable of doing this. Hence, reliable
navigation requires a sufficiently precise map and a sufficiently precise
location estimate in the map. Obviously, using only a priori information
for navigation may be dangerous, as recent changes in the environment
might not be present in the map. Therefore, recent sensor data should
be used to keep the robot localised and to update the map with new
information if necessary.

Autonomous assistance mode. The range of shared control modes varies
from full user-control mode over various levels of shared control to fully
autonomous mode. Hence, if a user requests the robot to bring him to
the bathroom, the robot should know both the location of the bathroom
and its current pose. Even for local manoeuvres, a local map is often
indispensable for collision-free execution of the trajectory. Consider for
example a wheelchair at a large angle towards a door. To drive through
the door, a rather complex manoeuvre is required, for which the robot
may even have to drive backward first. For the planning of the path
and during path execution, the robot needs to know where it is in the
local map.

User modelling and monitoring. A map may be adopted to estimate,
compare, and evaluate the paths followed by a user. These paths are
means to observe and evaluate the user’s capabilities, for example by
comparing his paths with idealised planned paths. Furthermore, the
path allows to derive the user’s plans, i.e. to reason about the user’s sig-
nals, the determine the history of reactions of the user towards platform
behaviour, to learn how the user reasons about his environment, and to
detect his habits (Glover et al. 2004b).

Sensor fusion. Maps are valuable to fuse data from various sensors, ranging
from bump sensors over ultrasound and infrared sensors to lidars and
vision.

Detecting moving objects. The map may be used to classify objects into
moving and non-moving objects. This is important as the system’s
optimal behaviour may be different for static and dynamic objects. For
example, a wheelchair user may want to follow a person rather than just
avoiding the person. If only the latest sensor measurements are taken
into account, it is impossible to determine whether a measurement is
originating from a moving object or not.

Plan recognition. Maps can be adopted to perform object and pose recog-
nition. This is important for deriving possible user intents based on
identification of geometric entities in the environment, e.g. if a door is
recognised, a number of hypotheses can be generated such as driving
through the door, or docking at specific places around a door in order
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to switch lights on or to open or close the door. Hypotheses regarding
user plans may also be generated based on the history of user actions,
e.g. if a bathroom is recognised, the system may infer that the user will
probably execute a series of manoeuvres which he usually performs in
the bathroom. For this, localisation or SLAM will prove to be useful.

Human-machine interfacing. Finally, the map obtained by a SLAM algo-
rithm may be a part of a higher-level interface between robot and user.
The navigation assistance algorithm may show the map on a screen to-
gether with the actions it plans to do. This will make the user aware
of the system’s plans, and gives the user the opportunity to correct the
system, or to be confident in the system. Moreover, this interface allows
the user to easily teach new manoeuvres to the system by entering an
end pose on the map. The map may even carry semantic information,
such as which locations correspond to the kitchen.

Although the robots depicted in science fiction movies appear to navi-
gate with effortless precision, in reality mobile robot navigation and locali-
sation is a difficult research problem. Nevertheless, position determination
seems to be well-understood as it is used routinely in maritime, aviation, and
space applications. Therefore, the question must be asked why reliable au-
tonomous mobile robot navigation remains difficult. In the view of (Leonard
and Durrant-Whyte 1992), the reason for this is the reliable acquisition or ex-
traction of information about navigation beacons from sensor information, and
the automatic correspondence of these with some navigation map. This data
association problem, also called the correspondence or segmentation problem,
is what makes perception and sensor-based control distinct from traditional
estimation and control approaches. The crucial difference is uncertainty on
what is being measured.

Approach pursued in this work

In this work, SLAM will be regarded as one of the tools to create robots with
shared control. Therefore, the focus lies on practical aspects, rather than to
improve existing SLAM algorithms. Furthermore, the focus lies on typical
indoor scenes.

The requirements of Section 1.3 applied to localisation and SLAM can be
summarised as follows. Ideally, the environment should not be modified in
order for the robot to build a map or to navigate. Requiring that a CAD model
is available may be impractical, since it is often not present for every building,
incomplete or even incorrect, and measuring the environment by hand may
be unreliable and is time-consuming and thus expensive. Therefore, ideally,
an exploration run by joysticking the robot around in the environment prior
to the actual experiments, should result in an accurate and consistent map as
perceived by the sensors. Another important requirement for adopting SLAM
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in service robots is the ability to cope with both office-like environments and
unstructured, non-polygonal environments. Furthermore, the approach has to
be robust enough to cope with slight modifications in the daily environment
such as a door being open or closed, or a chair that was moved, as well as
dynamic objects such as people, pets, or other wheelchairs. Finally, precise
and robust localisation at low computational cost is desired.

In order to realise these goals, a vast amount of representations and al-
gorithms is available, which may make it hard to choose the technique that
is most suited for a specific application. This decision should be grounded
in experience and literature, but comparison studies are not always available,
and objective discussions are not always given. Section C.2 summarises the
generic Bayesian formulation and solution of SLAM, and the assumptions that
are usually made. Next, Section C.3 will briefly discuss several possible world
models, and will explain why geometric maps consisting of segments were cho-
sen in this work. Section C.4 describes the scan matching approaches that are
the basic tool for the adopted localisation and SLAM approaches. Section C.5
describes the actual localisation approach. Finally, Section C.6 describes the
SLAM approach on Sharioto.

C.2 General Bayesian solution to SLAM

Figure C.1 depicts the SLAM problem schematically. The purpose of SLAM
is to build the map m and at the same time to make inferences about the
states of the vehicle x0:k = {x0, . . . , xk}. The initial state x0 is assumed to
be known and the sequence of control actions u0:k−1 = {u0, . . . , uk−1} and
sensor measurements z1:k = {z1, . . . , zk} is given. Beside the vehicle’s pose
pk, the robot’s state xk may consist of additional parameters that should be
estimated, such as the wheels’ diameters. The basic issue in SLAM is the
coupling between mapping and localisation. Fundamentally, this is because
there is a single measurement z from which two quantities m and x are to
be inferred. Since uncertainty lies at the basis of any inference or estimation
problem, often probabilistic models of sensing and motion are adopted for
quantifying uncertainty. Non-probabilistic approaches to SLAM also exist,
such as behavioural approaches that rely on the interaction between robot
and environment for localisation and navigation. Arkin (1990) for example
proposes systems that learn internal structures that can be played back to
redo or undo paths. Though these approaches are beneficial in certain ap-
plications, their ability to localise the robot geometrically is limited, because
their navigation capability is implicit in their sensor-action history.

For Bayesian SLAM, sensors are modelled in the form of a likelihood
p (zk |xk,m), and platform motion in terms of a conditional probability
p (xk |xk−1, uk−1). The real name of the game then boils down to estimat-
ing the joint posterior p (xk, m | z1:k, u0:k−1, x0). The next sections briefly
describe the steps taken to estimate this joint posterior. A more in-depth
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Figure C.1: Schematic representation of the SLAM problem (after Durrant-
Whyte and Bailey (2006)). When exploring a completely unknown environ-
ment, neither robot pose nor observed feature locations are known. Both
variables should be estimated from observations. In order to solve this prob-
lem, mapping and localisation should be considered simultaneously.

discussion can be found for example in (Thrun et al. 2005; Durrant-Whyte
and Bailey 2006; Bailey and Durrant-Whyte 2006).

Observation model and observation update step

The observation model, also called perceptual model or perceptual likelihood,
p (zk | xk, m) describes the likelihood of making an observation zk when the
true state of the world is (xk, m). It is reasonable to assume conditional
independence between subsequent sets of measurements zi:

p (z1:k | x0:k,m) =
k∏

i=1

p (zi | x0:k, m) =
k∏

i=1

p (zi | xi, m)
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The joint posterior p (xk, m|z1:k, u0:k−1, x0) is updated according to Bayes’
theorem when a new sensor measurement zk is available:

p (xk, m|z1:k, u0:k−1, x0) =
p (zk|xk, m) p (xk, m|z1:k−1,u0:k−1,x0)

p (zk|z1:k−1, u0:k−1, x0)
(C.1)

In this equation, p (xk, m|z1:k−1,u0:k−1,x0) is the prior joint probability dis-
tribution before making the observation, and p (zk|xk, m) is the observation
model.

This assumes that the measurement model is Markovian, i.e. what is mea-
sured at time k is only dependent on the state (xk, m), and not on how that
state was reached:

p (zk|xk,m,z1:k−1, u0:k−1, x0) = p (zk|xk,m)

Motion model and time update step

The prior joint probability distribution p (xk, m|z1:k−1, u0:k−1, x0) is also up-
dated when the vehicle moves. In most cases, the assumption of a Markovian
vehicle model is valid, i.e. the vehicle’s state xk at time k is only dependent
on its previous state xk−1 and the input uk−1:

p (xk|xk−1,uk−1, x0:k−2, u0:k−2, m) = p (xk|xk−1,uk−1).

This conditional probability denotes the platform’s motion model.
Applying the total probability theorem and using the Markov assumption,

p (xk, m|z1:k−1,u0:k−1,x0) equals
∫

p (xk|xk−1,uk−1) p (xk−1, m|z1:k−1, u0:k−2, x0) dxk−1 , (C.2)

where p (xk−1, m|z1:k−1,u0:k−2,x0) is the prior joint distribution on
(xk−1,m) before executing motion command uk−1.

Complete recursive calculation

Combining Equations C.1 and C.2 yields the following recursive calculation
of the joint posterior on (xk,m):

p (xk, m|z1:k, u0:k−1, x0) = η · p (zk|xk, m)·∫
p (xk|xk−1, uk−1) p (xk−1, m|z1:k−1, u0:k−2,x0) dxk−1 ,

where η is a normalisation factor. Depending on the representation of the
probability density function p of the state (x, m), different approaches to the
mapping and localisation problems were developed in the past.
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C.3 World modelling

A key issue in the implementation of localisation and mapping schemes con-
cerns the representation m of the robot’s environment, and how information is
processed, stored, removed, updated, and retrieved. The choice of world rep-
resentation influences simplicity, efficiency, computational complexity, overall
accuracy, and consistency of the SLAM algorithm. This section briefly de-
scribes different representations of world models. A more extended discussion
can for example be found in (Bailey 2002).

Grid maps

The certainty grid, also called evidence grid or occupancy grid, was first pro-
posed for sonar-based navigation by Moravec and Elfes (1985). The concept
was further developed by Elfes (1987) using the Bayesian formalism resulting
in the occupancy grid. Many researchers adopted these maps, such as (Schiele
and Crowley 1994; Vandorpe 1997; Schultz and Adams 1998). The occupancy
grid divides free space into a discrete, two or three dimensional grid of cells.
Using a stochastic sensor model, the cell values are increased or decreased as
new sensor returns are obtained from sensors pointed in the direction of the
cells.

Localisation is accomplished by registering observation data with the map
using cross-correlation methods. Typically, observation data are accumu-
lated in a short-term occupancy grid before being registered with the main
map (Schultz and Adams 1998; Moravec and Elfes 1985). However, this cross-
correlation search is expensive if the vehicle pose is uncertain. In the presence
of multi-modal cross-correlations, the wrong maximum likelihood mode may
be chosen.

Concerning mapping, evidence grids can be used to fuse information from
different sensor types, such as sonar, laser, infrared, and bump sensors. The
explicit representation of both occupied and free space is useful for path plan-
ning. Furthermore, occupancy grids allow to model all environment types
as no explicit parameterised model is needed for the information that is put
in the map. Other world representations can be easily converted to a grid
map representation. However, in large environments a trade-off between grid
resolution and computational complexity must be made.

Feature maps

Feature or landmark maps represent the environment by the global location
of static, parametric features, typically segments or points.

Localisation using a feature map is performed by extracting features from
sensor data, and associating them to map features. From the differences be-
tween predicted and measured feature locations, a vehicle pose correction is
calculated. Only the feature’s metric localisation is directly useful for robot
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pose estimation, but feature type information serves to assist landmark recog-
nition for data association. Data association is arguably the main weakness
of feature map localisation. An incorrect association between a feature and a
map observation results in an inconsistency where the vehicle pose uncertainty
decreases but the estimation error actually increases.

Feature maps are a viable representation for long-term convergent SLAM
in fairly small-scale environments. An advantage of feature maps is their
ability to be implicitly robust against moving objects (Newman et al. 2002;
Jensfelt and Christensen 2001), especially if segments of a minimum length
are adopted. The success of this representation depends on the existence of
accurate exteroceptive sensors capable of sensing the environment in sufficient
detail for discriminating between similar features, and the availability of fast
and reliable algorithms for extraction of features from a large set of noisy
data.

Since each landmark is represented by a limited set of parameters, the
feature map is a very efficient environment representation. Unlike occupancy
grids, feature maps do not model free space. As a consequence, this does
not incur additional cost during localisation. On the other hand, this does
not facilitate path planning or obstacle avoidance. Feature maps might not
be complete representation of the environment, as all sensor information that
cannot be modelled as a feature is discarded. Feature maps are only suitable
for environments where the observed objects can be fairly accurately modelled
by basic geometric features.

Appearance-based maps

Appearance-based approaches, also called dense approaches, rely on dense
surface information that does not distinguish features (Gutmann and Kono-
lige 1999; Lu and Milios 1997a). Whereas feature-based methods may be a
sparse representation of the surfaces in the environment, dense sensor meth-
ods attempt to use whatever sensor information is available to create a map.
Unlike evidence grids, there is no probabilistic representation of uncertainty.

When localising the robot in a map, dense sensor matching can take ad-
vantage of whatever surface features are present, without having to explicitly
decide what constitutes a landmark. The maps are more memory-intensive
though as compared to feature-based maps.

Topological maps

Grid maps, feature maps, and appearance-based maps are all metric maps
where location is defined as a set of co-ordinates in Cartesian space. By con-
trast, topological maps do not rely on metric measurements, but represent
the environment in terms of places and connecting paths. For that reason,
these maps seem to be more adequate when non-metric information has to
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be integrated in the world model, such as from vision (Goedemé 2006). Usu-
ally, they are depicted using graphs in which nodes correspond to particular
locations, and edges stand for connections between those places.

Place recognition is a form of data association where the observation-to-
map correspondence is based on the apparent similarity between the observa-
tions and a graph node description. For place recognition to function correctly,
a node description must be unique along the connecting path regions from its
adjacent nodes. Pose uncertainty estimation is irrelevant for localisation in
these maps, as qualitative measures are used such as robot is at node C. The
most critical weakness of topological maps is place recognition. If a place is
not recognised or an alternative location is mistaken for a place, the topo-
logical sequence is broken and the robot becomes lost. Vision-based place
recognition is probably more robust than lidar-based recognition because of
the richer information defining the node.

By avoiding metric location measurement, topological SLAM removes the
difficulties of representing uncertainty and non-linearities but instead places
full responsibility for robust operation upon data association. In the case of
loop closure detection, where an observed place is found to resemble a previous
place, data association becomes ambiguous, and the observed place could be
one of the stored locations or a newly discovered location. In general, the
observation of an expected place sequence serves to increase confidence of a
loop closure detection but cannot definitely confirm this hypothesis.

Topological maps are attractive for their efficient and compact represen-
tation, and their logical organisation for tasks like path planning. This allows
to use standard graph algorithms for high-level planning such as shortest path
algorithms. Furthermore, no efforts are required to keep metric information
consistent. Sensor fusion is simplified, as non-metric and metric information
is uniformly treated as attributes to nodes or edges. Next to reliable place
recognition, another problem with topological maps is their limitation to way-
point-based navigation. The robot is constrained to follow specific trajectories
and to pass near each place location.

Hybrid maps

As for most hybrid approaches, the purpose of hybrid maps is to combine the
benefits of two world representations while avoiding their inherent restrictions.
Weber et al. (2002) combine appearance-based and topological maps for their
laser scanner and vision sensors. Also the properties of metric and topological
maps are complementary (Choset and Nagatani 2001). Metric maps, with an
appropriate uncertainty representation, constrain data association and permit
non-qualitative trajectory planning, while topological maps break the world
up into locally connected regions and avoid the problems of maintaining a
global reference frame.
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Representation adopted in this work

Given the fact that a lidar sensor is adopted as the main sensor on the
wheelchair platform, and given the low storage requirements, acceptable com-
putational complexity, accuracy, and robustness to dynamic objects, a world
representation consisting of segment features is adopted in this work for lo-
calisation and SLAM purposes. For path planning, grid-based maps will be
adopted given the chosen path planning approach explained in Appendix D,
and given the ability of grid maps to approximate any type of environment.

C.4 Scan matching

Scan matching or scan registration is the process of translating and rotating
a scan, henceforth referred to as the new, actual, or current scan cn, in order
to obtain a maximum overlap between this scan and an a priori map or a
previously taken reference scan cr. The former is also referred to as the
data set, and the latter as the model set. From the resulting rotation and
translation, a robot pose correction can be calculated. Scan matching is
a search problem in a three-dimensional space, and the probability density
function (pdf) is not necessarily uni-modal. Most scan-matching algorithms
however simplify this search problem by assuming that an approximate scan
pose estimate of the current scan in the reference scan’s co-ordinate frame
is available, for example from odometry. This restricts the search to a local
area. Furthermore, several approaches assume that the scan pose pdf can be
approximated by a Gaussian distribution, which is completely characterised
by its first two moments, i.e. its mean and covariance.

In many localisation and mapping algorithms, scan matching is a basic
preprocessing step prior to performing the actual SLAM algorithm, with
the objective of obtaining a more accurate pose estimate than possible us-
ing odometry alone. More recently, scan matching is even adopted in order to
completely replace odometry (Biber and Straßer 2003; Lingemann et al. 2004;
Bailey 2002). Obviously, in situations where no external sensor information is
present or when information cannot be extracted reliably, odometry remains
necessary. Scan matching in this work will be used for local localisation and
for SLAM.

Depending on the characteristics of the application for which scan match-
ing approaches are used, several requirements exist:

Computational complexity. In order to enable online calculation, the ap-
proach should be as fast as possible. This allows the on-board processor
to spend time on other important tasks. Furthermore, fast scan match-
ing allows to process more scans, which in turn allows to limit the search
space, to match scans more reliably due to the larger overlap between
scans, to limit the probability of loosing track of the pose, and to ob-
tain more accurate robot control. Being able to process more scans also
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increases the reactivity of the robot towards changes in the environment.

Robustness. The scan matching algorithm should be robust towards sensor
noise and changes in the environment. These changes are due to slowly
or quickly moving objects in the robot’s surroundings such as humans
or pets, other robots, doors that open and close, or furniture being rear-
ranged. Discrepancies between scans can also be caused by occlusions,
i.e. situations in which some area is only visible in one scan but not in
another.

Environment types. The scan matcher should ideally be able to deal with
all environment types, both polygonal and non-polygonal.

Accuracy. The pose estimate should be as accurate as possible.

Uncertainty representation. The scan matching algorithm should be able
to judge its own results. This means in the first place that it should be
reliably determined whether the scan matching process was performed
correctly. Secondly, in order to fuse the scan matcher’s pose estimate
with other information, the scan matcher should provide information
regarding the uncertainty of the estimate. Usually, a covariance matrix
is adopted for this, as EKFs are the most frequently adopted informa-
tion fusion mechanisms in mobile robotics. However, ideally the scan
matcher should be able to deal with multi-modal pdfs in order to detect
ambiguities in the pose hypothesis, and consequently to avoid incorrect
data association. This property also provides the capability for global
localisation, and to recognise previously visited places, which are key
requirements for robust SLAM implementations.

Two main approaches to scan matching exist. Feature-based approaches
align extracted geometric primitives with an existing structural description of
the environment. Dense data matching approaches on the other hand match
dense sets of sensor data to an a priori or a dynamically built map. The
following sections discuss two scan matchers implemented on the wheelchair
Sharioto, an extended Kalman filter scan-matcher and a modified dense scan
matching approach.

C.4.1 Feature-based scan matching

Feature-based scan matching approaches consist of three steps. First, data
features are extracted from the current scan. Second, a correspondence be-
tween data and reference features is searched for, which is the data association
problem. Finally, a correction of the pose estimate is computed from the set
of correspondences. Feature-based scan registration algorithms are vulnerable
to failure for three main reasons. First, it is a real challenge to robustly and
accurately extract features from sensor data. Second, it is difficult to find
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features that are present in all environment types. Features that can capture
a large range of shapes are in general complex, or their parameters are hard
to estimate reliably. Obviously, if no features are found, no pose correction
can be calculated. Third, an explicit association of features to correspond-
ing features is necessary to solve the registration problem. Often, several
correspondence candidates exist, and this ambiguity should be dealt with in
a robust manner. Feature-based approaches furthermore completely ignore
all information that does not make up a feature, even though this informa-
tion may be highly valuable for the estimation process. On the other hand,
feature-based methods have various advantages. They are in general very
fast, because there are much fewer features than raw range data, and because
usually no iteration is necessary to find the resulting pose transformation.
Furthermore, these methods are very accurate if the features are estimated
accurately. Thirdly, they allow to compare two sets of features that each stem
from a combination of various scans. This allows to compare map patches with
maps for example, which is useful to globally localise the robot. Fourth, a
priori information can be easily imposed as relations between features, such
as perpendicularity or parallelism between lines. Fifth, partial1 information
can be dealt with explicitly, and in the same way as complete information.
Finally, if an EKF is used to fuse all information, a generic fusion structure
is available that allows to process different feature types that may originate
from different sensor types.

The current feature-based scan-matcher on the wheelchair test platform
adopts segments as features. Uncertainty on the features is adopted to deter-
mine correspondences and to update the robot pose. Extraction of segments
from a scan and the uncertainty thereupon was discussed in Section B.3. Find-
ing correspondences between data and model segments is performed using an
individual gated nearest neighbour data association algorithm. This uses the
Mahalanobis distance to determine whether individual data and model seg-
ments match (Neira and Tardós 2001). Though this was sufficient for the
purposes of scan matching in this work, more robust data association meth-
ods may be adopted in the future, such as those proposed in (Neira and Tardós
2001; Bailey et al. 2000). Using the found correspondences between data seg-
ments and model segments, the robot pose can be updated with the classical
extended Kalman filter equations, see e.g. (Vandorpe 1997; Bailey 2002).

C.4.2 Extended Cox scan matching

This section discusses a scan matching approach that was originally developed
by Cox (1991). First, the extended Cox algorithm as adopted by Gutmann

1Partial sensor data cannot lead to a complete estimate of the concerned state variables.
For example, if one data line is matched with one model line, the robot’s position component
perpendicular to the line and the robot’s orientation can be accurately determined, but not
the position component along the line.
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(2000) is described. Then, several modifications to this algorithm are pre-
sented.

Operating principle

Suppose two scans are given, the current scan c with scan points {lc1, . . . , lcn}
and the reference scan r with scan points {lr1, . . . , lrn}. Scan matching can be
seen as the mapping from poses rpc (rxc,

ryc,
rθc) to probabilities p that say

how well scan c matches with scan r if c is translated and rotated to pose
rpc, which represents the pose of scan c in the co-ordinate frame of scan r.
Cox (1991) matches scans by assigning points of the current scan c to lines
in an a priori map r. Gutmann and Schlegel (1996) extended this approach
by matching new scans with previous scans, rather than with an a priori
map. Furthermore, the new scan is first filtered with a line filter in order
to reduce the amount of false point-to-line assignments in situations where
the environment is not totally polygonal. Moreover, only the best 80% of the
matching points that do not lie farther than a fixed threshold are used in order
to remove outliers. In (Gutmann 2000), this approach is further extended and
improved e.g. in order to be able to use 180 ◦ laser scan data. The extended
algorithm proceeds as follows:

Initialisation 1. Initialise the current scan pose rpc expressed in the ref-
erence scan’s co-ordinate frame with an estimate obtained e.g. from
odometry sensors. It is assumed that the initial estimate of rpc is fairly
accurate.

Initialisation 2. Projection filter the reference and current scan based on
the initial pose estimate rpc.

Initialisation 3. Apply a line filter to c to prevent false assignments of points
of c to line segments of r. Points that are not lying on a line segment
are removed, and to each point lic the orientation ϕi

c of the line segment
on which it lies is determined. Furthermore, extract line segments from
the reference scan. The reference scan may also be obtained by selecting
line segments from an a priori map of line segments, such as with the a
priori map projection filter of Section B.4.

Iteration 1. Translate and rotate all scan points and extracted line segments
from c to rpc. It should be noticed that the angles of the line segments
ϕi

c change as well.

Iteration 2. Determine for each scan point lic of c a target line tj
r of r that

lies closest to lic. The line segment tj
r with the smallest distance distα

to the point is chosen, where distα is calculated as follows:

distα (lic, t
j
r) =

dist (lic, t
j
r)

| cos (ϕi
c − ϕj

r)|
. (C.3)
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Distance dist (l, t) represents the Euclidean distance between scan point
l and line t, and ϕj

r represents the orientation of the j-th line segment
of r. This reduces the risk of falsely assigning points to line segments
that have a large difference in orientation. It should be noted here
that dist (l, t) calculates the Euclidean distance to the segment, not to
the infinite line. If the distance exceeds a threshold dmax, the point
is considered to be an outlier, and is not taken into account in the
following steps. Moreover, all points are ordered according to the dis-
tance to their associated line segment, and only the first q · n points
are used in iteration step 3 and in the final step, where n represents
the number of assigned points, and q ∈ [0, 1]. Parameter q is chosen
according to the situation. At least qmin assigned points are adopted,
but additional points are taken into account if their distance is smaller
than a threshold emax. Parameter emax decreases exponentially in ev-
ery iteration step. Using this variable threshold, the algorithm is more
robust against changed environments, because for these environments
more outliers will be detected and will be thrown away.

Iteration 3. Calculate the transformation b = (∆x, ∆y, ∆θ) that minimises
the sum of the squared distances2 between the n validly assigned scan
points and their corresponding target lines:

b =
(
XT X

)−1

XT Y (C.4)

where:

X =




xi1 xi2 xi3

...
...

...
xn1 xn2 xn3


 , Y =




y1

...
yn




xi1 = cos ϕi
r

xi2 = sin ϕi
r

xi3 = −(lic,y −r yc) cos ϕi
r + (lic,x −r xc) sin ϕi

r

yi = ρi
r − lic,x cosϕi

r − lic,y sinϕi
r

This transformation is calculated by putting the derivative of the sum
of squared point-line distances with respect to b to zero. It is assumed
that the rotation angle ∆θ is small. For a derivation of the formulas,
see (Cox 1991; Gutmann 2000). Since the algorithm is iterative, and the
final iterations involve vanishingly small displacements, the linearisation
involved does not cause error in the final result.

2In contrast with iteration step 2, in iteration step 3 the distance to the infinite lines is
adopted.
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Iteration 4. Update the pose estimate:
rpc ←r pc + (∆x,∆y, ∆θ). (C.5)

Iteration 5. Repeat iteration steps 1-5 until convergence occurs. Conver-
gence is obtained if:

√
(∆x)2 + (∆y)2 < εdist (C.6)

|∆θ| < εθ (C.7)

The result of the transformation is rpc.

Final step. Calculate the covariance matrix Σmatch (Cox 1991):

Σmatch =
1

n− 4
(Y −Xb)T (Y −Xb) (XT X)−1 (C.8)

Furthermore, the median of all distances from points to their assigned
lines is calculated as an estimation of the quality of the scan match.
Large values for the median indicate a bad match.

The values for the parameters suggested by Gutmann are summarised in
Table C.1. These hold for a SICK laser scanner with similar characteristics
as the one described in Table A.1. The table also contains the values of the
parameters that yield good results with the CTG lidar.

Gutmann (SICK) Shariotio (CTG lidar)
dmax [m] 1.0-2.0 2.0
emax [m] 0.5 1.0
emin [m] / 0.1
qmin [%] 0.66 0.66
εdist [m] 0.001-0.01 0.1
εθ [◦] 0.1-1.0 0.5
maxiterations / 50

Table C.1: Parameters and values for the extended Cox scan matcher as
suggested by Gutmann (left) and for the CTG lidar (right).

Characteristics

The extended Cox algorithm is very appropriate for polygonal environments.
However, its performance decreases considerably if few segments are present in
the environment. The algorithm is intrinsically robust against missing data.
However, a major criticism of least-squares linear regression is its sensitivity
to outliers. Therefore, to make the algorithm robust against outliers (due to
people walking by, incomplete a priori maps, etc.), the measures from iteration
step 2 were implemented. In case the assumption of small displacement is not
valid, such an approach would not be possible.
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Modifications

Several modifications to the extended Cox algorithm were implemented. First
of all, an a priori map projection filter is adopted in the case of localisation in
initialisation step 2. For polygonal environments, the a priori map projection
filter is faster and more accurate than the virtual scan projection filter as pro-
posed in (Gutmann 2000). The projection filter is moreover applied several
times during the iteration. This makes the algorithm more robust and more
accurate especially in the neighbourhood of corners, where large changes in
the environment may occur for small robot pose changes. Furthermore, rather
than transforming all scan points and line segments of the current scan c to
the reference frame r in iteration step 1, only the line segments of r are trans-
formed to the co-ordinate frame of the current scan. As r usually contains a
limited number of segments, the number of transformations to be calculated
is drastically reduced. Also, a limit on the number of iterations is imposed.
In this work, eactual is calculated in each iteration cycle k as follows:

eactual = emin + (emax − emin) e−k (C.9)

Figure C.2 shows an evolution of pose estimates using the modified Cox al-
gorithm, for a lidar scan taken in the library of the Faculty of Engineering of
the University of Leuven.

Figure C.2: This figure shows three successive iterations of the Cox scan
matching algorithm for a lidar scan taken in the library of the Faculty of
Engineering.

C.5 Localisation

Localisation, also called self-localisation, is usually referred to as the process of
determining a robot’s pose using information from external sensors, and often
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also from internal sensors. In localisation tasks, the map m is known a priori.
This may be a map of landmarks, a topological map, an occupancy map, or
an appearance-based map. From a sequence of control actions u0:k−1 and
measurements z1:k, inferences are made about the unknown vehicle locations
x1:k. In contrast to SLAM, the state that has to be estimated is comprised
only of the vehicle location p (x, y, θ), possibly extended with vehicle velocity
and kinematic parameters. If the robot’s initial pose is approximately known
in the environment, this is called local localisation or (pose) tracking. If noth-
ing is known about the robot’s current pose, such as when the robot has
been manually displaced or at start-up, solving the kidnapped robot problem
is necessary. This is also called global localisation, relocation, or first-location.
When the robot has lost track of its location, a similar procedure should be
started, except that in that case the search space is usually smaller. Global
localisation or performing SLAM usually serve the purpose of initialising a
pose tracker. Furthermore, during SLAM, a global localisation procedure of-
ten runs in the background to detect if large cycles have been closed, which is
important for the map to remain globally consistent. With active localisation,
it is meant that the robot chooses its actuator and/or sensor actions such that
ambiguities in localisation are solved as fast as possible, or that pose tracking
remains feasible and fast.

The following section partially discusses the vast literature on localisa-
tion. Sections C.5.2 and C.5.3 then present the localisation approaches as
implemented on Sharioto and Lino respectively.

C.5.1 Literature survey

Local localisation

Localisation is often thought of as one of the basic skills of an autonomous
mobile robot. Dead-reckoning techniques alone do not suffice, because their
systematic and non-systematic measurement errors make the pose estimate
error grow without bound. In order to stay localised, exteroceptive sensor
information must be included. Pose estimation with bounded uncertainty
is only possible through the availability of absolute rather than incremental
pose measurements. A map of the environment defined by the locations of
distinct landmarks provides such a source of absolute information. By regis-
tering sensed information with the map, the robot can obtain absolute pose
information.

Using feature maps, and assuming that observed features are correctly
associated to map features, the vehicle pose can be tracked using standard
estimation techniques, with the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) being the
most common method applied to this problem, see e.g. (Crowley 1985; Cox
1989; Leonard and Durrant-Whyte 1991; Forsberg et al. 1995). The EKF is a
linear recursive estimator for systems described by non-linear process models,
non-linear observation models, or both. The EKF employs analytic models
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of vehicle motion and observation. Both the motion and observation error
distributions are assumed to be uni-modal with zero mean, and temporally
uncorrelated. These assumptions allow the general observation and time up-
date rules C.1 and C.2 to be calculated using matrix operations only. The
observation update becomes

x̂k ← x̂k + Kkνk, (C.10)

P k ← P k −KkSkKT
k , (C.11)

where

νk = zk − h (x̂k), (C.12)

Sk = Rk +∇hxk
P k∇hT

xk
, (C.13)

Kk = P k∇hT
xk

S−1
k , (C.14)

(C.15)

and the time update becomes

x̂k ← f (x̂k−1, uk−1) (C.16)

P k ← ∇fxk−1P k−1∇fT
xk−1

+ Qk−1, (C.17)

In these equations, Kk represents the Kalman gain, νk the innovation, Sk the
innovation’s covariance, Rk the covariance on the measurement zk, Qk−1 the
covariance on the process, h and f the measurement and process equations,
and ∇hx and ∇fx the Jacobians of h and f towards the robot state x.

Recursive EKF pose estimation has the advantages of efficient data fusion
from multiple sensor measurements and the ability to explicitly incorporate
sensor uncertainty. EKF localisation is performed by extracting features from
sensed data and associating them to features in the map. The differences
between the predicted feature locations and the measured locations are then
used to calculate the vehicle pose. Another manner to adopt the EKF is
to adopt the pose prediction based on the motion model as input to a scan
matcher such as the modified Cox algorithm explained in Section C.4. The
scan matcher outputs a pose estimate and a corresponding covariance. The
EKF can then be used to directly merge the predicted and observed pose.
Given the assumption of most scan matching algorithms that the robot pose
is approximately known, these scan matching algorithms are mainly suitable
for local localisation.

Local localisation has the advantage of providing accurate robot pose es-
timates and of being computationally efficient. However, only one pose hy-
pothesis can be represented, because of the uni-modal properties of Gaussian
probability density functions. Since this does not hold for cases where the
pose is ambiguous, this makes the method in general unable to globally lo-
calise the robot or to recover from total localisation failures. Moreover, the
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Gaussian distribution assumption does not model bump noise or slipping well,
or completely false sensor measurements. Therefore, good noise filters are im-
perative.

Data association

Data association is the process of finding correspondences between model and
data. It is arguably the most critical aspect of local and global localisation,
and of SLAM. Especially when adopted for EKF SLAM, a single false match
may invalidate the entire SLAM process. Hence correct data association is
necessary to obtain consistent maps.

In most approaches, decisions regarding matches between features are
based on a statistical distance, the Mahalanobis distance. This distance is
the difference between two corresponding features weighted by their covari-
ance. This distance metric is χ2 distributed, and a threshold for rejection or
acceptance of a match is determined automatically based on the degrees of
freedom in the feature’s representation and a significance level that indicates
the desired degree of confidence in the decision. Any geometric constraint
between features can be checked with this Mahalanobis distance, such as
collinearity, parallelism, or orthogonality in the case of segment features.

Several approaches have been adopted to solve the data association prob-
lem (Bailey 2002). A general description of the interpretation tree to be
analysed when performing data association is shown in Figure C.3 (Neira
and Tardós 2001). For each data feature F d

i , it should be decided to which

Figure C.3: Interpretation tree to associate data features F d
i with model

features F m
j . Nodes with a ∗ are part of hypotheses without a match for the

data feature corresponding to the ∗.
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model feature F m
j it corresponds. It is possible that F d

i is a spurious feature,
i.e. that it has no corresponding model feature. In that case, the star-node of
the decision tree is chosen. Therefore, an exhaustive search for the best set
of matches has a computational complexity of O ((m + 1)d), where d is the
number of data features and m the number of model features. Two basic ap-
proaches exist to traverse the tree. The first approach searches in pose space,
i.e. it generates pose hypotheses and verifies the compatibility of sensor data
with the generated poses. The second approach searches in correspondence
space, i.e. it searches for constraints between model features that also exist
between sensor features.

Search approaches in pose space can be further subdivided into algorithms
that adopt uncertainty on the features and approaches that do not. To limit
the search in this decision tree, the gated nearest neighbour (gated NN) adopts
the Mahalanobis distance to select the closest match F m

j for each data fea-
ture F d

i based on the current pose estimate. Possibly, an additional constraint
may be adopted that requires the Mahalanobis distance to be smaller than a
maximum threshold χ2

n,α. Sometimes additional heuristics are adopted, such
as accepting matchings only for observations with a single candidate map fea-
ture (Ayache and Faugeras 1990). It may also be more accurate to first process
the most certain features, and then proceed with the less accurate features.
This individual gated NN corresponds to a greedy search in the decision tree,
which makes it a simple and efficient procedure with complexity O (d · m).
Once all correspondences have been established, the pose is updated with the
found correspondences. However, innovations in the matchings of different
observations obtained from the same vehicle pose are correlated, and the in-
dividual innovation compatibility tests result to be too permissive (Neira and
Tardós 2001). This can cause incorrect hypotheses formed by mutually incon-
sistent pairings to be accepted, which leads to divergence in the estimation
of the state. Gated NN’s power to detect spurious matchings decreases as
vehicle imprecision or clutter grow.

A way to ensure that the resulting hypothesis contains jointly compatible
pairings is to use a sequential compatibility nearest neighbour (SCNN) ap-
proach, in which a pairing is immediately used to update the state estimate.
If SCNN is used in SLAM approaches, updating the state estimate each time
a pairing has been found is an expensive step, requiring O(d · n2) in total.
Furthermore, if a spurious measure is used to update the pose, this may cause
the EKF to diverge. Hence, being able to revise data association decisions
made earlier is necessary to perform robust localisation. Some approaches
search for the best solution in the vehicle pose space without extracting un-
certainty. Vandorpe (1997) calculates eight possible robot poses for each pair
of corresponding segments, and the total overlap length of model and data
features is adopted to select the best match.

In data association approaches that search in correspondence space, ge-
ometric constraints between data features are used to obtain hypotheses for
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which model features have the same geometric constraints. These approaches
can also be subdivided into approaches that adopt uncertainty and approaches
that do not. Bailey et al. (2000) consider relative distances and angles be-
tween points and lines in two laser scans and search for the largest number of
pairwise compatible pairings. Neira et al. (2003) also use binary constraints
to localise the robot within an a priori map using an interpretation tree.
However, pairwise compatibility does not guarantee joint compatibility and
additional validations are required. Therefore, a branch and bound search
algorithm is used to find a set of jointly compatible pairings. A criterion is
also defined that determines the joint compatibility of a set of pairings, which
explicitly takes into account the correlations between innovations.

Although data association approaches have been devised that are robust
to uncertain vehicle poses and uncertain features, ambiguous data association
may still be present. In those cases, the various state hypotheses should
be dealt with rather than just selecting one of the hypotheses. For this,
global localisation approaches such as multi-hypotheses tracking (Leonard
et al. 1995; Cox and Hingorani 1996) are appropriate.

Global localisation

Global localisation is required to recover from pose tracking errors, at start-
up, when the robot is kidnapped to an unknown location, or when multiple
data association hypotheses emerge. Depending on the situation, the size
of the search space may vary. In general however, global localisation has to
be multi-modal. Global localisation is in general less precise as compared
to pose tracking techniques in order to still adhere to real-time requirements
despite the larger search space. The three most frequent global localisation
techniques differ in their representation of the probability density function,
and are called Markov localisation, Monte Carlo localisation, and multiple-
hypotheses localisation.

a. Markov localisation. Grid-based Markov Localisation (ML) is ob-
tained by representing p (xk) by a discrete, piece-wise linear function across a
grid or topological graph of robot poses. Each cell holds the probability that
the robot occupies the area represented by the cell.

Different variants of Markov localisation have been developed. In (Kael-
bling et al. 1996; Simmons and Koenig 1995; Koenig and Simmons 1998;
Nourbakhsh et al. 1995) a topological, coarse discretization of the environ-
ment is used with a cell size of approximately 1 m, and landmarks are detected
to localise the robot. In (Burgard et al. 1996; Thrun et al. 1998; Fox et al.
1998; Gutmann et al. 1998), a fine-grained grid-based approximation of the
distribution is used, with a cell size of approximately 0.1 m. In the latter
case, several optimisations are included in the technique in order to cope with
the huge state space, such as the use of fast look-up tables to implement the
various conditional densities, and the selective updating of the most likely
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locations only. In practice, usually only a small area around the robot is up-
dated during localisation. The advantage of the grid representation is that
it facilitates the use of raw sensor data for updating the cell probabilities
whereas topological models require the extraction of abstract features such as
T-junctions, walls, and other landmarks.

The presence of pose ambiguities has resulted in techniques to resolve the
ambiguities as fast as possible, which is also referred to as active sensing.
For example, in (Fox et al. 1998) the robot’s motion strategy is optimised
by maximising the utility, i.e. by minimising the entropy in the probability
distribution that is expected after performing the planned action and an ob-
servation, and at the same time minimising the cost of the planned action.

Given the high memory and computing power requirements of grid-based
Markov localisation, this method might not be feasible for real-time applica-
tions, though this depends on the grid dimension and resolution. Therefore,
research has focused on novel techniques with the same advantages, but with
less computational constraints. Examples of these alternatives are a combi-
nation of EKF and grid-based ML, or Monte Carlo localisation.

b. Monte Carlo localisation. The key idea of Monte Carlo Localisation
(MCL), also known as particle filters or as the condensation algorithm, is
to represent p (xk) by a set of n weighted samples 〈xi, wi〉 (Dellaert et al.
1999; Fox et al. 2001). Each sample xi corresponds to a robot pose, and the
weights wi are non-negative numerical factors, which sum up to one and which
correspond to how well the sample matches sensor data. Almost arbitrary
distributions can be represented this way and no discretisation has to be
performed, which reduces significantly the computational complexity, because
computational resources are now adopted where they are needed.

Since areas without samples cannot quickly attract new samples, the basic
particle filter algorithm is inefficient in solving the kidnapped robot problem
once the probability distribution has focused on a single hypothesis. There-
fore, several extensions have been implemented (Lenser and Veloso 2000; Fox
2003).

c. Multi-hypotheses localisation. The basic idea behind multi-
hypotheses localisation (MHL) is to use a number of Gaussians to represent
the probability distribution over the robot pose space, such that the distri-
bution can be multi-modal. This requires a method for adding and delet-
ing hypotheses and for estimating the probability of each hypothesis, i.e. its
weight in the Gaussian mixture. Calculating these weights usually involves
some manual tuning. Examples of MHL can be found in (Leonard et al. 1995;
Cox and Hingorani 1996; Reuter 2000; Roumeliotis and Bekey 2000a; Weber
et al. 2001; Jensfelt and Kristensen 2001; Arras et al. 2003).

As compared to grid-based Markov localisation, the MHL approach has
the advantage of lower computational complexity, since the computational
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demands are linear in the number of hypotheses and independent of the size
of the environment. Furthermore, a standard Kalman filter can be used for
performing pose tracking for each hypothesis separately, which is highly ac-
curate and efficient, with a low memory demand. Topological models or hy-
brid topological-metric models can be adopted as well in MHL. As compared
to MCL, MHL requires that a Gaussian approximation is possible, whereas
MCL can in principle incorporate any distribution type. However, in the
initial phase MCL must explicitly model the global uncertainty by distribut-
ing samples throughout the environment, thereby spending a large amount of
computations, whereas in MHL hypotheses are only generated as unexplained
data are observed.

Other localisation approaches

Other localisation approaches exist, such as based on interval analysis, the
Hough transform (Forsberg et al. 1995), or combined methods. A combina-
tion of several approaches is likely to inherit the advantages of the underlying
techniques. For example, Gutmann (2002) adopts a combination of ML and
EKF for tackling both local and global localisation. The idea is that ML is
used for global search of the 2D robot position at coarse resolution provid-
ing high robustness to sensor noise and fast recovering from manual robot
displacement, whereas EKF is used locally for precisely computing the robot
pose. As soon as ML detects multiple positions where the robot is likely to be,
EKF is no longer applied. As the ML converges to a single high-probability
location, scan matching is again invoked to produce high-accuracy results.
Experimental results show that this method outperforms both of its underly-
ing techniques regarding accuracy under sensor data sparsity, robustness to
sensor noise, and re-localisation speed.

Comparison

Several studies on comparisons of localisation algorithms have been per-
formed (Schiele and Crowley 1994; Gutmann et al. 1998; Gutmann and Fox
2002; Kristensen and Jensfelt 2003).

In (Gutmann et al. 1998), grid-based ML and EKF are compared. Grid-
based ML resulted to be more robust to large amounts of system model noise
than Kalman filtering, while the latter can be more accurate and efficient than
the former.

In (Gutmann and Fox 2002), the comparison is further extended by in-
cluding MCL and a combination of grid-based ML and Kalman filtering al-
gorithm (ML-EKF). All methods performed equally well when many data
are presented, but ML has a significant larger error with increasing sparsity.
EKF and a version of MCL produce significantly worse results than ML, ML-
EKF, and other versions of MCL if fractions of the landmarks are replaced by
random landmark data. Therefore, additional noise filter techniques should
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increase the noise robustness of the EKF. Most probably, this is due to the
limited density representation and the linearisations performed in the update
equations. EKF’s computation time is one order of magnitude smaller than
all other algorithms.

Jensfelt and Christensen (2001) compare a modified version of MCL and
EKF pose tracking. The computational complexity of MCL is linear in the
number of samples, and around 500 samples are needed to achieve similar
performance as the EKF tracker. The required computing power is almost
an order of a magnitude higher, and accuracy is not as good. However, MCL
can deal with multi-modal pdfs.

In (Kristensen and Jensfelt 2003), MHL with and without a validation gate
for filtering noisy measurements and EKF with validation gate are compared
to the methods reported in (Gutmann and Fox 2002), using the same set
of test data and evaluation criteria. MHL compares favourably to all other
methods in terms of recovering when the robot has been kidnapped, and MHL
and the standard EKF with an additional noise filter perform as well as other
methods in terms of accuracy while being faster to compute. The importance
of the validation gates or noise filtering in general can be clearly seen when
comparing the performance of the EKF used in (Kristensen and Jensfelt 2003)
with noise filtering to the EKF in (Gutmann and Fox 2002) without noise
filtering. The MHL methods recover quickly from kidnapping, about 2.5 times
faster than the best times reported in (Gutmann and Fox 2002). A possible
reason for this is the observation-driven addition of hypotheses. However,
where the validation gate improves robustness to noise it hampers recovery,
because the validation gate filters out all measurements until the Kalman filter
has accumulated a significant pose uncertainty from the robot movements.

C.5.2 Localisation on Sharioto

Because of the possibly high computing and storage requirements for the plan
recognition and shared control algorithms of Chapters 3 and 4, it was cho-
sen to adopt a fast and accurate, local, feature-based localisation algorithm.
Only segments are adopted as features, which allow for a reasonably accurate
representation of the experimental environments, which are memory efficient,
and which are more robust to the presence of moving objects as compared to
e.g. point features.

The flow chart of the complete local localisation cycle for the wheelchair
Sharioto is depicted in Figure C.4. The following steps are performed:

1. The lidar’s pose and twist are predicted based on the commanded motor
velocities. Appendix E describes the adopted motion model equations.
The time at which the lidar scan is available is obtained using the syn-
chronisation algorithm discussed in Section B.2.1. Currently, the lidar
pose at startup should be provided by the user.
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Figure C.4: Flow chart of the localisation cycle implemented on the
wheelchair Sharioto. Explanation regarding the different steps is given in
the text.

2. The lidar scan is deblurred for motion with the motion filter of Sec-
tion B.2.3. Given the possibly inaccurate lidar twist estimate obtained
from commanded motor velocities, motion deblurring may be postponed
to a second and further iterations. At the end of the first iteration, the
lidar twist is estimated again based on a pose difference with the previ-
ous lidar scan pose.

3. Segments are extracted from the scan using one of the segment labelling
algorithms of Section B.3.3. For the experiments in this work, the robust
split-and-merge algorithm is adopted.

4. Segments from the a priori map that should be visible from the predicted
lidar pose are determined using the a priori map projection filter of
Section B.4.
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5. Using the visible map segments as the model set, the scan is matched to
these segments using either the EKF or the modified Cox scan matcher
of Section C.4. For experiments, the modified Cox algorithm was usually
adopted since it appeared more robust to sporadic segment misclassifi-
cations.

6. Based on the pose estimate from the scan matcher and the pose esti-
mate of the previous scan, a lidar twist is estimated by assuming a con-
stant lidar twist. To determine the twist, the time difference between
the current scan and the previous scan is required. For this, the time
stamps obtained with the synchronisation algorithm of Section B.2.1 are
adopted.

7. It is decided whether or not to repeat the localisation steps, i.e. to go
back to step 2. The iteration is stopped if a maximum number of itera-
tions has been reached or if the range change to each scan measurement
by the motion filter is below a range threshold αrange and the angle
change below an angle threshold αangle. For the reported experiments,
these were chosen to be αrange = 1 cm and αangle = 0.1◦.

8. In a final step, the pose estimate of the scan matcher is fused with the
predicted pose from the motion model, if the modified Cox scan matcher
is adopted. The EKF scan matcher directly updates the predicted pose
with the observations.

Figure C.5 show the results of a localisation cycle with and without motion
filtering enabled. The tests were performed to verify the influence of motion
during sensing for the adopted lidar, and the influence of motion blur on the
robustness of the localisation algorithm. Without the motion filter enabled,
the robot indeed lost localisation in some test runs, which did not occur with
the motion filter enabled. The top left figure shows several scans plotted at
their estimated poses if the motion filter is enabled. The top right figure
shows the scans at their estimated poses if no motion filtering is applied. The
bottom figure shows the motion-blurred scans at the poses estimated when
the motion filter is enabled, in order to clearly show the influence of motion
blur. Since the scan matcher tries to fit the scans as accurately as possible
on the a priori map, the influence of motion blur is less clearly visible in the
top right figure. However, the resulting scan pose estimates are less accurate
in that case. The map for these experiments was obtained with the SLAM
algorithm explained in Section C.6.2.

C.5.3 Localisation on Lino

In order to compensate for the long-term errors stemming from odometry
alone, Lino adopts stereo vision to determine its pose. An appearance-based
approach developed by the University of Amsterdam (Porta et al. 2003) is
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Figure C.5: The top left figure shows a set of scans plotted at poses as
estimated by the Cox localisation algorithm, with application of the motion
filter of Section B.2.3. The top right figure shows the same situation without
application of the motion filter. The bottom figure shows the motion-blurred
scans plotted at poses estimated by the localisation algorithm with motion
filtering enabled.

adopted in which the robot pose is determined by a direct comparison between
the image observed at a given moment and a set of images in a database.

In an off-line calibration phase, a training set is built including images
shot at known positions. The dimensionality of these images is reduced using
principal component analysis (PCA), producing an appearance-based map of
the environment in the form of a database of linear feature vectors. During
online navigation, the collected images are compressed using PCA and the
resulting set of features is compared with those stored in the appearance-based
map. This results in a likelihood function over a set of possible robot locations.
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If the likelihood function does not exceed a threshold at some locations, the
robot’s head or body is rotated in order to obtain more accurate images.
If good images are obtained, they are combined with prior distributions over
robot poses using Bayes’ rule. A particle filter is adopted to implement Bayes’
rule.

C.6 SLAM

The following section sketches the general uncertainty structure of SLAM and
discusses several probabilistic approaches to SLAM. Based on this literature
survey and the requirements of this work, an informed choice regarding a
SLAM approach can be made. Section C.6.2 presents the implemented SLAM
algorithm on Sharioto.

C.6.1 Literature survey

Prior to reviewing several important probabilistic approaches to SLAM, the
uncertainty structure of estimated maps is explained. This structure is in-
herent to estimation in SLAM and is independent of the adopted estimation
technique.

General SLAM structure

The first and most important characteristic of SLAM is due to the fact that
the usually adopted sensors yield information relative to a robot’s pose. Unless
a compass or GPS is used, no direct observations of the global robot pose or
landmark poses are available. Furthermore, sensor information is uncertain.
Due to these relative and uncertain measurements, uncertainties can grow
arbitrarily large,3 which discerns SLAM from many other estimation prob-
lems. These growing pose estimation errors are typically observed when purely
adopting odometry observations to estimate the robot’s and landmarks’ poses.
However, this is also seen if the robot moves through an unknown region even
when incorporating landmark observations in a consistent way, especially after
having travelled long distances. This is not due to the estimation algorithm
but due to the limited sensor range, which causes robot and landmark poses to
be calculated from a chain of relations between successive poses. Despite the
possibly very large global uncertainty of landmark and robot poses, the uncer-
tainty on the relative position of landmarks only depends on the observation
errors of the landmark and on the odometry error between the observations.
Therefore, the most precisely known relations are those concerning relative
location of adjacent features. Frese (2004) summarises this SLAM character-
istic as certainty of relations despite uncertainty of positions. Hence, SLAM

3Errors do not grow if the robot returns to a region that was already mapped.
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differs from other estimation problems in its uncertainty structure, which en-
codes that relations between poses are rather certain but absolute poses are
uncertain due to error accumulation. A map m is usually represented as a
state vector with landmark poses and robot poses. Depending on the context,
the state vector may contain the most recent, none, or all robot poses. The
uncertainty on the state is usually described by a covariance matrix P or an
information matrix A = P−1.

The uncertainty structure is clearly visible when the robot closes a loop
(also called cycle detection or map re-visitation). In that situation, two parts
of the map can be used for pose estimation. The first part has been observed
most recently whereas the second part has been observed some time ago. Es-
pecially for large loops, these parts are inconsistent with each other, i.e. there
is a gap in the map estimate between start and end of the loop due to the accu-
mulated errors along the path. In order to make the map consistent again, the
map must be smoothly deformed along the complete robot path that forms the
loop. Otherwise, gaps are generated at certain parts of the path, and these
gaps will be inconsistent with the accurate relative measurements at those
places. Correct treatment of uncertainty will implicitly yield the required de-
formation. In this context, approaches are said to be topologically consistent
if two parts are represented to be adjacent if this was observed by the robot
to be so, and metrically consistent if the map is a truthful representation of
the real world. Due to the possibly very large uncertainties involved, a chal-
lenge for all SLAM approaches is robust data association, which is required to
accurately recognise previously visited places. Incorrect data association usu-
ally ruins the whole map, since such errors self-propagate during the further
map building process. This data association may be ambiguous. In contrast
to the continuous nature of uncertainty on measurements and robot poses,
uncertainty in data association is of a more discrete nature, as it refers to un-
certainty regarding the identity of environmental features. Due to uncertain
data association, robust SLAM algorithms may have to actively search the
space of possible maps.

This structure has been formalised in some theorems (Gamini Dissanayake
et al. 2001; Newman 1999) under the assumption that a Kalman filter is
adopted to estimate the robot and landmark poses. In that case, the uncer-
tainty structure of SLAM corresponds to a specific structure and evolution of
the covariance matrix that represents the uncertainty on robot and landmark
poses:

1. As the vehicle moves through the same environment taking observations
of individual landmarks, the error in the estimates of the relative loca-
tion between different landmarks reduces monotonically to the point
where the map of relative locations is known with absolute precision.
The error in the absolute location of every landmark reaches a lower
bound determined only by the error that existed when the first obser-
vation was made. Hence, the map becomes more and more rigid, but
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can be translated and rotated as a whole depending on the uncertainty
of the initial landmark observation.

2. In the limit, as the number of observations increases, all landmark es-
timates become fully correlated. Therefore, the entire structure of the
SLAM problem critically depends on maintaining complete knowledge
of the cross correlation between landmark estimates. Historically, the
importance of correlations was only realised after some years. Full cor-
relation means that given the exact location of any one landmark, the
location of any other landmark in the map can also be determined with
absolute certainty.

A second important characteristic of most SLAM problems is their non-
linearity, mainly in the robot orientation due to the rotation matrix. Non-
linearity is typically solved by linearisation. Severe linearisation errors remain
however for robot orientations exceeding 15◦.

All SLAM algorithms adopt in their core maximum likelihood (ML) es-
timation, which is the optimal solution to SLAM. Most approaches that at-
tempt to perform SLAM efficiently, approximate this optimal ML estimate.
Therefore, when assessing the performance of these suboptimal algorithms,
the quality4 of the resulting maps should also be considered, besides storage
and computation requirements. This often boils down to testing whether ap-
proximating algorithms can close large loops in a consistent manner, because
in order to achieve this, their uncertainty structure must approximate closely
enough the ML uncertainty structure.

Maximum likelihood and linear least squares

Maximum likelihood (ML) is the optimal solution to SLAM, and can therefore
be used as a benchmark to evaluate the estimation quality of other SLAM
algorithms. The ML map estimate is optimal in the sense that it is the map
with the highest likelihood given the observations so far, i.e. it has the highest
probability of causing the observations. ML is optimal under the reasonable
assumptions of measurement noises being independently Gaussian distributed
with known covariance. Due to stochastic independence of the m observations
z and their Gaussian distribution with covariance C, the likelihood of a map
m consisting of all p robot and n landmark poses can be written as:

p (m) ∝
m∏

i=1

e−
1
2 (zi−hi(m))T C−1

i (zi−hi(m)) = e−
1
2 χ2(m), (C.18)

with

χ2 (m) =
m∑

i=1

(zi − hi (m))T
C−1

i (zi − hi (m)) . (C.19)

4Quality in this case compares the estimation algorithm’s uncertainty structure with the
optimal ML uncertainty.
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In these equations, hi is the observation function predicting both internal and
external measurements based on the state m, and χ2(m) is the negative log-
likelihood of m given the measurements. χ2(m) measures how well a map m
explains the observations, and its minimum follows a chi-square distribution.
ML finds the maximum of p(m), i.e. the minimum of χ2(m). χ2(m) can also
be used to evaluate the likelihood of various map hypotheses, which may for
example stem from different possible data association decisions.

The minimum of χ2(m) can be approximated by linearising the measure-
ment equations hi around a map estimate m0. The linearised equations yield
a quadratic approximation to χ2 in the form

χ2(m) ≈ mT Am− 2mT b + c, (C.20)

where c is a constant and b is a vector containing elements that are inde-
pendent of m. Matrix A is the information matrix. The minimum of this
approximated χ2(m) can be found as the linearised least squares estimate

mLS = A−1b. (C.21)

This approach requires to represent all p robot poses in the equations at which
measurements were taken, together with all landmark poses. Consequently,
the system consists of O (n+p) equations and variables, and solving the set of
equations needs O ((n + p)3) computation time. The quality of a single least-
squares estimate depends on the chosen linearisation point m0. However, if
the linearisation point is updated with the new least-squares estimate, and the
estimation process is iterated until convergence, the ML estimate will result.
This requires to store all measurements as well.

The high computation time and storage requirements for this SLAM ap-
proach are the main reasons why other, more efficient approaches to SLAM
have been investigated. Most of these approaches exploit the property that the
sensors’ field of view is limited, causing only a limited number k of features
to be visible, where k depends on the density of features and the sensor’s
characteristics. Usually, k is small, it does not grow when the map grows,
and is considered to be constant. Nevertheless, the ML approach has the ad-
vantage of providing an optimal solution to which approximating approaches
can be compared. Furthermore, for off-line SLAM the storage and comput-
ing requirements for this maximum likelihood approach are acceptable. The
ML approach was adopted in this work and will be further specified in Sec-
tion C.6.2.

Kalman filtering

Kalman filter SLAM was first proposed in a mathematically thorough man-
ner by Smith et al. (1988), and has since then been adopted and extended
by several authors, see e.g. (Newman 1999; Castellanos et al. 1999). It is
usually applied in combination with feature-based maps. Besides the feature
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locations, typically only the latest robot pose is part of the state vector. All
previous robot poses and measurements are not stored, but their information
is summarised in the state vector and its covariance matrix. The non-linear
system and observation models are often approximated using a first-order
Taylor expansion, resulting in Extended Kalman filter SLAM.

The EKF SLAM algorithm proceeds as follows. Initially, the state xa

equals the robot’s first pose xv, which is usually chosen to be the global
origin 0. The part of the state corresponding to the features, xm equals
zero. The covariance on this state P a is usually chosen to be 0 as well. As
explained in Section C.2, the state vector is estimated via a recursive process
of prediction and observation. However, features have to be added first to the
state vector before they can be predicted. This process of state augmentation
can be performed elegantly in the following manner. The observation z with
covariance C expressed in the robot’s local frame is first added to the state
as such:

x−a =




xv

xm

z


 (C.22)

P−
a =




P v P vm 0
P T

vm P m 0
0 0 C


 (C.23)

Then, the local measurement is expressed in the global frame using function
g, and the augmented state is updated to the correct form by linearising f :

x+
a = f (x′a) =




xv

xm

g (xv, z)


 (C.24)

P +
a = ∇fx−a P−

a ∇fT
x−a

(C.25)

Equation C.25 can be implemented efficiently due to the sparseness of ∇fx−a :

P +
a =




P v P vm P v∇g T
xv

P T
vm P m P T

vm∇gT
xv

∇gxvP v ∇gxvP vm ∇gxvP m∇gT
xv

+∇gLC∇gT
L


 (C.26)

Feature deletion from a map is simply performed by removing the feature
from the state vector and deleting the corresponding rows and columns in the
covariance matrix.

The prediction stage predicts vehicle motion based on odometry estimates,
and increases the uncertainty of the vehicle pose estimate. The map features
are assumed to remain stationary. Assuming that the change in pose estimate
equals ∆x = (∆x, ∆y, ∆θ) with covariance P ∆x, the predicted augmented
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state is given by

x−a = f (xa,∆x) =
[
g (xv, ∆x)

xm

]
=




xv + ∆x cos θv −∆y sin θv

yv + ∆x sin θv + ∆y cos θv

θv + ∆θ
xm


 (C.27)

P−
a = ∇fxa

P a∇fT
xa

+∇f∆xP∆x∇fT
∆x. (C.28)

As can be derived from the sparse character of the Jacobians ∇fxa and ∇f∆x,
the P m portion of the covariance matrix remains constant. Hence, Equa-
tion C.28 can be implemented efficiently as

P−
a =

[∇gxv
P v∇gT

xv
+∇g∆xP∆x∇gT

∆x ∇gxv
P vm

(∇gxvP vm)T
P m

]
(C.29)

The observation or update step occurs with the re-observation of stored
features and improves the estimates of both vehicle and landmark poses. As-
suming correct data association between observation z and map xa, the in-
novation ν and its covariance matrix S, and the Kalman gain K can be
determined as

ν = z − h (x−a ), (C.30)

Si = ∇hxaP−
a ∇hT

xa
+ C, (C.31)

K = P−
a ∇hT

xa
S−1. (C.32)

Due to the sparseness of ∇hxa , Equations C.31 and C.32 can be efficiently
calculated. The a posteriori state and covariance estimates are determined
using the update equations

x+
a = x−a + Kν (C.33)

P +
a = P−

a −KSKT (C.34)

The observation model correlates the feature estimate to the vehicle pose
estimate and serves to reduce the uncertainty of both. Through correlation
to the vehicle pose estimate, the map features become correlated to each other
and these correlations increase monotonically until their locations relative to
each other become perfectly known. If several independent observations are
available at once, such as several segments of one scan that can be matched
with the map, a more accurate update may be possible if they are treated
corporately than if each observation is processed individually (Bailey 2002).
A disadvantage of such batch update processing is the need to invert the
innovation covariance matrix S.
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The time complexity of EKF SLAM equals O (n2) for n state variables,
because the n2 covariance elements need to be updated with each new ob-
servation. This limits the use of EKF SLAM to around n ≤ 100 features.
Compared to ML SLAM, the computing and storage costs of EKF SLAM are
lower, but still relatively high. Furthermore, EKF SLAM is subject to incon-
sistent treatment of non-linearity. Non-linearity is usually not a significant
problem for normal SLAM operation, but proves to be an issue during cycle
detection. Cycles involving large accumulated errors can incur corrections
that violate the linearised filter assumptions and result in divergence. Vari-
ants of EKF SLAM exist that deal more accurately with linearisation errors,
such as Iterated EKF SLAM and Unscented Kalman filter SLAM. These have
also been reported to eventually result in divergence. Furthermore, feature
management techniques to limit the addition of unreliable features, to remove
obsolete features and to control feature density are vital for adaptability and
efficiency of long-term SLAM.

Several variants of the EKF SLAM algorithm have been devised, either to
speed up calculation or to deal with linearisation errors in a more consistent
way, or both. Guivant and Nebot (2001) developed compressed EKF (CEKF)
SLAM, which accumulates measurements in a local region with k landmarks
at cost O (k2) independent from the overall map size n. When the robot leaves
the region, the local map must be incorporated in the full map at cost O(kn2).
The advantage of this approach is that the more costly global map update
can run at a lower frequency as a background process. Furthermore, Guivant
and Nebot propose an approximate global update that can be performed
more efficiently in O(kn

3
2 ) with O(n

3
2 ) storage space. Non-linearities are not

addressed however.
In (Thrun et al. 2004), a constant time SLAM algorithm is presented,

called Sparse Extended Information Filter (SEIF). This approach adopts an
information matrix instead of a covariance matrix to represent uncertainty.
This idea can be traced back to (Frese and Hirzinger 2001). Though covariance
and information matrices are just dual representations of uncertainty, infor-
mation matrices more clearly show the uncertainty structure of an estimated
map, which allows in turn to more easily approximate the information matrix
by a sparse matrix. The SEIF algorithm exploits the fact that the information
matrix is approximately sparse requiring O (kn) storage space. Frese (2004)
proves that most entries in the information matrix are very small, i.e. that
the information matrix is indeed approximately sparse. However, Frese et al.
(2005) argue that the explicit sparsification of the information matrix may
have consequences on the map quality obtained with SEIF.

Frese (2004) proposes an efficient SLAM algorithm entitled Treemap that
works by dividing the map hierarchically into regions of k landmarks. Inte-
gration of a measurement takes O (k2) time within a region and O(k3 log n)
when the robot changes to a different region. Instead of using a large matrix
representing all landmarks, it decomposes the matrix into many small ma-
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trices each representing only a few landmarks. To derive the decomposition,
the map is dynamically divided into a hierarchy of regions and subregions.
Each region at each level of the hierarchy stores an information matrix rep-
resenting some of the landmarks contained in this region. On the level of
finest subdivision these matrices are small because the corresponding regions
are small and contain few landmarks. However, on higher levels regions are
large and contain many landmarks. In order to keep the information matrices
stored at these regions small, only those landmarks are represented that can
also be observed from outside the region. For a large region most landmarks
do not lie close to the region’s border and only few can be observed from
the outside. The key point for the overall efficiency is moreover that only
the region containing the robot and the region in the hierarchy above need
to be updated. Frese’s algorithm is able to deal with strong nonlinearities.
Also Bailey (2002) proposes to define places as small-scale feature maps as
an effective method for performing large-scale SLAM. The global topological
structure addresses the problems of computational cost and non-linearities by
decoupling distant regions. Besides dividing the environment in a network of
smaller maps and besides developing efficient (but approximating) estimation
procedures, more tractable implementations of EKF SLAM can be obtained
by removing redundant map features and by careful feature management in
general.

Other SLAM approaches

Several alternative SLAM approaches have been proposed. Montemerlo et al.
(2002) developed fastSLAM, based on the observation that the landmark es-
timates are conditionally independent given the robot poses. This algorithm
is a particle filter in which each particle represents a sampled robot trajectory
and associated Gaussian distributions of the n different landmark positions.
Since these landmark distributions are independent, n small covariance ma-
trices are needed, instead of one large matrix. The computation time for
integrating a measurement is O (m log n) for m particles with O (m · n) stor-
age space needed. The algorithm is one of the few SLAM algorithms that can
cope with uncertain data association. However, closing a loop may require
many particles, because the particle filter integrates observations by choosing
a subset of particles that is compatible with the measurements from the set of
already existing particles. Errors along the loop represented by the particle
filters are not back-propagated. Therefore, at least one particle of the set
must already close the loop by chance, and either many particles are needed
or gaps in a loop closed will emerge.

Duckett et al. (2000) minimise Equation C.18 using relaxation, which is an
iterative equation solver. One iteration is applied after each observation with
computation time O (kn) and O (kn) storage space. After closing a loop, more
iterations are necessary leading to a worst-case O (kn2) computation time.
Frese et al. (2005) employ multi-level relaxation to fasten up the calculations,
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allowing computation time to be reduced to O (kn) even when closing large
loops. This multi-level approach is similar to multi-grid approaches used to
solve partial differential equations.

Several other SLAM approaches can be found in (Thrun et al. 2005; Frese
et al. 2005).

Conclusion

Although it can be stated that the basic SLAM problem has been solved,
several challenges exist for current SLAM approaches. First, robust data
association both in cluttered environments with high feature density and in
environments without stable features is required. This problem is especially
present in environments with dynamic objects and spurious measurements
where the robot pose uncertainty is furthermore high. It may be necessary to
develop techniques that revise earlier made data association decisions. Second,
coupled to the data association problem is the problem of cycle detection and
handling. The search space for data association for loop closure detection is
much larger than for local data association, hence there needs to be efficiency
and most importantly robustness in deciding whether or not an association is
correct or due to environment similarities. Third, for real-time operation in
large environments, the computational complexity and storage requirements
must scale in a reasonable manner. Hybrid topological-metric maps have
much potential for SLAM in larger environments. Fourth, SLAM algorithms
must remain mathematically consistent even in the presence of non-linearities.
Fifth, information may have to be removed from the map in order to maintain
an accurate representation of the real world if dynamic objects and changing
environmental structures are present. For feature-based SLAM, landmark
representation remains an open issue. Simple geometric features might not
be sufficient to model all environments.

New application domains are emerging, such as outdoor SLAM (mines,
parks, roads), multi-robot SLAM, sub-sea and aerial SLAM. Outdoor SLAM
is more challenging then indoor SLAM due to the absence of man-made struc-
ture that warrant the use of more complex features, the presence of non-
smooth ground surfaces that prohibits the use of wheel-encoder odometry,
the presence of non-flat surfaces that make the 2D world assumption invalid,
and the relatively high speed of outdoor vehicles that require a dynamic vehi-
cle model, that distort the sensor measurements due to motion, and for which
time-stamp may even be more important.

C.6.2 SLAM on Sharioto

The localisation algorithm of Section C.5 requires an accurate feature-based a
priori map. Measuring this environment by hand is time-consuming and error-
prone. Therefore, a SLAM algorithm was implemented. Given the limited
range of the adopted lidar on the wheelchair test platform, and given the bad
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odometry estimates on the platform due to wheel slippage and the influence of
castor wheels, substantial orientation errors may accumulate during SLAM.
In order to deal with the non-linearities due to these orientation errors, a ML
SLAM approach was opted for. For the experiments performed in this work,
SLAM was not required to run online. Therefore, the high computing and
memory requirements for ML SLAM are less important.

A map is built for a certain environment in two stages. First, the robot
is driven around with the joystick such that the desired test environment is
completely explored. All lidar and other useful sensor data are logged to a
file. Second, the playback simulator discussed in Section A.5.3 is adopted to
regenerate all logged data in the correct timely order off-line, and the robust
split-and-merge algorithm B.5 of Section B.3.3 labels the segment features
in each scan. Segments are estimated for the classified clusters using a TLS
algorithm. The next section describes how the different scans are combined
further into a map after segment extraction.

General principle behind relaxation

The map m is represented by a graph of selected key frames pi (xi, yi, θi):

m =




p1
...

pn


 . (C.35)

The key frames correspond to the poses of key scans, which are selected such
that they accurately represent the explored environment. All key scans are
stored. Therefore, a grid map can be built based on these measurements.
This allows to construct more complete maps than would be possible using
only the extracted segments of the scans, since also objects that cannot be
approximated with segments can be included.

Spatial relations or links are constructed between the key frames. Links
between pairs of key scans are obtained by performing scan matching between
the scans, but can also be obtained from odometry measurements. In this
work, links stem from EKF scan matching. In the implementation presented
here, it is assumed that EKF scan matching observes the full pose, but future
versions of the algorithm may include partial observation of the poses as well.
Each of the links between scan poses can be regarded as a spring that contains
a certain amount of potential energy. The purpose of ML SLAM is to minimise
the total energy in all springs. This is performed using an iterative technique
called relaxation, in which each key pose in the map is selected in turn, and
is moved to where its topological neighbours think it should be. Repeated
application of this rule eventually results in the map converging to a globally
optimal solution.

Lu and Milios (1997a) were the first to obtain a globally consistent map
by enforcing such pairwise geometric relationships between individual range
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scans. Gutmann and Konolige (1999) elaborated this algorithm further by
adding Markov localisation for detecting loop closure in a robust manner.
In these algorithms, matrix A of Equation C.21 is directly inverted, which
requires time O ((3n)3) for n topological poses. Moreover, the approach is not
incremental, i.e. if a key scan and its links are added to the graph, all matrix
calculations have to be performed again. A number of authors have therefore
proposed an iterative relaxation approach (Duckett et al. 2000; Howard et al.
2001). This is useful for real-time SLAM since the computation is distributed
while the robot is moving.

The flow chart of the implemented algorithm is shown in Figure C.6. Of
the general building blocks in this flow chart, the following sections will discuss
how links between the new scan and surrounding key scans are found, which
rules are adopted to decide whether a new scan is a key scan, and how the
relaxation algorithm works after addition of a new key scan.

Figure C.6: This figure shows the flow chart of the implemented ML SLAM
algorithm on the wheelchair test platform. For each new scan, segments are
extracted. These segments are used to find links between neighbouring key
scans using an EKF scan matching algorithm. If this new scan would add
information to the existing set of key scans, it is added as a key scan as well.
After addition of a key scan, the map is relaxed for nr times. For the reported
experiments in this work, nr = 2.

Finding links between a new scan and existing key scans

Figure C.7 shows a result of the implemented relaxation SLAM algorithm on
Sharioto. A 3D discrete grid is incrementally constructed in the (x, y, θ) con-
figuration space. Each grid cell contains one or more key poses corresponding
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to the poses of key scans. The first lidar scan is added to the map as a key
scan, and is given an arbitrary initial pose. In Figure C.7 (a), the co-ordinates
of the first key pose were assigned half of the grid’s resolution. For this envi-
ronment and this lidar, a grid resolution of 75 cm × 75 cm × 60◦ was chosen.

In order to find links between a new scan and surrounding scans, the
pose of the new scan is predicted based on a lidar motion model. For the
implemented algorithm, a very simple constant pose model is adopted, i.e.
the pose of the new scan is taken to be equal to the previous scan pose.5 In
order to account for motion, the pose uncertainty is increased. In the future,
more complex motion models may be used to more accurately predict the new
scan pose, such as a constant velocity motion model. This will further reduce
the chance of incorrect data association.

Next, for each key scan that lies within a predefined neighbourhood of
the predicted scan pose, links between the key scan and the new scan are
searched using the EKF scan matcher. In the future, more sophisticated data
association algorithms may be implemented, should this be necessary to close
large loops.

Labelling scans as key scans

If segments exist in the new scan that are not matched with any of the seg-
ments in one of the key scans, these segments are considered to be previously
unobserved features, and the new scan will be added as a key scan. New scans
are also added to the existing set of key scans, if the pose of the new scan lies
outside the set of grid cells that contain the existing key scans. An additional
advantage of the grid is that the map is not increased when the robot revisits
an already mapped region. In that case, new scan poses will lie inside exist-
ing grid cells and will therefore not be added to the map as key scans, unless
they add new segments to the map. Future work may focus on additional
decision rules for adding scans. For example, scans may be added if they add
additional links between existing key scans, or if they observe objects more
accurately than was performed in other key scans.

Single-level relaxation

Whenever new links have been found between key scans, the poses of the
scans can be updated using relaxation. The complete estimation algorithm is
described in Algorithm C.1. The following paragraphs describe some steps in
more detail.

Linearisation of χ2. If observation zi corresponds to a link between scans
ca and cb, the observation function hi describes the relative pose of ca in the

5The previous scan pose in this case is not necessarily a key scan pose.
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Algorithm C.1 ML SLAM using relaxation
1: Input: map m0 and observations zi with covariance Ci

2: Output: mnr
, an approximation of the ML map after nr iterations

3: for r = 1 to nr do
4: a. Linearise all m observation functions hi

5: b. Compute the quadratic error function χ2 ≈ mT Am− 2mT b
6: c. Find the minimum m̂ by solving Am = b
7: d. mr ← m̂

frame of cb, as shown in Figure C.8:

ẑi =




zx

zy

zθ


 = hi (mr) = hi (pa, pb)

=




(ax − bx) cos bθ + (ay − by) sin bθ

− (ax − bx) sin bθ + (ay − by) cos bθ

aθ − bθ


 (C.36)

where pa and pb are elements of mr corresponding to the poses of scans ca and
cb, and ẑi is the prediction of measurement zi. Linearising this measurement
function around mr boils down to linearising Equation C.36 around poses pa

and pb:

hi (mr) ≈ hi (pa, pb) +∇hpa (xa − pa) +∇hpb (xb − pb) (C.37)

where

∇hpa =




cs sn 0
−sn cs 0

0 0 1


 (C.38)

∇hpb =



−cs −sn − (ax − bx) sn + (ay − by) cs
sn −cs − (ax − bx) cs− (ay − by) sn
0 0 −1


 (C.39)

cs := cos bθ , sn := sin bθ (C.40)

This allows zi − h(mr) to be linearised as:

zi − h (mr) ≈ −∇hpaxa −∇hpbxb + (∇hpapa +∇hpbpb − h (pa, pb) + zi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
yi

(C.41)
where yi contains all terms independent of m. The observation and covariance
estimates zi and Ci do not change during iteration, but the Jacobians ∇h
should be re-evaluated when the map estimate mr changes.
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Computation of A and b. Adopting Equation C.41 in Equation C.19
and grouping all terms that involve m quadratically yields an expression for
matrix A:

A =
m∑

i=1




. . . . . .
. . . ∇hT

pa
C−1

i ∇hpa
. . . ∇hT

pa
C−1

i ∇hpb
. . .

. . . . . .
. . . ∇hT

pb
C−1

i ∇hpa
. . . ∇hT

pb
C−1

i ∇hpb
. . .

. . . . . .




(C.42)

Similarly, an expression for b can be found using all terms that involve m
linearly:

b =
m∑

i=1




. . .
∇hT

pa
C−1

i yi

. . .
∇hT

pb
C−1

i yi

. . .




(C.43)

Entries Aab are not equal to zero only if a link between scans ca and cb exist.
Furthermore, since the sensor range is limited, matrix A is approximately
sparse.

Solving Am = b. The solution to Am = b is found by solving the equation
one block-row at a time, i.e.:

m′
i = mi + A−1

ii (bi −Ai,:m) , (C.44)

where Ai,: denotes block-row i. A single relaxation iteration corresponds to
using Equation C.44 to update each mi ∈ mr. Since A is sparse, calculating
Equation C.44 takes O (k) time if on average each key scan has links with k
neighbouring key scans. One complete relaxation iteration then takes O (kn).

After having updated the map using relaxation, key scans are re-
distributed over grid cells.

Post processing

Once all scans have been processed, key scans have been selected and key
poses have been determined, segments are extracted in a final stage in order
to build the segment map that is used for online localisation. Segments are
extracted using TLS. Determination of points that belong to a single segment
is performed by grouping all scan points expressed in global co-ordinates that
lie on scan segments that were matched. Figures C.9 (a) and (b) show respec-
tively the appearance-based map and the segment map extracted from all key
scans. For this map 46 key scans were adopted.
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C.7 Conclusions and future work

This appendix has described the localisation and map building tools imple-
mented on the wheelchair test platform. For the human-machine interaction
experiments discussed in Chapters 3, 2 and 4, a map is first built by driving
the wheelchair around in the test environment. The map building algorithm
runs off-line, and calculates the optimal Maximum Likelihood map using an
iterative equation solver commonly referred to as relaxation. The map is used
online by a local localisation algorithm that matches scan points to map fea-
tures. Since localisation is not the only task to be performed by the wheelchair
computer, it should be fast. Ideally, it should be accurate as well. For this
reason, a map representation based on line segments was adopted. Accuracy
and safe navigation was further increased by synchronising the wheelchair’s
computer with the wheelchair sensors, and correcting sensor measurements
for motion blur.

Though experiments in this work assume the availability of an a priori
map, this is not required for the proposed planning, plan recognition and
shared control algorithms. Other types of maps may be adopted as well,
as long as they can be transformed into a grid map. This is because the
planning algorithm that lies at the basis of the plan recognition and shared
control algorithms adopts such a grid map.6 Furthermore, the algorithms
may be adopted in unmapped environments as well, provided that an online
SLAM algorithm is implemented. Given the state of the art in SLAM, this
seems definitely feasible especially because only local maps around the current
robot pose are required. The online SLAM and localisation algorithms may
also be adopted to estimate parameters such as the sensors’ poses relatively
to the robot frame, or to calibrate the motor velocities. Future work may
also focus on the tracking of dynamic objects and mapping and localisation
in non-rectilinear environments.

6The requirement that it should be able to transform maps into grid maps is only
required for the currently adopted planning algorithm. Future planning algorithms may
adopt alternative environment representations.
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Figure C.7: This figure shows four snapshots in the construction of a map
using a SLAM algorithm based on relaxation. The scans are taken by the
CTG lidar in PMA’s robotics lab. Figure (a) shows the first scan, which is
also considered to be a key scan. Figures (b) to (d) show further snapshots.
Shown are the key scans as black dots, the key poses as co-ordinate frames
at which the key scans were estimated to be taken, the path followed by the
lidar, and the grid cells containing the key poses.
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Figure C.8: Observations z between scans ca and cb are expressed as the
relative pose of ca in the frame of cb.

Figure C.9: Figure (a) shows the set of all key scans plotted as white rays
from the lidar’s origin at the key scan poses. Valid measurements are plotted
as black dots. Extracted segments are shown as grey lines. Figure (b) shows
this segment map separately. Segment maps such as this one were adopted
for online localisation in this work.
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Appendix D

Mobile robot navigation

I just love it when a plan comes together!

George Peppard as Colonel John “Hannibal” Smith
◦1928 – †1994

This appendix presents the navigation algorithms for Sharioto and Lino.
Moreover, the state of the art in mobile robot path and trajectory planning
is discussed in the light of the various requirements of navigation algorithms
for autonomous mobile robots. This literature review shows that discretised
optimal planning provides a good and promising tradeoff for the applications
covered in this work, and was therefore chosen. The main contribution of
this appendix consists of an extension of current global dynamic window ap-
proaches to robots with an arbitrary cross-section. This algorithm consists of
a resolution complete planning algorithm in the (x, y, θ) configuration space,
and uses the planned path to select a velocity that obeys the kinematic and dy-
namic constraints while at the same time avoiding local minima. Simulation
and experimental results on both platforms are shown.

D.1 Introduction

A considerable variety of autonomous mobile robots has already been intro-
duced in human-made environments. Many of these pursue different objec-
tives. Cleaning and grass-mowing robots should completely cover the area
of interest, museum robots should move such that their location is not lost,
surveillance robots have to make sure that they visit places in such a way
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that intruders cannot escape unnoticed, exploration robots should visit un-
explored areas, military robots may have to move in a stealthy way to hide
themselves, and toy robots may exhibit a more random behaviour. Conse-
quently, these robots’ goals often exceed the objective of merely arriving at
a desired location, though this is usually still the primary requirement. In
order to achieve their goals, robots continuously have to select one of various
actions they can execute, while satisfying certain constraints. Besides naviga-
tion of stand-alone mobile robots, other areas such as robotic manipulation,
robotic team-work, control of humanoids, computational biology, computer
graphics, virtual prototyping and virtual performance analysis, assembly and
disassembly require similar decision-making strategies (LaValle 2006).

The problem of selecting appropriate actions is the main subject of this
appendix. It has been called planning in the field of robotics, control in control
theory, and decision making in artificial intelligence (AI). These fields have
extended their scope of planning over time, such that a substantial overlap
between them has emerged (LaValle 2006). More specifically, the following
common elements are usually found in a planning problem:

Purpose. Planning algorithms allow users to specify tasks at a high level,
which avoids having to perform tedious specifications of low-level mo-
tions. This allows for a more natural specification of what to do, rather
than how to do it. This also increases efficiency by eliminating human
errors. Consequently, it is the task of a planning algorithm to compute
these low-level motions from the high-level task specification.
The purpose of plans and planning algorithms in this work is multi-
ple, with a main focus on geometric reasoning in general and mobile
navigation in particular. Firstly, decision making algorithms will be
adopted for providing navigation assistance, which is one of the core
research areas in this work. This appendix will principally deal with
autonomous navigation. Therefore, the algorithms presented in this
appendix will be useful for other autonomous platforms as well. Al-
gorithms that share navigation decisions with a user were the topic of
Chapter 4. Autonomous navigation as such is definitely worth investi-
gating in the light of shared control. Much inspiration and experience
for shared-control techniques can be gained from the decision-making
algorithms in Section D.3. Furthermore, autonomous navigation is one
end of the shared-control spectrum, where full user control represents
the other end. Secondly, planning algorithms will prove to be helpful
in estimating user plans or intentions, since both human and planner
exhibit similar geometric problem-solving when driving vehicles. This
was discussed in Chapters 3 and 2.

States. A state space X represents all possible situations x that could arise
in a planning problem. In the most general case, a state x encodes both
a configuration q and a velocity q̇ of a rigid body or a system of rigid
bodies. Both discrete, continuous and hybrid state spaces are allowed.
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Xobs represents the obstacle region. Depending on the application, this
may contain configurations at which the robot is in collision with an
obstacle, or states that would inevitably lead to collisions even if their
configuration is not yet in collision. Xfree is the complement of Xobs.
With the choice of states (and possibly actions) usually comes a choice
of representation of the states. For example, obstacles can be repre-
sented in a symbolic way (using a topological map for example), with
a geometric map, with a grid map, or with a set of polynomials, and
various other representations are possible. Therefore, a bidirectional
interaction may exist between planning and the state estimation of Ap-
pendix C, in which actions depend on the robot’s state on the one hand,
and influence the state estimation process on the other hand. This may
require a conversion between different state representation alternatives.

Time. All planning problems involve a sequence of decisions that must be
applied over time. Time may be explicitly or implicitly modelled.

Actions. A plan generates actions u (or decisions, operations, inputs, con-
trols) that manipulate the state. In the planning formulation, it must be
specified how the state changes when actions are applied. This will be
denoted using the state transition function f , which may be a discrete
time function f : x× u → x or a differential equation f : x× u → ẋ.
For some problems, actions could be chosen by nature, which inter-
fere with the outcome, and are not under the control of the decision
maker. This enables uncertainty in predictability to be introduced into
the planning problem. For other problems, actions may stem from an
adversarial or a co-operative agent, resulting in typical game-theoretic
and shared-control problems respectively.
U(x) will denote the action space for each state x, which represents
the set of all actions that can applied from x. Action spaces for dis-
tinct states are not necessarily disjoint. In this appendix, actions mostly
refer to velocities to be sent to the robot’s actuators, but in general ac-
tions can also refer to sensing actions, information requests to human
operators, force feedback signals, and other higher-level actions.

Initial and goal states. Usually, planning problems start in some initial
state xi, and try to arrive in a goal state xg, or in a state that is part
of a set of goal states Xg.

Criterion. In general, two criterion types exist regarding the desired states
and actions that make up a plan. Feasibility criterions ask if a plan
exists, regardless of its efficiency. Optimality criterions ask for a feasi-
ble plan that furthermore optimises performance. Often, the feasibility
problem in itself is already challenging. If probabilistic uncertainty has
to be dealt with, optimisation is required, as probabilities are often used
to obtain the best performance in terms of expected costs.
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Plan. A plan (or strategy, control law) imposes a specific strategy on a de-
cision maker. A plan may simply specify a sequence of actions to be
taken. If future states are not or only partially predictable, e.g. due
to unpredictable action outcomes, a plan could still be specified as a
function of the future state. This allows to determine the appropriate
action regardless of the actual future state. Such a plan is also called
a policy, a feedback or reactive plan. It might even be the case that
the state cannot be directly measured. In this case, the appropriate
action must be determined from whatever information is available up
to the current time, i.e. the actions of the plan will be conditioned on a
so-called information state.
In the context of geometric planning for mobile and other robots, a
path will refer to the robot’s configurations or the geometry of the plan,
and not to velocities. Similarly, a configuration only contains kinematic
information, it does not include velocity information. Path planning
techniques deal with finding a suitable path. Trajectory planning on
the other hand refers to the problem of additionally finding the linear
and angular velocities to achieve a certain goal. A solution to the tra-
jectory planning problem will be called a trajectory, i.e. a set of poses
and velocities that bring the robot from its current state to a goal state,
or alternatively, a path along with an assignment of time. Motion plan-
ning refers to either path or trajectory planning. In this work, the term
navigation algorithm is used in the context of mobile robot navigation,
but in a broader sense compared to path and trajectory planning, as it
also includes approaches that do not necessarily plan a complete path
to the goal configuration or goal state.

Usage of plans. Plans can be used in three ways. Plans are executed, re-
fined into a better plan, or included as an action in a higher-level plan.
If a plan is used for refinement, then a planner accepts it as input, and
determines a new plan that is hopefully an improvement. The new plan
may take more problem aspects into account, or it may simply be more
efficient. Refinement may be applied repeatedly, to produce a sequence
of improved plans, until the final one is executed. Plans that are in-
cluded in larger plans on the other hand, solve a specific sub-problem
of the complete problem. This leads to the concept of hierarchical plan-
ning .

This appendix focuses on plan representation and computation, and the
objectives and constraints the plan adheres to. How and by whom this plan is
adopted is the subject of Chapter 4. The chapter is organised as follows. Sec-
tion D.2 discusses general objectives and constraints for autonomous mobile
robot control in human-made environments, and briefly touches specific objec-
tives and constraints for Lino and Sharioto. The state of the art in path and
trajectory planning is summarised in Section D.3. Sections D.4 and D.5 de-
scribe the navigation algorithms for Lino and Sharioto respectively, and show
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experimental results. The main contribution in this appendix is the extension
of existing global dynamic window approaches to deal with arbitrary robot
cross-sections and non-holonomic kinematics. A trade-off between accuracy,
completeness and real-time replanning is obtained using a multi-resolution
search. The presented algorithm may also prove to be useful for shared-control
navigation, as discussed in Chapter 4.

D.2 Characteristics of mobile robot navigation

Depending on the environment, the robot’s geometry, kinematics, and dynam-
ics, the adopted sensors and actuators, the a priori knowledge, the available
computing power, and the task at hand, different constraints exist for nav-
igation algorithms. Furthermore, the possible tasks or missions that should
be executed may exhibit a large variety of objectives to be optimised. Since
no universal planner has been found yet that solves the most general plan-
ning formulation exactly and efficiently,1 the ‘optimal’ choice for a navigation
algorithm is often different for different applications. Exploiting application-
dependent information is usually necessary and allows to design efficient al-
gorithms without sacrificing performance, such as accuracy or optimality.

In order to make an informed choice regarding a planning algorithm for
a certain application, the objectives and constraints should be clearly stated,
and existing approaches should be compared in the light of these objectives
and constraints, as will be performed in Sections D.3, D.4, and D.5. The
following sections discuss characteristics that hold for typical service and (au-
tonomous) assistive robot applications. These specify the general problem
description of Chapter 1 towards mobile navigation. In order to be able to
choose a navigation algorithm that is of use for shared-control systems as
well, some objectives and requirements for these systems are included in the
discussion.

Objectives and requirements

In order to reveal the required robot functions, scenarios are often set up to
depict the robot in typical tasks. The desired functionality together with the
way in which the robot achieves these functions constitute the objectives of a
navigation algorithm. Personal and service robots such as Lino are typically
required to switch lights on or off, follow persons, look at persons for emotional
interaction, provide a more natural interface to the internet and electronic
equipment such as televisions or hifi-installations, and guide visitors around.
More complex service robots equipped with a gripper or manipulator such
as LiAS, might even have to fetch a book, coffee or mail. However, this
work focuses on navigation tasks only. Assistive navigational robots such as

1Given the lower-bound complexity results of exact algorithms in Section D.3.2, there is
little hope of ever finding such a general, exact and efficient planning scheme.
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Sharioto should basically bring people to desired destinations in the way as is
intended by the driver. Following people or driving next to people is another
frequent task. Besides providing navigational assistance, planning algorithms
will also be adopted for estimating user intents.

In order to be able to execute these tasks, certain navigation functions are
needed. requirements and objectives for service and assistive robots:

Smooth operation. Shared-control robots that physically collaborate with
a human operator should move in a smooth way to preserve operator
comfort and safety. For example, acceleration and deceleration should
be limited, as well as the maximum robot speed or the curvature of the
path. Furthermore, it is not acceptable for service robots to perform
hundreds of small local manoeuvres in order to exactly position at a de-
sired goal. This may require knowledge about the desired task accuracy
and the possible positioning accuracy.

Safety. Collisions with fixed or moving obstacles should be avoided. Fur-
thermore, dangerous areas and areas or objects that are hardly visible
may have to be avoided or traversed with care. If these areas or objects
cannot be detected with sensors, the robot should know their location.

Environment knowledge and localisation. The typical fetch, go-to, and
follow tasks require to know where to head for relative to the current
pose. If the goal pose is given in a global frame such as go to the kitchen,
the robot has to know its pose with respect to this global frame. Since
these robots usually operate in a limited set of environments, perfor-
mance and robustness is usually increased by learning the structure
of these environments, and self-localising in the resulting maps. Ideally,
autonomous robots can be demanded to autonomously explore and map
the environment, after which human operators can label different parts
in the map by giving names.

Autonomy. Autonomous service robots should not get stuck in local min-
ima along their way to the goal. Full autonomy most probably requires
knowledge about the location of certain objects and areas such as wire-
less access points or the battery charger. If required, these robots should
be able to push movable objects aside to free a passage. They should
be able to provide themselves with power.

Failure detection. Robots should recognise when they fail to achieve a cer-
tain task and need help from a human operator.

Easy calibration. There is a myriad of commercial wheelchairs available
with different geometry, kinematics, and dynamics. Navigational assis-
tance in this work is meant to be personalised, and can be combined
with various interface types. Therefore, a decision-making algorithm
should be chosen that does not require extensive modification to move
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it along the spectrum of shared control, from full-computer to full-user
control, while taking user characteristics into account. This necessitates
an algorithm where the objective function to be optimised can be easily
modified while still adhering to the robot’s constraints. This decoupling
of objectives to be optimised and constraints to be addressed will prob-
ably also allow the algorithm to be easily adapted to platforms with
another geometry, kinematics, or dynamics without having to re-tune
parameters related to shared control for a similar user. Designing an
objective function that should be optimised to yield a desired behaviour
is a challenging problem in itself.

Reactive behaviour. For shared-control robots, fast reaction to user sig-
nals is important if users expect the system to react to their signals.
Furthermore, due to the considerable speeds most robots can develop,
it is important to quickly react to newly sensed, not-modelled objects
on their trajectory. Replanning or recalculating a path or trajectory
will be frequently necessary. Fast and robust behaviour also prompts to
deal with sensing, acting, communication, and computation delays.

Efficiency and optimality. If possible, autonomous robots should take the
shortest path. Other objectives may be energy consumption minimisa-
tion, maximum coverage, or moving in a stealthy way. Shared-control
robots on the other hand should not take actions that unnecessarily
confuse or irritate the human operator. A possible optimality criterion
would be to minimise the energy content of high frequencies in joystick
signals required to arrive at a destination.

Some of these requirements are less important for autonomous robots,
others are less important for shared-control robots. Localisation and avoiding
getting stuck in local minima are arguably unimportant for shared-control
robots, as the user may be held responsible for this. Smooth driving behaviour
on the contrary is more important because human operators are carried by
the robot.

Selection of a navigation algorithm

Either an existing solution strategy should be selected, or a new strategy
should be devised. This requires a comparison of various approaches by char-
acterising distinct motion planning problems, and by using performance cri-
teria to evaluate algorithms that solve similar planning problems.

Motion planning algorithms have been classified in different ways (Hwang
and Ahuja 1992). None of these classifications is mutually exclusive. Robot
characteristics provide a first classification. Robots and obstacles can be rigid
(versus conformable), there may be multiple robots to plan a path for, robots
can be subject to various kinematic and dynamic constraints (versus uncon-
strained), and they may have different shapes and sizes. Environment char-
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acteristics provide a second way for classification. Environments can be pop-
ulated with moving objects (time-varying versus time-invariant), with mov-
able objects, and can be 2D or 3D. Algorithm-specific characteristics provide
a third way to classify motion planning problems. Gross-motion (versus fine-
motion) planning deals with problems where the free space is much larger
than the robot’s size and its positioning error. Local (versus global) algo-
rithms are designed to avoid obstacles in the vicinity of the robot and thus
use information about nearby obstacles only. Static (versus dynamic) algo-
rithms assume all obstacle information is known a priori. Complete (versus
heuristic) algorithms find a solution if one exists. Heuristic algorithms often
adopt simplified obstacle and robot shapes, and simplified robot kinematics.
In between complete and heuristic algorithms are probabilistic and resolution
complete algorithms. Planning algorithms can search for feasible or optimal
solutions. They can be used for multiple-query (versus single-query) tasks,
i.e. tasks where plans from several start and goal positions are sought for a
fixed, static environment. Off-line or static (versus online, dynamic or reac-
tive) algorithms assume all environment knowledge to be known a priori, and
generate a plan that is then executed.

In order to select an algorithm from a set of alternatives for the same
motion planning problems, the algorithms should be evaluated using per-
formance indices. It may be straightforward to compare variants of similar
planning approaches. For example, search algorithms can be compared based
on the number of nodes they expand, and sampling-based methods can be
compared based on the number of collision checks required to find a solu-
tion. Planning algorithms, even of different types, can be compared based on
their (upper bound) computational complexity (memory and time), and the
relative share of preprocessing and planning time. Hwang and Ahuja (1992)
present an extensive comparison of approaches till 1992. In general however,
comparison between planning approaches of different types is difficult, because
they exploit different problem-specific properties, and because they have been
implemented on different hardware. More standardised benchmark tests are
required. For various planning algorithms, criteria such as optimality, ease
of parameter tuning, and sensitivity of the algorithm to parameter changes
are not even investigated yet. Also various other aspects may be of interest,
such as efforts needed to program, or ease of application to different prob-
lems. Computing time depends on the hardware on which the algorithm is
implemented, possible intelligent tricks to implement the algorithm, and the
specific problem to solve. Because deceptive cases can always be designed,
comparison is usually based on specific problems.

Adhering to the mentioned objectives and constraints is a challenging task,
therefore some requirements will be relaxed such that the highest-priority re-
quirements are dealt with. The chosen decision making strategy should focus
on efficient navigation assistance that yields fast reaction to user signals. Fur-
thermore, it should explicitly deal with prevalent uncertainty sources. For
example, the algorithm should be robust to sensor and actuator uncertainty,
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and deal with uncertainty regarding user intents and signals. For this, the
planning algorithm should be able to optimise some function, rather than
just finding a feasible solution. Moreover, the navigation algorithm should
be capable of dealing with dynamics when avoiding collisions, and of fine-
motion planning in cluttered environments, because this is exactly what el-
derly and disabled have difficulty with. Also gross-motion planning may be
useful though, e.g. for mentally handicapped people that forgot how to arrive
at a desired place. The navigation algorithm should be usable for a priori
maps, partially known maps, maps built on-the-fly, and local maps obtained
from recent sensor data. In the search for achieving these goals, we are willing
to give up one of the following constraints, which are considered to be possi-
ble future extensions. Dealing with a large number of DOF is less important.
Both robot and environment will be approximated using a 2D cross-section
taken at a certain height. Movable objects will not be considered. Moving
obstacles will not explicitly be taken into account in the sense of tracking
and following persons for example, or predicting motions of moving obstacles.
They can be implicitly taken into account by updating world models with
sensed information and adopting these updated world models for planning.

D.3 Literature survey

The basic planning problem (also called find-path problem, or generalised
mover’s problem) consists in finding motion commands to bring a single rigid
object or a set of articulated rigid objects from an initial arrangement to a
goal arrangement, while avoiding collisions with static obstacles. Various ex-
tensions of the basic motion planning problem exist (Latombe 1991; Hwang
and Ahuja 1992; LaValle 2006), such as planning problems for multiple robots
(the multi-movers problem), for robots subject to differential constraints, for
environments populated with moving or movable obstacles, for robots with in-
complete and uncertain knowledge about obstacles, or with uncertain sensors
and actuators, or for conformable robots. The organisation of this literature
survey follows to a large extent the basic and extended planning problems.

D.3.1 Discrete, deterministic planning

Discrete planning algorithms are good at solving problems that are accurately
described by a discrete set of states and a discrete set of possible actions.
Classical problems include Rubik’s cube, playing chess, and certain types of
mobile robot navigation. No geometric models or differential equations will be
needed to characterise the discrete planning problems. This section further-
more considers i.e. all models to be completely known and robot behaviour
to be predictable.
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Feasible planning

The discrete, feasible planning problem is to find a finite sequence of actions
that transform the initial state xinit to some state in Xg. It is often conve-
nient to express this problem as a directed state transition graph. The set of
vertices is the state space X . A directed edge from x ∈ X to x′ ∈ X exists
in the graph if there exists an action u ∈ U (x) such that x′ = f (x, u). In
this case, x′ is also called the successor or child of x. The branching factor
represents the number of possible successors x′ for a node x. A planning
problem is usually specified without explicitly representing the entire state
transition graph. Instead, the graph is revealed incrementally in the planning
process through application of a search algorithm.

Various graph search algorithms exist. An important requirement for these
algorithms is to be systematic. For finite graphs, this means that the algo-
rithm will visit every reachable state. This can be achieved by keeping track
of states already visited. For infinite graphs, search algorithms are systematic
if, whenever a solution exists, the search algorithm reports it in finite time.
If no solution exists, it is acceptable for the algorithm to search forever. En-
suring that in the limit as the number of search iterations tends to infinity,
every reachable vertex in the graph is explored, is sufficient to make the search
systematic.

The general structure of forward graph-search algorithms is depicted in
algorithm D.1. At any point during the search, there will be open (or alive),

Algorithm D.1 General scheme for forward graph-search algorithms.
1: Q.insert(xi) and mark xi as visited
2: while Q not empty do
3: x ← Q.getFirst()
4: if x ∈ Xg then
5: return SUCCESS
6: else
7: for all u ∈ U (x) do
8: x′ ← f (x, u)
9: if x′ not visited then

10: Q.insert(x′) and mark x′ as visited
11: else
12: resolve duplicate x′

13: return FAILURE

closed (or dead), and unvisited (i.e. not open nor closed) states. Closed states
are states that are visited and for which all next states have been visited as
well. The algorithm proceeds by fetching states or nodes x residing in queue
Q (line 3), marking these nodes as closed, and calculating successor nodes
x′ in Q (lines 7-8). If successors x′ are unvisited, they are put in Q (line
10) and marked as open. If successors were already visited, an algorithm-
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specific action is taken to solve for duplicate successors (line 12). If a node
fetched from Q is part of the goal set Xg, the algorithm returns SUCCESS.
If no goal state is in the reachable portion of the state space, the algorithm
either terminates when Q is empty in which case it returns FAILURE, or it
searches forever if the reachable portion of the state space is unbounded. In
order to retrieve the plan or path later on, the parent of x′, x, may be stored
for each x′ (after line 8). In addition, the action u taken to go from x to x′

may also be stored for convenience.
Some details of algorithm D.1 become important in practice. For example,

depending on the state space representation, it may or might not be efficient
to check whether or not x′ has been visited (line 9), and whether or not
x ∈ Xg (line 4). Sometimes the graph is actually a tree, meaning that no
states are revisited. Some search algorithms will require a cost to be computed
and associated with every state. If the same state is reached multiple times,
the cost may have to be updated (line 12), if the particular search algorithm
requires it. Such costs may be used in some way to sort queue Q, or they may
enable the recovery of the plan upon completion of the algorithm. Instead of
storing pointers, as mentioned previously, the optimal cost to return to the
initial state could be stored with each state. This cost alone is sufficient to
determine the action sequence that leads to any visited state, by traversing
the state transition graph backward in a way that decreases the cost as quickly
as possible in each step. For this to succeed, the costs must have a certain
monotonicity property, which is realised i.a. by Dijkstra’s algorithm and A*
search.

The only significant difference between various search algorithms is the
particular function used to sort queue Q, which stores all open states. All
of these algorithms build a search tree. The following paragraphs briefly de-
scribe the key characteristics of the main search algorithms. |V | and |E| are
the numbers of vertices and edges in the (a priori unknown) state transition
graph, and run-time complexity is determined assuming that all basic opera-
tions, such as determining whether a state has been visited, are performed in
constant time.

Breadth-first. If Q is a FIFO (First-In, First-Out) queue, the search fron-
tier grows uniformly. Breadth-first guarantees that the first solution found
uses the smallest number of steps.2 Breadth-first is systematic, even if it would
not keep track of repeated states. The run-time complexity is O(|V | + |E|),
i.e. O(|X| + |U | · |X|) if it keeps track of repeated states and if the same
actions are available for every state.

Depth-first. This search is obtained by making Q a LIFO queue (Last-In,
First-Out). The search dives quickly into the graph, and longer plans are
explored early. The specific plans that are investigated first depend on the

2This does not necessarily correspond to the shortest path.
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order in which actions are defined on line 7. Depth-first search is systematic for
finite X, but not for infinite X. Its run-time complexity is also O(|V |+ |E|).
Neither depth-first nor breadth-first require work to be done in line 12.

Dijkstra. Dijkstra’s algorithm (Dijkstra 1959) searches for optimal feasible
plans. It does so by attaching a nonnegative cost l (x,u) to every edge e ∈ E,
which is the cost to apply action u from state x. Furthermore, Q is now a
priority queue that is sorted according to the cost-to-come g. g∗ (x) represents
the optimal3 cost-to-come from the initial state xi. This optimal cost could be
obtained by summing edge costs over all possible paths from xi to x, and using
the path that produces the least cumulative cost. However, Dijkstra computes
the cost-to-come more efficiently and incrementally. Initially, g (xi) = 0. The
cost for x′ is computed as g (x′) = g∗ (x) + l (x,u). Here, g (x′) represents
the current best cost-to-come, but it is not yet known whether x′ was reached
optimally. If x′ already exists in Q, and if the newly discovered path to x′

is more efficient, the cost-to-come g (x′) must be lowered and Q must be
reordered (line 12). Once x is removed from Q (line 3), it can be shown that
it cannot be reached with a lower cost. Dijkstra’s algorithm is systematic and
has a time complexity of O(|V | log |V |+ |E|) if a binary heap is used to order
Q.

A*. A* tries to reduce the total number of states explored by incorporating
a heuristic estimate of the cost to get to the goal from a given state. Let
h∗ (x) denote the optimal cost-to-go from x to some state in Xg. There is
no way to know the true optimal cost-to-go in advance. In some applications
it is possible to construct a reasonable underestimate h of this cost, which
is still very close to the true optimal cost-to-go. The A* search algorithm
works in exactly the same way as Dijkstra’s algorithm, except that A* uses
the sum g (x′) + h (x′) to sort Q. If h is an underestimate of the true optimal
cost-to-go for all x ∈ X (h is called admissible in that case), the A* algorithm
is guaranteed to find optimal plans. As h becomes closer to h∗, fewer vertices
tend to be explored in comparison to Dijkstra’s algorithm. The search will
always be systematic.

Best-first. For best-first search, Q is sorted according to an estimate h of
the optimal cost-to-go. The solutions obtained in this way are not necessarily
optimal. Therefore, it does not matter whether or not the estimate exceeds the
true optimal cost-to-go. Although optimal solutions are not found, in many
cases, far fewer vertices are explored, which results in much faster running
times. There is no guarantee, however, that this will happen. The worst-case
performance of best-first search is worse than that of Dijkstra and A* search.
The algorithm is often too greedy because it prefers states that look good
very early in the search. Best-first search is not systematic.

3The ∗ represents optimality.
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Iterative deepening. The idea is to use depth-first search and find all
states that are k steps or less from xi. If the goal is not found, then the
previous work is discarded, and depth-first is applied to find all states of
distance k+1 or less from xi. This generally iterates from k = 1 and proceeds
indefinitely until the goal is found. Iterative deepening can be viewed as a
way of converting depth-first search into a systematic search method. This
approach is usually preferable if the search tree has a large branching factor.

Other discrete planning approaches

Other discrete feasible search algorithms exist, such as bidirectional search
or random search such as simulated annealing. Furthermore, the algorithms
described above can be considered to be open-loop plans, for which the plan
will be executed as planned and errors that might occur during execution of
the plan are ignored. Planning that allows to respond to unpredictable events
during execution is called feedback motion planning (LaValle 2006). In case
of optimal programming, the principle of optimality or dynamic programming
principle (Bellman 1957a) greatly reduces the computation effort. This prin-
ciple is mainly based on the observation that portions of optimal plans are
themselves optimal. Dijkstra can be considered as a special case of dynamic
programming, with additional bookkeeping of the states that still need to be
updated.

Furthermore, discrete search algorithms have been devised that rapidly re-
plan in case the world model changes. This can be done in several ways. Some
approaches initially plan a global path or route based on known information.
This plan is then modified locally as the robot discovers obstacles with its sen-
sors. If the main route is completely obstructed, a new global path is planned.
Since almost no state information is retained during the traverse, the algo-
rithms are memory efficient. Because of the local scope of this replanning,
completeness can be guaranteed, but optimality cannot. Especially in clut-
tered spaces, this sub-optimality can be extreme. Another class of replanning
algorithms guarantees an optimal traverse but at greater computational and
memory cost, such as brute-force replanning and planning approaches that
adapt existing plans in an efficient and optimal way. The latter approaches
maintain an optimal cost map from the goal to all states in the environment.
When discrepancies are discovered between the map and the environment,
the algorithm updates only the affected portion of the map. Examples of
this approach are D* (Stentz 1993; Stentz 1994b), focused D* (Stentz 1994a;
Stentz 1995), and lifelong planning A* or LPA* (Koenig et al. 2003).

Conclusion

Because these methods are based on a systematic exploration of a grid or
mesh, their application is limited to problems with low degrees of freedom.
However, for problems involving few degrees of freedom, these techniques can
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yield numerical optimal control solutions. Furthermore, these techniques al-
low feedback solutions, where a mesh is generated that yields optimal controls
for any portion of the state space. Various mobile robot navigation algorithms
have been based upon one of the above discrete planning algorithms. Besides
finding the shortest path, often other cost functions are optimised, such as
safety, visibility, localisation capability, time elapsed during execution of a
trajectory, or expended energy.

D.3.2 Continuous state space motion planning

The discrete approaches from the previous section are not powerful for prob-
lems in continuous state spaces, such as assembly and disassembly planning
tasks in industry. These problems are characterised by many DOF and com-
plicated geometric shapes. Due to this complexity, optimality objectives are
usually traded for feasibility objectives. This avoids the need to systematically
explore the large state space. Furthermore, open-loop trajectories are usually
sought for instead of feedback motion plans. Two general approaches have
been devised for these kinds of problems, entitled combinatorial and sampling-
based motion planning approaches. Both transform the continuous input into
a discrete representation that can be searched. The following concepts are
used in both approaches.

Robot and environment models. In general, both robot and environ-
ment can be modelled using either a boundary representation or a solid rep-
resentation. One of the models that have great expressive power and yet are
computationally inexpensive are so-called semi-algebraic sets. Solid represen-
tations using semi-algebraic sets in a 3D world W are built using unions and
intersections of algebraic sets of the form

{(x, y, z) ∈ W | fi(x, y, z) ≤ 0} (D.1)

where fi can be any polynomial with real-valued coefficients. Simply evaluat-
ing all fi for a certain point results in a collision checking algorithm for points
that is linear in the number of primitives fi.4 For example, a convex polygon
(2D) or polyhedron (3D) is obtained by constructing an intersection of prim-
itives Hi (so-called half-planes or half-spaces respectively) for which each fi

is a linear function of (x, y) or (x, y, z) respectively. Non-convex, polyhedral
objects can be constructed as the union of convex polyhedral objects. Bound-
ary representations for polyhedra typically consist of sets of vertices, edges,
and planes.

4Combinatorial approaches only need collision checking for a single point, i.e. it is not
necessary to compute the intersection of the robot’s semi-algebraic representation with the
environment’s semi-algebraic set, because planning occurs in C-space. In this space, the
robot is represented as one point, as will be explained shortly.
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Besides grid-maps and semi-algebraic sets, other possible representations in-
clude non-convex polyhedra, 3D triangles, NURBS, superquadrics, and gen-
eralised cylinders (LaValle 2006).

Configuration space. The concept of the configuration space or C-space C
was firstly introduced for robots in (Lozano-Pérez and Wesley 1979; Lozano-
Pérez 1981; Lozano-Pérez 1983) and was further promoted in (Latombe
1991).5 A configuration q is the set of independent parameters that spec-
ify the position of every point on a rigid body or system of bodies in a 2D
or 3D world, relative to a fixed co-ordinate system.6 The C-space aggregates
all configurations q. The dimension of C equals the number n of DOF of the
robot. For mobile robots, this usually boils down to a space with all poses
(x, y, θ), whereas for manipulators, the C-space is usually parameterised by
all joint parameters.
Early methods (Brooks 1983) searched for a solution in the operational space
or workspace W, which is the physical 2D or 3D space in which the robot
and obstacles exist. These approaches characterise free space in terms of the
obstacles only, without considering the robot. Checks whether the robot can
move through the found 2D or 3D free space from an initial to an end configu-
ration, may then be performed by comparing the available free space with the
volume the robot sweeps while moving. By contrast, a planning formulation
in C-space reduces the robot to a single point in C, and grows the obstacles
properly. Hence, as this method searches a path for a single point, it trades
a simplification of the path planning problem against a higher-dimensional
search space and against more complex obstacle shapes. Furthermore, the C-
space concept allows various motion planning problems that appear different
in terms of geometry and kinematics to be solved by the same planning al-
gorithms. Borrowing terms from optimal control theory, the C-space concept
has been further extended to the state space X by (LaValle and Kuffner, Jr.
1999).
C-spaces are characterised in terms of topological entities. For example, the
C-space for 2D rigid bodies ‘looks like’7 R2 × S1, i.e. the Cartesian product
of R2 representing the set of possible translations and S1, the unit circle,
representing the set of possible rotations. This C-space is also called SE(2),
the special Euclidean group. Latombe (1991) provides an in-depth discussion.
This C-space characterisation is necessary for the correct operation of plan-
ning algorithms.
The subset of C for which a collision exists between robot A and an obstacle
Bi or itself is called the obstacle region Cobs. It consists of regions denoted

5In fact, the concept of a C-space had already been adopted for manipulators before by
Udupa (Kavraki et al. 1998).

6The n–dimensional C-space is often embedded in a higher-dimensional space
Rm, m > n, in order to get rid of transcendental functions such as sine and cosine, which
are introduced due to rotation matrices.

7In topology, this C-space is said to be homeomorphic to R2 × S1.
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as C-obstacles CBi. The free configuration space Cfree is the complement of
Cobs, i.e. Cfree = C \Cobs. Constraints that arise from obstacles are also called
algebraic or global constraints. Combinatorial motion planning algorithms
construct an explicit representation of Cobs or an approximation thereof, and
then search the resulting Cfree or its boundary ∂Cfree for a path. Due to the
computational and algorithmic complexity of constructing either Cfree or Cobs,
sampling-based approaches on the other hand adopt collision detection meth-
ods to sample the C-space, and build a representation of Cfree using these
samples. Both approaches transform the continuous input model into a dis-
crete one in C. This allows many search algorithms discussed in Section D.3.1
to be adopted.

The basic motion planning problem (generalised mover’s problem).
Based on the previous concepts, the basic motion planning problem can be
reformulated in a more formal way. This allows it to be used for complexity
analyses. Suppose a semi-algebraic robot A with n DOF and a semi-algebraic
obstacle region O defined by m polynomials with a maximum degree of d are
given in W = R2 or W = R3. The configuration space C is determined by the
set of transformations applicable to A. Suppose furthermore that an initial
configuration qi ∈ Cfree and a goal configuration qg ∈ Cfree are given. The
(qi, qg) pair is usually called a query-pair or a query. A complete algorithm
must compute in a finite time a continuous path τ : [0, 1] −→ Cfree such that
τ(0) = qi and τ(1) = qg, or correctly report that such a path does not exist.

Metrics and measures. Most C-spaces can be equipped with a metric ρ,
i.e. a distance function, and with a measure µ, i.e. a volume function. Metrics
are required to determine the minimum clearance of a robot in configuration
q to obstacles for collision checking, to find nearest neighbours in a set of
configurations, or to search for an optimal (e.g. shortest) path in a graph.
Metrics should be non-negative, reflexive, symmetrical and they should ad-
here to the triangle inequality, i.e. ρ (q1, q3) ≤ ρ (q1, q2) + ρ (q2, q3). In some
planning algorithms, pseudo-metrics are adopted, for which one or several of
these properties are not fulfilled. The Euclidean distance is a natural distance
metric for translation in R2 or R3. However, in general no natural metric is
available for n-dimensional C-spaces. The choice for a metric is somewhat ar-
bitrary and left to the designer. Unfortunately, the metric may substantially
influence the convergence rate of algorithms, as in the case of sampling-based
methods. A regularly adopted metric is the robot displacement metric:

ρ (q1, q2) = max
a∈A

‖ a(q1)− a(q2) ‖, (D.2)

where ‖ · ‖ represents the Euclidean norm in W, and a(q) is the position of
point a when robot A is in configuration q. In general, if other objectives
are optimised besides travelled distance or in the presence of differential con-
straints, a metric can be obtained as the optimal cost-to-go. Unfortunately,
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calculating this metric is of the same complexity as solving the initial motion
planning problem.
Measures can be defined for metric spaces as functions that indicate the vol-
ume of a subset of the space. They are used to construct sample sequences
with certain characteristics for probing the C-space, and to prove convergence
rates of sampling-based algorithms.

Combinatorial motion planning

In a first step, combinatorial or algebraic motion planning approaches explic-
itly compute the C-space by converting the semi-algebraic sets that represent
the obstacles in workspace W into Cobs, which is also represented by semi-
algebraic sets. Then, an undirected road map is constructed from Cobs or
Cfree. Finally, the initial and goal configuration are connected to the road map
either during or after road map construction, and the road map is searched for
a path using one of the search algorithms discussed in Section D.3.1. Often,
A* is adopted. Both C-space and road map construction are discussed in
more detail below.

C-space construction. For 2D convex polygonal obstacles and a 2D con-
vex polygonal robot that is only allowed to translate, a boundary represen-
tation of Cobs is constructed by analysing the order of the edge normals on
robot and obstacle (Lozano-Pérez 1983), as shown in Figure D.1. The corre-
sponding primitives for a solid C-space representation are obtained by writing
down the contact requirements between vertices and edges of both objects.
Similar approaches exist for boundary and solid C-obstacle representations
of 3D polyhedral obstacles and 3D polyhedral robots subject to translation
only. The resulting C-obstacles are also convex polyhedrons. C-obstacles
for non-convex robots or obstacles are obtained by making a union of all C-
obstacles of their convex parts. When also rotations are allowed, additional
semi-algebraic constraints have to be introduced that specify for which robot
orientations vertices, edges, or faces are in contact with each other (LaValle
2006). In this case, the resulting C-space obstacles are not polyhedral any-
more, even if the corresponding workspace obstacles would be. For certain
robot types, another option is to approximate the swept volumes of the robot
over certain orientation ranges by a polyhedron, and to apply the translation-
only methods to these polyhedral approximations (Lozano-Pérez 1981). For
circular or small robots, the C-space can be approximated by growing obsta-
cles with the robot’s maximum dimension, as shown in Figure D.1 (d). Hwang
and Ahuja (1992) discuss various other methods to construct C-obstacles. In
general, Cobs can be expressed using semi-algebraic models if robots and ob-
stacles are defined using semi-algebraic models, and this for all possible rigid
body, kinematic chain, and kinematic tree transformations.
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Figure D.1: Construction of a C-obstacle (c) for a 2D convex polygonal robot
only subject to translation and a 2D convex polygonal obstacle, shown in (a).
The C-obstacle’s boundary consists of a sequence of edges of A and O, the
order of which is determined by the order of the outward-pointing normals on
O and the inward-pointing normals on A, as depicted in (b). In C-space, A
is reduced to a point corresponding to the origin of A’s body frame. In (d),
a C-obstacle is shown that is grown with the robot’s maximum dimension r.

Road map construction. Using the semi-algebraic set description of Cobs,
a road map is constructed that catches the connectivity of Cfree, such that a
path can be searched for. In order for the algorithm to be complete, the road
map should be accessible, i.e. any configuration q ∈ Cfree should be easily
connected to the road map, and connectivity-preserving, i.e. if a path between
qi and qg exists, then there should also exist a path in the road map between
the road map points to which qi and qg are connected. This way, the road
map discretises the continuous C-space without approximating it, i.e. without
loosing any connectivity information.
Two different approaches have been devised for road map construc-
tion (Hwang and Ahuja 1992). The first class of approaches directly con-
structs a road map in C. One member of this class represents retraction (or
skeleton, highway) methods, which construct a road map by ‘retracting’ Cfree

onto a one-dimensional continuous subset of itself. For example, generalised
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Voronoi diagrams, shown in Figure D.2 (b), try to keep the road map edges
as far from Cobs as possible, thereby maximising clearance to obstacles (Au-
renhammer 1991). Consequently, the road map, denoted as Vor(Cfree), is
the set of points that are equidistant to two or more obstacle features. Visi-
bility graphs or V-graphs (Nilsson 1969) and reduced visibility graphs on the
other hand construct road maps that yield the shortest path, provided an
optimal search algorithm is used. These paths tend to graze the corners of
Cobs. Hence, when actually using these algorithms, their solutions should be
adapted such that the robot has a certain clearance to obstacles. Visibil-
ity graphs construct road map edges between vertices that either lie on the
same C-obstacle edge or for which the line connecting them lies entirely in
Cfree, as depicted in Figure D.2 (c). For C = R2 and polygonal C-obstacles,
it is complete and yields the shortest path if qi and qg are road map ver-
tices. By contrast, reduced visibility graphs only construct edges between
reflex vertices, i.e. vertices for which the angle in Cfree is larger than π, see
Figure D.2 (d). Edges between reflex vertices exist either if they are both
part of the same edge of a C-obstacle, or if a segment between them can be
drawn that does not intersect other C-obstacles and that would not intersect
either of the C-obstacles on which the reflex vertices lie, should the segment
be extended a small amount. This reduces the number of edges considerably,
and consequently also the search time. qi and qg are connected to all visi-
ble vertices, and the augmented road map is searched for a solution. These
road map construction methods provide elegant, straightforward solutions for
polygonal Cobs in R2. However, they cannot directly be extended to higher
dimensions. For example, visibility graphs do not always produce optimal
paths for 3D polyhedral obstacles and a 3D polyhedral robot that can only
translate. It is not even guaranteed that the road map is complete, unless
additional vertices are added. In fact, finding shortest paths for a point robot
in R3 is NP-hard (Canny 1988).
The second class of road map construction methods first constructs a cell
decomposition from which a road map is derived afterwards. Cells are non-
overlapping, nicely-fitting regions in Cfree such that computing a path between
any two points in the cell is straightforward. After determining the initial and
goal cell, a path is searched between connected cells. For 2D polygonal Cobs,
various methods have been devised for an exact partitioning of Cfree into cells.
Vertical cell decomposition or trapezoidal decomposition methods decompose
Cfree into 2-cells that are trapezoids or triangles and 1-cells that serve as the
border between 2-cells, as shown in Figure D.3 (a). Cells are constructed by
extending vertices upward and downward till a boundary of Cobs is encoun-
tered. A road map, called connectivity or adjacency graph, is constructed by
connecting sample points (e.g. centroids of the cell) of neighbouring 1-cells and
2-cells. This algorithm can be extended to any dimension if Cobs is piecewise
linear, which occurs for example for polyhedral obstacles and robots that are
only subject to translation. Usually, decompositions with fewer cells are pos-
sible. This is preferable for multiple queries in a static environment. However,
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Figure D.2: Approaches that directly construct a road map in C: a gen-
eralised Voronoi diagram (b), a visibility graph (c), and a reduced visibility
graph (d). The translation-only robot, ‘KUL’ obstacles and C-obstacles (to-
gether with the robot positions used for C-obstacle construction) are shown
in (a).

such decompositions are in general harder to implement and have lower com-
putational efficiency. Another 2D decomposition method is triangular decom-
position, depicted in Figure D.3 (b). Cfree can be triangulated in many ways.
Cylindrical algebraic decomposition developed by Collins in 1973 (Arnon et al.
1984) and shown in Figure D.3 (c), is similar to vertical cell decomposition, ex-
cept that the vertical lines slice through all faces from y = ∞ to y = −∞. For
C = R2 this seems to produce too many cells, but it is the only road map con-
struction algorithm from the above-mentioned that extends to any dimension,
any semi-algebraic set, and any C-space topology. The main principle behind
the algorithm is to develop a sequence of projections that drops the dimension
of the semi-algebraic set by one each time, from a semi-algebraic set definition
in Rn to R. Then, a cell decomposition of 1-cells or intervals and 0-cells is
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formed by partitioning R, based on the zeros of the univariate polynomial in
R. Eventually, the sequence is reversed, i.e. a cell decomposition in Ri is lifted
to obtain a cylinder of cells in Ri+1 for i = 1 . . . n − 1. Cylindrical algebraic
decomposition is polynomial in the number m of polynomials, polynomial in
the maximum algebraic degree d of the polynomials, and doubly exponential
in the dimension n, i.e. (m · d)O(1)n

. Canny (1988) further optimised this
road map construction method by avoiding the cell construction. Instead, the
road map is directly obtained by performing linear mappings from Ri to R2

on some (i − 1)-dimensional slices of the original semi-algebraic set to yield
one-dimensional road map (silhouette) curves, starting from Ri = Rn till all
slices are one-dimensional. The complete road map is obtained as the union
of all curves of these mappings. This reduces the computational complexity
to mn(log m) dO(n4), i.e. singly exponential in dimension n. Besides exact cell
decomposition methods, approximate cell decomposition methods have been
developed (Lozano-Pérez 1987; Mitchell 1988; Noborio et al. 1989), which
approximate Cfree with cells that are independent of C-obstacle boundaries,
such as quad-trees in 2D shown in Figure D.3 (d) and octrees in 3D.

Discussion. Combinatorial motion planning algorithms are complete, i.e.
they find in a finite time a feasible path or trajectory if one exists, and if no
path exists, they report so in a finite time. These planning algorithms are
sometimes also called exact because they are complete and search for a path
in continuous C-spaces without approximating these spaces.8

These properties seem to make combinatorial approaches very appealing.
However, many implementation issues have been omitted here. For example,
solutions are required for merging C-obstacles, for decomposing non-convex
polygons into convex polygons, for efficient processing of vertices or edges (in
order to calculate intersections for example), for dealing with and avoiding
special cases of C-obstacle positions (such as edges of Cobs coinciding with sides
of 2-cells in a vertical cell decomposition), and for several other geometric and
numerical problems. Consequently, both cylindrical algebraic decomposition
and the silhouette methods are mainly of theoretical interest.
Furthermore, lower-bound complexity results leave little or no hope for ever
obtaining a general, efficient and complete path planning algorithm for high-
dimensional state spaces. The basic motion planning algorithm is PSPACE-
complete (Reif 1979; Canny 1988). Other complexity results can be found
in (Latombe 1991; LaValle 2006). For each of the road map construction
methods discussed above, also an upper bound has been given.
Apparently, the requirements for motion planning algorithms to be complete,
efficient and easy-to-implement are contradictory for high–dimensional spaces

8The semi-algebraic models to represent Cobs are in itself an approximate model of any
robot and environment in a similar way as grid representations. In that sense, ‘exact’ is a
somewhat misleading qualifier. Nevertheless, algebraic representations usually require less
memory for the same level of modelling accuracy.
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Figure D.3: Cell decomposition methods: vertical cell decomposi-
tion (a), convex triangular decomposition (b), and cylindrical algebraic
decomposition (c). Also shown in (c) is the projection from R2 to R, and
the corresponding partitioning of R. In (d), a quad-tree is shown, which
recursively splits cells that contain both Cfree and Cobs information.

with complex models. Nevertheless, it is important that general, complete
motion planning algorithms exist for a broad range of problems, even though
they may remain in a theoretical stage. From these algorithms, theoretical
lower bounds on complexity were derived for example. Moreover, for certain
classes of planning problems, combinatorial algorithms do provide elegant
and practical solutions, exceeding the speed of sampling-based approaches.
In mobile robotics, they are sometimes used to quickly find initial paths in a
polygonal 2D floor plan to goals that are far away from the current position.
These solutions typically either ignore the robot’s dimensions and kinematics
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or overestimate it, thereby giving up the completeness property. These paths
should therefore be refined in successive stages.
The computational complexity and rather technical implementation of exist-
ing general combinatorial approaches limit their use to low-dimensional (and
polygonal) C-spaces (DOF ≤ 4). For this reason, sampling-based approaches
have been developed as an alternative.

Sampling-based motion planning

In contrast to combinatorial approaches, sampling-based or randomised ap-
proaches (also called subgoal networks (Hwang and Ahuja 1992)) do not explic-
itly represent and calculate Cobs. Geometric models and C–representation is-
sues are hidden from the planning algorithm, which instead searches Cfree and
uses a collision detection module as a black box to sample Cfree. Sampling-
based motion planning algorithms have been designed from two different
perspectives, resulting in single-query and multiple-query approaches, as ex-
plained below.

Sampling approaches. Sampling-based planning approaches are based on
sample sequences, which may be random or deterministic. The primary char-
acteristic of any adopted sequence should be denseness, meaning that samples
come arbitrarily close to any configuration in a bounded C-space as the num-
ber of iterations approaches infinity. Deterministic, dense sequences result in
resolution complete algorithms. They find a solution if one exists. Otherwise,
they may run forever. Probabilistically complete algorithms on the other hand
are based on random, dense sequences. They find an existing solution with
probability one, as the number of samples approaches infinity.
Initially, mainly random sequences were adopted. These are easy to generate9

and random samples of different spaces are simply combined to obtain samples
for the Cartesian product of these spaces. However, in most cases, random
samples come from quasi-random number generators, which are deterministic
methods themselves that only simulate random behaviour. This sometimes
causes problems due to deterministic dependencies between samples. More-
over, random samples exhibit some irregularity that may be undesirable for
motion planning. Therefore, more recently, effort is put in investigating de-
terministic sequences as well (LaValle et al. 2004).
Also the order in which samples are chosen is critical, because in general,
the required number of samples or the required sampling resolution to find a
feasible path is not known a priori. Several sequence alternatives are possi-
ble. One solution is to start with a complete grid and iteratively double the
resolution if no solution is found. Only complete grids are searched. This res-
olution doubling allows to keep the existing sample set, but multiplies this set

9Nevertheless, care should be taken when choosing parameterisations in order to avoid
artificial biases. For example, sampling Euler angles uniformly for 3D rotations does not
yield uniformly distributed rotations.
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by 2n in each iteration for an n–dimensional C-space, which is computation-
ally expensive for large n. Another option is to apply the iterative deepening
principle, i.e. to throw away the previous sample set, and to generate a new
set with an extra sample point per axis. This results in grids of succesive size
2n, 3n, . . . , in instead of 2n, 4n, . . . , 2in. An even better option is to search
a partial grid after generation of a limited number of samples, rather than
searching when a complete grid is available. For example, the van der Cor-
put sequence (LaValle 2006) places samples in an intelligent way such that at
any point in time, a rather uniform partial grid is obtained. The property of
gradually increasing the resolution of samples is very important for planners
in general, and especially for planners for high-dimensional C-spaces. This is
the notion of a multi-resolution grid.

Collision checking and distance computation. The samples in the sam-
ple sets or sequences need to be checked for collision. This collision detection
is a key-bottleneck in motion planning, representing the computationally most
expensive part.

Various collision checking approaches exist. These approaches either only
determine whether a configuration is occupied or not, or they yield the dis-
tance to the nearest obstacle. Distance in this case is defined as the Euclidean
distance between the closest pair of points of A(q) and O. Collision detec-
tion is usually faster than distance computation, but distance computation is
required for checking path segments. Usually, collision checking is performed
in two phases. In a first phase, bounding boxes around bodies of A and com-
ponents of O are checked for collision to avoid expensive collision checking
between bodies that lie far apart. Only if boxes overlap, accurate collision
checking is performed in a second phase, which either adopts hierarchical or
incremental approaches. Hierarchical approaches (Gottschalk et al. 1996;
Quinlan 1994; Zelinsky 1994) are based on the same idea as the two-phase
collision checking. They decompose each body of A and O, which can have
any shape, into a tree. Each leaf in the tree contains a bounding region
of some subset of the body, modelled by the children of the leaf. Bound-
ing regions could be spheres, axis-aligned bounding boxes (AABB), oriented
bounding boxes (OBB), or convex hulls, as shown in Figure D.4 (a-d). Colli-
sion checking is then performed by recursively expanding vertices of two body
trees if their bounding boxes intersect, until the finest resolution is reached.
If two vertices do not intersect, their children do not have to be investigated.
Incremental approaches (Lin and Canny 1991; Mirtich 1998; Guibas et al.
1999) assume that bodies move only a small amount between successive calls
to the algorithm. For convex polyhedral bodies, this results in quasi-constant
time performance. The approach is based on the fact that the pair of clos-
est features (vertices, edges, or faces) on two polyhedrals should lie in their
respective Voronoi regions. When the bodies do not move much, this feature
pair is likely not to change.
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Figure D.4: Various possible bounding boxes for hierarchical collision check-
ing: spheres (a), axis-aligned (b) and oriented (c) bounding boxes, and convex
hull (d).

Rather than checking individual configurations, motion planning algo-
rithms actually need to check whether a complete path segment between two
free configurations is collision-free. Approaches for checking geometric paths
(in C) typically call a collision detection algorithm for a discrete number of
samples along the path segment between two samples q1 and q2. In theory,
places where the path is not sampled can still be guaranteed to be collision-
free by comparing the distance to the closest obstacle with the maximum
distance a point on the robot travels in between the two configurations. In
practice, easier implementation and faster performance is usually obtained by
experimentally determining a fixed step size for generating samples along a
path segment, and only checking these samples. Furthermore, experimental
evidence shows that it is faster to use a recursive binary strategy to check a
path segment, instead of incrementally stepping from q1 to q2 (Geraerts and
Overmars 2004).

Single-query planning. Single-query approaches target to quickly solve a
motion planning problem for a single (qi, qg) query without any preprocess-
ing of environmental information. This makes them more suited for planning
in changing environments than multiple-query approaches. In order to do
so, a graph or tree is grown incrementally to search the C-space for a solu-
tion, resulting in approaches similar to the discrete search methods of Sec-
tion D.3.1. Instead of generating a directed graph with actions however, now
an undirected graph is generated with path segments. As for discrete search
approaches, several algorithm classes are obtained by varying the number of
search trees. For example, the main rationale for bidirectional search comes
from the fact that certain problems are easily solvable by backward search and
not by forward search or vice versa. In contrast to single-tree search, bidirec-
tional search must alternate between the two trees for expansion, and time
must be divided between expanding the trees and trying to connect the trees.
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Algorithms with more than two trees can be devised, but in that case, the
problem of tree selection, expansion, and connection is further complicated.
Therefore, additional heuristic parameters often have to be introduced. The
main single-query approaches include randomised potential fields, Ariadne’s
clew, expansive C-spaces, adaptive random walks, and rapidly-exploring ran-
dom trees. The most logical approach seems a straightforward extension of
discrete search methods to n–dimensional grids in C-space.
A discrete planning problem in an n–dimensional C-space is obtained by defin-
ing a grid and a neighbourhood for each grid point. A grid and a neighbour-
hood selection scheme provide all ingredients to perform a discrete search in
the grid, which incrementally reveals the search graph. If the grid’s resolu-
tion is chosen too high, the search algorithm will spend much time in concave
C-space parts. A too low resolution on the other hand may cause solutions
to be missed. This is a typical trade-off for sampling-based approaches. Se-
lecting a resolution can be avoided by iteratively refining the resolution until
a solution is found. Several refining schemes were discussed above. Instead of
performing costly searches after each addition of samples, it may be better to
iteratively keep track of connected components in Cfree, which is performed in
almost constant time. Finding a solution then simply boils down to checking
whether qi and qg belong to the same connected component. The following
single-query approaches avoid resolution selection in another way. They are
directly designed for continuous problems and avoid grid searches altogether.
Nearly all single-query approaches grow a search tree incrementally, which
makes them suited for efficient incremental collision checking.
Potential field methods (Khatib 1986; Faverjon and Tournassoud 1987) de-
fine a potential function over Cfree with a minimum at the goal, see (Hwang
and Ahuja 1992) for earlier references. Like a charged particle in an electric
potential field, the robot experiences forces from obstacles, which repel the
robot, and from the goal, which attracts it. A path to the goal is searched by
following the steepest descent of the potential field function. This method is
comparable to a best-first search on a high-resolution grid. The greedy be-
haviour leads to some efficiency, but unfortunately, it also causes robots to get
trapped in local minima of the potential function at concave, U-shaped ob-
stacles. At these places, repelling and attracting forces annihilate each other.
Due to these local minima, the potential function can be considered to be a
pseudo-metric. Randomised potential fields (Barraquand and Latombe 1991;
Challou et al. 1995) use random walks to help the robot escape from a local
minimum. Amazing results in high-dimensional spaces (up to 31 DOF) have
been obtained with this algorithm. However, it is very difficult to ensure re-
liable performance, because determining a good potential function is difficult
especially in high dimensions and for complex robot and obstacle shapes, and
because of the large amount of heuristic parameters in general.
In the Ariadne’s clew algorithm (Bessière et al. 1993; Mazer et al. 1998),
two modes alternate over successive iterations. In the explore mode, a vertex
is selected at random, and a local planner finds a new configuration that can
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be easily connected to the selected vertex, while at the same time being as
far as possible from all other vertices. A genetic algorithm is used to opti-
mise the position of the new vertex. In the search mode, an attempt is made
to extend the vertex added in the explore mode to the goal configuration.
This is also posed as an optimisation that is solved using a genetic algorithm.
The authors report that due to the optimisation criterion used for search,
this algorithm is vulnerable to local minima of the objective function. By
combining the efficient but incomplete search with an inefficient but complete
explore algorithm, the algorithm is not just focused on finding a solution, but
also invests some time to explore the C-space in any direction, not necessarily
in the goal’s direction. This property discerns it from randomised potential
fields, whose too greedy behaviour prevents them from finding a solution in
certain cases. However, solving the optimisation problem for placing a new
vertex in the explore mode is rather challenging.
Expansive C-spaces (Hsu et al. 1999) adopt a bidirectional search strategy and
select vertices for expansion with a probability that is inversely proportional
to the number of other vertices in the graph within a certain neighbourhood
of the vertex. New vertices are generated at random in the neighbourhood
of the selected vertex, and are added to the graph under similar probability
conditions as for vertex selection. This way, the planner continuously tries
to explore new parts of the C-space. Though the criterion for placing new
vertices is simple, the planner requires substantial parameter tuning, and is
less efficient if the query requires searching a long labyrinth. Selecting the
neighbourhood threshold essentially boils down to choosing a resolution.
Adaptive random walks (Carpin and Pillonetto 2005) avoid parameter tun-
ing altogether. In each step, the vertex that was last added to the graph is
expanded. The direction and magnitude of a new step to take is obtained
by sampling a multivariate Gaussian distribution, the covariance of which is
adjusted based on the success of some past iterations. The main drawback
of the algorithm is again the lack of ability to find a path through a long,
winding environment.
Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (RRT) planners (LaValle 1998; LaValle and
Kuffner, Jr. 1999) build on ideas of the Ariadne’s clew algorithm and expan-
sive C-spaces. Whereas these algorithms push the tree away from previously
constructed vertices, RRT planners pull the tree towards unexplored state
space portions. Figure D.5 illustrates the construction of an RRT in a 2D
convex C-space. First, the initial state xinit is inserted into the tree as a
vertex. Then, a random state xrand is repeatedly generated and the near-
est neighbour xnear in the tree is searched for. Several control inputs are
applied to xnear for a fixed or a random amount of time. That control
is chosen that most closely pulls xnear toward the random point and that
yields a collision-free successor xnew. Alternatively, a random control input
may be chosen. The new edge and vertex are then added to the tree. This
results in an incremental, rapid and uniform exploration of the state space.
The random samples bias the RRT to explore unexplored state space regions.
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This gradually improves resolution without having to set the resolution man-
ually. Several RRT variants exist, which implement some substeps differently.

Figure D.5: Various construction stages of a rapidly-exploring random tree
in an open, bounded, convex C-Space with size 1 m × 1 m, for a holonomic
robot with 2 DOF that starts at (0.5, 0.5).

Furthermore, the RRT structure can be adopted in various ways in motion
planners, from single-tree to multiple-tree algorithms. The trees are turned
into planning algorithms by regularly checking if they can be connected to
the goal for single-trees, or to other trees for multiple-tree algorithms. tree is
started for each new sample, which is attempted to be connected to nearby
trees. This results in graphs that cover the space in a nice way indepen-
dently of the query, and lead to the approaches covered in the next section.
RRTs have been proven to be probabilistically complete, and the distribution
of RRT vertices converges toward the (smooth) sampling distribution that is
used for generating random samples (LaValle and Kuffner, Jr. 2000). Initial
theoretical results about convergence rates have been established (LaValle and
Kuffner, Jr. 2001), but cannot yet be expressed with variables that are easily
derived from a specific problem. The RRT idea has been extended to include
deterministic sequences and to omit step size parameters in (LaValle 2006),
resulting in rapidly exploring dense trees (RDT). Current research focuses on
applying RRTs to closed kinematic chains, determining boundaries on conver-
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gence rates, and evaluating solution quality. Furthermore, research on good
metrics is required.

Multiple-query planning. In multiple-query problems, plans are sought
for several (qi, qg) pairs for the same robot in the same (static) environment.
In such cases, extensive preprocessing and storing information for fast future
motion planning is useful. The purpose of this preprocessing or learning phase
is to capture the connectivity of Cfree with an undirected graph or network of
one-dimensional curves called a road map, in such a way that it is easily acces-
sible from anywhere in Cfree and in order to allow efficient searches in the road
map. The idea is very similar to combinatorial motion planning, except that
the road map is constructed in a different way. In contrast to single-query
approaches that perform sampling and searching in an interleaved manner,
multiple-query approaches proceed in two separate phases, a preprocessing
and a query phase.
A general, sampling-based framework for solving multiple-query, geometric
problems in high-dimensional spaces was introduced in the nineties, and was
given the name Probabilistic Road Map (PRM) (Overmars 1992; Kavraki et al.
1996; Amato and Wu 1996; Barraquand et al. 1997). Today, it is still a very
active branch of research. The idea behind the learning phase for PRMs is
depicted in Figure D.6 (a). Cfree is sampled at random or in a deterministic
way, yielding vertices or milestones q ∈ Cfree that are added to the road map.
A local planner then attempts to connect sampled configurations to several
nearby vertices. The local planner typically only checks the straight line path
between two milestones. In Figure D.6 (a), milestones are selected for connec-
tion to a new sample α if they are inside a ball with a certain radius placed at
the sample. Various different sampling, local planning, path collision check-
ing, and nearest-neighbour connection techniques have been devised (Geraerts
and Overmars 2004; LaValle 2006). In order to avoid many edges to be con-
structed, new milestones may only be tried for connection with an existing
component, if they belong to different components. For some applications
however, it may be desirable to find many alternative paths, in which case
the check on equivalent components is dropped. In the query phase, shown in
Figure D.6 (b), qi and qg are connected to the road map using the same local
planner, and one of the discrete search algorithms of Section D.3.1 is adopted
to find a path in the network, usually A*. Unfortunately, if no path is found,
it cannot be guaranteed that no path exists.
An advantage of PRM planners is that once the road map has been con-
structed, planning from a start to a goal occurs very quickly. This technique
is furthermore able to deal with high-dimensional spaces, and has proven to
be reliable. It can be shown that under reasonable geometric assumptions on
the C-space, a small number of milestones are sufficient to capture the con-
nectivity of the space with high probability (Hsu et al. 1999; Kavraki et al.
1998). In this sense, PRM techniques provide a viable alternative for algebraic
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Figure D.6: Construction of the probabilistic road map by sampling Cfree

and connecting the samples (a), and planning a path from start to goal con-
figuration (b).

approaches. However, PRM algorithms have problems finding paths through
narrow channels in Cfree. These channels correspond to tight passages for
the robot in W. Various PRM variants have been designed that adopt dif-
ferent heuristics to cope with these and related problems. Often, properties
specific to the robot and obstacle geometry and kinematics are exploited. For
example, more effort may be spent on vertices that were difficult to connect
to (Kavraki et al. 1996), on vertices that lie near Cobs boundaries (Amato and
Wu 1996; Amato et al. 1998; Hsu et al. 2003; Boor et al. 1999), or on the
contrary on vertices that lie on Voronoi boundaries (Holleman and Kavraki
2000; Lien et al. 2003). The Visibility PRM (Siméon et al. 2000) tries to cover
Cfree in a sufficiently complete way while minimising the number of vertices,
by carefully deciding about when to add vertices. Some research also focuses
on how to extend this framework to dynamic environments (van den Berg
et al. 2005), and to single-query planning (Bohlin and Kavraki 2000; Sánchez
and Latombe 2003). Moreover, research focuses on analysis (Barraquand et al.
1997). PRM planners have been proven to be probabilistically complete and
results for their convergence rate have been obtained. As for RRT planners,
these results cannot yet be easily expressed in terms of variables specific to a
certain application.

Path smoothing. Due to random walks in randomised potential fields, or
random vertex selection in RRT or PRM for example, found paths are often
too jagged to be useful in applications. Computed paths can be transformed
into simpler ones that are still collision-free, for example by iteratively picking
pairs of points at random along the domain of the path and attempting to
replace the path segment with a straight-line path in C. Obviously, the new
path must be checked for collision.
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Discussion

Sampling-based algorithms have been adopted in applications with more ob-
stacles and for robots with more DOF as compared to combinatorial ap-
proaches, but they only achieve weaker notions of completeness. They are
probabilistically complete, i.e. whenever a path exists, the probability of not
finding a path converges to zero as the calculation progresses. Some of them
are resolution complete, i.e. they correctly return a path when one exists at the
discretisation level chosen, and return failure otherwise. In contrast to com-
binatorial approaches, sampling-based algorithms do not focus on representa-
tion, and they are easier to implement than combinatorial approaches. Despite
their probabilistic or resolution completeness, convergence occurs quickly in
practice. This is probably due to the paradigm of interleaved computations of
spatial representation and search of a solution (Hwang and Ahuja 1992), which
allows to solve easy problems fast and harder problems with a gradual increase
of computation time. Furthermore, it has been experimentally observed that
found feasible paths often do not differ much from optimal paths. It has long
been believed that the key to solving the curse of dimensionality is randomi-
sation. More recently, it has been understood that deterministic sampling can
work at least as well while obtaining resolution completeness (LaValle et al.
2004).
However, all randomised path planning methods suffer from the difficulty of
obtaining a good metric. Due to this and due to the complexity of continuous
motion planning in general, heuristics are often introduced and algorithms
are tailored to specific applications. The quest for algorithms that are general
enough without requiring heuristics is one of the driving forces behind the
development of new motion planning techniques.

D.3.3 Local planning approaches

The previous sections discuss global approaches, meaning that they take the
global connectivity of C-space into account. Local, reactive, or local path plan-
ning approaches have been designed for local obstacle avoidance. Local in this
context means that these approaches do not consider the connectivity of C-
space in a larger area around the robot, but only locally. As a consequence,
most of these approaches suffer from local minima, meaning that they may
get trapped in certain environments from which they cannot escape, such as
U-shaped environments. Completeness and optimality are traded for compu-
tation speed. The purpose of these approaches is to obtain a faster response
to recent sensor data than possible using global approaches. Local planning
approaches can also be adopted as a component in global planners to connect
nearby free configurations. These approaches can also be adopted after global
planning was performed. Especially in early robot control methods, planning
was performed off-line and separated from trajectory execution. This assumed
complete world knowledge and a static world. In order to avoid non-modelled
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obstacles on the calculated path, local planning is adopted.
Many local approaches exist. In general, these approaches may be adapted

to a specific robot, for example by approximating the robot as a circle. Besides
applying heuristics to modelling the robot shape, heuristics are often also
adopted to deal with the robot’s kinematics and dynamics. Moreover, the
parameters involved are often empirically selected, and difficult to tune.

Most of the earlier real-time obstacle avoidance approaches were based
on artificial potential fields. The first comprehensive description of potential
field methods is given in (Khatib 1986). These methods determine the steering
direction by assuming that obstacles assert repulsive forces on the robot, and
that the target location asserts an attractive force. The obstacle potential is
usually calculated in world space W. If the robot is not a point, the total
potential on the robot is calculated by adding potential values on a set of
points sampled from the surface of the robot. In (Borenstein and Koren 1989)
this approach is combined with certainty grids for obstacle representation,
and was given the name Virtual Force Field (VFF). Koren and Borenstein
(1991) show that potential fields often fail to find trajectories between closely
spaced obstacles. Moreover, potential field methods can produce oscillatory
behaviour in narrow corridors. Therefore, several extensions to this method
exist that try to deal with these limitations, usually by modifying the potential
function (Arkin 1998; Haddad et al. 1998). Possible other solutions are to
execute a random robot motion or to temporarily relocate the goal, but neither
can guarantee that the robot will not remain caught in the local minima.
Another way to tackle the problem of local minima is addressed in (Connolly
et al. 1995; Feder and Slotine 1997) using a harmonic potential field, which
is based on an analogy with fluid dynamics.

Borenstein and Koren (1991) propose the Vector Field Histogram (VFH)
approach, which first transforms the 2D occupancy grid representation of
the robot’s environment into a 1D polar histogram description of the free
space around the robot. This polar histogram is then used to compute the
motion direction and velocity for the robot. A more detailed discussion will
be presented in Section 4.4. As with the potential field approach, the robot
can get trapped in local minima.

Quinlan and Khatib (1993) propose the elastic band concept, which is
further extended in (Khatib et al. 1997) to non-holonomic robots. A bubble is
defined as the maximal collision free space around the robot at a certain robot
pose. Bubbles are combined into a band of bubbles along a path connecting
the start to the goal pose. Local obstacle avoidance is realised by adapting
the bubble band to non-modelled objects during traversal.

In (Xu et al. 2003), a human-inspired local obstacle avoidance approach
is proposed as part of a hybrid approach, i.e. it requires a global path as
input. Human behaviour is mimicked insofar the robot returns to the old road
after having detoured an un-modelled obstacle. As the robot takes obstacle
avoidance decisions based on local information, and as it returns to a pre-
planned path after detouring rather than calculating a new optimal path, the
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algorithm is suboptimal. Though the algorithm keeps in mind which obstacle
is being detoured to prevent getting lost or being trapped in an endless loop,
situations exist in which a deadlock occurs.

Steer angle fields were devised to extend the vector field histogram ap-
proach (Feiten et al. 1994) by taking the non-holonomic kinematic constraints
of the robot into account when choosing a motion command. The steer an-
gle method was further extended to include the robot’s dynamics (Simmons
1996; Fox et al. 1997), resulting in dynamic window approaches. Their prin-
ciple of operation and an extension of these approaches will be discussed in
Section D.5.1.

Also other local planning approaches have been devised, such as ap-
proaches based on fuzzy logic (Vandorpe 1997) and neural networks (Xu and
Van Brussel 1995).

D.3.4 Extended planning problems

The previous sections describe solutions to two basic planning problems, in
discrete and in continuous state spaces. Several extensions to these problems
exist that are relevant to the application of this work. These are briefly
discussed.

Planning under sensor and actuator uncertainty

Most robot applications are subject to various uncertainty sources, most no-
tably uncertainty in actuator and sensor outcomes. Dealing with uncertainty
for automated sequential decision making increases computational complex-
ity substantially. Two established approaches to deal with these uncertainty
sources were presented in Chapter 4, namely Markov Decision Processes
(MDPs) and Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs).
Others have modelled uncertainty by growing obstacles in C-space (Lozano-
Pérez 1981).

Planning under differential constraints

Besides complexity in continuous motion planning that arises due to a high
number of DOF and complex geometric shapes, the planning problems dis-
cussed in Section D.3.2 can be subject to differential constraints. In contrast
to the algebraic or global constraints imposed by the geometric shape of ob-
jects, differential, local or kinodynamic constraints denote the robot’s kine-
matic and dynamic constraints (Donald et al. 1993). Dynamic constraints
consist of limitations on the allowable velocities and accelerations that are
imposed by natural physical laws such as limited actuation power and robot
inertia. Kinematic constraints stem from limits on the available actuator
controls such as a minimum turning radius for car-like vehicles. For many
mobile robots, such constraints arise from the presence of one or more rolling
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contacts between rigid bodies. Non-holonomic constraints denote differential
constraints that cannot be integrated. The term non-holonomic usually refers
to kinematic constraints. Motion planning that takes these constraints into
account is known as kinodynamic planning, trajectory planning or trajectory
design.

Kinodynamic planning in general has a very high computational complex-
ity (Hwang and Ahuja 1992), aside from the fact that dimensions are larger.
For example, finding an exact time-optimal trajectory for a point mass with
bounded acceleration and velocity moving amidst polyhedral obstacles in 3D
has been proven to be NP-hard (Donald et al. 1993). There are still many
unsolved research problems in this field (LaValle 2006).

The infeasibility of general, efficient kinodynamic planning for generic
high-dimensional systems has led many researchers to adopt a decoupled
or multi-stage approach in which basic path planning is first performed,
and trajectory design is optimised around a particular path planning solu-
tion (Latombe 1991). Others have devised approaches to specific kinody-
namic problems. Algebraic approaches solve for the trajectory exactly, but
the only known solutions are for point masses with velocity and accelera-
tion bounds in one (O’Dunlaing 1987) and two dimensions (Canny et al.
1991). Therefore, most existing algorithms are sampling-based. Others have
adopted search algorithms directly in state space X to deal with the non-
linear constraints stemming from velocity and acceleration bounds. Donald
et al. (1993) compute approximately-optimal kinodynamic trajectories by
performing a dynamic programming-based search in the state space by ap-
plying control inputs. This technique has been extended by several others, as
described in (LaValle and Kuffner, Jr. 1999).

Also randomised techniques have been adopted directly in the state space
X . This one-stage planning has the potential of yielding optimal trajecto-
ries. However, randomised techniques such as randomised potential field ap-
proaches and PRMs do not naturally extend to general non-holonomic plan-
ning problems. Randomised potential field techniques seem to be well suited,
since they allow to repeatedly select and integrate a control input that re-
duces the potential. However, a good heuristic potential function is required,
and this is difficult to obtain if obstacles and kinodynamic constraints are
present. For non-holonomic and kinodynamic systems, the connection prob-
lem between pairs of configurations in PRM planners can be as difficult as
designing a nonlinear controller. PRM planners might require many con-
nections between randomly selected configurations or states. For steerable
non-holonomic systems, PRM planning is a feasible alternative (Švestka and
Overmars 1994; Švestka and Overmars 1995; Sekhavat et al. 1997). This
is due to the existence of Reeds-Shepp curves (Reeds and Shepp 1990) or
other general steering results for car-like robots, which directly enable the
connection of two configurations with the optimal-length path. In contrast
to randomised potential field and PRM planners, RRT planners have been
specifically designed for dealing with differential constraints. Since connect-
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ing two randomly sampled states with a local planner may in itself be a hard
task for kinodynamic problems, RRTs try to solve these problems ‘the other
way around’, by sampling the robot’s input space and integrating these in-
puts from an existing vertex. This way, RRTs always stay connected. It
may be required however to make a few connections in case several trees are
grown that should be connected. LaValle and Kuffner, Jr. (1999) show re-
sults obtained with RRTs for kinodynamic trajectory planning in state spaces
with up to 12 dimensions populated with obstacles, for robots with non-linear
dynamics. Nevertheless, also the performance of RRTs is dependent on the
choice of metric. Efforts to approximate the ideal metric, even if obstacles are
neglected, will probably lead to improvements in performance.

Planning in uncertain environments

Environments may be uncertain because knowledge about the environment is
limited or partial, or because the environment changes due to the presence of
other agents. Usually, it is assumed that motions of all obstacles are known at
all time. The planning space is then one dimension higher than the C-space
of corresponding stationary problem. An overview can be found in (Hwang
and Ahuja 1992). Approaches typically decompose the problem into finding a
path in a stationary environment and then determining the velocity along the
path taking moving obstacles into account. Furthermore, application-specific
heuristics are often applied due to the high complexity. Future research may
focus on the integration of sensing uncertainty and delay into the planning.
If obstacle motion is not known, robot motions have to be planned from
predicted motions of obstacles, and replanning is needed if obstacle motions
deviate from the prediction. Examples can be found in (Fiorini and Shiller
1996; Kindel et al. 2000). Examples of planning in unknown environments
can be found in (Lumelsky and Stepanov 1987; Stentz 1994b).

Hybrid approaches

The sensor-based paradigm adopted by most local planning approaches has
important limitations. If the environment is complex, it might be difficult
to equip a robot with a sensor set capable of detecting arbitrary obstacles.
On the other hand, global planning may be too computationally expensive
and often relies on accurate, static models of the environment. Therefore,
hybrid approaches were devised as a compromise between global and local
approaches. Typical for these approaches is that global path planning occurs
at a lower frequency than reactive navigation, and generates subgoals for the
local obstacle avoidance approach. The global planner often uses a priori
map information, possibly updated with newly sensed obstacles. Usually, the
global planner relaxes several constraints in order to find a path quickly, such
as the robot’s geometry, and kinodynamic constraints. If the global map is
not updated with newly sensed information, the robot may still get stuck in
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local minima, because of the limited scope of the local approach. Hence, in
order to obtain a truly autonomous robot, there should be a bi-directional
communication between local and global approach. Many hybrid approaches
have been devised in the past. Examples include (Vandorpe 1997; Fox et al.
1998; Brock and Khatib 1999).

In fact, many combinations of planning algorithms with complementary
properties can be devised to annihilate their weaknesses, for example a com-
bination of RRTs and potential fields to escape from local minima.

D.3.5 Conclusion

Path and motion planning appears to be an inexact science. No generic,
optimal solution exists that is valid for all tasks, robots, and environments.
Guidelines to select ‘the’ optimal navigation algorithm for a specific appli-
cation are scarce. Experience and insight in the task at hand seem to be
necessary to find or select a satisfactory solution from the vast literature.
Furthermore, the choice of a specific planning algorithm may depend on the
choice of representation of the environment as adopted for other purposes such
as localisation. The concrete choices for Lino’s and Sharioto’s navigation al-
gorithms based on this literature survey and the requirements of Section D.2
will be explained in Sections D.4 and D.5 respectively.

D.4 Navigation algorithm for Lino

This section describes the navigation algorithm implemented and tested on
Lino. The algorithm is generally applicable to robots that can be approxi-
mated to be circular and differentially driven.

The approach described below was subject to the constraint that an ini-
tial hybrid global-local approach had already been implemented and tested
in simulation. The global, deliberative component consisted of a wave front
propagation algorithm as described in (Vandorpe 1997). It receives as input
the robot’s pose from a localisation algorithm and the global goal the robot
should reach, and then plans a path in an a priori known map. The local, re-
active component of the available architecture consisted of a goal-tracking be-
haviour that was composed itself of four behaviours. Two turning behaviours,
one behaviour for moving forward, and an idle behaviour were merged using
weighted addition. This work describes an improvement of the deliberative
component by taking obstacle clearance into account and the addition of an
obstacle avoidance behaviour.

D.4.1 Navigation algorithm

This section focuses on the path planning that is the workhorse behind the
implemented navigation algorithms. Both the global deliberative planning
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and the local obstacle avoidance of Lino are based on this path planning
algorithm.

For circular robots, a frequently adopted approach is to grow-up the en-
vironment model with the radius of the robot. However, given the adopted
discretisation of the environment and the uncertain map built using sonar
measurements, growing the map with Lino’s radius may result in narrow pas-
sages such as doors to be blocked in configuration space. If a smaller grow-up
space is adopted and combined with a wave front planner that minimises the
travelled distance, the robot grazes objects and may collide. Instead, it was
chosen to adapt the shortest-path planner into a safest-path planner that ad-
ditionally takes the clearance to obstacles into account when generating an
optimal path.

Lino’s navigation algorithms for global planning and local navigation are
both based on a generalisation of the wavefront algorithm presented in (Van-
dorpe 1997), The planner is optimal in that it assigns costs to paths based on
the path length and the closeness to obstacles. This cost function is similar
to the one presented in (Zelinsky 1994; Konolige 2000). However, other cri-
teria may be chosen. The algorithm consists of four steps. First, an obstacle
clearance grid is calculated using the original wavefront algorithm. Then, a
navigation function is calculated over a number of cells such that the goal and
the start position are connected. This function takes both the path length
and the closeness to obstacles into account. In the third step, a path is found
by following the gradient of the navigation function. In the last step, the
path is summarised in a number of via points that the robot should pursue
to arrive at one of the goal points.

Environment representation

Given the grid representation adopted for local mapping using the ultrasound
sensors, given the easy conversion of other map representations to grid maps,
and given the availability of many different search algorithms that are suited
for discrete representations, a uniform grid was opted for. For the global
planner, the available CAD model of the environment consists of segments
only. It is easily converted into a grid map. Figures D.7 (a) and (b) show the
two environment types in which experiments were performed, a typical office
environment in the buildings of Philips’ Natlab and a house-like environment
in Philips’ Homelab, both situated in Eindhoven. For the global planner, a
grid of 19 m × 24 m and a resolution of 10 cm was adopted for the Natlab
environment, and a grid of 9.5 m × 13.2 m and a resolution of 10 cm for
the Homelab environment. The local planner adopts a square grid of size
3 m × 3 m and resolution 5 cm.

As Lino is a circular robot that operates on a floor plane and can turn in its
own radius, a two dimensional (x, y) configuration space suffices. The robot’s
orientation can be neglected during path planning. An eight-connected grid
on this configuration space was chosen.
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Figure D.7: Figure (a) shows a CAD model of an office environment in which
Lino navigated (Philips’ Natlab). Figure (b) shows a home environment in
Philips’ Homelab.

The algorithm

In order to find a path and subgoals to the end position, the following steps
are performed:

1. The obstacles or occupied cells may be grown up, such that the robot
that is considered to be a point in the algorithm does not collide with
them. The result is shown in the right hand side of Figure D.8. In
contrast to planning a shortest path, when planning a short and safe
path, the grow-up radius around occupied cells should not necessarily be
taken somewhat larger than the robot’s radius and may even be taken
zero, because the planner will still plan a safe path. Dark cells are
occupied, white cells are free. The figure also shows a possible robot’s
current location L and a global goal G.

2. Then, an obstacle transform is calculated, which determines the distance
to the nearest occupied cell for all free cells. Algorithm D.2 explains
how to initialise the occupancy grid or configuration space X based on
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Figure D.8: Grid map of an office environment (left) and grown-up map of
this environment (right).

obstacle cells in the grid. The algorithm adopts two lists qA and qB

with open cells, i.e. cells whose neighbours should be updated. Only
obstacle boundary cells are put in these lists. Cells inside obstacles get
cost or distance zero. A distance transform or a Wave Front Distance

Algorithm D.2 initialise(X, qA, qB)
1: qA ← ∅
2: qB ← ∅
3: for all x ∈ X do
4: if x.cellType ≡ obstacle boundary then
5: x.searchType ← open
6: x.cost ← 0
7: qA.insert(x)
8: else if x.cellType ≡ inside obstacle then
9: x.searchType ← closed

10: x.cost ← 0
11: else
12: x.searchType ← new
13: x.cost ←∞

Field (WFDF) algorithm then updates the unoccupied neighbours of
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the cells in list qA, as shown in Algorithm D.3. Neighbouring cells are
determined by function f , which selects one of the eight neighbours
of a cell. If unoccupied cells get a lower distance to an obstacle cell
as they had before, they are added to list qB insofar they were not
already added to this list. Once all elements in list qA are adopted,
the same procedure is applied to list qB. This procedure ends when
no unoccupied elements are found whose cost should be updated. The

Algorithm D.3 obstacleClearance(X, qA, qB)
1: while qA.size 6= 0 do
2: for all x ∈ qA do
3: x.searchType ← closed
4: for all u ∈ U (x) do
5: x′ ← f (x, u)
6: if x′.cost > x.cost + u.cost then
7: x′.cost ← x.cost + u.cost
8: if x′.searchType 6= open then
9: x′.searchType ← open

10: qB.insert(x′)
11: swap(qA, qB)

resulting transformation yields for each unoccupied cell in the grid the
minimum Manhattan distance from that cell to the boundary of the
closest obstacle cell. The left hand side of Figure D.9 shows this obstacle
clearance grid for the environment shown in Figure D.8. Dark colours
indicate cells that are lying close to obstacles. A breadth-first search is
adopted instead of Dijkstra’s algorithm in order to avoid the overhead
of managing a priority queue.

3. Next, a second distance transform is generated using the obstacle clear-
ance cost function calculated above. As the goal position in this ap-
plication is less likely to change compared to the robot’s pose, it was
chosen to propagate a distance transform from the goal. To each cell c
the following value is assigned:

min
p∈P

(
length (p) + αOC ·

∑
ci∈p

fcost (ci)

)

where P is the set of all possible paths from cell c to the goal, and
p ∈ P . The function fcost(c) is a cost function generated using the
values of the obstacle transform. It represents the degree of discomfort
the nearest obstacle exerts on a cell c. Function length (p) may be
replaced by another general function that indicates the cost to make a
transition between successive cells on the path. Therefore, it may be
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Figure D.9: Obstacle clearance grid (left) and planned path and subgoals
from start to goal location (right).

called an adjacency cost function, whereas fcost (ci) may be referred to
as an intrinsic cost function, denoting the cost to be at a cell. Other
examples for fcost may be the cost for being in unknown or slippery
regions. The weight αOC ≥ 0 is a constant which determines by how
strongly the distance transform will avoid obstacles. The value of each
cell therefore represents the minimum propagated cost to the goal, which
is a weighted sum of the distance to the goal and the cost of moving
nearby obstacles. Since the distance transform determines the cost of
all paths to the goal from each cell, it does not contain local minima.
The right hand side of Figure D.9 shows the wave front as calculated
with Dijkstra’s algorithm. The colour changes from dark grey at G to
light grey at cells that are as far from the goal as L. Experiments with
a breadth-first search have also been performed.

4. The path to the goal is found by tracing the path of steepest descent.
The right side of Figure D.9 depicts the path as a white line from start
to goal.

5. Robot actions adopted by the planner correspond to jumps to neigh-
bouring cells. Directly sending these actions to the robot motors results
in a jagged driving behaviour. For this reason, Vandorpe (1997) cal-
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culates via points or subgoals on the discretised path, which the robot
should track. The algorithm for finding subgoals in this work differs
from the one in (Vandorpe 1997). If the same algorithm would be used,
the found subgoals would make the robot pass very close to obstacles,
because the algorithm of Vandorpe does not take obstacle clearance into
account. Figure D.10 shows the difference between the two algorithms.
Beginning at the starting point, the Manhattan path is walked through,
stopping at a cell which cannot be reached in a direct way from the
starting point without bumping into obstacles and without exceeding
a minimal obstacle clearance threshold αoc, or stopping at a cell when
the distance between the cell and the starting point is larger than a
threshold distance αmax. However, if the distance between the cell and
the starting point is smaller than a minimum distance αmin, the next
cell on the Manhattan path will be investigated. The cell before the one
at which the algorithm stops is taken as a subgoal. From this point,
a next subgoal is found in the same way. The last subgoal will be the
endpoint. Figure D.9 shows these subgoals as nodes on the Manhattan
path. Tracking of via points is performed using a state space controller
in Vandorpe (1997). A behaviour-based subgoal tracking algorithm had
already been implemented before on Lino. Consequently, this algorithm
was adopted.

D.4.2 Evaluation

An important advantage of this planning algorithm is the absence of local
minima. Moreover it is resolution complete, thereby guaranteeing to find a
path if the grid resolution is sufficiently high. If desired, many goal positions
can be dealt with simultaneously. Furthermore, the algorithm is efficient.
On Lino, the global planner runs at 4 Hz, though it can run faster, and the
local planner at 10 Hz. Experiments with cell sizes varying between 5 cm
and 15 cm have shown that the path quality does not change substantially,
whereas the computation time reduces dramatically. This led to the idea of
adopting a multi-resolution approach for Sharioto, where paths to far-away
locations are calculated with a low resolution in a first step, and parts of the
path closer to the robot are calculated with a higher resolution in subsequent
steps. This way, both global and local planning may run at the same, high
frequency, which allows to react to changing environments if these changes
are incorporated in the world model. Another advantage of the algorithm is
that it provides a path to the goal from every location in the workspace.

The algorithm also has the advantage not to come too close to obstacles,
while not staying too far away from obstacles neither. An obstacle cost func-
tion was adopted as depicted in the left hand side of Figure D.11. The right
hand side of Figure D.11 shows the influence of αOC in a test environment.
This allows to find different possible paths, depending on how important it is
for the robot to keep a distance from obstacle cells. Large intrinsic cost func-
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Figure D.10: Difference between the algorithms for finding subgoals in the
shortest-path planner and the short-and-safe-path planner.

tions will not prevent the robot from going through tight spots, but it makes
it more likely that a longer path around the constriction will be less costly.
This is shown in Figure D.12 where a path is planned from the kitchen to the
living in Philips’ Homelab. In Figure D.12 (a), obstacle clearance is not taken
into account, whereas in Figure D.12 (b) it is. These figures also show that
if obstacle clearance is not taken into account by the global planner, more
difficult constraints are imposed on local obstacle avoidance. Figures D.12 (c)
and (d) show two snap shots of the performance of the local planning algo-
rithm for obstacle avoidance, for going out and back into Dennis’ office, cf.
Figure D.8. In order to account for a possible inaccurate global robot pose
estimate that the planner gets as input, the algorithm was extended with an
additional algorithm that searches for a free robot pose in the neighbourhood
of the pose estimate, in case the pose estimate is occupied.
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Figure D.11: Adopted cost function fcost(oc) for taking obstacle clearance
into account (left). Different paths obtained by using different weights αOC

(0.1, 1.0, and 10.0) (left).

Finding homotopically distinct paths

The wave propagation algorithm discussed above produces an optimal path
from any free cell to a goal cell, provided that such a path exists at the
chosen resolution. Each cell stores a reference to at most one parent cell.
Consequently, at most one path is found from any free cell. In some cases
however, it is required to find several or all homotopically distinct paths from a
start cell to a goal cell. Stated simply, paths are homotopically distinct if they
cannot be transformed into each other in a smooth, continuous way. A formal
definition can be found in (Latombe 1991). Finding several fundamentally
distinct paths to a goal will prove to be useful for plan recognition, as discussed
in Chapter 3.

Approach. Consider the environment depicted in Figure D.13. Suppose it
is required to find all homotopically distinct paths from a start s to a goal
g. In this work, it is chosen to tackle this problem by searching a generalised
Voronoi diagram. As explained in Section D.3.2, the generalised Voronoi di-
agram is a road map that represents all topologically distinct feasible paths
in C-space. By searching this graph exhaustively, all homotopically distinct
paths will be found. Furthermore, the bright cells in Figure D.13 that corre-
spond to valleys of maximum obstacle clearance already resemble a generalised
Voronoi diagram. This suggests that the Voronoi diagram can be easily con-
structed. These arguments make Voronoi diagrams a plausible and attractive
approach for calculating homotopically distinct paths. An additional advan-
tage of building this kind of road map, is that it allows to very quickly search
large buildings for possible paths.
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Figure D.12: Figures (a) and (b) show the performance of the global plan-
ner in Philips’ Homelab respectively without and with the taking of obstacle
clearance into account. Figures (c) and (d) show the performance of the local
obstacle avoidance for leaving and entering Dennis’ office. Also shown are
the unprocessed sonar measurements shorter than 1.5 m. The robot poses
are estimated based on odometry only. Clearly visible is the drift in location
estimates when returning to the office. Darker colours indicate more recent
robot poses and measurements. Bolder parts of the robot path denote places
where obstacle avoidance is applied.
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Figure D.13: For some applications, it is required to find all homotopically
distinct paths from a start s to a goal g. White lines denote the environment’s
obstacles. The figure also shows the obstacle clearance of free cells. The darker
a cell, the smaller its distance to an obstacle.

Building a Voronoi diagram. In theory, points on the Voronoi diagram
are equidistant to two or more obstacle cells originating from different phys-
ical obstacles. This will be referred to further as a cell having the Voronoi
property. Due to the limited grid resolution, it is only required for cells to
be more or less equidistant to different obstacle cells in order to obtain the
label voronoi cell. It will be discussed below to which degree they have
to be equidistant. Furthermore, it should be determined in which case two
obstacle cells stem from different physical objects. In order to keep the al-
gorithm general, no explicit knowledge is required about the physical origin
of obstacle cells. Instead, obstacle cells are considered to be different if the
distance between them amounts to at least

dmin =
√

∆x2 + ∆y2 + ε,

where ∆x and ∆y denote the grid resolution on x- and y-axes, and ε is a small
number to deal with rounding errors. This heuristic is shown in Figure D.14.
A Manhattan distance metric is used instead of a Euclidean one. For building
a topological graph, this is not a disadvantage, as it is more important for the
graph to capture the topologically different places in the environment than
to exactly find the points that have equal Euclidean distance to two or more
obstacles. Voronoi nodes will refer to Voronoi cells that are equidistant to
three or more different physical obstacles, or alternatively to Voronoi cells
that have more than two neighbouring Voronoi cells.

Since many cells will not be perfectly equidistant to two or more obstacle
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Figure D.14: Several examples of obstacle cells that are not (a) and that are
(b) considered as stemming from different physical objects.

cells due to the limited grid resolution, the modified wave propagation algo-
rithm discussed below produces in certain regions several neighbouring cells
with the Voronoi property, as shown in Figure D.15 (b). In order to more
easily determine Voronoi nodes, redundant Voronoi cells are removed. Ide-
ally, only the best Voronoi cells are kept. For this purpose, various quality
measures for evaluating a cell’s Voronoi property can be designed. A cell has
good Voronoi quality if distances to the nearest obstacles are used, if these
distances are equal, and if the obstacle cells lie as far from each other as
possible. The relative Voronoi quality qrel of a free cell x is defined as

qrel (x.obsta,x.obstb) =
| d1 − d2 |

(d1 + d2) /2
(D.3)

where d1 and d2 are the distances to the two closest obstacle cells with iden-
tities obsta and obstb, i.e. d1 = ‖x− xa‖2 and d2 = ‖x− xb‖2. The absolute
Voronoi quality qabs equals |d1 − d2|. Remark that these quality measures are
better if their value is lower. Optimal quality is achieved if qrel or qabs equals
zero. Another quality measure, dbisec, shown in Figure D.15 (a), represents
the distance of a free cell to the bisecting line of the two obstacles to which it is
closest. None of these quality measures takes the distance dobst = ‖xa − xb‖2
between the obstacle cells into account. Therefore, another quality measure
can be constructed by dividing qabs or dbisec by the distance dobst between the
obstacle cells, for example:

qbisec,rel (x.obsta, x.obstb) =
dbisec

dobst
, (D.4)

where dobst is shown in Figure D.15 (a). Experimental comparison using these
different quality measures showed that qbisec,rel gave the best results.

Building a Voronoi diagram that can be searched proceeds in four steps:

1. Firstly, all free cells that are candidate Voronoi cells are determined
during construction of the obstacle clearance grid. Algorithm D.2 for
initialising an occupancy grid X is adapted as follows. Obstacle cells
xk (lines 5 to 7, lines 9-10), are now also assigned a numerical identity
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Figure D.15: Figure (a) shows the distance dbisec of a free cell to the bisector
of the two obstacle cells to which it is closest. Figure (b) shows the found
Voronoi cells as black dots, after wave propagation and before pruning for the
same environment as shown in Figure D.13.

obstk ∈ Z0 and get the label obstacle cell. Free cells x (lines 12-13)
have two memory fields obsta and obstb containing the identities of the
two obstacle cells to which the cell is closest and that give the free cell
the best Voronoi quality. These fields are initially assigned a value of
−1 and get the label standard cell. An invariant of the algorithm is
that field obsta always contains the identity of the closest obstacle cell.
For wave propagation, Algorithm D.4 is adopted instead of Algo-
rithm D.3. When a cell x′ is assigned a new distance (line 7), its Voronoi
information should also be updated. If x′ was not yet assigned a closest
obstacle, the obstacle identity information of the cell’s parent, x.obsta,
is assigned to x′.obsta (line 17). If x′ had already one or two closest ob-
stacles (line 11), it should be checked if this obstacle information should
be kept. If x′ has only one closest obstacle identity (line 12), this in-
formation should be kept if that obstacle cell differs from the obstacle
cell that will be assigned to x′ on line 17 (lines 13-14). If x′ contained
already identities of two closest obstacles, function ‘update(x′, x)’ (line
16) decides which of the two obstacle identities, if any, should be kept
prior to assigning the new obstacle identity on line 17. This function is
shown in Algorithm D.5 and is further discussed below.
If x′ would be assigned the same obstacle clearance distance as it had
before, but from another obstacle cell (line 18), the cell is perfectly
equidistant to the two obstacle cells (with a maximum difference of 2 · ε
on the distances of the free cell to the two obstacle cells). Since this
corresponds to an ideal Voronoi quality, the second obstacle identity is
saved into cell x′ (line 19).
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Algorithm D.4 obstacleClearanceAndVoronoi(X, qA, qB)
1: while qA.size 6= 0 do
2: for all x ∈ qA do
3: x.searchType ← closed
4: for all u ∈ U (x) do
5: x′ ← f (x, u)
6: if x′.cost > x.cost + u.cost + ε then
7: x′.cost ← x.cost + u.cost
8: if x′.searchType 6= open then
9: x′.searchType ← open

10: qB.insert(x′)
11: if x′.obsta > 0 then
12: if x′.obstb < 0 then
13: if different(x′.obsta,x.obsta) then
14: x′.obstb ← x′.obsta
15: else
16: update(x′, x)
17: x′.obsta ← x.obsta
18: else if (x′.cost > x.cost + u.cost− ε) and

(different(x′.obsta,x.obsta)) then
19: x′.obstb ← x.obsta
20: else if (x.cost < x′.cost + u.cost) and

(x.vorType 6= obstacle cell) and
(x′.vorType 6= obstacle cell) then

21: checkAndAssign(x′.obstb, x.obsta)
22: checkAndAssign(x′.obstb, x.obstb)
23: checkAndAssign(x.obstb,x

′.obsta)
24: checkAndAssign(x.obstb,x

′.obstb)
25: swap(qA, qB)

Algorithm D.5 update(x′,x)
1: dista ← distance(x′.obsta, x.obsta)
2: distb ← distance(x′.obstb,x.obsta)
3: if dista < dmin and

distb < dmin then
4: x′.obstb ← −1
5: else if dista ≡ distb then
6: if qrel (x′.obsta, x.obsta) < qrel (x′.obstb, x.obsta) then
7: x′.obstb ← x′.obsta
8: else if dista > distb then
9: x′.obstb ← x′.obsta
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If the obstacle clearance of x′ cannot be improved by x, and vice versa
if the obstacle clearance of x cannot be improved by x′ (line 20), x and
x′ may be cells that are more or less equidistant to different obstacle
cells. Even if either or both cells are already Voronoi cells, their obstacle
identities may be changed in order to improve their quality (lines 21 to
24). Function checkAndAssign(x′.obstb, x.obsta), checks if field obstb of
x′ may be assigned identity obsta of x. As shown in Algorithm D.6, this
is performed if the new obstacle cell differs from the existing one (check
1), if the cell did not have a perfect quality yet (check 2), if the quality
is improved (check 3), and if qabs using the new obstacle identity would
not be larger than threshold ∆dabs, which is chosen to be 1.5 ·∆x.

Algorithm D.6 checkAndAssign(x′.obstb, x.obsta)
1: qualitynew ← qbisec,rel (x′.obsta,x.obsta)
2: if x′.obstb > 0 then
3: qualitycurrent ← qbisec,rel (x′.obsta, x′.obstb)
4: else
5: qualitycurrent ←∞
6: if different(x′.obsta,x.obsta) and

qualitycurrent > ε and
qualitynew < qualitycurrent and
qabs (x′.obsta, x.obsta) < ∆dabs then

7: x′.obstb ← x.obsta

Function update(x′, x) in Algorithm D.5 decides upon which obstacle
identity to keep in case a cell with two obstacle identities is updated by
a closer obstacle cell. Function distance(a, b) calculates the Euclidean
distance between obstacle cells with identities a and b. If both original
obstacle cells lie within a distance dmin of the new obstacle cell x.obsta,
cell x′ looses its Voronoi property (line 4). If both original obstacle
cells lie equally far from the new obstacle cell x.obsta, that cell is kept
that would yield the best quality qrel (line 7).10 Finally, if x′.obsta lies
farther from x.obsta than x′.obstb, x′.obsta is saved (line 9).
Function different(a, b) on line 13 and 18 in Algorithm D.4 determines
if the obstacle cells with identities a and b are different, i.e. if a 6= b
and if the distance between the obstacle cells is larger than dmin (see
Figure D.14).
Execution of Algorithm D.4 results in too many cells that obtain the
Voronoi property, as shown in Figure D.15 (b). Additional checks can
be implemented in Algorithm D.4 in order to reduce the number of re-
dundant cells. However, in this work it is chosen to limit the number of

10Quality measure qrel is adopted here instead of qbisec,rel because it is computationally
less expensive, and because it would yield similar performance as dista ≡ distb.
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checks during wave propagation, thereby allowing these redundant cells
to be present. In a second phase, these cells are then removed.

2. Secondly, the found candidate cells are pruned. Initially, cells obtain the
label voronoi cell, if their obstacle fields contain two valid obstacle
identities and if dbisec < dbisec,thresh. In practice, dbisec,thresh is chosen
to be equal to

∆x + ∆y

2
. (D.5)

For all cells that fulfill these conditions, the qrel,bisec quality measure
is calculated. In a second, iterative pruning round, Voronoi cells are
removed that fulfill the following conditions: (1) the cell has not achieved
optimal quality, (2) at least two neighbouring Voronoi cells exist, (3) no
neighbouring Voronoi cells exist with a worse quality, and (4) removing
the cell does not break connectivity of neighbouring Voronoi cells.

3. Thirdly, Voronoi nodes are searched among the pruned Voronoi cells.
These nodes can be regarded as reference points in distinct topological
places. These are also the points that will be used for quickly searching
the Voronoi graph. Voronoi cells with one neighbouring Voronoi cell
obtain the label voronoi end node. Voronoi cells without neighbour-
ing Voronoi cells, with four or more neighbouring Voronoi cells, or with
at least three distinct groups of Voronoi neighbours, are given the la-
bel voronoi node. Figure D.16 gives some examples of Voronoi nodes.
Figure D.17 shows the pruned version of Figure D.15 (b).

Figure D.16: Voronoi cells are considered to be Voronoi nodes if they do
not have any Voronoi neighbours, if they have one Voronoi neighbour, if they
have four or more Voronoi neighbours (b-c-d), or if they have at least three
groups of distinct Voronoi neighbours (a).

4. Finally, the node neighbours of each Voronoi node are determined,
together with the path of cells that connects them. This results in
a Voronoi tree that can be searched. If required, cells labelled as
voronoi end node together with the paths connecting them to other
Voronoi nodes can be removed.
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Figure D.17: Voronoi cells after pruning, shown as black dots. Voronoi
nodes, i.e. Voronoi cells that have more than two Voronoi neighbours, are
shown as black squares. Voronoi nodes that have only one neighbouring
Voronoi cell are shown as black circles.

Finding homotopically distinct paths. In order to search a Voronoi
diagram exhaustively from a start to a goal position, the start and goal are
first connected to the Voronoi diagram. In this work, this is performed by
following the obstacle clearance’s gradient of steepest descent until a Voronoi
cell is encountered. The found Voronoi cell may be an ordinary Voronoi cell,
or a Voronoi node. If the cell is an ordinary Voronoi cell, all the Voronoi
nodes to which it is directly connected are searched as well. This results in
one or several start Voronoi nodes, and one or several goal Voronoi nodes.

All paths between each possible pair of start and goal Voronoi nodes are
searched using breadth-first search. If a path is found, it is added to the list
of paths, and the search is continued for other paths, until no further paths
are in the search list.

In order to limit the number of found homotopically distinct paths, the
search is limited to ‘rational’ paths. In particular, no loops are allowed in the
paths. In theory, looping once, twice, or n times around the same obstacle
yields homotopically different paths. Furthermore, a path is allowed to visit
two start nodes or end nodes, as long as these do not occur sequentially in
the path. Figure D.18 shows all found homotopically distinct paths for the
start and goal shown in Figure D.13.

In case it is only required to know the available directions to take at the
start position, all found paths can be stepped through till the first point on
the path that is not visible from the start. The paths between Voronoi nodes
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together with the visible points for the environment shown in Figure D.13,
are given in Figure D.18 (b).

Figure D.18: Figure (a) shows the homotopically distinct paths as dashed
lines from start s to goal g shown in Figure D.13. Figure (b) depicts the
farthest points on the different paths that are visible from start s as dashed
lines. The Voronoi diagram with the critical nodes is also shown.

Evaluation. Figure D.19 (a) shows the found Voronoi diagram for an en-
vironment with 10 circular objects placed symmetrically around the origin.
Ideally, all Voronoi lines intersect at the origin. Therefore, the origin would
be a Voronoi node with 10 neighbouring Voronoi end nodes. However, in a
rectangular grid, each cell has at most 8 neighbours. The algorithm proposed
above finds the Voronoi lines correctly, except that the single Voronoi node at
the origin is modelled as six neighbouring Voronoi nodes that are connected.
This result is acceptable for the purposes in this work. If a single Voronoi node
is desired, additional post processing of the found Voronoi nodes is necessary.
This example also shows that a border of obstacle cells should be added as in
Figure D.19 (b) in order to find connections between Voronoi nodes outside
the circular objects. This is required in order to find all homotopically distinct
paths.
Figure D.20 (a) shows the Voronoi diagram constructed for an estimated map
of a real environment, for a grid resolution of 10 cm. A border of obstacle cells
is added to find all possible paths. Figure D.20 (b) shows the homotopically
distinct paths from start s to goal g for the same environment, but with a
grid resolution of 20 cm. If a search for all homotopically distinct paths had
been performed at a resolution of 10 cm, many more paths would have been
found, due to small openings in the estimated map. Therefore, it is advisable
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Figure D.19: Figure (a) shows a simulated environment consisting of 10
small circles positioned on a circle around the origin. Voronoi boundaries
are only connected through the centre of the circle. If a border is added to
the map, as shown in (b), Voronoi boundaries are also connected outside the
obstacles on the circle.

to combine the search for paths with a measure of physical feasibility for the
robot to execute the path. If paths are searched at a lower resolution, small
openings are automatically filled.

D.5 Navigation algorithm for Sharioto

This section extends the algorithm presented in Section D.4, to robots with an
arbitrary cross-section, and with any kind of kinematics (holonomic, car-like,
or differentially driven). Furthermore, the robot’s dynamics are now taken
more accurately into account.

D.5.1 Navigation algorithm

The algorithm extends the Global Dynamic Window Approach (Brock and
Khatib 1999; Ögren and Leonard 2002) to robots with an arbitrary cross-
section that are furthermore relatively large compared to their environment.
Consequently, the configuration space C should be three-dimensional, as the
robot’s orientation cannot be neglected to find feasible plans. Therefore, the
algorithm has been given the name 3D Global Dynamic Window Approach.
Two steps are executed at the robot’s control frequency. In a first step, a
navigation function is calculated from a goal set to the robot’s current pose.
This navigation function consists of connections between all cells that adhere
to the kinematic constraints and that point in the direction of the minimum
cost path to a goal. These connections are adopted in the second step as a
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Figure D.20: Figure (a) shows the Voronoi nodes and their connections in an
estimated map of a real environment, with a grid resolution of 10 cm. Figure
(b) shows homotopically distinct paths in the same environment from start s
to goal g, for a grid resolution of 20 cm.

guidance to avoid local minima from which many reactive or local planning
approaches typically suffer. In this second stage, a velocity is chosen from a
window around the current velocity (Fox et al. 1997; Arras et al. 2002).

Stage 1: geometric path planning

In this step, a geometric path is planned from a set of discrete goal poses
to the robot’s discretised current pose, while taking the robot geometry and
kinematics explicitly into account. Also, it is possible to specify several cost
factors that determine the shape of the planned path, e.g. a cost factor for
movements close to objects, or a cost for backward driving. Prior to propa-
gating a wave front, a C-space is explicitly constructed.

Local Cobs construction. The rest of this discussion assumes that the plan-
ner gets an grid map as input, though the algorithm can directly deal with
geometric maps as well (Vandorpe 1997), by approximating the geometric
primitives with a set of basic short line segments (Koren 1985). Other map
types, such as appearance based maps can be easily converted into grid maps.
Since intersection and distance computation are the two most important com-
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putations in motion planning, a representation was chosen for which these
operations can be quickly performed.

For an occupied grid cell placed at the origin, the discretised robot poses
that collide with the cell are calculated off-line and stored in a table. This
table will be referred to as the local occupied C-space Clocal

occ , and an example
hereof is shown in Figure D.21 (right) corresponding to the robot shape in
Figure D.21 (left). Collision checking for index (i, j, k) in this grid, corre-
sponding to robot pose (i · rx, j · ry, k · rθ) where rx, ry and rθ correspond
to the resolution of the x−, y−, and θ−axes respectively, occurs as follows.
The occupied cell at the origin indicates that at least one obstacle (xo, yo) is
present somewhere in the area xo ∈ [0, rx[ and yo ∈ [0, ry[. Likewise, robot
pose [i j k]T represents all possible robot poses [x y θ]T for which x ∈ [i · rx,
(i+1) ·rx[, y ∈ [j ·ry, (j +1) ·ry[, and θ ∈ [k ·rθ, (k+1) ·rθ[. Therefore, a safe
approach to construct Clocal

occ would check all possible robot poses in this area
for a collision with the occupied cell at the origin. This way, Clocal

occ can be de-
termined for any arbitrary robot footprint. Currently, the software supports
robot shapes that are unions of any number of circles and rectangles. This is
probably sufficient to approximate every two-dimensional robot cross-section.

Figure D.21: Example of a local occupied C-space Clocal
occ (right), i.e. the set

of discretised robot poses that yield a collision with a grid cell placed at the
origin for a fictitious robot shape shown at the left. Occupied robot poses are
shown as segments. As an example, the robot has been fully drawn at two of
these poses.

Total Cfree construction. Both Clocal
occ and Cfree are represented as a three-

dimensional array in C++. In order to build the complete free C-space Cfree
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from a 2D grid map, Clocal
occ is shifted to the position in Cfree corresponding

to each occupied 2D grid cell, and an OR-operation is performed between the
shifted Clocal

occ and Cfree. In (Hwang and Ahuja 1992), this approach is called
a template method for Cobs construction. Collision checking can be performed
very quickly after construction of Cfree, by checking if the cell corresponding
to the discretised robot pose is occupied.

After determination of the occupied cells, intrinsic costs cI(p) are attached
to each free cell p. These represent the cost of being at that cell. Typically,
this cost is a function of the distance to the nearest occupied cell, but other
possibilities exist, such as attaching higher costs to regions that are slippery
or unknown or that have a smaller information content. In the experiments
presented below, only the distance to the nearest object is adopted, hence
cI (p) = I (d (p)), where d (p) denotes the distance to the nearest occupied
cell and I (d (p)) is similar to the cost function in Figure D.11 (left). All
distances d (p) are calculated in a separate 3D grid map, the obstacle clearance
grid. Each (x, y) slice of the grid corresponds to a discrete orientation, and is
calculated by propagating a 2D wave front starting from the occupied cells,
with all intrinsic costs equal to zero and with the transition costs equal to the
Euclidean distance between cells, identical to the approach followed for Lino.
Figure D.22 shows a slice of an obstacle clearance grid for a robot orientation
of 202.5◦.

Adopted metric for SE(2). For Rn, the most important family of metrics
is the Lp metric, p ≥ 1 (LaValle 2006):

ρ(q, q′) =
n∑

i=1

(| qi − q′i |p)1/p (D.6)

Popular members of this family are the Euclidean metric L2, the Manhattan
metric L1, which corresponds to the path obtained by moving along an axis-
aligned grid, and L∞, which is determined by the maximum of the co-ordinate
differences. A metric for a Cartesian product Z of topological spaces X and
Y can be obtained as follows:

ρZ(q, q′) = (c1ρX(q, q′)p + c2ρY (q, q′)p)1/p (D.7)

for any c1, c2 > 0 and p > 0. Many other metric choices are allowed. One of
them is the robot displacement metric of equation D.2.
For a rigid robot translating and rotating in a plane, the C-space is homeo-
morphic to SE(2), which equals R2×S1. Therefore, a valid metric is obtained
by combining the L2 metric for R2 with a metric for S1, such as:

ρS1(θ, θ′) = min (| θ − θ′ |, 2π− | θ − θ′ |) (D.8)
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Figure D.22: Slice through a 3D obstacle clearance grid built from an a
priori map consisting of segments only. The robot orientation corresponding
to the slice equals 202.5◦.

The metrics for R2 and S1 can then be combined as in equation D.7. Since
the units for translation and rotation are incompatible, the robot displace-
ment metric might be a more natural choice. However, none of these metrics
reflects the possible non-holonomic character of our target group of robots.
Fortunately, for discrete optimal planning, the distance to two arbitrary free
configurations is constructed incrementally. It is only needed to specify the
cost to go from a state to one of its reachable neighbours, which is a substan-
tially easier task. Nevertheless, for computing the closest pose to a circular
path, some metric will be required.

Successor nodes. For each of the discretised orientations k, k = 0, . . . , (n−
1) · rk, a number nk of achievable poses or successors is calculated. These
successors are equivalent to the usually adopted 4 or 8 neighbours in a 2D
grid map. Successors are determined by integrating a discrete number of
kinematically achievable velocities over a maximum path length ∆lmax or a
maximum angle ∆θmax, and by taking that discrete pose that lies the closest
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to the circular trajectories. The adopted metric for this equals

dkin = γ∆l

√
∆x2 + ∆y2

r2
x + r2

y

+ γ∆θ
∆θ

rθ
(D.9)

where
√

∆x2 + ∆y2 denotes the Euclidean distance from the discretised point
to the closest point on the trajectory, ∆θ the change in orientation between
these points, and rx, ry, and rθ the resolutions along the x-, y-, and θ-axes
respectively. In the experiments below, both γ∆l and γ∆θ equal 1.

This way, the robot’s kinematics are taken into account at the chosen
discretisation level, obeyed, which allows the algorithm to be easily adapted
to synchro-drive, car-like, and omnidirectional vehicles. As only the successors
are used to check for a collision in our approach, and not the poses in between
a pose and its successor, the parameters ∆lmax and ∆θmax should not be
taken too large. For the experiments below, ∆lmax = 3rx, and ∆θmax = 60◦.

To each of the successors, a transition cost cT is attached. Several cost
factors α ≥ 0 were implemented that make up the cost of a successor:

cT = αkindkin + α∆l∆l + α∆θ∆θ

+αρcρ + αbackw∆lbackw + αforw∆lforw (D.10)

In this equation, ∆l is the travelled distance, cρ the cost because of an un-
wanted radius of curvature ρ. ∆lbackw equals ∆l if the linear velocity v > 0,
otherwise it equals zero. ∆lforw equals ∆l if v < 0, otherwise it equals zero.11

By varying the values of these cost factors, different paths are obtained.
A look-up table is constructed off-line, which contains for all possible dis-

crete robot orientations the relative position of the successors, the cost of the
successors, and the input velocities that make the robot move to the succes-
sors.

As an example, Figure D.23 (left) shows the 24 best fit successors for
a differentially driven robot at an orientation of 45◦, where a small turn-
ing radius is punished, and (right) the 20 best fit successors for a car-like
robot at an orientation of 156.5◦ with a minimal turning radius of 1.0 m
where driving backwards is punished. In both cases, the grid resolution equals
0.1 m ×0.1 m × 11.25◦. The trajectories found by integrating the velocities
are shown as dashed circular trajectories.

Optimal planning. After construction of the free C-space, a wave front is
propagated from the set of discrete free poses that make up the goal regions

11The reason for ∆lbackw not being zero when v > 0 is that if backward driving is to be
punished, a larger cost should be attached to forward poses if the wave front is propagated
from a goal region to the current pose.
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Figure D.23: Successors for a differentially driven robot with high costs for
low turning radius (left) and for a car-like robot with high costs for moving
backward (right). Darker cells indicate higher costs.

using a breadth-first search algorithm, until the current robot pose has been
found, or no path exists. As in (Zelinsky 1994) and (Konolige 2000), the cost
of a path till a goal cell consists of an intrinsic cost cI and a transition cost
cT :

c (p) =
∑

i

cT (pi, pi+1) + αI

∑

i

cI (pi) (D.11)

where the ordered set of discrete positions {p1, p2, . . .} represents the path,
cI and cT are calculated according to Figure D.11 and Equation D.10 respec-
tively, and αI is a weight factor that determines the relative importance of
the intrinsic costs.

Multi-resolution planning. Because of their large size, robotic wheelchairs
often have to manoeuvre in narrow spaces such as doors, bath rooms, or ele-
vators, with only a small space left on each side of the robot. This requires
accurate control and environment modelling near the robot. On the other
hand, it is not necessary to determine the path with high accuracy for dis-
tances far away from the robot. Therefore, experiments were performed in
which paths are planned over regions of decreasing size and increasing resolu-
tion. Figure D.24 shows a three-stage plan. The first stage consists of a wave
front propagation in a 2D low resolution grid, which covers the whole region
of interest. If a 2D path is found, a wave is propagated in a (x, y, θ), low reso-
lution (rL) grid of a smaller size. The 3D goal’s position is determined by the
position at which the 2D path crosses the 3D area, and its orientation by the
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gradient of the 2D grid at that position. If a 3D low resolution path is found,
another 3D wave front may be propagated in a higher resolution (rH) grid
covering a still smaller area. In order for the high and low resolution 3D wave
fronts to be consistent, the free poses at the high resolution 3D grid borders
are initialised with the search and obstacle distance information from the low
resolution 3D grid. Furthermore, αI in Equation D.11 should be multiplied
with the high resolution rH and divided by the low resolution rL. The cost
factors α in equation D.10 should not be changed, nor should the intrinsic cost
function cI , because these cost factors do not depend on the grid resolution.
The high resolution 3D navigation function is then adopted to determine the
velocities to be sent to the motors, as discussed in the following section.

Figure D.24: Planning over regions of decreasing size and increas-
ing resolution: (1) a 2D grid with resolution 0.2 m × 0.2 m and size
10.4 m × 10.4 m, (2) a 3D grid with resolution 0.2 m × 0.2 m × 22.5◦ and
size 6.8 m × 6.8 m × 360◦ centred around the robot (light grey area), and (3)
a 3D grid with resolution 0.1 m × 0.1 m × 11.25◦ and size 4 m × 4 m × 360◦

centred around the robot (dark grey area).

Stage 2: Dynamic Window Approach

After calculation of the geometric path in stage 1, stage 2 takes the robot’s
dynamics explicitly into account for at most a few control steps ahead in time,
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in order to avoid the enormous complexity of the general kinodynamic motion
planning problem.

The search for velocity commands is reduced to the dynamic window,
which consists of the velocities (vi, ωi) reachable within a short time interval
∆t, the robot’s control period. Since on Sharioto acceleration capabilities for
translation and rotation are independent, the dynamic window is a rectangle.
Within the dynamic window, only admissible velocities are considered. A
velocity (vi, ωi) is admissible if the robot can decelerate without collision till
a full stop, after the execution of the velocity (vi, ωi) during ∆t. In order to
calculate this quickly, the acceleration and deceleration profiles are stored in
a look-up table. If necessary, velocities that yield collisions at low speeds are
tolerated, as this may be required to push doors open for example.

Among the admissible velocities, a combination of translational and ro-
tational velocities (vi, ωi) is chosen by minimising a cost function, which in-
cludes a measure of alignment with the gradient of the navigation function, a
desired velocity, and a cost for high velocity at collision:

cDW (vi, ωi) = αgrad · cgrad (vi, ωi) + αvel · cvel (vi, ωi)
+αcoll · ccoll (vi, ωi) (D.12)

Cost cgrad(vi, ωi) is determined by the scalar product of (vi, ωi) and the ve-
locity (vgrad, ωgrad), which is the velocity to reach the successor of pose pi.
Pose pi is the pose that the robot reaches from its current pose after execution
of (vi, ωi) during ∆t. The scalar product is then scaled such that maximal
alignment with the gradient yields cost zero. As cgrad does not give any clue
regarding the speed with which to follow the optimal path, cost cvel punishes
undesired velocities. For autonomous vehicles, cost cvel is implemented such
that it punishes speeds near (v, ω) = (0, 0). For semi-autonomous vehicles,
cvel punishes velocities that lie far away from the user’s desired velocity. In or-
der to avoid driving at high speeds in cluttered environments, cost ccoll (vi, ωi)
punishes (vi, ωi) if a collision at high speed may occur due to inaccurate mo-
tor control or due to uncertain robot pose estimation. In order to calculate
this cost for (vi, ωi), a number of discrete points in the uncertainty ellipsoid
around the robot’s current pose are chosen, and it is checked if an execution
of (vi, ωi) would yield a collision within a certain reaction time, chosen to
be 1 s in the experiments. If so, a cost is attached to that velocity, which is
higher if speed at collision is higher. Moreover, it is checked if even higher
collision speeds exist in the velocity uncertainty region around (vi, ωi), as
the wheelchair may execute other velocities as the ones that were demanded,
due to slippage or unequal wheel diameters for example. If so, the higher
collision cost is attached to (vi, ωi). Figures D.25 and D.26 show each of the
three costs and the total cost of the velocities in the dynamic window for an
autonomous robot heading for a door in a simulation environment. These
experiments were performed in the SimRobot simulator. As can be seen, the
robot slows down to avoid collisions with a large impact.
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Figure D.25: Dynamic window when heading for a door. Velocities in the
dynamic window are expressed in motor units (Network Variable). The robot
slows down prior to driving through the door.

If in this second stage only one control step is looked ahead for, the risk
exists that too high velocities are chosen which yield bad gradient-following
behaviour in future steps, especially if sharp turns are to be executed. There-
fore, it is checked if the radius of curvature required to follow the gradient
of the navigation function, lies in the dynamic window at the position that
is reached if a velocity (vi, ωi) is executed for 2 control steps, i.e. 400 ms
on Sharioto. If it does not, (vi, ωi) is assigned an extra cost. Simulations
show that this indeed yields safer behaviour. Moreover, it is important to
look ahead several time intervals, exactly because humans are not good at
this (Konolige 2000).

When the estimated time of arrival to one of the goals lies below a certain
threshold (1 s in the experiments), cgrad is deactivated, and cvel is such that
velocities get lower costs if they yield a position and a velocity that lies near
the goal position and velocity. In order to avoid infinite manoeuvring around
the goal pose and velocity, it is made sure that once the robot has entered a
specified region around the goal pose, the robot’s velocity goes monotonically
to the goal velocity until either the goal is reached, or the specified region is
left again, after which the target velocity is set to zero for safety reasons.
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Figure D.26: Different cost factors and total cost for the admissible velocities
in the dynamic window of Figure D.25 (αgrad = 0.7, αvel = 0.1, αcoll = 0.2).
Darker cells indicate higher costs.

D.5.2 Evaluation

The presented approach adheres to the requirements in Section D.2 in the
following ways. Firstly, fast calculation is obtained by adopting a multi-
resolution 2D and 3D planning approach, and by calculating successors, local
occupied C-Space, and dynamics off-line and storing it in a table. Secondly,
stage 1 takes the robot’s geometry and kinematic constraints explicitly into
account, and stage 2 its geometry, kinematics, and dynamics. Thirdly, in
stage 1, user inputs can be taken into account, e.g. by punishing backward
movements when the user points forward with the joystick. As stage 1 receives
a set of discrete poses as input, it can be used for switch-based wheelchair
interfaces as well. In stage 2, continuous user inputs such as joystick signals
can be taken into account as a cost function with its minimum at the user’s
requested velocities. By changing the weight function of this user input cost
function, more or less control can be assigned to the user. Fourthly, a path is
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planned in stage 1 that takes the distance to obstacles into account, thereby
reducing the risk of collision due to inaccurate sensors or motor control. Ro-
bustness against inaccurate localisation in the map is achieved by searching
for the nearest free goal and start poses in the map prior to planning, should
these poses appear to lie in occupied regions in the map. In stage 2, uncer-
tainty in motor control is taken into account by punishing velocities with high
risk of collision.

Several parameters were introduced in the algorithm. Therefore, the ques-
tion remains whether much tuning is necessary to make the algorithm operate
safely for a specific platform. In contrast to many reactive approaches, the
values of the parameters are not critical for safe, collision-free motion, as
they only determine the shape of the path, while guaranteeing collision-free
motion. One exception may be the parameters adopted in the DWA stage.
In (Ögren and Leonard 2002), it is shown that for certain values of param-
eters adopted in (Brock and Khatib 1999), which are similar to αgrad, αcoll,
and αvel, oscillatory behaviour may result. However, for a large range of val-
ues, safe behaviour is obtained. Using the same parameter values on different
platforms should yield similar trajectories, as the geometry and kinodynamic
constraints are explicitly taken into account. Hence, it is believed that at
most minimal re-tuning is necessary if the algorithm is implemented on an-
other platform, though this remains to be tested in practice.

Tests were performed in simulation and on Sharioto. Figure D.27 shows
executed trajectories of the wheelchair in PMA’s robot lab, from different
start locations. A two-stage planning approach was adopted (a 2D grid
of size 14 m × 18 m and resolution 0.2 m × 0.2 m, and a 3D grid of size
5 m × 5 m × 360◦ and resolution 0.2 m × 0.2 m × 22.5◦, which is centred
around the robot’s current location). The dynamic window step calculates an
optimal velocity out of around 300 velocities. The run-times for 2D planning,
3D planning and the DWA are on average 10 ms, 70 ms and 6 ms respectively,
with a maximum of 160 ms for 3D planning. Though these run-times suggest
that a 5 Hz update rate is feasible, the algorithm ran at 2.5 Hz due to the time
necessary to perform low-level communication and localisation in an a priori
map. The run-times for the planning stage indicate the time necessary for
brute-force replanning. Complete replanning is not always necessary, or can
be performed more efficiently by using previously planned paths. Therefore,
these run-times can be further minimised.

For Sharioto, experiments were sometimes unsuccessful due to the algo-
rithm’s belief at certain locations that the robot cannot move without colliding
with some object. To remedy this problem, more accurate collision checking is
required, which can be obtained by adopting local high-resolution occupancy
grids. As no planning is performed in these high-resolution grids, the run-time
of the algorithm is expected not to increase much. Another effect observed
during experiments, is the fact that the shape of the planned path changed
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Figure D.27: Actually executed trajectories to a goal position from two
different start poses (a, b), and the computation-times for 2D planning, 3D
planning, and the dynamic window (c). 2D planning, 3D planning, and the
DWA calculations take on average 10 ms, 70 ms, and 6 ms respectively (for a
laptop with Pentium III 840 MHz processor and 256 MB RAM).

from time to time due to small changes in location estimates, and small er-
rors in execution of motor commands. This seems to suggest the existence
of locations at which the shape of the optimal path may change considerably
for small changes in location. Though these changes in the path’s shape were
not experienced to be disturbing during these experiments, they might be
in other environments or for other trajectories. This remains to be further
investigated.
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Appendix E

Gaussian motion model for
differentially driven
vehicles

This appendix provides the Gaussian state and covariance prediction equa-
tions for the wheelchair test platform’s kinematic structure and its inputs,
a differentially driven wheelchair with commanded or estimated twists and a
measured time interval as inputs.

E.1 Introduction

Motion or system models for mobile robots provide an estimate of the ve-
hicle’s pose and the uncertainty thereupon based on an uncertain estimate
of its previous pose and an uncertain input or a measurement of the robot’s
motion with internal sensors. Several motion or system models have been de-
vised depending on the vehicle’s kinematic structure, the type of inputs to the
platform, the type of internal sensors used, the representation of uncertainty,
and the level of approximation of the exact (but idealised) motion equations.
Robotic vehicles are typically car-like (i.e. with Ackerman steering), tricycle,
differential, synchronous, or omni-directional drives (Borenstein et al. 1996).
This appendix focuses on differentially driven robots only, as this corresponds
to the kinematics of both robots adopted in this work. Furthermore, inputs
to the motion model are assumed to be robot twists tk (vk, ωk) that are ex-
ecuted during an estimated time interval ∆tk. Different uncertainty models
have been proposed (Gutmann 2002; Thrun et al. 2005). Figure E.1 shows
three different one-dimensional motion models, a Gaussian model, a maxi-
mum distance model that places equal probability to positions up to a certain
range and is useful for legged robots that might get obstructed at obstacles or
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for slipping mobile robots, and a displacement model that allows a robot to
be manually displaced or kidnapped to any position in the environment with
a certain displacement probability. This appendix focuses on Gaussian mo-

Figure E.1: Various possible uncertainty models for one-dimensional motion:
a Gaussian model (a), a maximum distance model (b), and a displacement
model (c).

tion models, which are the most widely spread. More recently, particle filters
have been adopted as well to implement motion models, see e.g. (Thrun et al.
2005). Section E.2 presents a Gaussian motion model that is applicable to all
types of vehicle kinematics. Section E.3 discusses a motion model applicable
to differentially driven robots such as Sharioto and Lino.

E.2 General Gaussian motion model

The most elementary representation of a vehicle’s state at time k is its pose
pk (xk, yk, θk). This state may be augmented with a set of kinematic param-
eters that ought to be estimated as well, such as the wheels’ diameters or the
distance between the wheels. The vehicle’s linear and rotational velocity may
be included in the state as well. If the uncertainty on the vehicle pose can be
approximated with a multivariate normal distribution, the state uncertainty is
fully modelled by a covariance matrix P k. In order to predict the vehicle pose
at time k +1, the estimate of the relative motion can generically be described
for all types of kinematic models as a change in pose ∆pk (∆xk, ∆yk, ∆θk), as
shown in Figure E.2. If the uncertainty on the pose change can be accurately
modelled as a Gaussian distribution that is furthermore independent on the
robot’s pose at time k, its uncertainty is fully modelled by the covariance ma-
trix P ∆. The predicted pose covariance can then be calculated by first-order
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linearisation of the pose prediction equations around the robot pose at time k:

pk+1 = f (pk, ∆pk) =




xk

yk

θk


 +




cos θk − sin θk 0
sin θk cos θk 0

0 0 1







∆xk

∆yk

∆θk


 , (E.1)

P k+1 = ∇fpk
P k∇fT

pk
+∇f∆pP ∆p∇fT

∆p , (E.2)

where the Jacobians ∇fpk
and ∇f∆p are calculated as

∇fpk
=

∂f

∂pk

∣∣∣∣
(pk,∆pk)

=




1 0 −∆xk sin θk −∆yk cos θk

0 1 ∆xk cos θk −∆yk sin θk

0 0 1


 , (E.3)

∇f∆p =
∂f

∂∆p

∣∣∣∣
(pk,∆pk)

=




cos θk − sin θk 0
sin θk cos θk 0

0 0 1


 . (E.4)

E.3 Motion model for differentially driven
robots with velocity inputs

This section derives the motion model if input uk corresponds to a commanded
or estimated robot twist [vk ωk]T at time k that is assumed to be applied
during a time interval ∆tk. On all three inputs uncertainty is present, such
that their joint covariance matrix P u equals

P u =




σ2
vv σ2

vω σ2
v∆t

σ2
ωv σ2

ωω σ2
ω∆t

σ2
∆tv σ2

∆tω σ2
∆t∆t


 (E.5)

The twist inputs to the motion model may be obtained in various ways, such as
from wheel encoders and a kinematic model, from commanded twists, or from
laser-based odometry as described e.g. in (Bailey 2002). In the last case, re-use
of laser data is avoided by application of a constant velocity model where the
uncertainty is modelled large enough to capture robot accelerations. Due to
the use of digital controllers, acceleration commands are only given at discrete
time instants. In between these instants, accelerations may be approximated
to be constant. In this work, robot twists are modelled as piecewise constant
functions of time, such that robot trajectories consist of sequences of circular
arcs or line segments. Fox et al. (1997) provide an estimate of the maximum
pose error that can occur under this assumption.

If |ωk| > ε with ε ∈ R+
0 a positive constant near zero, the vehicle’s pose

at time tk+1 = tk + ∆tk can be calculated using the instantaneous centre of
rotation cr

k, as shown in Figure E.2. The robot’s trajectory describes a circle
with radius ρk = vk/ωk around point cr

k = (xk − ρk sin θk, yk + ρk cos θk). In
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that case, Equations E.1 and E.2 are adopted, where P ∆p is replaced with
P u, where ∇f∆p is replaced with ∇fu and where

∆xk =
vk

ωk
sin (ωk∆tk) , (E.6)

∆yk =
vk

ωk
(1− cos (ωk∆tk)) , (E.7)

∆θk = ωk∆tk, (E.8)

∇fu =




xk+1 − xk

vk
∇fxω

u ∇fx∆t
u

yk+1 − yk

vk
∇fyω

u ∇fy∆t
u

0 ∆tk ωk


 , (E.9)

with

∇fxω
u = vk

c · (∆θk · c∆ − s∆)− s · (∆θk · s∆ − 1 + c∆)
ω2

k

,

∇fx∆t
u = vk (c · c∆ − s · s∆) ,

∇fyω
u = vk

c · (∆θk · s∆ + 1− c∆) + s · (∆θk · c∆ − s∆)
ω2

k

,

∇fy∆t
u = vk (s · c∆ + c · s∆) .

In the above equations, c denotes cos θk, s denotes sin θk, c∆ denotes cos (∆θk)
and s∆ denotes sin (∆θk).

If |ωk| ≤ ε, pose pk+1 and ∇fu equal

pk+1 =




xk + vk∆tk cos θk

yk + vk∆tk sin θk

θk


 , (E.10)

∇fu =




∆tk cos θk 0 vk cos θk

∆tk sin θk 0 vk sin θk

0 0 0


 , (E.11)

and ∆xk = vk∆tk, ∆yk = 0, and ∆θk = 0.
This model is often approximated under the assumption that ∆θk is small,

which is valid if sample time ∆tk and rotational velocity ωk are small. In that
case, the following holds:

∆xk ≈ rk∆θk = rkωk∆tk = vk∆tk

∆yk ≈ 0
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Figure E.2: The calculation of a vehicle’s pose pk+1 based on its pose pk at
time k and its input velocities [vk ωk]T that are applied during ∆tk seconds.

and the model becomes:

pk+1 =




xk + vk∆tk cos θk

yk + vk∆tk sin θk

θk + ωk∆tk




Other approximations exist as well, for example the one used in (Vandorpe
1997). Similar covariance matrices P k+1 can be derived for these approxima-
tions. In this work, no further approximation of the motion model is adopted
because the frequency with which the motion model is calculated and with
which velocity signals are sent to the motors may be low, around 5 Hz or
below.
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Gëındividualiseerde planherkenning en
gedeelde controle voor
navigatiehulp aan rolstoelgebruikers
op basis van onzekere metingen

1 Inleiding

Ouderen en mindervaliden vertegenwoordigen een voortdurend groeiend seg-
ment van de wereldbevolking. Een aanzienlijk deel van deze bevolkingsgroep
ondervindt mobiliteitsproblemen, zelfs bij het gebruik van bestaande hulp-
middelen zoals rolstoelen en looprekken. Om deze hulpmiddelen gebruiks-
vriendelijker en veiliger te maken, hebben verscheidene onderzoeksgroepen de
hulpmiddelen uitgerust met sensoren en computerkracht.

Indien deze sensorgebaseerde en gecomputeriseerde hulpmiddelen de ge-
wenste taken uitvoeren in samenwerking met de mens in plaats van volledig
autonoom, worden ze semi-autonome robots genoemd. Mens en computer de-
len dan de controle over de machine. Vermits deze robots nauw samenwerken
met mensen, zijn er in vergelijking met autonome robots bijkomende eisen
betreffende het gedrag van de robot, de gebruikersinterface met de robot en
de fysieke eigenschappen van de robot zoals de mechanische structuur en het
voorkomen. Deze thesis richt zich op de besturings- en schattingsalgoritmen
die het gedrag bepalen van zulke semi-autonome mobiliteitshulpmiddelen. De
fysieke eigenschappen en de gebruikersinterface worden niet aangepast. In
concreto worden de algoritmen getest op een elektrische rolstoel uitgerust
met sensoren en een computer. Bijgevolg concentreert deze thesis zich vooral
op navigatietaken die door mens en machine samen worden uitgevoerd.1

De onderzoeksonderwerpen die in dit werk aan bod komen, kunnen het
best samengevat worden met de volgende drie vragen. Deze drie vragen moe-
ten volgens Leonard and Durrant-Whyte (1991) opgelost worden om autono-
me mobiele robots te bekomen. Ook voor semi-autonome robots zijn deze
vragen van belang:

1Gebruiker verwijst daarom meestal naar rolstoelgebruiker in de tekst.
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Waar ben ik? Dit wordt in de mobiele robotica het probleem van lokalisatie
in een gekende kaart genoemd. Bovendien kan het vereist zijn dat de
robot ook zelf een kaart van de omgeving opbouwt. Deze onderwerpen
worden besproken in Sectie 4. Voor semi-autonome robots is een ant-
woord op deze vraag misschien minder belangrijk, vermits beroep kan
gedaan worden op de kennis van de gebruiker. Zelfs in dat geval kan het
echter nuttig zijn om een lokale kaart van de omgeving op te bouwen,
bijvoorbeeld om informatie uit gebruikerssignalen op eerdere tijdstip-
pen te combineren met recente informatie of omdat robotsensoren niet
ogenblikkelijk een volledig beeld kunnen geven van de robotomgeving.

Waar ga ik naartoe? Een basisveronderstelling in dit werk is dat de ge-
bruiker de interface kan gebruiken die hij of zij gewoon is. Vermits
de gebruiker niet expliciet moet aangeven aan de robotcomputer welk
manoeuvre hij of zij wenst uit te voeren, zijn deze manoeuvres verbor-
gen voor de computer. De robotcomputer moet deze manoeuvres zelf
schatten op basis van gebruikerssignalen en sensorsignalen. Dit is het
probleem van planherkenning en wordt besproken in Sectie 7.

Hoe geraak ik daar? Zelfs indien de robot weet welk manoeuvre de ge-
bruiker wil uitvoeren is het onduidelijk hoe de taak door gebruiker en
robot samen uitgevoerd moet worden. Dit is het probleem van gedeelde
controle en wordt verder besproken in Sectie 8.

Informatie uit sensoren en gebruikerssignalen is meestal onzeker. Bovendien
is de informatie-inhoud in gebruikerssignalen voor sommige gebruikersinter-
faces erg beperkt. Daarom moet rekening gehouden worden met onzekerheid
zowel voor planherkenning als voor gedeelde controle. Bovendien bestuurt
iedere gebruiker de rolstoel op een eigen manier. Planherkenning en gedeelde
controle zijn daarom best ook gëındividualiseerd.

1.1 Uitdagingen en vereisten

Verscheidene uitdagingen en vereisten maken het moeilijk om een algemene
totaaloplossing te bekomen voor mens-machine interactie in het algemeen en
voor semi-autonome rolstoelen in het bijzonder:

Omgevingskarakteristieken. Semi-autonome rolstoelen zijn bedoeld voor
gebruik in publieke en private omgevingen. In tegenstelling tot vele
industriële omgevingen, zijn deze omgevingen vaak beperkt in ruimte,
driedimensionaal en ongekend of slechts onvolledig gekend. Bovendien
kunnen er bewegende objecten aanwezig zijn, zoals mensen, huisdieren
of andere rolstoelen.

Gebruikerskarakteristieken. Er bestaat een grote verscheidenheid aan
aandoeningen en symptomen onder rolstoelgebruikers. Elke rolstoel-
gebruiker bestuurt een rolstoel dan ook op een eigen manier. Bovendien
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zijn gebruikerssignalen niet altijd even voorspelbaar. Bijgevolg moet na-
vigatiehulp gëındividualiseerd worden en moet rekening gehouden wor-
den met onzekerheid op gebruikerssignalen. De gebruikerskarakteristie-
ken veranderen ook in de tijd, bijvoorbeeld omdat gebruikers beter leren
rijden of omwille van vermoeidheid of progressie van de aandoening.
De graad van geleverde navigatiehulp moet echter niet alleen afhangen
van het fysieke kunnen van de gebruiker, maar ook van zijn of haar
wensen. Sommige gebruikers willen zoveel als mogelijk zelf in contro-
le blijven, terwijl anderen misschien verkiezen om meer controle toe
te staan aan de robot. Verder moet bij het bedenken van een navi-
gatiesysteem rekening gehouden worden met typische karakteristieken
van mens-machine interactie. Een effect dat bijvoorbeeld optreedt bij
mens-machine interactie en dat vermeden moet worden, is toestandsver-
warring. Dit komt voor als de machine anders reageert dan de mens had
verwacht, waardoor de mens verward is en (tijdelijk) verkeerde interface
signalen geeft.

Sensorkarakteristieken. Niet alle objecten uit de omgeving zijn gemakke-
lijk waarneembaar met sensoren die vaak in mobiele robotica gebruikt
worden. Bovendien zijn sensorsignalen vaak onzeker.

Robotkarakteristieken. De grootte van elektrische rolstoelen is meestal
aanzienlijk in vergelijking met binnenhuisomgevingen. Bovendien kun-
nen rolstoelen meestal niet ogenblikkelijk zijwaarts bewegen, i.e. rostoe-
len zijn niet-holonoom. Naast deze kinematische beperkingen zijn er
ook beperkingen op de robotdynamica, zoals een maximale versnelling
en vertraging om een comfortabel rijgedrag te garanderen. Het rolstoel-
gedrag is niet perfect voorspelbaar, bijvoorbeeld omwille van het slippen
van wielen, de invloed van zwenkwielen of botsingen met obstakels.

Interfacekarakteristieken. Er bestaan veel verschillende soorten interfa-
ces, van continue interfaces zoals hand- en kinjoysticks tot discrete in-
terfaces zoals knoppeninterfaces. De interfaces zijn aangepast aan de
motorische capaciteiten van de gebruiker. De aard en hoeveelheid infor-
matie in gebruikerssignalen varieert sterk van interface tot interface.

Uitdagingen voor algoritmen. De besturings- en schattingsalgoritmen die
het gedrag van semi-autonome rolstoelen bepalen moeten veilig blijven
werken zelfs als sommige van hun informatiebronnen geen of onbetrouw-
bare informatie geeft. Bovendien is een snelle reactie op gebruikerssig-
nalen vereist om een natuurlijke interactie te bekomen. Parameters in
algoritmen moeten idealiter volgen uit robot- en gebruikerskarakteris-
tieken of moeten zelf door de algoritmen geschat worden.
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1.2 Bestaande aanpakken

Bestaande mobiliteitsmiddelen kunnen op drie verschillende manieren verbe-
terd worden. Ten eerste kan het elektromechanisch ontwerp van het hulp-
middel verbeterd worden. Zo werden in het verleden bijvoorbeeld rolstoelen
ontworpen die ook trappen op en af kunnen rijden. Ten tweede kunnen nieu-
we interfaces tussen mens en machine bedacht worden. Ten derde kunnen
de schattings- en besturingsalgoritmen die het gedrag van de rolstoel bepalen
geoptimaliseerd worden. Deze thesis kadert in de derde soort verbeteringen.

De meeste bestaande aanpakken voor semi-autonome rolstoelbesturing
zijn opgebouwd uit verschillende niveaus gaande van volledige gebruikerscon-
trole tot volledige robotcontrole, zoals aangeduid in Figuur 1. Tussen deze ex-

Figuur 1: Dit schema beschrijft de belangrijkste karakteristieken van be-
staande aanpakken voor semi-autonome rolstoelen met automatische taakse-
lectie. Niet alle elementen die aangeduid zijn op dit algemene schema zijn
echter terug te vinden in elke aanpak.

trema worden meestal een aantal tussenliggende niveaus ontworpen, waarvoor
de graad van gedeelde controle varieert, zoals bijvoorbeeld botsingsvermijding,
obstakelvermijding of het rijden door een deur. In vele gevallen komt elk ni-
veau overeen met een taak of een robotgedraging die uitgevoerd moet worden.
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Voor elke robotgedraging is meestal een apart algoritme gëımplementeerd.
Deze robotgedragingen kunnen beschouwd worden als voorstellingen van ge-
bruikersintenties of gebruikersplannen.

Om de gebruiker optimaal bijstand te geven, moet op elk moment een
bepaalde gedraging geactiveerd worden. Meestal wordt slechts één gedraging
per tijdstip geactiveerd omdat verschillende gelijktijdig geactiveerde gedragin-
gen elkaar negatief kunnen bëınvloeden. Sommige aanpakken vereisen dat de
gebruiker manueel de gewenste gedraging selecteert. Voor de gebruikersgroep
beoogd in dit onderzoek kan zulk een manuele selectie echter vermoeiend,
tijdrovend of zelfs fysisch onmogelijk zijn. Idealiter gebeurt de selectie van
een gedraging daarom automatisch zonder dat de gebruiker zelf expliciet de
gedraging activeert, vermits verwacht wordt dat dit een meer intüıtieve mens-
machine interactie oplevert. In het verleden is automatische activatie van
gedragingen gebeurd op basis van de meest recente sensorsignalen, de meest
recente gebruikerssignalen, de uitvoer van gedragingen of een combinatie van
meerdere van deze informatiebronnen.

Planherkenning kan in deze aanpakken beschouwd worden als het toeken-
nen van een zekere activatiewaarde aan elke robotgedraging. Bekeken van-
uit een probabilistische invalshoek kunnen deze activatiewaarden beschouwd
worden als de waarschijnlijkheid dat die robotgedraging overeenkomt met de
eigenlijke gebruikersintentie. Gedeelde controle in deze aanpakken komt dan
overeen met de selectie van de robotgedraging met de hoogste activatiewaarde
en met de eigenlijke uitvoering van de robotgedraging.

De volgende eigenschappen van bestaande aanpakken voor automatische
taakselectie zijn voor verbetering vatbaar:

Onzekerheid en geschiedenis worden niet in rekening gebracht. Het
merendeel van de huidige schattings- en besturingsalgoritmen voor semi-
autonome rolstoelen met automatische taakselectie activeert een gedra-
ging enkel en alleen op basis van de meest recente sensor- en gebrui-
kerssignalen (Bell et al. 1993; Lacey and Dawson-Howe 1998; Röfer and
Lankenau 2000; Yu et al. 2003; Morris et al. 2003; Parikh et al. 2004).
In sommige gevallen wordt zelfs helemaal geen rekening gehouden met
gebruikerssignalen (Simpson and Levine 1999; Yanco 2000). Bovendien
wordt geen rekening gehouden met onzekerheid op gebruikerssignalen of
op de gewenste taken. Aanpakken die oudere informatie wel combineren
met recente informatie en daarbij eventueel rekening houden met onze-
kerheden op de informatiebronnen (Glover et al. 2004a; Bennewitz et al.
2005), laten de gebruiker volledig in controle en brengen de gebruikers-
signalen niet in rekening. Deze aanpakken voorspellen enkel waar de
gebruiker naartoe gaat op basis van het traject dat robot en gebruiker
samen afleggen.

Gebruikersmodellen zijn niet gëındividualiseerd. De meeste bestaan-
de aanpakken baseren beslissingen om bepaalde gedragingen te activeren
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op een algemeen model van de manier waarop mensen rolstoelen bestu-
ren. Vermits dit model niet is aangepast aan de individuele gebruiker,
kan dit leiden tot ongewenste of suboptimale stuurcorrecties vanwege de
semi-autonome robot. Hoewel in een beperkt aantal aanpakken onder-
zoek verricht werd naar gëındividualiseerde planherkenning (Bell et al.
1993; Vanhooydonck 2007) of gëındividualiseerde gedeelde controle (Yu
et al. 2003), werden gëındividualiseerde planherkenning en gedeelde
controle nog niet gëıntegreerd in één enkel raamwerk.

Robotgrootte, -kinematica en -dynamica. De meeste aanpakken bena-
deren de robotgrootte, de robotkinematica en de robotdynamica in ster-
ke mate om een snelle reactie op gebruikerssignalen te garanderen. Door
deze benaderingen zijn deze algoritmen niet altijd succesvol voor de taak
waarvoor ze ontworpen zijn, zie bijvoorbeeld (Levine et al. 1999).

Uitbreidbaarheid met nieuwe gedragingen. Het is op dit moment nog
onduidelijk hoe eenvoudig nieuwe robotgedragingen kunnen worden toe-
gevoegd aan een set van bestaande robotgedragingen. Dit toevoegen
van nieuwe robotgedragingen kan het gedrag van bestaande rolstoelge-
dragingen immers bëınvloeden. Bovendien moet voor elke toegevoegde
robotgedraging een aanpak voor gedeelde controle gespecificeerd of ge-
traind worden en moet bepaald worden in welke omstandigheden de
robotgedraging geactiveerd dient te worden.

1.3 Bijdragen

Deze thesis stelt een raamwerk voor dat een oplossing biedt voor de bovenge-
noemde tekortkomingen van bestaande aanpakken.

Een eerste belangrijk onderscheid met bestaande aanpakken is de voorstel-
ling van gebruikersintenties als geometrische paden. De geometrische paden
modelleren hoe de gebruiker mentaal van plan is om van de huidige robotpose2

naar een doelpose te rijden. Dit laat toe om alle mogelijke gebruikersintenties
te modelleren, ook ingewikkelde gebruikersintenties zoals bij het parkeren in
nauwe omgevingen en zelfs foutieve gebruikersintenties. Voor het genereren
van de geometrische paden naar een doelpose wordt één enkel padplanningsal-
goritme gebruikt. Bijgevolg moeten bij een uitbreiding van het aantal robot-
taken geen bijkomende algoritmen bedacht worden. Het planningsalgoritme
moet enkel meer paden genereren. Bovendien zijn padplanners in staat om
de robotgrootte, de robotkinematica en de robotdynamica nauwkeuriger in
rekening te brengen dan de vaak gebruikte reactieve navigatiealgoritmen in
huidige aanpakken.

Verder wordt de onzekerheid in gebruikersintenties en gebruikerssignalen
expliciet gemodelleerd. Dit gebeurt met behulp van Bayesiaanse waarschijn-
lijkheidstheorie. Het in rekening brengen van onzekerheid laat ook toe om

2Pose verwijst naar de positie en oriëntatie van een object.
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oude en nieuwe informatie te combineren, waarbij de onzekerheid op de infor-
matiebronnen bepaalt welk relatief belang aan die informatiebronnen wordt
gehecht. Onzekerheid wordt ook in rekening gebracht bij het nemen van be-
slissingen. Hiervoor werden drie aanpakken voorgesteld en gëımplementeerd.

Een belangrijk onderdeel bij deze Bayesiaanse schattings- en besturingsal-
goritmen is het gebruikersmodel. Voor de aanpak in deze thesis dient dit model
stochastisch te zijn, i.e. het bepaalt hoe waarschijnlijk gebruikerssignalen zijn
als de gebruiker een gegeven pad wil volgen. Dit gebruikersmodel kan wor-
den aangepast aan de gebruiker. Vermits hetzelfde gebruikersmodel gebruikt
wordt voor planherkenning en gedeelde controle, zijn zowel planherkenning
als gedeelde controle gëındividualiseerd.

2 Robotplatform en sensoren

De meeste algoritmen en methoden beschreven in deze thesis werden eerst in
simulatie getest en vervolgens op een echte rolstoel. Enkele algoritmen werden
ook getest op de robot Lino. Kröse et al. (2003) beschrijven het robotplatform
Lino.

2.1 De semi-autonome rolstoel Sharioto

Het testplatform Sharioto is getoond in Figuur 2. Het is een rolstoel waar-
van de twee achterste wielen worden aangestuurd en de twee voorste wielen
zwenkwielen zijn die vrij kunnen bewegen. Bijgevolg kan de rolstoel ter plaatse
ronddraaien. Wrijving tussen grond en zwenkwielen veroorzaakt vaak onge-
wenste storingen tijdens het besturen van de rolstoel. Ook het slippen van de
aangedreven achterwielen treedt vaak op. Op de figuur is ook de handjoystick
getoond die gebruikt werd als interface gedurende experimenten.

Aan dit rolstoelplatform werd een laptop toegevoegd met Pentium
2.13 GHz processor and 2 GB RAM. Verder werden twee potentiometers ge-
plaatst op de zwenkwielen vooraan om de invloed van de zwenkwielen op de
rolstoeloriëntatie te onderzoeken. Ook werd een gyroscoop toegevoegd om
de hoeksnelheid te meten, twee Polaroid ultrasoonsensoren onder de armleu-
ningen om tafelbladen te detecteren, zes Polaroid ultrasoon- en één Sharp
infraroodsensor die de omgeving achter de rolstoel observeren, één CTG3

ultrasoon- en twee Sharp infraroodsensoren per zijkant om de zijkanten te
observeren en één lidar, zes Polaroid ultrasoon-, vier Sharp infrarood- en twee
CTG ultrasoonsensoren om de omgeving vooraan de rolstoel te observeren.
Ook zijn vooraan op de rolstoel twee ultrasoonsensoren naar boven gericht om
tafelbladen te detecteren. De sensoren worden ingelezen met DAQ-700 PCM-
CIA kaarten van National Instruments. Verder werden verscheidene nood-
stoppen toegevoegd om veiligheid te garanderen bij navigatie-experimenten.
Alle software werd geschreven in C++. De ACE bibliotheek werd gebruikt

3CTG staat voor Centrum Technologie voor Gehandicapte personen.
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Figuur 2: De semi-autonome rolstoel Sharioto.

voor het schrijven van multi-threaded software.

2.2 Sensoren

Sensoren gebruikt in robotica worden vaak ingedeeld onder de noemer intern
of extern. Interne sensoren observeren de robotbeweging zelf. Encoders bij-
voorbeeld meten voortdurend de rotatie van de twee aangedreven wielen van
een mobiele robot, waardoor de afstand afgelegd door de wielen kan bepaald
worden en daaruit ook de poseveranderingen van de robot. Externe sensoren
observeren de omgeving, zoals bijvoorbeeld camera’s of ultrasoonsensoren.

De belangrijkste interne sensor gebruikt in deze thesis is de gyroscoop.
Deze meet de hoeksnelheid van de robot. Door deze snelheid te integreren
over de tijd, wordt de robotoriëntatie bekomen. Andere interne sensoren op
de rolstoel zijn de potentiometers op de zwenkwielen. Deze werden niet actief
gebruikt tijdens besturing van de rolstoel.

De externe sensor die voornamelijk gebruikt werkt in deze thesis is de lidar-
sensor ontwikkeld door CTG. Lidar staat voor LIght Detection And Ranging.
Deze sensor meet de afstand tot objecten door een infrarode lichtstraal in
de vorm van een blokgolf uit te sturen. Het uitgestuurde licht weerkaatst
op objecten in de omgeving. Een ontvanger in de lidarsensor detecteert dan
de weerkaatste blokgolf. Het faseverschil tussen uitgestuurde en ontvangen
blokgolf bepaalt de tijd die het licht onderweg was. Uit deze reistijd van
het licht en de snelheid van het licht kan de afstand tot het gemeten object
worden bepaald. De uitgestuurde en ontvangen lichtstraal wordt in de sensor
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omgebogen door middel van een roterende spiegel. Op deze manier is het
mogelijk om een deel van de omgeving af te scannen. De set van metingen
verkregen gedurende één spiegelomwenteling wordt in deze tekst scan of lidar-
scan genoemd. Deze spiegel roteert aan 5 Hz. Matige en grote snelheden van
de rolstoel kunnen daarom de opgemeten scan vervormen, i.e. de verkregen
scans zijn geen perfecte momentopnames van de omgeving. Verder ontwikkel-
de CTG ook een ultrasoonsenor. Deze meet de afstand tot objecten door de
tijd te meten tussen het uitsturen en ontvangen van een ultrasone geluidsgolf.
Kennis van de snelheid van het geluid laat toe om op basis van de gemeten
reistijd van het geluid de afstand tot het object te bepalen.

3 Verwerking van lidarmetingen

Voordat de sensordata van de lidar gebruikt worden voor lokalisatie of kaart-
opbouw in Sectie 4, worden de data verwerkt. Dit houdt het synchroniseren
tussen lidar en computer in, lijnextractie en het toepassen van filters op de
scans.

3.1 Synchronisatie tussen lidar en computer

Om nauwkeurige en robuuste robotcontrole te verkrijgen, moet rekening wor-
den gehouden met vertragingen door metingen, door het uitvoeren van stuur-
signalen, door communicatie tussen verschillende processoren en door bere-
keningen. Daarom werd een algoritme bedacht, gëımplementeerd en getest
om lidar en robotcomputer te synchroniseren. Dit algoritme schat het tijd-
stip waarop een lidarscan genomen werd. Als ook een poseschatting van de
lidar gekend is, kan met deze tijdinformatie de lidarsnelheid geschat worden
en kunnen lidarscans gecorrigeerd worden voor de invloed ten gevolge van be-
weging gedurende het meten. Dit algoritme voor scancorrectie bij beweging
van de lidar werd tevens gëımplementeerd en succesvol getest.

Verder is deze tijdinformatie van scans van belang om lidarsignalen te re-
lateren met andere signalen zoals gebruikerssignalen en andere sensorsignalen.
Een schatting van het tijdstip van lidarscans laat ook toe om te voorspellen
waar de lidarsensor zich zal bevinden in de nabije toekomst. Dit is van belang
bijvoorbeeld voor planningsalgoritmen omdat dan de planningsalgoritmen een
voorspelling van de robotpose kunnen gebruiken i.p.v. de huidige robotpose.
Het gebruik van zulke posevoorspellingen is nauwkeuriger in het geval dat het
planningsalgoritme rekenintensief is en de voorspelling nauwkeurig is.

3.2 Extractie van lijnstukken

Drie bestaande algoritmen voor het extraheren van lijnstukken uit lidarscans
werden gëımplementeerd en geëvalueerd. Ten eerste werd een benadering
zoals in (Vandorpe 1997) gëımplementeerd. Dit algoritme verifieert of een
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groep metingen behorende bij een lijnstuk kan uitgebreid worden met naburi-
ge metingen. Hiervoor worden heuristische regels gebruikt. Ten tweede werd
een verbeterde versie van het lijnextractiealgoritme in (Adams 1999) getest
dat ook groepen metingen probeert uit te breiden met naburige metingen.
Hiervoor wrodt echter een Extended Kalman Filter gebruikt in plaats van
heuristische regels. Ten derde werd een splits-en-voeg-samen algoritme (Gut-
mann 2000) getest. Dit algoritme extraheert eerst een lijnstuk uit een hele
groep metingen. Als de afwijking van punten in de groep t.o.v. het lijnstuk te
groot is, wordt de groep verder gesplitst. Deze algoritmen werden aangepast
om rekening te houden met mogelijke foutcodes gegenereerd door de CTG-
lidar. Verder werd ook een nieuw algoritme voorgesteld dat robuust splits-en-
voeg-samen algoritme werd genoemd. Het is gebaseerd op een splits-en-voeg-
samen algoritme met bijkomende maatregelen om dit algoritme robuuster te
maken tegen uitschieters. Hierbij werd gebruik gemaakt van een gewijzigd
RANSAC (Fischler and Bolles 1981) algoritme voor robuuste schatting van
lijnstukken door puntenwolken.

3.3 Scanfilters

Verscheidene bestaande scanfilters werden gëımplementeerd (Gutmann 2000).
Deze filters worden bijvoorbeeld gebruikt om uitschieters uit scans te verwijde-
ren (mediaanfilter), om het aantal scanpunten in scans te verminderen zonder
essentiële informatie te verliezen (reductiefilter) en om punten die niet op een
geëxtraheerde lijn liggen te verwijderen (lijnfilter). Bovendien werden nieuwe
scanfilters gëımplementeerd, zoals een filter om spookmetingen te detecteren
en te verwijderen en een filter om efficiënt te bepalen welke lijnstukken uit
een kaart zichtbaar zijn vanop een bepaalde sensorpose.

4 Lokalisatie en kaartopbouw

Met lokalisatie wordt in de mobiele robotica de bepaling van de robotpose
bedoeld op basis van een gekende kaart van de omgeving, op basis van interne
en externe sensormetingen en op basis van stuursignalen naar de robotactu-
atoren. Simultane lokalisatie en kaartopbouw heeft als doelstelling om zowel
een kaart van de omgeving als de robotpose te schatten op basis van metin-
gen door interne en externe sensoren en op basis van stuursignalen naar de
motoren.

Voor de testen in deze thesis wordt een kaart gebruikt bestaande uit lijn-
stukken. Dit is de enige plaats in het doctoraat waar ervan uitgegaan wordt
dat er voldoende rechtlijnige objecten in de omgeving zijn. Robotnavigatie
m.b.v. padplanning, planherkenning en gedeelde controle zijn niet gebaseerd
op deze veronderstelling. Bijgevolg kunnen deze algoritmen nog steeds wor-
den gebruikt indien in de toekomst alternatieve algoritmen voor lokalisatie en
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kaartopbouw worden gëımplementeerd die er niet van uitgaan dat rechtlijnige
objecten in de omgeving aanwezig zijn.

Lokalisatie en kaartopbouw zijn niet enkel nuttig voor autonome robots.
Zoals voor autonome robots laat het gebruik van kaarten voor semi-autonome
robots toe om veiliger te navigeren, vermits de kaart informatie kan bevatten
die niet of moeilijk waarneembaar is met de robotsensoren zoals trappen. Ook
voor de evaluatie van prestatie van zowel rolstoel als gebruiker is het nuttig om
kennis te hebben aangaande uitgevoerde manoeuvres. Verder is het belangrijk
om schattingen te hebben van vroegere robotposes indien oude en recente
informatie gecombineerd wordt bij het schatten van de gebruikersintentie.

4.1 Scanmatching

Lokalisatie in dit onderzoek is gebaseerd op een scanmatchingsalgoritme dat
oorspronkelijk werd voorgesteld door Cox (1991) en later geoptimaliseerd
door Gutmann (2000). Het doel van scanmatching bestaat erin om een ge-
geven lidarscan zo goed mogelijk op een gekende kaart of op een voorheen
verkregen scan te leggen of te matchen. Dit komt neer op het bepalen van de
pose van de gegeven scan relatief ten opzichte van de oorsprong van de kaart
of de voorheen verkregen scan. De meeste scanmatchingsalgoritmen zoeken
enkel naar een optimale scanpose in een beperkt gebied rondom een geschatte
scanpose. Zo ook het algoritme van Cox. Dit is een iteratieve kleinste kwadra-
tenbenadering. In elke iteratie worden punten uit de gegeven scan toegekend
aan de dichtstbijzijnde lijnstukken uit de kaart of uit de vorige scan.

De optimale translatie en rotatie van de gegeven scan wordt berekend door
de som van de gekwadrateerde afstanden tussen punten en lijnen te minima-
liseren. Omdat bij de minimalisatie van deze som wordt gelineariseerd rond
de huidige scanpose, levert dit een nieuwe scanpose op die beter is uitgelijnd
met de kaart of met de vorige scan, maar nog niet perfect. Daarom wordt
deze procedure een aantal keren herhaald. Figuur 3 toont een voorbeeld. Het
algoritme gëımplementeerd in deze thesis versnelt de scanmatchingprocedure
van Gutmann (2000) door niet alle punten en lijnstukken uit de gegeven scan
te roteren in elke iteratie, maar enkel de lijnstukken uit de kaart of uit de
vorige scan.

4.2 Lokalisatie

In dit doctoraat wordt de robotpose bepaald m.b.v. lokale lokalisatie. Dit
is de situatie waarbij de robotpose ongeveer gekend is en voortdurend wordt
herschat op basis van nieuwe metingen. Dit staat in tegenstelling tot globale
lokalisatie, waarbij helemaal niet geweten is waar de robot zich bevindt in een
gegeven kaart.

Lokale lokalisatie gebeurt in twee stappen. Vooreerst wordt in een voor-
spellingsstap een schatting gemaakt van de robotpose op basis van de vorige
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Figuur 3: De figuur toont drie opeenvolgende iteraties met een geoptima-
liseerde versie van het scanmatchingsalgoritme van Cox (1991), waarbij een
lidarscan wordt uitgelijnd met lijnstukken uit een gekende kaart.

geschatte pose en de uitgestuurde motorsignalen. Daarna wordt in een correc-
tiestap de voorspelde robotpose verbeterd op basis van metingen van externe
sensoren. Een Kalman filter wordt gebruikt om de voorspelde en gecorrigeer-
de pose te combineren tot één schatting. De correctiestap in dit proces maakt
gebruik van de iteratieve Cox scanmatcher. De correctiestap is bovendien zelf
iteratief, om te corrigeren voor de invloed van beweging tijdens het scannen.
Na de eerste toepassing van scanmatching is een nauwkeurige schatting van
de lidarpose gekend. Uit de schatting van de lidarpose uit de vorige tijdstap
en de tijd tussen de twee scans kan de snelheid van de lidar geschat worden.
Deze snelheid wordt gebruikt om de scan te corrigeren voor beweging. De
gecorrigeerde scan wordt gebruikt in een volgende iteratie om een verbeterde
poseschatting van de scan te verkrijgen. Figuur 4 toont de prestatie van dit
lokalisatie algoritme en het belang van het in rekening brengen van beweging
tijdens scannen.

4.3 Simultane lokalisatie en kaartopbouw

Het lokalisatie algoritme vereist een kaart van de omgeving. Het opmeten
van zulke kaarten met de hand is tijdrovend en gevoelig aan fouten. Bo-
vendien is het mogelijk dat andere lijnstukken in de kaart worden gezet dan
degene die door de sensor worden geobserveerd. Daarom werd een algorit-
me gëımplementeerd dat deze kaarten automatisch opbouwt op basis van een
reeks lidarscans.

Van belang bij het opbouwen van kaarten is dat de robotpose en de elemen-
ten van de kaart gelijktijdig worden geschat. Voor het opbouwen van de kaar-
ten werd een relaxatiealgoritme gebruikt (Frese et al. 2005). De kaartopbouw
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Figuur 4: De figuur links bovenaan toont een gekende kaart (zwarte lijnstuk-
ken) en een set lidarscans (grijze punten) die werden geplot op de scanposes
geschat door het lokalisatie algoritme. De scans werden gecorrigeerd voor de
invloed van beweging tijdens het meten. De figuur rechts bovenaan toont de-
zelfde scans zonder correctie voor beweging. Scans liggen minder goed op de
lijnstukken uit de kaart dan in de figuur links bovenaan. Het scanmatchingsal-
goritme probeert de scans zo goed mogelijk uit te lijnen met de lijnstukken uit
de kaart, waardoor de distortie van de scans minder goed zichtbaar is. De fi-
guur onderaan toont dezelfde scans als de figuur rechts bovenaan, maar geplot
op de poses geschat door het algoritme dat corrigeert voor beweging tijdens
het scannen. Deze figuur toont duidelijk de invloed van beweging tijdens het
scannen.

verloopt als volgt. Uit elke nieuwe scan worden lijnstukken geëxtraheerd.
Daarna wordt de nieuwe scan op basis van de lijnstukken uitgelijnd met an-
dere, eerdere scans die in de buurt liggen. Vervolgens wordt bepaald of de
nieuwe scan een sleutelscan wordt of niet. De sleutelscans vormen de set van
scans waaruit de uiteindelijke kaart zal zijn opgebouwd. Een nieuwe scan is
een sleutelscan als het informatie toevoegt aan de bestaande sleutelscans, bij-
voorbeeld omdat het een lijnstuk bevat dat voorheen niet was gedetecteerd.
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Als een scan wordt toegevoegd als sleutelscan, wordt relaxatie toegepast op
de nieuwe set van sleutelscans. Dit komt neer op het bepalen van nieuwe po-
ses voor alle sleutelscans zodat de waarschijnlijkheid van de sleutelscanposes
gegeven de scanmetingen maximaal is. Figuur 5 toont een resultaat bekomen
met dit algoritme in het robot labo van PMA4.

Figuur 5: Figuur (a) toont de sleutelscans waaruit de de kaart is opgebouwd,
geplot op de poses zoals geschat door het kaartopbouwalgoritme. Scanme-
tingen werden geplot als witte lijnstukken vertrekkend vanuit de scanpose
tot aan het gemeten object. Geldige metingen zijn geplot als zwarte pun-
ten. Geëxtraheerde lijnstukken zijn getoond in het grijs. Figuur (b) toont de
geëxtraheerde lijnstukken apart.

5 Robotnavigatie

Deze sectie beschrijft het navigatiealgoritme dat ontworpen, gëımplementeerd
en getest werd op de rolstoel Sharioto. Het is een uitbreiding van bestaande
globale dynamisch-venster aanpakken naar niet-holonome mobiele robots met
een willekeurige tweedimensionale doorsnede. Deze eigenschappen vereisen
dat er bij het plannen van een pad ook rekening wordt gehouden met de
robotoriëntatie, niet alleen met de robotpositie.

Naast de robotgeometrie en de robotkinematica, wordt ook expliciet reke-
ning gehouden met de robotdynamica. Om de rekentijd te beperken, wordt

4PMA is de afdeling Productietechnieken, Machinebouw en Automatisatie van het de-
partement Werkuigkunde aan de Katholieke Universiteit Leuven.
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de robotdynamica echter enkel voor één toekomstige tijdstap beschouwd. Ro-
botnavigatie komt in dat geval neer op het kiezen van een snelheid uit een
venster rond de huidige robotsnelheid. Dit venster wordt dynamisch venster
genoemd. Het volledige algoritme bestaat uit twee stappen. In de eerste
stap wordt een geometrisch pad berekend. In de tweede stap wordt een snel-
heid gekozen uit het dynamisch venster rondom de huidige snelheid die een
kostfunctie minimaliseert.

5.1 Geometrische padplanning

In deze stap wordt een geometrisch pad gepland vanuit een set van gekende
doelposes naar de huidige robotpose. De robotgeometrie en de robotkinema-
tica worden in deze stap reeds in rekening gebracht. Er werd gekozen voor
een discreet, optimaal padplanningsalgoritme. Dit algoritme discretiseert de
voorstelling van de omgeving, de configuratieruimte5 en de invoer naar de
robot. Het is niet compleet, i.e. het vindt niet altijd een oplossing ook al
bestaat er een oplossing, omwille van de discretisatie. Verhoging van de reso-
lutie resulteert echter uiteindelijk wel in het vinden van een oplossing indien
een oplossing bestaat. Zulke algoritmen worden daarom resolutie-compleet
genoemd. Het algoritme is bovendien optimaal omdat het een pad vindt dat
een gekozen kostfunctie minimaliseert. De volgende paragrafen specificeren
hoe dit geometrisch pad wordt gevonden.

Lokale bezette configuratieruimte. Er wordt verondersteld dat het pad-
planningsalgoritme als invoer een tweedimensionale gridkaart van de omgeving
krijgt, waarbij de cellen informatie bevatten over de aanwezigheid (een bezette
cel) of afwezigheid (een vrije cel) van obstakels in de cellen. De meeste andere
kaarttypes kunnen omgezet worden naar een gridvoorstelling.

Voor een bezette cel geplaatst in de oorsprong wordt berekend voor welke
gediscretiseerde robotposes in de buurt een botsing tussen robot en gridcel
zou resulteren. De resulterende set van robotposes wordt lokale bezette con-
figuratieruimte genoemd. Figuur 6 toont een voorbeeld. De lokale bezette
configuratieruimte is eigenlijk een driedimensionaal grid met cellen die bot-
singsinformatie bevatten (1 voor ‘botsing’, 0 voor ‘geen botsing’). Dit grid
wordt opgeslagen in een tabel voor snelle consultatie tijdens het plannen.

Totale bezette configuratieruimte. De volledige of totale bezette con-
figuratieruimte wordt berekend door voor elke tweedimensionale, bezette cel
de lokale bezette configuratieruimte te verschuiven naar de positie van de

5De configuratieruimte (Lozano-Pérez and Wesley 1979) omvat alle configuraties van
de robot, waarbij configuratie verwijst naar de parameters die de positie van elk punt op
de robot t.o.v. een vast assenstelsel specificeren. Voor de mobiele robot gebruikt in dit
doctoraat bestaat de configuratieruimte uit alle mogelijke robotposes (x, y, θ).
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Figuur 6: De rechtse figuur toont een voorbeeld van een lokale bezette con-
figuratieruimte, i.e. de set van gediscretiseerde robotposes die een botsing
veroorzaken tussen een bezette gridcel geplaatst in de oorsprong en de robot
geplaatst op die pose. Dit werd berekend voor een fictieve robotgeometrie
getoond in de linkse figuur. Bezette robotposes worden aangeduid met een
kort lijnstuk. Als voorbeeld werd de robot getoond op twee poses die een
botsing veroorzaken.

bezette cel. Daarna wordt een logische OF-operatie uitgevoerd tussen de cel-
len van de verschoven lokale bezette configuratieruimte en de totale bezette
configuratieruimte. Alle cellen van de totale bezette configuratieruimte staan
aanvankelijk op ‘geen botsing’.

Zodra de totale bezette configuratieruimte gekend is, wordt voor elke vrije
cel berekend wat de afstand tot het meest nabije obstakel is.

Successoren. Voor elke mogelijke robotoriëntatie wordt berekend welke cel-
len bereikbaar zijn door de robot. Deze cellen worden successoren genoemd.
Bij de berekening van mogelijke successoren wordt rekening gehouden met de
kinematica van de robot. In Figuur 7 staan als voorbeeld successoren afge-
beeld voor robots met een verschillende kinematica. De successoren worden
in concreto berekend door een discreet aantal snelheden aan te leggen aan de
robot. Cellen die het dichtst bij de aldus bekomen trajecten liggen worden
opgenomen als successoren. Aan elk van de successoren wordt ook een kost
toegekend. Deze kost kan bijvoorbeeld bestaan uit termen die achterwaarts
rijden bestraffen of termen die sterke rotaties bestraffen.
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Figuur 7: De linkse figuur toont successoren voor een mobiele robot met een
oriëntatie van 45◦. De robot kan ter plaatse ronddraaien. De rechtse figuur
toont successoren voor een mobiele robot met een oriëntatie van 157.5◦. De
robot kan niet ter plaatse ronddraaien, maar heeft een minimale straal van 1 m
nodig bij het draaien. Donkerder gekleurde successoren hebben een grotere
kost dan successoren met een lichte grijswaarde.

Optimale planning. Nadat de totale bezette configuratieruimte expliciet
berekend werd, wordt een zoekalgoritme gebruikt dat beginnend van de set
doelposes de kost berekent tot nabijgelegen cellen. Nabijgelegen cellen volgen
uit de successoren van de doelcellen. De kostfunctie die hierbij geminimali-
seerd wordt bestaat uit intrinsieke kosten en overgangskosten. De intrinsieke
kost bepaalt de kost om in een bepaalde cel te zijn. Deze kosten worden ty-
pisch gebruikt om paden te construeren die een zekere afstand tot obstakels
behouden. De overgangskost is de kost behorende bij de successoren.

Multi-resolutie planning. Het plannen van een pad in de driedimensiona-
le configuratieruimte is erg rekenintensief indien gepland wordt over grote af-
standen aan een heel fijne resolutie. Als compromis tussen rekentijd en nauw-
keurigheid, werd een multi-resolutie padplanningsalgoritme gëımplementeerd.
Hierbij wordt in een initiële fase een pad gepland in een tweedimensionale
configuratieruimte met een lage resolutie over het volledige gewenste gebied.
In volgende fasen wordt dan gepland in een kleiner gebied gecentreerd rond de
robot, met een hogere gridresolutie en eventueel ook in de driedimensionale
configuratieruimte. Figuur 8 toont een voorbeeld.
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Figuur 8: Padplanning in gebieden met afnemende grootte en toene-
mende resolutie: (1) een 2D grid met resolutie 0.2 m × 0.2 m en grootte
10.4 m × 10.4 m, (2) een 3D grid met resolutie 0.2 m × 0.2 m × 22.5◦ en
grootte 6.8 m × 6.8 m × 360◦ gecentreerd rond de robot (het lichtgrijze ge-
bied) en (3) een 3D grid met resolutie 0.1 m × 0.1 m × 11.25◦ en grootte
4 m × 4 m × 360◦ gecentreerd rond de robot (het donkergijze gebied).

5.2 Dynamisch venster

Nadat het geometrisch pad werd berekend, moet een concrete motorsnelheid
gekozen worden. Om de rekentijd te beperken, wordt een motorsnelheid ge-
kozen uit een venster rondom de huidige robotsnelheid. De grootte van dit
dynamisch venster wordt bepaald door de maximaal toegelaten versnellingen
en vertragingen van de robot. Op die manier wordt de dynamica van de robot
in rekening gebracht. In dit venster wordt een snelheid gekozen uit de set van
toegelaten snelheden. Toegelaten snelheden zijn snelheden waarbij de robot
nog tot volledige stilstand kan komen na uitvoering van de gekozen snelheid,
zonder botsingen en respecterend de maximaal toegelaten vertraging. Aan
alle toegelaten snelheden wordt een kost toegekend. De snelheid met de mi-
nimale kost wordt dan gestuurd naar de motoren. De kostfunctie gebruikt
in dit doctoraat omvat een term die lage snelheden bestraft omdat anders de
robot steeds zou blijven stilstaan, een term die botsingen aan hoge snelheden
bestraft en een term die afwijkingen van het geplande pad bestraft.

5.3 Evaluatie

Figuur 9 toont een resultaat bekomen met dit algoritme in simulatie. Vermits
hogere snelheden een grotere kans hebben op botsingen bij hoge snelheden,
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vertraagt de robot bij het rijden door de deur.

Figuur 9: Dynamisch-venster navigatiealgoritme bij het rijden door een deur.
Snelheden in het dynamisch venster zijn uitgedrukt in ‘NV’ (Network Varia-
ble), een eenheid die karakteristiek is voor dit testplatform. De robot vertraagt
bij het rijden door de deur.

Figuur 10 toont resultaten bekomen op de rolstoel Sharioto. Lokale loka-
lisatie gebeurt met het algoritme uit Sectie 4.

De vorige secties richtten zich voornamelijk op algoritmen die zowel voor
autonome als voor semi-autonome robots gebruikt kunnen worden. De vol-
gende drie secties gaan dieper in op de voorgestelde algoritmen voor mens-
machine interactie in dit doctoraat.

6 Gebruikersmodellering

Een belangrijk onderdeel in de gebruikte aanpak voor mens-machine inter-
actie is het gebruikersmodel. Dit gebruikersmodel modelleert hoe mensen
waarnemen, denken en ageren of reageren tijdens interactie met machines.
Gebruikersmodellen zijn belangrijk in elke aanpak voor mens-machine inter-
actie. Dit wordt echter niet altijd expliciet als een apart onderdeel in een
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Figuur 10: Trajecten uitgevoerd met de rolstoel Sharioto in het robotla-
bo van PMA. De doelpose is in beide experimenten dezelfde, maar de robot
vertrekt vanuit een andere initiële pose. Figuur (c) toont de rekentijd voor
verschillende onderdelen in het navigatiealgoritme (voor een laptop met Pen-
tium III 840 MHz processor and 256 MB RAM).

aanpak gëıdentificeerd, maar zit vaak op een impliciete, verborgen manier in
de aanpak.

Het gebruikersmodel in dit werk is een stochastisch model

pgebruiker(ûk|ik−m+1:k, ûk−m+1:k−1, ẑk−m:k−1, âk−m:k−1, bk−m:k−1)

dat de kans pgebruiker geeft dat de gebruiker het signaal ûk geeft op tijdstip
k, gegeven dat hij of zij een mentaal traject ik in gedachte heeft en dit traject
wil volgen, gegeven de mentale paden ik−m+1:k−1 die de gebruiker voorheen
in gedachte had, gegeven de voorbije gebruikerssignalen ûk−m+1:k−1 en ge-
geven alle voorbije sensormetingen ẑk−m:k−1, computeracties âk−m:k−1, en
andere gekende informatie bk−m:k−1 zoals parameters van het gebruikersmo-
del. Er wordt verondersteld dat niet alle informatie vanaf tijdstip 1 vereist
is om gebruikerssignalen voldoende accuraat te kunnen voorspellen, maar dat
informatie in een tijdvenster met lengte m volstaat.
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Dit gebruikersmodel wordt gebruikt zowel voor planherkenning als voor
gedeelde controle. Vermits het gebruikersmodel kan aangepast worden aan
gebruikersspecifiek rijgedrag, wordt op deze manier zowel gëındividualiseerde
planherkenning als gëındividualiseerde gedeelde controle bekomen. Voor de
verschillende mogelijke gebruikersinterfaces wordt een apart gebruikersmodel
opgesteld. Vermits dit de enige plaats is in het voorgestelde raamwerk voor
mens-machine interactie waar expliciet rekening wordt gehouden met het type
interface, kan het raamwerk ook gemakkelijk worden aangepast aan verschil-
lende soorten interfaces.

6.1 Rolstoelkarakteristieken

Gebruikersgedrag hangt in het algemeen sterk af van het gedrag van de robot
waarmee de gebruiker samenwerkt. Daarom zijn de eigenlijke rolstoelkarak-
teristieken belangrijk. Wanneer de gebruiker volledig in controle is, kan het
rolstoelgedrag gemodelleerd worden als volgt. De rolstoel krijgt een snelheids-
signaal als invoer en stuurt ook een snelheidssignaal uit. De transfertfunctie
tussen uitvoer en invoer kan benaderd worden als een eerste-orde systeem met
tijdconstante τp, een gegeven tijdvertraging τw en een open-lus versterkings-
factor K.

6.2 Bemonsteringsfrequentie

Planherkenning wordt uitgevoerd aan de frequentie waarop nieuwe gebrui-
kerssignalen beschikbaar zijn. Als de gebruiker continu signalen geeft, bij-
voorbeeld bij gebruik van een handjoystick, rijst de vraag aan welke frequen-
tie deze signalen moeten worden bemonsterd. In dit onderzoek werd gekozen
voor een frequentie van 2 Hz. Dit stemt overeen met tweemaal de geschatte
bandbreedte van een algemene gebruiker die een rolstoel bestuurt.

6.3 Gebruikersmodellen voor discrete interfaces

In dit werk werden mens-machine interactie-experimenten uitgevoerd voor
twee verschillende discrete interfaces. Voor elke interface afzonderlijk werd
een gebruikersmodel opgesteld. In alle experimenten interageerden echte per-
sonen ofwel met een gesimuleerde robot ofwel met een echte robot, de rolstoel
Sharioto.

6.3.1 2D gridwereld

In deze simulatiewereld heeft de robot enkel een positie, geen oriëntatie. De
negen mogelijke robotbewegingen zijn ter plaatse blijven, 1 gridcel naar het
noorden bewegen, 1 gridcel naar het noordoosten bewegen, 1 gridcel naar het
oosten bewegen, enz. De gebruikersinterface bestaat in dit geval uit een set
van negen knoppen die wijzen in de negen richtingen die de robot kan uitgaan.
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Gezonde gebruiker. Het gebruikersmodel pgebruiker krijgt als invoer op
tijdstip k een geometrisch pad ik naar een doelpositie en een kaart van de
omgeving. Het pad bestaat uit 2D (x, y)-coördinaten. Het gebruikersmodel
extraheert uit het gekregen pad een subgoal dat zichtbaar is vanuit de huidige
robotpositie. Dit subgoal wordt verondersteld een richtpunt te zijn voor de
gebruiker om de robot te besturen. Figuur 11 toont hoe de subgoals gecon-
strueerd worden. Voor sommige subgoalposities zijn meerdere paden mogelijk

Figuur 11: Figuur (a) toont hoe een subgoal bepaald wordt op basis van een
2D pad. Dit gebeurt door de verschillende posities op het 2D pad te bezoeken
vertrekkende vanaf de huidige robotpositie totdat een punt po tegengekomen
wordt dat niet meer zichtbaar is vanuit de huidige robotpositie. Het punt op
het pad vóór po wordt gebruikt als subgoal. Dit is aangeduid met een ∗ op het
pad. Figuur (b) toont dat er meerdere paden a, b en c kunnen bestaan naar
hetzelfde subgoal (subgoal 11 in dit geval) en die even optimaal zijn. Optimale
paden in dit experiment komen overeen met kortste paden. Figuur (c) toont
subgoals voor alle gemodelleerde mentale paden vanuit een robotpositie naar
mogelijke doelposities in een typische testomgeving.

die even optimaal, i.e. even kort, zijn zoals getoond in Figuur 11 (b).
De waarschijnlijkheid van het gegeven gebruikerssignaal ûk gegeven het

gemodelleerde mentale pad wordt dan bepaald als volgt. Op basis van de ge-
vonden subgoal wordt de actie berekend die een ideaal padvolgingsalgoritme
zou uitsturen. De waarschijnlijkheid van het gebruikerssignaal werd gemo-
delleerd groter te zijn naarmate de richting van het gebruikerssignaal meer
overeenstemt met de richting van de ideale padvolgingsactie.

Mindervalide gebruiker. Voor sommige experimenten in de 2D gridwe-
reld werd een virtuele handicap opgelegd waardoor gebruikers niet naar rechts
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kunnen sturen. Het gebruikersmodel voor deze virtuele handicap werd be-
paald door eerst de waarschijnlijkheid te berekenen voor alle 9 knoppen met
het gebruikersmodel voor gezonde bestuurders en vervolgens de waarschijn-
lijkheid voor knoppen die de robot oostwaarts brengen (knoppen noord-oost,
oost, zuid-oost) op te tellen bij de waarschijnlijkheid van de knoppen links
daarvan (knoppen noord, blijf ter plaatse, zuid). De waarschijnlijkheid van
alle knoppen die de robot oostwaarts brengen wordt op nul gezet.

6.3.2 Gesimuleerde rolstoel met oriëntatie

In tegenstelling met de 2D gridwereld waar de robot holonoom is, is de robot
in deze experimenten niet-holonoom en heeft een oriëntatie. Het gebruikers-
model krijgt in deze experimenten als invoer een pad van de huidige robotpose
naar een doelpositie. Vermits enkel omgevingen zonder obstakels werden uit-
getest in deze simulatie-experimenten, bestaan de paden uit rechte lijnstukken
van de huidige pose naar een doelpositie. Bijgevolg zijn ook de subgoals gelijk
aan de uiteindelijke doelposities. De gebruikersinterface bestaat in dit geval
uit een knoppeninterface met knoppen links, rechts en rechtdoor.

Gezonde gebruiker. De basisveronderstelling in het ontwikkelde gebrui-
kersmodel bestaat erin dat de gebruiker de rolstoel eerst roteert tot de rolstoel
min of meer uitgelijnd is met de doelpositie en daarna vooruit naar de doel-
positie rijdt. Dit werd gemodelleerd door gebruikerssignaal links een hogere
waarschijnlijkheid te geven naarmate de doelpositie meer verwijderd is van
de huidige rolstoeloriëntatie en indien de doelpositie links van de rolstoel ligt.
Een analoog model werd gebruikt voor gebruikerssignaal rechts voor doelpo-
sities rechts van de rolstoel. Gebruikerssignaal rechtdoor is waarschijnlijker
naarmate de doelpositie meer in het verlengde van de huidige robotoriëntatie
ligt.

Hersensturing. Voor experimenten met een echte hersensturing werd het-
zelfde model gebruikt als voor gezonde gebruikers dat werd uitgelegd in de
voorgaande paragraaf. Het algoritme dat de hersensignalen verwerkt geeft
als uitvoer een waarschijnlijkheidsverdeling over de drie mogelijke stuursigna-
len links, rechts en rechtdoor. De verkregen waarschijnlijkheidsverdeling over
de interface klassen is soms echter sterk vertekend op een verkeerde klasse.
Daarom werd bijkomende entropie toegevoegd aan de verkregen waarschijn-
lijkheidsverdelingen.

6.4 Gebruikersmodel voor continue interfaces

Net zoals voor de gebruikersmodellen voor discrete interfaces wordt veron-
dersteld dat gebruikers subgoals bepalen uit het geplande mentale pad en de
subgoals gebruiken als richtpunt om de rolstoel te besturen.
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Het gebruikersmodel in de gedane experimenten ontvangt een 3D (x, y, θ)-
pad en legt de subgoal op een pose langs dit pad waar de lineaire snelheid van
teken verandert. Dit is getoond in Figuur 12 (a). Indien geen omkeerpunt
van de lineaire snelheid aanwezig is in het mentale pad, wordt een punt langs
het pad gekozen zoals aangeduid in Figuur 12 (b). Padvolgfouten worden

Figuur 12: Figuur (a) toont de gekozen subgoal langs een mentaal pad waar-
in een omkeerpunt van de lineaire snelheid aanwezig is. Figuur (b) toont de
ligging van de geselecteerde subgoal als geen omkeerpunt van de lineaire snel-
heid aanwezig is. Dit subgoal wordt bepaald door langsheen het mentale
pad te stappen vertrekkende vanuit de huidige robotpose. Voor elk punt pi

langsheen dit pad wordt een lijn getrokken tussen het punt pi en de huidige
robot pose. Voor elk van de padpunten liggend tussen de huidige robotpose
en pi wordt de afstand tot de lijn berekend. Als deze afstand een grenswaarde
∆dmax overschrijdt, wordt pi als subgoal gekozen.

gespecificeerd als verschillen tussen de huidige rolstoelpose en deze geselec-
teerde subgoals. De volgfouten worden uitgedrukt als een hoekvolgfout ∆θ
en een afstandvolgfout ∆lcor. Vervolgens wordt een lineair model gebruikt
om te voorspellen welke lineaire snelheid vp

u en hoeksnelheid ωp
u een ideaal

padvolgingsalgoritme zou uitsturen om het pad te volgen:

ωp
u = a1 ·∆θ + εω (12a)

vp
u = b1 ·∆lcor + εv (12b)

εω ∼ N (0, σω) , εv ∼ N (0, σv) (12c)

De waarschijnlijkheid van de waargenomen gebruikerssignalen ûk (v̂u, ω̂u)
wordt dan berekend uit de voorspelde, ideale gebruikerssignalen up

k (vp
u, ωp

u)
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7 Planherkenning

als volgt:

puser (ûk|ik, ûk−1, ẑk−1, âk−1)

∼ exp

(
− (v̂u − vp

u)2

2σ2
v

)
· exp

(
− (ω̂u − ωp

u)2

2σ2
ω

)
(13)

Parameters a1, b1, σω en σv werden bepaald d.m.v. een kleinste kwadratenbe-
nadering. Voor de mentale paden die nodig zijn om de subgoals en regressoren
∆θ en ∆lcor te bepalen werden de opgemeten trajecten van de gebruiker ge-
kozen.

7 Planherkenning

Een belangrijke veronderstelling in dit onderzoek is dat rolstoelgebruikers niet
expliciet moeten duidelijk maken aan een computer welk manoeuvre ze wen-
sen uit te voeren. In de plaats daarvan mogen ze de interface gebruiken die
ze gewend zijn en is het de taak van de computer om te achterhalen welk
manoeuvre de gebruiker wenst uit te voeren. Het schatten van het gewenste
manoeuvre wordt planherkenning genoemd. Een belangrijke stap bij het ont-
werpen van een planherkenningsalgoritme is de keuze van de voorstelling van
de gebruikersintentie.

7.1 Representatie van de gebruikersintentie

De meeste bestaande aanpakken voor semi-autonome rolstoelbesturing mo-
delleren gebruikersintenties als robotgedragingen, i.e. taken zoals vermijd ob-
stakel of meer aan aan tafel. In tegenstelling tot deze aanpakken worden
gebruikersintenties in dit werk voorgesteld als geometrische paden van de hui-
dige robotpose naar een gewenste doelpose. Als bij de berekening van de
geometrische paden de robotgrootte en robotkinematica in rekening worden
gebracht, kunnen op deze manier ook ingewikkelde gebruikersintenties gemo-
delleerd en dus geschat worden, zoals nodig voor het manoeuvreren in nauwe
omgevingen.
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7.2 Bayesiaanse planherkenning

Het schatten van de gebruikersintentie gebeurt met de regel van Bayes:

pk (i1:k|û1:k, ẑ0:k−1, â0:k−1)
(1)
= pgebruiker (ûk|i1:k, û1:k−1, ẑ0:k−1, â0:k−1)

· pk−1 (i1:k|û1:k−1, ẑ0:k−1, â0:k−1) · η
(2)
= pgebruiker (ûk|i1:k, û1:k−1, ẑ0:k−1, â0:k−1)

· pproces (ik|i1:k−1, û1:k−1, ẑ0:k−1, â0:k−1)
· pk−1 (i1:k−1|û1:k−1, ẑ0:k−1, â0:k−1) · η

(3)
= pgebruiker (ûk|i1:k, û1:k−1, ẑ0:k−1, â0:k−1)

· pproces (ik|i1:k−1, û1:k−1, ẑ0:k−1, â0:k−1)
· pk−1 (i1:k−1|û1:k−1, ẑ0:k−2, â0:k−2) · η,

(14)

waarbij η een normalisatiefactor is om te garanderen dat de waarschijnlijkhe-
den sommeren tot 1, i1:k de gemodelleerde mentale paden i zijn van tijdstip 1
tot tijdstip k, û de gebruikerssignalen zijn, ẑ de sensormetingen, â de acties
uitgestuurd door de semi-autonome computer. Verder is in vergelijking (1) de
regel van Bayes toegepast, in (2) de product regel en in (3) de veronderstelling
dat het systeem causaal is.

In plaats van de algemene naam observatiefunctie, werd gekozen om
pgebruiker (ûk|i1:k, û1:k−1, ẑ0:k−1, â0:k−1) gebruikersmodel te noemen omwil-
le van de analogie met gebruikersmodellen in andere toepassingen en omdat
dit model de signalen van de gebruiker verklaart of voorspelt gegeven een
bepaalde intentie i1:k. Functie pproces (ik|i1:k−1, û1:k−1, ẑ0:k−1, â0:k−1) wordt
in dit werk de plantransitiefunctie genoemd en stemt overeen met systeem-
modellen in andere toepassingen. Deze functie modelleert de dynamica van
gebruikersplannen, i.e. hoe gebruikersplannen op tijdstip k volgen uit gebrui-
kersplannen op eerdere tijdstippen i1:k−1, eerdere gebruikerssignalen û1:k−1,
eerdere veranderingen in omgevingswaarneming ẑ0:k−1 en eerder robotgedrag
â0:k−1.

7.3 Experimentele resultaten

7.3.1 Continue interfaces

Planherkenningexperimenten met een continue, proportionele handjoystick
werden uitgevoerd op de rolstoel Sharioto. Doelposes werden bekomen door
de gebruiker rond te laten rijden naar willekeurige poses in de omgeving, ge-
kozen door de gebruiker zelf. Bovendien werden manueel andere mogelijke
doelposes aangeduid op een kaart van de omgeving. Dit leverde in totaal
21 doelposes op. Planherkenning gebruikt deze doelposes, een kaart van de
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omgeving en een geschatte robotpose om paden te plannen vanuit de huidige
pose naar de doelposes.

Met het gebruikersmodel uit Sectie 6 werden de waarschijnlijkheden van
de op deze manier gemodelleerde mentale paden geschat. Meer bepaald werd
geverifieerd of de waarschijnlijkheden convergeren naar de eigenlijke gebrui-
kersintenties, ook al zijn de gebruikersintenties ingewikkelde manoeuvres.
Figuur 13 toont planherkenningresultaten voor twee complexe manoeuvres.
Voorwaarden voor het succesvol schatten van gebruikersintenties met deze
aanpak zijn:

1. Het mentale pad van de gebruiker moet in de set van paden zitten waar-
over een waarschijnlijkheidsverdeling wordt bijgehouden. De gemodel-
leerde mentale paden moeten bovendien voldoende overeenstemmen met
de eigenlijke paden die de gebruiker in gedachte heeft.

2. Het gebruikersmodel moet op een accurate manier de gebruikerssigna-
len voorspellen voor een gegeven mentaal traject. Van belang hierbij is
ook dat de onzekerheid op de voorspelde gebruikerssignalen voldoende
nauwkeurig worden bepaald, i.e. het gebruikersmodel moet een nauw-
keurig idee hebben van hoe betrouwbaar of onzeker zijn voorspellingen
zijn.

3. De plantransitiefunctie pproces moet nauwkeurig zijn. Het modelleren
en identificeren van deze functie is een uitdaging vermits de concrete
geometrische vorm van de eigenlijke gebruikersintenties niet gekend is.

7.3.2 Discrete interfaces

Gelijkaardige resultaten werden bekomen met de discrete interfaces in si-
mulatie als voor de continue interface op de rolstoel. Voor de simulatie-
experimenten werd ook onderzocht wat de invloed is van bepaalde parameters.

8 Gedeelde controle

Hoewel de waarschijnlijkheidsverdeling over gebruikersintenties uit Sectie 7
multi-modaal kan zijn, moeten voortdurend beslissingen genomen worden aan-
gaande de snelheden die naar de motoren worden gestuurd. Voor het nemen
van deze beslissingen werden drie algoritmen voorgesteld en gëımplementeerd:
een Maximum Likelihood (ML) aanpak, een Maximum A Posteriori (MAP)
aanpak en een Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) aan-
pak.

8.1 MAP en ML gedeelde controle

De ML en MAP aanpak verlopen volgens hetzelfde schema. Ze verschillen
enkel in de functie die ze maximaliseren om een optimale robotactie te bepalen.
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Figuur 13: De bovenste figuur toont een parkeermanoeuvre waarbij de ge-
bruiker start vanuit een pose ongeveer loodrecht op een muur en eindigt in
een pose parallel met de muur. Om dit te bereiken draait de gebruiker over
ongeveer 170◦ naar links en rijdt dan achteruit terwijl er ook gedraaid wordt
over 45◦ naar rechts. De onderste figuur toont een dokmanoeuvre waarbij de
gebruiker de rolstoel in een nauwe ruimte parkeert. De waarschijnlijkheids-
verdelingen zijn aan de linkerkant afgebeeld, waarbij de waarschijnlijkheid
overeenkomend met het echte gebruikersplan in het vet werd afgebeeld.

De ML aanpak kiest de gebruikersintentie die het gebruikersmodel pgebruiker

maximaliseert. De MAP aanpak daarentegen kiest de gebruikersintentie die
de a posteriori waarschijnlijkheidsverdeling pk maximaliseert.

Nadat een gebruikersintentie werd geselecteerd, moet bepaald worden wel-
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ke snelheid naar de motoren wordt gestuurd. Om de robotgrootte, robotkine-
matica en robotdynamica in rekening te brengen, wordt het navigatiealgorit-
me uit Sectie 5 gebruikt. In de kostfunctie die wordt geminimaliseerd, zitten
termen die botsingen bij hoge snelheden bestraffen en termen die snelheden
bestraffen waarvoor de geselecteerde gebruikersintentie niet nauwkeurig wordt
gevolgd.

8.2 POMDP gedeelde controle

De ML en MAP aanpakken brengen mogelijke ambigüıteit tussen verschil-
lende gebruikersintenties niet in rekening. Daarom is hun prestatie vooral
aanvaardbaar als de waarschijnlijkheidsverdelingen duidelijk uni-modaal zijn.

Indien de waarschijnlijkheidsverdeling multi-modaal is en de gebruikersin-
tenties overeenkomend met de maxima in de waarschijnlijkheidsverdeling een
verschillende stuuractie vereisen, kunnen ML en MAP de verkeerde stuuractie
selecteren. POMDP aanpakken brengen mogelijke ambigüıteiten expliciet in
rekening en leveren daarom betere resultaten op als de waarschijnlijkheids-
verdeling multi-modaal is.

Waar de ML aanpak enkel kijkt naar de meest recente informatie en de
MAP aanpak ook informatie uit het verleden gebruikt, gaat de POMDP aan-
pak acties kiezen die gebaseerd zijn op een evaluatie van hun (lange termijn)
effecten. De POMDP aanpak kijkt dus ook in de toekomst. Voor de ex-
perimenten in dit werk werd een greedy POMDP aanpak gëımplementeerd,
waarbij slechts één of maximaal twee tijdstappen in de toekomst gekeken
wordt.

8.3 Experimentele resultaten

Experimenten met de ML, MAP en POMDP aanpak werden uitgevoerd in de
2D gridwereld voor een gebruiker die niet naar rechts kan sturen en voor de
gesimuleerde rolstoel met oriëntatie.

Voor alle drie de aanpakken kon de gebruiker met handicap geraken op
elke gewenste doelpositie. Met de ML aanpak wijkt de robot echter vaker af
van het pad dat de gebruiker mentaal wil volgen, omdat verschillende intenties
vaak even waarschijnlijk zijn terwijl ze een verschillende stuuractie vereisen.
Dit zorgt voor een oscillerend robotgedrag. Dit effect treedt veel minder op
bij de MAP aanpak, omdat daarvoor het aantal intenties die gelijktijdig even
waarschijnlijk zijn kleiner is doordat onthouden wordt welke acties de gebrui-
ker in het verleden gaf. Het bekomen robotgedrag met de POMDP aanpak
oscilleert nog minder dan de MAP aanpak, omdat met de waarschijnlijkheid
van verschillende intenties rekening wordt gehouden.

Voor de gesimuleerde rolstoel met oriëntatie werd het aantal acties dat de
computer kan uitsturen uitgebreid t.o.v. de situatie waarbij de gebruiker in
controle is, zodat de robot zowel sneller als nauwkeuriger kan bewegen. De ML
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aanpak resulteert in een meer gekarteld pad, omdat het de gewenste gebrui-
kersrichting op een impulsieve manier bepaalt. De MAP resulteert in een veel
vlotter rijgedrag. De POMDP aanpak heeft een prestatie gelijkaardig aan de
MAP aanpak, maar neemt corrigerende stuuracties op een meer voorzichtige
manier. Bovendien lijnt de POMDP aanpak de rolstoel niet noodzakelijk uit
met één van de mogelijke doelposities, in tegenstelling tot ML of MAP. Alle
drie de aanpakken verhogen zowel de snelheid als de nauwkeurigheid waarmee
doelposities kunnen worden bereikt.

9 Algemeen besluit

Dit doctoraat levert enerzijds bijdragen op het gebied van semi-autonome
rolstoelbesturing en anderzijds op het gebied van mobiele robotica op PMA.

Bijdragen tot semi-autonome rolstoelbesturing

Gëındividualiseerde planherkenning bij onzekere metingen. Het
voorstellen van gebruikersintenties als geometrische paden naar een doelpose
laat toe om ook complexe gebruikersintenties te schatten, zoals parkeerma-
noeuvres in nauwe omgevingen. Bovendien wordt de onzekerheid op gebrui-
kersintenties en op gebruikerssignalen expliciet in rekening gebracht met Bay-
esiaanse technieken. De gemodelleerde onzekerheid wordt gebruikt bij het
combineren van oude en nieuwe informatie. Dit is vooral nuttig indien ge-
bruikerssignalen erg onzeker zijn of indien signalen uit de gebruikersinterface
weinig informatie bevatten.

Gebruikersmodellen voor rolstoelbesturing. De thesis stelde enkele
gebruikersmodellen voor zowel voor discrete als voor continue interfaces.
Daarbij werd de rolstoelgebruiker telkens gemodelleerd als een benadering
van een ideaal padvolgingsalgoritme.

Gëındividualiseerde gedeelde controle bij onzekere metingen. Drie
aanpakken voor het nemen van corrigerende stuuracties werden voorgesteld en
gëımplementeerd: een ML aanpak, een MAP aanpak en een POMDP aanpak.
De POMDP aanpak is gebaseerd op hetzelfde gebruikersmodel als datgene
dat gebruikt wordt voor planherkenning. Daardoor is ook gedeelde contro-
le gëındividualiseerd, i.e. corrigerende stuuracties worden genomen die zijn
afgestemd op gebruikersspecifieke karakteristieken.

Bijdragen tot mobiele robotica op PMA

Sensorverwerking. In dit werk werden algoritmen voorgesteld voor syn-
chronisatie tussen lidarsensor en robotcomputer en voor correctie van lidar-
scans voor beweging tijdens scannen. Verder werden naast enkele bestaande
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scanfilters ook nieuwe scanfilters ontworpen en getest. Ook werd een splits-en-
voeg-samen algoritme voor lijnextractie robuuster gemaakt tegen uitschieters,
met een betere prestatie dan drie andere gëımplementeerde lijnextractiealgo-
ritmen.

Lokalisatie en kaartopbouw. Een bestaand algoritme (Cox 1991) voor
het op elkaar leggen van lidarscans werd gëımplementeerd en sneller gemaakt.
Dit algoritme werd ook gebruikt voor lokale lokalisatie. Ook werd een algo-
ritme voor simultane kaartopbouw en poseschatting gëımplementeerd (Frese
et al. 2005).

Trajectplanning. Het padplanningsalgoritme uit (Vandorpe 1997) werd
uitgebreid zodat de afstand tot obstakels in rekening wordt gebracht tijdens
het plannen. Bovendien wordt na het plannen van het pad de robotdynamica
in rekening gebracht, door selectie van een rolstoelsnelheid uit een venster
rond de huidige rolstoelsnelheid.
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